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CARRIE BIRD 
CLERK- DISTRICT COURT 
CLEARWATER COUNTY 
OROFINO, IDAHO 
2DI1 DEC 19 A/'1 11 -:g 
C.t,s:: NO. CJtrf<9J/- 500~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
In the Matter of the Approval of Variance ) 
ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 




BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS) 
OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
cASENo. c_vc2o/{- boO 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Fee Category: ___ _ _ 
Fee: $88.00 
COMES NOW EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE SHINN, husband and wife, 
petitioners, by and through GARRY W. JONES, their attorney of record, and petition this court 
for judicial review pursuant Idaho Administrative Procedures Act and specifically, Idaho Code 
Section 67-5270 et seq., and Rule 84 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, of the decision of the 
Board of County Commissioners, Clearwater County, Idaho, denying petitioners appeal of 
Variance ZV2011-2 authorized by the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission in 
said matter, in their decision dated November 21,2011, and support thereof states the following: 
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1. Petitioners, EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE SHINN, husband and wife, are 
the petitioners herein and the owners of the following described real property located in 
Clearwater County, Idaho, to-wit: 
Township 37 North Range 1 East Boise Meridian 
Section 16: NW1/4 
Section 17: N1/2 NEl/4, SE1/4 NE ~ 
2. The real property owned by Shinns and described in paragraph 1 is adjacent to 
certain real property owned by Edward Galloway and Carole Galloway, in Clearwater County, 
and the subject of Subdivision Request SUB060096. 
3. Access from public right of way (Middle Road), to the real property Galloways 
are attempting to subdivide is a 30 foot easement from said Middle Road over and across real 
property owned by Shinn to the Galloway property. In order to obtain approval of their 
requested subdivision, the Galloways have requested variances relating to the 30 foot easement, 
which variances are herein set forth in full. 
4. Shinn's have disputed, for a variety of reasons as set forth hereinafter, that such 
easement is adequate under the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance to provide such access 
as required by subdivision ordinance. 
5. The variance request process culminated in the Clearwater County Board of 
Commissioners denying on November 21, 2011, the appeal of the Petitioners of their appeal of 
the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission's granting of all variances requested by 
Galloway. 
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6. Petitioners, EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE SHINN seek judicial review of 
the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners decision on appeal of Edward and Carol 
Galloway's variances, ZV2001-2. 
7. Procedurally, the chronological order of Galloway's attempts to meet the 
Clearwater County's subdivision ordinance by the use of the Shinn easement is as follows: 
A) November 20, 2006 - the preliminary plat in Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance Request SUB060096 submitted by Edward and Carole Galloway 
is approved as to the preliminary plat. No final decision is reached on roads outside the 
proposed subdivision. 
B) November 17, 2008- hearing is held on approval for final plat approval 
on the Galloway subdivision. No decision is reached as various issues regarding access 
from public road to the Galloway subdivision remain unanswered. 
C) March 21, 2011 - hearing held at Clearwater Planning and Zoning 
Commission on Variance ZV2011-2 filed by Edward and Carole Galloway requesting 
variances of access road specifications under Article 4 of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision ordinance as follows: 
1. Change right of way width from 60 feet to as required by the 
subdivision ordinance down to 30 feet and then down to 15 feet at the actual 
property line. 
2. Change surface of finished width from 24 feet as required by 
Subdivision Ordinance to 18 feet, then down to 15 feet at the actual property line. 
3. Set aside requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as 
required by the subdivision ordinance. 
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At said meeting and after public testimony, the Clearwater County Planning and 
Zoning Commission granted the variance requests of Galloways. Said public hearing 
was recorded, the recording of which is in possession of the clerk of the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission. The written decision granting such variances 
was dated April4, 2011. 
4. Appeal was timely filed by Shinn on the granting of the variances 
on the following grounds: 
a. No facts were presented which would justify the issuance 
of a variance under the regulations and conditions of the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance. 
b. Easement by which the Galloways propose to use for 
access to their property does not allow that the road be utilized for 
easement for ingress and egress by parties other than the Galloways. 
c. That it is not proper for a variance to be granted from the 
requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated to the public. 
D) May 23, 2011 -argument was heard on the Shinn appeal. 
E) July 29, 2011 - the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners remanded 
the vanance request of the Galloways to the Clearwater Planning and Zoning 
Commission, with specific instructions to review and identify the facts of an undue 
hardship which would justify the granting the variances. 
F) August 15, 2011 -a further hearing was held by the Clearwater County 
Planning and Zoning Commission on the variance at the request of Galloways. Said 
public hearing was recorded, the recording of which is in possession of the clerk of the 
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Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission. At such hearing, it was 
determined that facts were sufficient for the granting of a subdivision ordinance on the 
basis of undue hardship and the variances were granted. 
G) August 31, 2011 - Shinn filed their appeal of the Planning and Zoning 
decision. The grounds for appeal were: 
a) Insufficient evidence presented to authorize the Commission to 
enter finings regarding hardship. 
b) Any hardship as presented by Mr. Galloway were of their own 
making in that when they purchased the property, there was no access to the 
property. The present 60 foot requirement for right of way access and 24 foot 
requirement for surfaced areas were in the subdivision ordinance at the time the 
Galloways purchased their property. 
c) That the easement that the Galloways used does not allow the road 
to be utilized for ingress and egress by parties other than the Galloways. 
d) That there is no justification for a variance to be granted from the 
subdivision requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use. 
H) October 3, 2011 - Shinns' appeal heard before Clearwater County Board 
of Commissioners. Said public hearing was recorded, the recording of which is in 
possession of the clerk of the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission. 
I) November 21, 2011 - the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners 
denied the appeal of the Shinns and granted the variance of the Galloways. A copy of 
their decision is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
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J) December 5, 2011 Hearing on approval of the Galloways final plat was 
approved. Written decision has not been issued. 
8. This petition is brought pursuant to the Idaho Local Planning Act and the Idaho 
Administrative Procedures Act. Transcripts of the hearing held on March 21, 2001 and August 
15, 2011, have previously been prepared and are part of the Clearwater County Planning and 
Zoning/County Board of Commissioners record. A transcript of the hearing held before 
Clearwater County Board of Commissioners on October 3, 2011, has not been prepared and has 
been requested. 
9. That the clerk of the Clearwater County Commissions should prepare the record 
of the Administrative Hearing before the County Commissioners. 
10. That the issues on appeal are identical to those presented to the Clearwater 
County Board of Commissioners, to-wit: 
a. No facts were presented which would justify the issuance of a variance 
under the regulations and conditions of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 
b. Easement by which the Galloways propose to use for access to their 
property does not allow that the road be utilized for easement for ingress and egress by 
parties other than the Galloways. 
c. That it is not proper for a variance to be granted from the requirement that 
access to the subdivision be dedicated to the public. 
d) That there is no justification for a vanance to be granted from the 
subdivision requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use. 
Additional grounds for review may be requested upon review of the complete transcript and 
record. 
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11. This petition also requests leave to present additional evidence, documentary and 
testimonial that will assist the court in its review of the decision of the County Commissioners, 
pursuant to Idaho Code section 67-5276. 
12. The Clearwater County Commissioners decision is denying the appeal of the 
Shinns is not supported by substantial evidence, is arbitrary and capricious, and an abuse of 
discretion, and is in violation of the constitutional and statutory provisions, all contrary to Idaho 
Code Section 67-5279. Petitioners are entitled to an order of the court reversing the decision of 
the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners approving Subdivision Variances to the County 
with directions to deny the variances requested by Galloways. 
13. Petitioner has retained the services of Garry W. Jones, attorney at law, and has 
incurred attorney fees and costs of representation in this matter and is entitled to award of 
attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code sections 12-117, 12-120, 12-121. 
14. All hearings took place in Clearwater County, Idaho, and Clearwater County is 
the proper venue for the filing of this present petition. 
15. The petitioners have exhausted all administrative appeals. 
16. This petition is timely filed. 
17. That the undersigned, as attorney of record for the petitioners, hereby certifies: 
A. That service of a copy of this petition has been made upon the Clearwater 
County Board of Commissioners. 
B. That request has been made upon the Clerk of the Clearwater County Board 
of Commissioners for the estimated fee of the preparation of the transcript. Such estimate 
was not available at the time of signing of this petition. Petitioners are prepared to pay the 
estimated fee of transcript upon receiving the estimated cost. 
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C. That request has been made upon the Clerk of the Clearwater County Board 
of Commissioners for the estimated fee of the preparation of the record. Such estimate was 
not available at the time of signing of this petition. Petitioners are prepared to pay the 
estimated fee of record upon receiving the estimated cost. 
WHEREFORE, petitioners pray for relief as follows: 
1. For an order declaring that the approval of variances requested by Edward E. 
Galloway and Carole Galloway as ZV2011-2 should be set aside and that said variances be 
denied. At such time as the variances are denied, the request of the Galloways for the 
Subdivision Request SUB060096 cannot be sustained and should also be denied. 
2. For an order that the transcript of hearings and administrative record should be 
prepared. 
3. That the petitioner be awarded costs and attorney fees incurred incurred m 
pursuant this matter. 
4. For such other further relief as may be deemed appropriate by the court. 
DATED this 19th day ofDecember, 2011. 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
Attorneys for Petitioners 
' 
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DECISION BY: 
CLEARWATER COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
ON THE 
APPEAL OF EDWARD and CAROLE GALLOWAY VARIANCES 
(ZV2011-2) 
COMES NOW the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners (hereinafter "Board"), 
sitting as a quasi appellate board to hear the appeal of the decision from the Clearwater County 
Planning and Zoning Commission (hereinafter "Commission"), and makes the following findings 
and enters the following written order: 
This decision relates only to the request for variance filed as ZV20 11 -2 in the records of 
Clearwater County, Idaho. The written recommendations of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission to the Board of County Commissioners relating to the subdivision plat filed as SUB 
060096 do not constitute a final decision, but are recommendations only at this juncture, 
therefore are not ripe for appeal at this time. 
PRIOR PROCEEDINGS: 
On May 23, 2006, Ed and Carole Galloway, (hereinafter Galloway), filed an application 
to subdivide a parcel of property approximately 99.82 acres (1 00 acre aliquot part parcel) into 10 
parcels ranging between 6 plus acres and 12 plus acres in size. The applicants utilized the Class 
B combined plat procedure identified in the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. The 
subdivision was eventually identified as Southfork Estates. 
Galloway, on January 11, 2011, filed an application for three variances from the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Galloway sought to vary the requirement of 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.D.2 which requires access roads to be built 
within a minimum 60 foot wide right of way, to vary the requirements of Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.D.4.d. which requires access roads to have a minimum twenty 
four (24) foot road surface or finished width; and to vary the requirement of Article 4 Section B 
of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance which requires all arterial, collector, a..'1d other 
streets in a proposed subdivision to be dedicated to the public. 
The Commission, following a public hearing held on March 21, 2011, granted Galloway 
each ofthe requested variances, and entered a written findings of fact and conclusions oflaw, 
dated April 4, 2011. On March 25 , 2011 , Shinn filed a notice of appeal, stating as grounds for 
appeal that: 
"No facts or testimony were presented which would authorize the issuances of a 
variance under the terms and conditions of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 
Further, that the easement which the Galloways propose to use for access to the property 
DECISION - 1 EXHIBIT 
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does not allow that road to be utilized for easement for ingress and egress for parties other 
than Mr. And Mrs. Galloway. Finally, that it is not appropriate for a variance to be 
granted from the requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use.". 
The Clearwater County Commissioners, sitting as a quasi appellate board, heard the 
appeal and issued an order remanding the matter to the Planning and Zoning Commission for 
further findings. As guidance, the Board requests the Commission consider the following: 
1. Are there special circumstances or conditions affecting the property that the strict 
application of the provisions of this Ordinance would clearly be impracticable or 
unreasonable, and 
2. Are those special circumstances such that failure to grant a variance would cause 
an undue hardship to the developer, and 
3. Would strict compliance with the requirements ofthe Ordinance result in 
inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance, or nullify the 
purpose of the Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan. 
The Commission held a subsequent hearing on August 15, 2011, and granted the 
requested variances a second time, pursuant to a written decision dated Sept. 6, 2011 (Appellate 
Record Section 15). 
Appellants filed a second notice of appeal dated August 31, 2011, (Appellate Record 
Section I), appealing the decision of the Commission to the Board of County Commissioners. 
As grounds for appeal, the appellants argue: 
1. The applicant, Galloway, presented insufficient evidence to authorize the issuance 
of a variance. 
2. Any undue hardship were of Galloway's own making in that the property was 
purchased in 1985, when the existing standards were in place, and hardship of the 
applicant's own making cannot be the grounds for the granting of a variance. 
A third issue raised in the appellant's first notice of appeal, that the access easement itself 
does not allow for subdivision of the Galloway property at all, which was held by the Board of 
County Commissioners pending remand to the Commission, is finalized herein as well. 
Appellants further re-assert as grounds for appeal that it is not appropriate for a variance to be 
granted from the requirement that the access road be dedicated for public use. 
LAW /STANDARD OF REVIEW: 
The legal authority under State statute, and County ordinance authorizing the ability to 
grant a variance to an subdivision applicant, and the terms required for granting such a variance, 
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are set forth in the Board of County Commissioners order dated July 29, 2011, and are adopted 
herein by reference. 
In that the Board is sitting as an appellate board, guidance is found in Idaho Code Section 
67-5279, applying to a Court review of a planning and zoning decision, as to the standard of 
review to apply: 
(1) The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the 
weight of the evidence on questions of fact.(2) When the agency was not 
required by the provisions of this chapter or by other provisions of law to 
base its action exclusively on a record, the court shall affirm the agency 
action unless the court finds that the action was: (a) in violation of 
constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; or 
(d) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(3) When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by other 
provisions of law to issue an order, the court shall affirm the agency action 
unless the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, 
or decisions are: (a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; (c) made upon 
unlawful procedure; (d) not supported by substantial evidence on the 
record as a whole; or (e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (2) and (3) of this section, agency 
action shall be affirmed unless substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced. 
I. DID THE APPLICANT, GALLOWAY, PRESENT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO 
AUTHORIZE THE ISSUANCE OF THE REQUESTED VARIANCES. 
The Planning and Zoning Commission found, pursuant to the order dated April 4, 2011, 
and the order dated September 6, 2011, that Galloway had presented sufficient evidence to 
authorize the issuance ofthe requested variances. 
To uphold the Commission's findings, the Board must consider, in light of the standard 
of review identified above, Article VIII ofthe Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance which 
provides the standards for granting a variance, namely: 1. Whether an undue hardship would 
result from strict compliance with the ordinance; 2. Whether there are special circumstances or 
conditions making strict application of the ordinance impracticable or unreasonable; 3. Whether 
the purpose or intent of the ordinance would be nullified, or inhibited, if the variance was 
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granted; and 4. Whether the granting of the variance would be detrimental to the public welfare 
or injurious to other property in the area, or a violation ofldaho Code. 
The requirement to show an "undue hardship" exists in State statute as well (I. C. 67-
5279). There exists limited guidance from state ofldaho statutes or case law as to what 
constitutes an "undue hardship". Undue hardship is some condition which is analyzed on a case 
by case basis (Wohrle v. Kootenai County, 147 Idaho 267, 207 P.3d 998 (2009) due to 
characteristics of the site (Wohrle at 147 Idaho 273-274; 207 P.3d 1004-05), or due to special 
circumstances or conditions, which are peculiar to the property and not applicable generally to 
land or buildings in the neighborhood (Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 906, 909, 693 
P .2d 1108, 1111 (Idaho App., 1984), and which is not in conflict with the public interest. I.C. § 
67-5279. 
An undue hardship can be created due to exorbitant expense of a requirement not justified 
by the development, such as with respect to excessive road construction requirements to support 
a relatively few number of daily vehicle trips caused by the development (see Blaha v. Board of 
Ada County Com 'rs, 134 Idaho 770, 773, 9 P.3d 1236, 1239 (Idaho 2000) for a Board of County 
Commissioners finding of undue hardship due to an expense vs. benefit analysis, cited with 
approval by the reviewing court). 
In this case, evidence to the Commission found the road as varied provided proper, safe 
access, that the easement necessary to support the road as varied was adequate, that obtaining a 
wider easement to comply with the ordinance was impossible, that dedicating that easement to 
the public was impossible due to the nature of the easement, and unnecessary in that there would 
likely be no further developments or subdivisions using the same road for access, and that the 
cost of construction, even if it were possible, to build a road which complied with the ordinance 
was unduly exorbitant, especially in light of the 10 to 20 vehicle trips per day which is all that is 
anticipated for this low density very rural development at maximum housing capacity. The road 
as varied (easement, road width, public dedication) was deemed adequate by reviewing 
professionals including the Clearwater County Road Department and the Evergreen Fire District. 
Failure to grant the requested variances would have the result in the inability to subdivide 
the real property into less than 20 acre parcels, without any control or jurisdiction over the road at 
all by Clearwater County, and with the possibility of more residences being in place and a higher 
traffic load than as currently proposed, due to the lack of controlling ordinances being in place 
for 20 acre or larger parcels. Thus, the public interest may actually be hurt by failure to grant the 
vanances. 
Further, Galloway provided a letter which was read into the record. The letter references 
each of the requirements for granting a variance and provides grounds for finding in his favor on 
each of those requirements. The Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Administrator also 
prepared and submitted staff recommendations identifying the required findings, and addressing 
them, with a recommendation to grant the requested variances. 
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In prior proceedings, testimony was submitted from the Clearwater County Road and 
Bridge Department Supervisor, Rob Simon, indicating that the proposed private road access (the 
subject of the three variance requests) would be adequate for safe, year round travel, especially 
given the low density rural nature of the development. That information was provided again in 
the remand hearing of August 15th. (See Transcript pages 10- 15). 
Mr. Galloway followed up his written testimony with an oral statement, again discussing 
the cost, public benefit, low density rural nature of the proposed development. (See Transcript 
pages 43 -50). 
The Board finds that sufficient evidence was presented to justify the Commission's 
findings. 
II. WAS ANY UNDUE HARDSHIP THAT EXISTS A RESULT OF GALLOWAY'S 
OWN MAKING, THUS DISQUALIFYING HIM FROl\·'1 BEING ALLOWED A 
VARIANCE AS REQUESTED. 
The Appellants point to an assertion that undue hardship cannot be self created as 
grounds for their current appeal, and argue that the applicant, Galloway, purchased the land in 
1985, at a time when the existing ordinances were in effect; therefore, he caused his own 
hardship by purchasing land knowing development would require a variance. Appellants argue 
that Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 516, 567 P.2d 1257, 1267 (1977) 
applies to support their position. 
In Dawson, the applicant owned an option to purchase land zoned for agricultural and 
residential uses only. Dawson filed a request for a land use change, seeking to have his parcel 
zoned as commercial for use as an automobile dealership. He then exercised his purchase option, 
bought the land, and claimed (among other things) that an undue financial hardship would now 
arise if the zoning change was not allowed. 
Dawson presents facts very different from this case. Here, the land was purchased in 
1985. Approximately 20 years elapsed before Galloway sought to subdivide the property. 
Further, Galloway's property has always been zoned for residential purposes, which is the use he 
seeks to make of his property. Galloway seeks variances for road easements and widths 
incidental to that allowed use. Dawson, alternatively, bought his property after filing a request 
for a variance, and knowing full well that the entire use he intended was disallowed, and gambled 
on obtaining a zoning change, or a variance to allow his use. 
Changing the land use for a specific parcel of land to something the entire neighborhood 
is not zoned for presents a very different question than obtaining a variance for a road easement 
and width to support an already authorized and allowed use. To change the land use entirely 
raises the issue of spot zoning, something not at issue here, and which the Dawson court spent 
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significant time discussing. Of note, all cases citing Dawson involve spot zoning or requests for 
variances to change land use entirely, rather than variances for roads incidental to an already 
authorized land use. 
With regard to hardship in the context of spot zoning, the Dawson court held as follows: 
Moreover, we cannot overlook the fact that Dawson's hardship in this case is 
self-inflicted since the option to purchase was exercised in full knowledge that 
the land was zoned residential and that a variance for commercial use had not 
been granted. As the Supreme Court of Colorado said, under similar 
circumstances:"*Nopro's land investment was made in full knowledge of the 
zoning limitations. It took the calculated risk that it could break the zoning use 
barrier and thereby double the profit from its investment. Having been denied the 
means by which this might be accomplished, it claims hardship. If hardship exists 
under the facts of this case and we hold that it does not it was incurred 
voluntarily by the choice of Nopro and was self-inflicted."* Nopro Co. v. Town of 
Cherry Hills Village, 180 Colo. 217, 504 P.2d 344, 349 (1973).1n Nopro, as 
indicated, the developer was realizing a substantial profit on his investment and 
was complaining only that it could not make twice as much. Manger v. City of 
Chicago, 121 lli.App.2d 358, 257 N.E.2d 473 (1970), was closer to the economic 
facts of this case in that plaintiff had actually put out cash for land that would be 
worth much less if the zoning variance was not granted. Nonetheless, the Illinois 
court reached the same conclusion:"*Piaintiffs purchased the two parcels 
comprising the subject property with full knowledge of its zoning restrictions. 
While a party who purchases property in the face of the existing zoning 
classification is not precluded from challenging the validity of the zoning 
classification, his purchase in the face of the existing zoning classification is one 
factor to be considered. (Citation omitted.) Plaintiffs admit that they purchased 
the two parcels comprising the subject property with the intention of endeavoring 
to secure a change of zoning classification and described their plans as a 
'*calculated risk'* in paying $100,000.00 for what they knew to be the then true 
value of $15,000.00."* 257 N.E.2d at 479.Accordingly, the variance was denied. 
Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 516, 567 P.2d 1257, 
1267 (1977). 
Dawson and those cases cited therein go on to describe that self inflicted 
hardship, if it exists, is a factor to be considered in whether or not to grant or deny a 
variance, but is not controlling. Therefore, this Board of Commissioners cannot say 
that the Planning and Zoning Commission abused its discretion when deciding to grant 
the variances in spite of the argument of self inflicted hardship and finds in favor of 
Galloway on this issue. 
III. DOES THE BARE LANGUAGE OF THE EASEMENT OBTAINED BY 
GALLOWAY PROHIBIT HIM FROM SUBDIVIDING? 
DECISION -6 
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In the context of planning and zoning, it is not the practice or policy of the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, or the Board of Commissioners, to become embroiled 
in disputes between landowners regarding the intent of easements which have been granted. The 
County looks at the bare language of the easement itself, and if that language appears clear and 
unambiguous to the County, sufficient to provide a right of access to the proposed subdivision, 
the County will not delve further into the intent of the parties regarding that easement. The 
Clearwater County planning and zoning structure is not intended, nor shall be utilized, as a 
substitute for a court of law to resolve easement disputes between landowners. 
Courts recognize this approach when interpreting easements in general: 
"In construing an easement in a particular case, the instrument granting the 
easement is to be interpreted in connection with the intention of the parties, and 
the circumstances in existence at the time the easement was granted and 
utilized. Dr. James Cool, D.D.S. v. Mountainview Landowners Co-op. Ass'n, Inc., 
139 Idaho 770, 773, 86 P.3d 484, 487 (2004) 
The existence of ambiguity determines the standard of review of a lower court's 
interpretation of a contract or instrument. Union Pac. R.R. Co. v. Ethington Family 
Trust, 137 Idaho 435, 437-*38, 50 P.3d 450, 452-*53 (2002). 
In the absence of ambiguity, the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary and 
proper sense, according to the meaning derived from the plain wording of the 
instrument. See Juker v. American Livestock Ins. Co., 102 Idaho 644, 645, 637 P.2d 
792, 793 (1981 ). C & G, Inc. v. Rule, 135 Idaho 763, 765, 25 P.3d 76, 78 (2001) 
The easement in question (Appeal Record Section 13) provides a bare, unequivocal grant 
of non-exclusive easements to Galloway, and Galloway's heirs, successors and assigns, with the 
only limitation being as follows: "This Grant of Easements is binding upon and enures to the 
benefit of the heirs, assigns, and successors of the parties hereto, and the easement for ingress 
and egress shall not be deemed a public right-of-way." 
"Public right-of-way" is a term of art, defined in Idaho Code Section 40-117 (9) as a right 
of way open to the public and under the jurisdiction of the public highway agency, where the 
agency has no obligation to construct or maintain the same. With the grant of a variance to 
Galloway allowing the access road to remain a private, rather than a public road, then the 
easement appears on its face for planning and zoning purposes, to allow for development. 
This is not meant nor is to be construed as a finding based upon a disputed hearing as to 
the intent of the parties to the easement itself, but is to be construed as a finding solely for agency 
planning and zoning purposes. 
Accordingly, the Board of County Commissioners, sitting as an appellate board to review 
the grant of variances by the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission finds that 
such grant was not arbitrary, capricious, and was supported by substantial competent evidence, 
and was not made in violation of law or procedure. 
DECISION -7 
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Thus the grant of each of the three variances is UPHELD. 
Any stay of proceedings for the pending concurrent subdivision applications is lifted, and 
the same shall be scheduled for hearing. 
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CASE NO: CV2011 -500 
CERTIFICATION OF RECORD 
COMES NOW, Cindy Barnett, Clerk for the Clearwater County Board of 
Commissioners, and hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the original record relating to 
Variance ZV20 11 -2 and Appeals is provided herewith. 
DATED this \1~ay ofFebruary, 2012. 
,_ 
--=--=----..::.+-=-------~"'1- d 1_ 
CINDY BA ETT, CLERK _, 0 
CLEARWATER COUNTY BOARD 
OF COMMISSIONERS 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
In the Matter of the Approval of Variance ) 
ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 




BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS) 




CASE NO: CV2011-500 
LODGING OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
RECORD 
COMES NOW, Cindy Barnett, Clerk for the Clearwater County Board of 
Commissioners, and hereby gives notice that a true and correct copy of the original record 
relating to Variance ZV20 11-2 and Appeals was lodged with the Clerk of the Court and a 
certified copy was provided to the attorney for Petitioners, Garry W. Jones . 
DATED this(1~y of February, 2012. 
... 
J~o~lnaRttU<,~ 




The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed 
or delivered to the following on this day of February, 2012: 
Garry W. Jones 
Jones, Brower & Callery, P.L.L.C. 
1304 Idaho Street 
P.O. Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
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Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:58 PM 
Garry Jones (gwjones@lewiston.com) 
Commissioners; Clayne Tyler 
Subject: Request for Appeal Application, Request for Records, Procedures outlined 
Request to Examine Public Records.doc; Appeal.doc Attachments: 
Dear Mr. Jones, 
Attached are the application for appeal and the form for requesting public records. Below are Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance Article IX Section G which states the type of appeal and the Clearwater County Zoning Ordinance 
Article XIII Section 1303 which is the procedure that will be followed. 
SECTION G. APPEAL TO THE BOARD 
Upon receipt of an appeal from the action of the Commission, the Board shall set a hearing date, using the 
same notification procedures outlined in Article Ill, Section I, #8, to include notification of all persons appearing, 
either in person or writing at the Commission hearing, to consider all information, testimony, Commission's 
minutes of the public hearing and ordinance standards to reach a decision to uphold, conditionally uphold or 
overrule the decision of the Commission. The Board shall only overrule the Commission by a favorable vote of 
the majority of the full Board. 
SECTION 1303. BOARD APPEALS --Any person or organization affected by a decision of the 
Commission may appeal the decision of the Commission to the Board using the following procedure: 
1. The Affected Person shall transmit a notice of appeal to the Administrator and the Chair of the 
Board within twenty (20) days of the action of the Commission; 
2. The Administrator shall transmit to the Board all papers and other material (including recordings of 
the Commission proceedings) constituting the record upon which the appeal is based, and shall no 
less than fifteen ( 15) days prior to the date established by the Board for consideration of the appeal, 
notify affected persons of the pending appeal as provided in Article XV. The Board may request 
such clarification, information, or recommendations from the Administrator as are necessary to the 
Board's deliberation; 
3. A transcript of the Commission's consideration of the request shall be provided by the County at the 
expense of the appellant. The Board of County Commissioners shall determine an estimated fee 
per page to be charged for transcripts. The appellant shall pay the estimated cost of the transcript 
to the County in advance, and be refunded money or owe additional money when the transcript has 
been prepared, and the actual cost determined. The transcript shall be a complete transcript of the 
entirety of any and all meetings at which the application is considered by the Commission; 
4. Not more than thirty (30) days from receipt of the prepared transcripts, the Board shall consider the 
appeal. When meeting to consider the appeal, the meeting shall be open to the public, but shall not 
be a public hearing, unless: 
a. A public hearing has been requested in accordance with Section 1101 of this Ordinance; or, 
b. A public hearing has been called by a motion of a Board member, and by majority vote or 
unanimous consent of the full board, at which time the Board shall observe the hearing and 
notification procedures provided in Article XV of this Ordinance. 
5. When meeting to consider the appeal, the Board may compel County staff to be available to 
present information and answer such questions as the Board may have; 
1 
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6. The Board may chaos ) uphold, conditionally uphold, overtur ,r postpone a decision pending 
further consideration. The Board shall overturn the decision of the Commission only by majority 
vote of the full Board; 
7. Should the Board choose to overturn the decision of the Commission, the Board may refer the 
application back to the Commission for rehearing, and may provide such instructions to the 
Commission as are necessary to resolution; 
8. Should the Board choose to uphold or conditionally uphold the decision of the Commission, all 
remedies shall be considered exhausted under local ordinance; 
9. Within fifteen (15) days of the Board's decision, the Board shall notify the applicant and all affected 
property owners of the decision in writing, specifying; 
a. The Ordinance provisions 'and standards used in evaluating the appeal; 
b. The reasons for the action taken; and 
c. The action aggrieved parties may take to seek remedy. 
10. On its own motion, the Board may, within fourteen (14) days of issuance of its written decision, 
reconsider that decision. 
If you have any questions, please let me know. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
13oii&VK~ 
Clecwwett-ev COUYtt"y P~Er Z~A~vett-or 
P.c:J. 13o;u 586 
c:J vo{!Aw-; IV 8 3 5 Lf.Lf. 
208) Lf-76 -Lf-815 
2 
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Clearwater Cc > • ·1ty Application f ---~Appeal 
-
CLEARWATER COUNTY BUILDING & PLANNING P.O. Box 586 150 Michigan Avenue Orofino, Idaho 83544 (208) 476-4815 
SUBMITTALS: 
1. iJ Summarized letter by the appellant or the appellant's agent. 
2. liJ Proper fee ($20.00). 
Appeal of decision is based on the record No new evidence can be introduced. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: ----.,--------
I am appealing a decision ofthe (circle one): (Planning and Zoning Commissio~) Board of County Commissioners 
Date of the written decision that is being appealed: Mare'h-zT-;--2 011 
Application number (if applicable): ___,Z.,_V~2~0'-'1-'1,_-~2..__ ____ _ 
SITE INFORMATION: 
Location: Quarter: SW Section: 0 9 
SubdivisionName: Southfork Estates 
Township: 3 7 N Range: 1 E Total Acres: 9 9 • 8 2 
RP #: ___________ _ 
Site Address: _north of Middle. Road,, east of Brown Road City ____________ _ 
Tax Parcel Number(s): __________ _ Zoning: _____ Area of City Impact: _n-'o'-------
APPELLANT: 
Name: Edward L. & Doni lee E. Shinn 
Address: 671 Chief Sampson Road 
City: Toppenish State:_NA__ Zip: 98948 
Telephone: 50 9 8 54 2 4 2 9Fax: ______ _ 
Email: --------
I consent to this application and allow Building and Planning staff 
to enter the property for site inspections related to this application. 
Signature: (Owner) Date 
OFFICE USE ONLY 
I FileNo.: Received By: 
L Letter of Appeal: Y N Map: Y N 
AGENT: 
Name: Garry W. Jones 
Address: 1304 Idaho Street 
City: Lewiston 
Telephone: .2 0 8 7 4 3 
State: _112_ Zip: 8 3 50 1 
3 59 1 Fax: 2 0 8 7 4 6 9 5 5 3 
Email: gwjones@lewi ston.com 
I certifY this information is correct to the best of my knowledge. 
Pem1it: Y N #: 
Date: Fee: 
Documentation: y N 
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Clearwater Co11nty Application for Appeal 
CLEARWATERCOUNTYBUILDI"i'<'---fLANNING P.O.Box586 J50MichiganAven~- ,Jrofino,Idaho 83544 (208)476-4815 
SUBMITTALS: 
~ Summarized letter by the appellant or the appellant's agent. 
2. liJ Proper fee ($20.00). 
Appeal of decision is based on the record. No new evidence can be introduced. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 
.--------:::::---------
I am appealing a decision of the (circle one): l.~~nning and Zoning CommisS!~ Board of County Commissioners 
Date of the written decision that is being appealed: Mar~z-r;-2cflf--
Application number (if applicable): SUB 0 6 0 0 9 6 
SITE INFORMATION: 
Location: Quarter: SW Section: 0 9 Township: 3 7 N Range: 1 E Total Acres: 9 9 • 8 2 
Subdivision Name: Southfork Estates RP #: ---------------------------
Site Address: north of Middle Road, east of Brown Road City ---------------------------
Tax Parcel Number(s): -------------------- Zoning: _________ Area of City Impact: __ n_o __________ _ 
APPELLANT: 
Name: Edward L. & Doni lee E. Sb j nn 
Address: 671 Chief Sampson Road 
City: Toppenish State: ---.N1L Zip: 98948 
Telephone: 50 9 8 54 2 4 2 9Fax: -------
Email: ____________ _ 
I consent to this application and allow Building and Planning staff 
to enter the property for site inspections related to this application. 
Signature: (Owner) 
OFFICE USE ONLY 
.c'ileNo.: Received By: 
I Letter of Appeal: Y N Map: Y N 
AGENT: 
Name: Garry W. Jones 
Address: _1_3_0_4 __ I_d_a_h_o_s_t_r_e_e_t _____ _ 
City: Lewiston State: ID Zip: 83501 
Telephone: 2 0 8 = 7 4 3 3 5 91 Fax: 2 0 8 7 4 6 9 55 3 
Email: gwj ones@ lewiston. com 
I certify this information is correct to the best of my knowledge. 
Permit: y N #: 
Date: Fee: 
Documentation: y N 
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JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P. L. L. C. 
Garry W. Jones 
Robert L. Brower 
Thomas W. Callery 
LAWYERS 
1304 Idaho Street, P. 0. Box 854 
Lewiston ID 83501 
March 25, 2011 
Clearwater County Planning & Zoning Commission 
Attention: Bobbie Kaufman 
P. 0. Box 586 
Orofino, ID 83544 
RE: Galloway I Shinn 
Dear Bobbie: 
(208) 743-3591 




I am enclosing separate Notices of Appeal for hearing ZV 2011-2 and SUB 060096, both of 
which were held before the Planning & Zoning Commission on March 21, 2011. It is my 
l1nderstanding that upon the filing of these appeals, that all further action in the Hidden Valley 
Subdivision renamed Southfork Estates will be postponed until final hearing of the appeal. 
Specifically, it is my understanding that there will be no hearing of SUB060096 on April 4, 
2011. Would you please confirm, in writing, that there will be no hearing on April 4, 2011. 
Your form requires a "summarized letter". I am not sure what that means, but I would respond 
as follows: 
ZV 2011-2. Grounds for appeal. No facts or testimony were presented which would 
authorize the issuances of a variance under the terms and conditions of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance. Further, that the easement which the Galloways propose to use for 
access to the property does not allow that road to be utilized for easement for ingress and egress 
for parties other than Mr. and Mrs. Galloway. Finally, that it is not appropriate for a variance to 
be granted from the requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use. 
SUB 060096. As stated at the public meeting, my clients are appealing any 
recommendation of approval of the subdivision by the Planning & Zoning Commission prior to 
my clients appeal of the issuance of variance being determined by the Board of County 
Commissioners. I recognize this may not be necessary to appeal as their decision is based upon 
the variance granted in ZV 2011-2. Nevertheless, I feel that it is necessary to file this appeal in 
order to protect my clients' rights. · 
30
Bobbie Kaufman 
March 25, 2011 
Page2 
Please find my check, payable to Clearwater County in the sum of $40.00 for the appeals in both 
cases. I have ordered a transcript and paid the anticipated costs. It is my intention to contact you 
on Tuesday to determine if you require any further information in order to perfect our appeal. 
GWJ;pj 
Enclosures 
cc: Edward L. & Donilee E. Shinn 
Sincerely, 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 




Garry W. Jones 
Robert L. Brower 
Thomas W. Callery 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P. L. L. C. 
LAWYERS 
1304 Idaho Street, P. 0. Box 854 
Lewiston ID 83501 
March 30, 2011 
Clearwater County Planning & Zoning Commission 
Attention: Bobbie Kaufman 
P. 0. Box 586 
Orofino, ID 83544 
RE: Galloway I Shinn 
Dear Bobbie: 
(208) 743-3591 




Pursuant to your telephone call of Wednesday, March 30, 2011, enclosed please find my check, 
payable to Clearwater County in the sum of $20.00 for the appeals in both cases. It is my 
understanding that you will be returning the $40.00 check, previously forwarded to you, to my 
office. 




JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
(/;?!Zb·L>L 
LX-V~·· I 
GARRY W. JONES 
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Clearwater Co ___ nty Application fvr Appeal 
CLEARWATER COUNTY BUILDING & PLAl'lNING P.O. Box 586 150 Michigan Avenue Orofino, Idaho 83544 (208) 476-4815 
IUBM)l'f ALS: 
l. 0}ummarized letter by the appellant or the appellant's agent. 
2. [:J Proper fee ($20.00). 
Appeal of decision is based on the record No new evidence can be int,.nW~~';.,F=======-: 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 
I am appealing a decision of the (circle one): Planning and Zoning Commission Board of County Commissioners 
Date ofthe written decision that is being appealed: August 15, 2011 
Application number (if applicable): __ Z_V_2_0_1_1_-_2 ______ _ 
SITE INFORMATION: 
Location: Quarter: _S_W __ Section: 09 Township: 37 N Range: _1_E __ Total Acres: 99. 82 
Subdivision Name: Southfork Estates RP #: -------------------
Site Address: north of Middle Road, east of Brown Road City ____________ _ 
Tax Parcel Number(s): ----------- Zoning: _____ Area of City Impact: __.n'-"o.L_. ____ _ 
APPELLANT: 
arne: ___ Ed_w_ar_d_L~·~&~Do_n_i_l_ee_E~·~Sh_inn __ __ 
Address: 671 Chief Sampson Road 
City: Toppenish State: WA Zip:98948 
Telephone: ( 509) 854-2429Fax: ______ _ 
Email: --------
AGENT: 
Name: Garry W. Jones 
Address: 1304 Idaho Street 
City: Lewiston State: ~ Zip: 83501 
Telephone: ( 208) 7 43-3591 Fax: -'('-"2'-"-0-=-8-L-) --'7--'4'-"6--9"-'5=-=5=3-
Email: gwjones@lewiston.com 
I consent to this application and allow Building and Planning staff I certify this infonnation is correct to the best of my knowledge. 
to enter the property for site inspections related to this application. 
Signature: (Owner) Date Date 
OFFICE USE ONLY Permit: y N #: 
) File No.: Received By: _4t-~ Date: Fee: ~'I '/.::;J 
) Letter of Appeal: (1 \ N Map: y Qt) Documentation: !'y) N 
"---' 
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Garry W. Jones 
Robert L. Brower 
Thomas W. Callery 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P. L. L. C. 
LAWYERS 
1304 Idaho Street, P. 0. Box 854 
Lewiston ID 83501 
August 31,2011 
Clearwater County Planning & Zoning Commission 
Attention: Bobbie Kaufman 
P. 0. Box 586 
Orofino, ID 83544 
RE: Galloway I Shinn 
Dear Bobbie: 
(208) 743-3591 




I am enclosing Notices of Appeal for hearing ZV 2011-2, which was held before the Planning & 
Zoning Commission on August 15, 2011. It is my understanding that upon the filing of this 
appeal, all further action in the Hidden Valley Subdivision renamed Southfork Estates will be 
postponed until final hearing of the appeal. Would you please confirm, in writing, that there will 
be no further hearing until this present appeal is heard. 
Your form requires a "summarized letter," but I would respond as follows: 
ZV 2011-2 Grounds for Appeal. Edward Galloway presented insufficient evidence at the 
hearing before the commission on which the commission could authorize issuance of a variance 
under the terms and conditions of Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Further, any 
grounds of hardship as presented by Mr. Galloway were of his own making. At the time Mr. 
Galloway acquired the property which he intends to use for subdivision purposes, there was no 
sufficient recorded access. Mr. Galloway testified that he purchased the property in 1985. At 
that time, the present standards for the width of highway were in existence. Subsequently, Mr. 
Galloway obtained an easement from the predecessors in title to Edward and Donilee Shinn, 
which easement was only 30 feet wide. Again, this was less than the amount then required by 
the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Any hardship that Mr. Galloway may have 
experienced by virtue of insufficient access to the property is of his own making. Hardship of 
the applicant's own making cannot be the grounds for the granting of a variance. 
Nothing herein contained waives the position of the applicants set forth in their last appeal, to 
wit: ( 1) that the easement which Gallo ways proposed to use for access to the property does not 
allow that road to be utilized for an easement for ingress and egress for parties other than Mr. 
35
Clearwater County Planning & Zoning Commission 
Attention: Bobbie Kaufman 
August 31, 2011 
Page Two 
and Mrs. Galloway, and (2) it is not appropriate for a variance to be granted from the 
requirement that access to this subdivision be dedicated for public use. 
Please find my check payable to Clearwater County in the sum of $20.00 for the appeal. I have 
contacted Keith Evans office and left a message to obtain an estimate for the transcript. 
GWJ/k 
Enclosures 
cc: Edward L. & Donilee E. Shinn 
Sincerely, 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
'l /'\ f\ 
~ IJ__J-tO t/\.J1 
GARRY w.G~s 
Clearwater County Board of Commissioners 
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Garry W. Jones 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
1304 Idaho Street 
P. 0. Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-3591 
Idaho State Bar No. 1254 
CARRiE BUiO 
CLERF~-cqsT,~!CT COURT 
2011 0::- r I 9 ;: :" 1 1 r: a LU ..... !~.1 _ _:..\_V 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
In the Matter of the Approval ofVariance ) 
ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 




BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS) 
OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
CASE NO. C.. V c::la 1 I~ 5o o 
PETITION FOR WDICIAL REVIEW 
Fee Category: ____ _ 
Fee: $88.00 
COMES NOW EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE SHINN, husband and wife, 
petitioners, by and through GARRY W. JONES, their attorney of record, and petition this court 
for judicial review pursuant Idaho Administrative Procedures Act and specifically, Idaho Code 
Section 67-5270 et seq., and Rule 84 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, of the decision ofthe 
Board of County Commissioners, Clearwater County, Idaho, denying petitioners appeal of 
Variance ZV2011-2 authorized by the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission in 
said matter, in their decision dated November 21, 2011, and support thereof states the following: 
Petition for Judicial Review 1 
38
L Peritioners, EDWARD L. SHlli""N and DOl'iiLEE SHINN, husband and vvife, are 
the petitioners herein and the owners of the following described real property located in 
Clearwater County, Idaho, to-wit: 
Township 37 North Range 1 East Boise Meridian 
Section 16: NW1/4 
Section 17: N1/2 NEl/4, SE1/4 NE Y4 
2. The real property owned by Shinns and described in paragraph 1 is adjacent to 
certain real property owned by Edward Galloway and Carole Galloway, in Clearwater County, 
and the subject of Subdivision Request SUB060096. 
3. Access from public right of way (Middle Road), to the real property Galloways 
are attempting to subdivide is a 30 foot easement from said Middle Road over and across real 
property owned by Shinn to the Galloway property. In order to obtain ~pproval of their 
requested subdivision, the Galloways have requested variances relating to the 30 foot easement, 
which variances are herein set forth in full. 
4. Shinn's have disputed, for a variety of reasons as set forth hereinafter, that such 
easement is adequate under the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance to provide such access 
as required by subdivision ordinance. 
5. The variance request process culminated in the Clearwater County Board of 
Commissioners denying on November 21, 2011, the appeal of the Petitioners of their appeal of 
the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission's granting of all variances requested by 
Galloway. 
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6. Petit:ioners, EDWARD L SHJN.\T and DONILEE SHINN seek judicial review of 
the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners decision on appeal of Edward and Carol 
Galloway's variances, ZV2001-2. 
7. Procedurally, the chronological order of Galloway's attempts to meet the 
Clearwater County's subdivision ordinance by the use of the Shinn easement is as follows: 
A) November 20, 2006 - the preliminary plat in Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance Request SUB060096 submitted by Edward and Carole Galloway 
is approved as to the preliminary plat. No final decision is reached on roads outside the 
proposed subdivision. 
B) November 17, 2008 -hearing is held on approval for final plat approval 
on the Galloway subdivision. No decision is reached as various issues regarding access 
from public road to the Galloway su~division remain unanswered. 
C) March 21, 2011 - hearing held at Clearwater Planning and Zoning 
Commission on Variance ZV2011-2 filed by Edward and Carole Galloway requesting 
variances of access road specifications under Article 4 of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision ordinance as follows: 
1. Change right of way width from 60 feet to as required by the 
subdivision ordinance down to 30 feet and then down to 15 feet at the actual 
property line. 
2. Change surface of finished width from 24 feet as required by 
Subdivision Ordinance to 18 feet, then down to 15 feet at the actual property line. 
3. Set aside requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as 
required by the subdivision ordinance. 
Petition for Judicial Review 3 
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At said meeting and after public testimony, the Cleanvater County Planning and 
Zoning Commission granted the variance requests of Galloways. Said public hearing 
was recorded, the recording of which is in possession of the clerk of the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission. The written decision granting such variances 
was dated April4, 2011. 
4. Appeal was timely filed by Shinn on the granting of the variances 
on the following grounds: 
a. No facts were presented which would justify the issuance 
of a variance under the regulations and conditions of the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance. 
b. Easement by which the Galloways propose to use for 
access to their property does not allow 
1 
that the road be utilized for 
easement for ingress and egress by parties other than the Galloways. 
c. That it is not proper for a variance to be granted from the 
requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated to the public. 
D) May 23, 2011 -argument was heard on the Shinn appeal. 
E) July 29, 2011 -the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners remanded 
the vanance request of the Galloways to the Clearwater Planning and Zoning 
Commission, with specific instructions to review and identify the facts of an undue 
hardship which would justify the granting the variances. 
F) August 15, 2011 - a further hearing was held by the Clearwater County 
Planning and Zoning Commission on the variance at the request of Galloways. Said 
public hearing was recorded, the recording of which is in possession of the clerk of the 
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Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission. At such hearing, it was 
determined that facts were sufficient for the granting of a subdivision ordinance on the 
basis ofundue hardship and the variances were granted. 
G) August 31, 2011- Shinn filed their appeal of the Planning and Zoning 
decision. The grounds for appeal were: 
a) Insufficient evidence presented to authorize the Commission to 
enter finings regarding hardship. 
b) Any hardship as presented by Mr. Galloway were of their own 
making in that when they purchased the property, there was no access to the 
property. The present 60 foot requirement for right of way access and 24 foot 
requirement for surfaced areas were in the subdivision ordinance at the time the 
l 
Galloways purchased their property. 
c) That the easement that the Galloways used does not allow the road 
to be utilized for ingress and egress by parties other than the Galloways. 
d) That there is no justification for a variance to be granted from the 
subdivision requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use. 
H) October 3, 2011 - Shinns' appeal heard before Clearwater County Board 
of Commissioners. Said public hearing was recorded, the recording of which is in 
possession of the clerk of the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission. 
I) November 21, 2011 - the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners 
denied the appeal of the Shinns and granted the variance of the Galloways. A copy of 
their decision is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
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J) December 5, 2011 -Hearing on approval of the Galloways final plat was 
approved. ·written decision has not been issued. 
8. This petition is brought pursuant to the Idaho Local Planning Act and the Idaho 
Administrative Procedures Act. Transcripts of the hearing held on March 21, 2001 and August 
15, 2011, have previously been prepared and are part of the Clearwater County Planning and 
Zoning/County Board of Commissioners record. A transcript of the hearing held before 
Clearwater County Board of Commissioners on October 3, 2011, has not been prepared and has 
been requested. 
9. That the clerk of the Clearwater County Commissions should prepare the record 
of the Administrative Hearing before the County Commissioners. 
10. That the issues on appeal are identical to those presented to the Clearwater 
County Board of Commissioners, to-wit: 
a. No facts were presented which would justify the issuance of a variance 
under the regulations and conditions of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 
b. Easement by which the Galloways propose to use for access to their 
prope1iy does not allow that the road be utilized for easement for ingress and egress by 
parties other than the Galloways. 
c. That it is not proper for a variance to be granted from the requirement that 
access to the subdivision be dedicated to the public. 
d) That there is no justification for a vanance to be granted from the 
subdivision requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use. 
Additional grounds for review may be requested upon review of the complete transcript and 
record. 
Petition for Judicial Review 6 
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11. This petition also requests leave to present additional evidence, documentary and 
testimonial that will assist the court in its review of the decision of the County Commissioners, 
pursuant to Idaho Code section 67-5276. 
12. The Clearwater County Commissioners decision is denying the appeal of the 
Shinns is not supported by substantial evidence, is arbitrary and capricious, and an abuse of 
discretion, and is in violation of the constitutional and statutory provisions, all contrary to Idaho 
Code Section 67-5279. Petitioners are entitled to an order of the court reversing the decision of 
the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners approving Subdivision Variances to the County 
with directions to deny the variances requested by Galloways. 
13. Petitioner has retained the services of Garry W. Jones, attorney at law, and has 
incurred attorney fees and costs of representation in this matter and is entitled to award of 
attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code sections 12-117, 12-120, 12-121. 
14. All hearings took place in Clearwater County, Idaho, and Clearwater County is 
the proper venue for the filing of this present petition. 
15. The petitioners have exhausted all administrative appeals. 
16. This petition is timely filed. 
17. That the undersigned, as attorney of record for the petitioners, hereby certifies: 
A. That service of a copy of this petition has been made upon the Clearwater 
County Board of Commissioners. 
B. That request has been made upon the Clerk of the Clearwater County Board 
of Commissioners for the estimated fee of the preparation of the transcript. Such estimate 
was not available at the time of signing of this petition. Petitioners are prepared to pay the 
estimated fee of transcript upon receiving the estimated cost. 
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C. That request has been made upon the Clerk of the Clearwater County Board 
of Commissioners for the estimated fee of the preparation of the record. Such estimate was 
not available at the time of signing of this petition. Petitioners are prepared to pay the 
estimated fee of record upon receiving the estimated cost. 
WHEREFORE, petitioners pray for relief as follows: 
1. For an order declaring that the approval of variances requested by Edward E. 
Galloway and Carole Galloway as ZV2011-2 should be set aside and that said variances be 
denied. At such time as the variances are denied, the request of the Galloways for the 
Subdivision Request SUB060096 cannot be sustained and should also be denied. 
2. For an order that the transcript of hearings and administrative record should be 
prepared. 
3. That the petitioner be awarded costs and attorney fees incurred incurred m 
pursuant this matter. 
4. For such other further relief as may be deemed appropriate by the court. 
DATED this 191h day ofDecember, 2011. 
Petition for Judicial Review 
JONES, BROVVER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
Attorneys for Petitioners 
:·!>'--"-~ .. , }_ -Li\?: -,. l~ ·1 
GARRY W. JONpS 
8 
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JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P. L. L. C. 
Garry W. Jones 
Robert L. Brower 
Thomas W. Callery 
Clearwater County District Court 
Cleanvater County Courthouse 
150 Michigan Avenue 
Orofino, ID 83544 
RE: Galloway I Shinn 
Dear Clerk: 
LAWYERS 
1304 Idaho Street, P. 0. Box 854 
Lewiston ID 83501 
March 25,2011 
(208) 743-3591 




I have enclosed my check in the sum of $500 payable to the Clerk of the Court. It is my 
understanding that you will hold this money for payment of Keith Evans for preparation of the 
transcripts of Clearwater County Planning & Zoning meeting in hearings ZV 2011-2 and SUB 




cc: Edward L. & Donilee E. Shinn 
Keith Evans 
Sincerely, 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
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Garry W. Jones 
Robert L. Brower 
Thomas W. Callery 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P. L. L. C. 
LAWYERS 
1304 Idaho Street, P. 0. Box 854 
Lewiston ID 83501 
March 25, 2011 
Clearwater County Planning & Zoning Commission 
Attention: Bobbie Kaufinan 
P. 0. Box 586 
Orofino, ID 83544 
RE: Galloway I Shinn 
Dear Bobbie: 
(208) 743-3591 




I enclose my request to Examine and/or Copy Public Records as set forth in the enclosed 
Request. I am requesting copies of all public records which relate to Middle Road east of Brown 
Road, which would establish that portion of Middle Road as a County road. I recognize that 
some of these records are difficult to locate. At the Public Hearing on the Galloway Subdivision 
on March 21, 2011, it was my understanding that Bob Simon did have a copy of at least one of 
the Orders. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
GWJ;pj 
Enclosure 
cc: Edward L. & Donilee E. Shinn 
Sincerely, 
JONES, BROWER & ALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
k 
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CLEARWATER COUNTY BUILDING & PLANNING 
150 Michigan Ave • PO Box 586 • Orofino, ID 83544 
(208) 476-4815. Fax (208) 476-8994. bp@clearwatercounty.org 
REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY 
PUBLIC RECORDS 
TO: ____ ~B~O~B~B~I=E~K~A~U~F~M_A_N _______________________ ___ 
DATE: ___ 3~/_2_5~/_1'_1 __________________________ __ 
I hereby request, pursuant to Idaho Code 9-338, to examine and/or copy the following public 
records: 
Any and all records which relate to the establishment of Middle 
Road in Clearwater County, east of Brown Road. 
( ) These records specifically pertain to myself 
( ) I wish to merely examine the records 
:k0 I wish copies of these records 
Printed Name: Garry W. Jones 
Mailing Address: P. 0. Box 854, Lewiston, ID 83 501 
Telephone Number with Area Code: ( 2 0 8 ) __ 7:_4=-.:3:o_-___,3"-'5"--=9'---'1'-----------------
I acknowle y my signature that the records sought 
by this request will not be used for a mailing list 
or telephone list as set forth in the Idaho Code 9-348. 
REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE 
AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS 
DATE: Cc¥Y'-J~ ·1 ! ;} IJ\ ~ 
th f 
NAME OF REQUESTOR: "'-y[) 0../V'--;.,"\.~ d_.,S'-~~ 
DATE OF REQUEST: /YJ\.euvd'\ d.S, ~u) l 
1. (~our request has been approved. See attached documents or please contact 
the undersigned to arrange a time to examine the records. (This may be a partial 
approval. See items 2 or 3 regarding records not located or deemed exempt.) 
c/l Page provided X $0.10 per page 







Total Cost :J, '-'fu 
2. ( ) It has been determined that additional time is required to located or retrieve 
the records you have requested. Said records shall be available on or 
further information will be provided regarding your request. (No longer than 10 
working days from request.) 
3. ( ) Your request has been denied for the following reason: ______ _ 
4. ( ) The attorney for the entity has reviewed your request and this response. 
NOTICE: PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 9-343 YOU HAVE 180 DAYS TO 
APPEAL. THIS DECISION BY FILING A PETITION IN STATE DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECORDS ARE LOCATED. 
CUSTODIAN 
DEPARTMENT PHONE 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS 
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JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P. L. L. C. 
Garry W. Jones 
Robert L. Brower 
Thomas W. Callery 
LAWYERS 
1304 Idaho Street, P. 0. Box 854 
Lewiston ID 83501 
November 10, 2011 
Clearwater County Board of Commissioners 
Attention: Cindy 
Clearwater County Courthouse 
15 0 Michigan A venue 
Orofino, ID 83544 
RE: Galloway I Shinn 
Dear Cindy: 
- -. (208) 743-3591 




This letter will confirm our telephone conversation of today regarding Ed and Donnilee Shinn's 
appeal of a variance granted in favor of the Galloways. It is my understanding that the 
Commissioners affirmed the actions of the Planning and Zoning Commission and denied the 
Shinns' appeal. I further understand that the Commissioners will be signing a formal order 
confirming their action. On the phone today, you agreed that you would be sending me a copy of 
the final Order when it has been executed by the Commissioners. 
It is necessary that I receive a copy of the Order as the Shinns have directed me to seek judicial 
review of the Commissioners' decision. It is my understanding that the time for appeal does not 
commence until the final Order is signed. In anticipation of the filing of the appeal, would you 
please let me know the cost of the both the transcript for the appeal hearing held on October 24, 
2011, and the Commissioners' deliberation. Upon receiving this information I will send a check 
to your office. 
If I have misunderstood any portion of our conversation, please let me know right away. 
Sincerely, 
JONES, BROWER& CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
GARRY W. JONES 
GWJ/pj 
cc: Edward L. & Donilee E. Shinn 
Clayne E. Tyler, Prosecuting Attorney 
50
P.O. Box 586 
Orofino, ID 83544 
Phone: (208) 476-3615 
Fax: (208) 476-8902 
Commissioners 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
Stan Leach, Commissioner 
Carole K Galloway, Commissioner 
Clearwater County Commissioners 
November 22, 2011 
Jones, Brower & Callery, P.L.L.C. 
Garry W. Jones, Attorney 
PO Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: Galloway/Shinn Appeal 
Dear Mr. Jones: 
Enclosed is a copy of the findings of facts on the decision of the Clearwater County 
Board of Commissioners on the Appeal of Edward and Carole Galloway Variances 
ZV201 ;1-2. The Board approved and signed them Novemper 21, 2011. 
A request has been sent to Keith Evans to provide a transcription of the hearing tape 
from October 241h and November ih. Once I hear from Mr. Evans I will notify you of the 
cost. 
My question is there a stay on the hearing of the final plat of the Subdivision that is set 




(·1 il I if 
. "-...--- V.A-~----, LJ CA...'\/~~­
Cmdy Barnett, Qeputy Clerk 
Board of County Commissioners 
Clearwater County, ID 
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P.O. Box 586 
Orofino, ID 83544 
Phone: (208) 476-3615 
Fax: (208) 476-8902 
Commissioners 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
Stan Leach, Commissioner 
Carole K Galloway, Commissioner 
Clearwater County Commissioners 
November 22, 2011 
Keith Evans 
Court Transcriber 
Rt 1 Box 36H 
Kooskia, ID 83539 
Re: Appeal Hearing of P&Z Decision on Variance ZV2011-2 Galloway 
Dear Mr. Evans: 
The Board of County Commissioners ask that you prepare two copies of a transcription 
of the hearing tape on the Appeal of the Variance ZV2011-2 Galloway held before the 
Board on October 24, 2011 and again for decision on November 7, 2011. 
Attorney Garry Jones as representation of Edward and Donilee Shinn is taking further 
action to appeal the BOCC decision of upholding the P&Z Commission decision on the 
variance. The BOCC upheld the decision and scheduled a hearing of the final plat of 
the Galloway Subdivision SUB060096 renamed Southfork Estates. 
Enclosed is a copy of the BOCC hearing tape. Please bear with the tape at the end it is 
very hard to understand. We apologize and are in the process of replacing the 
recording system. Also enclosed is copy of the letter from Mr. Jones for filing an 
appeal of the variance. 
Thank for your assistance in this matter. If you have any questions please contact our 
office at 208-476-3615. 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
Board of County Commissioners 
Clearwater County, ID 
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P.O. Box 586 
Orofino, ID 83544 
Phone: (208) 476-3615 
Fax: (208) 476-8902 
Commissioners 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
Stan Leach, Commissioner 
Carole K Galloway, Commissioner 
Clearwater County Commissioners 
January 31, 2012 
Jones, Brower & Callery, P.L.L.C. 
Garry W. Jones, Attorney 
PO Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: Galloway/Shinn Appeal 
Dear Mr. Jones: 
Enclosed is a copy of the record for the Board of County Commissioners Hearing 
decision on the SUB060096 Final Plat of the full platting procedure for Hidden Valley 
Subdivision re-named Southfork Estates, ,a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & 
Carole Galloway. This includes the findings of facts from the Board's decision, 
correspondence and the written transcript of the hearing tape. 
You submitted payment of $150 for the costs of documents. The transcription cost from 
Keith Evans was $106 and the remaining $44 was allocated to the compilation of 
documents for you judicial hearing. 
Please contact our office if there are any further questions. 
Sincerely, 
t & Cindy~. Deputy Clerk 
Board of County Commissioners 
Clearwater County, ID 
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NOTICE OF APPEAL HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that the Board of County Commissioners will hold a public hearing on 
Monday, May 23, 2011 at 10:00 A.M. in the Clearwater County Commissioner's Office, 
Clearwater County Courthouse, 150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, Idaho. 
The purpose of this hearing is to consider an appeal by Garry Jones, Attorney representing 
Edward L. & Donilee E. Shinn. Mr. Jones is appealing the decision by the Planning & Zoning 
Commission at their March 21, 2011 meeting. The P&Z Commission granted approval of the 
Variance request by Edward & Carole Galloway to vary access-road specifications under Article 
IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply to the Galloway's platted 
subdivision request SUB060096. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low Density 
Rural District F-1. 
In compliance with American's with Disabilities Act, anyone requesting reasonable 
accommodations may contact Carrie Bird at 476-5615 one-week prior to the meeting. 
Board of County Commissioners. 
Clearwater County, Idaho 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
Carrie Bird, Clerk 
By Cindy Barnett, Deputy 
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CLEA'RWA rE'R COUNTY 13UILVING & PLANNING 
150 lv!~AvfV. PO 130/U 586. CJro{iAw-; ID 83544 
(208) 476-4815. 'FC10U (208) 476-8994. bp@clearwatercounty.org 
NOTICE OF DISPOSITION 
March 22, 2011 
Mr. Ed and Mrs. Carole Galloway 
524 Galloway Dr 
Lenore, ID 83541-5107 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Galloway: 
Whereas the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission has conducted a public 
hearing in accordance with the procedures established in the Clearwater County Zoning 
Ordinance, Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance, and the laws of the State of Idaho; 
and 
Whereas all conditions specified in the Subdivision Ordinance for Clearwater County have 
been met to the satisfaction of the Planning and Zoning Commission; 
This letter is issued to provide official notification of the approval of your request for 
ZV2011-2 a variance and of recommended approval of your request for SUB060096 a 
Class B Subdivision presented to the Planning and Zoning Commission on March 21, 2011. 
No further action on your variance request is required. 
The Board of County Commissioners will take up the question of the final decision of the 
request at their regular meeting on April 4, 2011, at 1 0:00 a.m. in the Commissioner's 
Office at 150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, I D. Your presence at the scheduled meeting is not 
required, but is recommended. 
If you have any additional questions, please contact our office. 
Sincerely, 
Bobbi Kaufman, Administrator 
Clearwater County Building and Planning Department 
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P.O. Box 586 
Orofino, ID 83544 
Phone: (208) 476-3615 
Fax: (208) 476-8902 
Commissioners 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
Stan Leach, Commissioner 
Carole K Galloway, Commissioner 
Clearwater County Commissioners 
April 13, 2011 
Jones, Brower & Callery, P.L.L.C. 
Garry W. Jones, Lawyer 
PO Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: Galloway/Shinn Appeal 
Dear Mr. Jones: 
Enclosed is a copy of the Notice of Appeal Hearing that the Board of County 
Commissioners has set to consider the appeal by Edward L. and Doni lee E. Shinn 
against further action on the ZV2011-2 Variance by Edward & Carole Galloway. 
The Board stayed their hearing on the variance and subdivision applications. The 
appeal hearing will allow for the Board of Commissioners to consider the decision by the 
Planning & Zoning Commis$ion at their March 21, 2011 meeting. 
If you have any questions please contact our office. 
Sincerely, 
Cindy~l?c~-
Board of County Commissioners 
Clearwater County, ID 
Cc: Prosecutor Clayne Tyler 
Planning & Zoning Bobbi Kaufman 
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Appeal First Last Company Address City State Zip Code 
ZV2011-2 Ed & Carole Galloway 524 Galloway Dr Lenore ID 83541-5107 
Donald Ingle 3592 Freeman Creek Rd Lenore ID 83541-5098 
Marshall & Rhonda Comstock 932 N Mountain View Rd Moscow ID 83843-9233 
State of Idaho PO Box 83720 Boise ID 83720-0050 
Edward & Donilee Shinn 671 Chief Sampson Rd Toppenish WA 98948-9690 
Terry Golding Golding Surveying & Mapping PO Box 1818 Lewiston ID 83501 
Garry W. Jones JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, PLLC PO Box 854 Lewiston ID 83501 
Barbara & Homer Marvin 6633 Cougar Ridge Dr Lewiston ID 83501-7853 
Gary & Bonnie Ogden 258 Silver Ln Lenore ID 83541-5104 
Roger Kinyon 476 Aspen Ln Lenore ID 83541-9525 
Chris Marvin PO Box 1033 Orofino ID 83544-1033 
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Clearwater Tribune 
161 Main Street 
P.O. Box 71 




Orofino, ID 83544 
04/16/2011 
APPEAL HEARING NOT. 04/16/2011 
1.00 1.00 NOTICE 













CLEARWATER COUNTY 13UILVING & PLANNING 
150 10~Ave--. PcJ 130!U586. Ovo{iArto-, IV 83544 
(208) 476-4815. Fcv,u (208) 476-8994. bp@clearwatercounty.org 
September 7, 2011 
Mr. Garry Jones of Jones, Brower, & Callery, P.L.L.C 
PO Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
RE: Notice of Appeal for ZV2011-2 
Dear Mr. Jones: 
Regarding the above mentioned Notice of Appeal for ZV2011-2 heard at the August 15, 
2011, Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Hearing, the Board of County 
Commissioners of Clearwater County approved a motion at their September 6, 2011, 
meeting staying subdivision request SUB060096 for South Fork Estates which was 
scheduled to be heard September 19, 2011. 
The appeal hearing for ZV2011-2 has been scheduled for Monday, October 3, 2011, at 
10:00 am in the Commissioner's Office at the Clearwater County Courthouse, 150 Michigan 
Avenue, Orofino, ID. 
Sincerely, 
Bobbi Kaufman, Administrator 
Clearwater County Building and Planning Department 




NOTICE OF HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that the Board of County Commissioners will hold a public hearing on 
Monday, December 12, 2011 at 10:00 A.M. in the Clearwater County Commissioner's Office, 
Clearwater County Courthouse, 150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, Idaho. 
The purpose of this hearing is to consider recommendation from the P&Z Commission on the 
following Subdivision request; 
(SUB060096) Final plat stage of the full platting procedure for Hidden Valley Subdivision re-
named Southfork Estates, a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & Carole Galloway to 
divide 99.82 acres into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 2) 9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 acres, Lot 4) 
10.09 acres, Lot 5) 10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acres, Lot 9) 
8.98 acres, Lot 1 0) 13.08 acres. This is a continuation of the 17 November 2008 public 
hearing. This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the 
Freeman Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low 
Density Rural District F-1. 
The P&Z Commission granted approval of the Variance request by Edward & Carole 
Galloway to vary access-road specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance as they apply to the Galloway's platted subdivision request SUB060096 
at the August 15, 2011 meeting. 
In compliance with American's with Disabilities Act, anyone requesting reasonable 
accommodations may contact Carrie Bird at 476-5615 one-week prior to the meeting. 
Board of County Commissioners. 
Clearwater County, Idaho 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
Carrie Bird, Clerk 
By Cindy Barnett, Deputy 
Please publish November 8th please bill the County Commissioners. Thank you 
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VARIANCE APPLICATION 
ZV2011-2 application and emailed written reasons .......................... 4 
Maps .................................................................................................. 5 
Grant of easement. ............................................................................ 6 
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Date: (j I -~ j)- ~0 \\ 
CLEARWATER COUNTY SUBDIVISION VARIANCE APPlL'IIIfi ... L:j_~-~~~ 
(Cleruwatec County Subdivieion Onlirumco;eferrOO to" CCSO) ~ ... EX5. I.B· IT_•··· ... 
Applicant Information: .. . 
t~jo~~JfoUmJ~ 
.E)". d L{ "-b() L;( ~'\-SO<-t-~) ,(A. 
Mailing Address ~ 
~) j7o ?35LfJ --5Jor 
City, State, Zip 
6t:>8 ~ Y!lP --~·) ) I o 




1 Township: :31A) Range: 016 RP#: .3/ NOJ 6.. c)CJ L(Joru/\ 
Physical Location: r~lK"' ~ ~~tU .U. e JDLA ~ 
. V\..J v " 
Previous Owner(s) as noted on Deed:--------------------------
Current Zoning: E!-F-1 D F-2 D F-3 D R-1 D R-2 D R-3 D C-1 D C-2 D M-1 D M-2 D D-1 
Is property located in a flood plain: D Yes E:l~fyes, what is the zone: ____________ _ 
Fire District: D Elk River ~rgreen Rural D Grangemont D Greer D Orofino D Pierce D Sunnyside 
Rural D Twin Ridge Rural D Upper Fords D Weippe D None 
School District: ~fino Joint School District 171 D White Pine Joint School District 288 
Is the parcel within an Area of City Impact: D Yes ~yes: D Orofino D Weippe D Pierce D Elk River 
Request for Subdivision Variance Article VIII: 
Section A. The Commission may grant, as a result of unique circumstances such as topographical-physical 
limitations or a planned unit development, a variance, as herein defmed, from the provisions of this Ordinance on 
a finding that undue hardship results from the strict compliance with specific provisions of requirements of this 
Ordinance or that the application of such requirements or provision is impracticable. 
Please list the following rules within the Subdivision Ordinance to be varied and why: 
Page(s) d ?/ Article(s) :r· J Section( s) --=J'=J"--____ Subsection( s) 
tj) GC&u-:<J V'--6~ . c:.. 7 I """J - .• ::ro 
Page 2 of3 
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Date: Pe. __ c #: __________ _ 
What are the special circumstances or conditi<;>~~~~Jfecting the pro11erty that the strict.,ap:J?lication of the provisions 
of this Ordinance would clearly be hardship? {;'/J i. OloG.~OL./i - /~()..;zJ.lo r,)sct:l\,~ /ltti= 
y - u 
0 :2·· ' . ' ? '·~~ 1--a oO .. ,(j-' ; .· .:r:r- CA..>~ •. 0 
~ 
What specific use of the property is being prevented by application of the Ordinance, as currently applied? 
• ~ Ovvv-.--... I /L,"",.J -t}l'"\..a, 
\ -
What, if any, effect do you expect a grant of the variance to have on neighboring property owners? 
Please explain why the requested variance is the minimum deviation from the Ordinance standards that is needed 
to provide for the proposed use (i.e. why a requested road width deviation is necessary, not why the variance is 
necessary): _____________________________________ _ 
' v 
Documentation Required: 
D Site Plan that must include the following (see map example): 
/ Condition to be varied and all dimensions and the arrangement of the proposed development 
rn'Fee of $90.00 J£)).1'--' 
ApplicaJt ~ay submit pictures and any other documentation to support their application. 
COMPLETED APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY 2:00pm ON THE REQUIRED DUE DATE. 
Any uncompleted applications will not be accepted. 
Notification 
I, hereby, grant permission for inspection purposes of the described land and documentation. I understand it is my 
responsibility, as the requesting party, to provide all documents required above. I understand special 
circumstances may require additional information. I understand that it is a misdemeanor(s) and violation of the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance adopted by Clearwater County for any owner, representative, or 
developer to provide false or misleading information. It is the responsibility of the signing party to enter into an 
agreement with Clearwater County to provide true and correct information to the best of their knowledge. This 
shall include and is not limited to all required information and documents provided above. I understand that the 
granting of this permit does not give authority to violate any provisions of state or local law(s), and that all 
governing ordinances will be obeyed. 
Owner(s) Date 
Authorized Agent( s) Date 
Agent's Company Name Mailing Address City, State, Zip 
Authorized Use Only 
P & Z Action: Approved Denied Date: ______ BOCC Action: Approved Denied Date:. _______ _ 







ed galloway [freemancreek@cpcinternet.com] 





Bobbi-following please find the answers to the questions asked in Art. VIII-subdivision ord. 
1) The relatively flat farm land terrain of the entire distance ofthis access (R/W) for approx. 2000' lends 
it's self to easily accommodating an 18' year around road way as will be built on the existing 30' deeded R/W. 
I need a variance from the currently required 60' to the existing 30' because this is a historical easement and 
also provides adequate space to install an 18' all weather·road as was approved inside the said subdivision in 
the original approved prelim plat. Also, I would like to point out there is an additional15' R/W to the east and 
adjoining the 30' R/W reserved for utilities where I plan an overhead power line. 
2) In this situation (a low density rural subdivision) the County ordinance we are applying whose basic 
tenants were adopted in the mid 70's does not take into account the growth of Rural Clearwater County, it 
talks about streets, arterials streets, alleys etc. As a land developer we must use variances to make the subs 
conform to an outdated ordinance. As we are doing in this situation we have to right mistakes made in the 
original approved plat. 
3) The access road addressed in this variance was determined not to need a variance during initial public 
discussions as it is exterior of the main sub. To try and correct these mistakes I am seeking a variance of the 
VW from 60' to 30' in width, finished road width from 24' to 18', and a reduction from the 30'x18' variance 
.eductions to 15' at the actual property line(bottleneck) for an infinitesimal distance. These variances do not 
change actual on the ground specs on the planned sub. The public welfare is not impacted at all since the 
changes will not have an impact on emergency vehicles. Nor will it impact other owners in the area as the 
design and implementation is entirely within parameters ofthe deeded R/W. and the original(approved) plat. 
Carole and I are doing this low density sub with applicable CC&Rs to limit impact on the neighbors both 
visually and physically. 
4) I have been assured by the County attorney and Planning administrator that this request does not 
violate State Codes, it deals with County ordinances which can, by ordinance, be varied to fit unaddressed 
situations. 
5) These variances are in sync with precedent ordnances over the last 30-40 Years in Clearwater County. 
Our desire is to set the stage for jobs for excavators, concrete contractors, carpenters, electricians, plumbers, 
etc. in our County, along with an increased tax base as the Freeman Creek area continues to thrive as it 
provides recreation and getaways for residents of the surrounding area. 
Respectively 
submitted, 
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;,1. i 
; .. · .. 
This Grant of Easements is made and entered into 
this _dl_ day of 5,. ,,,-/.. 1998, by and between H. L. 
C:•gden, "' single man, Rural Route 1, Box 63, Lenore, Idaho 
€3541, Robert J. BTock and Elaine Brock, husband and wife, 
2925 Cleveland Hill Road, Roseburg, Oregon 97470, Harold 
Johnson and Sophia Johnson, husband and wife, in care of, 
F. Johnson, 2798 Grand View Drive, Clarkston, 
;ciashington 99403, Donald F. Johnson and Janet E. Johnson, 
husband and vJife, 2798 Grand Vie\~ Drive, Clarkston, Washington 
1·') • I ' ;:_~ :j? • .)r•9·"'' c~ 
99403, Dale Joe Richardson and Elr,oi.:G.§eto-i=-e Richardson, . husband 
and wife, P.O. Box 1300, Orofino, Idaho 83544, and Edward J. 
G.o.llo·,.,,ay and Carole K. Galloway, husband and wife, 4301 
Freeman Creek Road, Orofino, Idaho 83544. 
i>rHEREAS, H. L. Ogden is the owner of the following-
described real property situate in the situ~~~ in the County 
of Clearwater, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
Township 37 North, Range 1 E.B.I'-1., Section 17: 
Lots 2, 3, 4, 1tlest 6 acres of SEl/4NWl/4, Westerly 
86 feet of NE1/4SWL/4, SE1/4SW1/4, SE1/4. 
itHEREfi.S, Robert J. Brock and Elaine Brock are the 
m•me::-s of the following-described real property situate in the 
C::::;;...:.n~y of Clearwater, State cf Idaho, to-vvit: 
Township 37 North, Rar2ge 1 E.B.H., Section 17: 
SvH/4NE1/4, SE1/4mnn less the v<est 189 feet·, 
rJEl/4SitJl/4 less South 106::; feet of the 
~~Jest 143 feet, Tax N:...tmber 4960 
v<B:E?..BAS, Harold Johnson and Sophia Johnson 2.re the 
c~.~·::-:.ers cf the foJ lo"i'ling-described real property I situate in 
To!,,;nship 37 Northr Ra.nge 1 E.B.Jv'i., Sect:ion 17: 
:·-n·-~li4N"El/4, r-..TE1./4t·!El/4, SE1/4J:<JE1/ 4 .. 
EXHIBIT 
A f . 
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WHEREAS, Donald F. Johnson and Janet. E. Johnson are 
the owners of the folJowing-described real· property situate in 
the County of Clean~acer, Stat..! of Idaho, to-v<i t: 
Township 37 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Section 16: 
i:-.1Wl/ 4 
WHEREAS, Dale Joe Richardson and 
Richardson, husband and wife, are the owners of the following-
described real property situate in the County of Clearwater, 
State of Idaho, to-wit: 
To1.;rnship 37 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Section 
15: 
Wl/2, Nl/2NE1/4 
Section 22: Nl/2NW1/4 
Section 14: 
J\1Wl/ 4NW1/ 4 
Section 10: Lots 5 and 6 South of the 
Reservation Line. 
WHEREAS, Edward J. Galloway and Carole K. Galloway, 
husband and vJife, are the owners of the following-described · 
real property situate in the County of Clearwater, State of 
Idaho, to-vJit: 
Tovmship 3 7 North, Range 1 E. B. M. , Sect ion 9 : 
Lots 3 and 4 North of the Reservation Line. 
Lots 7 and 6 South of the Reservation Line. 
NOvJ, THEREFORE, in consideration of One Dollar 
{$1.00) and ocher good and valuable consideration, H. L. Ogden 
grants to each of the other parties hereto; RobPrt J. Brock 
and Elaine Brock, husband and wife, grant to each of t.he ot.her 
parties hereto; Harold Johnson and Sophj_a Johnson, husband and 
1:1ife, gram: unto Donald F. Johns or. and Janet E. Johnson, 
~lo •• !,~t::_ 
and Dale Joe Richardson and Br-iaget-t:;e 
R.:..cha:rdson, husband and VJli:e; and Donald F. 1Johnson and Janet: 
! :. ; i:: 
E. .::ch~son grant unto Dale Joe Richardson and Bri-dg·ette 




easemer::.t. thirty (30) feet in width for ingress and egress to 
.:he county road i ':1. Section 17, Tol'inship 3 7N, Range l E. B. r·-1. , 
over and across the southerly fifteen (15) feet of the NWl/4, 
~ne southerly fifteen {15) feet of the SW1/4NE1/4, the 
southerly fifteen feet of the SW1/4SE1/4NE1/4, the northerly 
fifteen (15) feet of the SWl/4, the northerly fifteen (15) 
feet of the Wwl/4SE1/4, the northerly fifteen (15) feet of the 
mn/4NE1/4SE1/4, fifteen (15) feet on each side of the 
centerline of an existing road crossing the S1/2SE1/4NE1/4, 
fifteen (15) feet on each side of the centerline of an 
exiscing road crossing the northerly extremity of the 
Nl/2SE1/4NE1/4 and in Section 16, fifteen (15) feet on each 
side of the centerline of an existing road crossing the NW1/4 
of Section 16 to the extent that the description of this 
easement crosses the real property of the parties . hereto 
together with a perpetual thirty (30} foot easement for 
utilities, the centerline of which lS the northerly boundary 
.u.ne of the above-described easement for ingress and egress. 
FUR.THERIJjORE, in consideration of One Dollar ($1. 00) 
and other good and valuable consideration, H. L. Ogden, Robert 
Brock and "Slaine Brock, husband and ·.c \Vl.Le, and Harold 
. Johnson and Sophia Johnson, husband and wife, grant to Edward 
. .f. Carole Gallm·1ay, husband and wife, a 
pe:o:-pecual ncn-exclusive easement thirty feet (30') in width 
Zor ingress and egress to the count~yr road and Section 17, 
Tot:J:"1ship 37 1\f., .?~ange l E.B.rvL, O'.rer and across the southerly 
: ·:.f~-=en feet ( 15'} of t.he NVJ 1/4, the soutf1erly fif::een feet: 
~:l::"" .~ of t:he S\,Jli .. ~NEl/4, the .so~r..herly fifteen fee-c (15~) of 
SJ.~!::'~, the northe~l-y fjft.een I:eer {15') of t..he l'n,.1J/4SEl/r:t, 
- 3 -
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northerly.- fifteen feet (15') of the NW1/4NE1/4SEl/4, the 
fifteen feet {15'} on each side of the centerline of an 
existing road crossing the S1/2SE1/4NE1/4, fifteen feet (15') 
on each side of the centerline of an existing road crossing 
.,. 
;:he northerly extremity of the N1/2NE1/4SE1/4 to the extent 
that the description of this easement crosses the real 
property of the Grantors together with a perpetual easement 
thirty feet (30') wide for utilities, the centerline of which 
2s the northerly line of the above-described easement for 
ingress and egress. 
FURTHERMORE, In consideration of One Dollar ($1.00) 
and other good and valuable consideration, Harold Johnson and 
Sophia Johnson, husband and wife, grant to Edward J. Galloway 
and Carole K. Galloway, husband and wife, a perpcc.ual non-
exclusive easement fifteen feet ( 15') in width across the 
eas~~rly fifteen feet (15') of the E1/2 of the NEl/4 of 
Section 17 for ingress and egress to the easterly extremity of 
the easement for ingress and egress granted above. 
FlJRTHEPJ""ORE, in consideration of One Dollar ($1. 00) 
anc .other good and valuable consideration, Donald F. Johnson 
and Janet E. Johnson, husband wife, grant to Edward J. 
Galloway, husband and wife, a 
;;o-=rpet.ual non-exclusive easement fifteen feet (15') in width 
f:>r in9ress and egress across the westerly fifteen feet ( 15') 
o::: the Nl'll/4 of Section 16 for ingress and egress to the 
ext:cemi:cy cf the first easement for ingress and egress granted 
.s.oove tc E:'L·;ard J. G-'?.J.loway arcd Carole I<:. Galloway, husband 
ar;a. ~tJife, t..O·~eth.er Ylit:.h a perpetual thirty foot (30 1 ) easement 
:.e:r ·.:::ili:::ies across the ':lestel-ly thirty feet i30' l of Lhe 
~-::-til/4 cf Section 16. 
4 -
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The utility easements include, but are not limited 
to,.. a. grant to Clearv...rater Po\..;er Con1pany- (Cooperative) to 
cons;:ruct, reconstruct, rephase, repair, operate, and maintain 
an electric transmission or distribution line or systemi to 
cut and trim trees and shrubbery to the extent necessary to 
keep them clear of said electric line or systemi and to cut 
do;•m, :from time to time.. all dead, 1.veak, leaning r or dangerous 
trees~ that are tall enough to strike the wires in falling. 
The undersigned agree that all poles, wires, and 
other facilities, including any main service entrance 
.. • 
'· 
equipment, i!lstalled on the above-described lands at the 
Cooperati-..;e/ s expense, shall remain the property of the 
Cooperative 1 removable at the Cooperative's option, upon 
' ., 
termination of service to or on said land. 
As part of the consideration for the grant of the 
~hove-described easements, Donald F. Johnson, Ed Gallot:}ay, and 
Dale Joe Richardson, at their own expense, shall straighten 
;;;:na move tl-,e existing road that presently traverses the 
5l1r1./4-1'ffil/4, Section 17, so that the same falls within the 
confines or: t-he ea.semenc for ingress and egress granted 
her-ein. 
Tbis Grant of Easements is binding upon and inures 
~o th-e benefit of r.t.e hei1.-s, assigns~ and successors of the 
pa:cr: 1 es he:cet.o, and the easem-ent for ing:r-ess and eg1·ess shall 
lN V1HEREOF, the parties have hereunto 
e:Kec;:il:e;::: this Grant of Ease:::nents on the dates .set for·th in ;:he 
-/ 
·---''--- ... -'· _. --·-·---
H. !.r~ Oqden .. ·· 
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Donald F .. 
/ l i) I' -
J ~ ""/.:;· -=~·:.-·-.-c'. >t. ('_,_ .?. .. -2-A. .. :/.2..--,,-?··~~7. 
Da.le J0e Richardson 
'. , . .-.Jh:. 
~r·1·dge-t.;te 
\ ·.: ~ t •. -
-~ I 
( 
Edwa;cd 1' i..J. 
Carole K. 
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:- .. : STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Clearwater 
. --· ... ,._;. 
·- ;· .. : 
On thl, s /' .C:,f a'ay of fl-... 17").\.,._,. ()_,l'', · 8 · .· · · .. · · '-..£ L;L1~...d.J~ 1 199 ·,., =b'e"fo:te .me, the:: 
unde·rsigned, a Not;uy Public in and for the; s·{iki:·e 'Of •I¢lah6 1 
,. ·I •, ·., .. . :.· . 
personally appeared H. L. Ogden, known to me to ·'!:5-e tn·e pei:i::'s"C)i-1 .·· ·. 
whose name is subscribed to the within i!kstrument and · · 
acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN vHTNESS lliJHEREOF, I have hereunto .set. my fiand 
affixed my official seal the day and year in ·this certificit'Ei· 
~irst above written. .----· 
... 
·.·:· _:-,·· .. 
·· .. :-:·-·. 
-.-, 
STATE 0!? OREGON 
County of -~·- _,_··-·-·---
\ .. . . : . : . ' 
[''\.. 'l (! /1 )' -JJ!j ~ rJ.r1e_:-"1.· t0.r P t-, / 
Notary Publi~fn and f~ the 
State of Idaho, residing 
at Orofino, therein. 
My commission expires: .:;:)/'ir)y{C-1 
On this ___ day of ··l, 1998, before me, the 
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of Oregon, 
personally appeared Robert J. Brock and Elaine Brock, husband 
and wife, known to me to be the persons whose names are 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me 
that Lhey exe~uted the same. 
IN ~.VITNESS ~\fHEREOF I I havi' hereunto set rr:y hand and 
aff!xed my official 
fi~s~ atove written. 
seal the day ' ' ana year J..n this certificate 
:·t=-: 
·; .. , f ! 'i ~ .. .t --· ~:. 
1-----F-- : 
~Nctary Public ln and for the 
Sta~e of O~egonr resiGing 
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,.._1,~~~·~"~' 
J~/- :1 : 
:;~~ ... "' ..... ~·"'.. ......... ~ ...... ..,{;' 
-/~- • -; -~ -~ .""h ·:h.. I 
!(; 
'•: 
\,\,, '/} (\, ,.i; :·,;c ,;, :~~~"Pit:.' ··,:_j.r::}. 
~~_,)L-t~L!-!,'-1' ~){" -~,~ ·X. ft::4l.li _.b:,.-r· . . 
Not.ary l?ublie---·'i~n ati.d f'.e\:t th~ ' 
:st.-f.\te of :r.t;laho., 1:·.€.sld'ing :at 
0·2-of :Lt1.o _, 
/'. 
·· 1-r '·j f 
-~-~~2- t~:.:~-- 19~8, before nt.e 1 the 
j.n a;1d for thc:e .S;:at•.:; of Idar1o, 
.,J'.;;;h: 1:con and :rar''"'t i::. Joilnson, 
:r· ,.::;,:;;~.r,::~:-::?. . .s:.·:·.·d ·F;e.:f.£:r. tJ·~~ ... ~~·.fn !l::C· r.no; tc; i:H:-;: the i_:}fS!r.son.s t·.rht~:::i2 n ... ;:tn-es 
-(r.::-!2..: .:;;:::1~-:.:..5.·.:~.-l!J.:...e-.i t·c, tJ·;-e ~JJ.itr::~n .:!nt:str{;.n;r:;lJ't ~x:d acl·:noi!J30dg,3d t.e. me 
::.~·~r.:tt :c.~-E.:y :e:et!27·C!JJ1t~~~{1\ th"e Z.iJJn~,;t 
IH 't~~:·T~:-;E:-~~7 ~:;;;..~:~1~!:-~~F ·~-:.::~·f.r:;_- f:·::rt:;~_J.JltO t-.i'2t rny har1d and 




... :· . 
. ·: ... 
On tM . .s ,~)f..\ day of 0/\.lf~bfti .. • i tltJS .. b . .h _.,: . l .. ::;tT 
~~~:!i~;d, a~~~cy =~~ic J! ••~di!::~=~·~;:~:r~~~ 
Ri·cT.'l.a;r:d:-s•on, k]~C\I'W. to me t·o be the persons >~'hose names:) are 
:;:;.;:nibs . c:n:-ibe:d t.•o the wdthin instrument . .arad .aeknm~ledgei::('.t·\5·:.-;':rti: 
t.h.a t t.~:l.~a:}l e.:r::e,;•cut.,::;d tH'M3 s.ala.1~e ") · ~ .. 
''< ... ~ 
aff~~::·efdl~ :nr(:;f oi~fic3L~l :s~eal th·e 
f_ii:-:E?~ii alHY·»'e \}.:JJritten. 
·r;~~ • 
:_?i~;;. -~~:.:· 
·' ' ~ .. 
I h.a\i'e !1ereurito .. S:$t my l\~Iid. ~- SDQ 
day anc ye.;;;tr in _t)·ds ce~'ti·f1c'at~ 
199B { before 
and Car<Jle 




J'O(~· s··;~;sz::·;!.:i!t·~·:J1 ~...,:: 'the ·~·;.ithin 3 nst:r-;.Jr.r•:::nt and acknti=~ ... ~lE::dged to 
;·-: ~~fk t {.:; ,-. .r .T 0?Jb-':::, r. ~s J. --~ j r: q 
.:::.t C ..rf.!:. ~ nc~, r.fJt?.L";2:1.n. 
t+·i 1-: ~;rn..--n i 'f :.~ J. 0:-1 ~-::· xp i r -e ~;. = 
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NOTIFICATIONS 
Adjacent landowners within 300ft ...................................................... 7 
Planning & Zoning Agendas .............................................................. 8 
Affidavits of Publication ..................................................................... 9 
77Application First Last Address City State Zip Code 
ZV2011-2 Ed & Carole Galloway 524 Galloway Dr Lenore ID 83541-5107 
SUB060096 Donald Ingle 3592 Freeman Creek Rd Lenore ID 83541-5098 
Marshall & Rhonda Comstock 932 N Mountain View Rd Moscow ID 83843-9233 
State of Idaho PO Box 83720 Boise ID 83720-0050 
Edward & Donilee Shinn 671 Chief Sampson Rd Toppenish WA 98948-9690 
Terry Golding 
Golding Surveying & Mapping PO Box 1818 Lewiston ID 83501 
Garry W. Jones 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, PLLC PO Box 854 Lewiston ID 83501 
78Application First Last Company Address City State Zip Code 
ZV2011-2 Ed & Carole Galloway 524 Galloway Dr Lenore ID 83541-5107 
SUB060096 Donald Ingle 3592 Freeman Creek Rd Lenore ID 83541-5098 
Marshall & Rhonda Comstock 932 N Mountain View Rd Moscow ID 83843-9233 
State of Idaho PO Box 83720 Boise ID 83720-0050 
Edward & Donilee Shinn 671 Chief Sampson Rd Toppenish WA 98948-9690 
Terry Golding Golding Surveying & Mapping PO Box 1818 Lewiston ID 83501 
Garry W. Jones JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, PLLC PO Box 854 Lewiston ID 83501 
Barbara & Homer Marvin 6633 Cougar Ridge Dr Lewiston ID 83501-7853 
Gary & Bonnie Ogden 258 Silver Ln Lenore ID 83541-5104 
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Application First Last Company Address City State Zip Code 
ZV2011-2 Ed & Carole Galloway 524 Galloway Dr Lenore ID ·3541-5107 
Donald Ingle 3592 Freeman Creek Rd Lenore ID ·3541-5098 
Marshall & Rhonda Comstock 932 N Mountain View Rd Moscow ID ·3843-9233 
State of Idaho PO Box 83720 Boise ID ·3720-0050 
Edward & Donilee Shinn 671 Chief Sampson Rd Toppenish WA 18948-9690 
Terry Golding Golding Surveying & Mapping PO Box 1818 Lewiston ID 83501 
Garry W. Jones JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, PLLC PO Box 854 Lewiston ID 83501 
Barbara & Homer Marvin 6633 Cougar Ridge Dr Lewiston ID ·3501-7853 





PLANNING & ZONING CO:MJvfiSSION AGENDA 
Tuesday, February 22, 2011, at 6:30p.m. 
Courtroom 1 in the Clearwater County Courthouse 
150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, Idaho 
Notice is hereby given that the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission will hold a public 
hearing Tuesday, February 22, 2011, at 6:30 p.m. The Planning and Zoning reports and recommendations 
before the Board of County Commissioners of Clearwater County public hearing for their final decision will 
be held on Monday, March 07, 2011, at 10:00 a.m. in the Commissioner's Office at the Clearwater County 
Courthouse. Oral testimony will be received at the open hearings. Speakers may be limited to five minutes 
and may not relinquish their time. 
Written comments are accepted and need to be directed to the Building & Planning Department, 150 
Michigan Avenue, PO Box 586, Orofmo, ID, 83544, faxed to (208) 476-8994, or emailed to 
bp@clearwatercounty.org. For any other questions or concerns, contact our office at (208) 476-4815. 
Any person needing special accommodations to participate in the above noticed meeting should contact the Building 
& Planning Department 5 days prior to the meeting at (208) 476-4815 and address. 
• Approval of agenda 
• Approval of January 18, 2011, minutes 
Public Hearings/Unfinished Business 
• (ZV2011-2) A Variance request by Edward & Carole Galloway to vary access-road specifications 
under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply to the Galloway's 
platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary approval. The variance 
request applies to an approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing access between Middle Road and 
the proposed subdivision. The details of the variance request follow: 
o Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by§ D.2 to 30 feet and down to 15 feet 
at the actual property line; 
o Change surfaced or fmished width from 24 feet as required by§ D.4.d to 18 feet and down to 
15 feet at the actual property line; and 
o Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by § B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek 
area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Low Density Rural 
District F -1. 
• (SUB060096) Final plat stage of the full platting procedure for Hidden Valley Subdivision re-named 
South Fork Estates, a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & Carole Galloway to divide 99.82 
acres into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 2) 9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 acres, Lot 4) 10.09 acres, Lot 5) 
10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acres, Lot 9) 8.98 acres, Lot 10) 13.08 
acres. This is a continuation of the 17 November 2008 public hearing. This property is located in 
Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek area off of county road 
Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Low Density Rural District F -1. 
Full text and maps for agendum items are available at the Building and Planning Department 
Sincerely, 
~~u~CU.v~ 
Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Administrator 
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CLEARWATER COUNTY 
PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION AGENDA 
Monday, March 21, 2011, at 6:30p.m. 
Courtroom 1 in the Clearwater County Courthouse 
150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, Idaho 
Notice is hereby given that the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission will hold a public 
hearing Monday, March 21, 2011, at 6:30 p.m. The Planning and Zoning reports and 
recommendations before the Board of County Commissioners of Clearwater County public hearing for 
their fmal decision will be held on Monday, April4, 2011, at 10:00 a.m. in the Commissioner's Office 
at the Clearwater County Courthouse. Oral testimony will be received at the open hearings. Speakers 
may be limited to five minutes and may not relinquish their time. 
Written comments are accepted and need to be directed to the Building & Planning Department, 150 
Michigan Avenue, PO Box 586, Orofino, ID, 83544, faxed to (208) 476-8994, or emailed to 
bp@clearwatercounty.org. For any other questions or concerns, contact our office at (208) 476-4815. 
Any person needing special accommodations to participate in the above noticed meeting should contact the 
Building & Planning Department 5 days prior to the meeting at (208) 476-4815 and address. 
• Approval Of agenda 
• Approval of January 18, 2011, minutes (Note: February hearing was cancelled due to weather) 
Public Hearings 
• (ZV2011-2) A Variance request by Edward & Carole Galloway to vary access-road 
specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply to 
the Galloway's platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary approval. 
The variance request applies to an approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing access between 
Middle Road and the proposed subdivision. The details of the variance request follow: 
o Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and down to 15 
feet at the actual property line; 
o Change surfaced or finished width-from 24 feet as required by § D.4.d to 18 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
o Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by§ B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek 
area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Low Density Rural 
District F -1. 
• (SUB060096) Final plat stage of the full platting procedure for Hidden Valley Subdivision re-
named Southfork Estates, a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & Carole Galloway to divide 
99.82 acres into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 2) 9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 acres, Lot 4) 10.09 
acres, Lot 5) 10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acres, Lot 9) 8.98 
acres, Lot 10) 13.08 acres. This is a continuation of the 17 November 2008 public hearing. This 
property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek area 
off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Low Density Rural 
District F -1. 
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• (SD2011-2) A Class S Subdivision Simple Subdivision request by Gayle Marek to divide 22.21 
acres into 2lots. Lot A 10.74 acres, Lot B 11.47 acres. This property is in Section 02, Township 
37 North, Range 01 West, located along Daisey Rd, Kendrick, ill-Clearwater County; Zoned 
Low Density Rural District F -1. 
• (CU2011-1) A Conditional Use request by Sacarias and Lilia Guitron, owners of Fiesta En 
Jalisco, to allow the establishment of an 8' x 8' billboard Iiear TripleT Storage along Highway 
12. This property is in Section 33, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, located at 39432 Hwy 
12, Orofmo, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Light Industrial District M-1. 




Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Administrator 
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CLEARWATER COUNTY 
PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION AGENDA 
Monday, August 15, 2011, at 6:30 p.m .. 
Courtroom 1 in the Clearwater County Courthouse 
150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, Idaho 
Notice is hereby given that the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission will hold a public 
hearing Monday, August 15, 2011, at 6:30 p.m. The Planning and Zoning report before the Board of 
County Commissioners of Clearwater County public hearing will be held on Monday, August 29, 2011, 
at 10:00 a.m. in the Commissioner's Office at the Clearwater County Courthouse. Oral testimony will 
be received at the open hearing. Speakers may be limited to five minutes and may not relinquish their 
time. 
Written comments are accepted and need to be directed to the Building & Planning Department, 150 
Michigan Avenue, PO Box 586, Orofino, ID, 83544, faxed to 208-476-8994, or emailed to 
bp@clearwatercounty.org. For any other questions or concerns, contact our office at 208-476-4815. 
Any person needing special accommodations to participate in the above noticed meeting should contact the 
Building & Planning Department 5 days prior to the meeting at (208) 476-4815 and address. 
• Approval of agenda 
• Approval of July 18, 2011, minutes 
Public Hearing 
• (ZV2011-2) A Variance request by Edward & Carole Galloway to vary access-road 
specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply to 
the Galloway's platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary approval 
and final approval is pending following this hearing. The variance request applies to an 
approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing access between Middle Road and the proposed 
subdivision. The details of the variance request follow: 
o Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by§ D.2 to 30 feet and down to 15 
feet at the actual property line; 
o Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by § D.4.d to 18 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
o Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by§ B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek 
area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Low Density Rural 
District F -1. 
This application was heard and approved March 21, 2011, and appealed to the Board of County 
Commissioners of Clearwater County. The ultimate conclusion ofthe Clearwater County 
Commissioners is to overturn Planning & Zoning decision and to remand the issue of undue hardship 
back to Planning & Zoning Commission with specific instructions to focus and clearly define whether or 
not it is an undue hardship in order to grant a variance. Also, the Board reserved the judgment of every 
other matter contained in this appeal except the undue hardship question that is remanded back to the 
P &Z Commission. 
Full text and maps for agendum items are available at the Building and Planning Department 
Sincerely, 
Bobbi Kaufman, Zoning Administrator 
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AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION 
-~TATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
· County of Clearwater ) 
CLOANN MCNALL 
being first duly sworn in, on oath, deposes and says: 
That I am and at all times herein mentioned have 
been a citizen of the United States and of the State of 
Idaho, over 21 years of age, and that I am not a party 
to nor interested in the above entitled proceeding; that 
I am and at all times herein mentioned have been the 
Editor, Foreman, of THE CLEARWATER TRIBUNE; that 
said Clearwater Tribune is a newspaper of general cir-
culation, printed and published weekly at Orofino, in . 
the County of Clearwater and State of Idaho; that the 
Clearwater Tribune has been continuously and unin-
terruptedly published in Clearwater County, Idaho, 
during the period of seventy-eight consecutive weeks 
prior to the first publication of attached copy of: 
Clearwater County Planning & Zoning 
FEB. 22 HEARING 
.'which the annexed is a full, true and cor-
rect printed copy, was published in the regu-
lar and entire issue of said newspaper, and 
not in any supplement thereof, for a period 
of one week, commencing on the 3rd day of 
February 2011 and ending on the 3rd day of 
February 2011. 
STATE OF IDAHO 




On this 3rd day of February in the year of 2011, before 
me, a Notary Public, personally appeared 
known or identified to me to be the person whose name 
subscribed to the within instrument, and being by me 
duly sworn, declared that the statements therein are 
. .. Ci.EARWATI:m COUNTY 
PLANNiN(] & ZQNif'iG CQMMIS~ : 
SIQN AGENDA 'I 
Thesday~ February 22, 2011,· 
at6:~o p.m. 
Cow'troom 1 in the 
Cl~aiwater County Courthousei. 
, I 
i 
· 150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, Idaho 
· Notice is hereby given that th~ 
.Clearwater County Planning and Zoning. 
Commission will hold a public hearing 
1\I~sday, February 22, 2011, at 6:30 
p.m. The Planning and Zoning reports 
and recommendations before the Board 
· of County Commissioners of Clearwater 
County public hearing for their final de- . 
cision will be J:wlc! on Monday, March . 
. 071 2011, at ~Q:.RO a.m. in the Commis-
sioner's Office af the Clearwater County 
Courthouse. Qral testimony will be re-
ceived at the ope:p hearings. Speakers 
S,UB060096 has p~eliminary ·appro 
The variance. request appli~s _to an 
1.;proxima'te · 2,000 fqot roadway; p;o, 
· · ing access between Middle Rmid a lid 
proposed subdivision. The details of 
variance request follow: 
• Change right-of-way wipth from 60 1 
as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and de 
to 15 feet at the actual prciperty'!ine; 
• Change surfaced or finished width fr 
24 feet 'as required by § D.4.d to 18 j 
and down to 15 feet at the act~al prope 
lim;; and 
• Set aside the requirement to dedicate 
· access road to public use as required b 
B. This property is located in Sec,:tion 1 
Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in 
Freeman Creek area off of county rc 
Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwa 
Count'y; Zoned Low Density Rural D 
trict F-L 
(SUB060096) Final plat stage of 1 
Written comments a·re ·a-ccepted and ' full platting procedure for Hidden Vall 
need to be directed to the Buiiding & . Subdivision re-named Southfork Estat. 
'Pianning Depqrtment, 150 Michigan Av- ; - a Class B Subdivision request by Edw< 
. enue, PO Box 586, Orofino, ID, 83544, : & Carole Galloway to divide 99.82 ac1 
faxed to (208) 476-8994, or emailed to I' into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 
. may be limited' to five minutes and may ' 
pot relinquish their time. 
bp@clearwatercounty.ofg. for any other 9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 acres, Lot 4) 10.1 
questions or concerns, contact our office acres, Lqt 5) 10.33 acres~ Lot 6) 11.: 
at (208) 476-4815. acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acn 
Any p'erson needing special accommoda~ Lot 9) 8.98 acres, Lof 10) 13.08 acn 
. lions to participate in the above noticed Thjs is a continuation of th~ 17 Nove! 
meeting should contact the Building & · . ber2008 public hea~ing. Tliis property 
Planning Department 5 days prior to the located in Section 09, Township 37 Nor1 
-meeting at (208) 476-4815 and address. Range Ol East, in the ~reeman Creek ar 
A I f d off of county road Middle Road, Lenm pprova o agen a . Cl . . . . 
A I f J ·18 2011 · · ID- earwater County, Zoned Low De pprova o anuary , , mm- 1 'ty R 1 D' · t F 1 utes . : · SJ ura JStnc - . 
Public Hearings/Unfinished Business i 
(ZV2011-2) A Variance request by Ed~ . 
ward & Carole Galloway to vary access- I 
road specific~tions under Article IV of 
the Clearwater County Subdivision Or-
'dinance as they apply to the Galloway's · 
platted subdivision request s-y_!I06D_Q2§ .. 
Full text and maps for agendum item5 
are available at the Building and Plan 
ning-Department 
Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater Coun 
. Planning and Zoning Administraior- . 
. 02-03-11 
true,· a~d acknowledged to me that she execute,~~""''"-·~ 
same. ---vvJ _ '--~ ~ . .,., ..... ,..,. 
~ 0 e '
0 
~  L. ~~cu: STAN;;~..c·,.-~""""~; 
ARy PUa1 ·c J STATE _, 
_~tary Public for Idaho -~·or~ IDAHo 
Resident at Orofino, Idaho L ( 1 ~'-~"" 
My commission expires: oL- ob --I Y "'""' 
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AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Clearwater ) 
CLOANN MCNALL 
being first duly sworn in, on oath, deposes and says: 
That I am and at all times herein mentioned have 
been a citizen of the United States and of the State of 
Idaho, over 21 years of age, and that I am not a party 
to nor interested in the above entitled proceeding; that 
I am and at all times herein mentioned have been the 
Editor, Foreman, of THE CLEARWATER TRIBUNE; that 
said Clearwater Tribune is a newspaper of general cir-
culation, printed and published weekly at Orofino, in 
the County of Clearwater and State of Idaho; that the 
Clearwater Tribune has been continuously and unin-
terruptedly published in Clearwater County, Idaho, 
during the period of seventy-eight consecutive weeks 
prior to the first publication of attached copy of: 
Clearwater County Planning & Zoiling 
MARCH 21 HEARING 
of which the annexed is a full, true and cor-
ect printed copy, was published in the regu-
lar and entire issue of said newspaper, and 
not in any supplement thereof, for a period 
of one week, commencing on the 3rd day of 
March 20 11 and ending on the 3rd day of 
March 2011. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
On this 3rd day of March in -the year of 2011, before 
me, a Notary Public, personally appeared 
known or identified to me to be the person whose name 
subscribed to the within instrument, and being by me 
duly sworn, declared that the statements therein are 
true, and acknowledged to me that she executed the 
same. 
\Jotary Public for Idaho 
{esident at Orofino, Idaho 
My commission expires: ~ -\ ~ -\ l__\ 
CLEARWATE-R couNT¥ line;· . 
PLANNING & ZONING • Change surfaced or finished width fr· 
COMMISSION AGENDA • 24 feet as required by § D.4.d to 18 ·t 
Monday, March 21, 2011, _ ~.Ild down to 15 feet at, the ac~ual prope 
at 6:30 p.m. Hhe; anct · 
Courtroom 1 in the • Set aside· the requirement to dedic 
Clearwater County Courthouse ~he· access road to public use as requi 
150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, Idaho . py §B. · 
Notice i(> hereby given that the · · ·----- -·- - '-- --
Clearwater County Planning and Zoning . Tnis property is located in Section 1 
Commission will hold a public hearing i Township 37 North, Range Oli;:ast, .in 1 
Monday, March 21, 2011, at 6:30 p.m: 1 Freeman Creek area off of county re 
The Planning and Zoning reports and rec-. . Middle Road, Lenore, ill-Clearwa 
' ommendations before the Board of Coun- 1 County; Zoned Low Density Rural D 
ty Commissioners of Clearwater County I trici F-1. - . 
public hearing for their final decision will · • (SUB060096) Final · plat stage of I 
be held on Monday, April 4, 2011, at : full platting procedure for Hidden Vall 
10:00 a.m. in the Commissioner's Office ; Subdivision re-named Southfork Estat 
at the Clearwater County Courthouse .. , a Class B Subdivision request by Edw~ 
Oral testimony will be received at the . & Carole Galloway to divide ~9.82 ac1 
open hearings. Speakers may be limited , into 10 lots: Lot 1) -13.14 acres, Lot 
·. to five minutes and may not relinquish 9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 acr.es, Lot 4) 10. 
their time. acres, Lot 5) 1033 acres, Lot 6) 11 . 
Written comments are accepted and i acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acn 
need \O be directed to the Building & ; L.ot 9) 8.98 acres, Lot 10) 13.08 acn 
Planning Department, 150 Michigan Av- : This is a continuation of the 17 NoveJ 
enue, PO Box 586, Orofino, ID, 83544, ber 2008 public hearing. This property 
faxed to (208) 476-8994, or emailed to ' , located in Section 09, Township 37 Nor 
bp@clearwa'tercounty.org. For any other Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek ar 
questions or qmcerns, contact our office 
1 
off of courity road Middle Road, Leno1 
at (208) 476~4815.- ill-Clearwater County; Zoned Low De 
·Any person needing special (lccommoda- · sity Rural District F-1. 
tions to participate in the above noticed • (SD2011-2) A Class S Subdivisi• 
meeting should cont(lci'the Building & Simple Subdivision request by Gay 
Planning Department 5 days prior to the Marek to divide 22.21 acres into 2 lo 
meeting at (208) 476-4815 and address. ;_ Lot A 10.74 acres, Lot B 11.47 acrt 
• ·Approval of agenda This property is in Section 02, Townsh 
• Approval of January 18, 2011, min· · 37 North, Range 01 West, located al01 
utes (Note: February ·hearing was can- ' ' Daisey Rd, Kendrick, ill-Clearwat 
celled due to weather) County; Zoned Low Density Rural Di 
Public Hearings trict F-1. 
~ (ZV2011-2) A Variance request by Ed- : • (CU2011-1) A Conditional Use reque 
ward & Carole Galloway to vary access-. i by Sacarias and Lilia Guit.ron, owners 1 
road specifications under Article IV of 
1 
·Fiesta En Jalisco, to allow the establisi 
the Clearwater County Subdivision Or- · ment of an 8' x 8~ billboard near Trip 
dinance as they apply to the Galloway's T Storage along Highway 12. This pro] 
platted subdivision request SUB060096. . erty is in Section 33, Township 37 Nort 
SUB060096 has preliminary approval. Range 01 East, located at 39423 Hwy 1. 
The variance request applies to an ap- Orofino, ill-Clearwater County'; Zone 
prqximate 2,000 foot roadway provid- Light lndustr~al District M4. 
i~g access between Middle Road and the Full text and maps for agendum items 
proposed sub!;livision. The details of the are available at the Building 
variance request foilow: i:J_nd P'anni'ng Department 
oi Change right-of-way width from 60 Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater Counl 
f~t;:~ as required by_§ D.2 to 30 feet and P_li!_J;!nijig and, ZoningAdministratqr _. _ 
do\yn to 15 feet at the actual pr.opert}' 3-3·11 
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AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION 
~TATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Clearwater ) 
CLOANN MCNALL 
being first duly sworn in, on oath, deposes and says: 
That I am and at all times herein mentioned have 
been a citizen of the United States and of the State of 
Idaho, over 21 years of age, and that I am not a party 
to nor interested in the above entitled proceeding; that 
I am and at all times herein mentioned have been the 
Editor, Foreman, of THE CLEARWATER TRIBUNE; that 
said Clearwater Tribune is a newspaper of general cir-
culation, printed and published weekly at Orofino, in 
the County of Clearwater and State of Idaho; that the 
Clearwater Tribune has been continuously and unin-
terruptedly published in Clearwater County, Idaho, 
during the period of seventy-eight consecutive weeks 
prior to the first publication of attached copy of: 
Clearwater County Planning & Zoning 
AUG. 15 HEARING 
"'f which the annexed is a full, true and cor-
ect printed copy, was published in the regu-
lar and entire issue of said newspaper, and 
not in any supplement thereof, for a period 
of one week, commencing on the 28th day 
of July 2011 and ending on the 28th day of 
July 2011. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
On this 28th day of July in the year of 2011, before me, 
a Notary Public, personally appeared 
i ' 
known or identified to me to be the person whose name 
subscribed to the within instrument, and being by me 
duly sworn, declared that the statements therein are 
true, and acknowledged to me that she executed the 
same. 
CLEARWATER COUNTY 
PLANNING & ZONING 
COMMISSION AGENDA 
Monday, August 15, 2011, 
at 6:30p.m. 
Courtroom 1 in the 
Clearwater County Courthouse 
150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, Idaho 
Notice is hereby. given that the , 
Clearwater County Planning and Zon-
ing Commission will hold a public 
hearing Monday, August 15, 2011 at 
6:30 p.m. The Plimning and Zoning 
· report before the Board of County · 
Commissioners of Clearwater· County 
public hearing will be held on Mon-
day, August 29, 2011, at 10:00 a.m. in 
the Commissioner's Office at the 
Clearwater County Courthouse. Oral 
testimony will be received at the open 
· hearing. Speakers may be limited to 
five minutes and may not relinquish 
their time. 
Written comments are accepted and 
need to be di,rected to the Building & 
Planning Department, 150 Michigan· 
Avenue, PO Box 586, Orofino, ID,. 
83544, faxed to 208-476-8994 or 
emailed to bp@clearwatercounty'.org .. l 
For any other questions or concerns, I 
contact our office at 208-476-4815. 
Any person needing special accommo-
dations to participate in the above no-
ticed meeting should contact the Build-
ing & Planning Department 5 days 
prior to the meeting at (208) 476-4815 
and address. 
• Approval of agenda 
• Approval of July 18, 2011 minutes 
Public Hearings . 
• (ZV2011-2) A Variance request by 
Edward & Carole Galloway to vary 
access-road specifications under Article 
IV, of the Clearwater County Suqdivi-
sioJl Ordinance as they apply to the 
...._ Galloway's platted subdivision request 
--------L-f..J...ll...2l..;,=~_s.~.::..:.:.:~"4=='"""""'=----.:M.;-;4-~_::::CI -..... • .,.""'·"">.,...,,,, . SUB060096. SUB060096 has prelimi-
)tary Public for Idaho No'TA ~ Si4N·r. - ''"'· .. ,., __ "'_ nary. approval ~nd fi.nal ap~roval is· 
. 'esident at Orofino, Idaho ~~- Si"Ar. ll'rpUEJi Otv "'':fendmg followmg this heanng. The 
c:} _ \. I _ \ · · ~---at:: 0;: IDA'-'IC ,f~ariance request applies to an apptoxi-
My commission expires: ,,£ \.0 --~0. J mate 2,000 foot roadway providing 
-~ · access between Middle Road and the 
~.......,. proposed' subdivision. The details of the 
variance request follow: 





PL.{mNING & ZONING 
COMMISSION AGENDA 
Monday, August 15, 2011, 
at 6:30p.m. 
Courtroom 1 in the 
Clea,!water County Courthouse 
150 Michigan Avenue, Orofino, Idaho 
Notice , is hereby given that the 
Clearwater County Planning and Zon-
ing Commission will hold a public 
hearing Monday, August 15, 2011 at 
6:30 p.m. The Planning and Zoning 
report before the Board of County 
Commissioners of Clearwater County 
public hearing will ·be held on Mon-
day, August 29, 2011, at 10:00 a.m. in · 
the Commissioner's ·office at the 
Clearwater County Courthouse. Oral 
testimony will be received ·at the open 
hearing. Speakers may be limited to 
·five minutes and may not relinquish 
. their time. 
Written comments are accepted and 
need to be directed to the Building & 
Planning Department, 150 Michigan 
Avenue, PO Box 586, Orofino, ID, 
83544, faxed to 208-476-8994, or 
emailed to bp@clearwatercounty.org. 
For any other questions or concerns, 
contact our office at 208-476-4815. 
Any person needing special accommo-
dations to participate in the above no-
ticed meeting should contact the Build-
ing & Planning Department 5 days 
prior to the meeting at (208) 476-4815 
and address. 
• Approval of agenda 




· - · PUblic Hearings · 
• (ZV2011-2) A Variance requdst by 
Edward & Carole Galloway to· vary . 
access-road specifications under Article 
IV of the Clearwater County Subdivi-
sion Ordinance as they apply to the 
Galloway's platted subdivision request 
SUB060096. SUB060096 has prelimi-
nary approval and final approval is' -
pending following this hearing. The · 
variance request applies to an approxi-
mate 2,000 foot roadway providin'g 
access between Middle Road and the 
proposed' subdivision. The details of the 
, variance request follow: 
" Change right-of-way. width from 60 
feet as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property 
line; 
~ Change surfaced or finished width 
from 24 feet as required by § D.4.d to 
18 feet and down to 15 feet at the ac-
tual property line; and 
• Set f[side the requirement to dedicate 
the access road to public use as re-
quired by§ B. 
Tpis property is located in Section 
09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, 
in the Freeman Creek area off of 
countY road 'Middle Road, Lenore, ill-
Clearwater County; Zoned Low Den-
sity Rural District F-1. 
This application was heard and ap-
proved March 21, 2011, and appealed 
to the Board of County Commissioners 
of Clearwater County. The ultimate 
conclusion of the Clearwater County · 
Commissioners is to overturn Planning 
· . & Zoning decision and to remand the 
issue of undue hardship· back to Plan-· 
ning & Zoning Commission with spe- . 
cific instructions to focus and· clearly 
define whether or not it is an undue 
hardship in. order to grant a varjance. 
Also, the Board reserved the judgment 
of every other matter contained in this 
appeal except the undue hardship ques-
tion that is remanded back to the P&Z 
Commission. 
Full text and maps for agendum items 
are available at the Building 
and Planning Department 







AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Clearwater ) 
CLOANN MCNALL 
being first duly sworn in, on oath, deposes and says: 
That I am and at all times herein mentioned have 
been a citizen of the United States and of the State of 
Idaho, over 21 years of age, and that I am not a party 
to nor interested in the above entitled proceeding; that 
I am and at all times herein mentioned have been the 
Editor, Foreman, of THE CLEARWATER TRIBUNE; that 
said Clearwater Tribune is a newspaper of general cir-
culation, p1inted and published weekly at Orofino, in 
the County of Clearwater and State of Idaho; that the 
Clearwater Tribune has been continuously and unin-
terruptedly published in Clearwater County, Idaho, 
during the period of seventy-eight consecutive weeks 
prior to the first publication of attached copy of: 
Clearwater County Commissioners 
NOTICE OF OCT. 3 HEARING 
Jf which the annexed is a full, true and cor-
rect printed copy, was published in the regu-
lar and entire issue of said newspaper, and 
not in any supplement thereof, for a period 
of one week, commencing on the 8th day of 
September 20 11 and ending on the 8th day 
of September 20 11. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
On this 8th day of September in the year of 2011, be-
fore me, a Notary Public, personally appeared 
Cor \f\- V\ or, \M c IVa Q <l 
known or identified to me to be the person whose name 
subscribed to the within instrument, and being by me 
duly sworn, declared that the statements therein are 
true, and acknowledged to me that she executed the 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that the Board of 
County Commissioners will hold a pub-
lic hearing on Monday, October 3, 2011 
at 10:00 A.M. in the Clearwater County 
Commissioner's Office, Clearwater 
County Courthouse, 150 Michigan Av-
enue, Orofino, Idaho. 
The purpose of this hearing is to con-
sider an appeal by Garry Jones, Attorney 
representing Edward L. & Donilee E. 
Shinn. Mr. Jones is appealing the decision 
by the Planning & Zoning Co~mission 
at their August 15, 2011 meetmg. The 
P&Z Commission granted approval of 
the Variance request by Edward & Carole 
Galloway to vary access-road specifica-
tions under Article IV of the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance as t~e7 
apply to the Galloway's platted subdiVI-
sion request SUB060096. . 
This property is located in Section 09, 
Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the 
Freeman Creek area off of county road 
Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater 
County; Zoned Low Density Rural Dis-
trict F-1. 
In compliance with Americans with 
Disabilities Act, anyone requesting rea- . 
sonable accommodations may contact 
Carrie Bird at 476-5615 one-week prior 
to the meetin_,g. . . 
Board of County CommiSSioners. 
Clearwater County, Idaho 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
Carrie Bird, Clerk 
By Cindy Barnett, Deputy 
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AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Clearwater ) 
CLOANN MCNALL 
being first duly sworn in, on oath, deposes and says: 
That I am and at all times herein mentioned have 
been a citizen of the United States and of the State of 
Idaho, over 21 years of age, and that I am not a party 
to nor interested in the above entitled proceeding; that 
I am and at all times herein mentioned have been the 
Editor, Foreman, of THE CLEARWATER TRIBUNE; that 
said Clearwater Tribune is a newspaper of general cir-
culation, printed and published weekly at Orofino, in 
the County of Clearwater and State of Idaho; that the 
Clearwater Tribune has been continuously and unin-
terruptedly published in Clearwater County, Idaho, 
during the period of seventy-eight consecutive weeks 
prior to the first publication of attached copy of: 
Clearwater County Commissioners 
DEC. 12 HEARING 
of which the annexed is a full, true and cor-
rect printed copy, was published in the regu-
lar and entire issue of said newspaper, and 
not in any supplement thereof, for a period 
of one week, commencing on the 1Oth day of 
November 2011 and ending on the lOth day 
of November 2011. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
On this 1Oth day of November in the year of 2011, be-
fore me, a Notary Public, personally appeared 
known or identified to me to be the person whose name 
subscribed to the within instrument, and being by me 
duly sworn, declared that the statements therein are 
true, and acknowledged to me that she executed the 
same. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Resident at Orofino, Idaho 
My commission expires: --~c...::_.:.....:l,.:___L___;c.__ _ _ 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that the Board of 
County Commissioners will hold a public 
hearing on Monday, December 12, 2011 
at 10:00 A.M. in the Clearwater County 
Commissioner's Office, Clearwater 
County Courthouse, 150 Michigan Av-
enue, Orofino, Idaho. 
The purpose of this hearing is to con-
sider recommendation from the P&Z 
Commission on the following Subdivi-
sion request; 
(SUB060096) Final plat stage of the 
full platting procedure for Hidden Valley 
Subdivision re-named Southfork Estates, 
a Class B Subdivision request by Edward 
& Carole Galloway to divide 99.82 acres 
into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 2) 
9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 acres, L~t 4) 10.09 
acres, Lot 5) 10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 
acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acres, 
Lot 9) 8.98 acres, Lot 10) 13.08 acres. 
This is a continuation of the 17 Novem-
ber 2008 public ~earing. This property is 
located in Section 09, Township 37 North, 
Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek area 
off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, 
ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low Den-
sity Rural District F-1. 
The P&Z Commission granted ap-
proval of the Variance request by Edward 
& Carole Galloway to vary access-road 
specifications under Article IV of the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordi-
nance as they apply to the Galloway's 
platted subdivision request SUB060096 
at the August 15, 2011 meeting. 
In compliance with Americans with 
Disabilities. Act, anyone requesting rea-
sonable accommodations may contact 
Carrie Bird at 476-5615 one-week prior 
to the meeting. 
Board of County Commissioners. 
Clearwater County, Idaho 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
Carrie Bird, Clerk 
By Cindy Barnett, Deputy 
11-10-llc 
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CLEA'RWAT'E'R C<9UN1Y 'BUILVING & PLANNING 
150 ~~Av0-. PO 13oP586. c9vo-fi,¥w-; IV 83544 
(208) 476-4815. F(N)U (208) 476-8994. bp@clearwatercounty.org 
IN THE MATTER OF ZV2011-2 STAFF REPORT 
Pg 1 of4 
OF THE BUILDING & PLANNING ADMINISTRATOR FOR SOUTHFORK ESTATES 
TYPE OF REQUEST & BACKGROUND ATTACHMENT 
Mr. Edward and Mrs. Carole Galloway [524 Galloway Dr. Lenore, ID 83541-5107] are 
requesting variance (ZV2011-2) to vary access-road specifications under Article IV of the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply to the Galloway's platted subdivision 
request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary approval. The variance request applies to 
an approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing access between Middle Road and the proposed 
subdivision. The details of the variance request follow: 
• Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and down to 15 
feet at the actual property line; 
• Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by § D.4.d to 18 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
• Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by § B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low Density 
Rural District F-1. 
ORDINANCE STANDARDS 
The following Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance standards were considered by the 
Commission in deciding this request: 
1. CCSO Article III.A requires that an application be submitted. 
2. CCSO Article III.B requires that a fee be paid. 
3. CCSO Article IV§ D.2 requires an access road have a sixty (60) foot right-of-way. 
4. CCSO Article IV § D.4.d requires that the minimum surfaced or finished width for a 
street or access road be twenty-four (24) feet. 
5. CCSO Article IV§ B requires that all streets be dedicated to public use. 
6. CCSO Article VIII§ B.1 requires that there are such special circumstances or conditions 
affecting the property that the strict application of the provisions of this Ordinance would 
clearly be impracticable or unreasonable and cause and undue hardship. 
7. CCSO Article VIII § B.2 requires that strict compliance with the requirements of the 
Ordinance would result in extraordinary topography, or such other conditions would 
result in inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance. 
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8. CCSO Article VIII § 8.3 requires that the granting of the specified variance will not be 
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property in the area in which the 
property is situated. 
9. CCSO Article VIII § 8.4 requires that such variance will not violate the provisions of the 
Idaho Code. 
10. CCSO Article VIII § 8.5 requires that such variance will not have the effect of nullifying 
the interest and purpose of this Ordinance and the Comprehensive Plan. 
STAFF FINDINGS 
A staff report was completed February 4, 2011. Ordinance standards providing the basis of 
this request are as follow: 
1. A completed application, Grant of Easement, and written response was submitted 
January 11, 2011. The proper fee was paid. 
2. Agenda was published February 3, 2011, in the Clearwater Tribune. 
3. Exhibit A-Site plan shows access road (name T80) providing access from county road 
Middle Road to Southfork Estates as an eighteen (18) foot wide surfaced road with a 
thirty (30) foot right-of-way width except where the actual property line between Ingle 
and Galloway meet, then it is only fifteen (15) feet at this intersection into the 
subdivision. 
4. Email/written response received from Ed Galloway [freemancreek@cpcinternet.com] on 
January 20, 2011, for his variance request: 
a. The relatively flat farm land terrain of the entire distance of this access (R/W) for 
approx. 2000' lends it's self to easily accommodating an 18' year around road 
way as will be built on the existing 30' deeded R/W. I need a variance from the 
currently required 60' to the existing 30' because this is a historical easement 
and also provides adequate space to install an 18' all weather road as was 
approved inside the said subdivision in the original approved prelim plat. Also, I 
would like to point out there is an additional 15' R/W to the east and adjoining the 
30' R/W reserved for utilities where I plan an overhead power line. 
b. In this situation (a low density rural subdivision) the county ordinance we are 
applying whose basic tenants were adopted in the mid 70's does not take into 
account the growth of Rural Clearwater County, it talks about streets, arterials 
streets, alleys etc. As a land developer we must use variances to make the subs 
conform to an outdated ordinance. As we are doing in this situation we have to 
right mistakes made in the original approved plat. 
c. The access road addressed in this variance was determined not to need a 
variance during initial public discussions as it is exterior of the main sub. To try 
and correct these mistakes I am seeking a variance of the R/W from 60' to 30' in 
width, finished road width from 24' to 18', and a reduction from the 30'x18' 
variance reductions to 15' at the actual property line(bottleneck) for an 
infinitesimal distance. These variances do not change actual on the ground 
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specs on the planned sub. The public welfare is not impacted at all since the 
changes will not have an impact on emergency vehicles. Nor will it impact other 
owners in the area as the design and implementation is entirely within 
parameters of the deeded R/W. and the original (approved) plat. Carole and I 
are doing this low density sub with applicable CC&Rs to limit impact on the 
neighbors both visually and physically. 
d. I have been assured by the county attorney and planning administrator that this 
request does not violate State Codes, it deals with county ordinances which can, 
by ordinance, be varied to fit unaddressed situations. 
i. Variance (VAR060204) to vary the interior roads of the subdivision from 
twenty-four (24) feet to eighteen (18) feet was approved at the November 
20, 2006, Planning and Zoning hearing. 
e. These variances are in sync with precedent ordnances over the last 30-40 years 
in Clearwater County. Our desire is to set the stage for jobs for excavators, 
concrete contractors, carpenters, electricians, plumbers, etc. in our county, along 
with an increased tax base as the Freeman Creek area continues to thrive as it 
provides recreation and getaways for residents of the surrounding area. 
5. On February 2, 2011, Rob Simon, Clearwater County Road and Bridge Department 
Supervisor, and Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County Building and Planning Department 
Administrator, discussed the proposed access road, past conditions set, and the 
variance being requested and found the following: 
a. The proposed access road built as an 18' surface on the existing 30' easement 
would be suffice for this access road; and 
b. The conditions set in the past would need to be done and approved before the 
recording of the final plat. 
6. Exhibit B-Email sent February 4, 2011 t from Rob Simon [ccrb@orofino-id.com] 
regarding the road connecting the Middle Road to the proposed subdivision: 
a. Thursday, February 3, 2011, I was unable to access Mr. Galloway's road for an 
up-to-date inspection due to road conditions. 
b. As previously reported, in general the road is constructed within county 
specifications, with the following exceptions: 
i. Cut banks need to be re-s loped to a 2:1 slope to alleviate soil erosion and 
ditch sloughing. 
ii. All culverts need to be 18" minimum 
iii. Realignment of approach to Middle Road to achieve a more 90 degree 
angle approach. 
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c. Due to the general lay of the land, the lack of horizontal curves and minimal 
vertical curves, it is my opinion that the road as constructed, with an 18' driving 
surface. would be adequate. 
7. The request would be the minimum variance to alleviate the condition because of the 
standards of the easement 
8. All circumstances for granting a variance exist. 
9. Property is not within an area of city impact. 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
The minimum standards governing variances have been demonstrated to exist; therefore, the 
Building and Planning Department recommends that the Commission approve. 
Administrator, Building & Planning Department 
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CLEA'RWA IT'R COUNTY 13UILVING & PLANNING 
150 M~Avet. P<913otu586. <9vo{{tw; IV 83544 
(208) 476-4815. FCI.1U (208) 476-8994. bp@clearwatercounty.org 
IN THE MATTER OF ZV2011-2 STAFF REPORT 
Pg 1 of4 
OF THE BUILDING & PLANNING ADMINISTRATOR FOR SOUTH FORK ESTATES 
TYPE OF REQUEST & BACKGROUND ATTACHMENT 
Mr. Edward and Mrs. Carole Galloway [524 Galloway Dr. Lenore, ID 83541-5107] are 
requesting variance (ZV2011-2) to vary access-road specifications under Article IV of the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply to the Galloway's platted subdivision 
request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary approval. The variance request applies to 
an approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing access between Middle Road and the proposed 
subdivision. The details of the variance request follow: 
• Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and down to 15 
feet at the actual property line; 
• Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by § D.4.d to 18 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
• Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by § B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low Density 
Rural District F-1. 
ORDINANCE STANDARDS 
The following Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance standards were considered by the 
Commission in deciding this request: 
1. CCSO Article liLA requires that an application be submitted. 
2. CCSO Article 111.8 requires that a fee be paid. 
3. CCSO Article IV§ D.2 requires an access road have a sixty (60) foot right-of-way. 
4. CCSO Article IV§ D.4.d requires that the minimum surfaced or finished width for a 
street or access road be twenty-four (24) feet. 
5. CCSO Article IV § B requires that all streets be dedicated to public use. 
6. CCSO Article VIII § 8.1 requires that there are such special circumstances or conditions 
affecting the property that the strict application of the provisions of this Ordinance would 
clearly be impracticable or unreasonable and cause and undue hardship. 
7. CCSO Article VIII § 8.2 requires that strict compliance with the requirements of the 
Ordinance would result in extraordinary topography, or such other conditions would 
result in inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance. 
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8. CCSO Article VIII § 8.3 requires that the granting of the specified variance will not be 
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property in the area in which the 
property is situated. 
9. CCSO Article VIII § 8.4 requires that such variance will not violate the provisions of the 
Idaho Code. 
10. CCSO Article VIII§ 8.5 requires that such variance will not have the effect of nullifying 
the interest and purpose of this Ordinance and the Comprehensive Plan. 
STAFF FINDINGS 
A staff report was completed March 14, 2011. Ordinance standards providing the basis of this 
request are as follow: 
1. A completed application, Grant of Easement, and written response was submitted 
January 11, 2011. The proper fee was paid. 
2. Agenda was published March 03, 2011, in the Clearwater Tribune. 
3. Exhibit A-Site plan shows access road Summer Range Drive providing access from 
county road Middle Road to Southfork Estates as an eighteen (18) foot wide surfaced 
road with a thirty (30) foot right-of-way width except where the actual property line 
between Ingle and Galloway meet, then it is only fifteen (15) feet at this intersection into 
the subdivision. 
4. Email/written response received from Ed Galloway [freemancreek@cpcinternet.com] on 
January 20, 2011, for his variance request: 
a. The relatively flat farm land terrain of the entire distance of this access (R/W) for 
approx. 2000' lends it's self to easily accommodating an 18' year around road 
way as will be built on the existing 30' deeded RIW. I need a variance from the 
currently required 60' to the existing 30' because this is a historical easement 
and also provides adequate space to install an 18' all weather road as was 
approved inside the said subdivision in the original approved prelim plat. Also, I 
would like to point out there is an additional 15' R/W to the east and adjoining the 
30' RIW reserved for utilities where I plan an overhead power line. 
b. In this situation (a low density rural subdivision) the county ordinance we are 
applying whose basic tenants were adopted in the mid 70's does not take into 
account the growth of Rural Clearwater County, it talks about streets, arterials 
streets, alleys etc. As a land developer we must use variances to make the subs 
conform to an outdated ordinance. As we are doing in this situation we have to 
right mistakes made in the original approved plat. 
c. The access road addressed in this variance was determined not to need a 
variance during initial public discussions as it is exterior of the main sub. To try 
and correct these mistakes I am seeking a variance of the R/W from 60' to 30' in 
width, finished road width from 24' to 18', and a reduction from the 30'x18' 
variance reductions to 15' at the actual property line(bottleneck) for an 
infinitesimal distance. These variances do not change actual on the ground 
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specs on the planned sub. The public welfare is not impacted at all since the 
changes will not have an impact on emergency vehicles. Nor will it impact other 
owners in the area as the design and implementation is entirely within 
parameters of the deeded R/W. and the original (approved) plat. Carole and I 
are doing this low density sub with applicable CC&Rs to limit impact on the 
neighbors both visually and physically. 
d. I have been assured by the county attorney and planning administrator that this 
request does not violate State Codes, it deals with county ordinances which can, 
by ordinance, be varied to fit unaddressed situations. 
i. Variance (VAR060204) to vary the interior roads of the subdivision from 
twenty-four (24) feet to eighteen (18) feet was approved at the November 
20, 2006, Planning and Zoning hearing. 
e. These variances are in sync with precedent ordnances over the last 30-40 years 
in Clearwater County. Our desire is to set the stage for jobs for excavators, 
concrete contractors, carpenters, electricians, plumbers, etc. in our county, along 
with an increased tax base as the Freeman Creek area continues to thrive as it 
provides recreation and getaways for residents of the surrounding area. 
5. On February 2, 2011, Rob Simon, Clearwater County Road and Bridge Department 
Supervisor, and Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County Building and Planning Department 
Administrator, discussed the proposed access road, past conditions set, and the 
variance being requested and found the following: 
a. The proposed access road built as an 18' surface on the existing 30' easement 
would be suffice for this access road; and 
b. The conditions set in the past would need to be done and approved before the 
recording of the final plat. 
6. Exhibit B-Email sent February 4, 2011, from Rob Simon [ccrb@orofino-id.com] 
regarding the road connecting the Middle Road to the proposed subdivision: 
a. Thursday, February 3, 2011, I was unable to access Mr. Galloway's road for an 
up-to-date inspection due to road conditions. 
b. As previously reported, in general the road is constructed within county 
specifications, with the following exceptions: 
i. Cut banks need to be re-sloped to a 2:1 slope to alleviate soil erosion and 
ditch sloughing. 
ii. All culverts need to be 18" minimum 
iii. Realignment of approach to Middle Road to achieve a more 90 degree 
angle approach. 
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c. Due to the general lay of the land, the lack of horizontal curves and minimal 
vertical curves, it is my opinion that the road as constructed, with an 18' driving 
surface, would be adequate. 
7. Below is an explanation that was sent to Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County Building 
and Planning Administrator on February 28, 2011, by E. Clayne Tyler, Clearwater 
County Prosecuting Attorney, illustrating the existing easement and why the variance 
for the dedication of the access road is needed: 
a. If the owner of the property over which a road runs wants to dedicate the road to 
the public, the owner would have the power to do so (the Shinn's for example). 
The problem here is that Galloway does not own the land over which the road 
runs. Galloway only has an easement. Galloway can not dedicate the easement 
to the public as it would be an impermissible expansion of the scope of the 
easement. 
i. To illustrate: A road crosses Shinn's land to access Property A. Galloway 
owns property A, and wants to give a neighboring landowner of property B 
the legal right to use the road crossing Shinn's property, Galloway could 
not legally do so. That would be impermissibly expanding the scope of 
the easement beyond that originally intended when the easement was 
granted (the easement across Shinn's is granted to serve Property A for 
example. Only the Shinn's can expand it to serve property A and B. 
Galloway, the owner of property A does not have the legal right to give 
someone other than future buyers of Property A the right to cross Shinn's 
land). 
ii. The argument is that just as Galloway can't give Property B the right to 
cross Shinn's land, neither can Galloway give the general public the right 
to cross Shinn's land. That would be an impermissible expansion of the 
scope of the easement. 
8. The request would be the minimum variance to alleviate the condition because of the 
standards of the easement. 
9. All circumstances for granting a variance exist. 
10. Property is not within an area of city impact. 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
The minimum standards governing variances have been demonstrated to exist; therefore, the 
Building and Planning Department recommends that the Commission approve. 
BOBBIKAUFMAN Date 
Administrator, Building & Planning Department 
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150 lvi~AVIV• PCJ 13oP586. CJvofi,vto; IV 83544 
(208) 476-4815. Fc:v:u (208) 476-8994. bp@clearwatercounty.org 
IN THE MATTER OF APPEALED ZV2011-2 
STAFF REPORT OF THE BUILDING & PLANNING 
ADMINISTRATOR FOR SOUTH FORK ESTATES 
TYPE OF REQUEST, HISTORY, AND BACKGROUND 
g 1 of8 
A variance (ZV2011-2) request by Mr. Edward and Mrs. Carole Galloway [524 Galloway Dr. 
Lenore, ID 83541-5107] are requesting variance (ZV2011-2) to vary access-road 
specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply 
to the Galloway's platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary 
approval. The variance request applies to an approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing 
access between Middle Road and the proposed subdivision. The details of the variance 
request follow: 
• Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and down to 15 
feet at the actual property line; 
• Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by § D.4.d to 18 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
• Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by § B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Low Density 
Rural District F-1. 
Galloway's proposed subdivision is to be accessed by an existing road located within a private 
easement, 30 feet in width, which begins at Middle Road, a Clearwater County public road, 
and crosses neighboring property owned by the Shinn's, and accesses the Galloway property. 
The grant of easement contains an anomaly, which causes the 30-foot wide easement to be 
restricted to 15 feet for an undefined but minuscule length at the boundary separating the 
Galloway and Shinn properties. 
Galloway, on January 11, 2011, filed an application for three variances from the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance. Galloway sought to vary the following: 
1. To vary the requirement of Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.D.2 
which requires access roads to be built within a minimum 60 foot wide right of way: 
Galloway sought to vary the right of way for the access road from 60 feet to 30 
feet to fall within the 30-foot wide existing ingress and egress easement. 
Further, Galloway sought to vary the required 60-foot right of way to 15 feet at 
the Shinn/Galloway property line, where the anomaly exists. 
2. To vary the requirements of Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.D.4.d. 
this requires access roads to have a minimum 24-foot road surface or finished width. 
100
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Galloway sought to vary the traveled surface of the access road from 24 feet to 
18 feet in width over the majority of the road surface, and to 15 feet at the 
anomaly site (boundary line). 
3. To vary the requirement of Article 4, Section B of the Clearwater County Subdivision 
Ordinance this requires all arterial, collector, and other streets in a proposed subdivision 
to be dedicated to the public. 
Galloway sought to vary the requirement of dedication to the public so that the 
access road could remain a private road, and not be dedicated to the public, in 
that the easement they hold specifically prohibits dedication to the public. 
The Commission, following a public hearing held on March 21, 2011, granted Galloway each 
of the requested variances, and entered written findings of fact and conclusions of law dated 
April 4, 2011. In that order, the Commission did properly identify the controlling ordinance as 
set forth below. 
On March 25, 2011, Shinn filed a notice of appeal. Shinn is an interested party, owning real 
property which borders upon the proposed Galloway subdivision. By letter dated March 25, 
2011, counsel for Shinn stated as grounds for the appeal: 
"No facts or testimony were presented which would authorize the issuances of a 
variance under the terms and conditions of the Clearwater County Subdivision 
Ordinance. Further, that the easement which the Galloway's propose to use for access 
to the property does not allow that road to be utilized for easement for ingress and 
egress for parties other than Mr. and Mrs. Galloway. Finally, that it is not appropriate 
for a variance to be granted from the requirement that access to the subdivision be 
dedicated for public use." 
ANALYSIS OF THE BOARD 
I. The Commission, in finding that Galloway had met his burden of showing that special 
circumstances affecting the property would cause the strict application to be impractical, 
and would also cause undue hardship, was not supported by substantial evidence on 
the record as a whole. 
For the purposes of this appeal to the Board, due to the access road at issue being an 
easement which crosses the Shinn's property and accesses neighboring property, the Board 
finds the Shinn's to have a substantial right which may be prejudiced, and thus have standing 
to appeal. 
An exhaustive review of the record of proceedings at the Commission level reveals no 
testimony having been presented as to the factor of undue hardship. Review of the 
application for each variance itself reveals no declaration of what undue hardship may result if 
strict compliance with the ordinance is required (in spite of the question being specifically 
asked). No testimony was provided, and undue hardship was not referenced in staff reports. 
Although this Board cannot substitute its judgment for the judgment of the Commission, it is 
still incumbent upon the Commission to restrict its decisions to those facts on the record. This 
Board cannot uphold the Commission's decision without substantial and competent evidence 
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on the issue of undue hardship, i.e., relevant evidence which a reasonable mind might accept 
to support a conclusion, for each of the variances requested by Galloway. The Board has no 
choice but to reverse the decision of the Commission with regard to the issue of "undue 
hardship". As the issues of "undue hardship" are intimately tied to the requirement that the 
"undue hardship" be as a result of special circumstances affecting the property (and not 
applicable in general to all property in the geographic region or neighborhood), and with an 
analysis of whether or not strict compliance with the terms of the Ordinance would inhibit the 
achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan, then these issues 
are remanded for reconsideration as well. 
The Board hereby orders each of the three grants of variances remanded to the Commission 
to receive additional evidence and conduct additional fact finding, by virtue of an additional 
public hearing, to determine whether or not the element of undue hardship exists, and to re-
evaluate the consideration of "undue hardship" in light of the remaining items to be found 
before a variance can be granted. 
As guidance, the Board requests the Commission consider the following: 
1. Are there are special circumstances or conditions affecting the property such that the 
strict application of the provisions of this Ordinance would clearly be impracticable or 
unreasonable, and 
2. Are those special circumstances such that failure to grant a variance would cause an 
undue hardship to the developer, and 
3. Would strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance result in inhibiting the 
achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance, or nullify the purpose of the Ordinance 
or the Comprehensive Plan? 
II. Also raised on appeal is the issue as to whether the easement which the Galloway's 
propose to use for access to the property allows the access road to be utilized for 
ingress and egress for parties other than Galloway. 
The Board, upon review of the record, tentatively finds that the bare language of the easement 
itself does not prohibit subdivision of the property. The Board does not intend to look behind 
the bare language, nor to attempt to determine the historical intent of the original parties to the 
grant and receipt of the easement, but limits its review to the bare language of the document, 
which appears clear and unambiguous. 
Sufficient evidence was entered at the Commission level to support the finding that the 
easement is legally adequate to allow subdivision. It is felt that the proper forum for 
challenging the intent and scope of an easement of this nature is through the Courts rather 
than the Board. 
This tentative decision is not certified as final, and will not be so certified until the matter is 
returned from the Commission following the above ordered hearing on remand, and is thus not 
ripe for appeal at this juncture. A final order will be issued following the conclusion of the 
3dditional hearings ordered above. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE BOARD 
Based upon the factual record compiled and upon testimony received at the public hearing 
conducted for such purposes, the Board determines that the Commission's decision on the 
variance must be repealed and remanded back to the Commission to be re-heard at a public 
hearing with specific instructions to review and identify whether or not there is undue hardship 
as required by the county ordinance. 
DECISION OF THE BOARD 
Therefore, it is the ultimate conclusion of the Board to overturn the Commission decision and 
to remand the issue of undue hardship back to the Commission with specific instructions to 
focus and clearly define whether it is an undue hardship in order to grant a variance. 
In addition, the Board reserves the judgment of every other matter contained in this appeal 
excepting the undue hardship question that is remanded back to the Commission. 
ORDINANCE STANDARDS 
The following Clearwater County Ordinance standards were considered by the Commission in 
deciding this request: 
1. CCSO Article Ill §A & B requires that an application be submitted and that a fee be 
paid. 
2. CCZO Article XV outlines all legal provisions regarding public notice and requirements 
regarding public hearings. 
3. CCSO Article IV§ D.2 requires an access road have a sixty (60) foot right-of-way. 
4. CCSO Article IV§ D.4.d requires that the minimum surfaced or finished width for a 
street or access road be twenty-four (24) feet. 
5. CCSO Article IV § B requires that all streets be dedicated to public use. 
6. CCSO Article VIII sets for the criteria for granting a variance. 
a. CCSO Article VIII §A Purpose: The Commission may grant, as a result of 
unique circumstances such as topographical-physical limitations or a planned 
unit development, a variance, as herein defined, from the provisions of this 
Ordinance on a finding that undue hardship results from the strict compliance 
with specific provisions of requirements of this Ordinance or that the application 
of such requirements or provision is impracticable. 
b. CCSO Article VIII § B. Findings: No variance, as herein defined, shall be 
favorably acted upon by the Commission unless there is a finding, as a result of 
a public hearing, that all of the following exist: 
i. That there are such special circumstances or conditions affecting the 
property that the strict application of the provisions of this Ordinance 
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would clearly be impracticable or unreasonable and cause and undue 
hardship. 
ii. That strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance would result 
in extraordinary topography, or such other conditions would result in 
inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance. 
iii. That the granting of the specified variance will not be detrimental to the 
public welfare or injurious to other property in the area in which the 
property is situated. 
iv. That such variance will not violate the provisions of the Idaho Code. 
v. That such variance will not have the effect of nullifying the interest and 
purpose of this Ordinance and the Comprehensive Plan. 
STAFF FINDING OF FACTS 
A staff finding of facts was completed August 11, 2011. Ordinance standards providing the 
basis of this request are as follow: 
1. Agenda was published July 28, 2011, in the Clearwater Tribune. Notices were sent to 
all adjacent property owners and public subdivisions prior to the hearing. 
2. Exhibit A-Site plan shows access road Summer Range Drive providing access from 
county road Middle Road to South Fork Estates as an eighteen (18) foot wide surfaced 
road with a thirty (30) foot right-of-way width except where the actual property line 
between Ingle and Galloway meet, then it is only fifteen (15) feet at this intersection into 
the subdivision. 
3. During a meeting that the developer, prosecuting attorney, and myself had, the 
following facts were discussed which demonstrates undue hardship. 
a. The nature of the Galloway property as compared to other developed property is 
the special circumstance that the strict application of the provisions of this 
Ordinance would clearly be impracticable or unreasonable. 
i. It is not accessed by a public road, but by an easement across 
neighboring property; 
ii. Easement is only thirty (30) feet in width; 
iii. Easement is a private easement (non public) and cannot be expanded or 
made public without the consent of the other landowners; 
iv. The development is into ten (1 0) acre aliquot parts, meaning it is 
extremely low density, very rural; 
v. There is very little chance of neighboring development; and 
vi. There is no need for a network of public roads to support high density 
development as this is not in an impact area. 
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4. Rob Simon, Clearwater County Road and Bridge Department Supervisor has declared 
that: 
a. Middle Road is cataloged as a dirt non-maintained (not graded and drained 
secured) county road but not a county right-of-way; however, it is only 
maintained to Brock's property which is approximately one mile past the Brown 
Road intersection. The portion of the road that is maintained is classified as an 
all-weather road. 
b. There is enough room for the approach radius to Summer Range Drive with the 
30 foot easement and Middle Road's 50 foot petitioned right-of-way. 
c. Recorded petitions relating to the fact that what is now called Middle Road are 
the Crow petition recorded in 1910 that extends Middle Road from the 
intersections of Brown Road north easterly through Sections 09, 10, 15, 16 of 
Township 37 North Range 01 East and the JA Holliday petition recorded in 1911; 
however, it was never built. 
d. In general access road Summer Range Drive is constructed within county 
specifications, with the following exceptions: 
i. Cut banks need to be re-s loped to a 2:1 slope to alleviate soil erosion and 
ditch sloughing. 
ii. All culverts need to be 18" minimum 
iii. Realignment of approach to Middle Road to achieve a more 90 degree 
angle approach. 
e. Due to the general lay of the land, the lack of horizontal curves and minimal 
vertical curves, it is my opinion that the road as constructed, with an 18' driving 
surface, would be adequate and not unsafe with the 30' easement. 
5. It was stated at the March 21, 2011, hearing that under the fire code, it provides for 
security gates for roads whose width is narrower than the road requirements. 
6. Exhibit A-1: Letter dated August 10, 2011, by Ed Galloway to the Clearwater County 
Planning and Zoning Commission. To address the issue of whether an undue hardship 
exists in the matter of my request for several variances (3), I believe, I submit the 
following: 
a. Attempting to satisfy conditions set out in a mid-1970's ordinance is an undue 
hardship especially since said ordinance was originally put forward to address 
urban high density checkerboard subdivisions, which could and generally were 
expanded at a future date using the same existing streets and R/W's (right-of-
ways). In the 35 years since this ordinance was enacted the emphases in 
Clearwater County has shifted from high density urban to low density rural 
subdivisions, therein lies the need to rely on variances to address the vast 
differences 35 years has made. Clearwater County has no ordinance 
addressing low density rural subdivisions hence the hardship in trying to make a 
2011 subdivision fit the requirements of a 1970's ordinance, let's look at this from 
this perspective. 
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b. I requested a variance to reduce the width of the R/W from 60' to my existing 30', 
not only is it a hardship for me to expand the width of my R/W, it would be 
impossible. The way to overcome this undue hardship is to access the needs of 
my low density rural subdivision as opposed to the needs addressed in the 
1970's ordinance (high density urban). The urban one puts as many as 6 
residences per acre, mine puts one residence per 10 acres (approx.) thereby 
reducing car trips per day from hundreds to ten, maybe 20 using said road per 
day. So the reason for my variance request to reduce the road width from 24' to 
the adequate 18' is this low density usage. The question now before us is can I 
get this new road width on a 30' easement? 
i. The Clearwater County Road Supervisor, Rob Simon, says in a letter to 
the Commission that 30' is adequate in this topography to get the desired 
18' road base. He says 18' is adequate for this type of subdivision, it 
won't impede emergency vehicles. The same pertains to the requested 
15' bottle neck at the property line; line of site is adequate for ingress and 
egress of emergency vehicles as well as general traffic. 
c. Road costs present another undue extreme hardship; while the consensus is that 
an 18' road on a 30' easement is adequate for this low density subdivision the 
cost differential is substantial between the widths. The 24' width can cost as 
much as $35/ft., an 18' road will come in at around $12-15/ft. Never were State 
or County land use ordinances intended to place undue burdens on private 
property owners, they were in place minimum standards for development. These 
minimum standards are not interchangeable between different types of 
subdivisions without using the variance process or heaping undue hardships on 
property owners. 
d. Let's summarize, 18' road is deemed adequate, 30' easement is adequate for 
the 18' road, a 15' gate serves us well and hinders nothing or no one. Any 
requirements above these are an undue hardship to the landowner. What about 
the 5 years this has been tied up in a "quasi-judicial" process, is this not an 
undue hardship? Holding me up when other identical divisions on Freeman 
Creek have passed and are fully operational, is this a hardship. I urge the 
members of the P & Z Commission to pass these variances as they have done 
twice before as the facts remain the same. Send this back to the BOCC where 
elected officials can make the final decision as should be. 
7. The request would be the minimum variance to alleviate the condition because of the 
standards of the easement. 
8. All circumstances for granting the variances exist and undue hardship has been shown. 
a. Due to the nature of the existing easement that has been granted; the strict 
enforcement of a sixty foot wide easement with a twenty-four surfaced road 
dedicated as a public right-of-way as established in the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance would be unreasonable and would create an undue 
hardship on the applicant not justified by the construction of a low density rural 
access road. 
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9. Property is not within an area of city impact. 
RECOMMENDATION 
Based upon all of the information and testimony given at the public hearing and in accordance 
with the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission, as a hearing board, hereby 
approves the request for a variance request ZV2011-2. 
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IN THE MATTER OF SUB060096 & ZV2011-2 STAFF REPORTS 
Page 1 of6 
OF THE BUILDING & PLANNING ADMINISTRATOR FOR SOUTH FORK ESTATES 
TIMELINE OF EVENTS & BACKGROUND 
May 23,2006 
Mr. Edward and Mrs. Carole Galloway submit application SUB060096 for a Class B 
Subdivision named East Fork to Tim "T.J." Rausch, previous ClearWater County Building 
and Planning Administrator 
June 26, 2006 
P & Z Hearing for advisement by way of a Sketch Plan 
June 28, 2006 
Official notice of postponement letter was sent by Tim ''T.J." Rausch, Zoning Administrator, 
stating when applicant is ready to proceed with the Preliminary Plat and has submitted all 
required information, his application would then be on the agenda. 
October 27, 2006 
Variance application VAR060204 for road width interior of subdivision from 24 feet to 18 
feet was submitted by applicants. 
November 20, 2006 
P & Z Hearing for VAR060204 & preliminary plat stage of SUB060096. 
Exhibit N-VAR060204 was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission; SUB060096 
preliminary plat was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission with the following 
recommendations at the time of final plat: 
1. That the applicant present copies of the plat on drafting film as required by CCSO 
III.J.1.a; 
2. The intersection of the existing road and the county road be reconstructed to a 
ninety degree angle; 
3. Existing culvert(s) be replaced by eighteen inch diameter culverts; and 
4. Existing cut banks are re-cut to a 2:1 slope. 
December 4, 2006 
Tim "T.J." Rausch presented SUB060096 to the Board of County Commissioners of 
Clearwater County for public hearing. The Board approved the preliminary plat as 
presented with the variance approval and along with the above 1-4 recommendations made 
by the Planning Commission to be completed at the time of final plat.; however, according 
to the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article Ill Section I§ 9.d: 
Action on the Preliminary Plat. The Commission may approve, disapprove or table 
the preliminary plat for additional information. Such action shall occur within forty 
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(40) days of the date of the regular meeting at which the plat was first considered at 
a public hearing by the Commission. The action, and the reasons for such action, 
shall be stated in writing by the Administrator, and forwarded to the applicant. The 
Administrator shall also foiWard a statement of the action taken and the 
reasons for such action, together with a copy of the preliminary plat to the 
Board for their record. Upon approving or disapproving a preliminary plat the 
Commission shall specify: (08-17-1981) 
1. The Ordinance and standards used in evaluation of the application and 
2. The reasons for approval or disapproval. 
The Board of County Commissioners of Clearwater County was only to receive the 
statement of action, reasons, and a copy of the preliminary plat for their record. No 
Findings of Fact and Written Decision exist for this hearing as the Board was not to make 
any decisions about the preliminary plat. Findings of Fact were completed and signed by 
the Planning and Zoning Commission Chairman for their November 20, 2006, hearing. 
November 19, 2007 
Email sent by Ed Galloway to the Building and Planning Department at 
bp@clearwatercounty.org requesting an extension of one year (as per CCSO Article Ill 
Section I § 1 0) to complete the Final Plat. 
November 20, 2007 
Letter sent by Lisa Knowles, previous assistant for the Clearwater County Building and 
Planning Department, stating that Mr. Galloway's request for a one year extension was 
heard at the November 19, 2007, P & Z Hearing. He was granted an extension not to 
exceed December 4, 2008. 
October 9, 2008 
Ed Galloway came in and asked to be on the November 17, 2008, agenda. 
November 17, 2008 
P & Z Hearing final plat stage for SUB060096 was postponed by the Planning and Zoning 
Commission. No findings were required because no recommendations were made. Below 
are the approved minutes for this application: 
7:09 
(SUB06096) A Class B Subdivision request by Edward & Carole Galloway to divide 99.82 
acres into 10 lots ranging between 6+ acres up to 12+ acres, named Hidden Valley Subdivision. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of Middle Road; Zoned F -1. This is a Final Plat Proposal. 
Chairman Bruce opened the public hearing and asked the applicant to present themselves. MR. 
EDWARD GALLOWAY (4301 FREEMA.N CREEK, OROFfrJO) was present. 
Ms. Administrator: "I move that the Commission recommend approval for SUB06096, a request for 
the Final Plat Stage of a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & Carole Galloway, named Hidden 
Valley Subdivision." Mr. Brown second. 
Additions to findings: 
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Angela Vander Pas, Clearwater County E911 Coordinator, has a concern about the name of the 
subdivision due to there already being a road by that name. She believes this could cause confusion 
with emergency response, since the road and subdivision are located in two different areas and 
recommends that the name of the subdivision be changed. 
Ms. Administrator states that on the application the name proposed was East Fork, which was not 
listed on the preliminary record of survey. 
Staff findings are presented on the easel. 
Testimony by applicant: 
Mr. Ed Galloway (4301 Freeman Creek Road, Lenore) explained that ifhe had been made aware of 
the duplicate name he would have remedied that before this hearing. Mr. Galloway requests that he 
have the chance to rebut any of the opposed statements individually, which he is denied. He also 
explained that he is willing to maintain and widen the road, also take out some comers. The road 
also accesses his property. Mr. Galloway claimed to have an agreement with the Board of County 
Commissioners that he would maintain the county road. He also stated that the County gave him a 
non-paying contract to widen the road. 
Ms. Cannizzo asked Mr. Galloway to explain where he is going to improve the road. 
Ms. Administrator gave a brief summary on the history of this application, and that there was a 
Variance (V AR060204) on the road width within the subdivision approved November 20, 2006. 
Supporting testimony: 
MR. TERRY GOLDING (P.O. BOX 1818, LEWISTON, ID 83501) stated that he is Mr. Galloway's 
surveyor and explained that the subdivision does meet county standards and there is a 60 foot 
easement throughout the entire subdivision. 
Mr. Ed Galloway stated that the BOCC told him that this application falls under the rules that were 
in effect at the time that this application first came to the Planning & Zoning Commission. 
Ms. Administrator quotes Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article IV, Section B, Design 
Standards. 
Mr. Golding stated that each county has a problem with road ordinances. Planning & Zoning should 
be able to decipher the difference between public access and private access. 
Mr. Galloway stated that the BOCC said that the rules could not be changed in the middle of the 
game and that they would not address external access. 
Opposing testimony: 
MR. GARY JONES (1304 IDAHO STREET, LEWISTON, ID 83501) stated he is the representing 
attorney from Jones, Brower & Callery, P.L.L.C, for Ed & Donilee Shinn. He also stated that the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article IV, Section B, Design Standard is very clear on 
the requirements on roads. He also stated that Mr. Galloway has at most a 15 foot easement on each 
side of the road through Mr. Shinn's property and a 15 foot easement on one side of the section line 
on his own property and does not have a 15 foot easement from Mr. Ingle. There is a requirement of 
a 60 foot easement. Mr. Jones entered Exhibit K, including a letter explaining the easement sitUation 
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and a diagram showing where the easement starts, stops, and footage on each side of the road in 
Sections 8, 9, 17, & 16. 
The Commission discusses the property that people would have to cross to enter the subdivision. 
Opposing Testimony: 
MR. DON INGLE (4271 FREEMAN CREEK ROAD, LENORE, ID 83541) questioned t)le 
Planning & Zoning Commission as to whether or not they have even read the Ordinances. He went 
on to state that the Commission is not even taking into consideration the fact that he has a farm and 
all these subdivisions that are happening are happening all around his property. Mr. Ingle also stated 
that he would not be selling any property so there will be no option for a 60 foot easement to Mr. 
Galloway. 
Opposing Testimony: 
MR. ED SHINN (671 SAMPSON ROAD, TOPPENISH, WA) stated that Mr. Galloway has not 
stuck to his promises on road work in the past and all he remembered the BOCC saying was that Mr. 
Galloway needed to put tum outs in the subdivision. 
Opposing Testimony: 
MRS. DONILEE SHINN (671 SAMPSON ROAD, TOPPENISH, WA) explained the legal 
easement again. 
Written correspondence includes a letter of opposition from Sonny Kinsey ( 4281 Freeman Creek 
Road, Lenore) read aloud by Ms. Administrator during the last hearing. 
Neutral Testimony: 
Mr. Terry Golding stated that there is a 30 foot easement for ingress and egress, but on the south side 
of the road there is also a 30 foot utility easement, but both easements are non-exclusive, therefore 
are not restricted on use. 
Neutral Testimony: 
Mr. Gary Jones stated that the utility easement was not mentioned because it is not a relevant point 
nor is it available for ingress and egress, it is for utility only. 
Rebuttal by applicant: 
Mr. Ed Galloway stated that there was an agreement to straighten the road and put culverts in, which 
was done. He also mentioned that he put Covenants Conditions and Restrictions on the lots so that a 
decent, respectable development comes in. Mr. Shinn stated in a letter that most of this development 
is in a draw; Mr. Galloway stated that this property is 80% to 90% flat. He also says that Freeman 
Creek is a very appropriate area to divide. Mr. Galloway said that his easement is supposed to be 30 
feet; he will have an attorney take care of the written part. 
Mr. Nation asked Mr. Galloway how he would fix the easement situation. :f\Ar. Gallo\:vay explained 
that the prescriptive easement is supposed to be 30 feet, but the legal description was written up 
incorrectly. 
Vice Chairman Reggear discussed prior ownership of the surrounding lots with Mr. Galloway. 
Debate and Discussion: 
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Andy Helkey, North Central District Health Department Environmental Health Specialist (105 115th 
Street, Orofmo, ID 83544) stated that he has done test holes on every lot. 
Rob Simon, Clearwater County Road and Bridge Supervisor (P.O. Box 812, Orofmo, ID 83544) 
stated that he is also a resident of Middle Road. Mr. Beard asked him about LHTAC standards. 
They discussed road access requirements and what it should be; which there is already a variance on 
the road width changing the requirement from 24 foot to 18 foot wide. The variance that was 
granted only applies to the internal roads in the subdivision, not the road that access the subdivision. 
The Commission discussed Design Standards out of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance, 
Idaho Code, and external roads, internal roads, and the requirements for both. 
The Commission and Ms. Administrator debated over the standards for private and public roads, and 
what type of road is required to access a platted subdivision. They also debate over whether or not 
they should get legal clarification before moving forward with this subdivision. The Commission 
also discussed, at great length, whether or not they could legally go back over everything that was 
already approved in the preliminary. 
Mr. Beard makes a motion to postpone. Ms. Cannizzo second. 
Mr. Beard questioned whether or not Mr. Galloway can get proof that this easement is taken care of 
before the next scheduled hearing. Mr. Galloway needs to have the legal description re-written to 
show the easement he claims to have, according to him the intent is there but the legal description 
does not convey it. 
Mr. Galloway stated again that the Board of County of Commissioners told him that the rules could 
not be changed in the middle of the game. 
8:54 
POINT OF ORDER by Mr. Gary Jones, Jones, Brower & Callery, P.L.L.C 
"I think it's appropriate that you are following this under Robert's Rules of Order, I think the 
evidentiary part of this meeting has been concluded and that this is now a decision for your 
commission to make with out the input from Mr. Galloway." 
Mr. Galloway withdrew his comments. 
The Commission discussed questions that need legal clarification at great length. The difference 
between public access road and private drive needs to be deciphered and exactly when each one 
would apply. It also has to be decided if the Commission has the legal ability to go over the 
preliminary plat that has already been approved, given that the Commission has the legal ability to 
do so, would Mr. Galloway need to apply for a Variance on the road that accesses the Subdivision. 
The legal standards for access roads also need to be clarified. Ms. Administrator asked Rob Simon, 
Clearwater County Road & Bridge Supervisor if Mr. Galloway will need to get an access permit, he 
said definitely. 
Ms. Administrator questioned whether or not this application should still be in the preliminary stage 
due to all the conditions that were set by the Commission when they recommended approval and by 
the BOCC when they approved, not being completed. 
There being no further discussion among the Commission, Chairman Bruce put the motion to 
postpone to a vote. The postponement carried unanimously. 
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FTR record time 9:03:4-Postponed until next regular scheduled meeting January 20, 2009. 
November 18, 2008 
Official notice of postponement letter was sent by Bobbi Kaufman, Administrator of the 
Clearwater County Building and Planning Department stating that this application will be on 
the agenda for the January 20, 2009, Planning and Zoning Hearing, and needs to comply 
with the following requirements as requested by the Planning Commission: 
1. Provide proof of legal easement of the additional 15 feet where your property line in 
section 9 and section 8 meet 
2. Rename the subdivision 
Note: Application was not on the Agenda for January 20, 2009, as the applicant was not 
prepared with the above mentioned items complete. 
March 16, 2009 
Exhibit L-Memo from Clayne Tyler sent to the Commissioners, Bobbi Kaufman, and T J 
Bruce regarding P & Z Issues-what the difference between a public and private road is, ect. 
May 18,2009 
Ed Galloway called and asked about his subdivision and the letter from Clayne. I told him 
he would need to do a records request through the Board of County Commissioners Office 
for a copy of this letter. 
June 29, 2009 
Ed and Nick Galloway came in to record Freeman Creek Bench and discussed this 
SL!bdivision off of Middle Road. 
July4, 2010 
Exhibit M-Letter sent to Ed and Carole Galloway by E. Clayne Tyler, Clearwater County 
Prosecuting Attorney, regarding Class B Subdivision SUB060096 and what needs to be 
done to bring this matter to a conclusion. After reviewing the file, it appears that it needs to 
be re-calendared for a vote in front of the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning 
Commission. 
November 12, 2010 
Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County Building and Planning Administrator, and E. Clayne 
Tyler, Clearwater County Prosecuting Attorney, met regarding SUB060096 and discussed 
what needs to be done regarding the access road and variances needed. 
December 21, 2010 
Letter sent to Ed and Carole Galloway by Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County Building and 
Planning Administrator, of what was discussed on November 12, 2010, and what the next 
steps for the variance are. 
January 11, 2011 
Ed and Carole Galloway submit application ZV2011-2 to vary access-road specifications 
under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 







February 4, 2011 
Bobbi Kaufman 
Robert Simon [ccrb@orofino-id.com] 
Friday, February 04, 2011 3:11 PM 
Bobbi Kaufman 
Galloway/Middle Road 
Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Administrator 
RE: Road connecting. the Middle Road and the proposed Galloway Sub-Division 
Bobbi, 
EXHIBIT 
Thursday 2-3-20111 was unable to access Mr. Galloway's road for an up-to-date inspection due to road conditions. 
As previously reported, in general the road is constructed within county specifications, with the following exceptions: 
1. Cut banks need to be re-sloped to a 2:1 slope to alleviate soil erosion and ditch sloughing. 
2. All culverts need to be 18" minimum 
3. Realignment of approach to Middle Road to achieve a more 90° approach. 
Due to the general lay of the land, the lack of horizontal curves and minimal vertical curves, it is my opinion that the 
road as constructed, with an 18' driving surface, would be adequate . 
. 1ease contact me with any questions or concerns. 
Rob 
Robert Simon 
Supervisor, Clearwater County Road & Bridge 
PO Box 812 
Orofino, ID 83544 
Work 208 476 4813 
Cell208 827 0332 






813b Highway 3 · 
Deary ID 8$82$ 
Phone (208) 877-1121 
Fax (20i3) ti77-1122 
February 11, 2011 
.Bobbi Kaufman 
GE()RGE B. BACON, DIRECTOR 
'EQUAL o·PPORTIJNITY EMPLOYER 
Building and Planning Administrator 
CleaiwatE:Jr County 
P. 0, Bo)( 586 
Orofino, Idaho 83544 
RE:.: l:;dward &: Carol~ Galloway.-ZV2011-2 
Varl~nce 
STATE BOARD OF LAND. COMMISSIONERS 
C.L. ''Butch'' Otfe0 Governor 
Ben Ysursa, Secretary of State 
Lawrence G~ Wasdenr Attorney General 
Donna Jones; State Controller 
Tom Luna, Sup't of Pu~l!c lnstruclien 
Section 9, T37N R1 E .... Freema.n Creek Area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore 
Dear Ms. Kaufman: 
Tnan!< you for the opportunity to review and cqmrnent on the Edward and Carole Galloway'~ application 
for a \i;:lriance request to vary access road specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance- ZV2011-2. 
As you may know, Idaho Department of Lands' (IDL) mission is to manage State EndoWment Trust Lands 
(Sta,te Trust Lands) in a manner th·at wHI maximize long-term financiai returns to the Beneficiary 
Institutions. The IDL mission is a constitutional niandgte and is overs13en by the State Board of L~nd 
Commissioners. State Trust Lands are not managed for the public at large e1nd should not be referred to 
as ''public lands" or "open space", either specifically or in a generic sense. These are working lands 
producing revenue for the Beneficiary Institutions. 
Idaho DEfpartment of Lands ha$ rev1$Wed the application materials receive(i February 81h, 2011 provid,ed 
by Clearwater County for the Galloway Variance Request. ~as~d oh the do<;:umentatiqn proVided to IDL, 
the oevelopment will not impact State Trust Lands at this time. Should the proposed development be 
modified during the review at approval process, IDL requests that updated application information be 
submitted to the Ponderosa Area Office for additional review. 
Thank you a,gain for the opportu1:1ify to review and ·comment on this application. Pl13ase contact me at 
(208) 877-1121 if you have questions or need more Information. 
:ZdL 
Sam Charles 
Ponderosa Area Manager 
cc: Kate Langford, Strategic 13!-J.si,ness Analyst- Planning 








Good afternoon Bobbi 
Julianne Shaw <JShaw@idl.idaho.gov> 
Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:46 PM 
Bobbi Kaufman 
ZV2011-2 Gal loway 
Galloway ZV2011 -2 AREA_Comment Ltr.pdf 
A-~ 
Just a quick note to verify that the Idaho Department of Lands comment letter is included in the Board of county 
Commissioners packet j file for the August 15th public hearing, regarding a request for a variance by Edward and Carole 
Galloway to vary access road specifications. 




Idaho Department of Lands I 300 N. 6th Street, Ste. 103- Boise, ID 83720 I ~ 208.334.0262 I Fax 
208.334.2339 I jshaw@idl. idaho.gov 
Idaho Department of Lands~ Managing E_ndowment Trust Lands 





3130 Highway 3 
Deary fD 83823 
Phone (208) 877-1121 
Fax (208) 877-1122 
February 11, 2011 
Bobbi Kaufman 
GEORGE B. BACON, DIRECTOR 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
Building and Planning Administrator 
Clearwater County 
P. 0. Box 586 
Orofino, Idaho 83544 




STATE BOARD OF lAND COMMISSIONERS 
C.L. ''Butch" Otter, Governor 
Ben Ysursa, Secretary of State 
Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General 
Donna Jones, State Controffer 
Tom Luna, Sup't of Public lnstrucUon 
Section 9 T37N R1 E-- Freeman Creek Area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore 
Dear Ms. Kaufman: 
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Edward and Carole Galloway's application 
for a variance request to vary access road specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance- ZV2011-2. 
As you may know, Idaho Department of Lands' (IDL) mission is to manage State Endowment Trust Lands 
(State Trust Lands) in a manner that will maximize long-term financial returns to the Beneficiary 
Institutions. The IDL mission is a constitutional mandate and is overseen by the State Board of Land 
Commissioners. State Trust Lands are not managed for the public at large and should not be referred to 
as "public lands" or "open space", either specifically or in a generic sense. These are working lands 
producing revenue for the Beneficiary Institutions. 
Idaho Department of Lands has reviewed the application materials received February 81h, 2011 provided 
by Clearwater County for the Galloway Variance Request. Based on the documentation provided to IDL, 
the development will not impact State Trust Lands at this time. Should the proposed development be 
modified during the review or approval process, IDL requests that updated application information be 
submitted to the Ponderosa Area Office for additional review. 
Thank you again for the opportunity to review and comment on this application. Please contact me at 
(208) 877-1121 if you have questions or need more information. 
2dg 
Sam Charles 
Ponderosa Area Manager 
cc: Kate Langford, Strategic Business Analyst- Planning 
Julianne Shaw, Assistant Planner 
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~ QE EASEMENTS 
This Grant of Easements is made and entered into 
this ~ day of 1998, by and between H. L. 
Ogden, a single man, Rural Route 1, Box 63, Lenore, Idaho 
83541, Robert J. Brock and Elaine Brock, husband and wife, 
2925 Cleveland Hill Road, Roseburg, Oregon 97470, Harold 
Johnson and Sophia Johnson, husband and wife, in care of, 
Donald F. Johnson, 2798 Grand View Drive, Clarkston, 
Washington 99403, Donald F. Johnson and Janet E. Johnson, 
husband and wife, 2798 Grand View Drive, Clarkston, Washington 
{3,-;:_n-t+<=---- r;~. 
99403, Dale Joe Richardson and Briagette Richardson, husband 
and wife, P.O. Box 1300, Orofino, Idaho 83544, and Edward J. 
Galloway and Carole K. Galloway, husband and wife, 4301 
Freeman Creek Road, Orofino, Idaho 83544. 
WHEREAS, H. L. Ogden is the owner of the following-
described real property situate in the situate in the County 
of Clearwater, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
Township 37 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Section 17: 
Lots 2, 3, 4, West 6 acres of SE1/4NW1/4, Westerly 
86 feet of NE1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4, SE1/4. . 
WHEREAS, Robert J. Brock and Elaine Brock are the 
owners of the following-described real property situate in the 
County of Clearwater, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
Township 37 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Section 17: 
SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NW1/4 less the West 189 feet, 
NE1/4SW1/4 less South 1065 feet of the 
West 143 feet, Tax Number 496. 
WHEREAS, Harold Johnson and Sophia Johnson are the 
owners of the following-described real property, situate in 
the County of Clearwater, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
Township 37 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Section 17: 




WHEREAS, Donald F. Johnson and Janet E. Johnson are 
the owners of the following-described real property situate in 
the County of Clearwater, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
Township 37 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Section 16: 
NWl/4 
WHEREAS, Dale Joe Richardson and 
Richardson, husband and wife, are the owners of the following-
described real property situate in the County of Clearwater, 
State of Idaho, to-wit: 
Township 37 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Section 
15: 
W1/2, Nl/2NE1/4 
Section 22: Nl/2NW1/4 
Section 14: 
NW1/4NW1/4 
Section 10: Lots 5 and 6 South of the 
Reservation Line. 
WHEREAS, Edward J. Galloway and Carole K. Galloway, 
husband and wife, are the owners of the following-described 
real property situate in the County of Clearwater, State of 
Idaho, to-wit: 
Township 37 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Section 9: 
Lots 3 and 4 North of the Reservation Line. 
Lots 7 and 8 South of the Reservation Line. 
NOW I THEREFORE I in consideration of One Dollar 
($1.00) and other good and valuable consideration, H. L. Ogden 
grants to each of the other parties hereto; Robert J. Brock 
and Elaine Brock, husband and wife, grant to each of the other 
parties hereto; Harold Johnson and Sophia Johnson, husband and 
wife, grant unto Donald F. Johnson and Janet E. Johnson, 
husband and wife, and Dale 
ex· ·,cr d+c_ i3. !:!. 
Joe Richardson and .Bri~gette 
Richardson, husband and wife; and Donald F. Johnson and Janet 
E. Johnson grant unto Dale Joe Richardson and 
~~.;~rttc_ ·8. r::. 
Bri::Jet4::€ 
Richardson, husband and wife, a perpetual non-exclusive 
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easement thirty (30) feet in width for ingress and egress to 
the county road in Section 17, Township 37N, Range 1 E.B.M., 
over and across the southerly fifteen (15) feet of the NW1/4, 
the southerly fifteen (15) feet of the SW1/4NE1/4, the 
southerly fifteen feet of the SW1/4SE1/4NE1/4, the northerly 
fifteen (15) feet of the SW1/4, the northerly fifteen (15) 
feet of the NW1/4SE1/4, the northerly fifteen (15) feet of the 
NW1/4NE1/4SE1/4, fifteen (15) feet on each side of the 
centerline of an existing road crossing the S1/2SE1/4NE1/4, 
fifteen (15) feet on each side of the centerline of an 
existing road crossing the northerly extremity of the 
N1/2SE1/4NE1/4 and in Section 16, fifteen (15) feet on each 
side of the centerline of an existing road crossing the NW1/4 
of Section l6 to the extent that the description of this 
easement crosses the real property of the parties hereto 
together with a perpetual thirty (30) foot easement for 
utilities, the centerline of which is the northerly boundary 
line of the above-described easement for ingress and egress. 
FURTHERMORE, in consideration of One Dollar ($1.00) 
and other good and valuable consideration, H. L. Ogden, Robert 
J. Brock and Elaine Brock, husband and wife, and Harold 
Johnson and Sophia Johnson, husband and wife, grant to ~d 
perpetual non-exclusive easement thirty feet (30') in width 
~. ··~ . . . ~~.............., ........ """"=>~ ........ ,..,.,...,.. .. 'l!~..n~ .. --~."'-""'".,.,.,.. ........ ,.....,~ ... ,.,,,.,p.~7-""""'·'""'"~""'"'"l:.c ... ~'(»;~ 
for ingress and egress to the county road and Section 17, 
_.:,:_~~~ .. ,:;.,:.~,~-.i:-~~,L; ~~--,-~~:-~~~~:!·l,!r~~.s-~=,~;l.££tn~~1uitt~~E., ... f~~ 
(15') of the SW1/4NE1/4, the southerly fifteen feet (15') of 
.... ~~...,_.=.·.-.-..-,r.'>=<~~:.;;...,.,...:.:t:_o;fil·"!""l!t.o.~<':>-..4;:.. . ,,...~.=.-~b.'>~-''~'w,....,.~;;;:...~'b'i-<-,.......;!!">'~-..;.•~;~~"""'"""•r..J:o~,.,_,~,.~~~~--=~~.,.,....~~~ 
SW1/4, the northerly fifteen feet (15') of the NW1/4SE1/4, 
- 3 -
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northerly fifteen fee t (15') of the NW1/4NE1/4SE1/4, the 
fifteen feet (15') on each side of the centerline of an 
existing road crossing the S1/2SE1/4NE1/4, fifteen feet (15') 
~~;;,::;:J~.:i~· ,;;,·.~~'i;~'!'iG!.';:~.J.!I.'~.;~;::.:.:~'J'~j·:;tlt!.~;o;r,:-~-~-l!.:.~"''" :'~~~-:-;..;,~~~~~~-·'-;·.W:< .... _.. _ .~~~~~~ ...... ,~~--- - ·• 
on each side of the centerline of an existing road crossing 
the northerly extremity of the Nl/2NE1/4SE1/4 to the extent 
property of the Grantors together with a perpetual easement 
~~-.bo1o'o-~~,:,!.:.£b::..2:ii~.;;;:w. ... ~~-!;=;,o;;:::,._.:;;;:;:A.~-f- '":O.~.)'JUS'..Z.Q.::-~{.~i('"~'•F'"'- ~-;-:--:~;-:;> :ll -:; - _-;.; _ _ .,~~ · .:r- ~"'="'"'··I:-<Y ...... =,=~-C1.Efl';"~~ 
thirty feet (30') wide for utilities, the centerline of which 
e .- _,,_.~-~'.-"ia~?.~~i"'Y!:"?''S::..':ft.J;;.;;G!'.';'i:l="itl.,..-~~~lr..::H~e:,.,<.,;;;:.-, :o;;;:~;::.r. ;;:;.;.~;=;:;:;:;:;~ t~,-=..~u:;r.a • .,..,.,~ .... ~- ~~~==~=....,=~ 
is the northerly line of the above-described easement for 
_,..oJ(!t.ot~~~a~:r.:!:li:~"4.::!!l ,.. . ~~~~~t:::-Jo-t:""..::~~~~·-~~--:;:~.:.::•!7:~~ -... , ...... ~.::::a~ • ..,t~::lr;q~-=-~,..._,...:--...::~~t-:., -u::o: ~""~=~"~~ 
ingress and egress . 
FURTHERMORE, In consideration of One Dollar ($1.00) 
and other good and valuable consideration, Harold Johnson and 
Sophia Johnson, husband and wife, grant to Edward J . Galloway 
and Carole K. Galloway, husband and wife, a perpetual non-
exclusive easement fifteen feet (15') in width across the 
easterly fifteen feet (15') of the E1/2 of the NE1/4 of 
Section 17 for ingress and egress to the easterly extremity of 
the easement for ingress and egress granted above . 
..o.===--~··~ ~~~~~~jQI""..:m-..-:o-=-;:'1""'~~...-~ 
FURTHERMORE, in consideration of One Dollar ($1.00) 
and other good and valuable consideration, Donald F. Johnson 
and Janet E . Johnson, husband wife, grant to Edward J. 
Galloway and Carole K. Galloway, husband and wife, a 
perpetual non-exclusive easement fifteen feet (15') in width 
----=~~K--~-~~~-- "-~~~··~•••-•-••••~ ••~=--·~~ .. ~.-·~·~•••=·=--~--~~~· 
for ingress and egress across the westerly fifteen feet (15') 
of the NW1 /4 of Section 16 for ingress and egress to the 
~---~-...-...... ---.. . ....,.... , ..... ..............,..u r••~· .. ••••--''l•)••·'ll'.e... .... .-·..., <.11'-"'.,...."'"'"'•,;....,. .. ~""''.,...,~~....,.,.,.~~rc=-~~,. .. ~,.,-......;.~  
extremity of the first easement for ingress and egress granted 
---··c>c--'"•..,;:. .. ~-..JOt"~(o.--::-;,r:-.:.o .:J'.,..-..>G-.... ~~~~"'=~.F-r-:>-J.,~~ .... ~ ... --~-·.:. ·• """-."""':.~:...-~.,.,.-}!l'fJG:-:!J'=":..- · •• s=- ~~ ... ~~__, 
above to Edward J. Galloway and Carole K. Galloway, husband 
and wife, together with a perpetual thirty foot (30') easement 
••::r:::..+-· ....,~~l:lu~ ... :.>!~~~---..-t:, ... -..=:..;~"'~:o"- . ..,. •• ,::",..._,-;'!oJr.:ll",...,...,...-·&c·,.,..,....,.__.,..,.,~!-1,,..,.,..,. , .....,...,,..*"""'~·"'1";~ .... J-"- --=-..::.._- , .',.==.rs,~=-~:.rJ • "'-~-~--. ..,..,,~.......,.,""-"ll' 
for utilities across the westerl y thirty feet (3 o') of the 




The utility easement"s include, but are not limited 
to, a grant to Clearwater Power Company (Cooperative) to 
construct, reconstruct, rephase, repair, operate, and maintain 
an electric transmission or distribution line or system; to 
cut and trim trees and shrubbery to the extent necessary to 
keep them clear of said electric line or system; and to cut 
down, from time to time, all dead, weak, leaning, or dangerous 
trees, that are tall enough to strike the wires in falling. 
The undersigned agree that all poles, wires, and 
other facilities, including any main service entrance 
equipment, installed on the above-described lands at the 
Cooperative's expense, shall remain the property of the 
Cooperative, removable at the Cooperative's option, upon 
termination of service to or on said land. 
As part of the consideration for the grant of the) 
above-described easements, Donald F. Johnson, Ed Galloway, and 
Dale Joe Richardson, at their own expense, shall straighten 
and move the existing road that presently traverses the 
SW1/4NE1/4, Section 17, so that the same falls within the 
confines of the easement for ingress and egress granted 
herein. 
This Grant of Easements is binding upon and inures 
to the benefit of the heirs, assigns, and 'successors of the 
parties hereto, and the easement for ingress and egress shall 
not be deemed a public right-of-way. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto 




-WI /_ . '~ ' { . .· ' ... :~
= Elaine Brock 
~~l,'(·Uf)J2c;tc\\ L'j 
I ~(/((tltfP·t!? ~ --V.-(\( () l ./\ .. , 
Yifarold John~¢n, by Donald F. 
Johnfon, Pow~r of Attorney 
I • • 
__, l~,ilcL/;/ff?kL,'-4. \(. \ { ') 
•. (: . • r :~/ .. ;•! '· / . ;\ / / ' 
~ . I . '--- ' t!':i ~ \ lV •, l· \ . : '· .. \. 
Sophia Johns q,1~ Donald F. . 
Johnson, Power of Attorney 




STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Clearwater 
Ls+ 
On this ~ day of Q-hJhe./, 1998, before me, the 
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, 
personally appeared H. L. Ogden, known to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and 
acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
affixed my official seal the day and year in this certificate 
first above written. 
Notar in the 
State of Idaho, residing 
at Orofino, therein. 
My commission expires: 5{to'f/l0 
STATE OF OREGON 
County of 1'-....c..~,z:)ce,':? 
On this iY \ day of 5'--\J+, , 1998, before me, the 
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of Oregon, 
personally appeared Robert J. Brock and Elaine Brock, husband 
and wife, known to me to be the persons whose names are 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me 
that they executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
affixed my official seal the day and year in this certificate 
first above written. 
• 
OFFICIALSEAL 
GINA M. STANDlEY 
NOtARY PUBUC.OOEGON 
COMMISSION NO. 315702 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES All!l. 26, 2002 
/~{~·v::_J fh. ~-d k.~ 
(Notary Publli.c in and for-J:he 
State of Oregon, residing 
at (I~. Q(c .Qtffi , therein. 




STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Clearwater) 
on this ~ day of fPhteC in the year 1998, 
before me, a Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, 
personally appeared Donald F. Johnson, known or identified to 
me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within 
instrument as the attorney in fact for Harold Johnson and 
Sophia Johnson and acknowledged to me that he subscribed the 
names of Harold Johnson and Sophia Johnson thereto as 
principals, and his own name as attorney in fact. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Clearwater 
in and r the 
State of Idaho, residing at 
Orofino, therein. . C 
My commission expires: 6(10 [Cf. j 
on this C)t~ay of Octob2f-, 1998, before me, the 
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, 
personally appeared Donald F. Johnson and Janet E. Johnson, 
husband and wife, known to me to be the persons whose names 
are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me 
that they executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
affixed my official seal the day and year in this certificate 
first above written. 
n 
State of Idaho, residing 
at Orofino, therein. 




STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Clearwater 
on this i2J:l_ day of Oc1dobeD, 1998, before me, the 
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, 
personally appeared Dale Joe Richardson and B"7t,9~o!rtz 
Richardson, known to me to be the persons whose names"' are 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me 
that they executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
affixed my official seal the day and year in this certificate 
first above written. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Clearwater 
'i in and (f r the 
State of Idaho, residing 
at Orofino, therein. _ 
My commission expires: :::,;j;t(F} 
On this c:/"/d/ day of {l_t;;_e,..,,.,__) 1998, before 
me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of 
Idaho, personally appeared Edward J. Galloway and Carole K. 
Galloway, known to me to be the persons whose names are 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me 
that they executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
affixed my official seal the day and year in this certificate 
first above written. 
\ -. I 
n an · for the 
State of Idaho, residing 
at Orofino, therein. 
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CLEARWATER C<9UN1Y13UILVING & PLANNING 
150 lvi~Ave-. PO 13ap586. c:Jvo{Wto; IV 83544 
(208) 476-4815. FCl.1U (208) 476-8994. bp@clearwatercounty.org 
IN THE MATTER OF ZV2011-2 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND WRITTEN DECISION OF THE 
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION FOR SOUTH FORK ESTATES 
TYPE OF REQUEST 
Pg 1 of5 
A variance (ZV2011-2) request by Mr. Edward and Mrs. Carole Galloway [524 Galloway Dr. 
Lenore, ID 83541-51 07] are requesting variance (ZV2011-2) to vary access-road 
specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply 
to the Galloway's platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary 
approval. The variance request applies to an approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing 
access between Middle Road and the proposed subdivision. The details of the variance 
request follow: 
• Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by§ D.2 to 30 feet and down to 15 
feet at the actual property line; 
• Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by § DA.d to 18 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
• Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by § B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low Density 
Rural District F-1. 
ORDINANCE STANDARDS 
The following Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance standards were considered by the 
Commission in deciding this request: 
1. CCSO Article liLA requires that an application be submitted. 
2. CCSO Article 111.8 requires that a fee be paid. 
3. CCSO Article IV§ D.2 requires an access road have a sixty (60) foot right-of-way. · 
4. CCSO Article IV§ D.4.d requires that the minimum surfaced or finished width for a 
street or access road be twenty-four (24) feet. 
5. CCSO Article IV § B requires that all streets be dedicated to public use. 
6. CCSO Article VIII § 8.1 requires that there are such special circumstances or conditions 
affecting the property that the strict application of the provisions of this Ordinance would 
clearly be impracticable or unreasonable and cause and undue hardship. 
j:\pandz\pandz\p & z hearing files\finding of facts_a reason decision\2011\03_21_11 march\galloway_south fork 
estates zv2011-2.doc 
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7. CCSO Article VIII § B.2 requires that strict compliance with the requirements of the 
Ordinance would result in extraordinary topography, or such other conditions would 
result in inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance. 
8. CCSO Article VIII§ B.3 requires that the granting of the specified variance will not be 
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property in the area in which the 
property is situated. 
9. CCSO Article VIII § B.4 requires that such variance will not violate the provisions of the 
Idaho Code. 
10. CCSO Article VIII § B.5 requires that such variance will not have the effect of nullifying 
the interest and purpose of this Ordinance and the Comprehensive Plan. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
The applicant has contacted the county with regard to the requirements for a variance to the 
proposed site. Mr. Ed and Mrs. Carole Galloway [524 Galloway Dr. Lenore, ID 83541] were 
present at the March 21, 2011, Planning and Zoning hearing and Mr. Galloway provided 
supporting testimony. Non-committal written correspondence was received from Idaho 
Department of Lands. Opposing testimony was provided by Garry Jones [PO Box 854, 
Lewiston, ID 83501], Don Ingle [3592 Freeman Creek Rd., Lenore, ID 83541-5098], Roger 
Kinyon [476 Aspen Ln, Lenore, ID 83541], and Chris Marvin [522 Brown Ave, Orofino, ID 
83544]. Non-committal/other testimony was provided by Terry Golding [PO Box 1818, 
Lewiston, ID 83501] and Gerry Strahan [3240 Hwy 64 Kamiah, ID 83536]. A reasoned 
decision/findings of fact report was completed March 30, 2011. Ordinance standards 
providing the basis of this request are as follow: 
1. A completed application, Grant of Easement, and written response was submitted 
January 11, 2011. The proper fee was paid. 
2. Agenda was published March 03, 2011, in the Clearwater Tribune. 
3. Exhibit A-Site plan shows access road Summer Range Drive providing access from 
county road Middle Road to South Fork Estates as an eighteen (18) foot wide surfaced 
road with a thirty (30) foot right-of-way width except where the actual property line 
between Ingle and Galloway meet, then it is only fifteen (15) feet at this intersection into 
the subdivision. 
4. Email/written response received from Ed Galloway [freemancreek@cpcinternet.com] on 
January 20, 2011, for his variance request: 
a. The relatively flat farm land terrain of the entire distance of this access (R/W) for 
approx. 2000' lends it's self to easily accommodating an 18' year around road 
way as will be built on the existing 30' deeded R/W. I need a variance from the 
currently required 60' to the existing 30' because this is a historical easement 
and also provides adequate space to install an 18' all weather road as was 
approved inside the said subdivision in the original approved prelim plat. Also, I 
would like to point out there is an additional 15' R/W to the east and adjoining the 
30' R/W reserved for utilities where I plan an overhead power line. 




b. In this situation (a low density rural subdivision) the county ordinance we are 
applying whose basic tenants were adopted in the mid 70's does not take into 
account the growth of Rural Clearwater County, it talks about streets, arterials 
streets, alleys etc. As a land developer we must use variances to make the subs 
conform to an outdated ordinance. As we are doing in this situation we have to 
right mistakes made in the original approved plat. 
c. The access road addressed in this variance was determined not to need a 
variance during initial public discussions as it is exterior of the main sub. To try 
and correct these mistakes I am seeking a variance of the R/W from 60' to 30' in 
width, finished road width from 24' to 18', and a reduction from the 30'x18' 
variance reductions to 15' at the actual property line (bottleneck) for an 
infinitesimal distance. These variances do not change actual on the ground 
specs on the planned sub. The public welfare is not impacted at all since the 
changes will not have an impact on emergency vehicles. Nor will it impact other 
owners in the area as the design and implementation is entirely within 
parameters of the deeded R/W. and the original (approved) plat. Carole and I 
are doing this low density sub with applicable CC&Rs to limit impact on the 
neighbors both visually and physically. 
d. I have been assured by the county attorney and planning administrator that this 
request does not violate State Codes, it deals with county ordinances which can, 
by ordinance, be varied to fit unaddressed situations. 
i. Variance (VAR060204) to vary the interior roads of the subdivision from 
twenty-four (24) feet to eighteen (18) feet was approved at the November 
20, 2006, Planning and Zoning hearing. 
e. These variances are in sync with precedent ordnances over the last 30-40 years 
in Clearwater County. Our desire is to set the stage for jobs for excavators, 
concrete contractors, carpenters, electricians, plumbers, etc. in our county, along 
with an increased tax base as the Freeman Creek area continues to thrive as it 
provides recreation and getaways for residents of the surrounding area. 
5. On February 2, 2011, Rob Simon, Clearwater County Road and Bridge Department 
Supervisor, and Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County Building and Planning Department 
Administrator, discussed the proposed access road, past conditions set, and the 
variance being requested and found the following: 
a. The proposed access road built as an 18' surface on the existing 30' easement 
would be suffice for this access road; and 
b. The conditions set in the past would need to be done and approved before the 
recording of the final plat. 
6. Exhibit B-Email sent February 4, 2011, from Rob Simon [ccrb@orofino-id.com] 
regarding the road connecting the Middle Road to the proposed subdivision: 




a. Thursday, February 3, 2011, I was unable to access Mr. Galloway's road for an 
up-to-date inspection due to road conditions. 
b. As previously reported, in general the road is constructed within county 
specifications, with the following exceptions: 
i. Cut banks need to be re-s loped to a 2:1 slope to alleviate soil erosion and 
ditch sloughing. 
ii. All culverts need to be 18" minimum 
iii. Realignment of approach to Middle Road to achieve a more 90 degree 
angle approach. 
c. Due to the general lay of the land, the lack of horizontal curves and minimal 
vertical curves, it is my opinion that the road as constructed, with an 18' driving 
surface, would be adequate. 
7. Rob Simon as an ex-officio member stated at the March 21, 2011, hearing that: 
a. Middle Road is cataloged as a dirt non-maintained (not graded and drained 
secured) county road but not a county right-of-way; however, it is only 
maintained to Brock's property which is approximately one mile past the Brown 
Road intersection. The portion of the road that is maintained is classified as an 
all-weather road. 
b. There is enough room for the approach radius with the 30 foot easement and 
Middle Road's 50 foot petitioned right-of-way. 
c. Recorded petitions relating to the fact that what is now called Middle Road are 
the Crow petition recorded in 1910 that extends Middle Road from the 
intersections of Brown Road north easterly through Sections 09, 1 0, 15, 16 of 
Township 37 North Range 01 East and the JA Holliday petition recorded in 1911; 
however, it was never built. 
8. Below is an explanation that was sent to Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County Building 
and Planning Administrator on February 28, 2011, by E. Clayne Tyler, Clearwater 
County Prosecuting Attorney, illustrating the existing easement and why the variance 
for the dedication of the access road is needed: 1 
a. If the owner of the property over which a road runs wants to dedicate the road to 
the public, the owner would have the power to do so (the Shinn's for example). 
The problem here is that Galloway does not own the land over which the road 
runs. Galloway only has an easement. Galloway can not dedicate the easement 
to the public as it would be an impermissible expansion of the scope of the 
easement. 
i. To illustrate: A road crosses Shinn's land to access Property A. Galloway 
owns property A, and wants to give a neighboring landowner of property B 
the legal right to use the road crossing Shinn's property, Galloway could 
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not legally do so. That would be impermissibly expanding the scope of 
the easement beyond that originally intended when the easement was 
granted (the easement across Shinn's is granted to serve Property A for 
example. Only the Shinn's can expand it to serve property A and B. 
Galloway, the owner of property A does not have the legal right to give 
someone other than future buyers of Property A the right to cross Shinn's 
land). 
ii. The argument is that just as Galloway can't give Property B the right to 
cross Shinn's land, neither can Galloway give the general public the right 
to cross Shinn's land. That would be an impermissible expansion of the 
scope of the easement. 
9. Exhibit C-The Grant of Easement in which Garry Jones highlighted (underlined below) 
in the second to last paragraph that states: 
a. This Grant of Easement is binding upon and inures to the benefit of the heirs, 
assigns, and successors of the parties hereto, and the easement for ingress and 
egress shall not be deemed a public right-of-way. 
1 0. Throughout the Grant of Easement it refers to a perpetual non-exclusive easement for 
ingress and egress. 
a. Terry Golding, a surveyor, and Jerry Strahan, a realtor, both explain that as far 
as they know in their professions that non-exclusive means no limitations. 
11. The request would be the minimum variance to alleviate the condition because of the 
standards of the easement. 
12.AII circumstances for granting a variance exist. 
13. Property is not within an area of city impact. 
CONCLUSIONS and DECISION 
Based upon the factual record compiled and upon testimony received at the public hearing 
conducted for such purposes, the Planning and Zoning Commission determines that the 
minimum standards governing variances have been met; therefore, the Planning and Zoning 
Commission approved this request. 
Chairman, Planning & Zoning Commission 
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BEFORE THE CLEARWATER COUNTY PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND WRITTEN DECISION 
IN THE MATTER OF APPEALED ZV2011-2 FOR 
EDWARD AND CAROLE GALLOWAY/SOUTH FORK ESTATES 
TYPE OF REQUEST 
A variance (ZV2011-2) request by Mr. Edward and Mrs. Carole Galloway [524 Galloway Dr. 
Lenore, ID 83541-51 07] are requesting variance (ZV2011-2) to vary access-road 
specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply 
to the Galloway's platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB06Q096 has preliminary 
approval. The variance request applies to an approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing 
access between Middle Road and the proposed subdivision. The details of the variance 
request follow: 
• Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by§ D.2 to 30 feet and down to 15 
feet at the actual property line; 
• Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by § D.4.d to 18 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
• Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by§ B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low Density 
Rural District F-1. 
The Commission granted all three variances on March 21, 2011; however, an interested party 
and adjacent land-owners Edward L. and Donilee E. Shinn appealed this decision to the 
Clearwater County Board of County Commissioners. Per the appeal, the Board ordered each 
of the grants of variance remanded to the Commission to receive additional evidence and 
conduct additional fact finding by virtue of an additional public hearing. The purpose of the 
hearing is to determine whether or not the element of undue hardship exists, and to reevaluate 
the consideration of "undue hardship" in light of the remaining items to be found before a 
variance can be granted. 
The Board of County Commissioners requested the Commission consider three questions for 
each of the requested variances. 
1. Are there especial circumstances or conditions affecting the property such that the strict 
application of the provisions of the provisions of this Ordinance (referring to Article VIII 
of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance) such that the strict application of the 
provisions of this Ordinance would clearly be impracticable or unreasonable; 
2. Are those special circumstances such that failure to grant a variance would cause an 
undue hardship to the developer; and 
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3. Would strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance result in inhibiting the 
achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance, or nullify the purpose of the Ordinance 
or the Comprehensive Plan? 
ORDINANCE STANDARDS 
The following Clearwater County Ordinance standards were considered by the Commission in 
deciding this request: 
1. CCSO Article Ill §A & B requires that an application be submitted and that a fee be 
paid. 
2. CCZO Article XV outlines all legal provisions regarding public notice and requirements 
regarding public hearings. 
3. CCSO Article IV§ 0.2 requires an access road have a sixty (60) foot right-of-way. 
4. CCSO Article IV§ D.4.d requires that the minimum surfaced or finished width for a 
street or access road be twenty-four (24) feet. 
5. CCSO Article IV§ B requires that all streets be dedicated to public use. 
6. CCSO Article VIII sets for the criteria for granting a variance. 
a. CCSO Article VIII§ A. Purpose: The Commission may grant, as a result of 
unique circumstances such as topographical-physical limitations or a planned 
unit development, a variance, as herein defined, from the provisions of this 
Ordinance on a finding that undue hardship results from the strict compliance 
with specific provisions of requirements of this Ordinance or that the application 
of such requirements or provision is impracticable. 
b. CCSO Article VIII § B. Findings: No variance, as herein defined, shall be 
favorably acted upon by the Commission unless there is a finding, as a result of 
a public hearing, that all of the following exist: 
i. That there are such special circumstances or conditions affecting the 
property that the strict application of the provisions of this Ordinance 
would clearly be impracticable or unreasonable and cause and undue 
hardship. 
11. That strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance would result 
in extraordinary topography, or such other conditions would result in 
inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance. 
iii. That the granting of the specified variance will not be detrimental to the 
public welfare or injurious to other property in the area in which the 
property is situated. 
iv. That such variance will not violate the provisions of the Idaho Code. 
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v. That such variance will not have the effect of nullifying the interest and 
purpose of this Ordinance and the Comprehensive Plan. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
The Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on Monday, 
August 15, 2011. Mr. Edward and Mrs. Carole Galloway [524 Galloway Dr. Lenore, 10 83541] 
were present. Mr. Galloway submitted written testimony read into the record by Ms. 
Administrator and Mr. Galloway presented himself to the commission for questions. Non-
committal written correspondence signed by Sam Charles, Ponderosa Area Manager Idaho 
Department of Lands was received via email from Julianne Shaw [JShaw@idl.idaho.gov] on 
08/09/2011 and read into the record. Opposing testimony was provided by Mr. Don Ingle 
[3592 Freeman Creek Rd., Lenore, ID 83541-5098], Mr. Roger Kinyon [476 Aspen Ln, Lenore, 
10 83541], and Mr. Garry Jones [PO Box 854, Lewiston, ID 83501]. Mr. Jones submitted 
pictures labeled 1-9 as exhibits to be added into the record. Mr. Galloway rebutted public 
comments. 
This report was completed August 23, 2011. Findings of fact conclusions of law decision are 
as follows: 
1. The applicant has contacted the county with regard to the requirements for a variance 
to the proposed site and the proper fee was paid. 
2. Notice was published July 28, 2011, in the Clearwater Tribune, a newspaper of general 
circulation. Notices were sent to all adjacent property owners prior to the hearing, and 
notice of the public hearing were posted on the premises one (1) week prior to the 
hearing. 
3. Exhibit A-Site plan shows access road Summer Range Drive providing access from 
county road Middle Road to South Fork Estates as an eighteen (18) foot wide surfaced 
road with a thirty (30) foot right-of-way width except where the actual property line 
between Ingle and Galloway meet, then it is only fifteen (15) feet at this intersection into 
the subdivision. 
4. The applicant is asking to vary the right-of-way width from sixty (60) feet to thirty (30) 
feet and down to fifteen (15) at the actual property line (bottleneck). 
a. A Grant of Easement was given to the Galloway's in 1998 that provides legal 
access to their property through the Shinn's property and connects to Middle 
Road. The language of the easement establishes that it is a thirty (30) foot 
easement, fifteen (15) on each side of the section line up to where Galloway's 
property meets Ingles, then it is only fifteen (15) at the property line, it is a 
perpetual non-exclusive easement, and the easement for ingress and egress 
shall not be deemed a public right-of-way. 
i. The thirty (30) foot easement with the fifteen (15) foot bottle neck is not 
expandable; the adjacent landowner's lawyer stated that they have no 
inclination of ever selling additional easement. 
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5. The applicant is asking to vary the surfaced/finished width from twenty-four (24) feet to 
eighteen (18) feet and down to fifteen (15) feet at the actual property line (bottleneck). 
a. A twenty-four (24) foot wide road would not fit on a thirty (30) foot wide 
easement. 
b. To build a twenty-four (24) foot wide road can cost as much as $35 per foot 
versus an eighteen (18) foot wide road at $12-$15 per foot. 
c. At the property line where the thirty (30) foot easement ends and bottlenecks to 
fifteen (15) feet, a gate as allowed by the International Fire Codes will be 
installed. 
i. Per approved variance VAR060204, the interior roads within the 
subdivision past the fifteen (15) foot gate will only be eighteen (18) feet 
wide with a sixty (60) foot wide easement. 
d. The proposed subdivision is a low-density rural subdivision, having ten (1 0) acre 
aliquot parts; therefore, not generating a high volume of traffic. 
e. Rob Simon, Clearwater County Road and Bridge Department Supervisor has 
declared that 
i. Middle Road is cataloged as a dirt non-maintained (not graded and 
drained secured) county road but not a county right-of-way; however, it is 
only maintained to Brock's property which is approximately one mile past 
the Brown Road intersection. The portion of the road that is maintained is 
classified as an all-weather road. 
ii. There is enough room for the approach radius to Summer Range Drive 
with the 30 foot easement and Middle Road's 50 foot petitioned right-of-
way. 
iii. Recorded petitions relating to the fact that what is now called Middle Road 
are the Crow petition recorded in 1910 that extends Middle Road from the 
intersections of Brown Road north easterly through Sections 09, 10, 15, 
16 of Township 37 North Range 01 East and the JA Holliday petition 
recorded in 1911; however, it was never built. 
iv. In general access road Summer Range Drive is constructed within county 
specifications, with the following exceptions: 
1. Cut banks need to be re-sloped to a 2:1 slope to alleviate soil 
erosion and ditch sloughing. 
2. All culverts need to be 18" minimum 
3. Realignment of approach to Middle Road to achieve a more 90 
degree angle approach. 
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v. Due to the general lay of the land, the lack of horizontal curves and 
minimal vertical curves, it is my opinion that the road as constructed, with 
an 18' driving surface, would be adequate and not unsafe with the 30' 
easement. 
vi. Exhibits 1-9-Pictures of the lay of the land submitted by Garry Jones. 
These pictures demonstrate that the land is relatively flat. 
6. The applicant is asking to set aside the requirements to dedicate the access road to 
public use. 
a. The language of the Grant of Easement states that the easement shall not be 
deemed a public right-of-way. The variance allows the developer to subdivide 
his property, provide access, maintain the private intent of the easement, and 
required those who purchase property within the subdivision to have a road 
maintenance agreement. 
b. The Board of County Commissioners of Clearwater County, upon review of the 
record, tentatively found that the bare language of the easement itself does not 
prohibit subdivision of the property. The Board does not intend to look behind 
the bare language, nor to attempt to determine the historical intent of the original 
parties to the grant and receipt of the easement, but limits its review to the bare 
language of the document, which appears clear and unambiguous. 
c. The requirements of the ordinance are intended for developments which tend to 
be a higher density checkerboard effect, using and expanding existing streets. 
This easement does not extend past Galloway's property nor can they give 
access to the properties past them. The lay of the land, and adjacent property 
use and trends, all indicate that development in the vicinity will continue, or 
increase, to become anything other than a rural, low density, agriculture based 
area. There is no need for the access road to be a public road, in that for all 
intents and purposes, it will not be expanded to access any adjacent or future 
subdivision. 
7. Without the variance, the applicant is not able to subdivide his property as previously 
proposed. 
8. All circumstances for granting the variances exist and undue hardship has been shown. 
a. Requiring the applicant to comply with the strict enforcement of the ordinance 
requirements along with the additional costs involved would be unreasonable 
and would create an undue hardship on the applicant not justified when an 
eighteen (18) foot wide road built on the granted thirty (30) foot wide easement 
along with a fifteen (15) foot gate at the property line has been deemed 
adequate and safe to provide access to this proposed low density rural 
subdivision. 
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As to the questions specifically posed by the Board of County Commissioners: 
9. Are there special circumstances or conditions affecting the property such that the strict 
application of the provisions of this Ordinance (referring to Article VIII of the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance) would clearly be impracticable or unreasonable? 
a. The Commission finds that special circumstances or conditions do exist that 
affect the property so that strict application of the provisions of the ordinance 
would clearly be impractical or unreasonable. 
b. Those special circumstances are discussed herein, but include the fact that the 
easement language prohibits dedication to the public, the easement width is only 
30 feet, as opposed to 60 feet and neighboring landowners have stated no 
additional width will be transferred, due to quirk in legal descriptions there is a 15 
foot bottleneck at the property line of the property proposed to be subdivided 
which is a highly unusual situation, the property is relatively flat and not subject 
to the requirement for wide cut banks or fill banks, lending itself to smaller 
easements and road surfaces than elsewhere in Clearwater County, together 
with the cost of compliance with the ordinance should compliance be possible, 
without any appreciable benefit. 
c. Strict application of the ordinance would require dedication of the access road to 
the public, which the developer does not have the legal right to do, further, it 
would require a 60 foot easement, and a 24 foot traveled surface road. The 
developer has no way to obtain an easement in excess of the 30 foot easement 
currently provided, and the 30 foot wide easement is insufficient to construct a 
24 foot wide traveled surface road. 
d. Accordingly, strict application of the ordinance would prohibit the proposed 
development in its entirety. 
e. However, the Commission finds that an appropriate road with an 18 foot traveled 
surface will be sufficient for serving the needs of a 10 lot subdivision, which 
estimating at full development approximately two (2) vehicle trips per residence, 
will equal a total of 20 vehicle trips per day. This is not anticipated to be a high 
traffic road requiring a wider traveled surface. The additional cost per square 
foot for construction of a 24 foot traveled surface road is also entirely 
unreasonable given the anticipated number of vehicle trips per day, and 
constitutes an undue burden on the developer. 
f. Further, narrowing the traveled surface at one location to a width of 15 feet for 
the distance of approximately a gate will not materially impact the health, safety 
or provision of services to the anticipated purchases of the development 
property. 
g. Finally, as the access road by the terms of the easement itself, and by virtue of 
the nature of the surrounding property, will not be utilized to support further 
development, there is no need to make it a public road. 
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h. Thus, strict application of the ordinance, given the special circumstances that 
exist- which are unique to this specific property, in regard to the non-public 
easement, the cost of road construction, the lay of the property which is such 
that a narrower road can be properly constructed on a smaller easement, and 
the lack of future neighboring development, would be unreasonable. 
1 O.Are those special circumstances such that failure to grant a variance would cause an 
undue hardship to the developer? 
a. In addition to the above, failure to grant the requested variances would result in 
the inability to subdivide the property into any portion in which any parcel is less 
than 20 acres in size. As such, an undue hardship would be caused to the 
developer. Further, the cost of compliance with the ordinances (such as the cost 
of constructing a 24 foot road surface), even if possible, would lead to an undue 
extreme expense with no benefit provided to the public, to neighboring 
landowners, to traffic, to the provision of services or to the health or safety of 
residents. As such, it would be an undue expense. 
11. Would strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance result in inhibiting the 
achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance, or nullify the purpose of the Ordinance 
or the Comprehensive Plan? 
a. The purpose of the subdivision ordinances in general are set forth in Article I, 
Section C of the Subdivision Ordinance and is not re-printed here. The 
Commission finds strict compliance with the requirements of the ordinance do 
inhibit the achievement of the objectives as stated, including orderly 
development, given the unique circumstances of the subject property. 
Alternatively, the variances being granted to not impede or be detrimental to the 
public welfare, or injurious to the public welfare or be injurious to other property 
in the area, will not violate the provisions of Idaho Code, nor will nullify the 
interest and purpose of the Ordinance or Comprehensive Plan. 
CONCLUSION 
The requirements which the subdivision developer must show to establish the grounds for a 
variance, as described above, have been shown and met. 
DECISION 
Based upon all of the information and testimony given at the public hearing and in accordance 
with the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance and Zoning Ordinance, the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, as hearing board, hereby approves appealed 
variance request ZV2011-2. 
TRELAWNY J. B8UdE Date 
Chairman, Planning & Zoning Commission 
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DECISION BY 
CLEARWATER COUNTY)BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
ON THE 
APPEAL OF EDWARD and CAROLE GALLOWAY VARIANCES 
COMES NOW the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners (hereinafter 
"Board"), sitting as a quasi judicial board to hear the appeal from the Clearwater County 
Planning and Zoning Commission (hereinafter "Commission"). 
HISTORY/BACKGROUND: (ZV2011-2) A variance request by Edward & Carole 
Galloway to vary access road specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance as they apply to the Galloway's platted subdivision request 
SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary approval. The variance request applies to an 
approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing access between Middle Road and the 
proposed subdivision. The details of the variance request follow: 
o Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by§ D.2 to 30 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; 
o Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by § D.4.d to 
18 feet and down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
o Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as 
required by § B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the 
Freeman Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; 
Zoned Low Density Rural District F-1. 
(SUB060096) Final plat stage of the full platting procedure for Hidden Valley 
Subdivision, re-named Southfork Estates, a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & 
Carole Galloway to divide 99.82 acres into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 2) 9.23 acres, 
Lot 3) 9.81 acres, Lot 4) 10.09 acres, Lot 5) 10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 acres, Lot 7) 9.84 
acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acres, Lot 9) 8.98 acres, Lot 1 0) 13.08 acres. This is a continuation 
of the 17 November 2008 public hearing. This property is located in Section 09, 
Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek area off of county road 
Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low Density Rural District F-1. 
This application was stayed until the appeal is heard on the variance. 
DISCUSSION: The Board considered testimony on material given at the Commission 
hearings and reviewed the Commission's actions. On March 21, 2011, the Commission 
approved the variance application with conditions. On March 25, 2011, the Commission 
and Bobbi Kaufman (hereinafter "Kaufman") received Notice of Appeal by Garry W. 
Jones from Jones, Brower & Callery, PPLC on behalf of Edward L. and Donilee E. 
Shinn on the decision of the ZV2011-2 and SUB060096. 
Appellant Edward L. and Donilee E Shinn (hereinafier "Shinn") timely filed an 
appeal from the written decision of the Commission dated March 21, 2011, Number 
ZV2011-2 (grant of variances to Edward and Carole Galloway relating to the applic.o.tinn 
for subdivision identified as SUB 060096), as well as the written recommendations to 
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the Board recommending approval of the application for subdivision and final 
subdivision plat, also dated March 21, 2011, Number SUB 060096. 
The written recommendations to the Board relating to the subdivision plat SUB 
060096 do not constitute a final decision but are recommendations only at this juncture 
and, therefore, are not ripe for appeal at this time. Further, pursuant to Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance Article IX, Section B, proceedings on SUB 060096 are 
stayed pending the conclusion of the appeal of the variances granted in ZV2011-2. 
PRIOR PROCEEDINGS: On May 23, 2006, Edward and Carole Galloway (hereinafter 
"Galloway") filed an application to subdivide a parcel of property of approximately 99.82 
acres (1 00 acre aliquot part parcel) into 10 parcels ranging between 6 plus acres and 12 
plus acres in size. The applicants utilized the Class B combined plat procedure 
identified in the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. The subdivision was 
eventually identified as Southfork Estates. The various proceedings related to the 
application are listed in the Administrative Record, Exhibit 11, and are adopted herein 
by reference. 
Galloway's proposed subdivision is to be accessed by an existing road located 
within a private easement, 30 feet in width, which begins at Middle Road, a Clearwater 
County public road, and crosses neighboring property owned by the Shinns, and 
accesses the Galloway property. The grant of easement contains an anomaly, which 
causes the 30-foot wide easement to be restricted to 15 feet for an undefined but 
minuscule length at the boundary separating the Galloway and Shinn properties. 
Galloway, on January 11, 2011, filed an application for three variances from the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance (Exhibit 4, Administrative Record). Galloway 
sought to vary the following: 
1. To vary the requirement of Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance 
Article 4.0.2 which requires access roads to be built within a minimum 60 
foot wide right of way: 
Galloway sought to vary the right of way for the access road from 60 feet 
to 30 feet to fall within the 30-foot wide existing ingress and egress 
easement. Further, Galloway sought to vary the required 60-foot right of 
way to 15 feet at the Shinn/Galloway property line, where the anomaly 
exists. 
2. To vary the requirements of Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance 
Article 4.D.4.d. which requires access roads to have a minimum 24-foot 
road surface or finished width. 
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3. To vary the requirement of Article 4, Section B of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance which requires all arterial, collector, and other 
streets in a proposed subdivision to be dedicated to the public. 
Galloway sought to vary the requirement of dedication to the public so that 
the access road could remain a private road, and not be dedicated to the 
public, in that the easement they hold specifically prohibits dedication to 
the public. 
The Commission, following a public hearing held on March 21, 2011, granted 
Galloway each of the requested variances, and entered written findings of fact and 
conclusions of law dated April 4, 2011 (Exhibit 14, Administrative Record). In that order, 
the Commission did properly identify the controlling ordinance as set forth below. 
On March 25, 2011, Shinn filed a notice of appeal. Shinn is an interested party, 
owning real property which borders upon the proposed Galloway subdivision. By letter 
dated March 25, 2011, counsel for Shinn stated as grounds for the appeal: 
"No facts or testimony were presented which would authorize the 
issuances of a variance under the terms and conditions of the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance. Further, that the easement which the 
Galloways propose to use for access to the property does not allow that 
road to be utilized for easement for ingress and egress for parties other 
than Mr. And Mrs. Galloway. Finally, that it is not appropriate for a 
variance to be granted from the requirement that access to the subdivision 
be dedicated for public use." (Exhibit 1, Administrative Record). 
LAW AND ANALYSIS: Legal authority for providing for variances from the strict 
application of planning and zoning ordinances is created in Idaho Code 67-6516. 
Under Clearwater County's structure, the final decision as to whether or not to 
grant a variance rests within the Commission and not the Board (Article VII, Section A, 
Subdivision Ordinance) with appeals to be taken to the Board (Article IX, Section G, 
Subdivision Ordinance). 
Article VIII of the Subdivision Ordinance sets forth the criteria for granting a 
variance. Those criteria are as follows: 
Section A. Purpose: The Commission may grant, as a result of unique 
circumstances such as topographical-physical limitations or a planned unit 
development, a variance, as herein defined, from the provisions of this Ordinance 
on a finding that undue hardship results from the strict compliance with specific 
provisions of requirements of this Ordinance or that the application of such 
requirements or provisions is impracticable. 
Section B. Findings: No variance, as herein defined, shall be favorable 
acted upon by the Commission unless there is a finding, as a result of a public 
hearing, that all of the following exist: 
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Ordinance would clearly be impracticable or unreasonable and 
cause an undue hardship; in such cases, the developer shall first 
state his reasons in writing as to the specific provisions or 
requirements involved. 
2. That strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance 
would result in extraordinary topography, or such other conditions 
would result in inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the 
Ordinance. 
3. That the granting of the specific variance will not be detrimental to 
the public welfare or injurious to other property in the area in which 
the property is situated. 
4. That such variance will not violate the provisions of the IDAHO 
CODE. 
5. That such variance will not have the effect of nullifying the interest 
and purpose of this Ordinance and the Comprehensive Plan. 
Each of items 1 - 5 must be found to exist before a variance can be granted. 
At argument, counsel for the Shinns argued that the Commission had no facts 
presented to it which would justify the Commission's finding that Item 1 above exists. 
Counsel focused argument on item 1 but did argue that the variance would potentially 
nullify the interest and purpose of the Ordinance. 
In that the Board is sitting as an appellate board, guidance is found in Idaho 
Code Section 67-5279, applying to a Court review of a planning and zoning decision, as 
to the standard of review to apply: 
(1) The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the 
weight of the evidence on questions of fact. 
(2) When the agency was not required by the provisions of this chapter or by 
other provisions of law to base its action exclusively on a record, the court 
shall affirm the agency action unless the court finds that the action was: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; or 
(d) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, 
and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(3) When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by other 
provisions of law to issue an order, the court shall affirm the agency action 
unless the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, or 
decisions are: (a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; (b) in 
excess of the statutory authority of the agency; (c) made upon unlawful 
procedure; (d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a 
whole; or (e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
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If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, 
and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (2) and (3) of this section, 
agency action shall be affirmed unless substantial rights of the appellant have 
been prejudiced. 
In Wohr!e v. Kootenai County 147 Idaho 267, 273-275, 207 P.3d 998, 1004 -
1006 (ldaho,2009), the Idaho Supreme Court further discussed the standard of 
appellate review, specifically in the context of an application for a variance: 
In reviewing the district court, this Court examines the county board of 
commissioners' record independently of the district court's decision. Marcia T. 
Turner, L.L.C. v. City of Twin Falls, 144 Idaho 203, 207, 159 P.3d 840, 844 
(2007). A reviewing court must affirm the county board of commissioners' action 
unless the board's decision (a) violates statutory or constitutional provisions; (b) 
exceeds the statutory authority of the board; (c) is made upon unlawful 
procedure; (d) is not supported by substantial evidence in the record; or (e) is 
arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. /d. at 208, 159 P.3d at 845; I. C. § 
67-5279(3). 
The approval or denial of a variance request is within the discretion of the 
county board of commissioners, subject to the requirements of I.C. § 67-5279. 
See I.C. §§ 67-6516, 6519. The applicant must prove to the board that he will 
suffer "undue hardship because of characteristics of the site and that the 
variance is not in conflict with the public interest." I. C. § 67-6516. There is a 
strong presumption in favor of the validity of the actions of county boards of 
commissioners in interpreting and applying their own ordinances. Sanders 
Orchard v. Gem County, 137 Idaho 695, 698, 52 P.3d 840, 843 (2002). 
Furthermore, when analyzing a county board of commissioners' decision 
to determine if it was supported by substantial evidence pursuant to I.C. § 67-
5279(3)(d), this Court will not substitute its judgment for that of the board 
regarding the weight of the evidence on questions of fact. !d. The county board of 
commissioners' factual determinations are binding on the reviewing court, even 
where there is conflicting evidence, so long as the determinations are supported 
by substantial and competent evidence. Lane Ranch P'ship v. City of Sun Valley, 
144 Idaho 584, 590, 166 P.3d 374, 380 (2007). Substantial and competent 
evidence is "relevant evidence which a reasonable mind might accept to support 
a conclusion." /d. (citing Lamar Corp. v. City of Twin Falls, 133 Idaho 36, 43, 981 
P.2d 1146, 1153 (1999)). 
In Lane Ranch, this Court found that the evidence did not support the 
city's finding that "chang[ing] the Zoning District designation for the Subject 
Property from OR-1 to RA would require amending the Annexation Agreement," 
because the Agreement did not require amendment. 144 Idaho at 590-91, 166 
P.3d at 380-81. The Court found that it was impossible to tell how much the city 
had relied on that mistaken interpretation in its denial of the zoning applications. 
/d. Similarly, in Sanders Orchard v. Gem County, 137 Idaho 695, 52 P.3d 840 
(2002), this Court found that a county board of commissioners' finding that sewer 
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and water lines would likely be extended to the area of a proposed subdivision in 
the foreseeable future was unsupported by substantial evidence in the record. In 
Sanders, there was no oral testimony or evidence submitted indicating that the 
sewer and water lines would be extended to that area. /d. at 702-03, 52 P.3d at 
846-47. 
Both Sanders and Lane Ranch, identified in the Wohrle decision, involved factual 
findings by the agency on which no oral testimony or evidence was submitted. 
I. The Commission, in finding that Galloway had met his burden of showing that 
special circumstances affecting the property would cause the strict application to be 
impractical, and would also cause undue hardship, was not supported by substantial 
evidence on the record as a whole. 
For the purposes of this appeal to the Board, due to the access road at issue 
being an easement which crosses the Shinn's property and accesses neighboring 
property, the Board finds the Shinns to have a substantial right which may be 
prejudiced, and thus have standing to appeal. 
An exhaustive review of the record of proceedings at the Commission level 
reveals no testimony having been presented as to the factor of undue hardship. Review 
of the application for each variance itself reveals no declaration of what undue hardship 
may result if strict compliance with the ordinance is required (in spite of the question 
being specifically asked). No testimony was provided, and undue hardship was not 
referenced in staff reports. 
Although this Board cannot substitute its judgment for the judgment of the 
Commission, it is still incumbent upon the Commission to restrict its decisions to those 
facts on the record. This Board cannot uphold the Commission's decision without 
substantial and competent evidence on the issue of undue hardship, i.e., relevant 
evidence which a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion, for each of the 
variances requested by Galloway. The Board has no choice but to reverse the decision 
of the Commission with regard to the issue of "undue hardship". As the issues of 
"undue hardship" are intimately tied to the requirement that the "undue hardship" be as 
a result of special circumstances affecting the property (and not applicable in general to 
all property in the geographic region or neighborhood), and with an analysis of whether 
or not strict compliance with the terms of the Ordinance would inhibit the achievement of 
the objectives of the Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan, then these issues are 
remanded for reconsideration as well. 
The Board hereby orders each of the three grants of variances remanded to the 
Commission to receive additional evidence and conduct additional fact finding, by virtue 
of an additional public hearing, to determine whether or not the element of undue 
hardship exists, and to re-evaluate the consideration of "undue hardship" in light of the 
remaining items to be found before a variance can be granted. 
As guidance, the Board requests the Commission consider the following: 
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1. Are there are special circumstances or conditions affecting the property 
such that the strict application of the provisions of this Ordinance would 
clearly be impracticable or unreasonable, and 
2. Are those special circumstances such that failure to grant a variance 
would cause an undue hardship to the developer, and 
3. Would strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance result in 
inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance, or nullify the 
purpose of the Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan? 
II. Also raised on appeal is the issue as to whether the easement which the 
Galloways propose to use for access to the property allows the access road to be 
utilized for ingress and egress for parties other than Galloway. 
The Board, upon review of the record, tentatively finds that the bare language of 
the easement itself does not prohibit subdivision of the property. The Board does not 
intend to look behind the bare language, nor to attempt to determine the historical intent 
of the original parties to the grant and receipt of the easement, but limits its review to 
the bare language of the document, which appears clear and unambiguous. 
Sufficient evidence was entered at the Commission level to support the finding 
that the easement is legally adequate to allow subdivision. It is felt that the proper 
forum for challenging the intent and scope of an easement of this nature is through the 
Courts rather than the Board. 
This tentative decision is not certified as final, and will not be so certified until the 
matter is returned from the Commission following the above ordered hearing on 
remand, and is thus not ripe for appeal at this juncture. A final order will be issued 
following the conclusion of the additional hearings ordered above 
CONCLUSIONS: Based upon the factual record compiled and upon testimony received 
at the public hearing conducted for such purposes, the Board determines that the 
Commission's decision on the variance must be repealed and remanded back to the 
Commission to be re-heard at a public hearing with specific instructions to review and 
identify whether or not there is undue hardship as required by the county ordinance. 
DECISION: Therefore, it is the ultimate conclusion of the Board to overturn the 
Commission decision and to remand the issue of undue hardship back to the 
Commission with specific instructions to focus and clearly define whether it is an undue 
hardship in order to grant a variance. 
In addition, the Board reserves the judgment of every other matter contained in 
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CLEARWATER COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
ON THE 
APPEAL OF EDWARD and CAROLE GALLOWAY VARIANCES 
(ZV2011-2) 
COMES NOW the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners (hereinafter "Board"), 
sitting as a quasi appellate board to hear the appeal of the decision from the Clearwater County 
Planning and Zoning Commission (hereinafter "Commission"), and makes the following findings 
and enters the following written order: 
This decision relates only to the request for variance filed as ZV2011-2 in the records of 
Clearwater County, Idaho. The written recommendations of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission to the Board of County Commissioners relating to the subdivision plat filed as SUB 
060096 do not constitute a final decision, but are recommendations only at this juncture, 
therefore are not ripe for appeal at this time. 
PRIOR PROCEEDINGS: 
On May 23, 2006, Ed and Carole Galloway, (hereinafter Galloway), filed an application 
to subdivide a parcel of property approximately 99.82 acres (100 acre aliquot part parcel) into 10 
parcels ranging between 6 plus acres and 12 plus acres in size. The applicants utilized the Class 
B combined plat procedure identified in the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. The 
subdivision was eventually identified as Southfork Estates. 
Galloway, on January 11, 2011, filed an application for three variances from the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Galloway sought to vary the requirement of 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.D.2 which requires access roads to be built 
within a minimum 60 foot wide right of way, to vary the requirements of Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.D.4.d. which requires access roads to have a minimum twenty 
four (24) foot road surface or finished width; and to vary the requirement of Article 4 Section B 
of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance which requires all arterial, collector, and other 
streets in a proposed subdivision to be dedicated to the public. 
The Commission, following a public hearing held on March 21, 2011, granted Galloway 
each ofthe requested variances, and entered a written findings of fact and conclusions oflaw, 
dated April4, 2011. On March 25, 2011, Shinn filed a notice of appeal, stating as grounds for 
appeal that: 
"No facts or testimony were presented which would authorize the issuances of a 
variance under the terms and conditions of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 
Further, that the easement which the Galloways propose to use for access to the property 
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does not allow that road to be utilized for easement for ingress and egress for parties other 
than Mr. And Mrs. Galloway. Finally, that it is not appropriate for a variance to be 
granted from the requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use.". 
The Clearwater County Commissioners, sitting as a quasi appellate board, heard the 
appeal and issued an order remanding the matter to the Planning and Zoning Commission for 
further findings. As guidance, the Board requests the Commission consider the following: 
1. Are there special circumstances or conditions affecting the property that the strict 
application of the provisions of this Ordinance would clearly be impracticable or 
unreasonable, and 
2. Are those special circumstances such that failure to grant a variance would cause 
an undue hardship to the developer, and 
3. Would strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance result in 
inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance, or nullify the 
purpose of the Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan. 
The Commission held a subsequent hearing on August 15, 2011, and granted the 
requested variances a second time, pursuant to a written decision dated Sept. 6, 2011 (Appellate 
Record Section 15). 
Appellants filed a second notice of appeal dated August 31, 2011, (Appellate Record 
Section 1 ), appealing the decision of the Commission to the Board of County Commissioners. 
As grounds for appeal, the appellants argue: 
1. The applicant, Galloway, presented insufficient evidence to authorize the issuance 
of a variance. 
2. Any undue hardship were of Galloway's own making in that the property was 
purchased in 1985, when the existing standards were in place, and hardship of the 
applicant's own making cannot be the grounds for the granting of a variance. 
A third issue raised in the appellant's first notice of appeal, that the access easement itself 
does not allow for subdivision of the Galloway property at all, which was held by the Board of 
County Commissioners pending remand to the Commission, is finalized herein as well. 
Appellants further re-assert as grounds for appeal that it is not appropriate for a variance to be 
granted from the requirement that the access road be dedicated for public use. 
LAW I STANDARD OF REVIEW: 
The legal authority under State statute, and County ordinance authorizing the ability to 
grant a variance to an subdivision applicant, and the terms required for granting such a variance, 
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are set forth in the Board of County Commissioners order dated July 29,2011, and are adopted 
herein by reference. 
In that the Board is sitting as an appellate board, guidance is found in Idaho Code Section 
67-5279, applying to a Court review of a planning and zoning decision, as to the standard of 
review to apply: 
(1) The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the 
weight of the evidence on questions of fact.(2) When the agency was not 
required by the provisions of this chapter or by other provisions of law to 
base its action exclusively on a record, the court shall affirm the agency 
action unless the court finds that the action was: (a) in violation of 
constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; or 
(d) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(3) When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by other 
provisions of law to issue an order, the court shall affirm the agency action 
unless the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, 
or decisions are: (a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; (c) made upon 
unlawful procedure; (d) not supported by substantial evidence on the 
record as a whole; or (e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
( 4) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (2) and (3) of this section, agency 
action shall be affirmed unless substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced. 
I. DID THE APPLICANT, GALLOWAY, PRESENT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO 
AUTHORIZE THE ISSUANCE OF THE REQUESTED VARIANCES. 
The Planning and Zoning Commission found, pursuant to the order dated April 4, 2011, 
and the order dated September 6, 2011, that Galloway had presented sufficient evidence to 
authorize the issuance of the requested variances. 
To uphold the Commission's findings, the Board must consider, in light of the standard 
ofreview identified above, Article VIII of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance which 
provides the standards for granting a variance, namely: 1. Whether an undue hardship would 
result from strict compliance with the ordinance; 2. Whether there are special circumstances or 
conditions making strict application of the ordinance impracticable or unreasonable; 3. Whether 
the purpose or intent of the ordinance would be nullified, or inhibited, if the variance was 
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granted; and 4. Whether the granting of the variance would be detrimental to the public welfare 
or injurious to other property in the area, or a violation of Idaho Code. 
The requirement to show an "undue hardship" exists in State statute as well (I.C. 67-
5279). There exists limited guidance from state of Idaho statutes or case law as to what 
constitutes an "undue hardship". Undue hardship is some condition which is analyzed on a case 
by case basis (Wohrle v. Kootenai County, 147 Idaho 267, 207 P.3d 998 (2009) due to 
characteristics ofthe site (Wohrle at 147 Idaho 273-274; 207 P.3d 1004-05), or due to special 
circumstances or conditions, which are peculiar to the property and not applicable generally to 
land or buildings in the neighborhood (Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 906, 909, 693 
P.2d 1108, 1111 (Idaho App., 1984), and which is not in conflict with the public interest. I. C.§ 
67-5279. 
An undue hardship can be created due to exorbitant expense of a requirement not justified 
by the development, such as with respect to excessive road construction requirements to support 
a relatively few number of daily vehicle trips caused by the development (see Blaha v. Board of 
Ada County Com 'rs, 134 Idaho 770, 773, 9 P.3d 1236, 1239 (Idaho 2000) for a Board of County 
Commissioners finding of undue hardship due to an expense vs. benefit analysis, cited with 
approval by the reviewing court). 
In this case, evidence to the Commission found the road as varied provided proper, safe 
access, that the easement necessary to support the road as varied was adequate, that obtaining a 
wider easement to comply with the ordinance was impossible, that dedicating that easement to 
the public was impossible due to the nature of the easement, and unnecessary in that there would 
likely be no further developments or subdivisions using the same road for access, and that the 
cost of construction, even if it were possible, to build a road which complied with the ordinance 
was unduly exorbitant, especially in light of the 10 to 20 vehicle trips per day which is all that is 
anticipated for this low density very rural development at maximum housing capacity. The road 
as varied (easement, road width, public dedication) was deemed adequate by reviewing 
professionals including the Clearwater County Road Department and the Evergreen Fire District. 
Failure to grant the requested variances would have the result in the inability to subdivide 
the real property into less than 20 acre parcels, without any control or jurisdiction over the road at 
all by Clearwater County, and with the possibility of more residences being in place and a higher 
traffic load than as currently proposed, due to the lack of controlling ordinances being in place 
for 20 acre or larger parcels. Thus, the public interest may actually be hurt by failure to grant the 
vanances. 
Further, Galloway provided a letter which was read into the record. The letter references 
each of the requirements for granting a variance and provides grounds for finding in his favor on 
each of those requirements. The Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Administrator also 
prepared and submitted staff recommendations identifying the required findings, and addressing 
them, with a recommendation to grant the requested variances. 
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In prior proceedings, testimony was submitted from the Clearwater County Road and 
Bridge Department Supervisor, Rob Simon, indicating that the proposed private road access (the 
subject of the three variance requests) would be adequate for safe, year round travel, especially 
given the low density rural nature of the development. That information was provided again in 
the remand hearing of August 151h. (See Transcript pages 10 - 15). 
Mr. Galloway followed up his written testimony with an oral statement, again discussing 
the cost, public benefit, low density rural nature of the proposed development. (See Transcript 
pages 43 - 50). 
The Board finds that sufficient evidence was presented to justify the Commission's 
findings. 
II. WAS ANY UNDUE HARDSHIP THAT EXISTS A RESULT OF GALLOWAY'S 
OWN MAKING, THUS DISQUALIFYING HIM FROM BEING ALLOWED A 
VARIANCE AS REQUESTED. 
The Appellants point to an assertion that undue hardship cannot be self created as 
grounds for their current appeal, and argue that the applicant, Galloway, purchased the land in 
1985, at a time when the existing ordinances were in effect; therefore, he caused his own 
hardship by purchasing land knowing development would require a variance. Appellants argue 
that Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506,516, 567 P.2d 1257, 1267 (1977) 
applies to support their position. 
In Dawson, the applicant owned an option to purchase land zoned for agricultural and 
residential uses only. Dawson filed a request for a land use change, seeking to have his parcel 
zoned as commercial for use as an automobile dealership. He then exercised his purchase option, 
bought the land, and claimed (among other things) that an undue financial hardship would now 
arise if the zoning change was not allowed. 
Dawson presents facts very different from this case. Here, the land was purchased in 
1985. Approximately 20 years elapsed before Galloway sought to subdivide the property. 
Further, Galloway's property has always been zoned for residential purposes, which is the use he 
seeks to make of his property. Galloway seeks variances for road easements and widths 
incidental to that allowed use. Dawson, alternatively, bought his property after filing a request 
for a variance, and knowing full well that the entire use he intended was disallowed, and gambled 
on obtaining a zoning change, or a variance to allow his use. 
Changing the land use for a specific parcel of land to something the entire neighborhood 
is not zoned for presents a very different question than obtaining a variance for a road easement 
and width to support an already authorized and allowed use. To change the land use entirely 
raises the issue of spot zoning, something not at issue here, and which the Dawson court spent 
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significant time discussing. Of note, all cases citing Dawson involve spot zoning or requests for 
variances to change land use entirely, rather than variances for roads incidental to an already 
authorized land use. 
With regard to hardship in the context of spot zoning, the Dawson court held as follows: 
Moreover, we cannot overlook the fact that Dawson's hardship in this case is 
self-inflicted since the option to purchase was exercised in full knowledge that 
the land was zoned residential and that a variance for commercial use had not 
been granted. As the Supreme Court of Colorado said, under similar 
circumstances:"*Nopro's land investment was made in full knowledge of the 
zoning limitations. It took the calculated risk that it could break the zoning use 
barrier and thereby double the profit from its investment. Having been denied the 
means by which this might be accomplished, it claims hardship. If hardship exists 
under the facts of this case and we hold that it does not it was incurred 
voluntarily by the choice of Nopro and was self-inflicted."* Nopro Co. v. Town of 
Cherry Hills Village, 180 Colo. 217, 504 P.2d 344, 349 (1973).1n Nopro, as 
indicated, the developer was realizing a substantial profit on his investment and 
was complaining only that it could not make twice as much. Manger v. City of 
Chicago, 121 III.App.2d 358, 257 N.E.2d 473 (1970), was closer to the economic 
facts of this case in that plaintiff had actually put out cash for land that would be 
worth much less if the zoning variance was not granted. Nonetheless, the lllin,ois 
court reached the same conclusion:"*Piaintiffs purchased the two parcels 
comprising the subject property with full knowledge of its zoning restrictions. 
While a party who purchases property in the face of the existing zoning 
classification is not precluded from challenging the validity of the zoning 
classification, his purchase in the face of the existing zoning classification is one 
factor to be considered. (Citation omitted.) Plaintiffs admit that they purchased 
the two parcels comprising the subject property with the intention of endeavoring 
to secure a change of zoning classification and described their plans as a 
'*calculated risk'* in paying $100,000.00 for what they knew to be the then true 
value of $15,000.00."* 257 N.E.2d at 479.Accordingly, the variance was denied. 
Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 516, 567 P.2d 1257, 
1267 (1977). 
Dawson and those cases cited therein go on to describe that self inflicted 
hardship, if it exists, is a factor to be considered in whether or not to grant or deny a 
variance, but is not controlling. Therefore, this Board of Commissioners cannot say 
that the Planning and Zoning Commission abused its discretion when deciding to grant 
the variances in spite of the argument of self inflicted hardship and finds in favor of 
Galloway on this issue. 
III. DOES THE BARE LANGUAGE OF THE EASEMENT OBTAINED BY 
GALLOWAY PROHIBIT HIM FROM SUBDIVIDING? 
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In the context of planning and zoning, it is not the practice or policy of the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, or the Board of Commissioners, to become embroiled 
in disputes between landowners regarding the intent of easements which have been granted. The 
County looks at the bare language of the easement itself, and if that language appears clear and 
unambiguous to the County, sufficient to provide a right of access to the proposed subdivision, 
the County will not delve further into the intent of the parties regarding that easement. The 
Clearwater County planning and zoning structure is not intended, nor shall be utilized, as a 
substitute for a court of law to resolve easement disputes between landowners. 
Courts recognize this approach when interpreting easements in general: 
"In construing an easement in a particular case, the instrument granting the 
easement is to be interpreted in connection with the intention of the parties, and 
the circumstances in existence at the time the easement was granted and 
utilized. Dr. James Cool, D.D.S. v. Mountainview Landowners Co-op. Ass'n, Inc., 
139 Idaho 770, 773, 86 P.3d 484,487 (2004) 
The existence of ambiguity determines the standard of review of a lower court's 
interpretation of a contract or instrument. Union Pac. R. R. Co. v. Ethington Family 
Trust, 137 Idaho 435, 437-*38, 50 P.3d 450, 452-*53 (2002). 
In the absence of ambiguity, the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary and 
proper sense, according to the meaning derived from the plain wording of the 
instrument. See Juker v. American Livestock Ins. Co., 102 Idaho 644, 645, 637 P.2d 
792, 793 (1981 ). C & G, Inc. v. Rule, 135 Idaho 763, 765, 25 P.3d 76, 78 (2001) 
The easement in question (Appeal Record Section 13) provides a bare, unequivocal grant 
of non-exclusive easements to Galloway, and Galloway's heirs, successors and assigns, with the 
only limitation being as follows: "This Grant of Easements is binding upon and enures to the 
benefit of the heirs, assigns, and successors ofthe parties hereto, and the easement for ingress 
and egress shall not be deemed a public right-of-way." 
"Public right-of-way" is a term of art, defined in Idaho Code Section 40-117 (9) as a right 
of way open to the public and under the jurisdiction of the public highway agency, where the 
agency has no obligation to construct or maintain the same. With the grant of a variance to 
Galloway allowing the access road to remain a private, rather than a public road, then the 
easement appears on its face for planning and zoning purposes, to allow for development. 
This is not meant nor is to be construed as a finding based upon a disputed hearing as to 
the intent of the parties to the easement itself, but is to be construed as a finding solely for agency 
planning and zoning purposes. 
Accordingly, the Board of County Commissioners, sitting as an appellate board to review 
the grant of variances by the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission finds that 
such grant was not arbitrary, capricious, and was supported by substantial competent evidence, 
and was not made in violation of law or procedure. 
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Thus the grant of each of the three variances is UPHELD. 
Any stay of proceedings for the pending concurrent subdivision applications is lifted, and 
the same shall be scheduled for hearing. 














IN THE MATTER SUB060096 SOUTH FORKS ESTATES 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
TYPE OF REQUEST: 
AND 
WRITTEN DECISION OF THE 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, 
CLEARWATER COUNTY 
(SUB060096) Final plat stage of the full platting procedure for Hidden Valley 
Subdivision re-named Southfork Estates, a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & 
Carole Galloway to divide 99.82 acres into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 2) 9.23 acres, 
Lot 3) 9.81 acres, Lot 4) 10.09 acres, Lot 5) 10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 acres, Lot 7) 9.84 
acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acres, Lot 9) 8.98 acres, Lot 1 0) 13.08 acres. This is a continuation 
of the 17 November 2008 public hearing. This property is located in Section 09, 
Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek area off of county road 
Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low Density Rural District F-1. 
ORDINANCE STANDARDS: 
The following Ordinance standards were considered by the Board of County 
Commissioners in the making their decision to this request: 
• Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance (CCSO) Article Ill. A and Article Ill. B, 
requires an application be submitted and requires a fee be paid 
• CCSO Article Ill. 1.8.b re'quires notice of public hearing to be published 
• CCSO Article 1111 Section A requires no subdivision shall be approved unless first 
the North Central District Health Department inspects and issues a site 
evaluation 
• CCSO Article 111.1.10 requires the Final Plat be submitted within one year from 
date of preliminary approval 
• CCSO-Article III.J.1 requires after preliminary approval, the developer shall 
cause a final plat be prepared and submitted at least five working days prior to 
the Commission meeting 
• CCSO-Article III.J.2 specifies contents of the Map Page of the Final Plat 
• CCZO Article IV Section 404.3 in a Low Density Rural District (F-1) minimum lot 
depth and width must be two hundred fifty (250) feet; minimum required lot area 
is five (5) acres; 
• CCSO-Article III.J.3 lists additions that the Commission may also require to Map 
Page 
• CCSO-Article III.J.4 specifies the contents of the Certification Sheet of the Final 
Plat 
• Any property within the designated area of impact of a city, said city shall be 
afforded an opportunity for review and comment 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND: 
The applicants have contacted the County with regard to the requirements for a 
Subdivision to the proposed site. The subject application requests authorization to 
subdivide their property into 10 lots. Mr. Ed and Mrs. Carole Galloway were present at 
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the March 21, 2011, Planning and Zoning hearing and provided testimony in support of 
the application. A findings of fact report was completed April 4, 2011. Ordinance 
standards were found to be completed. Additional factual details are found in the 
application material, Staff Report and Commission Findings of Fact. 
DISCUSSION: 
The hearing before the County Commissioners was held December 12, 2011, Planning 
& Zoning Administrator read into record the findings from the P&Z Commission. The 
Contents of Certification Sheet of Final Plat will be reviewed by Geographic Mapping 
Consultants, Inc (GMCI), contracted County Engineer, to verify all items to be in 
compliance with requirements under Title 50, Chapter 13 of the IDAHO CODE and 
items within our ordinance. Items which appear to be in compliance; Owner 
certification, NCDHD, Surveyor, Planning and Zoning, Highway District and County 
Treasurer and Recorder's certifications. Final Plat appears to comply with the 
approved preliminary plat. The P&Z recommended Board approval of this request. 
Also a recommendation was made on the final plat statements include a reference to 
the variances of road access and public dedication. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
Based upon the factual record compiled and upon testimony received at the public 
hearing conducted for such purposes, the County Commissioners determine, that the 
Subdivision request by Mr. Edward and Mrs. Carole Galloway should be approved. The 
'primary rationale for approving this request was Clue to the P&Z recommendation and 
that applicants had met the requirements of Article Ill, Section D of the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance. 
DECISION: 
Therefore it is the ultimate conclusion of the Clearwater County Commissioners that the 
proposal submitted as the Final plat stage of the full platting procedure for South Fork 
Estates, a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & Carole Galloway to divide 99.82 
acres into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 2) 9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 acres, Lot 4) 10.09 
acres, Lot 5) 10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acres, Lot 9) 
8.98 acres, Lot 1 0) 13.08 acres. This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 
North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek area off of county road Middle Road, 
Lenore, ID; is consistent with the requirements set forth in Article Ill, Section D of the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. No substantial evidence was received which 
would indicate that the request would conflict with any of the standards set forth therein. 
Accordingly, the Subdivision request is hereby approved. The final plat will contain on 
the Certification Sheet reference to the Variances passed and shall read regarding the 
"non-dedication" of the access and interior roads to be a public road. 
DATED THIS 19th DAY OF DECEMBER 2011 
Don Ebert, Chairman 
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ATTEST: 
Stan Leach, Commissioner 
(l .· // 
Abstained ( ~1/ /~r __ _; 
\' Carole Galloway, Commissioner 0 - y 
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DECISION BY: 
CLEARWATER COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
ON THE 
APPEAL OF EDWARD and CAROLE GALLOvVAY VARIANCES 
(ZV2011-2) 
COMES NOW the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners (hereinafter "Board"), 
sitting as a quasi appellate board to hear the appeal of the decision from the Clearwater County 
Planning and Zoning Commission (hereinafter "Commission"), and makes the following findings 
and enters the following written order: 
This decision relates only to the request for variance filed as ZV2011-2 in the records of 
Clearwater County, Idaho. The written recommendations of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission to the Board of County Commissioners relating to the subdivision plat filed as SUB 
060096 do not constitute a final decision, but are recommendations only at this juncture, 
therefore are not ripe for appeal at this time. 
PRIOR PROCEEDINGS: 
On May 23, 2006, Ed and Carole Galloway, (hereinafter Galloway), filed an application 
to subdivide a parcel of property approximately 99. ~2 acres ( 1 00 acre aliquot part parcel) into 1 0 
parcels ranging between 6 plus acres and 12 plus acres in size. The applicants utilized the Class 
B combined plat procedure identified in the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. The 
subdivision was eventually identified as Southfork Estates. 
Galloway, on January 11, 2011, filed an application for three variances from the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Galloway sought to vary the requirement of 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.D.2 which requires access roads to be built 
within a minimum 60 foot wide right of way, to vary the requirements of Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.D.4.d. which requires access roads to have a minimum twenty 
four (24) foot road surface or finished width; and to vary the requirement of Article 4 Section B 
of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance which requires all arterial, collector, a...'1d other 
streets in a proposed subdivision to be dedicated to the public. 
The Commission, following a public hearing held on March 21, 2011, granted Galloway 
each of the requested variances, and entered a written findings of fact and conclusions oflaw, 
dated April 4, 2011. On March 25, 2011, Shinn filed a notice of appeal, stating as grounds for 
appeal that: 
"No facts or testimony were presented which would authorize the issuances of a 
variance under the terms and conditions of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 
Further, that the easement which the Galloways propose to use for access to the property 
DECISION - 1 EXHIBIT 
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does not allow that road to be utilized for easement for ingress and egress for parties other 
than Mr. And Mrs. Galloway. Finally, that it is not appropriate for a variance to be 
granted from the requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use.". 
The Clearwater County Commissioners, sitting as a quasi appellate board, heard the 
appeal and issued an order remanding the matter to the Planning and Zoning Commission for 
further findings. As guidance, the Board requests the Commission consider the following: 
1. Are there special circumstances or conditions affecting the property that the strict 
application ofthe provisions of this Ordinance would clearly be impracticable or 
unreasonable, and 
2. Are those special circumstances such that failure to grant a variance would cause 
an undue hardship to the developer, and 
3. Would strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance result in 
inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance, or nullify the 
purpose of the Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan. 
The Com..'Tiission held a subsequent hearing on August 15, 2011, and granted the 
requested variances a second time, pursuant to a written decision dated Sept. 6, 2011 (Appellate 
Record Section J5). 
Appellants filed a second notice of appeal dated August 31, 2011, (Appellate Record 
Section 1), appealing the decision ofthe Commission to the Board of County Commissioners. 
As grounds for appeal, the appellants argue: 
1. The applicant, Galloway, presented insufficient evidence to authorize the issuance 
of a variance. 
2. Any undue hardship were of Galloway's own making in that the property was 
purchased in 1985, when the existing standards were in place, and hardship of the 
applicant's own making cannot be the grounds for the granting of a variance. 
A third issue raised in the appellant's first notice of appeal, that the access easement itself 
does not allow for subdivision of the Galloway property at all, which was held by the Board of 
County Commissioners pending remand to the Commission, is finalized herein as well. 
Appellants further re-assert as grounds for appeal that it is not appropriate for a variance to be 
granted from the requirement that the access road be dedicated for public use. 
LAW /STANDARD OF REVIEW: 
The legal authority under State statute, and County ordinance authorizing the ability to 
grant a variance to an subdivision applicant, and the terms required for granting such a variance, 
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are set forth in the Board of County Commissioners order dated July 29, 2011, and are adopted 
herein by reference. 
In that the Board is sitting as an appellate board, guidance is found in Idaho Code Section 
67-5279, applying to a Court review of a planning and zoning decision, as to the standard of 
review to apply: 
(1) The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the 
weight of the evidence on questions of fact.(2) When the agency was not 
required by the provisions of this chapter or by other provisions of law to 
base its action exclusively on a record, the court shall affirm the agency 
action unless the court finds that the action was: (a) in violation of 
constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess ofthe statutory authority ofthe agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; or . 
(d) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(3) When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by other 
provisions of law to issue an order, the court shall affirm the agency action 
unless the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, 
or decisions are: : (a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; (c) made upon 
unlawful procedure; (d) not supported by substantial evidence on the 
record as a whole; or (e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (2) and (3) of this section, agency 
action shall be affirmed unless substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced. 
I. DID THE APPLICANT, GALLOWAY, PRESENT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO 
AUTHORIZE THE ISSUANCE OF THE REQUESTED VARIANCES. 
The Planning and Zoning Commission found, pursuant to the order dated April4, 2011, 
and the order dated September 6, 2011, that Galloway had presented sufficient evidence to 
authorize the issuance ofthe requested variances. 
To uphold the Commission's findings, the Board must consider, in light of the standard 
of review identified above, Article VIII ofthe Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance which 
provides the standards for granting a variance, namely: 1. Whether an undue hardship would 
result from strict compliance with the ordinance; 2. Whether there are special circumstances or 
conditions making strict application of the ordinance impracticable or umeasonable; 3. Whether 
the purpose or intent of the ordinance would be nullified, or inhibited, if the variance was 
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granted; and 4. Whether the granting of the variance would be detrimental to the public welfare 
or injurious to other property in the area, or a violation ofidaho Code. 
The requirement to show an "undue hardship" exists in State statute as well (I. C. 67-
5279). There exists limited guidance from state ofidaho statutes or case law as to what 
constitutes an "undue hardship". Undue hardship is some condition which is analyzed on a case 
by case basis (Wohrle v. Kootenai County, 147 Idaho 267, 207 P.3d 998 (2009) due to 
characteristics ofthe site (Wohrle at 147 Idaho 273-274; 207 P.3d 1004-05), or due to special 
circumstances or conditions, which are peculiar to the property and not applicable generally to 
land or buildings in the neighborhood (Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., I 07 Idaho 906, 909, 693 
P.2d 1108, 1111 (Idaho App., 1984), and which is not in conflict with the public interest. I. C.§ 
67-5279. 
An undue hardship can be created due to exorbitant expense of a requirement not justified 
by the development, such as with respect to excessive road construction requirements to support 
a relatively few number of daily vehicle trips caused by the development (see Blaha v. Board of 
Ada County Com 'rs, 134 Idaho 770, 773, 9 P.3d 1236, 1239 (Idaho 2000) for a Board of County 
Commissioners finding of undue hardship due to an expense vs. benefit analysis, cited with 
approval by the reviewing court). 
In this case, evidence to the Commission found the road as varied provided proper, safe 
aecess, that the easement necessary to support the road as varied was adequate, that obtaining a 
wider easement to comply with the ordinance was impossible, that dedicating that easement to 
the public was impossible due to the nature of the easement, and unnecessary in that there would 
likely be no further developments or subdivisions using the same road for access, and that the 
cost of construction, even if it were possible, to build a road which complied with the ordinance 
was unduly exorbitant, especially in light of the 10 to 20 vehicle trips per day which is all that is 
anticipated for this low density very rural development at maximum housing capacity. The road 
as varied (easement, road width, public dedication) was deemed adequate by reviewing 
professionals including the Clearwater County Road Department and the Evergreen Fire District. 
Failure to grant the requested variances would have the result in the inability to subdivide 
the real property into less than 20 acre parcels, without any control or jurisdiction over the road at 
all by Clearwater County, and with the possibility of more residences being in place and a higher 
traffic load than as currently proposed, due to the lack of controlling ordinances being in place 
for 20 acre or larger parcels. Thus, the public interest may actually be hurt by failure to grant the 
vanances. 
Further, Galloway provided a letter which was read into the record. The letter references 
each of the requirements for granting a variance and provides grounds for finding in his favor on 
each of those requirements. The Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Administrator also 
prepared and submitted staff recommendations identifying the required findings, and addressing 
them, with a recommendation to grant the requested variances. 
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In prior proceedings, testimony was submitted from the Clearwater County Road and 
Bridge Department Supervisor, Rob Simon, indicating that the proposed private road access (the 
subject of the three variance requests) would be adequate for safe, year round travel, especially 
given the low density rural nature of the development. That information was provided again in 
the remand hearing of August 151h. (See Transcript pages 10 - 15). 
Mr. Galloway followed up his written testimony with an oral statement, again discussing 
the cost, public benefit, low density rural nature of the proposed development. (See Transcript 
pages 43 - 50). 
The Board finds that sufficient evidence was presented to justify the Commission's 
findings. 
II. WAS ANY UNDUE HARDSHIP THAT EXISTS A RESULT OF GALLOvVAY'S 
OWN MAKING, THUS DISQUALIFYING HIM FROM BEING ALLOWED A 
VARIANCE AS REQUESTED. 
The Appellants point to an assertion that undue hardship cannot be self created as 
grounds for their current appeal, and argue that the applicant, Galloway, purchased the land in 
1985, at a time when the existing ordinances were in effect; therefore, he caused his own 
hardship by purchasing land knowing development would require a variance. .,Appellants argue 
' that Dawson Enterprises. Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 516, 567 P.2d 1257, 1267 (1977) 
applies to support their position. 
In Dawson, the applicant owned an option to purchase land zone<;l. for agricultural and 
residential uses only. Dawson filed a request for a land use change, seeking to have his parcel 
zoned as commercial for use as an automobile dealership. He then exercised his purchase option, 
bought the land, and claimed (among other things) that an undue financial hardship would now 
arise if the zoning change was not allowed. 
Dawson presents facts very different from this case. Here, the land was purchased in 
1985. Approximately 20 years elapsed before Galloway sought to subdivide the property. 
Further, Galloway's property has always been zoned for residential purposes, which is the use he 
seeks to make of his property. Galloway seeks variances for road easements and widths 
incidental to that allowed use. Dawson, alternatively, bought his property after filing a request 
for a variance, and knowing full well that the entire use he intended was disallowed, and gambled 
on obtaining a zoning change, or a variance to allow his use. 
Changing the land use for a specific parcel of land to something the entire neighborhood 
is not zoned for presents a very different question than obtaining a variance for a road easement 
and width to support an already authorized and allowed use. To change the land use entirely 
raises the issue of spot zoning, something not at issue here, and which the Dawson court spent 
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significant time discussing. Of note, all cases citing Davvson involve spot zoning or requests for 
variances to change land use entirely, rather than variances for roads incidental to an already 
authorized land use. 
With regard to hardship in the context of spot zoning, the Dawson court held as follows: 
Moreover, we cannot overlook the fact that Dawson's hardship in this case is 
self-inflicted since the option to purchase was exercised in full knowledge that 
the land was zoned residential and that a variance for commercial use had not 
been granted. As the Supreme Court of Colorado said, under similar 
circumstances:"*Nopro's land investment was made in full knowledge of the 
zoning limitations. It took the calculated risk that it could break the zoning use 
barrier and thereby double the profit from its investment. Having been denied the 
means by which this might be accomplished, it claims hardship. If hardship exists 
under the facts of this case and we hold that it does not it was incurred 
voluntarily by the choice of Nopro and was self-inflicted."* Nopro Co. v. Town of 
Cherry Hills Village, 180 Colo. 217, 504 P.2d 344, 349 (1973).1n Nopro, as 
indicated, the developer was realizing a substantial profit on his investment and 
was complaining only that it could not make twice as much. Manger v. City of 
Chicago, 121 ll1.App.2d 358, 257 N.E.2d 473 (1970), was closer to the economic 
facts of this case in that plaintiff had actually put out cash for land that would be 
worth much less if the zoning vqriance was not granted. Nonetheless, the Illinois 
court reached the same conclusion:"*Plaintiffs purchased the two parcels 
comprising the subject property with full knowledge of its zoning restrictions. 
While a party who purchases property in the face of the existing zoning 
classification is not precluded from challenging the validity of the zoning 
classification, his purchase in the face of the existing zoning classification is one 
factor to be considered. (Citation omitted.) Plaintiffs admit that they purchased 
the two parcels comprising the subject property with the intention of endeavoring 
to secure a change of zoning classification and described their plans as a 
'*calculated risk'* in paying $100,000.00 for what they knew to be the then true 
value of$15,000.00."* 257 N.E.2d at 479.Accordingly, the variance was denied. 
Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 516, 567 P.2d 1257, 
1267 (1977). 
Dawson and those cases cited therein go on to describe that self inflicted 
hardship, if it exists, is a factor to be considered in whether or not to grant or deny a 
variance, but is not controlling. Therefore, this Board of Commissioners cannot say 
that the Planning and Zoning Commission abused its discretion when deciding to grant 
the variances in spite of the argument of self inflicted hardship and finds in favor of 
Galloway on this issue. 
III. DOES THE BARE LANGUAGE OF THE EASEMENT OBTAINED BY 
GALLOWAY PROHIBIT HIM FROM SUBDIVIDING? 
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In the context of planning and zoning, it is not the practice or policy of the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, or the Board of Commissioners, to become embroiled 
in disputes between landowners regarding the intent of easements which have been granted. The 
County looks at the bare language of the easement itself, and if that language appears clear and 
unambiguous to the County, sufficient to provide a right of access to the proposed subdivision, 
the County will not delve further into the intent of the parties regarding that easement. The 
Clearwater County planning and zoning structure is not intended, nor shall be utilized, as a 
substitute for a court of law to resolve easement disputes between landowners. 
Courts recognize this approach when interpreting easements in general: 
"In construing an easement in a particular case, the instrument granting the 
easement is to be interpreted in connection with the intention of the parties, and 
the circumstances in existence at the time the easement was granted and 
utilized. Dr. James Cool, D.D.S. v. Mountainview Landowners Co-op. Ass'n, Inc., 
139 Idaho 770, 773, 86 P.3d 484, 487 (2004) 
The existence of ambiguity determines the standard of review of a lower court's 
interpretation of a contract or instrument. Union Pac. R.R. Co. v. Ethington Family 
Trust, 137 Idaho 435, 437-*38, 50 P.3d 450, 452-*53 (2002). 
In the absence of ambiguity, the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary and 
proper sense, according to the meaning derived from the plain wording of the 
instrument. See Juker v. American Livestock Ins. Co., 102 Idaho 644, 645, 637 P.2d 
792, 793 (1981). C & G, Inc. v. Rule, 135 Idaho 763, 765, 25 P.3d 76, 78 (2001) 
The easement in question (Appeal Record Section 13) provides a bare, unequivocal grant 
of non-exclusive easements to Galloway, and Galloway's heirs, successors and assigns, with the 
only limitation being as follows: "This Grant of Easements is binding upon and enures to the 
benefit of the heirs, assigns, and successors of the parties hereto, and the easement for ingress 
and egress shall not be deemed a public right-of-way." 
"Public right-of-way" is a term of art, defined in Idaho Code Section 40-117 (9) as a right 
of way open to the public and under the jurisdiction of the public highway agency, where the 
agency has no obligation to construct or maintain the same. With the grant of a variance to 
Galloway allowing the access road to remain a private, rather than a public road, then the 
easement appears on its face for planning and zoning purposes, to allow for development. 
This is not meant nor is to be construed as a finding based upon a disputed hearing as to 
the intent of the parties to the easement itself, but is to be construed as a finding solely for agency 
planning and zoning purposes. 
Accordingly, the Board of County Commissioners, sitting as an appellate board to review 
the grant of variances by the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission finds that 
such grant was not arbitrary, capricious, and was supported by substantial competent evidence, 
and was not made in violation of law or procedure. 
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Thus the grant of each of the three variances is UPHELD. 
Any stay of proceedings for the pending concurrent subdivision applications is lifted, and 
the same shall be scheduled for hearing. 
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As you are aware, I represent Edward L. and Donilee Shinn. On their behalf, I am filing this 
written objection to the final approval of the final plat filed by Edward and Carole Galloway on 
South Fork Estate, the hearing ofwhich is to be held on Monday, December 12,2011, at 10 a.m. 
Their grounds for appeal are as follows: 
The request fails to comply with the Clearwater County Subdivision ordinance in the following 
respects: 
1. Article N, Section D of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance provides that 
it is the responsibility of the subdivision developer to provide an access road from the 
nearest federal, state, county road or highway to the subdivision site_ Subsection (2) 
of that paragraph provides that the minimum right-of-way standards for such access 
roads shall be 60-feet. The Galloways' proposed access road is limited to a 30-foot 
easement over the Shinns' property from the county highway, north to the south line 
of the proposed subdivision. Specifically, the easement is over and across the 
westerly 15 feet of the Northwest Quarter of Section 16, and the easterly 15 feet of 
the Northeast Quarter of Section 17. The access road cannot be dedicated to public 
use as it is not owned by the Galloways. 
2. At that point where the easement enters the Galloway property, the access point 
would only be 15 feet wide. In order for there to be a full 30 foot easement, the 
Galloways would also have to have an easement over and across a portion of the 
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Southeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 8 which abuts Galloways 
propetty to the west and the remaining portion of the easement to the north. 
3. That the easement which the Galloways propose to use for access to the property does 
not allow that road to be utilized for ease:rnent as a public road for ingress and egress. 
Its use is limited to the Galloways. 
4. Further, any grounds of hardship as presented by Mr. Galloway for a variance were of 
his own making. At the time Mr. Galloway acquired the property which he intends to 
use for subdivision purposes, there was no sufficient recorded access. Mr. Galloway 
testified that be purchased the property in 1985. At that time, the present standards 
for the width of highway were in existence. Subsequently, Mr. Galloway obtained an 
easement from the predecessors in title to Edward and Donilee Shinn, which 
easement was only 30 feet wide. Again, this was less than the amount then required 
by the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Any hardship that Mr. Galloway 
may have experienced by virtue of insufficient access to the property is of his own 
making. Hardship of the applicant's own making cannot be the grounds for the 
granting of a variance. 
5. Planning and Zoning did not follow the prov1swns of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance in granting variances to the Galloways. 
6. The Clearwater County Board of Commission failed to follow their own Subdivision 
Ordinance in denying the appeal of the Shinns regarding the granting of variances to 
the Galloways. 
At the present time the Shinns do not intend to present testimony at the hearing scheduled for 
Monday, December 12, 2011, at 10:00 a.m. Please accept this letter as their fom1al objection 
to approval of the Galloways' final plat. Finally, as we discussed on the phone, please 




cc: Edward L. & Donilee E. Shinn 
Clayne E. Tyler, Prosecuting Attorney 
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VARIANCE (SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE) 
(INTRODUCTION FOR MAR 21 8T P&Z MTG) 
(ZV2011-2): "The hearing for agenda item number ZV2011-
2, a request for a Variance by Edward and Carole Galloway 
is now open. Are the applicants present? (Pause--if 
present proceed.) With regard to a follow-on hearing for 
the full-plat stage of a Class B Subdivision named Southfork 
Estates, this request is to use the Variance provision from 
the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance to modify the 
standards for the access road by asking: (1) for a reduction 
in the minimum right-of-way width standard from 60 feet to 
30 feet except for 15 feet at the property line; (2) for a 
reduction in the surfaced or finished width from 24 feet to 18 
feet except for 15 feet at the property line; and (3) to set 
aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public 
use. Article IV, Sections B and D establish the minimum 
standards for access roads. Article VIII of the subdivision 
ordinance establishes the circumstances and procedures for 
granting a variance. The property is zoned F-1 which is the 
"Low Density Rural District." The property is located in 
Section 9, Township 37 North, and Range 1 East in the 
Freeman Creek area with access to Middle Road, 
Clearwater County, Idaho. The property is not within an 
area-of-city-impact. The Commission may, by majority vote, 
grant, conditionally grant, deny, or postpone a decision until 
a new public hearing shall be called on the application." 
£)' (10 




VARIANCE (SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE) 
(INTRODUCTION FOR AUG 15TH P&Z MTG) 
(REMAND: ZV2011-2): "The hearing for the remand of 
agenda item number ZV2011-2, a request for a Variance by 
Edward and Carole Galloway is now open. Are the 
applicants present? (Pause--if present proceed.) With 
regard to Subdivision Request SUB060096, this request was 
to use the Variance provision from the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance to modify the standards for the 
access road to the subdivision by asking: (1) for a reduction 
in the minimum right-of-way width standard from 60 feet to 
30 feet except for 15 feet at the property line; (2) for a 
reduction in the surfaced or finished width from 24 feet to 18 
feet except for 15 feet at the property line; and (3) to set 
aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public 
use. The Commission granted all three variances; however, 
an interested party and adjacent land-owners Edward L. and 
Donilee E. Shinn appealed this decision to the Clearwater 
County Board of County Commissioners. Per the appeal, 
the Board ordered each of the grants of variance remanded 
to the Commission to receive additional evidence and 
conduct additional fact finding by virtue of an additional 
public hearing. The purpose of this hearing is to determine 
whether or not the element of undue hardship exists, and to 
reevaluate the consideration of "undue hardship" in light of 
the remaining items to be found before a variance can be 
granted. The Commission may, by majority vote, regrant, 
conditionally grant, deny, or postpone a decision until a new 
public hearing shall be called on the application." 
PZI110815A, INTRO 15 AUG P&Z (GALLOWAY-ZV2011-2=SO, Remand).doc --
Microsoft Word 
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OPENING CEREMONIES 
The Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission met on Monday, March 21, 2011, in 
Courtroom 1 of the Clearwater County Courthouse. A quorum being present, Chairman Trelawny Bruce 
called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. followed by the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Ms. Administrator briefed everyone on the Emergency Exit Procedures. 
The following commission members were present: Chairman Trelawny Bruce, Vice Chairman 
Charlie Nation, Steve Eikum, Mike Riccomini, Lee Woolsey, Josh Steiner, Deryl Ketchum, and 
Cory Brown 
No commission members were absent. 
The following ex-officio members were present: Andy Helkey, Environmental Health 
Specialist of the North Central District Health Department, Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County 
Building and Planning Administrator, and Rob Simon, Clearwater County Road and Bridge 
Department Supervisor 




(ZV2011-2) A Variance request by Edward & Carole Galloway to vary access-road 
specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they 
apply to the Galloway's platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB060096 has 
preliminary approval. The variance request applies to an approximate 2,000 foot roadway 
providing access between Middle Road and the proposed subdivision. The details of the 
variance request follow: 
o Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and down to 
15 feet at the actual property line; 
o Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by§ D.4.d to 18 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
o Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by § 
B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Low 
Density Rural District F -1. 
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Chairman Bruce opened the public hearing and asked the applicants to present themselves. MR. 
EDWARD AND MRS. CAROLE GALLOWAY [524 GALLOWAY DR., LENORE, ID 83541-51 07] 
were present. 
Ms. Administrator: "I move that the commission approve ZV2011-2, a variance request by Ed and 
Carole Galloway." Mr. Riccomini seconded 
No additions to findings. Staff findings are presented on the easel. Ms. Administrator read from the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance under Article VIII the purpose of a variance: The 
Commission may grant a variance from the provisions of this ordinance on a finding that undue hardship 
results from the strict compliance with specific provisions of requirements of this ordinance or that the 
application of such requirements or provision is impracticable. 
Testimony by applicant: 
MR. EDWARD GALLOWAY [524 GALLOWAY DR., LENORE, ID 83541-5107] explains he and his 
wife Carol Galloway have owned this piece of property for 30 years. This piece of property was 
subdivided at an earlier time and was passed with no reference to the exterior roads. At that time the 
Planning and Zoning administrator did not address the exterior roads. They did however have a variance 
for the interior roads. They did reduce the interior roads from 24 feet to 18 feet. When this was first 
submitted, Mr. Galloway submitted two plats. The one being discussed at this time is The Hidden 
Valley Subdivision (now called South Fork Estates) it has a 2000 foot exterior road from the county 
road, while the other subdivision had a 4000 foot access road from the county road. Both were approved 
at that time. Don and Harold Johnson did provide an easement through their properties to the 
Galloway's property on Middle Road. There is also a prescriptive easement that dates back to the 
1800's on that road, Mr. Galloway is not sure if it is still active. He then discussed the variance the 
county was suggesting for this plat. He mentioned that there is a bottleneck going into the subdivision 
that would reduce the access. Afterwards, he went on to introduce the Comp Plan and a few Ordinances 
that he believed supported his plan for subdividing. Also, he discussed how this would be a beneficial 
endeavor for the county to allow. Throughout the discussion the Commission would ask for 
clarifications on the specifications of the access road as well as the interior roads of the subdivision and 
how much of Middle Road does the county maintain. The Commission had concerns on the impact this 
subdivision would have on adjacent land owners. 
No supporting testimony was provided. 
Opposing testimony: 
GARY JONES [1304 IDAHO ST., LEWISTON, ID 83501] was representing Mr. and Mrs. Shinn who 
are opposed to Mr. Galloway's proposal. He discussed the possibility that Middle Road ended before 
Mr. Galloway's subdivision access. If Middle Road ended approximately past the Brown Rd and 
Middle Rd Intersection then there is no road maintenance agreement for the portion of road prior to Mr. 
Galloway's subdivision. He explained the easement for the land owners was a reciprocal easement, an 
agreement by his understanding to be used for the Galloway's and their family, not ten more families. 
He defined his understanding of the easement that was granted to the Galloway's and their heirs, where 
the ingress and egress shall not be deemed as a public access road. 
DON INGLE [3592 FREEMAN CREEK RD, LENORE, ID 83541] introduced his concerns with the 
access road as well as the sewage system in the subdivision. 
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ROGER KINYON [476 ASPEN LN, LENORE, ID 83541] discussed the road into the Elk Meadow's 
subdivision in relationship to Mr. Galloway's access road into South Fork Estates. Mr. Kinyon maintains 
the Elk Meadow's road yearly; he explained the road goes from 60 feet to 24 feet in some areas. It is 
hard to maintain and does not feel that a 15 foot surface is a wide enough road to have adequate snow 
removal or give Emergency Response vehicles adequate room, if they were meeting on the roadway. 
The Commission asked for comparison between the two subdivisions. 
CHRlS MARVIN [522 BROWN AVE, OROFINO, ID 83544] explained he had lived in this area for 
many years, and did not agree that Mr. Galloway could remove the snow without having to use the 
neighbor's property. He discussed the winter conditions and how hard it is to keep the road open 
through the winter. 
Written correspondence: Letter dated February 11, 2011, from Sam Charles, Ponderosa Area Manager 
Idaho Department of Lands. Based on the documentation provided to IDL, the development will not 
impact Sate Trust Lands at this time. 
Non-Committal testimony: 
TERRY GOLDING [PO BOX 1818, LEWISTON, ID 83501] reviews the Middle Road petitions and to 
his knowledge the JA Holliday petition from 1911 continues Middle Road from the intersection of 
Brown Road northerly to the Freeman Creek Road. 
Ex-Officio member Rob Simon, Clearwater County Road and Bridge Supervisor, reiterated what Mr. 
Golding was presenting. The JA Holliday petition was recorded in 1911 even though it may have never 
been built. The Crow Petition recorded 191 0 also extends Middle Road from the intersection of Brown 
Road North Easterly through Sections 09, 10, 15, 16 of Township 37N Range OlE. The Commission 
discussed the Middle Road petitions and if they were dedicated to the public. Mr. Simon also explained 
how the county removes the snow on county roads, and the snow is winged around 30 feet off the 
roadway. 
Mr. Golding explained his interpretation of the exclusive and non-exclusive meaning relating to an 
easement. The Commission asked Mr. Golding to clarify his understanding on the defmition of the 
easement that was given to Mr. Galloway. 
JERRY STRAHAN [3240 HWY 64, KAMIAH, ID 83536] explained how in his opinion the easement 
that was given to Mr. Galloway was a non-exclusive easement that has no limitations. 
Rebuttal Testimony: 
Mr. Galloway discussed easements and read into the record a past correspondence written from the 
Shinn's. Also, he introduced a letter that Clayne Tyler had written to the Board of County 
Commissioners, Ms. Administrator, and Chairman Bruce. This letter addressed the difference between a 
public and private road. Then he did a comparison between his proposed subdivision and the Elk 
Meadows Subdivision. He agreed with Mr. Kinyon that it may be difficult to maintain the roads; 
however, he felt that the access road does meet all the requirements to move forward. 
Debate and Discussion: 
Ms. Administrator then explained that the application is being judged under the subdivision ordinance 
and then proceeded to read the variance standards from the ordinance into the record. 
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Rob Simon did confirm that Middle Road is a County road; however, it is only maintained to Brock's 
property. Brock's property is approximately one mile past the Browns Road intersection. He also 
discussed that Middle Road is an all-weather road, which does have a weight restriction as the majority 
of all county roads have. 
Next, the Commission deliberated if the Middle Road was in fact a maintained county road. They also 
conferred over Mr. Galloway's access road into his subdivision, whether it had adequate room for 
emergency vehicles or if the bottleneck would create any hazards to the public. 
Mr. Eikum was against passing the variance due to it not meeting what he believed were the standards 
for exterior roads in a subdivision in the ordinance. Mr. Woolsey also was against allowing a variance 
because he didn't feel that they should be required to dedicate the access roads for public use. 
The Commission then discussed that Mr. Galloway could have split the property into 20 acre lots and 
would not have had to go through the Planning & Zoning process at all; however, instead he chose to do 
a full platted subdivision which requires specific standards that he will have to meet before it will be 
approved. 
There being no further discussion among the Commission, Chairman Bruce put the main motion to a 
vote. The motion carried with 5 Ayes and 2 Nays, in which the Ayes have the majority vote. 
Mr. Bruce explains follow-on actions and the process for appeals. 
9:24p.m. 
(SUB060096) Final plat stage of the full platting procedure for Hidden Valley Subdivision 
re-named South Fork Estates, a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & Carole 
Galloway to divide 99.82 acres into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 2) 9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 
acres, Lot 4) 10.09 acres, Lot 5) 10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 
acres, Lot 9) 8.98 acres, Lot 10) 13.08 acres. This is a continuation of the 17 November 
2008 public hearing. This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 
East, in the Freeman Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater 
County; Zoned Low Density Rural District F-1. 
Chairman Bruce opened the public hearing and asked the applicants to present themselves. MR. 
EDWARD AND MRS. CAROLE GALLOWAY [524 GALLOWAY DR., LENORE, ID 83541-51 07] 
were present. 
Ms. Administrator: "I move that the commission recommend approval for SUB060096, a Class B 
Subdivision (South Fork Estates) request by Ed and Carole Galloway." Mr. Brown seconded 
Additions to findings: Variance request ZV2011-2 was approved at the March 21, 2011, Planning and 
Zoning Hearing. 
The Clearwater County Rural Addressing Department approved the access roads to be named Summer 
Range Drive and Wild Rose Court. 
Staff findings are presented on the easel. 
Testimony by applicant: 
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MR. GALLOWAY [524 GALLOWAY DRY, LENORE, ID 83541] explained that the subdivision that 
he was proposing does not vary from the preliminary plat. Also, that the roads will not be constructed to 
_ the Local Highway Technical Assistance Council (LTAC) standards and for it pre-dates the county 
adopting the L TAC standards. However, Mr. Galloway is willing to build an all season road. 
The Commission then addressed Mr. Simon and asked how he will certify when the roads are finished. 
Mr. Simon replied that the roads will be finished when he (himself) signs the final plat Mylar. 
Mr. Ketchum followed with the question of whether or not the county had in fact already adopted the 
LTAC Standards. Mr. Simons replied that "yes" the county has adopted the LTAC Standards. 
No supporting testimony. 
Opposing testimony: 
GARY JONES [1304 IDAHO ST., LEWISTON, ID 83501] would respectfully like the decision to be 
tabled until there is time to appeal the variance hearing. 
Ms. Administrator explains that both hearings will have their appeals rights regardless and this concern 
has been noted. Clayne Tyler, Clearwater County Prosecuting Attorney and legal advisor, directed her 
on this appeal procedure. 
Written correspondence: Letter dated February 11, 2011, from Sam Charles, Ponderosa Area Manager 
Idaho Department of Lands. Based on the documentation provided to IDL, the development will not 
impact Sate Trust Lands at this time. 
No other testimony. 
Debate and Discussion: 
The Commission inquired to Mr. Helkey if the test holes had been completed, in which he replied that 
they had been tested in 2008 and they were a suitable size. 
Next they asked Mr. Simons ifhe had looked at the roads as of yet, in which he replied not as of yet and 
would like to withhold any comments. 
There being no further discussion among the Commission, Chairman Bruce put the main motion to a 
vote. The motion carried unanimously. 
9:48p.m. 
(SD2011-2) A Class S Subdivision Simple Subdivision request by Gayle Marek to divide 
22.21 acres into 2 lots. Lot A 10.74 acres, Lot B 11.47 acres. This property is in Section 02, 
Township 35 North, Range 01 West, located along Daisey Rd, Kendrick, ID-Clearwater 
County; Zoned Low Density Rural District F-1. 
Chairman Bruce opened the public hearing and asked the applicant to present themselves. MR. TOM & 
MRS. GAYLE MAREK [716 THREE BEAR RD, KENDRICK, ID 83537] were present. MR. GLEN 
STRAHAN [243 LARRDON DR, KAMIAH, ID 83536] represented the application. 
Ms. Administrator: "I move that the commission recommend approval for SD2011-2, a Class S 
Subdivision request by Tom & Gayle Marek." Mr. Woolsey seconded 
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Additions to findings: Email received March 21, 2011, from Andy Helkey, Environmental Health 
~ Specialist of Public Health Idaho North Central District of Speculative Site Evaluation for Gayle Marek. 
Evaluation comments: Lot A-#1 unsuitable due to lack of soil depth. Lot A#2, approximate 250 yards 
north of Daisy Rd on lower bench suitable soil depth and type for individual on site system. Lot B#3, 
hole 50 yards northwest of access road suitable soil depth and type. 
Staff findings are presented on the easel. 
Testimony by applicant: 
GLEN STRAHAN [243 LARRDON DR, KAMIAH, ID 83536] explained that the Marek's would like 
to divide 22 acres into two parcels. These parcels will have the Covenant's, Codes and Restrictions 
applied to them, which restricts any property buyer from reducing the acreage to smaller lots. The 
property being discussed does have a site evaluation and is flat ground with nice building sites. Next he 
discussed the road and approach on Jeter Candler Rd, and how the Marek's are willing to donate land to 
the county to make the approach wider. 
The Commission then inquired about the access to the properties located behind these two proposed 
pieces. Mr. Strahan stated that three lots accessed from 6B and both the lots proposed today access from 
Daisy Road. 
Supporting testimony: 
ED GALLOWAY [524 GALLOWAY DR., LENORE, ID 83541] stated that he had already dug the test 
holes and they tested well. He also wanted to add that these are beautiful building sites. 
No opposing testimony. 
Written correspondence: Letter dated March 15, 2011, from Sam Charles, Ponderosa Area Manager 
Idaho Department of Lands. Based on the documentation provided to IDL, the development will not 
impact State Trust Lands at this time. 
Non-Committal Testimony: 
TERRY GOLDING [PO BOX 1818, LEWISTON, ID 83501] found a clerical error in the Marek's 
property description in the hearing packets provided to each member. The Section and Township should 
say Sec 35, T38 N, not Sec 02, T37N. This change will be updated in the written decision/finding of 
facts to the Board of County Commissioners for their final decision. 
Debate and Discussion: 
The Commission inquired whether Mr. Helkey had already done a site evaluation. Mr. Helkey replied 
that he had and everything passed. 
There being no further discussion among the Commission, Chairman Bruce put the main motion to a 
vote. The motion carried unanimously. 
10:03 p.m. 
(CU2011-1) A Conditional Use request by Sacarias and Lilia Guitron, owners of Fiesta En 
Jalisco, to allow the establishment of an 8' x 8' billboard near Triple T Storage along 
Highway 12. This property is in Section 33, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, located at 
39432 Hwy 12, Orofino, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Light Industrial District M-1. 
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Chairman Bruce opened the public hearing and asked the applicant to present themselves. MR. RANDY 
BARRAZ [224 B ST., OROFINO, ID 83544] was representing. 
Ms. Administrator: "I move that the commission recommend approval for CU2011-1, a Conditional Use 
request by Sacarias and Lilia Guitron, owner of Fiesta En Jalisco." Mr. Riccomini seconded 
Additions to findings: From their March 15,2011, meeting: The City of Orofino Planning and Zoning 
Committee would like to thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the conditional use 
permit from Mr. and Mrs. Guitron. The committee has reviewed the application and has found no 
conflict with the City of Orofino's sign ordinance and suggests the County P &Z Committee follow 
staffs recommendation. 
Staff findings are presented on the easel. 
Testimony by applicant: 
RANDY BARRAZ [224 B ST., OROFINO, ID 83544] requested for his brother-in-law to be able to put 
up a sign at the TTT Storage site coming into Orofmo from the west. 
The Commission asked for the exact location of where the sign would be placed, in which Mr. Barraz 
stated behind a piece of equipment (cat and grader) on the hillside. 
No supporting testimony, no opposing testimony. 
Written correspondence: Letter dated March 15, 2011, from Robert McKnight Clearwater Area 
Manager Idaho Department of Lands. Based on the documentation provided to IDL, the development 
will not impact State Trust Lands at this time. 
No other testimony. 
Debate and Discussion: 
The Commission discussed the State standards for sizes of signs that are allowed along state highways. 
There being no further discussion among the Commission, Chairman Bruce put the main motion to a 
vote. The motion carried unanimously. 
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adj oumed at 10: 17 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
~ Ur.>:="\jL]N 
Approved: Ms. Kim Norris 
Acting Recording Secretary 
'=>I :;1 I 11 
Date Signed 
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The Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission met on Monday, August 15, 2011, in 
Courtroom 1 of the Clearwater County Courthouse. A quorum being present, Chairman Trelawny Bruce 
called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. followed by the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Ms. Administrator briefed everyone on the Emergency Exit Procedures. 
The following commission members were present: Chairman Trelawny Bruce, Vice Chairman 
Charlie Nation, Mike Riccomini, Lee Woolsey, Josh Steiner, Cory Brown, and Deryl Ketchum 
The following commission members were absent: 
The following ex-officio member was present: Bobbi Kaufman, Clearwater County Building 
and Planning Administrator 
Ms. Administrator advises of the correction to the agenda that a report of what became of this meeting 
will be given to the Board of County Commissioners on Monday, August 22, 2011, at 11 :00 A.M. The 
agenda has been approved as changed. Chairman Bruce advises of a spelling correction on the last page 
of the minutes. Minutes are approved as corrected. Chairman Bruce explains the hearing procedures. 
Mr. Woolsey asks if the question they are dealing with is going to revolve around undo hardship. 
Chairman Bruce affirms. 
Mr. Smith asks that the members raise their hands and be identified. Chairman Bruce explains the 
previous hearing and advises the members to raise their hands and be identified. 
PUBLIC HEARING 
6:35p.m. 
(ZV2011-2) A Variance request by Edward & Carole Galloway to vary access-road specifications 
under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply to the Galloway's 
platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary approval and final approval 
is pending following this hearing. The variance request applies to an approximate 2,000 foot 
roadway providing access between Middle Road and the proposed subdivision. The details of the 
variance request follow: 
Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and down to 15 feet 
at the actual property line; 
Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by§ D.4.d to 18 feet and down 
to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required by § B. 
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This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman Creek 
area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Clearwater County; Zoned Low Density Rural 
District F -1. 
Definitions displayed for the Commission's review. Chairman Bruce opened the public hearing and 
asked the applicants to present themselves. MR. EDWARD AND CAROLE GALLOWAY [524 
GALLOWAY DR, LENORE, ID 83541] were present. Chairman Bruce states that the Commission 
granted the three variances; however, Edward L. and Donilee E. Shinn appealed the decision to the 
Clearwater County Board of County Commissioners. Per the appeal, the Board ordered each of the 
grants of variance remanded to the Commission to receive additional evidence and conduct additional 
fact finding by virtue of an additional public hearing. The purposes of this hearing are to determine 
whether or not the element of undue hardship exists and to re-evaluate the consideration of undue 
hardship in light of the remaining items to be found before a variance can be granted. Chairman Bruce 
further advises that the Board of County Commissioners gave additional guidance and reads the 
guidance to the Commission. 
Ms. Administrator: "I move that the commission approve ZV2011-2, a variance request by Ed and 
Carole Galloway." Mr. Riccomini seconds the motion. 
Ms. Administrator presents additional staff findings and reads letter submitted by Mr. Galloway dated 
August 10, 2011, as part of his testimony. Ms. Administrator points out a few key items in the staff 
report which is presented on the easel. 
Testimony by applicant: 
EDWARD GALLOWAY (FREEMAN CREEK, LENORE, IDAHO) advises he has no testimony to 
present as his letter to Ms. Administrator covers the facts and he is open to questions. 
Chairman Bruce advises that in Mr. Galloway's letter, he uses the word 'impossible." Chairman Bruce 
asks Mr. Galloway to clarify this. Mr. Galloway advises he has a 30 foot easement and any neighbor 
who takes him to Court is not going to give him another 30 feet, so he would find it impossible. 
Chairman Bruce asks Mr. Galloway if he has purposed that he buy additional property from that 
neighbor in order to meet the easement requirements. Mr. Galloway advises he did not. 
Mr. Woolsey asks Mr. Galloway, if the variances are not granted, what would become of his property. 
Mr. Galloway advises he has no idea. Mr. Woolsey asks Mr. Galloway if he would not be able to 
develop the land. Mr. Galloway advises that is true. 
Mr. Smith asks Mr. Galloway what the width of Middle Road was when it was originally platted. Mr. 
Galloway advises that as far as he can tell it was 50 feet wide. 
Mr. Nation asks Mr. Galloway which neighbor would not give him an easement. Mr. Galloway advises 
it would be Ed Shinn and his wife. 
No supporting testimony. 
Opposing testimonies: 
DON INGLE [3592 FREEMAN CREEK ROAD, LENORE, ID 83541] advises he has approached Mr. 
Galloway, trying to come up with a reasonable price to buy the property, but Mr. Galloway has refused 
to sell it to him. Mr. Engle advises his major concern is fire access and EMS services to this subdivision 
with limited roads, particularly in the winter. Chairman Bruce advises Mr. Engle that what the 
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Commission is trying to determine is whether or not there is undue hardship for Mr. Galloway. Mr. 
Riccomini asks Mr. Engle what property he is trying to buy from Mr. Galloway. Mr. Engle advises he 
wants to buy the whole subdivision. Mr. Riccomini asks Mr. Engle if he is looking for some type of a 
price everybody would be happy with. Mr. Engle responds. 
ROGER KINYON [476 ASPEN LANE, LENORE, ID 83541] advises he has the 250 acres behind this 
property and asks ifthe variance, when he develops his 250 acres, carries over to his property. Chairman 
Bruce advises Mr. Kinyon that the Commission's concern is proving whether or not there is undue 
hardship for the Galloways.. Mr. Woolsey advises the plat map shows no continuing roads, they both 
terminate in cul-de-sacs. Mr. Riccomini asks which property he owns. Mr. Kinyon responds. Ms. 
Administrator advises Mr. Kinyon that the standards in the ordinances apply to everybody. 
GARY JONES [1304 IDAHO STREET, LEWISTON, ID 83501] advises he is an attorney representing 
Ed and Donilee Shinn. Mr. Jones advises the Commission that there are really only 2 issues that are 
being decided, the 60 foot to a 30 foot and the 24 foot to the 18 foot. Mr. Jones advises that the third 
issue has been determined sufficiently. 
Mr. Jones advises that Clearwater County has a subdivision ordinance and if it is outdated, it needs to be 
changed. Mr. Jones asks that 9 pictures be introduced as exhibits for the record. Mr. Jones advises 1, 2 
and 3 shows east of the proposed roadway and 4 shows the property as it leaves Middle Road. Mr. 
Ketchum asks that Mr. Jones identify the pictures by the number. Chairman Bruce asks Mr. Jones if he 
can tie it in to undue hardship. Mr. Jones responds. Mr. Woolsey asks Mr. Jones to clarify as it was his 
understanding that his question was, "that's why it was suitable to have a narrower road base." Mr. 
Jones responds. Mr. Woolsey asks if it is a hardship if a person only has 30 feet to put it in. Mr. Jones 
responds. Mr. Riccomini asks Mr. Jones if he has a picture of the gate. Mr. Jones advises he does not 
have a close up. Mr. Nation asks Mr. Jones what 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are pictures of. Mr. Jones advises 5 is 
going towards Mr. Galloway's property, and 6, 7, and 8 are looking in the other direction from Mr. 
Galloway's property back up the road towards Middle Road. Mr. Jones further advises that 9 is looking 
back towards the road. Mr. Jones informs the Commission the topography is fairly level. 
Mr. Jones advises that Mr. Galloway lists 2 reasons for hardship. One being the ordinance is outdated 
and the second being costs. Mr. Woolsey asks Mr. Jones if the Shinn's would sell Mr. Galloway more 
right-of-way. Mr. Jones advises the Commission, "probably not." Mr. Woolsey asks Mr. Jones if on a 
limited easement if the conditional use or the use of that be defmed in the easement when it was granted. 
Mr. Jones responds. 
Mr. Jones advises the Commission that they have to fmd what the areas of hardship are. Mr. Nation asks 
Mr. Jones if it is not true that the Shinn's simply do not want Mr. Galloway to develop at all. Mr. Jones 
responds. Mr. Ketchum asks the Commission how long ago did the Board grant permission for this 
subdivision. Chairman Bruce advises it has not gone through the final plat stage at the Board of County 
Commissioners' level. Ms. Administrator advises the plat will not go through the final hearing until the 
variance issue is resolved. 
Written correspondence: 
Letter dated February 11, 2011, from Sam Charles, Ponderosa Area Manager Idaho Department of 
Lands. Based on the documentation provided to IDL, the development will not impact Sate Trust Lands 
at this time. Ms. Administrator further advises the letter was submitted back in March when the 
application was heard the first time, but IDL wanted to resubmit it. 
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No other testimony. 
Rebuttal by applicant: 
Mr. Galloway asks to see the pictures that were presented. Mr. Galloway addresses the Commission 
regarding the 1979 subdivision ordinances. Mr. Galloway advises the Commission he has 13 hardships. 
Mr. Galloway requests the Commission to pass the variances and send it back to the Board of County 
Commissioners. 
Hearing is closed to public comments. 
Debate and Discussion by the Commission: 
Chairman Bruce questions Mr. Jones about testimony from Mr. Ingle stating the road has deep cuts, but 
the pictures show the land is easy, sloping, rolling and flat. Mr. Jones advises that there would be deep 
cuts as far as the snow is concerned, but as far as the construction is concerned it is pretty level. 
Mr. Ketchum comments that (the problem) is a 30 foot easement to a piece of property that has been 
platted and approved by this Commission. Chairman Bruce advises that the Commission approved the 
preliminary plat, but cannot approve the final plat. Mr. Ketchum further comments that it is highly 
unlikely that there is going to be a 60 foot easement in order to build an adequate road, so Mr. Galloway 
is stuck with a 30 foot easement and Rob Simon says an 18 foot road (driving surface) would fit. Mr. 
Ketchum advises the hardship is that there is no way to accomplish the things that are required by the 
ordinance. 
Mr. Smith comments on the fire code brought up by Mr. Ingle. The fire code does say 20 foot width 
(driving surface). Mr. Smith advises that he is unsure if the State Fire Marshall allows that width to be 
reduced by a local fire official or by another mechanism. Mr. Woolsey advises that he does not believe 
the Commissioners have adopted that in any of the ordinances, so he does not know that it is pertinent. 
Mr. Smith advises that the County has not adopted the fire code; however in lack of a county fire code, it 
does fall to the State Fire Marshall. Mr. Woolsey advises there are roads in Clearwater County that are 
not 20 feet wide. Ms. Administrator advises that the ordinance and the variance that they are deemed 
under: the Commission is not under the fire code. Mr. Ketchum comments on fire codes. Mr. Smith 
states a question, "Does the State Fire Marshall have the authority to regulate the width of the road in our 
lack of having a fire code?'' Ms. Administrator advises that she does have a copy of the International 
Fire Code of 2006 in her office. Mr. Riccomini comments that this has been done on other variances 
and in other parts of the county. Chairman Bruce advises that the Commission has to analysis each 
application on its own merit. 
Chairman Bruce comments that the Shinn's will not sell property to Mr. Galloway so that he can achieve 
the standard, a 60 foot easement, then he is confronted with a hardship. Mr. Nation advises that it is his 
opinion also and Mr. Galloway's solution would be to go to 20 acre or larger lots. Mr. Nation further 
advises that he is convinced that Mr. Galloway is trying to comply with the intent of the ordinance as far 
as regulating the growth of development, but does need the variance in order to proceed with that type of 
development. Mr. Nation advises that the Commission has taken each application on its own (merit) and 
applied variances in one situation or another. Chairman Bruce states that is the tool that the ordinance 
provides, but questions, "Is the Commission violating a State law with the width 18 instead of 20?" Mr. 
Ketchum advises the International Fire Code recommends 20 foot minimal width, but it can be varied. 
Ms. Administrator asks Mr. Smith if he is referring to the ordinance that such variance would not violate 
the provisions of the Idaho Code. Ms. Administrator states that if Mr. Ketchum is saying that within the 
fire code it allows variances, then they are not breaking State law. Mr. Smith responds. Ms. 
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Administrator advises she sent the agenda to all of the public subdivisions, which includes the fire 
chiefs, and if Mr. Howard Weeks from the Evergreen Fire District had concerns of violations, would he 
not have submitted a concern? 
No further comments from Mr. Nation, Mr. Riccomini, or Mr. Smith. Mr. Woolsey advises that it is his 
impression that the Board was seeking to have additional facts added into the record. Mr. Woolsey feels 
that there are some hardships that the property owner has no control over and would classify it as undue 
hardships. Mr. Woolsey advises that there is not an opportunity for the applicant to get additional 
easement to meet the letter of the code, through his best efforts or not. Therefore, the Commission is 
imposing a hardship on him to require something that Mr. Simon said would be an adequate road to 
serve homes in that area. Mr. Woolsey is inclined to approve it with the additional findings and send it 
back to the Board of County Commissioners for their final judgment. 
Mr. Smith comments that it is not reasonable to have a 24 foot wide (road) bed on a 30 foot wide 
easement. Chairman Bruce advises that there is no practical way for Mr. Galloway to increase that 
easement. Mr. Smith states there is no opportunity to expand the easement. Chairman Bruce asks if Mr. 
Smith agrees that that would be an undue hardship. Mr. Smith does not agree it is an undue hardship. 
Chairman Bruce asks Mr. Galloway when he purchased the property. Mr. Galloway advised he 
purchased the property in 1985. 
Mr. Riccomini concurs with Mr. Woolsey that because he only has a 30 foot easement and he cannot 
obtain a greater easement than that to build a road, then that is an undue hardship. Mr. Nation has 
already made his opinion. Mr. Ketchum advises that that is his point of view. Mr. Brown agrees. Mr. 
Steiner agrees. 
Chairman Bruce asks Ms. Administrator, "From the standpoint of other undue hardship factors, what the 
Commission has to establish for what the Board of County Commissioners want?" Ms. Administrator 
states that, "Are those special circumstances such that failure to grant the variance would cause undue 
hardship to the developer?" Ms. Administrator advises that Mr. Galloway cannot develop his property 
into those lots and that could be deemed an undue hardship. Ms. Administrator states that, "Would strict 
compliance with the requirement of this ordinance result in inhibiting the achievement of the objectives 
of the ordinance or nullify the purpose of the ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan?'' Ms. Administrator 
comments that there are points in the Comprehensive Plan that state that, we would like to keep the 
rural-ness of the county." Ms. Administrator advises that Rob Simon states that it is not an unsafe road. 
Chairman Bruce reads from the Comprehensive Plan. As far as general planning goals, the Commission 
has to provide for protection of private property rights and need to preserve the rural nature of 
development that has historically occurred in Clearwater County. 
Mr. Ketchum asks Chairman Bruce if the Commission talked about public/private road. Chairman 
Bruce advises Mr. Ketchum that it is not a factor. 
There being no further debate or discussion among the Commission, Chairman Bruce puts the motion to 
a vote. The question is, "shall the Commission reapprove ZV2011-2, a variance request by Ed and 
Carole Galloway?" The motion is carried unanimously. 
Ms. Administrator advises that all the stipulations as guidance that the Board of County Commissioners 
requested the Commission to consider has been done, along with the testimony provided and the 
applicant's written correspondence. 
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Chairman Bruce thanks everyone for participating in this hearing. Chairman Bruce advises that the 
instructions on how to appeal are on Page 42 in the Subdivision Ordinance. 
NEW & PENDING BUSINESS 
None 
ADJOURNMENT 
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(Thereupon the following oral proceedings 
were had as follows, to-wit:) 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Good evening. A quorum being 
4 present the meeting will come to order. Please stand 
5 and join me in the pledge to our Nation's flag. 
6 I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United 
7 States of America, and to the republic for which it 
8 stands, one nation, under God, indivisible with liberty 
9 and justice for all. You may be seated. Ms. Kaufman, 
10 would you brief us on our emergency procedures 
11 response. 
12 MS. KAUFMAN: We are right here in this room. 
13 All of the exits are marked in green for the out --
14 going out of the courtroom, and all exits have an exit 
15 slgn. We are here. If there was to happen to be an 
16 emergency we can either go out this door or this door, 
17 depending. The rules say to help all those in danger, 
18 evacuate all persons, including checking the restrooms, 
19 unlock and close doors, go to the nearest exit and meet 
20 outside the building grass area behind Wells Fargo, and 
21 don't go back until it's safe. So hopefully we don't 
22 have to do that, but just a quick overview. These are 
23 the stairs that go out in front of the courthouse, or 
24 these come back behind by the county commissioners 
25 office out towards the parking lot. 




1 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Ms. Kaufman. Next I 
2 would like to introduce the people that are part of our 
3 planning and zoning commission. Start with 
4 Ms. Kaufman, she's our planning and zoning 
5 administrator. She's also an ex-officio member of this 
6 commission, and Ms. Norris is our recording secretary. 
7 We also have a couple of other ex-officio members: 
8 Mr. Simon, he's the Clearwater County Bridge Road 
9 Department Chief, and Mr. Helkey is the representative 
10 from the North Central Health District. The commission 
11 is we have Mr. Woolsey, Mr. Brown, Mr. Riccomini, and 
12 you're probably wondering why he's sitting over there 
13 by himself. He's got a neck injury, and it's a lot 
14 better if he can sit in that chair. Mr. Nation, 
15 Mr. Nation is also our vice chairman. 
16 
17 
MR. NATION: Not by choice. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Eikum, Mr. Ketchum, Mr. 
18 Steiner. I'm Mr. Bruce, your chairman. First business 
19 in order is the adoption of the agenda. Did each 
20 member receive a copy of the agenda? Are there any 
21 changes or corrections to the agenda? 
22 MR. EIKUM: My last name is spelled E-i-k-u-m. 
23 It says, E-i-c-h-u-m. 
24 
25 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Where is that at? 
MR. EIKUM: Page 3 of 3. 







UNKNOWN PERSON: Picky, picky, picky. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: That's the minutes. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: We're talking about the agenda 
4 right now. 
5 
6 
MR. EIKUM: Oh, I'm sorry. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: No change to the agenda? 
7 There's no changes then, the agenda is approved as 
8 published. Next business ln order is the approval of 
9 the minutes. Each member receive a copy of the 
10 minutes? Are there any corrections to the minutes? 
11 
12 
MR. EIKUM: Yes, E-i-k-u-m. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. Would you note that, 
13 Ms. Norris. Is there any other changes or corrections 
14 to the minutes? If not, the minutes are approved as 
15 corrected. 
16 The next business ln order is the hearings for 
17 the applications listed ln the agenda. We have four 
18 hearings tonight. Before we get into these hearings I 
19 would like to go over how we run public hearing 
20 procedures that we use. This commission must conduct 
21 its meetings ln accordance with the provisions of 
22 Idaho's Open Meeting Law Manual, Idaho's Land Use 
23 Planning Act, the county's zoning and subdivision 
24 ordinances, commission's bylaws, and the procedures 
25 outlined in Roberts Rules of Order. Idaho Code and the 




1 Land Use Planning Act requlre the commission to conduct 
2 hearings open to public comment for certain items of 
3 business. Today's hearings will be classified as 
4 quasi-judicial. We can also function in a 
5 quasi-legislative capacity, but that won't happen 
6 tonight. And the hearing will be conducted in 
7 accordance with the following: The Chair will open the 
8 hearing for our specific agenda item and ask if the 
9 applicant is present. The Chair will request that the 
10 administrator present a motion for the agenda item. 
11 All motions are presented in the affirmative or 
12 positive form. Commission members will declare 
13 conflicts of interest, if any. Commission members may 
14 at any point during a hearing direct questions germane 
15 to the hearing to the administrator. Other ex-officio 
16 members, the applicant, and citizens must refrain from 
17 debate until the close of public comments. Now, on 
18 that particular area I want (inaudible) people that are 
19 going to testify concentrate on giving us all the 
20 information that we need to make a decision. Once we 
21 close the hearing to public comment we're going to be 
22 very strict about any follow-up comments after that. 
23 The administrator will present staff findings. The 
24 Chair states the motion and opens the hearing to public 
25 comment. The public hearing will begin with the 




1 applicant and proceed to those in support of the 
2 application. Next the Chair will allow testimony from 
3 citizens opposing the application. The Chair will ask 
4 the administrator for written correspondence from 
5 citizens. The Chair will ask for any further 
6 testimony, and finally give the applicant an 
7 opportunity to rebut. The Chair will close the hearing 
8 to public comment and open to debate and discussion by 
9 the commission. During the course of that debate and 
10 discussion it's possible that a commission member may 
11 want to ask an individual that testified for 
12 clarification on a point, and if it appears that it's 
13 new information, then we'll allow those that want to 
14 provide a countering point of view to state so, but 
15 we're going to try and stay away from that. I want 
16 that testimony upfront before we close the hearing to 
17 public comment. The applicant will always have the 
18 last word regardless. 
19 When the debate is complete the Chair will put 
20 the motion to a vote and announce the results. Prior 
' 
21 to closing the hearing the Chair will explain following 
22 actions and, if necessary, the process for appeal. Are 
23 there any questions as to how we're going to run this 
24 hearing this evening? Thank you. 
25 The hearing for Agenda Item No. ZV2011-2, a 




1 request for a varlance by Edward and Carole Galloway is 
2 now open. I recognize the applicants. They are right 
3 here on the front row. With regard to the follow-on 
4 hearing -- with regard to a follow-on hearing for the 
5 full plat stage of a (inaudible) subdivision named 
6 South Fork Estates. This request is to use the 
7 variance provision from the Clearwater County 
8 Subdivision Ordinance to modify the standards for the 
9 access road by asking, one, for a reduction in the 
10 minimum right-of-way width standard from 60 feet to 
11 30 feet, except for 15 feet of the property line. Two, 
12 for a reduction in the surface or finished width from 
13 24 feet to 18 feet, except for 15 feet at the property 
14 line; and, three, set aside the requirement to dedicate 
15 the access road to public use. Article 4 Sections B 
16 and D establish the minimum standards for access roads. 
17 Article 8 of the subdivision ordinance establishes the 
18 circumstances and procedures for granting a variance. 
19 The property is zoned F1, which is the low 
20 density rural district. The property is located in 
21 Section 9, Township 37 North, and Range 01 East, in the 
22 Freeman Creek area with access to Middle Road, 
23 Clearwater County, Idaho. The property is not within 
24 an area of city impact. The commission may, by 
25 majority vote grant, conditionally grant, deny, or 




1 postpone a decision until a new public hearing shall be 
2 called on the application. The Chair requests that the 
3 administrator present a motion for agenda item 
4 ZV2011-2. 
5 MS. KAUFMAN: I move that the commlSSlOn approve 




CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Is there a second to the motion? 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Second. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Who seconded? For the record 
10 (inaudible) recommend. Are there members of the 
11 commission who wish to declare a conflict of interest? 




MS. KAUFMAN: No, I do not. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: A motion has been made and 
16 seconded. The question is: Shall the commission grant 
17 approval of the main motion that is presented by our 
18 administrator? The hearing is now open to public 
19 comment. Those who testify must come forward and state 
20 their name and address. I want you to come forward to 
21 this podium, if you will, and state your name and 
22 address. Before we begin that testimony, Ms. Kaufman, 
23 do you have anything that showed what a variance is --
24 the definition of a variance, or can you summarize that 
25 for us? 




1 MS. KAUFMAN: Well, the varlance -- the reason 
2 for a variance is as a result of unique circumstances 
3 such as topographical, physical limitations as herein 
4 defined from provisions of this ordinance on a finding 
5 that undue hardship results from the strict compliance 
6 with specific provisions of requirements of this 
7 ordinance, or that the application such requirements or 
8 provision is impractical. 
9 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you very much, 
10 Ms. Kaufman. Does the applicant have testimony to 
11 clarify or support their application? The Chair 
12 recommends that the applicant present testimony. If 
13 you wouldn't mind, gentlemen, if you would all remove 
14 your hats, please. 
15 MR. GALLOWAY: I'm Ed Galloway, 524 Galloway 
16 Drive, Lenore, Idaho. My wife Carole and I are 
17 subdividing a piece of land we've owned for 30 years, 
18 approximately. I'm assuming everybody had already read 
19 the stuff that come out in the packet, but I'll 
20 highlight it a little bit on what we're doing here. 
21 This subdivision has already been passed by this 
22 commission. It was passed without any reference to the 
23 external road, which is the road -- the straight road 
24 across the field. At the time the planning and zoning 
25 administrator said this commission couldn't address 




1 exterior roads. The cornmlSSlon approved it. They 
2 approved it with -- the only variance we had then, I 
3 believe, was we reduced interior roads from the 
4 required 24-foot to 18-foot. There was nothing done 
5 exterior whatsoever because the zoning ordinance --
6 zoning or subdivision 
7 UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
8 MR. GALLOWAY: I get the two of them mixed up. 
9 But somewhere in the ordinances there's a reference to 
10 interior and exterior roads. You know, we have another 
11 subdivision that was presented on the same day this one 
12 was. It was approved, finalized, recorded and 
13 partially sold. And it's the same way, there's no 
14 reference to exterior roads. This is about 2000-feet 
15 from Middle Road to my subdivision. The other one was 
16 approved was 4,000 feet with no reference. We run into 
17 a little bottle neck here -- I believe it was on the 
18 final plat. You can see that circle there. What 
19 happened there was --
20 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: You want to come in here and 
21 point this out and make it easier (inaudible.) 
22 
23 
MR. GALLOWAY: You got a pointer? Right here. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Can you turn it so the people 
24 here can also see it? 
25 MR. GALLOWAY: They don't want to see me. Right 




1 here lS the place in question. What happened is we 
2 were given a right-of-way across this property owned by 
3 Don -- what was his name? 
4 UNKNOWN PERSON: Johnson. 
5 MR. GALLOWAY: Johnson. And this was his dad 
6 Harold Johnson. Don glve us 15-feet on the east side 
7 of that section line, and Harold give us 15-feet on the 
8 west side, plus another 15-feet on the east side for 
9 utilities only. Well, as it turned out, even though 
10 our easement reads that we have a 30-foot access to our 
11 property, as it turns out when the writing was put into 
12 a picture, this 15-feet on the west side -- this is our 
13 property, so we basically have 30-feet and only the 
14 east 15 go into our property. You know, this is not 
15 only it's a prescriptive road also. There's a 
16 prescriptive easement here dating clear back into the 
17 late 1800s. There was a house on the property when we 
18 bought it, and this road has been used basically 
19 forever for all we're concerned with here. But as a 
20 lot of roads ln Clearwater County and they still exist 
21 all over the county. There's prescriptive easements 
22 that aren't in writing. So Don and Harold give us a 
23 written easement before they sold this land. You know, 
24 our original plan was to go to court and get the 
25 written easement to match the on-ground easement. The 




1 county attorney --we were looking at 20 to $50,000 to 
2 do that. Any time you go to court it's a minimum of 
3 50. The county attorney said, why don't you just get a 
4 varlance. The county had no problem with a variance. 
5 So the problem-- the thing is we've got 30-feet 
6 that's the section corner right there. Our gate lS on 
7 this side. The gate of the prescriptive easement is 
8 27-feet, the existing road, which we will keep. We'll 
9 keep all the prescriptive easements. So the varlance 
10 that we're after is for a miniscule distance of about 
11 nothing. We need to go to 15-feet and then back to 60 
12 because all interior right-of-ways are 60-feet. And 
13 the county attorney wanted us while were are at it --
14 because there's some defugalties here, whether or not 
15 the county has jurisdiction exterior to a 
16 subdivision -- he wanted us to put in for these other 
17 two variances. One is from 60 down to 30 for the 
18 right-of-way, and the other one is from 24 down to 18 
19 for the finished surface road. And I guess I could go 
20 back to the-- that's all I (inaudible), Mr. Chairman. 
21 
22 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you. 
MR. GALLOWAY: It was -- we had reports at the 
23 original meeting that there was no problem getting that 
24 road across there wide enough that it would be usable, 
25 even though we didn't address it. Ar1d that's the 




1 reason we went interior down to 18-feet because -- you 
2 know, it's a long story. I've been before this P and Z 
3 for over 30 years numerous times, and ln a nutshell our 
4 zoning and subdivision ordinance is a mess. You know, 
5 we've been 30 years. We finally have a new comp plan. 
6 Even though I'm not under the new comp plan our 
7 subdivision does, you know, adhere to some of the new 
8 comp plan, and I'll read you some of that. 
9 You know, it says, provide for the protection of 
10 private property rights. That's probably the most 
11 important right we have as an American citizen. The 
12 members of this commlSSlon took an oath to uphold the 
13 Constitution of the United States, and I fully expect 
14 them to do that. Having said that, we can go into, you 
15 know, these subdivisions I fully agreed shouldn't harm 
16 the neighbors. This subdivision doesn't harm anybody. 
17 It's actually a win-win for the county. We're going to 
18 have 10 houses on the subdivision. They're 6 to 12 
19 acre lots, I believe. They were originally all 10, but 
20 it didn't block out that way. What you see up there 
21 will be the -- that's the preliminary plat. It will 
22 also be the final plat. The final plat is the same as 
23 the preliminary. So we pay taxes on that little piece 
24 of land, $96 a year, and when it's subdivided it will 
25 bring in 10 to 20,000 a year for the county. So, you 




1 know, my wife and I have spent our whole life on 
2 Freeman Creek. I was born on Freeman Creek. And our 
3 main objective our whole life was provide jobs for us 
4 and everybody else. 25 years ago there was three 
5 houses within an alr mile of us. Now there's 60 plus. 
6 It isn't all our doing, but a lot of it is. We've 
7 provided a lot of jobs for carpenters, plumbers, 
8 electricians, you name it, concrete, excavation. 
9 Freeman Creek has been a rather busy place for 
10 the last 25 years. People coming and going and 
11 building. A good portion of Freeman Creek is not 
12 permanent residents, it's part-time, summer. Whether 
13 we like it or not, Freeman Creek is going to develop 
14 because of the lake. You know, that's -- it's a 
15 recreation area. It's not a rich man's paradise, but 
16 it's a poor man's paradise. And we've sold a lot of 
17 land to young couples with kids to get out, and that 
18 was our objective. Let's go on with the comp plan. 
19 It's easy to get sidetracked, and I'll try not 
20 to. Promote, sustain economic development. We meet 
21 that one. Preserve the rural nature of development 
22 that has historically occurred in Clearwater County. 
23 Well, we meet that one. If you want to talk historic, 
24 I've been there 65 years. And plan future growth in 
25 accordance with existing developmental patterns. 




1 Freeman Creek will develop. It already has, and I will 
2 as long as I'm here try to continue. 
3 Clearwater County lS a dying county. Freeman 
4 Creek is one portion of the county that is not dying. 
5 General land use policies: Encourage the protection of 
6 productive timberlands from residential development. 
7 This isn't a residential development. This is the low 
8 density rural development, which is the main 
9 subdivision that the market wants nowadays, and they 
10 have for quite a few years. It's a dead-end 
11 subdivision. If you'll look in your packet you'll see 
12 that we have restrictions. What do you call them? 
13 
14 
UNKNOWN PERSON: CC&Rs. 
MR. GALLOWAY: CC&Rs on this which limits one 
15 residential dwelling per lot, no future subdividing. 
16 You'll find a subdivision like this is very friendly to 
17 timber because the people that buy it, you know, 
18 they're -- they love their trees. And one that we did 
19 do, and there's a reason for it, it says in your 
20 (inaudible) plan encourage the platting of 
21 subdivisions. There was nothing stopping Carole and I 
22 from selling this in 20s, and we'd have had to do 
23 nothing, no roads, no surveying, no nothing. But two 
24 reasons we didn't: One, we do develop land. It's sort 
25 of an offshoot of a lifetime of logging and ranching. 




1 And I ' m sure everybody here that works knows Clearwater 
2 County, you don ' t just do one thing . You do everything 
3 that you can possibly do to stay alive , so we do 
4 develop land . So we have -- got a question on , Bobbi . 
5 What we ' re on right now is different . There ' s two of 
6 them here for us . 
7 MS . KAUFMAN : That ' s the background part . The 
8 background was the same for both packets . 
9 MR . GALLOWAY : But we ' re under ZV2011- 2 , that ' s 
10 different from this . 
11 MS . KAUFMAN : Yes , we have two hearings . This 
12 first hearing is just on the road , and then the second 
13 hearing (inaudible . ) But we have to do this before we 
14 can do this . 
15 MR . GALLOWAY : Thanks . 
16 MS . KAUFMAN : But that ' s okay because they both 
17 kind of coincide . 
18 MR . GALLOWAY : Yeah . So should I not talk about 
19 the second one right now? 
20 MS . KAUFMAN : It ' s okay. You can do whatever you 
21 want . It ' s your application . 
22 MR . GALLOWAY: So I think I 've generally covered 
23 it , this first one for the variances . Like I said, it 
24 passed this commission unanimously. It went to the 
25 county commissioners and passed unani mously there . You 
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1 probably have the findings of fact from the county 
2 commlSSloners. But we found --we found later after 
3 the county commissioners passed it that it doesn't go 
4 to the county commissioners. It stops here, the 
5 preliminary plat. Am I right on that? 
6 MS. KAUFMAN: Yes. 
7 MR. GALLOWAY: Okay. I've done a lot of 
8 subdivisions and they have all went to the county 
9 commlSSloners. The one we had approved, which isn't 
10 ours it was one we worked up for a neighbor, it passed 
11 here. Went to the county commissioners, then the final 
12 come back and passed here and went to the county 
13 commissioners, and it's recorded and being sold. 
14 I'm not real sure -- I guess all the defugality 
15 here on this particular one is to see if we can get 
16 some sort of order in our ordinances; that's what it 
17 appears to me to be. But I would like you to keep ln 
18 mind that it has passed. And we have letters from the 
19 county attorney, you know, advising us how to get this 
20 to meet county specs. And as you're looking at it 
21 right there and reading about it it does meet county 
22 specs, and it's fully within the powers of this 
23 commission to grant these variances. They're granted 
24 here, and they don't go to the county commissioners. 
25 All that goes to the county commissioners is final 





2 So, Mr. Chairman, wanted me to cover everything. 
3 I would gladly do that if I knew what questions you had 
4 to ask. So, Charlie, you got a question, I'll answer 
5 it. 
6 MR. NATION: On the just to clarify on the 
7 access road what we're -- on the first part here on the 
8 variance what you're wanting to do is vary the width 
9 down to 30-feet up until the property line, then go 
10 down to 15-feet; is that right? 
11 MR. GALLOWAY: I have a 30-foot easement from the 
12 county road to my property line. 
13 MR. NATION: Okay. 
14 MR. GALLOWAY: Okay. We want to vary -- yeah, we 










MR. NATION: Okay. 
MR. GALLOWAY: And the road from 24 to 18. 
MR. NATION: .That's inside the subdivision? 
MR. GALLOWAY: No, that's outside, too. 
MR. NATION: Okay. 
MR. GALLOWAY: So there's three variances there. 
MR. NATION: Right. 
MR. GALLOWAY: Right-of-way, road, and then when 
25 we hit the property line for whatever the thickness of 




1 a property line lS we have to drop to 15-feet on the 
2 road. 
3 MR. NATION: Okay. 
4 MR. GALLOWAY: Am I right there? On just the 
5 road. 
6 MR. NATION: All right. 
7 MR. GALLOWAY: So, you know, the site picture is 
8 good. We've had everybody look at it. Not today, not 
9 recently, but they've all looked at it before, and our 
10 county attorney said there's no problem reducing the 
11 road width on paper for the width of a property line, 
12 whatever that ls, and then go back to the 18-foot road. 




MR. NATION: Okay. 
MR. GALLOWAY: And then-- yeah, that's the whole 
17 variance. The external variance it was determined we 
18 didn't need it. But I'm okay with going back to get 
19 it. You know, I would really question whether the 
20 commission here would have a right not to grant it 
21 because it's already been approved, but I'll --
22 that's --
23 MR. NATION: That's all I had. I just wanted to 
24 clarify where the-- exactly what we're looking at as 
25 far as the problem area. 




1 MR. GALLOWAY: What Mr. Chairman wants here is no 
2 further comment later on, but I'll just bring up the 
3 fact that 50 years ago this June I went to work peeling 
4 poles in Clearwater County, and I've worked here ever 
5 slnce. And it's really hard for me to sit here and you 
6 gentlemen debate my private property, which is the 
7 fruits of my labor, and I got to sit here and listen 
8 to -- the last time I listened to the commission ask 
9 questions amongst themselves that I knew the answer to, 
10 was not allowed to give it. So I would really 
11 appreciate it, even after the end of discussion, you 
12 know, if you have a question the Chairman will allow 
13 you to ask, I'm sure, because we're the ones that have 
14 put ln the labor to buy this land, and we're the ones 
15 that want to get the labor out of it. I have one --
16 maybe we can address this when Rob Simon comes up, 
17 assuming he is. 
18 
19 
MS. KAUFMAN: Yes. 
MR. GALLOWAY: Existing culverts be replaced by 
20 18-inch diameter culverts. LHTAC standards call for 
21 12. So I would like us to address that when it comes 
22 up. 
23 MS. KAUFMAN: That's a condition for the final 
24 platting process. 
25 MR. GALLOWAY: Pardon? 




1 MS . KAUFMAN : That will be a condition once we go 
2 to the final platting process. 
3 MR . GALLOWAY : Okay . I ' m golng to read over a 
4 few things I ' ve got highlighted to see what we missed 
5 so -- because you only get one shot at it . 
6 
7 
MR . KETCHUM : (Inaudible) I got a question . 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE : Do you want to ask him a 
8 question? 
9 MR . KETCHUM : I have one question . Actually I 
10 have a few . 
11 CHAIRMAN BRUCE : Wait a second . Do you want to 
12 accept questions now or do you want to continue the 
13 'testimony? 
14 MR . GALLOWAY : Sure, I'm ready . 
15 MR . KETCHUM: I read a lot of this stuff . It ' s 
16 like reading county history, and I ' m a newbie at this . 
17 MR . GALLOWAY : It ' s like swallowing sand ; isn ' t 
18 it? 
19 MR . KETCHUM : But I saw this other plat map that 
20 Bobbi you furnished in our last packet and had a 
21 subdivision to the north of you that had a 60 - foot wide 
22 easement ln it . Just out of curiosity, why didn ' t you 
23 use that as an access or is that other property or 
24 what ' s the - -
2 5 MR . GALLOWAY: I don ' t own that easement . I own 
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MR. KETCHUM: So that wasn't an option. 
MR. GALLOWAY: That wasn't an option. 
MS. KAUFMAN: And for clarification, Deryl, 
5 that's a non-platted subdivision of 20 acres, so 
6 therefore that road would not be dedicated to public 




MR. GALLOWAY: We did pursue that. 
MR. KETCHUM: It looks obvious so I'm sure you 
11 did. I just didn't know that. 
12 MR. GALLOWAY: And we pursued other options, and 
13 there's other options still out there. But as of right 
14 now we own this right-of-way here so that's what we're 
15 up to. 
16 
17 
MR. KETCHUM: Okay, that -- no, never mind. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: This is your time, gentlemen. I 
18 would like for you to address any questions that you 
19 have to him so we can get as much as possible and 
20 (inaudible.) 
21 MS. KAUFMAN: Ed, I wanted to let the commission 
22 know why what happened in the past. The previous 
23 administrator in our ordinance under dedications and 
24 under some of this other things it said with any 
25 proposed subdivision. The word was in -- got us 




1 confused about the road requirements. This 1s for the 
2 dedication part. I did get legal advice of why we had 
3 to come back with a var1ance. So because legal said we 
4 didn't have a variance for this road is why Ed had to 
5 come back. But that rule under section B, dedications, 
6 under Article 4 of the subdivision ordinance is why 
7 this first was kind of missed. So if -- it was just a 
8 misinterpretation of the code. 




MS . KAUFMAN: Yeah. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: The var1ance states that we're 
13 trying to get a variance from 60-foot wide easement to 
14 a 30-foot wide easement, but I don't see that a 60-foot 




MS. KAUFMAN: It doesn't. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: How do we 




UNKNOWN PERSON: Right. How can you get a --
UNKNOWN PERSON: It exists in the subdivision 
22 ordinance. 
23 UNKNOWN PERSON: Well, right ln the subdivision 
24 ordinance, but there is no 60-foot easement that 
25 exists, yeah. 






MS. KAUFMAN: Right. 
MR. GALLOWAY: We're asking for a variance for 
3 the requirement for a 60-foot easement down to the 
4 existing 30-foot. See, they're required to have 60 
5 according to the subdivision ordinance. 
6 UNKNOWN PERSON: That seems like it's only 
7 required if you can acquire it. If there's no chance 
8 of acquiring that then you're basically land-locked. 
9 UNKNOWN PERSON: Well, then the person is 
10 their (inaudible) is to do what Mr. (inaudible) lS 
11 doing, which is to come ln and request a variance. 
12 UNKNOWN PERSON: Okay. 
13 MR. GALLOWAY: If you'll go into your comp plan 
14 you'll see-- and I don't think I can show it to you. 
15 I think the Chairman has spent enough time ln this. He 
16 knows exactly what page it's on. 
17 
18 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
MR. GALLOWAY: The comp plan addresses historical 
19 and customary. You know, this is a historical 
20 easement, and you're right, there's no way I can tell 
21 the landowners what I want. It's what I got. So if it 
22 was a steep hillside or something 30-feet wouldn't do 
23 it. You know, I'm a road builder, and you're not going 
24 to build an 18-foot road on a 30-foot easement on a 
25 slope. But this is level basically. And we can get a 




1 good 18-foot road, all-weather road, on a 30-foot 
2 easement because there's very few slopes. Other 
3 questions? 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Woolsey, do you have any 
5 questions? 
6 MR. WOOLSEY: No, I don't have any questions at 









CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Brown? 
MR. BROWN: (Inaudible.) 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Riccomini? 
MR. RICCOMINI: No. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Nation? 
MR. NATION: (Inaudible.) 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Eikurn? 
MR. EIKUM: Yes. How wide a road surface would 
16 you be able to obtain there at the bottleneck where it 
17 goes to 15? Would you still even get 15 or 12, 10? 
18 MR. GALLOWAY: No, 15, a full 15. See, I have a 
19 prescriptive easement going through there, and it's 
20 27-feet wide. My gate's a -- it's a 16 or a 20, and 
21 it's been there since I've owned the place, and the 
22 road went to a residence there. I have maps of this 
23 whole area. There was roads everywhere until one 
24 landowner in the '50s bought up a lot of land and he 
25 did away with a lot of roads, and so they disappeared. 




1 MR. EIKUM: My problem isn't so much with the 
2 easement or even the road width, but it's the private 
3 road accessing a class B subdivision. I mean, you 
4 talked earlier about private property rights and how 
5 important they were. I don't know that I've ever 
6 not in the almost three years I've been on this 
7 commlSSlon that we've seen a private property accessing 
8 a class B subdivision, period. 
9 MR. GALLOWAY: Well, just like I just told you, I 
10 have another one, a private road 4,000-feet. 
11 
12 
MR. EIKUM: That's before my time, I guess. 
MR. GALLOWAY: This was -- it was brought before 
13 this conmrrission the same day this one was, and this is 
14 our subdivision, and the other one was a neighbor's. 
15 So we worked on it and got it done and kind of let this 
16 one hang for a while. But it was approved and 
17 recorded. And that's where the previous administrator 
18 said the county has no jurisdiction exterior. But ln 
19 meeting with the county attorney on his opinion is the 
20 county does have exterior. So I don't know if I 
21 covered your question. I don't quite understand your 
22 question. 
23 MR. EIKUM: Well, how would the private road be 
24 maintained outside the subdivision? Who would maintain 
25 it? 




1 MR. GALLOWAY: Well, you have a road maintenance 
2 agreement there. 
3 MR. EIKUM: But that only covers what is inside 







MR. GALLOWAY: No, it covers it all. 
MR. EIKUM: I'm sitting here reading it. 
MR. GALLOWAY: What does it say? 
MS. KAUFMAN: The CC&Rs? 
MR. EIKUM: What's that? 
MS. KAUFMAN: The CC&Rs? 
MR. EIKUM: No. 
MS. KAUFMAN: Okay. 









15 MR. GALLOWAY: I think it is addendum No. 1. Is 
16 that the road maintenance agreement? 
17 
18 
MR. EIKUM: Yes. 
MR. GALLOWAY: I got it here, but it will take me 
19 a while to find it. 
20 MR. EIKUM: It starts out that the original 
21 subdividers agree to -- you and your wife agree to 
22 maintain at their expense all roads within the 
23 subdivision for a period of up to two years or until 
24 five lots are sold, whichever comes first. At that 
25 time a road maintenance committee will be formed from 




1 the owners of all lots within the subdivision, but it 
2 doesn't mention anywhere outside of this access road 
3 that we're talking about. So who maintains that road? 
4 Who plows it? Who gravels it? 
5 MR. GALLOWAY: Take your little pen and cross 
6 that out and put all roads within and leading up to. 
7 This lS a civil contract. It really has nothing to do 
8 with this commission. It's a civil contract. I didn't 
9 read that, or it didn't jump out at me. But the road 
10 maintenance agreement is for the county road. So we 
11 will -- you know, we can change that. 
12 MR. EIKUM: Is it true, Mr. Simon, that that lS 
13 public right-of-way right up to that section line, 
14 Middle Road there? 
15 
16 
MR. SIMON: Yes. It's public right-of-way to. 
MR. EIKUM: And that's maintained by the county 
17 at this time? 
18 MR. SIMON: It's public right-of-way. It's not 
19 maintained by the county to that point, but it is 
20 public right-of-way. 
21 MR. EIKUM: So you would be maintaining the road 
22 all the way back to Brown Road, then, is that how far 
23 you maintain? 
24 MR. SIMON: No. Actually the county maintains it 
25 to about halfway between the Brown Road and the access 




1 road (inaudible.) 
2 MR. GALLOWAY: Let me read to you what the county 
3 commlSSloners said. The county commissioners said in 
4 their finding of fact -- they said -- see, I had an 
5 agreement with the county commissioners to upgrade that 
6 road, the county road. We don't go clear to Brown 
7 Road. We go to -- I don't know what you call it. We 
8 call it the red gate. There used to be a red gate 
9 there. But it's probably a half a mile (inaudible) 
10 C.A. Anderson's. That's about 3300-feet from the rock 
11 place to my driveway. The county -- we went over this 
12 once before. It's not a county of right-of-way. It's 
13 a county road. Am I correct there, Bobbi? 
14 MS. KAUFMAN: You can ask Rob, he's road 
15 maintenance supervisor. 
16 MR. GALLOWAY: Well, it come up in the 
17 commissioners office, and Don Ebert tried to tell me it 
18 was a county right-of-way, which is identified 
19 different than a county road. 
20 MR. SIMON: The road is cataloged as a county 
21 road, dirt road, non-maintained, not maintained, not 
22 graded and drained. 
23 MR. GALLOWAY: But it's not a county 
24 right-of-way. A county right-of-way can be out across 
25 a field. 







MR. SIMON: That's correct, yeah. Yeah. 
MR. GALLOWAY: But this is a county road. 
MR. SIMON: Yeah, but it's a non-graded and 




MR. GALLOWAY: Right. Yeah, we agree there. 
MR. SIMON: Okay. 
MR. GALLOWAY: Okay. Chairman Ebert said there 
8 lS nothing in the ordinance dealing with condition of 
9 the county road getting to a proposed subdivision. You 
10 know, we went into this quite extensively about the 
11 condition of that road from -- it would be the 
12 3300-feet to my driveway. I agreed to the county, and 
13 it's ln here, to upgrade the road at my expense. They 
14 sent me a contract to remove the brush and slash off of 
15 it for a width of 20 -- 50-feet. Now, I removed the 
16 brush and slash off of that 3300-feet to a width of 
17 about 30-feet, I believe. Then we haven't proceeded on 
18 with the upgrade. If you'll read this, Commissioner 
19 Leach wanted me to do some turnouts. That's not a 
20 problem. It needs drained bad. There's no ditch. 
21 UNKNOWN PERSON: Which part of the road are you 
22 talking about? 
23 MR. GALLOWAY: The county road, not the driveway, 
24 the county road. The existing county road, which would 
25 be from the end of my driveway out that --




1 UNKNOWN PERSON: We aren't really concerned about 
2 that. 
3 MR. GALLOWAY: You're right. That's what I just 
4 read you. There's no provisions in the ordinance that 
5 you could be concerned with. 
6 UNKNOWN PERSON: You mentioned 3300-feet from the 
7 red gate. Is that on this county road or county 
8 right-of-way? 
9 MR. GALLOWAY: There was a gate on the road. 
10 It's no longer there. 
11 UNKNOWN PERSON: So from the red gate up to the 
12 bottleneck, we're talking about a mile, 3300 plus 
13 roughly 2000-feet? So we're talking about privately 
14 maintained a mile of road. 
15 MR. GALLOWAY: About, yeah. I have a mile of 
16 privately maintained road to my house, and it's -- you 
17 know, I can show you right in this same area privately 
18 maintained roads up to several miles, and there's no 
19 complaints. In fact, people want them private. The 
20 market wants private. They don't want the public 
21 running all over. So, you know, we build for the 
22 market because that's who buys. That's why I never 
23 understood this. You can help me out here, Bobbi. 
24 This public -- dedicated to the public. 
25 MS. KAUFMAN: Something in the ordinance that can 




1 be removed, but it was put ln there ln the '70s when it 
2 was written. 
3 MR. GALLOWAY: It was put in there when the 
4 ordinance only dealt with subdivisions like downtown 
5 squares, four houses per lot, and they called them Main 
6 Street, side streets, arterials. These had to be 
7 dedicated to the public. It's never been updated since 
8 the '70s to address low density rural subdivisions. So 
9 I'm assuming because it's still in there we have to get 
10 a variance for it. 
11 
12 
MS. KAUFMAN: Yes, because it's a law. 
MR. GALLOWAY: We have plenty of precedent for 
13 everything that's going on here; that's been passed, 
14 approved and recorded. So we're not on virgin ground 
15 here. 
16 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Eikurn, any more questions 




MR. EIKUM: Not at this time. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Ketchum? 
MR. KETCHUM: One thing about that bottleneck, 
21 15-foot. If you're going to reduce the road width to 
22 15-foot there because you have to because half of your 
23 easement is going to run into that other piece of 
2 4 property. 
25 MR. GALLOWAY: Runs into the neighbor. 




1 MR. KETCHUM: Can you put a 15-foot road through 
2 there and have its ditches for drainage and not be 
3 getting into Mr. Shinn's property? 
4 MR. GALLOWAY: We don't need any ditches there. 
5 It's on top of a -- it drains all away and we'll be 
6 ralslng it 6 to 10-inches with bull rock and gravel. 
7 So, you know, I've built a lot of these roads. You 
8 know, some of this road -- this access road does need 
9 ditches for sure and culverts. I think between the 
10 county road and my property line there's at least three 
11 culverts, but where we go into the property line it 
12 drains all directions and 
13 MR. KETCHUM: Where were the two to one slopes 
14 and the cuts supposed to be? 
15 MR. GALLOWAY: There's a couple of places where 
16 we go through a hill. 
17 MR. KETCHUM: On the approach that road -- access 
18 road. 
19 MR. GALLOWAY: The prescriptive road doesn't 
20 exactly follow the deeded right-of-way. And Mr. Shinn 
21 has indicated to me he wants the road on the 
22 right-of-way, and I agree. So the steepest slope we're 
23 movlng away from it. We're not even going to use it. 
24 So probably at the highest slope that we have to do a 
25 two to one slope will take up two feet. 




1 MR. KETCHUM: So it's not golng to encroach on 
2 the edges of the easement? 
3 MR. GALLOWAY: No. No, I'll be sure of that. 
4 There's no problem getting an 18-foot road in that 
5 30-foot easement here. Line of sight, you can see from 
6 the county road clear into the subdivision. So you're 
7 not going to come around the corner and hit somebody 
8 because it's straight. 
9 MR. KETCHUM: And the approach to the county road 
10 you're talking about there's something about a 
11 90-degree access? 
12 
13 
MR. GALLOWAY: That's LHTAC standards. 
MR. KETCHUM: There's enough radius -- there's 
14 enough room in that (inaudible) to put a radius for 
15 your approach in and out of that intersection? 
16 UNKNOWN PERSON: By the time you take in the 
17 30-foot easement and the 50-foot (inaudible) 
18 right-of-way of the Middle Road I would think there 





UNKNOWN PERSON: So there's no problem there with 
UNKNOWN PERSON: I certainly wouldn't think so 
24 (inaudible) there should be plenty of room for radius. 
25 




1 MR. GALLOWAY: Yeah, there's a lot of county 
2 roads 50-foot right-of-way. 
3 
4 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
MR. GALLOWAY: There's a lot of county roads 
5 18-foot right-of-way. 




MR. KETCHUM: No. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Steiner? Mr. Galloway, any 
10 other questions for the commission? You have a 
11 follow-on period here where you can testify again also. 
12 MR. GALLOWAY: I get to testify on the next 
13 hearing, right? 
14 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Well, yeah, you'll get to 
15 testify then. That's a completely separate thing. 
16 We' re dealing with (inaudible. ) 
17 
18 
MR. GALLOWAY: (Inaudible.) 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Mr. Galloway. Is 
19 there testimony from citizens supporting the motion? 
20 Is there testimony from citizens opposing the motion? 
21 Sir, would you say your name and address for the 
22 record, please. 
23 MR. JONES: My name is Garry Jones. I live in 
24 Lewiston, Idaho. I'm an attorney. My office is at 
25 1304 Idaho ln Lewiston. I'm here representing Mr. and 




1 Mrs. Ed Shinn. One of the -- it's difficult to get 
2 because you have two separate hearings tonight they do 
3 intermix quite a bit. One of the issues that I think 
4 is important to start with, though, is whether or not 
5 Middle Road is, in fact, a county road. I've been 
6 trying to find that out. I've been talking with Andrea 
7 Vanderpass for quite some time, and about a month or so 
8 ago she did send to me a map that showed that clearly 
9 that Middle Road was a was a county road to the west 
10 of the section line -- lS that Brown Road that comes 
11 down-- I think it's Brown Road that comes down from 
12 the north. 
13 
14 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Yes. 
MR. JONES: And they were continuing to look to 
15 see if there are any other petitions or anything that 
16 really could substantiate what everybody believes that 
17 Middle Road is, in fact, a county road. I spoke with 
18 her just again this week and she gave me two petitions. 
19 She gave me the numbers of two petitions, had the title 
20 company go to the assessor's office and get those two 
21 petitions for me, and those two petitions only verify 
22 what I was told the first time; and that is, no portion 
23 of Middle Road to the east of Brown Road is a county 
24 road. Now --
25 UNKNOWN PERSON: Do you want to point out on this 




1 map where that's at? 
2 MR. JONES: Well, I'll glve it a try, but I think 
3 you folks may all know where these roads are better 
4 than I do. 
5 
6 
UNKNOWN PERSON: I don't, so please do. 
MR. JONES: I would guess that this is Brown Road 
7 right here. 
8 UNKNOWN PERSON: We can ask Mr. Simon. He's the 




MR. JONES: This is the Brown Road? 
MR. SIMON: Yes. 
MR. JONES: And then this road right here lS 
13 Middle Road? 
14 
15 
MR. SIMON: Yes. 
MR. JONES: The intersection I'm talking about 
16 it's clear that there was a petition for Middle Road to 
17 become a county road going to the west right here. 
18 Unable to locate any type of petition or anything else 
19 that indicates that going to the east that Middle Road 
20 is, in fact, a county road. Now, one thing that I 
21 think that kind of substantiates the idea that it's not 
22 a county road is the easement that Mr. Galloway was 
23 granted. And I have a copy of that easement for all of 
24 you. I think that's enough. Can you assist me in 
25 passing those out? 












MR. JONES: I do. How many more do you need? 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Two more. 
MR. JONES: Two. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Do you need a copy, Ms. Kaufman? 
MS . KAUFMAN: No . 
MR. JONES: I will represent to you that this 
9 granted easement lS an agreement between all of the 
10 property owners in 1998 that were to the east of Brown 
11 Road. I can put that out again. And each of these 
12 property owners granted reciprocal easements to each 
13 other. Excuse me, may I approach again. This is only 
14 for illustration, but this says, Brock, and I believe 
15 that Brocks were one of the people. So Brock owned 
16 some property. Somebody owned property here. The 
17 Johnsons were here. The other Johnson was there, and 
18 it goes on up to Dale Richardson. Each of these people 
19 entered into reciprocal easements together with Mr. 
20 Galloway giving an easement acrOS$ what's referred here 
21 as Middle Road. I would just ask you to consider, why 
22 would such a document be necessary if Middle Road was, 
23 in fact, a county road. I don't think that Middle Road 
24 to the east of Brown Road is a county road, even though 
25 perhaps the county has maintained it periodically. 




1 It's not a county road. Which agaln means that the 
2 area of maintenance is going to go from the proposed 
3 subdivision. It's going to go south to Middle Road, 
4 and then it's going to go west to Brown Road. And 
5 there is no agreement for the maintenance of that road. 
6 One of the things you do when you put a subdivision for 
7 the people that are going to buy this property is I 
8 think they have some right to believe that they're 
9 going to be able to get to their property. And there 
10 is no road maintenance agreement except that which is 
11 within the subdivision. You'll see in those --what I 
12 handed out to you there's a pink tab, and that pink tab 
13 is towards the end of the easement; and it states, the 
14 easement -- and I've also highlighted in pink -- the 
15 easement for ingress and egress shall not be deemed a 
16 public right-of-way. I think that I suggest to you, 
17 but what they're trying to say there is that we don't 
18 want this road to be heavily used. Now, whether this 
19 is a heavily used easement for a subdivision or 
20 whatever, either public or private, they did not want 
21 this to be a heavily used road. So included in this 
22 easement -- if you ever have the time and patience to 
23 read it you'll find that there is an easement 
24 granted to the Galloways. That easement is for Ed and 
25 Carole Galloway, their heirs, assigns and successors. 




1 Their heirs, pretty easy to figure out, and their 
2 assigns and successors, though, I would submit to you 
3 means that if they sell that piece of property that the 
4 people that they sell it to gets that easement. It 
5 doesn't mean that they can take that easement and give 
6 it to ten different people. It doesn't mean that. And 
7 that's clear by this document. It was never the 
8 intention of the people that gave Mr. Galloway that 
9 easement to do that. 
10 Mr. Galloway spoke quite a bit about a letter 
11 from Clayne Tyler. Mr. Galloway made it sound like Mr. 
12 Tyler was attempting to assist him in getting through 
13 this process. I don't know if you have a copy of that 







MS. KAUFMAN: I don't have it. 
MR. JONES: Well, it was addressed to you. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: There's a summary of it in here. 
MS. KAUFMAN: Oh, about private versus public? 
MR. JONES: Yeah. 
MS. KAUFMAN: That was about glvlng us a 
21 definition of what the difference between private and 
22 public is. 
23 MR. JONES: I think if you read that whole 
24 easement you'll find that one of the things he says ln 
25 there is there's substantial question as to whether or 




1 not an easement can be expanded beyond its initial 
2 intention. In other words, I give you an easement and 
3 it's anticipated that you'll use this for yourself. 
4 That does not mean that you can use it to put any type 
5 of a roadway across there. The same thing applies for 
6 prescriptive easements. There may well be an easement 
7 for Mr. Galloway or -- to go to his property. 
8 Prescriptive easement means he's used it for a period 
9 of time contrary to the desires of the property owners. 
10 So you say you have a prescriptive easement, you can 
11 only have a prescriptive easement when the Court says 
12 you have one. But assuming that he does, again, he 
13 cannot expand the use of that prescriptive easement 
14 beyond what he's always used it for. What he has used 
15 it for lS his own access. So much for my legal 
16 lessons. I apologize for that. What we're here for 
17 tonight on this one is a variance. And it's not one 
18 variance, it's three variances: One to have a varlance 
19 to go from 60-feet to 30-feet, one to have a variance 
20 to go from 24-feet to 18-feet, one to have a variance 
21 to go from 15-feet or what we call the bottleneck. We 
22 want to have a variance that this roadway lS not to be 
23 dedicated to the public. Those are three or four 
24 separate variances. And if you look at what a variance 
25 definition -- if you look at the definition in your 




1 subdivision ordinance it says that a varlance can only 
2 be granted by a showing by the applicant -- upon a 
3 showing of undue hardship because the characteristics 
4 of the site. There's no particular characteristics of 
5 this site. Mr. Galloway does not have a sufficient 
6 varlance -- excuse me, easement, to get to the 
7 property. He has --he's not landlocked. He can get 
8 there himself. What he can't do is take that easement 
9 that's intended for him and expand it to serve ten 
10 private residences. There's nothing about this. It 
11 doesn't create an undue hardship for him because this 
12 is the original intention of the easement. Somewhere, 
13 and I believe that it was in one of the earlier 
14 findings why a variance was granted to him on the 
15 internal roadway, it said we should give him a variance 
16 because of the cost of -- the variance was to go from 
17 24-foot wide road to an 18-foot road and we feel that 
18 he should that should be granted because of the 
19 cost. 
20 Cost can't be a reason for a varlance. The 
21 county subdivision ordinance has specific regulations. 
22 They are to be followed unless there's some undo 
23 hardship, or if there's some unusual characteristic. 
24 But if cost was a hardship, I'd submit to you that that 
25 would be a hardship every single time and it wouldn't 




1 matter what your ordinance said. That's what you have 
2 to keep in mind. You're here to say is there something 
3 really unusual about this that we have to give Mr. and 
4 Mrs. Galloway this varlance for one, two, three, four 
5 different things. It's not about the -- it's not about 
6 the -- whether or not you comply with the comprehensive 
7 plan. It's not about whether the county can raise more 
8 money. That's not what a variance is about. Those are 
9 good reasons, I'll grant you, for a subdivision, but 
10 you still have to comply with the subdivision 
11 ordinance, which he cannot do without these variances. 
12 And you have to look at the variance themselves. 
13 I want to just address just a few things that 
14 were raised. (Inaudible.) If the county was so much 
15 in support of the variances why wouldn't the county be 
16 here -- the county, not the planning and zoning, Mr. 
17 Tyler's office, in support of this? All you hear is 
18 what Mr. Galloway's interpretation of what Mr. Tyler's 
19 attempted to do. That letter was addressed to Bobbi 
20 was pointing out the problems. It wasn't a suggestion 
21 or any sort of a confirmation that Mr. Galloway should 
22 be entitled to these things. That is solely your 
23 decision. When Mr. Galloway, incidentally, says that 
24 he can be selling his property in 20 acres and he would 
25 have no problem, that's still not exactly right, 




1 because you get back to that issue of is that an 
2 expansion of his original easement. That easement was 
3 there for his benefit. If he sells the property it 
4 goes along, and there's nothing in here that says he 
5 can sell it to four or five people. And remember that 
6 the preliminary plat, rightly or wrongly that was 
7 passed, did not address what we have today, which are 
8 just the access issues. This is a new issue. It's a 
9 new lssue for you to decide. 
10 And one thing that I would ask you to consider --
11 I spoke with Howard Weeks -- I'm sure that many of you 
12 know him from the Evergreen Rural Fire Department, and 
13 I learned quite a bit from talking to him. One of the 
14 things he told me about was the International Fire 
15 Code. And in the International Fire Code -- which lS 
16 not binding on you. It's not binding on you. I wanted 
17 to make sure I said that to you. It was at one time, 
18 but it's no longer binding on you the fire code, 
19 it's a 20-foot minimum surfaced road. And the reason 
20 for that -- you know, obviously you got a fire truck 
21 down something less than 20-feet. But if you have a 
22 fire or any emergency and there's people going out at 
23 the same time there's people going in, that's what 
24 they're concerned about. And if that should happen to 
25 happen at that 15-foot area, you tell me how you're 




1 going to get a panicked person trying to leave a fire 
2 what's going to happen when they meet up with a fire 
3 truck that's going the opposite direction. 
4 One last thing. I'm sure you'll be pleased to 
5 hear that. You talk about, we have to do these things 
6 because precedents have been set. Well, I'd suggest to 
7 you that if. you go ahead and grant this what you're 
8 really doing is that you are taking your minimum width 
9 of a surfaced road in Clearwater County down to 
10 15-feet. I don't think that's what you want to do. I 
11 don't think the facts are here for the variance, and 
12 Mr. Galloway's petition should be-- for the variance 
13 should be denied. If you have any questions of me I 
14 would be pleased to answer them. 
15 UNKNOWN PERSON: I have one question that really 
16 might not be all that pertinent. Is it possible that 
17 part of Middle Road could be public right-of-way by 
18 prescriptive easement? Has any of it been maintained, 
19 say, to a house? 
20 
21 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Yes. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Could that, then, be considered 




UNKNOWN PERSON: I can tell you that --
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible. ) 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible) with public funds to 










UNKNOWN PERSON: For five years or more? 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Yes. 
MR. JONES: 20 years now. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Is that what it is? 
MR. JONES: It's 20 years, not five. It was 
7 probably five when that happened. 
8 UNKNOWN PERSON: It's five out of the last 20, I 
9 think, isn't it? 
10 MR. JONES: No, it's 20. But you were probably 
11 doing that during -- while the five was still 
12 UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible) last year, every 
13 year for the last 20 years. 
14 MR. JONES: But I don't know that that 
15 necessarily makes it public roads because they maintain 
16 them. But I don't think there's any petition -- any 
17 action to do that. I also don't think that's uncommon 
18 in this county or Nez Perce County or any county. 
19 Incidentally, Mr. Galloway said something about your 
20 county ordinance. I'd welcome you all to Nez Perce 
21 County if you want to see a bad ordinance. Yours are 
22 pretty good. So any other questions? Yes, Slr. 
23 UNKNOWN PERSON: If the variance lS granted to 
24 not dedicate the road to public use would that kind of 
25 then go along with the intention of the prescriptive 




1 easement and the limited use? And let me -- you know 
2 what I'm saying, limit use. 
3 MR. JONES: Pardon me? I'm not --
4 UNKNOWN PERSON: Limiting the use of a road by 
5 granting the variance for not dedicating the road 
6 MR. JONES: Well, you're not going to be able to 
7 dedicate this road. That's not going to happen. 
8 Because even Mr. Tyler says there's a question of how 
9 can you take an easement and dedicate it to public use; 
10 that is not going to happen. But the problem is --
11 what's going to happen -- what is going to happen is 
12 that the Shinns who have a place -- and they bought a 
13 place out here because like a lot of people moving to a 
14 rural area they want some privacy, just like those ten 
15 people, if that was allowed, they want some privacy. 
16 Instead of just having the Galloways go back there 
17 they're going to have at least ten families, assuming 
18 this is successful, going along there. That was never 
19 intended in the easement. It's clear it wasn't. 
20 That's an improper use of that easement, and as an 
21 lmproper use of that easement, then, Mr. Galloway does 
22 not have a sufficient easement to get back to his 
23 property. Sir? 
24 UNKNOWN PERSON: I've got a question. Is there 
25 anywhere in the definition of easement that quantitates 




1 the number of vehicles or people that can use it? 
2 MR. JONES: The only place that I would submit to 
3 you that it does is who it's granted to, and it's 
4 specifically granted to Ed and Carole Galloway. And 
5 that doesn't mean Garry Jones and my wife, and it 
6 doesn't mean Mr. Eikum. It just doesn't mean that. 
7 UNKNOWN PERSON: You stated earlier that also 
8 their heirs or relatives or whoever they might want to 
9 sell the property to . 
10 . MR. JONES: Well, no, I think that would be -- if 
11 people were visiting they could do it, but they can't 
12 put ten residents back there and apply to all of them. 
13 I'm comfortable with that. Now, another attorney might 
14 sit up here and say he's comfortable with my opinion 
15 being wrong. But if you read the letter that Mr. Tyler 
16 wrote he said the expansion of an easement is --that's 
17 a considerably difficult problem. And you're being 
18 asked to give a variance one, two, three, four times to 
19 an ordinance that's pretty clear, and then this is all 
20 going to be foisted on the public to buy these things, 
21 and there's no -- you're going to have people back 
22 there buying this plece of property, and if it 
23 starts -- I don't think the Shinns can -- at the last 
24 meeting that none of you some of you couldn't reach, 
25 the Shinns had come down here they couldn't go to their 




1 place because of the snow. That's a possibility for 
2 all those people back there. Any other questions? 
3 Thank you. 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Is there testimony from other 
5 citizens opposing the motion? 
6 UNKNOWN PERSON: I got a question. Can you rebut 
7 recent testimony or --
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yeah, there's a place for that 
9 here. But right now I want to deal with if there's any 
10 other citizens who have opposing testimony. Come up 
11 here and say your name and address for the record, 
12 please. 
13 MR. INGLE: I'm Don Ingle, and I own the property 
14 where the bottleneck occurs. In recent past you folks 
15 have approved 40 to 50 lots that surround me on three 
16 sides, okay, with no services, no sewer, no water, no 
17 nothing, okay. I think it's great that the county 
18 might be on the verge of collecting taxes, but for 
19 those taxes you provide services down the road one way 
20 or the other. And all this ~- we're not talking about 
21 what's already gone on. We're talking about what's in 
22 the future. 
23 I was a builder in California for 40 years, and I 
24 watched all this stuff -- kind of stuff happen and the 
25 price that people pay later for making wrong decisions. 




1 And, trust me, it will come around and bite you because 
2 all you need is an attorney to move in there or a 
3 doctor and you got big problems. And the problem comes 
4 up, like getting to his place or whatever. I mean, 
5 it's (inaudible.) I left California because of 
6 lawsuits. That's what people like to do there. You 
7 just got to start thinking ahead what you're doing when 
8 you do this, okay. 
9 One of the subdivisions I'm talking about, first 
10 off, there's four of them that you approved: The 
11 Walkers, the Grosecloses, Ken and Elizabeth Smith, Mike 
12 Millers, all of those that you've approved. The 
13 Groseclose subdivision Ed did the roads in. They're 
14 beautiful roads. One of my complaints there was 
15 drainage coming towards me. You folks, then, put a 
16 stipulation these roads will be built right, which I 
17 did do -- did a great job on the roads over there. 
18 Okay, but they'll be no building permits issued until 
19 someone checks those roads; that's a stipulation in 
20 that subdivision, if I'm not mistaken. I think 
21 something like that if this is approved should also be 
22 included. There aren't nothing that says that whatever 
23 on this paper or that paper gets done unless somebody 
24 goes and looks at it and approves it. Basically, 
25 that's it. Once you grant this 15-foot easement, if 




1 you do, what's to stop anybody else from asking for 
2 one. Sure, gees, I got a problem. The whole county 
3 could have a problem. Anyways, any questions of me? 
4 Did I say my name? Don Ingle, and where I lived? 
5 Okay, anyways 
6 UNKNOWN PERSON: I have a question. Where do you 




MR. INGLE: I'm where the bottleneck occurs. 
MS. KAUFMAN: He's right there. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: So you're on the upper left 
11 there of that property? 
12 
13 
MR. INGLE: Yeah. I got 500 acres there. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: So what if you wanted to do 
14 something to your property in the future? 
15 
16 
MR. INGLE: I don't. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: What if you decided to or you 
17 sold to somebody that decided to or wanted to? 
18 MR. INGLE: I got frontage on all the way up 
19 Brown Road and all the way on Freeman Creek on two 




UNKNOWN PERSON: So you do, but they don't. 
MR. INGLE: No. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: So you're covered. So you don't 
24 need an easement ever. 
25 MR. INGLE: No. Actually, John Allen, who was 




1 our last -- one of our -- I think Ms. Galloway took 
2 over for John Allen. We had a little meeting there at 
3 the grange hall there ln Cavendish, and he suggested 
4 we started complaining about all these little 
5 subdivisions, okay. So he got us all together and 
6 said, gees, how about we do this: We'll limit farm 
7 ground to 40 acres. You can't have less than 40 acres 
8 in a subdivision. One of my pieces lS a 60-acre piece 
9 I bought from Mr. Johnson. What am I going to do with 
10 a 60-acre piece if I got to have 40 acres? Give the 
11 other 20 away? So I went right down to Cuddy and 
12 subdivisioned (phonetic) into three 20s. I have no 
13 idea what this commission or this planning and zoning 
14 commission does. You can make a lot of mistakes. And 
15 you really ought to think about it. I'm just telling 
16 you from 40 years of being in a horne building business 
17 and watching the lawsuits fly, you don't even know 
18 what's corning. Anyways, I'll just hush up. 
19 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any other questions for 
20 Mr. Ingle? Thank you for your testimony. Is there 
21 testimony from other citizens opposing the motion? 
22 Come forward, state your name and address for the 
23 record, please. 
24 MR. KINYON: Yes. I'm Roger Kinyon. I live at 
25 476 Aspen Lane. I live roughly 2.2 miles from this 




1 here. I take care of the roads golng into our 
2 subdivision, about 95 percent of it anyway. And I 
3 guess there's two things that really concern me when 
4 you start cutting down the width of that road. We got 
5 a 60-foot right-of-way or easement in our division. 
6 And all I can do is relay my experience ln removing the 
7 snow ln the wintertime. The last three to five years 
8 it hasn't been good. With the right-of-way we've got 
9 into our place the utilities have been taken out twice; 
10 that's where there was 60 foot. But one time the green 
11 box that holds everything was up on top of the snow 
12 plow. And my concern is if you cut that down those 
13 easements are going to be in there, and with the snow 
14 we got they're going to be taken out. 
15 Another thing, if somebody puts a fence in there 
16 that fence is golng to be taken out also. There's just 
17 no place to go with that much snow. And I have caught 
18 myself in several situations when we get a heavy snow, 
19 even with your -- the regulations you got now with a 
20 60-foot right-of-way and everything, there is no way 
21 that you can get a fire truck or an ambulance down our 
22 road, especially if you met a car. And that's with 
23 regulations you've got now. So I just really hate to 
24 see you bring those down. 
25 UNKNOWN PERSON: What lS the driving width or the 




1 surface -- got 60-foot easement, what's the surface.? 
2 UNKNOWN PERSON: They're supposed to be 24-feet. 
3 Now, ln ours, it didn't make it. And I will tell you 
4 this where -- and there's a couple of places it got 
5 down to 12-feet. And even in the summertime it just 
6 really gets beat all to Hell. I mean, it's a constant 
7 job trying to keep that in shape. And once you turn 
8 that over to the people that own that, it's their 
9 expense to take care of it. 
10 And that's another concern I've got, I mean, 
11 it's -- you know, after we got our division and it was 
12 sold out and all that we have spent $8,000 bringing 
13 that road up to where we felt it was a decent road, and 
14 that's (inaudible.) So if you cut that down even more 
15 you're passing that expense onto the people that's 
16 buying those lots. 
17 UNKNOWN PERSON: Ask you a question: When you're 
18 saying cutting down are we talking about the bottleneck 
19 itself, that small -- as Mr. Galloway said it's the 
20 property line that's going to be cut down and then it 
21 goes back over --
22 MR. KINYON: All I can tell you is this: Going 
23 into our development the 30-feet that you're talking 
24 about ours is 60-feet and already taken out the fences 
25 and the utilities. There's just no place to go with 




1 that much snow, guys. 
2 UNKNOWN PERSON: I'm just asking because you 
3 already have the 30-feet there, right, so one of the 
4 variances lS just say for a gate's width of 15-feet is 
5 that what the question is here. The bottleneck is only 
6 
7 MR. KINYON: The bottleneck is the whole 30-feet. 
8 UNKNOWN PERSON: But lS it a fence line? It's· 
9 like having a gate there. So all of a sudden you're 
10 coming into 30-feet and then through the gate -- I'm 
11 using gate as an analogy 15-feet -- and then it opens 
12 back up on the other side. 
13 MR. KINYON: I don't think that would be that 
14 much of a problem. The thing about it is your 30-foot 
15 right-of-way in there. There's just not -- I mean, 
16 when you're talking about the snow we've been getting 
17 up here the last three out of five years there's no 
18 place to go with the snow. 
19 UNKNOWN PERSON: I'm golng to ask my question one 
20 more time: Your subdivision the road width is it 
21 greater than 18? Is it 20? Is it 24? 
22 MR. KINYON: You know, it's all over the place. 
23 The narrowest place is probably 12-feet, and it was 
24 supposed to be 24-feet, and it made it in a few places. 
25 But you need 24-feet I'll tell you that, for safety 




1 anyway. And our road ls exactly the same length as 
2 that, within 200-feet anyway, and it's just two miles 
3 down the road from that, too. But I just wanted to 
4 pass that onto you what I have experienced trying to 
5 keep our road clear. 
6 
7 
MS. KAUFMAN: Is that Mr. Walker's subdivision? 




MS. KAUFMAN: Elk Meadows, okay. 
MR. KINYON: Leland put it in. And going down 
11 it's -- I take care of Aspen Lane. I'm the only one 
12 that's got a tractor (inaudible) I get elected. You 
13 b1ow how that goes. 




MR. KINYON: Yes, year round. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: So what's required by that 
18 subdivision agreement for a driving width? 
19 
20 
MS. KAUFMAN: 18. 
MR. KINYON: What lS required? It was supposed 
21 to be 24-foot, 60-foot right-of-way. 
22 MS. KAUFMAN: I thought they were 18. They were 
23 varied to 18-feet. 
24 
25 
MR. KINYON: That's what is on the plat anyway. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: How's that? 




1. MS. KAUFMAN: I thought Leland was the one that 
2 was varied to 18-feet. 
3 UNKNOWN PERSON: That's what I believe, too. 
4 MR. KINYON: On our map it's got it mapped out as 
5 24 and 60. I don't know beyond that. I know we spent 
6 a lot of money on that road bringing it back up to 







MS. KAUFMAN: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: What was your name agaln, sir? 
MR. KINYON: Roger Kinyon. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Kinyon? 
MR. KINYON: K-i-n-y-o-n. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Are there any more questions for 
14 Mr. Kinyon? Is there testimony from other citizens 
15 opposing the motion? State your name and address for 




MR. MARVIN: My name is Chris Marvin. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Marvin? 
MR. MARVIN: Marvin, M-a-r-v-i-n. I live at 522 
20 Brown Avenue, Orofino, and I'm also concerned about the 
21 snow removal problem. I've logged back there. Our 
22 property actually is out at the Brown and Middle Roads 
23 intersection out there. My grandad lived there all his 
24 life. I'm a fifth generation, like Mr. Galloway. I 
25 know a lot about what's going on up there. Like the 




1 Middle Road p1ece that he maintains he's pushing snow 
2 out into our property right now because he can't get 
3 off the county road, a regular county road. 
4 I've logged back there, and I've had to plow my 
5 way ln and plow my way out. My grandad always told me 
6 you'll go broke logging back there in the winter. So 
7 the snow is a real bad concern back in there. You guys 
8 grant this (inaudible) back there, you're going to get 
9 people back there, and they're going to get snow bound. 
10 They come to us and want pulled out. We're the ones 
11 that's got good (inaudible) all the time you can get 
12 through with the grader. And the road going that way 
13 up there is a real problem because that's the way the 
14 winds blow. It drifts them shut. You can be back 1n 
15 there and wind comes up until you can get in there with 
16 a CAT or a road grader, you're stuck. You got to have 
17 a D6 or something to keep that road open. So just 
18 before you pass this you're going to get yourself in a 
19 bottleneck here. 
20 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any questions for Mr. Marvin? 
21 Would you wait a second, s1r. 
22 
23 
MR. MARVIN: Sure. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any questions? Thank you for 
24 your testimony. Is there testimony from other citizens 
25 opposing the motion? Ms. Administrator, do you have 




1 written correspondence from citizens? 
2 MS. KAUFMAN: I've got written correspondence 
3 from Sam Charles, the Ponderosa Area Manager of Idaho 
4 Department of Lands, but they said based on the 
5 documentation I provided this doesn't impact state 
6 trust lands at this time so they had no concerns. 
7 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you. Is there any other 
8 testimony, especially neutral? You don't have to 
9 commit yourself one way or the other, just like to 
10 testify. 
11 MR. JONES: Isn't that contrary to your announced 
12 agenda for the meeting? 
13 MS . KAUFMAN: No. 
14 MR. JONES: I think you said when all the 
15 testimony that was contrary that then there would be 
16 rebuttal by the --by Mr. Galloway. I think that's 
17 what you announced to us. 
18 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: The rebuttal will come up next 
19 after that. 
20 MR. JONES: Nobody said anything about neutral, 
21 though. 
22 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Well, that's the way we're 
23 running it, Slr. Please don't interrupt me on that 
24 again. Mr. Golding, would you like to --
25 MP.. GOLDING: I've got some information that I 




1 think would be pertinent, some neutral. 
2 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Neutral, for or against? 
3 MR. GOLDING: Do you have to commit? It's got to 
4 do with where Middle Road is. 
5 UNKNOWN PERSON: Name, please. 
6 MR. GOLDING: My name lS Terry Golding. I'm a 







UNKNOWN PERSON: Do you have an address also? 
MR. GOLDING: Yes. P.O. Box 1818, Lewiston, 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Thank you. 
MR. GOLDING: I did a survey a couple of years 
14 ago for the Marvins and I ended up trying to retrace 
15 out where Middle Road is and started to come into some 
16 interesting information. I brought two copies of a --
17 it's a Metzger map. I don't know whether you guys want 
18 to pass this around or not. 
19 UNKNOWN PERSON: Do you want a copy for each 
20 person? 
21 MR. GOLDING: I only brought a couple of big ones 
22 there. If you can see in that section 18 there's a 
23 road that kind of goes east/west through 18, but it 
24 hardly resembles current Middle Road. Middle Road 
25 typically as built goes along the east/west one quarter 




1 line Section 17. It goes from the west quarter corner 
2 to the east quarter corner and varies just a little 
3 bit. This one here comes into 17 a little ways off of 
4 Brown Road and starts heading north and east, and 
5 actually heads quite a ways up there and then starts 
6 sweeping back down. So I started to do some research 
7 there and pulled up a whole lot of petition notes here 
8 for road opening and so on. And I think there was a 
9 road by a J.A. Holliday, a dedication and acceptance by 
10 the county board of commissioners that actually has a 
11 metes and bounds calling on it. I haven't gone through 
12 here and plotted out to find out if this is it, but it 
13 looks like it. I know there's been a lot of research 
14 done to try and find these road notes, and I'm not sure 
15 exactly how I stumbled upon them. These are not the 
16 originals. These are copies. But one of the problems 
17 might have been it was under the Holliday Road, 
18 H-o-1-1-i-d-a-y. It's a person's name. And when you 
19 track road notes a lot of times you track them by the 
20 name, so probably people looking for Middle Road. 
21 There's a wide variety of different dedications in 
22 here. They said the road or that area lS a spiderwork 
23 of roads out there. And this one here is done-- let's 
24 see. What year lS this -- around 1911. So it's been 
25 there a while. So throwing this up for debate or 




1 whatever, Middle Road has got an offer and acceptance 
2 by the county going through 17 and then north and 
3 easterly; that's a dedicated road and that has never 
4 been abandoned. There's been no abandonment procedure 
5 that I know of for that other than not use. 
6 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: (Inaudible) that we have here 
7 could you come in and point out what you're saying? 
8 MR. GOLDING: Sure. Here's Middle Road. And I'm 
9 not sure if this is Brown Road or you got to go one 
10 more over this way here, but this 1s the east/west --
11 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Simon, lS this Brown Road 




MR. SIMON: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. 
MR. SIMON: Just to avoid confusion that road 
16 used to be called the Summers Road. It's now called 
17 the Brown Road. 
18 
19 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. 
MR. GOLDING: It was interesting trying to track 
20 the history of these roads (inaudible.) Anyways, this 
21 is the east/west one quarter line, and for the most 
22 part Middle Road 1s built on the east/west one quarter 
23 line. According to the Metzger map here is Section 17. 
24 You barely get into 17 and it starts heading north and 
25 east, and it becomes pretty close to the section corner 




1 up here and then comes back down. That's the dedicated 
2 version of Middle Road. Now, whether it gets abandoned 
3 by nonuse, I don't think so (inaudible) dedicated 
4 (inaudible) dedicated and accepted by the public. I 
5 kind of (inaudible) just build it and see what happens. 
6 But it's a little bit more complicated than that. But, 
7 anyways, there is a dedicated road that comes up 
8 through here (inaudible) and then this, I believe, 
9 would be prescriptive road. 
10 UNKNOWN PERSON: Well, if Summers Road is now 
11 called Brown Road, then no, it's not on this up here. 








UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
UNKNOWN PERSON: That's not Brown Road. 
MS. KAUFMAN: Rob, you're ex-officio. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Simon, would you address 
20 (inaudible.) 
21 MR. SIMON: I stand corrected. After looking at 
22 that map I was assuming that that section line is the 
23 Brown/Summers Road, and, no, it-isn't. The 
24 Brown/Summers Road would be over there. That's 
25 correct. 




1 MR. GOLDING: This lS a 160-acre piece. That's a 
2 quarter section. 
3 MR. SIMON: Yeah, I stand corrected. 
4 Nevertheless, we're just a section -- a half a section 
5 off of where these roads lie. Yeah, it just isn't on 
6 the map -- that map. 
7 MR. GOLDING: The fact that it was dedicated and 
8 accepted, and the fact that it shows up on a Metzger. 
9 I don't have any aerial photographs that show an old 




UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
MR. GOLDING: Not that I saw on -- yeah, on the 
14 aerial photographs I cannot see (inaudible.) It may 
15 have never been built. It may have been surveyed, 
16 dedicated, accepted and never built. (Inaudible.) 
17 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any questions from the 




MR. SIMON: I do, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Sure. 
MR. SIMON: I hate to muddy the waters, but have 
22 you found the R.N. Crow petition? 
23 MR. GOLDING: I've got just about every petition 
24 in here. 
25 MR. SIMON: Now that one -- this is how it's laid 




1 out right through the middle of 17. 
2 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: I'd like to clarify for the 
3 purposes of the people out here in the gallery 
4 Mr. Simon is the road superintendent. That makes him 
5 an ex-officio member of this commission, so that's the 
6 reason we're allowing his comments. Go ahead. 
7 MR. SIMON: And I don't have anything other than 
· 8 my own notes here, but I'm surprised that this hasn't 
9 been found, the Crow petition. But it does, it follows 
10 almost exactly the Middle Road right through the middle 
11 of 17, and then it goes northeasterly to the 
12 intersection four corners of 9, 10, 16, 15, which is 
13 pretty close to the way this road -- actually it would 
14 go -- yeah, okay. Can I -- certainly. Okay, the 
15 petition -- the R.N. Crow petition dated -- this is the 
16 -- this is what I've been going off of all along dated 
17 1911, I believe. It's a petitioned right-of-way, 
18 August 1910. And it goes like -- okay, now help me out 
19 (inaudible.) It starts over here, and it goes right 
20 through the middle of Section 17, which would be --
21 fall right here, to the section line between 16 and 17, 




UNKNOWN PERSON: Yes. 
MR. SIMON: Yes? 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Yes. 




1 MR. SIMON: Okay, and according to that, then, 
2 that point right there then it goes northeasterly to 
3 this four corners right here. So the only place that 






UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
MR. SIMON: Yeah, that's--
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible) that's this line. 
MR. SIMON: This line is this line, right? 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Yeah, this line is the line 




UNKNOWN PERSON: No, no. 
(Indiscernible discussion.) 
MR. SIMON: So same thing, this petition takes 
14 Middle Road to this point right here, and then it goes 
15 this way, but I think what we're dealing with is from 
16 here to here. That's what we're concerned with. 
17 
18 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Right. 
MR. SIMON: And according to this petition 
19 (inaudible) right on that except for this right there. 
20 The petition takes it to here. The road is here. 
21 UNKNOWN PERSON: What was that petition for, 




MR. SIMON: Yes. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Bobbi. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: It only goes to right there 




1 where it starts to go northeast? 
2 UNKNOWN PERSON: It actually goes -- well, it 
3 goes on up. I hate to even point it out on this map 
4 because it doesn't have the sections on it. But it 
5 does go 
6 MS. KAUFMAN: Oh, let me -- here, Rob, hold on. 
7 That has a section, and does that have a section? 
8 Those are the plats. 
9 (Indiscernible discussion.) 
10 MR. SIMON: But I think my point is that this 
11 petition takes the Middle Road almost right where it is 
12 right now, this petition. 
13 
14 
MR. GOLDING: Yours was in 1910? 
MR. SIMON: Yeah, and it's the-- agaln, it's the 
15 R.N. Crow petition. 
16 MR. GOLDING: This one here lS in 1911, which 
17 must have been some bad years for the county because 
18 that road doesn't look like (inaudible.) 
19 MR. SIMON: Well, as you know so many of these 
20 petitions were wrjtten and when they went up to build 
21 the road (inaudible.) And then also I just would like 
22 to add one more thing. We're sitting here talking 
23 about snow removal, and I guess when we're plowing snow 
24 on a county road we really don't worry too much about 
25 when we wing the snow off, which we have to do when we 




1 get a large amount of snow, we really don't worry about 
2 keeping that snow within our right-of-way, whatever it 
3 lS. So if you're dealing with a 30-foot right-of-way 
4 and you have 5-feet of snow and you have to wing that 
5 snow off, I'm thinking -- just a little bit of note 
6 scratching there -- I'm thinking you could not keep 
7 that snow within 30-feet within a 30-feet 
8 right-of-way, especially if you're dealing with 5-foot 
9 snow drifts. 
10 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Is there a requirement for you 
11 to try to keep it within? 
12 MR. SIMON: Not that I've ever seen, 
13 Mr. Chairman. You know, people don't want their fences 
14 winged, of course, we try not to do that. But where 
15 it's necessary we'll push the snow as far out as we 
16 need to to make more room. So, okay, thank you. 
17 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Golding, can you clarify 
18 what sections we're dealing with here? 
19 MR. GOLDING: Yeah, just 17 and 16, and that's 
20 the section line along well, where it says access 
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: This is the section line, or 
22 this is the section line? 
23 UNKNOWN PERSON: No, that's not the section line. 
24 That is the section line. 
25 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Right here. 




1 MR. GOLDING: Only one other comment there. 
2 When, I guess, Mr. Jones was talking about that 
3 easement, the 30-foot easement there, but he was 
4 figuring it as either overburdening it or something. I 
5 don't know if the easement is an exclusive or 
6 nonexclusive. If it's exclusive then there's 
7 conditions to it. If it's nonexclusive you can asslgn 
8 it to people. You can use it for what you want. 
9 
10 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Which one are you talking about? 
MR. GOLDING: I think he was talking about the 
11 30-foot easement where it says access road coming up 
12 there from Middle Road. 
13 UNKNOWN PERSON: That's nonexclusive. That's 
14 what I read (inaudible.) 
15 MR. GOLDING: Okay. That's all I had to say. Do 
16 any of you have any questions? 




MR. EIKUM: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay, now, there's reference in 
21 here for a perpetual nonexclusive easement of 15-feet. 
22 Can you describe that to us? 
23 MR. GOLDING: If it says nonexclusive then you 
24 can assign it to other people and you can use it for 
25 other uses. If it says ingress and egress it's locked 





2 UNKNOWN PERSON: Are you talking about the 




UNKNOWN PERSON: No, not yet. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Okay. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: And there is also a reference to 
7 a perpetual 30-foot easement for utilities. 
8 MR. GOLDING: Okay, yeah, if it just says for 
9 utility that's utilities only, not lngress and egress. 
10 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: I think that's all the questions 
11 I have. Mr. Ketchum, you have a question? 
12 MR. KETCHUM: Yeah -- no. Well, it had to do 
13 with what you read there. It talks about a 15-foot 
14 easement, nonexclusive, 15-foot easement. We're 
15 talking about two 15s here. 
16 
17 
MR. GOLDING: Complicated, I know. It's a mess. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: This is west of this section 
18 line 15-feet. 
19 MR. KETCHUM: Okay. So what about the other 




UNKNOWN PERSON: I think it's 15 on either side. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: I 
MR. KETCHUM: That would have been to the 
24 Johnsons. 
25 UNKNOWN PERSON: The Donald Johnson. 




1 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: On page 4 of the document that 
2 Mr. Jones gave us there is a reference to a perpetual 
3 30-foot easement for utilities across the westerly 
4 30-feet of the northwest quarter of Section 16. 
5 UNKNOWN PERSON: It's nonexclusive on both sides 
6 of the section, east and west, the ingress/egress 
7 easement. 
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Say that agaln so we understand 
9 what nonexclusive means. 
10 MR. GOLDING: Nonexclusive means there's no 
11 restrictions on it as far as who you can assign it to, 
12 who all you can give access to. If it says ingress and 
13 egress it's pretty much driving in, driving out and 
14 commerce or whatever. Most easements nowadays say 
15 ingress/egress and utilities only because you've got 
16 all sorts of franchise utilities that go in there. But 
17 this one has got ingress and egress for 30-feet, and 
18 then an additional one utilities only, I think, on the 
19 east side. 
20 UNKNOWN PERSON: The entire utilities easement is 
21 30-feet, but it begins on the section line and goes 
22 east. It overlaps 15-feet, and then another 15 is 
23 utilities only. 
24 UNKNOWN PERSON: Yeah, they could bury the 
25 utilities right in the road if they want to. 




1 UNKNOWN PERSON: In your oplnlon, from what we 
2 all know tonight so far, can this grant of easements 
3 18009, can this be assigned to 300 people, 400, 500 or 
4 just strictly Mr. and Mrs. Galloway and who they sell 
5 the 100 acres to? 
6 MR. GOLDING: Again, me giving legal advice is 
7 probably the wrong person to ask, but indeed there is 
8 such a thing as overburdening, and that would have to 
9 be a separate legal action against somebody. If it's 
10 unrestricted, it's unrestricted, and it would have to 
11 be proven that it's overburdening. 
12 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any other questions for 
13 Mr. Golding? Thank you for your testimony, sir. Are 
14 there any other people who wish to testify in the 
15 neutral category? 
16 UNKNOWN PERSON: You have someone there, 




CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Sir, neutral? 
MR. STRAHAN: Yeah, neutral. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: State your name and address for 
21 the record, please. 
22 MR. STRAHAN: Jerry Strahan, 3240 Highway 64, 
23 Kamiah, Idaho. I'm a licensed real estate agent, land 
24 developer and land specialist. I want to attempt to 
25 clarify the word assigns. I haven't read Mr. 




1 Galloway's easement, but I was listening to the 
2 testimony and apparently it contains the word assigns. 
3 
4 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yes. 
MR. STRAHAN: My understanding of that law or 
5 that provision in the law is if an easement has a -- if 
6 he has a nonexclusive easement and he has a parcel of 
7 land he chooses to divide that into 10 parcels he can 
8 assign each of those persons access to the easement. 
9 If he were to sell it to one person that person would 
10 have access to that easement. It also contains the 
11 word heirs. If he had 32 heirs, 32 heirs would have 
12 access to that easement. So there's no limitation on a 
13 nonexclusive easement as to the number of persons that 
14 have access to it once the title is transferred 
15 (inaudible) divided up. Any questions? 
16 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Mr. Strahan. Is 
17 there any other neutral testimony? At this point the 
18 applicant may rebut any and all testimony. 
19 MR. GALLOWAY: Mr. Chairman, I want to approach 
20 the map, please. I have this Metzger map at home, and 
21 I also have another one a little older. If we're going 
22 to get into these maps and these dedicated easements, 
23 I've lived here 65 years. I was here a long time 
24 before the lake went in. I traveled every road out 
25 there, either spotlighting or hunting one or the other. 




1 This road here, if you'll go into the archives and 
2 Clayne Tyler took me in there and showed me, it goes 
3 clear down to the Stalnaker place on the rlver, a 
4 dedicated easement clear down and it has Stalnaker's 
5 name on it on the river. That's how they got in and 
6 out of the Stalnaker bench on the river. There was a 
7 school house down Freeman Creek Ridge, and it is on one 
8 map. It's not here, I don't believe. What we do have 
9 here when I was young there was a school house on 
10 Freeman Creek, and it's on this map. And if we're 
11 going to get into dedicated easements Don Ingle lS 
12 really golng to like this: There's a road that comes 
13 off of this corner up here-- it's even on this map. 
14 There's a road that come off this corner that comes 
15 down and loops in by Don Ingle's equipment, junk pile, 
16 and come back through here and connects with Brown Road 
17 now. That's called Teakan Loop, and it lS a dedicated 
18 easement. And according to this map and this map is 
19 right-- there's another road comes off of here and 
20 comes off of Teakan Loop where Don Ingle's junkyard lS 
21 is the Prucler place and then it comes off the Teakan 
22 Loop Road and goes down through our place and accesses 
23 the Bennett land, with Bennett just through a court 
24 action or an agreement got another right-of-way out. 
25 But if we're going to get into dedicated easements 




1 they're all over this place, lots of them. So we're 
2 all going to have plenty of access. Some will like it 
3 and some won't. So -- I'm putting forth that to my 
4 driveway is a dedicated easement. And according to 
5 what Terry said and this here it appears to be. It's 
6 also a dedicated easement on through the county claims 
7 it to the state line. This is state land. Mr. Shinn 
8 owns 160 here and the State owns 480 out of that 
9 section. When I logged out here we have had a lot 
10 of testimony on snow. I suggest if you don't like snow 
11 don't live around here. There's a lot of people that 
12 do live here that have no problem. I have a son-in-law 
13 from Texas got close to two miles of private road. 
14 I've never heard a complaint out of him ever. You 
15 know, he loves it up there where he lives. When I sell 
16 land I'm very careful to tell all the facts. I've had 
17 people say they don't like bears and cougars, and I 
18 tell them, you don't want to buy here. If you don't 
19 like snow don't buy here. This road doesn't drift any 
20 worse than Brown Road. I've hauled out of there all 
21 winter long. I've hauled out of there in the winter of 
22 '85 and '86 where we had 5-feet of snow. And I will 
23 admit it was a job keeping that open. The worst job 
24 was the county road because it's in a ditch. You know, 
25 where to wlng the snow. So we had to take the CAT and 




1 push sideways and get it out of there. But you either 
2 like the country with the snow or you don't belong 
3 there. It reminds me of that movie Snowy River. When 
4 that kid come upon the mountain and all them guys rode 
5 down on horses and said, you don't belong here, kid, 
6 until you prove yourself. There are people that will 
7 never complain, and they'll be people gone the first 
8 winter, I'll guarantee it. So if we're going to get 
9 into accesses and dedicated easements we're going to 
10 have a real can of worms. 
11 Now, some other (inaudible) this didn't come up, 
12 but I'm going to read some portions of this is a 
13 letter by the Shinns on my first attempt. 
14 
~ 
UNKNOWN PERSON: What is the date? 
MR. GALLOWAY: June 10th, 2008 to Bobbi 
16 Kaufman, proposed housing development of Ed Galloway. 
17 Dear madam-- I won't read it all. You know, I wasn't 
18 going to bring this up until, you know, they went from 
19 a personal letter to a lawyer. So -- and their lawyer 
20 was what you would expect of a lawyer, if you're paylng 
21 him. It says, number one, there's a lot of 
22 inaccuracies in this letter strictly for the benefit of 
23 the Shinns. They want this' commission to, you know, 
24 see it their way, of course. I want you to see it my 
25 way. He says, most of my subdivision is ln a draw and 




1 inappropriate. That's not true. 90 percent of that 
2 subdivision is flat as a table. It's got farm ground 
3 ln it. There's 35 acres farm ground and about 70 acres 
4 of timber. The Southfork of Freeman Creek goes through 
5 it. It's a year-round creek. It doesn't flow much 
6 coming in at the top, but on the east end it flows 
7 year-round. He says there's buried utilities which 
8 need to be moved to upgrade the county road. Mr. Shinn 
9 put them utilities in and they're illegal. There is a 
10 state ordinance you cannot put buried utilities in a 
11 county road. So I'm assuming him and Clearwater Power 
12 are going to be responsible for if we improve that 
13 section of county road is going to be responsible for 
14 movlng them or doing something. I'll leave that to 
15 them. He says, perhaps, double -- there's 10 lots. 
16 Perhaps, double that number could be built. Not as 
17 long as these CC&Rs are in effect, and they are a civil 
18 contract. So the heavy drift area, he's true, but what 
19 he said down here, he said somebody asked about the cut 
20 and the slope. He said there's one cut that reduced 
21 the road to 20-foot or less. There lS one cut but it 
22 wouldn't reduce the road that much, mainly because the 
23 cuts on the east side where I'm not golng anyway. He 
24 said the last half mile needed to be maintained by the 
25 homeowners, that's true. Like I said, if you don't 




1 want to maintain your road you don't belong out there. 
2 He questions a domestic water, which is not a -- we're 
3 not concerned about that here, but he did go on to say 
4 that drilled wells in this area are often 
5 non-producers. I'm personally aware of 40 wells and 
6 one non-producer, so that's an lnaccuracy. Then he 
7 gets into Andy's bailiwick, you know, the septic tanks 
8 are going to overflow and go down Freeman Creek and 
9 pollute the lake. We got that on two letters. But 
10 here is the portion that I really wanted to read. It 
11 shows the Shinns, you know, the extent they will go to 
12 stop this. They said, quote, I believe that Clearwater 
13 County is a beautiful and an unusual place. True. I 
14 think it's worth preserving, and that is why my wife 
15 and I have planted 75,000 trees on our 280 acres. I 
16 would comment these trees are really growing and 
17 they're nice. They were paid for by the taxpayers. We 
18 know that the development is inevitable so they admit 
19 that development is inevitable, but they go on to say 
20 we will not be selling or developing it in our 
21 lifetime. So what they're asking this commission is 
22 stop development in Clearwater County until they pass 
23 on when we can have at it. That's big of them. We are 
24 not obstructionists or environmental hardliners. They 
25 just want to stop me from using my fruits of my labor 




1 over 50 years, and I'll stay away from hearsay. 
2 They're farmers and ranches from Oregon, and if you 
3 would go where they're from you would understand why 
4 they think Clearwater County is such a beautiful place. 
5 Housing projects they want limited to areas of 
6 all-weather roads. They will be. When I'm done it 
7 will be an all-weather road year-round. Where 
8 utilities are available, they will be. They'll be 
9 either totally underground utilities or we may fly 
10 across that access road. If we go overhead there -- we 
11 have the right-of-way to go overhead there. We haven't 
12 made that decision yet. The point of me reading this 
13 is it wasn't read, and there's some new people here. 
14 Their letter and their selfishness failed to stop this 
15 project so they went and got a lawyer and brought him, 
16 and now they're trying a different tactic. So I just 
17 wanted you to be aware that they're -- they really 
18 don't have a leg to stand on, but they're trying 
19 anything they can try. 
20 Here is a letter from Clayne Tyler. Dear Ed and 
21 Carole. It's probably not in your packet. Jones was 
22 referring to it. This lS a letter from Clayne Tyler 
23 inviting Carole and I in so we could get this over with 
24 because it was -- I don't know if it was tabled or 
25 continued or what. And it was at his advice what we're 




1 doing tonight. It's not, like I said earlier, this 
2 isn't virgin territory. Mr. Kinyon was mentioning his 
3 road, and he does spend a lot of time on that road. 
4 That's Elk Meadows Subdivision. They had 60-foot 
5 right-of-ways interior. They had some 30 and 40-foot 
6 right-of-ways on existing roads. One going up Freeman 
7 Creek to the old rock pit was a 30-foot right-of-way. 
8 It may be a 60 today. They have a 40-foot right-of-way 
9 going through a gate and going north. This -- the Elk 
10 Meadows Subdivision if you'll go into the minutes of my 
11 first meeting you'll see my first statement was I asked 
12 this commission if the ordinances had changed since Elk 
13 Meadows was done until then -- until that night. It 
14 was only a year or so. They said, no. So Clayne Tyler 
15 has advised us we're under the same ordinances as Elk 
16 .Meadows. They got their variances. Mr. Kinyon wrote 
17 as -- 18-foot road, and I will admit it wasn't built to 
18 specs. You know, we let an outside developer come ln 
19 here from Spokane and develop 30 or 40 lots. They come 
20 to this commission and set specs on everything, went 
21 out there and did what they really pleased. They put 
22 in no culverts. They put in no ditches. You can go 
23 out there today and Elk Meadows Subdivision, and when 
24 it rains hard the water runs across the road. 
25 Mr. Kinyon's road, there's no ditches at all and no 




1 culverts. It's no wonder it's a maintenance nightmare. 
2 But Leland Land and Cattle took their money and went to 
3 Washington. I've lived here for 65 years. I'm golng 
4 to -- if I have any money I haven't yet, but I went to 
5 the Social Security the other day and they told me I 
6 was a year too soon, 65 don't work, and I didn't know 
7 that. It's 66 now. So if I ever have a dollar or two 
8 it will stay in Clearwater County where, you know, I've 
9 paid more ln real estate taxes over the last 50 years 
10 than I will ever get out of this subdivision. And I 
11 would, you know, ask you to ignore Garry Jones that 
12 come here when their personal letter didn't work and it 
13 was passed they brought a lawyer in. 
14 And I would like to -- Mr. Chairman, could I 
15 approach the map one more time? This is something I 
16 just thought of. When I bought this I took off a 
17 million feet of timber. And starting right here on out 
18 I had to pay use fees to the State of Idaho. And use 
19 fee --we don't pay it anymore. At that time you paid 
20 use fee on logging trucks for every mile you traveled 
21 on a public road. And I thought I could argue with 
22 them and get a couple of miles off. It didn't work. 
23 They charged me use fee from right there when I entered 
24 the public road all the way to the sawmill. And that's 
25 stood -- we've logged a couple of three times out of 




1 there and that is still the way it is, public road. 
2 So, you know, if anybody wants to get into the 
3 dedicated easements and that there's plenty of them, or 
4 they want to get into Middle Road is not a public road. 
5 What Mr. Jones said about these easements is true. I 
6 didn't give anybody any easements. Mick Ogden, Brock, 
7 Johnsons Harold and Don both before they sold it put 
8 all these easements in and they did give easements on 
9 the county road. I don't know the legal repercusslons 
10 of that. I have no idea. I have never given -- I've 
11 never signed or said I give up Middle Road as a public 
12 road, a county road. So I would appreciate it if you 
13 would let us get on with this project. We've been held 
14 up now for five years, and there is a market for it, 
15 although it's considerably reduced from what it was 
16 five years ago in value. We would just like we've 
17 already went in-- when this commission passed our 
18 preliminary plat and then the county commissioners 
19 passed it that's as good as done, unless you come back 
20 with a change. So we had no changes to make so our 
21 final plat is identical to the preliminary. So when 
22 the preliminary passed we went in there and put tens of 
23 thousands of dollars exterior/interior roads, and then 
24 all of a sudden we find, you know, we're back on trial. 
25 So I certainly -- according to Bobbi and Clayne Tyler 




1 what we have presented here tonight meets all 
2 requirements, and everything else is superfluous. 
3 Thanks. 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Commissioners, are there any 
5 questions for Mr. Galloway? Mr. Woolsey? Mr. Brown? 
6 No questions. That said, the hearing is now closed to 
7 public comment, and is now open to debate and 
8 discussion by the commission. Commission may ask 
9 additional questions of all involved parties and may 
10 ask for advice from ex~officio experts. 
11 MS. KAUFMAN: I would like to do a reminder. 
12 This hearing is for a varlance request for an access 
13 road, not the subdivision as a part of it. Just want 
14 to be very clear, the planning and zoning commissions 
15 job, they don't make the rules, they're just here to 
16 help enforce the rules that have been adopted, same as 
17 my job. So they're only trying to do that so don't 
18 blame them for anything. They're trying to do their 
19 best to see what the ordinance says and judge it on 
20 that ordinance. That is our job here today. If you 
21 don't like a rule you can change it, but that's what 
22 we're here to do today is see if this variance meets 
23 these requirements. Clayne Tyler, our legal adviser, 
24 directed me on how to hold this hearing and how to 
25 agenda it, so I'm doing it as how I was directed. Any 




1 other questions we have we can try to answer them, but 
2 as far as being a county road, my county road and 
3 bridge supervisor, as far as we know Middle Road is a 
4 county road. That's not up to the commission to 
5 decide -- as everything we have we've been told that. 
6 So just want to make everybody understand kind of our 
7 position. Now the planning and zoning commission's job 
8 is to judge this application based on the ordinance and 
9 the testimony received, and we'll do our best. And if 
10 we do have questions we'll ask you directly. We will 
11 not not ask you. Do you have any questions for me, 
12 Mr. Bruce? 
13 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: I don't. How about the rest of 
14 the cornmlSSlon members, do you have questions for 
15 Ms. Kaufman? 
16 
17 
MS. KAUFMAN: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Ms. Kaufman. 
18 Mr. Simon, do you have any additional comments ln your 
19 position as ex-officio member? 
20 MR. SIMON: I'll say again that as far as I am 
21 concerned and everything that I've researched 
22 concerning the Middle Road it lS a county road. It lS 
23 a county road to the intersection of the proposed 
24 access road. There's no question ln my mind. We've 
25 maintained it to a point; and, like I said, I've done 




1 considerable research on that over the years, and it lS 
2 a county road. I live on the Middle Road, so I'm 
3 pretty familiar with that also. I've lived up there 
4 for 36 years. Do you, Mr. Chairman, want me to get 
5 into the construction of the proposed access road at 
6 this time? 
7 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: All we're concerned with lS the 
8 variance that we establish 
9 MR. SIMON: Okay. Other than that that's all I 





CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Mr. Simon. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: I do have a question. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Go ahead. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: All weather, all year road or 
15 seasonal road, what does that mean? 
16 MR. SIMON: An all weather, all year road is a 
17 road that lS capable of carrying the load through all 
18 seasons. If it never has to be closed due to a break 
19 up, pumping of the subgrade up through the surface, 
20 soft. Actually in Clearwater County right now we have 
21 in the county road system, not private roads, we have 
22 one all seasonal all year road, and that's the 
23 Grangemont Road because we've done so much work to the 
24 base. All the rest of the roads in Clearwater County 
25 we have to close this time of the year because they 




1 can't stand up to heavy roads. 
2 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Simon, when you say close 
3 you put a weight limit. 
4 MR. SIMON: Yeah, weight restriction, 
5 30,000-pound gross vehicle weight. 
6 UNKNOWN PERSON: Mr. Galloway said you had an all 
7 year, all weather road. By definition; is that 
8 correct? 
9 MR. SIMON: If it's constructed correct, yes, it 
10 would be with the right amount of base, the right 
11 grade, the right drainage. 
12 UNKNOWN PERSON: You live there lS it all year, 






MR. SIMON: The way it is now, no, it isn't. 
the access road, no, it isn't an all weather 
UNKNOWN PERSON: And Middle Road? 
MR. SIMON: No, it lS not. We have to put a 
19 weight restriction limit on that road along with all 
20 the rest of the county roads. 
21 UNKNOWN PERSON: So were you proposlng, Mr. 
22 Gal~oway, to make that an all weather, all year road or 
23 what was -- where did that statement come from? 
24 MR. GALLOWAY: An all weather road to me is one 
25 you can drive on all year. You can't haul logs on it. 




1 You have to put weight restrictions on any road up 
2 here. The only road I've built that's all weather year 
3 round is the Groseclose Subdivision when they made us 
4 build it to LHTAC standards, and it's an all weather 
5 year round hauling type road. The only thing is you 
6 can't haul loads to get to it. So when I said year 
7 around road I mean bull rocked and graveled. 
8 UNKNOWN PERSON: Bull rocked and gravel and 
9 you're going to be responsible for clearing it? 
10 
11 
MR. GALLOWAY: I've done miles and miles of it. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Well, I know, but that's not 
12 what I'm saying. 
13 MR. GALLOWAY: That's part of my subdivision. 
14 I'm golng to build an all weather road not -- you know, 
15 I'm golng to build a road you can get cars and pickups 
16 in year round, not logging trucks. Those specs are 
17 just unachievable. There will be a road to that 
18 subdivision that's bull rocked and graveled. Every 
19 subdivision I've ever done is year round road in that 
20 definition of rock and gravel. 
21 UNKNOWN PERSON: I think one of the reasons for 
22 the county ordinances lS to provide I'm sure it's 
23 still involved in being improved is to provide 
24 emergency services for people that live in the county 
25 and fire protection. 




1 UNKNOWN PERSON: Well, that -- ln that point of 
2 discussion, though, every road, just like Mr. Simon 
3 said, every road except Grangemont Road falls under the 
4 weight limitations this time of year; and yet that 
5 doesn't stop people from running fire trucks on it or 
6 emergency response vehicles or --
7 
8 
MS. KAUFMAN: They're exempt. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: -- as a matter of fact hauling 





UNKNOWN PERSON: Right. (Inaudible) is to 
MR. GALLOWAY: Can I continue my answer? 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yeah, go ahead. 
~1R. GALLOWAY: That bottleneck that we were 
14 talking about, the county prosecuting attorney, the 
15 ambulance servlce and the volunteer fire department 
16 said that 15-foot bottleneck would not affect them at 
17 all because the site distance is so far. You can see 
18 way on both sides of it. And it's not peculiar to this 
19 subdivision. There's even a county road over on Tornho 
20 on Dent where private property comes out in the middle 
21 of the county road. So there's actual county roads 
22 with these bottlenecks. So, you know, that's why they 
23 suggested I go for a varlance on this because nobody 
24 could find any way it adversely affected (inaudible.) 
25 UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible) the fire code 




1 provides for security gates width (inaudible) narrower 
2 than the road requirements. 
3 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any other questions? 
4 UNKNOWN PERSON: No. 
5 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Let's start -- let's go around 
6 the loop. Mr. Woolsey? 
7 MR. WOOLSEY: Get back to me. 
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. Start on this side, 




MR. STEINER: (Inaudible.) 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Eikum? 
MR. EIKUM: There was just way too many things 
13 wrong with this that I can't support it. We have 
14 easement problems. We have road width problems. We 
15 have private property. We have maintenance problems. 
16 We have possible -- let me say possible problems. You 
17 know, you need to adhere to the spirit of the 
18 ordinance, and it doesn't in at least three different 
19 places, and that's why they are requesting a variance. 
20 And, yes, we have done things in the past one at a time 
21 usually on a variance, not three things in one. I hate 
22 to compare anything to something that we have done 
23 previously because this has to stand alone. This is 
24 its own -- this variance would be just strictly for 
25 this situation. Even the definition of variance, undo 




1 hardship because of the characteristics of the site. I 
2 don't see undo hardship because of the characteristics 
3 of the site. The hardship is you put the cart before 
4 the horse, and you don't have the easements to develop 
5 a subdivision, which the subdivision looks fine in and 
6 of itself. It's this access road that just doesn't 
7 meet standards, and that's why we're here tonight. I 
8 thought Mr. Kinyon brought up some good points. I've 
9 noticed the same thing out at Dent. There's 
10 subdivisions out there that are supposed to have 24 --
11 one in particular supposed to have a 24-foot road base, 
12 and there's -- I measured with a tape measure myself. 
13 There's places where it's only 14, 15, 16-feet. You 
14 know, it happens. I don't think it should, but it 
15 does. And I've researched this for almost two months 
16 now off and on different parts of it. I've got my own 
17 copy of the grant of easements. I went to the 
18 auditor's office, and I've highlighted on my own pretty 
19 much everything Mr. Jones brought up about the 
20 problems. I've got my own highlights here exactly what 
21 he said. It's not-- the access road for the easements 
22 from Ogden drops into Johnsons specifically says it's 
23 not to be deemed a public right-of-way. Well, you put 
24 in a class B subdivision with 10 parcels, how are you 
25 going to keep that a private road? You said yourself 




1 you want excavators up there. You want cement trucks 
2 and builders and frames and building inspectors and 
3 Tripco is going to be up there and Builders Supply. If 
4 you list it with somebody you're going to have a 
5 Realtor bringing people -- this lS going to be a public 
6 right-of-way. And the grantors of the easement did not 
7 want this to be a public right-of-way. I know this is 
8 ln name only, but I do not support --
9 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: You're disagreeing with the 




UNKNOWN PERSON: Nonexclusive. 
MR. EIKUM: The nonexclusive. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: It's a nonexclusive 
14 right-of-way. 
15 UNKNOWN PERSON: Well, I guess we're splitting 
16 hairs over the definition of a public right-of-way. 
17 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Well, a public right-of-way 
18 according to Mr. Tyler in this letter that Mr. Jones 
19 referred to -- he was identifying the difference 
20 between -- one of the things between a public 
21 right-of-way and a private road. And the difference 
22 primarily as we talked in conversation was that you can 
23 gate a private road. You can't gate a public road. 
24 But when you come back to the county in their 
25 jurisdiction, can the county establish standards for 




1 the private road? Yes, the county can establish 
2 standards just like they do establish standards for a 
3 house on how you are going to build it through the 
4 building code. It's a private house, but you have to 
5 adhere to a building code standard when you're 
6 building. That's the way our county is. And so the 
7 same thing with the road, whether it's private or 
8 public, the county prescribes the standards as to what 
9 
10 
that how that road will be built. 
MR. EIKUM: I agree, and we've done that, and 
11 this doesn't meet the standards, plain and simple. 
12 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: What are you saylng it doesn't 
13 meet the standards? I don't --





CHAIRMAN BRUCE: He's asking for a varlance. 
MR. EIKUM: That's what I'm saylng. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: What about the standards as far 
19 as what kind of base will be laid down and the bedrock 
20 and the gravel and so on? 
21 
22 
UNKNOWN PERSON: What about it? 
UNKNOWN PERSON: I think what he's trying to say 
23 is that we have -- basically that road is designed 
24 where, you know, like you were talking about your cut 
25 banks and stuff, well, it's going through a field. So 




1 what he's saylng lS that road to maintain what it needs 
2 to have access for, for ambulances and stuff, does not 
3 need to be as wide to be sufficient basically. 
4 UNKNOWN PERSON: Mr. Chairman, can I make a 
5 statement? 
6 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: No. We've closed public 
7 comment. Only if you're asked a question. Mr. Nation? 
8 MR. NATION: I'm satisfied with what I heard. I 







CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Riccomini? 
MR. RICCOMINI: I'm satisfied with what I heard. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Brown? 
MR. BROWN: I don't have anything. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Woolsey, we're back to you. 
MR. WOOLSEY: I'll ask Mr. Galloway's input real 
16 quickly on the point he wanted to make. 
17 
18 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Sure. 
MR. GALLOWAY: The point I want to make lS we're 
19 doing this right, 10 houses. If we're forced to sell 
20 out in 20s there could be 60 houses no -- no road specs 
21 or nothing. We could just go in there and sell 20s and 
22 they could just mud bog it. We're trying to do it 
23 right. We're trying to do a quality subdivision with 
24 10 houses. If we sell it ln 20s I'll guarantee you 
25 there will be single-wide trailers and junkyards and 




1 everything that you see around Clearwater County. And 
2 maybe if I could back up, I would have done it in 20s 
3 and got rid of all this. But we've put a lot of money 
4 and effort into doing a subdivision right according to 
5 our comp plan, and that's it. 
6 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Does that answer your question, 
7 Mr. Woolsey? 
8 MR. WOOLSEY: Yeah. I'm still struggling with 
9 the easement question because I understand what 
10 Mr. Golding is saying this seems correct and, you know, 
11 the documents that we've been given the one that Mr. 
12 Jones presented and everything also goes in there and 
13 specifies that it's a nonexclusive. In fact, I 
14 wouldn't mind asking Mr. Jones if he has a follow-up on 
15 that particular phrase in light of the easement 
16 documents. The nonexclusivity of the --
17 MR. JONES: At the risk of showing that I don't 
18 know what I'm talking about, I would interpret a 
19 nonexclusive easement meaning that the person who gave 
20 the easement has a right to grant the easement to other 
21 people. So that a grantor -- it's nonexclusive from 
22 the standpoint of the grantor giving the easement. He 
23 can give that to other people. As to the grantees I 
24 don't believe what's been said is correct. But I can't 
25 make that representation to you in a 100 percent 




1 statement. I believe it's incorrect, but I believe 
2 nonexclusive just means that the grantor can glve it 
3 agaln. It doesn't mean that the grantee can glve it as 
4 many times as he wants to. And I could be wrong about 
5 that, I'll admit that. 
6 
7 
UNKNOWN PERSON: So I don't know. 
MR. JONES: Nor do I. I'm comfortable with that 
8 but (inaudible) later on. 
9 MR. GALLOWAY: Mr. Chairman, I could add a bit to 
10 that if I was so directed. 
11 
12 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: We're closed for public comment. 




CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Go ahead. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Who or maybe it's through the 
16 county, whose responsibility is it to see that this 
17 access road is built to a specific standard? 
18 
19 
MR. SIMON: Mine. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: And that process hasn't started 
20 yet (inaudible.) 
21 MR. SIMON: I've looked at it. I've walked it 
22 three, four years ago, and that's where I carne up with 
23 some of my suggestions of what I would like to have 
24 seen done on that road to bring it up to a better 
25 standard, but it's certainly not finished. And then I 




1 use LHTAC standards, Local Highway Technical Assistance 
2 Council adopted by the county, and I use those 
3 standards for road construction, drainage, grade uses, 
4 grade widths, base material, type of material. So 
5 that's --but it is -- it's up to me to make sure that 
6 the road is constructed (inaudible.) 
7 UNKNOWN PERSON: Now I have a question for 




MS. KAUFMAN: You mean Mr. Bruce? 
(Unintelligible discussion.) 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Mr. Bruce. When the road meets 
12 the standard is that when building permits are issued 
13 or lS there some sequence in that process that 
14 
15 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Ms. Kaufman? 
UNKNOWN PERSON: When do building permits get 
16 issued after the road is finished and who certifies the 
17 road? 
18 MS. KAUFMAN: When you come to get a building 
19 permit there lS no speculations on if there's even a 
20 road to your place. That's not in our process right 
21 now. 
22 UNKNOWN PERSON: So we have all these standards, 
23 but we don't have the tools to enforce them? 
24 MS. KAUFMAN: If there was a condition set then 
25 you could. Like we make sure that there's a septic 




1 permit first, and most likely if you're golng to get 
2 all that you're going to have a road. But we, the 
3 county, does not have any jurisdiction over a private 
4 driveway. There might be an access road, but the 
5 driveway to the house we don't. 
6 UNKNOWN PERSON: Well, we have a standard for 
7 roads, the access road. 
8 
9 
MS. KAUFMAN: Correct. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: And the standard lS being 
10 we're asking for a variance. There's a varlance being 
11 asked for for this road. 
12 MS. KAUFMAN: Correct. You can add stipulations 
13 to this subdivision. You could -- because it's a plat 
14 you can be on the title work if you feel the need to 
15 let people know. There's been some done ln the past. 
16 But as far as right now for anybody getting the 
17 building permit it is not a requirement under the 
18 building code, the International Code or the County's 
19 Code, that I even ask that you have a road to your 
20 house. I have to make sure that there's an approved 
21 septic. But you as a planning and zoning member can 
22 add conditions. You can amend the motion. You can do 
23 certain things. You can require additional information 
24 from the applicant, or whatever you need be that you 
25 feel comfortable. 




1 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Let me talk about a preliminary 
2 plat and put this into perspective. A preliminary plat 
3 is (inaudible) other than the survey, which sets the 
4 pens, there's nothing else that has to go on out there 
5 until such time as that goes -- that we make a 
6 recommendation of the final plat to the board. Now the 
7 board can lay on the conditions as to 




MS. KAUFMAN: The board of county commissioners. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: The board of county 
12 commissioners. 
13 UNKNOWN PERSON: Okay. 
14 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: The variance is the only thing 
15 that we have the power to approve. That's what we're 
16 hearing right now is the variance application. As far 
17 as the subdivision everything about that is a 
18 recommendation from us. So we go through the 
19 preliminary plat stage, excuse me, we do have the 
20 approval authority over preliminary plat. Then we 
21 recommend final plat to the board of county 
22 commissioners, and they're the ones that can lay on the 
23 conditions as to how that's implemented. That's where 
24 your enforcement -- Mr. Simon works for them. 
25 Mr. Simon goes out there and does an inspection to see 




1 whether the road meets the criteria, and he would be 







UNKNOWN PERSON: And that will happen at some 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Uh-huh (affirmative.) 
MS. KAUFMAN: And he has to sign off on the plat. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: That answered my question 
9 because I wanted to know where this process is golng 
10 once we say something (inaudible) turkey trail or not. 





MR. RICCOMINI: They answered it. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. 
MR. WOOLSEY: I had one more question of 
16 Mr. Simon. 
17 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Certainly. Go ahead, Mr .. 
18 Woolsey. 
19 MR. WOOLSEY: Rob, how wide is Middle Road 
20 through there from 
21 MR. SIMON: The driving surface lS probably 
22 12-feet average. 
23 MR. WOOLSEY: See, that's the discussion that we 
24 have a lot of times because they want to put more 
25 expansive requirements on the developer than what lS 




1 maintained on the -- so you've got a skinny road that 
2 goes to a wide road --
3 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Exactly. 
4 MR. WOOLSEY: in the middle of nowhere, and 
5 that's why we've been willing to reduce them to the 
6 18-foot driving widths is because they're corning off of 
7 roads that are much narrower for sometimes a long time. 
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: But we don't want to do that for 
9 down the road because (inaudible.) In a perfect world 
10 we want to upgrade every road in the county so we don't 




UNKNOWN PERSON: Right. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Chicken and egg problem there 
15 with each one that shows up. 
16 
17 
UNKNOWN PERSON: Uh-huh (affirmative.) 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: On this 20-acre business I would 
18 like to explain that, too. Mr. Galloway was talking 
19 about the 20-acre option. Well, the only applications 
20 for subdivision that we hear are subdivisions that have 
21 at least one lot that's less than 20 acres. If you 
22 make a subdivision with all your lots of 20 acres or 
23 greater, you don't have to come to the county for 
24 permission, just go out and do it. You set up your own 
25 road plan and subdivide the property at 20 acres. Now, 




1 I don't know whether that's good or bad. I'm not golng 
2 to make a judgment on that, but that's a fact of life. 
3 And so what he has done-- and I'll grant this to him 
4 is that he has attempted to meet the letter of the law 
5 (inaudible) full-platted process. Where we're 
6 scrutinizing every detail of the subdivision. Does 
7 that make sense? Do you have a question about that? 
8 UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible) I just want to make 
9 sure that if I make a decision that, you know, 
10 (inaudible) some meaning (inaudible.) 
11 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yeah, I appreciate that. But I 
12 wanted you to understand the difference between the 
13 20-acre thing, and when you're making a subdivision 




UNKNOWN PERSON: Yeah, virtually no restrictions. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Exactly. 
MS. KAUFMAN: Right. And something else, if you 
18 look in your staff report I itemize out what the 
19 ordinance says. We are not basing this off of the comp 
20 plan. We are basing it off of the subdivision 
21 ordinance, and the ordinance specifically says certain 
22 rules for a variance to be granted. It's under Article 
23 8 of the Subdivision Ordinance; and it says, no 
24 varlance as herein defined shall be verily acted upon 
25 by the commission unless there is a finding as a result 




1 of a public hearing that the following exists: That 
2 there are such special circumstances or conditions 
3 affecting the property that the strict application of 
4 the provisions of this ordinance would be clearly be 
5 impracticable or unreasonable and cause an undo 
6 hardship. In such cases the developer shall first 
7 state his reason in writing as he (inaudible) specific 
8 provisions for requirements involved, which he did. 
9 Number two, that strict compliance with the 
10 requirements of the ordinance would result in 
11 extraordinary topography or such conditions would 
12 result in inhibiting the achievement of the objectives 
13 of the ordinance; that the granting of specific 
14 variance would not be detrimental to the public, 
15 welfare or injurious to other property in the area ln 
16 which the property is situated; that such var1ance 
17 would not violate the provisions of Idaho Code; that 
18 the variance will not have an effect of nullifying the 
19 interest of purpose of this ordinance and the 
20 comprehensive plan. That is what we're judging this 
21 application off of. If we need more information or 
22 don't have enough we can request that, but I just want 
23 to make sure that we are clear on what we are judging 
24 this specific application on within these prov1s1ons. 
25 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any further cornmen ts, 




1 Mr. Steiner? Mr. Ketchum? Mr. Eikum? 
2 MR. EIKUM: I recall at the November 17th, 2008 
3 public hearing Mr. Galloway did say that he would 
4 consider putting in 20s and several of the opposing 
5 neighbors at that time said, yeah, great, go ahead. 
6 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: At this point we're dealing with 
7 the variance request. The subdivision plat preliminary 
8 was already approved. So we need to concentrate on the 





MR. NATION: Nothing. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Riccomini? 
MR. RICCOMINI: No. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Woolsey, do you have 
14 anything? 
15 MR. WOOLSEY: We have to address the variances 
16 all three parts up or down, or can we (inaudible) for 
17 ones that are okay with (inaudible) or not. 
18 
19 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Want to divide the vote? 
MR. WOOLSEY: Well, I'm asking you procedurally 
20 first if it's in one package yes or 
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Well, it was presented as an 
22 application including all three items. 
23 
24 
MS. KAUFMAN: He can amend my motion. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That's how we introduced it. 
25 How's that? 






MS . KAUFMAN: He can amend it . 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: You could, yes, that's one thing 
3 you can do. You could amend by motion that we delete 
4 one of those items. 
5 MR. WOOLSEY: I guess the one that I have issue 
6 with is the third one that set aside the requirement to 
7 dedicate the access road to public use, because I don't 
8 know that I've been convinced that the easements that 
9 are there would allow that to be dedicated based on the 
10 county prosecutor's letter. And I don't know if we can 
11 get clarification on that. 
12 MS. KAUFMAN: Did you see ln the findings the new 
13 example that I was sent by Clayne explaining that? 
14 MR. WOOLSEY: Yeah. It seems to me that he's 
15 telling --
16 MS. KAUFMAN: (Inaudible) that you can't dedicate 
17 it that (inaudible.) 
18 MR. WOOLSEY: He's saylng that we don't --that 
19 there's not the right to make that a dedicated --
20 MS. KAUFMAN: That Galloway wouldn't have legal 
21 right to dedicate Shinn's property to public use. He 
22 only has an easement. 
23 MR. WOOLSEY: Which lS Item 7 here ln your 
24 findings, right? 
25 MS. KAUFMAN: Yes, yes. 







MR. WOOLSEY: That's the way I read it, too. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: So what are you stating? 
MR. WOOLSEY: Well, I mean, ln a nutshell the 
4 changing of the right-of-way from 60 to 30, you know, I 
5 don't have any problem with that. You know, that's 
6 adequate for access through there. The change from the 
7 surface from 24 to 18 I would prefer not to, but that 
8 doesn't glve me a huge amount of heartburn either. But 
9 the -- to set aside the requirement for dedicating 
10 road, I guess, we're just -- what you're asking us lS 
11 to turn a blind eye to that whole ordinance that we 
12 have to have dedicated. 
13 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: It's an old rule. It goes way 
14 back, and it was primarily designed for like 
15 (inaudible) now it's in a rural environment so it lS 
16 just a procedure that has to be done. 
17 MR. WOOLSEY: Right. But, yeah, so we're either 
18 scratching --we're basically jury nullification, for 
19 lack of a better word, we're ignoring that whole 
20 concept and just wanting to throw away by setting aside 
21 the requirement is what they're asking us to do. 
22 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: You have to think about what's 
23 applicable to town and what's applicable to a rural 
24 subdivision. We have to kind of go out of the box a 
25 little bit. 




1 MR. WOOLSEY: Generally what we encounter is 
2 every subdivision has got pretty much direct access to 
3 some form of a county road or other, and this one is a 
4 bit. There are others. It's not the only one like Mr. 
5 Galloway said, and he's correct. It's not the only one 
6 that's remote from that has to pass across land, but 
7 most of those ones we have we're not running into 
8 opposition from the landowner but they're crossing it. 
9 MS. KAUFMAN: And this is just (inaudible) access 




MR. WOOLSEY: Right, right. 
MS . KAUFMAN: Yeah. 
MR. WOOLSEY: But I'm saylng the difference from 
14 this one that they're asking us to set it aside from 
15 some of the other ones we've done. In some of the 
16 other ones the roads are longer and they're through 
17 private property, but the property that we were 
18 crossing wasn't throwing a fit about having it crossed. 
19 They were okay with having it -- subdivision access 
20 through that existing easement, where this it's 
21 obviously not the case. 
22 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Simon, do you have a comment 
23 on this? 
24 
25 
MR. SIMON: No, I don't. 
MR. WOOLSEY: Anyway, so, you know, don't want to 




1 stomp on the rights of a guy that wants to develop his 
2 property. You know, I think people should be allowed 
3 to do what they want to with theirs, but on the same 
4 hand -- or on the other side of that coln lS, you know, 
5 who's -- when the owners that's land is being crossed 
6 doesn't want it to happen, then you're granting one 
7 person rights at the expense of another one, and that 
8 one causes heartburn. I don't know. I'd like to do 




UNKNOWN PERSON: Nope . 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Nope. Mr. Galloway has the 
easement, and according to the if I'm reading 
13 correctly as to what Mr. Tyler advises to this wouldn't 
14 meet the criteria of a road that you could dedicate to 
15 public use. 
16 
17 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) 
MR. WOOLSEY: Right, and that's what I understood 
18 his comments say here, too, that it -- yes, it won't 
19 work to be dedicated to the public so we're creating a 
20 subdivision with no dedicated public access by ignoring 
21 the public access rule. Is that it in a nutshell? 
.22 UNKNOWN PERSON: That's what a variance is for. 
23 UNKNOWN PERSON: We'll have access. Access to be 
24 built to the standard (inaudible.) 
25 UNKNOWN PERSON: That's what a variance is for. 






UNKNOWN PERSON: Right, it will have access. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: And (inaudible) standards 
3 enforced by the county. 
4 UNKNOWN PERSON: Is that the negative way of 
5 looking at it? Because there could be a positive way 
6 of looking at it that supposedly cut back on traffic; 
7 lS that correct? 
8 MS. KAUFMAN: Yes. 
9 UNKNOWN PERSON: Does it give (inaudible) no 
10 trespassing sign out there is kind of what we're 
11 getting at. 
12 UNKNOWN PERSON: You can gate it. You can gate 
13 the private one. 
14 MR. WOOLSEY: So I guess there's a negative way 
15 of looking at it and a 
16 
17 
UNKNOWN PERSON: And a positive. 
MR. WOOLSEY: So I can kind of see where they 
18 come up with the idea. It does make sense. 
19 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. The commission may amend 
20 the motion as necessary (inaudible) or may send for a 
21 committee review. Is there any motions to amend? 
22 There's no further debate or discussion the Chair puts 
23 the motion to a vote. The qliestion is: Shall the 
24 commission approve -- do you have that motion, Ms. 
25 Kaufman? The question is: Shall the commission 




1 approve ZV2011-2, a varlance request by Ed and Carole 
2 Galloway. Those in favor say aye. 
3 (Aye in Unison.) 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Let's have a hand count. Those 
5 opposed say no. 
6 (No in Unison.) 
7 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Did you record the vote, 
8 Ms. Norris? Result of the vote was that the commission 
9 approved this variance request. Thank you for 
10 everybody that participated and you brought testimony 
11 before us, and you also have the option to appeal our 
12 decision. The appeal authority for variances is the 
13 board of county commissioners. So if you lodge an 
14 appeal you'll have to bring that before the-- are 
15 there any questions on how we've handled this hearing? 
16 Any questions on what goes on afterwards? Mr. Shinn? 
17 MR. SHINN: So the appeal process would be 
18 directly to the county commissioners? 
19 
20 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yes, sir, that's correct. 




MS. KAUFMAN: She would recuse herself. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Well, she's a county 
24 commissioner, but there's a process for her to recuse 
25 herself. 




1 MR. SHINN: I see. So that would, then -- there 
2 would be two county commissioners? 
3 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: To the best of my knowledge. 
4 There's three and if she recuses herself that would be 
5 two. Any questions from anybody else? The hearing for 
6 agenda Item ZV2011-2 is now closed. With that said, 
7 there's no objection, we'll recess for five minutes and 





(Hearing concluded at 9:16p.m.) 
(Reconvened at 9:24p.m.) 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Ready for agenda Item No. 
13 SUB060096, the request of the final plat stage of a 
14 Class B subdivision by Ed and Carole Galloway is now 
15 reopened. The applicants are present. Today's hearing 
16 ls a continuation of a final plat application presented 
17 to this commission on 17 November, 2008. The 
18 application follows the platting procedures for a Class 
19 B subdivision for the purpose of establishing South 
20 Fork Estates, which was previously referred to as 
21 Hidden Valley Subdivision. Specifically the request is 
22 to divide 99.82 acres into 10 parcels, which will range 
23 between 6.67 and 13.14 acres each. The property is 
24 zoned F1, which is below density rural districts. The 
25 property is located in Section 9, Township 37 north and 




1 Range 1 east ln the Freeman Creek Road area off of 
2 Middle Road, Clearwater County, Idaho. The property lS 
3 not within an area of city impact. The comm1ss1on 
4 approved the preliminary plat with conditions at the 
5 November 20, 2006, planning and zoning meeting. During 
6 today's meeting the commission conducted a hearing to 
7 hear a variance request for access road to the proposed 
8 subdivision. Ms. Administrator, when we address those 
9 findings in this hearing's dialogue please briefly 
10 summarize the preliminary plat conditions and those 
11 conditions that apply to the access road. The 
12 commission may by majority vote recommend approval, 
13 recommend disapproval or postpone a decision until a 
14 new public hearing shall be called on the application. 
15 The Chair requests that Ms. Administrator present a 
16 motion for agenda Item SUB060096. 
17 MS. KAUFMAN: I move that the commission 
18 recommend approval for SUB060096, a Class B subdivision 





CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Is there a second to the motion? 
MR. BROWN: Second. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: For the record Mr. Brown 
24 seconds. Are there members of the commission who wish 
25 to declare a conflict of interest? Ms. Administrator, 




1 do you have additions to the staff findings? 
2 MS. KAUFMAN: I do. Variance request ZV2011-2 
3 was approved at the March 21st, 2011, planning and 
4 zoning hearing. And also as a condition of the 
5 preliminary plat was to get the road names approved, 
6 and the Clearwater County Road Addressing Department 
7 approved access roads to be named Summer Range Drive 
8 and Wildrose Court. 
9 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Ms. Administrator. 
10 The motion has been made and seconded. The question 
11 is: Shall the commission recommend approval of the 
12 main motion as presented by planning and zoning 
13 administrator? The hearing is now open to public 
14 comment. Those who testify must come forward and state 
15 their name and address for the record. Does the 
16 applicant have testimony to clarify or support their 
17 application? The Chair recommends then you present 
18 testimony. 
19 MR. GALLOWAY: Well, since this commission has 
20 the full authority to grant variances, and you just did 
21 grant variances, the subdivision does not vary at all 
22 from the preliminary plat. So one thing I would like 
23 to clarify, the roads are not to LHTAC standards, and 
24 they won't be. This subdivision predates LHTAC 
25 standards in Clearwater County, and that's been 




1 verified by the prosecuting attorney that he said I'm 
2 under the rules. I'm under the rules that were in 
3 place when I applied for this. That doesn't mean it 
4 won't be a year round road, just LHTAC standards are 
5 observed. LHTAC standards -- I have a book right here. 
6 LHTAC standards brings a road up to specs to be paved. 
7 And one way to kill a subdivision is do LHTAC 
8 standards. We did a subdivision not far from here to 
9 LHTAC standards. Somebody was talking about it 
10 tonight, maybe Rob. The road is 40 bucks a foot. If 
11 you want to kill a subdivision just go LHTAC standards 
12 that will kill all the subdividing in Clearwater County 
13 because these people that put in an LHTAC standard road 
14 can now not sell their land for enough money to get 
15 their investment back. This subdividing isn't the big 
16 millionaire maker that people think. There lS really 
17 close tolerances here. So I'm-- I will be putting ln 
18 an 18-foot wide road. I generally put four to six 
19 inches base material, which lS bull rock, mainly 
20 because my bull rock runs 3 or 4-inches, and I'll be 
21 putting on about 3 inches of three-quarter minus on top 
22 of that, which we -- just a little ways from here we 
23 built 1.86 miles of road to these exact specs, and 
24 they're a good solid year round road. Once again, not 
25 for logging trucks or trucks. We don't haul on these 




1 roads in the springtime when they're weight 
2 restrictions, that's pretty common knowledge ln 
3 Clearwater County. So you can ask me some questions, 
4 but I wanted to bring that up; that the road will be a 
5 year round road, bull rocked and graveled, but it won't 
6 be LHTAC standards. LHTAC standards calls for 
7 12-inches a pace and that's observed. 12-inches of 
8 base is -- you know, they didn't even put that under 
9 the pavement on Freeman Creek Road, and that's a state 
10 spec road there. These LHTAC standards, like I said, 
11 they prep a road for asphalt. 
12 
13 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any questions for Mr. Galloway? 
MR. GALLOWAY: It will be fully surveyed. Terry 
14 has already done all the surveying. All he has to do 
15 is set the pens in the middle of the road when the road 
16 lS complete. Somebody asked Rob how we would know if 
17 the road was to specs. Rob has to sign the final plat 
18 mylars before they're recorded. So Rob has to slgn 
19 them. Andy has to sign them from the Health 
20 Department. Engineers have to sign them. The Chairman 
21 of that County Commissioners has to sign them. Who 
22 else, Bobbi? 
23 MS. KAUFMAN: TJ has to slgn them. 
24 MR. GALLOWAY: TJ has to sign them. So if 
25 anything sneaks through it wouldn't be my fault. So 











MR. KETCHUM: Where did LHTAC come from? 
MR. GALLOWAY: LHTAC, that's what I'd like to 
MR. KETCHUM: Did I read it somewhere? 
MS. KAUFMAN: No. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: LHTAC means Local Highway 
8 Technical Advisory Council, and they advise different 
9 highway jurisdictions. 
10 MR. GALLOWAY: We use LHTAC standards commonly 
11 for approaches. 
12 MR. KETCHUM: What I'm getting at is did we ask 
13 for that? Did somebody ask for that? Why are we 
14 discussing it? 
15 MR. GALLOWAY: Rob says we've adopted them. 
16 Clayne Tyler says we have not. 
17 UNKNOWN PERSON: Bobbi, we've adopted them as of 
18 this last 





MS. KAUFMAN: I know the approaches. 
MR. GALLOWAY: The approaches, yeah. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: To answer your question, Mr. 
24 Ketchum, I think-- I guess the point that he's drawn 
25 is he's under an old set of rules. If we did the same 




1 subdivision today we would apply the LHTAC standards 
2 that's been adopted by the county. 
3 UNKNOWN PERSON: Okay, yeah. 
4 MR. GALLOWAY: Other than that there will be 
5 underground power going in. I don't know what else you 
6 would want to know. As far as passing the final 
7 subdivision, the criteria is does it meet the 
8 requirements of the zoning, and it obviously does 
9 because we just fixed it. 
10 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Mr. Galloway. Is 
11 there testimony from citizens supporting the motion? 
12 Is there testimony from citizens opposing the motion? 
13 State your name and address for the record, please. 
14 MR. JONES: My name is Garry Jones. I'm an 
15 attorney. I represent Mr. and Mrs. Shinn. My office 
16 is 1304 Idaho Street in Lewiston. The only opposition 
17 that I would have is that as announced by Chairman 
18 Bruce at the end of the last meeting we do have a 
19 right I don't know if we're going to do that to 
20 appeal the decision on the variances. It seems to me 
21 that it's premature to vote on the final plat before 
22 we've exhausted our rights to appeal on the variances, 
23 and I would respectfully request that you table this 
24 motion until such time as we've had an opportunity to 
25 proceed through our administrative remedies. 




1 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you for your comments. 
2 Are there any questions for Mr. Jones? Are there any 
3 other citizens who oppose the motion? 
4 Ms. Administrator, do you have written correspondence? 
5 MS. KAUFMAN: I do. Again, we got a letter from 
6 Sam Charles, Ponderosa Area Manager Idaho Department of 
7 Lands. Again, based on the documentation I provided 
8 the development will not impact state trust lands at 
9 this time so they had no comments. 
10 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you. Is there any other 
11 testimony especially (inaudible.) The applicant may 
12 rebut any and all testimony. 
13 MR. GALLOWAY: I guess we only have one. My 
14 rebuttal on that is this was filed in 2006. It is time 
15 to move on. Any action here, I believe, would be civil 
16 action, and it wouldn't -- according to what I'm told, 
17 Bobbi, you know more on this than I do, the final 
is decision on the variances is right here. 
19 MS. KAUFMAN: Correct, but anybody has the right 
20 to appeal. They have 30 days. We are not the deciding 
21 factor on the final plat; therefore, there would be 
22 time -- they file an appeal the board of county 
23 commissioners would not be able to hear the final plat 
24 yet. And I actually asked Clayne Tyler this question, 
25 and he said to hear both of them that they would still 




1 have time to appeal it because once they appeal it it 
2 would halt this application from going further until 
3 that appeal process is -- their time has been --
4 MR. GALLOWAY: So we can get this out of here 
5 tonight. 
6 MS. KAUFMAN: The planning and zonlng commission 
7 because they are not the final decision-maker on the 
8 final plat they give a recommendation to the board of 
9 county commissioners, yes. 
10 
11 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yeah, that's true. 
MR. GALLOWAY: So if there's an appeal it would 
12 be brought up next Monday at the county --
13 MS. KAUFMAN: Well, it's whoever would apply for 
14 one. If somebody wants to appeal it they have to 
15 contact -- they can contact either me or the board of 
16 county commissioners to start that process. 
17 MR. GALLOWAY: Okay. I would just like to see 
18 this passed out of here tonight, and we can get on 
19 with-- if there's an appeal we'll handle it where it 
20 needs to be. It doesn't need to be handled here, in my 
21 oplnlon. 
22 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you for your opinion. Are 
23 there any other comments? The hearing is now closed to 
24 public comment and lS now open to debate and discussion 
25 by the commlsslon. The commission may ask additional 




1 questions of all involved parties and ask for advice 
2 from ex-officio experts. Mr. Helkey? 
3 MR. HELKEY: Andy Helkey, Wells Bench Road, 
4 Public Health Idaho North Central District. I reviewed 
5 test holes on every lot in this subdivision back in 
6 2008. All lots do have a suitable size, soil depth and 
7 type to allow (inaudible.) Any questions? 
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any questions for Mr. Helkey? 
9 Thank you for your testimony, Mr. Helkey. Mr. Simon, 
10 did you have any comments? 
11 MR. SIMON: I have not looked at these roads in 
12 the subdivision, and I intend on looking at them before 
13 I sign my log. Now, I just got a bit of a curveball 
14 thrown at me right now. I was assuming that the 
15 planning and zoning commission adopted LHTAC standards 
16 for road construction, and I've always based that as 
17 my-- those standards as my baseline when I look at a 
18 road. So, like I said, I have not looked at these 
19 roads so I would like to hold any comment until I 
20 see -- until I look at them, and I'm assuming that 
21 they're not finished. 
22 UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible.) Well, we did 
23 excavation interior (inaudible.) 
24 MR. SIMON: So there's nothing for me to inspect 
25 there yet other than possible grade, site distance, 




1 drainage as far as the road construction base and 
2 surface there's nothing there yet. I haven't seen it. 
3 
4 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any questions for Mr. Simon? 
UNKNOWN PERSON: I do. I have a question. What 
5 were the grade standards before the LHTAC came into the 
6 picture? 
7 MR. SIMON: Okay. Now, correct me if I'm wrong, 
8 TJ, but the county did have some basic standards for 
9 road construction like grade, and it was not to exceed 
10 10 percent. 
11 
12 
MS. KAUFMAN: Correct. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: (Inaudible) that's ln the 
13 subdivision ordinance. 
14 MR. SIMON: In a subdivision ordinance, okay. So 
15 I would assume that in any road that is built ln 
16 Clearwater County it's 10 percent maximum. Now, 
17 there's always this little clause in the bottom even 
18 with LHTAC standards. There's always this little 
19 clause in the bottom it can be changed under the 
20 recommendation of the local highway jurisdiction~ which 
21 is Clearwater County Road Department. So you can go 
22 over 10 percent for a short distance if it doesn't 
23 impact the entire road. 
24 UNKNOWN PERSON: Example of that kind of road 
25 would be Harmony Lights Loop. 




1 MR. SIMON: Yeah. Now, personally I would like 
2 to see no roads over 10 percent, but I understand in 
3 the real world you can't do that -- because I'm the one 
4 that has to maintain them. 
5 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That's right. Any other 
6 questions for Mr. Simon? 
7 UNKNOWN PERSON: I have a question, Mr. Bruce. 




UNKNOWN PERSON: Okay, just him and I. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Commission may amend the motion 
12 as necessary (inaudible) reasonable decision or may 
13 send for a committee review. Are there any amendments 
14 to the motion? There's no further debate or 
15 discussion. The Chair puts the motion to a vote. The 
16 question is: Shall the commission approve SUB06 --
17 excuse me, shall the commission recommend approval of 
18 SUB060096, a Class B subdivision named South Fork 
19 Estates requested by Ed and Carole Galloway? 
20 (Aye in Unison.) 
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Those opposed say no. Is there 
22 any abstaining? The ayes have it. And we have 
23 recommended approval of SUB060096. Thank you for 
24 participating in this hearing. As I stated earlier, 
25 there is an appeal process for the -- for both of 




1 these, as a matter of fact, you can pursue the appeal 
2 process for the variance by going directly to the board 
3 of county commissioners, and if you don't like what was 
4 done on the plat you can go through the court system. 
5 Are there any questions on the appeal process? 
6 Ms. Kaufman, do we have an entry in the ordinance that 
7 shows how to do the appeal process? Is there an 
8 outline, or do you know that? 
9 MS. KAUFMAN: There's two, and the one in the 
10 zoning ordinance would be the most current way to 
11 
12 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: But this is a subdivision. 
MS. KAUFMAN: Right, but that public hearing 
13 process ln our appeal process is as a zoning ordinance, 
14 it prevails. 
15 
16 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. 
MS. KAUFMAN: I believe they have to -- let me. 






CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Jones, you have a copy of 
MR. JONES: (Inaudible. ) 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: So touch base with Ms. Kaufman. 
MS. KAUFMAN: And he actually has 20 days to 
23 appeal it. I'm sure they will do it right away. 
24 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Are there any questions as to 
25 our proceedings? The hearing for agenda Item No. 





























(Hearing concluded at 9:45p.m.) 
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1 BE IT REMEMBERED that the above-entitled matter 
2 carne on for hearing before the Clearwater County Planning 
3 and Zoning Commission at the hour of 6:30p.m., August 
4 15th, 2011, in the District Courtroom of the Clearwater 
5 County Courthouse, City of Orofino, County of Clearwater, 
6 State of Idaho. 
7 (Thereupon the following oral proceedings 
8 were had as follows, to-wit:) 
9 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Good evening. A quorum being 
10 present the meeting will come to order. Please stand 
11 and join me in the pledge to our nation's flag. 
12 (Pledge of Allegiance was said.) 
13 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Be seated. Ms. Administrator/ 
14 would you please brief us on our emergency procedures 
15 in case we have some kind of disaster. 
16 (Briefing given on Emergency Exit Procedures.) 
17 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you 1 Ms. Kaufman. Next I 
18 would like to introduce our members of the Commission. 
19 I will start out with Ms. Grimm, who is our recording 
20 secretary. Ms. Kaufman is our Administrator. She is 
21 also an ex-officio member of this Commission. And then 
22 we have Mr. Woolsey, Mr. Smith, Mr. Riccornini 1 Mr. 
23 Nation, Mr. Ketchum/ Mr. Brown, Mr. Steiner/ and I am 
24 Mr. Bruce. Do we have any other ex-officio members? 
25 First business in order is the adoption of the agenda. 




1 Did each member receive a copy of the agenda? Are 
2 there any changes or corrections to the agenda? 
3 MS. KAUFMAN: There is. Normally two weeks after 
4 Planning and Zoning gives a recommendation the Board 
5 hears it. Since we are the determining board there is 
6 just a report, and that report will be given to the 
7 Board of County Commissioners on Monday, August 22, at 
8 11:00, and it is just a report of what became of this 
9 meeting. 
10 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you. Are there any other 
11 changes or corrections to the agenda? If not, the 
12 agenda is approved as changed. 
13 Next business in order is the approval of the 
14 minutes of our last meeting. Did each member receive a 
15 copy of the minutes? Are there any corrections to the 
16 minutes? I think on the back page I saw one spelling 
17 correction. Instead of undue being u-n-d-o it should 
18 be u-n-d-u-e. Are there any other corrections to the 
19 minutes? If not, the minutes are approved as 
20 corrected. 
21 The next business in order is hearings for the 
22 application as listed in the agenda, and I would like 
23 to run over our procedure for conducting a hearing. 
24 This Commission, I am talking about the Planning and 
25 Zoning Commission for Clearwater County, must conduct 




1 its meetings in accordance with the provisions of 
2 Idaho's open meeting law manual, Idaho's Land Use 
3 Planning Act, the County's Zoning and Subdivision 
4 Ordinances, the commissions bylaws, and the procedures 
5 outlined in Robert's Rules of Order. Idaho Code and 
6 the Land Use Planning Act require the Commission to 
7 conduct hearings open to public comment for certain 
8 items of business. Today's hearing will be classified 
9 as a quasi-judicial proceeding, and it will be 
10 conducted in accordance with the following: The Chair 
11 will open the hearing for a specific agenda item and 
12 ask if the applicants are present. The Chair will 
13 request that the Administrator present a motion for the 
14 agenda item. All motions are presented in the 
15 affirmative or positive form. Commission members will 
16 declare conflicts of interest, if any. Commission 
17 members may, at any point during the hearing, direct 
18 questions germane to the hearing to the Administrator. 
19 Other ex-officio members, the applicant and citizens 
20 must refrain from debate until close of public 
21 comments. The Administrator will present staff 
22 findings, and you will find those on the easel. She 
23 will also read some or all of that information into the 
24 record. The Chair states the main motion and opens the 
25 hearing for public comment. The public hearing will 




1 begin with the applicant and proceed to those in 
2 support of the application. Next the Chair will allow 
3 testimony from citizens opposing the application. The 
4 Chair will ask the Administrator for written 
5 correspondence from citizens. The Chair will ask for 
6 any further testimony. And, finally, give the 
7 applicant the opportunity to rebut. Now, that further 
8 testimony can include that testimony that's pro or con 
9 or neutral. The Chair will close the hearing to public 
10 comment and open debate and discussion by the 
11 Commission. Remember now, that once we close the 
12 public comment the only way that people in the gallery 
13 can participate is if a member of the Commission 
14 directs a question to you. When the debate is 
15 completed the Chair will put the motion to a vote and 
16 announce the results. Prior to closing the hearing the 
17 Chair will explain following actions and, if necessary, 
18 the process for further appeal. 
19 MR. WOOLSEY: Mr. Bruce, I had a question. 
20 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yes, sir, Mr. Woolsey? 
21 MR. WOOLSEY: Since this is a rehearing -- I have 
22 gone through this packet. It seems to me the question 
23 that we are dealing with is going to revolve around 
24 undue hardship, correct? 
25 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yes. And we are going to cover 





2 MR. WOOLSEY: Well, what I was going to ask is: 
3 Are we going to limit the testimony to dealing 
4 specifically with just undue hardship and not rehear 
5 the entire --
6 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: You are correct. And if you 
7 notice in the packet that you got the Board of County 
8 Commissioners gave us guidance 1-3. 
9 MR. WOOLSEY: I read that. It seemed like the 
10 only issue that they were really sending back our way 
11 was to resolve or gather evidence of undue hardship, 
12 and that's what the question would revolve around. I 
13 just wanted to verify that that was the case and remind 
14 everybody beforehand. 
15 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That's the way I interpreted it, 
16 and the Administrator interprets it the same way. Are 
17 there any questions from anybody here about how we are 
18 going to conduct the hearing? Mr. Smith? 
19 MR. SMITH: Just the board members in this last 
20 meeting we had a conversation about how we are going to 
21 keep the transcript alive when there was to be redone, 
22 and that was to basically raise your hand like you are 
23 in the third grade again and ask to be identified by 
24 the Chair so we don't get conflicts like we did last 
25 time on the transcript. 




1 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. What Mr. Smith is talking 
2 about, for those that were absent, was that in the 
3 transcript there were numerous unknowns as far as 
4 conversation or testimony. And so for us to be able to 
5 clarify that and put that name we need to follow the 
6 procedure as was just identified. Just raise your name 
7 (sic), and I'll say your name and you can continue. 
8 Any questions about that procedure? Ms. Kaufman, can 
9 we take a look at some definitions? 
10 MS. KAUFMAN: Yes. 
11 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. If the Commission would 
12 just look at this briefly. These are some words that 
13 showed up in the agenda. Are there any questions or 
14 additions to these definitions? Okay, that said, we'll 
15 proceed. The hearing for the remand of agenda item No. 
16 ZV2011-2, a request for a variance by Edward and Carole 
17 Galloway is now open, and I recognize the applicants 
18 that are present. With regard to Subdivision request 
19 SUB060096, this request was to use the variance 
20 provision from the Clearwater County Subdivision 
21 Ordinance to modify the standards for the access road 
22 to the subdivision by asking, one, for a reduction in 
23 the minimum right-of-way width standards from 60 feet 
24 to 30 feet except for 15 feet at the property line. 
25 Two, for a reduction in the surfaced or finished width 




1 from 24 to 18 feet, except for 15 feet at the property 
2 line. And three, to set aside the requirement to 
3 dedicate the access road to public use. 
4 The Commission granted all three variances. 
5 However, an interested party and adjacent landowners 
6 Edward L. and Donilee E. Shinn appealed this decision 
7 to the Clearwater County Board of County Commissioners. 
8 Per the appeal, the Board ordered each of the grants of 
9 variance remanded to the Commission to receive 
10 additional evidence and conduct additional fact finding 
11 by virtue of an additional public hearing. The purpose 
12 of this hearing is to determine whether or not the 
13 element of undue hardship exists and to reevaluate the 
14 consideration of undue hardship in light of the 
15 remaining items to be found before a variance can be 
16 granted. The Commission may, by majority vote, 
17 regrant, conditionally grant, deny or postpone a 
18 decision until a new public hearing shall be called on 
19 the application. The Board of County Commissioners 
20 gave us additional guidance, and I would like to read 
21 that to you: As guidance the Board requests the 
22 Commission consider the following: You can look in 
23 your agenda, findings of fact, and that is on page 3 of 
24 8, items 1, 2, and 3. Are there special circumstances 
25 or conditions affecting the property such that the 




1 strict application of the provisions of this ordinance 
2 would clearly be impracticable or unreasonable. And 
3 two, are those special circumstances such that failure 
4 to grant a variance would cause an undue hardship to 
5 the developer. And three, would strict compliance with 
6 the requirement of the ordinance result in inhibiting 
7 the achievement of the objectives of the ordinance or 
8 nullify the purpose of the ordinance or the 
9 comprehensive plan. Is there any questions about this 
10 guidance? The Chair requests that the Administrator 
11 present a motion for agenda item remand ZV2011-2. 
12 MS. KAUFMAN: I move that the Commission approve 
13 ZV2011-2, a variance request by Ed and Carole Galloway. 
14 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Is there a second to the motion? 
15 MR. RICCOMINI: Second. 
16 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Riccomini seconds. Are 
17 there members of the Commission who wish to declare a 
18 conflict of interest? Ms. Administrator, do you have 
19 additions to the staff findings? 
20 MS. KAUFMAN: I do. When the Board of County 
21 Commissioners heard this appeal it was determined 
22 that -- also raised on the appeal is the issue of 
23 whether the easement, which the Galloways propose to 
24 use for access the property, allows access road to be 
25 utilized for ingress and egress for parties other than 




1 Galloway. And the Board, upon review of the record, 
2 tentatively find that the bare language of the easement 
3 itself does not prohibit subdivision of the property. 
4 The Board does not intend to look behind the bare 
5 language, nor to attempt to determine the historical 
6 intent of the original parties to the grant and receipt 
7 of the easement, but limits its review to the bare 
8 language of the document which appears clear and 
9 unambiguous. Sufficient evidence was entered at the 
10 Commission level to support the findings that the 
11 easement is legally adequate to allow subdivision. It 
12 is felt that the proper forum for challenging the 
13 intent and scope of the easement of this nature is 
14 through the courts rather than the Board. With that 
15 said, it has been determined that they do have the 
16 right to give other parties that they sell their 
17 property to easement across that property so it is not 
18 on this appeal, and it is a non-issue. So, if you have 
19 questions about it we aren't hearing that tonight, I 
20 guess is how it works so --
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Ms . Kaufman. Are 
22 there any other additions to the staff findings? 
23 MS. KAUFMAN: I do. Mr. Galloway submitted a 
24 letter as part of his testimony, and I am going to read 
25 it. It is also on the staff report, and I have it up 




1 on the easel. This was to the Clearwater County 
2 Planning and Zoning on the date of August lOth. To 
3 whom, to address the issue of whether an undue hardship 
4 exists in the matter of my request for several 
5 variances, three, I believe I submit the following: 
6 Attempting to satisfy conditions set out in a 
7 mid-1970's ordinance is an undue hardship, especially 
8 since said ordinance was originally put forward to 
9 address urban high density checkerboard subdivisions, 
10 which could and generally were expanded at a future 
11 date using the same existing streets and right-of-ways. 
12 In the 35 years since this ordinance was enacted, the 
13 emphasis in Clearwater County has shifted from high 
14 density urban to low density rural subdivisions; 
15 therein lies the need to rely on variances to address 
16 the vast difference 35 years has made. Clearwater 
17 County has no ordinance addressing low density rural 
18 subdivisions; hence, the hardship in trying to make a 
19 2011 subdivision fit the requirements of a 1970's 






I request that a variance to reduce the width of the 
right-of-way from 60 feet to my existing 30 feet. 
only is it a hardship for me to expand the 
right-of-way, it would be impossible. The 
overcome this undue hardship is to access 










1 my low density rural subdivision as opposed to the 
2 needs addressed in the 1970's ordinance, high density 
3 urban. The urban one puts as many as six residences 
4 per acre. Mine puts one residence per 10 acres, 
5 approximately, thereby reducing car trips per day from 
6 hundreds to 10, maybe 20, using said road per day. So, 
7 the reason for my variance request to reduce the road 
8 width from 24 feet to the adequate 18 feet lS this low 
9 density usage. The question now before us is can I get 
10 this new road on a 30-foot easement. The Clearwater 
11 County Road Supervisor, Rob Simon, said in a letter to 
12 the Commission that a 30-foot easement is adequate in 
13 this topography to get the desired 18-foot roadways. 
14 He says 18 foot is adequate for this type subdivision. 
15 It won't impede emergency vehicles. The same pertains 
16 to the requested 15-foot bottleneck at the property 
17 line. Line of sight is adequate for ingress and egress 
18 of emergency vehicles, as well as general traffic. 
19 Road costs present another undue extreme hardship. 
20 While the consensus is that an 18-foot road on a 
21 30 foot wide easement is adequate for this low density 
22 subdivision, the cost differential is substantial 
23 between the widths. The 24 width can cost as much as 
24 $35 per foot. An 18 foot road will come in at around 
25 $12 to $15 per foot. Never were state or county land 




1 use ordinances intended to place undue burdens on 
2 private property owners. They were to place minimum 
3 standards for development. These minimum standards are 
4 not interchangeable between different types of 
5 subdivisions without using the variance process or 
6 keeping undue hardships on property owners. Let•s 
7 summarize. 18-foot road lS deemed adequate. 30-foot 
8 easement is adequate for an 18-foot road. A 15-foot 
9 gate serves as well and hinders nothing or no one. In 
10 the requirements above these are undue hardships to the 
11 landowner. What about the five years I have tied up in 
12 this quasi-judicial process? Is it not this undue 
13 hardship. Holding me up with other identical 
14 subdivisions on Freeman Creek have passed and are fully 
15 operational. Is this a hardship? I urge the members 
16 of the Planning and Zoning Commission to pass these 
17 variances as they have done twice before, as the facts 
18 remain the same. Send this back before the Board of 
19 County Commissioners where elected officials can make 
20 the final decision. And this was signed by Ed 
21 Galloway, landowner. 
22 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Ms. Administrator, do you have 
23 other additions to the staff findings? 
24 MS. KAUFMAN: I just want to point out just a few 
25 key things which are in the staff report. Again, there 




1 was a meeting for the developer and myself and the 
2 Prosecuting Attorney to determine what an undue 
3 hardship was since this seems to be a question that 
4 even the courts have a hard time trying to get a 
5 definition for. And some of the facts that were in the 
6 last hearing (inaudible) what Mr. Galloway demonstrated 
7 himself in his letter; that the nature of the Galloway 
8 property as compared to other developed property is the 
9 special circumstance that the strict application of the 
10 provisions of this ordinance would be clearly 
11 impracticable or unreasonable. It is not accessed by 
12 public road but by easement across neighboring 
13 property. Easement is only 30 feet in width. Easement 
14 is a private easement, non-public and cannot be 
15 expanded or made public without the consent of other 
16 landowners. The development is into ten acre aliquot 
17 parts meaning it is extremely low density, very rural. 
18 There is very little chance of neighboring development, 
19 and there is no need for a network of public roads to 
20 support high density development, as this is not an 
21 impact area. Also, Rob Simon, he did declare at the 
22 last hearing -- and I did speak with him today. He 
23 couldn't make it. Again, Middle Road is cataloged as a 
24 dirt, non-maintained, non-graded and drained secure 
25 county road but not a county right-of-way. However, it 




1 is only maintained to Brock's property which is 
2 approximately one mile passed Brown Road intersection. 
3 The portion of the road that is maintained is 
4 classified as all-weather road. There is enough room 
5 for the approach radius of Summer Range Drive with the 
6 30-foot easement and Middle Road's 50-foot petitioned 
7 right-of-way. Recorded petitions related to the fact 
8 that of what is now called Middle Road are the petition 
9 recorded in 1910 that extends Middle Road from 
10 intersections of Brown Road north easterly through 
11 sections 9, 10, 15, 16 of township 37 north, range 01 
12 east of the JA Holliday petition recorded in 1911. 
13 And, however, it was never built. In general access 
14 road Summer Range Drive lS constructed within county 
15 specifications with the following exceptions: Cutbanks 
16 need to be re-sloped to a 2:1 slope to alleviate soil 
17 erosion and ditch sloughing. All culverts need to be 
18 18 feet minimum. Realignment of approach to Middle 
19 Road to achieve more than 90-degree angled approach. 
20 And due to the general lay of the land, the lack of 
21 horizontal curves and minimal vertical curves it lS 
22 Rob's opinion that the road as constructed with an 
23 18-foot driving surface would be adequate and not 
24 unsafe with a 30-foot easement. 
25 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Ms. Kaufman. Do you 




1 have other additions to the staff findings? 
2 MS. KAUFMAN: Not at this time. 
3 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Are there any questions from the 
4 Commission to Ms. Kaufman about the additions to the 
5 staff findings? A motion has been made and seconded. 
6 The question is: Shall the Commission approve the main 
7 motion as presented by the Planning and Zoning 
8 Administrator? The hearing is now opened to public 
9 comment. Those who testify must come forward to the 
10 podium and state their name and address for the record. 
11 Does the applicant have testimony to clarify or support 
12 this application? And the Chair recommends that the 
13 applicant present testimony, or at least present 
14 yourself for questioning. 
15 MR. GALLOWAY: I am Ed Galloway of Freeman Creek, 
16 the applicant. 
17 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Before you start on your 
18 testimony, Mr. Galloway, you heard us talk about the 
19 guidance that the Board gave us, and we would like to 
20 confine testimony to those areas. Go ahead and 
21 proceed, then. 
22 MR. GALLOWAY: You know, I have no testimony 
23 whatsoever. Five years of testimony on this, we have 
24 pretty well covered it. Bobbi, in the letter I wrote, 
25 pretty well covered the facts. It seems what the Board 




1 wants to know is they just want to clarify the findings 
2 of fact. And they want -- I am open for any questions. 
3 I was here at all the meetings, and I will answer any 
4 questions. I would appreciate it if you will address 
5 them to me. Thank you. 
6 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Just remain here until we finish 
7 with the questions. This is Mr. Bruce with a question 
8 to Mr. Galloway. I noticed in your letter you 
9 mentioned the word impossible, and I believe that had 
10 to do with the easement. Was that -- Ms. Kaufman, can 
11 you help me on that? 
12 MS. KAUFMAN: That it would be impossible for him 
13 to obtain the additional easement required. 
14 
15 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Could you explain that, please. 
MR. GALLOWAY: I have a 30 foot legally defined 
16 easement. Any neighbor that is going to take me to 
17 court isn't going to give me another 30 feet. So I 
18 would find that impossible. Does that answer your 
19 question? 
20 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Well, have you proposed that, 
21 that you buy additional property from that neighbor in 
22 order to meet the easement requirements? 
23 MR. GALLOWAY: No, I did not. Our road 
24 supervisor said 18 foot road is enough, and it will fit 
25 on a 30 foot easement. 




1 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: What we are trying to do 1s 
2 establish undue hardship, and so my question 
3 MR. GALLOWAY: Well, my neighbor is here tonight. 
4 Why don't you ask them if they would give me another 
5 30 feet. I went to my neighbor's house. It was pretty 
6 obvious they were not going to help me out in any way. 
7 That's what I base that on. 
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. Are there any questions 
9 from the other Commission members for Mr. Galloway? 
10 MR. WOOLSEY: Yeah, I will ask one. 
11 MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Woolsey? 
12 MR. WOOLSEY: Not to put a word in, but basically 
13 were these easements not to be granted then basically 
14 your prospects for that property would be what? 
15 MR. GALLOWAY: Would you repeat that, please. 
16 MR. WOOLSEY: If -- excuse me, not easement, 
17 wrong word. If our variances are not granted then your 
18 prospects for that property would be what? 
19 MR. GALLOWAY: If the variance isn't granted you 
20 would be in direct violation of a Supreme Court 
21 decision. 
22 MR. WOOLSEY: No, that is not what I asked. I 
23 asked you if they were not to be granted what would 
24 become of your property? 
25 MR. GALLOWAY: I have no idea. It would just be 




1 a piece of logged over --
2 MR. WOOLSEY: That's what I'm asking. So you 
3 would not be able to develop it is that what 
4 MR. GALLOWAY: Yes, sir. 
5 MR. WOOLSEY: And it would sit there ln the 
6 condition that it's in or would 
7 MR. GALLOWAY: I'm really deaf. 
8 MR. WOOLSEY: It would just sit ln the condition 
9 that it's in, and it wouldn't 
10 MR. GALLOWAY: Yeah. 
11 MR. WOOLSEY: And it wouldn't be put to other 
12 uses? 
13 MR. GALLOWAY: Yeah. There's no other use for 
14 it. It's in an area on Freeman Creek that's all 
15 developed. There's some larger there's some larger 
16 tracts that aren't. But if you'll take an aerial photo 
17 of Freeman Creek it's all fives well, two and a 
18 halfs to twenties, then there's some larger tracts. 
19 It's a development area. 
20 MR. WOOLSEY: That's all I had. 
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Smith? 
22 MR. SMITH: The Middle Road, the 1910 plat on 
23 that, what was the width of that road that was 
24 originally platted; do you know? 
25 MR. GALLOWAY: As far as I can tell 50 feet wide. 




1 I was given a nonpaying contract from the county to 
2 brush that road out and rebuild it. We did the brush, 
3 and then the county wanted us to hold off on the 
4 rebuilding. I don't want to get into any past things, 
5 but this whole thing has been passed by you people and 
6 the county commissioners. 
7 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Galloway, if you could just 
8 answer the questions that the commission members 
9 present I would appreciate it. Are there any other 
10 commission members with a question for Mr. Galloway? 
11 Mr. Nation? 
12 MR. NATION: Mr. Galloway, which is the neighbor 
13 that probably would not give you the easement? 
14 MR. GALLOWAY: Well, it would be the landowner of 
15 record, Ed Shinn, and I believe his wife. 
16 MR. NATION: Shin is that who we're talking 
17 about? 
18 MR. GALLOWAY: Yeah. They own the land that my 
19 easement crosses. 
20 MR. NATION: Okay. That's all I have. 
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Are there any other commission 
22 members with questions for Mr. Galloway? Thank you, 
23 Mr. Galloway. 
24 Is there testimony from citizens supporting the 
25 motion? Is there testimony from citizens opposing the 




1 motion? Come forward, state your name and address for 
2 the record, please. 
3 MR. INGLE: Don Ingle, 3592 Freeman Creek Road. 
4 To be real simple real quick like, I have approached 
5 Mr. Galloway trying to come up with a reasonable price 
6 that between myself and Mr. and Mrs. Shinn to put 
7 together and just buy that piece of property and be 
8 done with this whole mess. He refuses. That's a fact. 
9 So we get that straight right off the bat. I was 
10 assistant fire chief for Evergreen Fire for several 
11 years. One of my major concerns is fire access and EMS 
12 services to this subdivision with limited roads, 
13 particularly in the winter. I know you folks have not 
14 had any input or recommendations from our local fire 
15 chief, Mr. Howard Weeks, according to Ms. Kaufman. He 
16 absolutely refuses to participate in this. He did 
17 speak with me personally and says that he recommends 20 
18 foot wide roads for any subdivision five units or more, 
19 and that's also an Idaho Fire Code. I don't know if 
20 you folks know, but we had a death on the Elk Ridge 
21 on Cougar Ridge last year, which is part of the Elk 
22 Meadows Subdivision off of Freeman Creek. In this case 
23 the deceased person's home was less than a quarter mile 
24 off Freeman Creek Road. The snow was too deep for the 
25 ambulance to even get in. One of our firefighters, 




1 Mr. Bruce Yinney, finally walked in --
2 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Sir, I'm going to cut off your 
3 testimony. What I want to know is answers to guidance 
4 that the board of county commissioners gave us. 
5 MR. INGLE: Okay. 
6 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: What we're trying to determine 
7 here is whether or not there's undue hardship for Mr. 
8 Galloway. 
9 MR. INGLE: I realize that. I also read up there 
10 that it said any other pertinent testimony, too, on 
11 that first letter. If I'm done - I'm done, then. Is 
12 that it? 
13 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: No. You can proceed as long as 
14 you're addressing the undue hardship. 
15 MR. INGLE: Well, we're talking undue hardship 
16 for whoever buys this mess that he's trying to 
17 subdividei that's what we're talking undue hardship. 
18 The last thing, really, that you folks need to do 
19 before you make any decisions on this, go take a look 
20 at it, okay. There's no line of sight. There's some 
21 deep cuts. One blows in completely. We're not going 
22 to get in and out of there. And, again, if we could 
23 come to some kind of terms and buy that property 
24 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Address your testimony 
25 (inaudible), please. 




1 MR. INGLE: I'm sorry. If we could be reasonable 
2 human beings and come to some kind of terms we'd buy it 
3 and be done with it. Anyway, thank you. 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you for your testimony. 
5 MR. INGLE: Do any of you have any questions of 
6 me? 
7 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Are there any questions from the 
8 commission? 
9 MR. RICCOMINI: I do have one. 
10 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Riccomini? 
11 MR. RICCOMINI: When you're saying buying, what 
12 property are you trying to --
13 MR. INGLE: The whole subdivision. 
14 MR. RICCOMINI: You're talking about buying all 
15 of Mr. Galloway's 
16 MR. INGLE: The hundred acre piece, yes. Yes. 
17 Yes. 
18 MR. RICCOMINI: So you're looking for some type 
19 of a decent price that everybody (inaudible.) 
20 MR. INGLE: (Inaudible) live happily ever after. 
21 Ed doesn't want a subdivision going through the middle 
22 of his property. I'm concerned about fire and 
23 emergency services, everything else back there. This 
24 is a hole back in the woods. You're talking a mile to 
25 get to it just off of Middle Road. 




1 MR. RICCOMINI: Thank you. 
2 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you. Is there any other 








UNKNOWN PERSON: Oh, I 'm sorry. 
UNKNOWN PERSON: I don' t have any. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you for your testimony, 
MR. INGLE: You bet. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Is there testimony from other 
11 citizens opposing the motion? Would you say your name 
12 and address for the record, please. 
13 MR. KINYON: Yes. Roger Kinyon, 476 Aspen Lane. 
14 I got a little problem here. It says there is little 
15 chance of neighboring development, and we've got the 
16 250 acres right behind this piece of property. And I 
17 guess I would like to make a comment and a question at 
18 the same time. Does this variance, when we develop 
19 that 250 acres, does this carry over to us? Do we get 
20 the same -- do we have a have a 30-foot right-of-way? 
21 Do we get to make an 18-foot road? 
22 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: We're receiving testimony, sir. 
23 We're not going to debate. 
24 MR. KINYON: Well, if this road continues through 
25 this property onto our development it's part of it. 




1 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Our concern is proving whether 
2 or not there's undue hardship that would result in the 
3 need for this variance. 
4 MR. WOOLSEY: The plat map also shows no 
5 continuing roads. They both terminated cul-de-sacs. 
6 MR. KINYON: So then it wouldn't involve the 
7 development behind it. 
8 
9 
MR. WOOLSEY: It doesn't appear to at this time. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: For the record that's 
10 Mr. Woolsey speaking. 
11 MR. RICCOMINI: I have a question. 
12 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Riccomini with a question. 
13 MR. RICCOMINI: Are you talking about the 
14 Southfork Estates is that what you have? When you say 
15 behind which one? 
16 MR. KINYON: It would be directly behind. 
17 MR. RICCOMINI: Which is behind it? What do you 
18 call behind it? 
19 MR. KINYON: That Bennett Lumber Company. 
20 MR. RICCOMINI: I'm not familiar with that so 
21 just point on the map. 
22 MS. KAUFMAN: This property. 
23 MR. KINYON: That's part of it right there. And 
24 that would over here in the white. There's 250 acres 
25 in there. 




1 MR. RICCOMINI: I just didn 1 t know which behind 
2 you were talking about. 
3 MR. KINYON: So when we develop that we wanted to 
4 know if we got the same treatment, or if we got to put 
5 in 60-foot right-of-way. 
6 MS. KAUFMAN: I will answer that for you as 
7 administrator. The standard in the ordinance apply to 
8 everybody. If you develop your property and you had 
9 the same sort of hardship undue hardship as this 
10 applicant we would review it the same way, and you 
11 would be responsible to do exactly what Mr. Galloway 
12 has had to do. As far as I understand the easement 
13 that Mr. Galloway has he wouldn 1 t actually have the 
14 right to give you that easement to go that way so 
15 there 1 s a lot of variables that can happen. So, yes, 
16 that 1 s a part of a variance is for people within the 
17 same 
18 MR. KINYON: Well, I guess our concern is if we 
19 got to spend twice as much money on a road we 1 re 
20 competing against the same development. 
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Sir, we 1 re here to receive 
22 testimony. 
23 MS. KAUFMAN: I 1 m just clarifying what the 
24 ordinance states. So, yes, if you could not meet those 
25 ordinance standards you would the have the same rights 




1 as this particular applicant. 
2 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Ms. Grimm, did you get the 





MS. GRIMM: (Inaudible. ) 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Could you help us with the --
MR. KINYON: Sure. K-i-n-y-o-n. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Are there any more questions 
8 from the commission for the gentleman? Is there other 
9 testimony from citizens opposing the motion? Would you 
10 come forward, please, and state your name and address 
11 for the record. 
12 MR. JONES: My name is Garry Jones. I'm an 
13 attorney from Lewiston, 1304 Idaho Street in Lewiston. 
14 I'm here representing Ed and Donilee Shinn. Chairman 
15 Bruce, members, I'm sure this has been a long process 
16 for all of us, and I would like to address -- I'm going 
17 to try very hard to address only the hardship issues 
18 that are here tonight. I want to make sure that one 
19 thing that Ms. Kaufman said was clear, there are really 
20 only two issues that we're deciding here tonight; that 
21 would be the 60-foot to 30-foot and the 24-foot to 
22 18-foot. The third issue is the one that the legal 
23 basis has been determined sufficiently. I want to make 
24 sure everybody understands that. There were three 
25 requested variances. One had to do with easement, and 




1 your County Commissioners determined that was not --
2 that was something that was sufficient for you. So 
3 there's only two issues where the hardship applies. 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: There's three items that they 
5 list here as far as guidance. 
6 MR. JONES: Yes, that is right, but there were 
7 three variances. 
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That's correct, right. 
9 MR. JONES: And we're only really talking about 
10 two of the variances. And that's been somewhat 
11 confusing, and I want to make sure that, while we don't 
12 necessarily agree with this, that the Board of 
13 Commissioners said as far as that third one as to how 
14 far can the easement be utilized, that's not going to 
15 be before you because we're going to go ahead and 
16 affirm what you did earlier on that one. So we're only 
17 talking about the hardship on the first two. 
18 One other thing I would like to address and I 
19 don't know everybody's name, and I apologize for 
20 that -- the gentlemen on the far left 
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Woolsey. 
22 MR. JONES: Mr. Woolsey, you asked a question as 
23 to what would happen to Mr. Galloway's property if this 
24 easement -- if these variances weren't granted. Ms. 
25 Kaufman could give you some more direction, because I'm 




1 not familiar enough with the Clearwater County 
2 ordinance but in a subdivision there are certain 
3 parcels of property that can be sold without having to 
4 do a subdivision. I don't know if it's 20 acres or 25 
5 acres. 
6 MR. WOOLSEY: 20. 
7 MR. JONES: It's 20. Then what Mr. Galloway 
8 could do is he can use the easement that goes across 
9 this property. That can be utilized by him, and he can 
10 sell 5 20-acre parcels. We can't stop that. We're 
11 only doing this as far as the subdivision in going from 
12 the 5 to the 10. So, and that's relative as far as 
13 hardship is concerned because you're concerned, I am 
14 sure, with what is he going to do with the property if 
15 these aren't granted. 
16 Clearwater County has a subdivision ordinance, 
17 and that subdivision ordinance is the law in Clearwater 
18 County right now. It doesn't matter if it was granted 
19 in -- if it was passed in 1970 or 1870. It's the law. 
20 If that ordinance is outdated it needs to be changed, 
21 and until -- and that's a decision for the County 
22 Commissioners and people to make. What we're here 
23 tonight about is whether you can make a variance, a 
24 case-by-case variance on a particular request. And I 
25 don't know what was given to you as far as the report 




1 from the Commissioners/ but what I have in undue 
2 hardship it's talking about special circumstances that 
3 affect this property and are not applicable in general. 
4 So 1 the fact that it's taken five years to get to this 
5 point 1 we're not talking about that. We're talking/ is 
6 there something particular about this piece of property 
7 that makes it so that you cannot put -- you cannot 
8 comply with the requirements of your subdivision 
9 ordinance/ which requires/ as you'll recall 1 a 60-foot 
10 right-of-way and a 24-foot road. 
11 Now 1 I don't know if you gentlemen had an 
12 opportunity to see this property. Some of you've 
13 probably hunted it 1 know it like the back of your hand. 
14 I do have a few pictures here that I think will give 
15 you a little bit of help in getting a general idea of 
16 what the property looks like. And I only have one copy 
17 for each of you. 
18 MS. KAUFMAN: Are you submitting this for the 
19 record? 
20 MR. JONES: There are nine 1 and I would like them 
21 introduced for the record. 
22 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: There were enough duplicates 
23 here for everybody or 
24 MR. JONES: No 1 there is only one set for 
25 everybody. But if you're not familiar with it I'll 




1 just generally -- and the purpose in doing this is to 
2 say, is there anything that's really different about 
3 this piece of property, that's different than any other 
4 piece of property? And if you start to look at these 
5 pictures, the first three pictures, one, two and 
6 three -- and you might have both copies of my number 
7 one. 
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yeah, there's two of them here. 
9 MR. JONES: That's okay. Those three pictures 
10 right there, one, two and three, are taken from the 
11 east of the proposed roadway, and they're looking 
12 towards the west. And you can actually, in some of 
13 those, you can see where part of the existing roadway 
14 currently exists. My point in showing those is to show 
15 you, this isn't property that's as steep as a cow's 
16 face. This is property that's gently rolling and very 
17 capable of putting a road at virtually any place. It's 
18 very, I mean, it's pretty darn level ground. 
19 If you move onto these pictures to picture No. 4, 
20 that's what the property looks like as it leaves Middle 
21 Road, and you can see it's -- there's a road that's 
22 been there for a period of time. It's been logged by, 
23 I believe, by Mr. Galloway and you can see he would be 
24 putting his road over that. But there's nothing 
25 particularly difficult about building a new road there. 








MR. KETCHUM: I got a question. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Darrel Ketchum. 
MR. KETCHUM: You've got these exhibits numbered. 
5 Could you, when you speak about something could you 
6 speak about the exhibit numbers that you are speaking 
7 about? 
8 MR. JONES: Yeah, I was doing that. That's why I 
9 said the first three had to do with just a general look 
10 of what the property is like, the first three. Number 
11 4 is taken, looking towards the north, as it leaves 
12 Middle Road and starts across the Shinn property 
13 towards the Galloway. 
14 MR. WOOLSEY: If I may interrupt, sir? 
15 MR. JONES: Yes, sir. 
16 MR. WOOLSEY: Can you tie this into undue 
17 hardship? 
18 MR. JONES: Well, I think it's undue hardship 
19 because if you have a piece of property that is very 
20 steep and you can't build a road -- in other words, 
21 you've got to have a narrower road because you simply 
22 can't build it, but this is just plain flat ground. 
23 There's no undue hardship in building a road across 
24 this property. I think it's very relevant as to 
25 whether or not this is an undue hardship in building 









MR. WOOLSEY: Can I ask you -- excuse me. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Woolsey, question for Mr. 
MR. WOOLSEY: I think that's Mr. Galloway's 
6 argument, is that the road is suitable to be able to 
7 get by in a narrower base because of the same features 
8 that you're describing. That's why it would be okay to 
9 reduce the road width is because it lends itself --
10 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay, Mr. Woolsey, we can't 
11 enter into debate. 
12 MR. WOOLSEY: No, but I'm asking him if that --
13 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Go ahead and ask a question, if 
14 you have a question. 
15 MR. WOOLSEY: No, I was just asking him to 
16 clarify because it was my understanding that his 
17 question, that's why it was suitable to have a narrow 
18 road base. 
19 MR. JONES: But that is not a reason to deviate 
20 from the width of the County just because it may be 
21 adequate, as your Road Commissioner says. We are not 
22 talking about what's adequate, we're talking because 
23 you start out with an ordinance that says it has to be 
24 24-foot surface. If you're going to go less than 
25 30-foot there have to be special circumstances. 




1 MR. WOOLSEY: Is it a hardship if you only have 
2 30 feet that you're allowed to put it in; that by your 
3 agreement? 
4 MR. JONES: That can be one of the determinations 
5 that you can make, but I don't think that the -- I 
6 think when you look at the statute, you look more at 
7 topography and you look at, is there something in 
8 topography that makes it difficult. The fact that he 
9 only has a 30-foot area I do not believe constitutes a 
10 hardship. 
11 MR. WOOLSEY: Has it been found elsewhere that if 
12 you're constrained by an agreement? 
13 MR. JONES: We can't find anything that says if 
14 you're constrained by the area that you have. But, 
15 aren't we all constrained by what we own. He has 
16 30-foot to do something in. Right now he can put five 
17 places back there using the 30-foot. He wants to go to 
18 10. If he wants to go to 10 he has to comply with the 
19 County Zoning Ordinance. And the fact that he doesn't 
20 have a wide enough area that, by itself, is not a 
21 hardship, in our opinion. And that's one of the things 




MR. RICCOMINI: I have a question. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Riccomini. 




1 MR. RICCOMINI: There was a question about the 




MR. JONES: Yes, sir. 
MR. RICCOMINI: Is that in any of these pictures? 
MR. JONES: I don't have a close-up of that 
6 but -- because I think that's something that I think 
7 you pretty much already determined what's going to 
8 happen as far as that 15-foot at the bottleneck, yeah. 
9 Yes, sir? 
10 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Nation with a question. 
11 MR. NATION: Mr. Jones, could you tell us what 5, 
12 6 and 7 and 8 are, and 9, please. 
13 MR. JONES: Yeah, I just haven't gotten that far. 
14 Well, when you get to 5 you're heading down -- towards 
15 the end of it and you're going to -- No. 5, you're 
16 going towards Mr. Galloway's property. If you look 
17 about an inch and a quarter from the top of the page 
18 you'll see three posts. That's Mr. Galloway's 
19 property. And the point is, again, it's flat property. 
20 And as far as the other properties, 6, 7 and 8, they 
21 are looking the other direction from Mr. Galloway's 
22 property back up the road towards Middle Road. And 
23 again you can see that this is not difficult. Seven is 
24 looking -- 6, first of all, 6 is looking is a closer 
25 view going up towards the gate. Six you can see 




1 that -- you can see the gate where it turns into 
2 15 feet. But my real point, my real point is, it's 
3 level ground. 
4 Seven, you're looking back towards -- back 
5 towards the road. Eight, again, you're looking back 
6 towards the road. Just all I'm trying to show you 
7 because one of the things that your ordinance talks 
8 about is topography. This is not difficult area to 
9 build a road on. 
10 Nine is the last piece of property. It's the 
11 last v1ew, again looking back towards the road. And 
12 the only other thing that that shows is, this is clay 
13 like soil. You can see that from the picture. But my 
14 real point in any of those photographs, in case you're 
15 not familiar with it, this is about as level as it gets 
16 in this county. And so the topography itself, there's 
17 nothing special about it. 
18 Mr. Galloway lists two reasons for hardship. He 
19 says, number one; he says you got an ordinance that's 
20 outdated. If that's a hardship, then every single 
21 person that comes in here has that hardship. An 
22 outdated ordinance is an outdated ordinance. That 1s 
23 not a hardship. 
24 The second thing that he lists is the cost. Of 
25 course, every road that gets wider is going to cost 




1 more. That is not a hardship. If that's a hardship 
2 you might as well scrap your entire ordinance because 
3 everyone is going to want to build a narrower road 
4 because/ of course/ it's going to cost less money. 
5 That's not a hardship. If you look at -- if you look 
6 at what the guidance that you got from the County 
7 Commissioners/ it says that the undue hardship as a 
8 result of special circumstances affecting the property 
9 and not applicable/ in general/ to all property. Well 1 
10 the cost is applicable/ in general 1 to all property. 
11 MR. WOOLSEY: Mr. Woolsey/ I have one more 
12 question. And you're representing the Shinns 1 and I 
13 don't expect an immediate answer 1 but will they sell 
14 him more right-of-way? 
15 MR. JONES: Well 1 I can't speak for them 1 but I 
16 do feel fairly confident in saying no. 
17 MR. WOOLSEY: Thank you. 
18 MR. JONES: Because/ obviously/ if there was a 
19 way to get this -- I guess everything is for sale at a 
20 price/ but 1 I mean/ we are talking reasonable. 
21 MR. WOOLSEY: Correct. 
22 MR. JONES: And when the Shinns bought this piece 
23 of property there was a 30-foot easement on it. And 
24 people have a right. They know what you can put on a 
25 30-foot easement. What you can typically put on a 




1 30-foot easement, you can't build a subdivision because 
2 the ordinance says you have to have a 60-foot wide. 
3 And so if you want to give someone an easement so they 
4 can get back to their property you can do that with 
5 some degree of confidence that there's not going to be 
6 a subdivision back there. And I would say that if you 
7 build -- if you get a 30-foot easement and bootstrap it 
8 into something more, that's not a hardship. That's 
9 just trying to convince you that it's a hardship. 
10 MR. WOOLSEY: I guess an extension of that 
11 question would be, then: On a limited easement 
12 wouldn't the conditional use or the use of that be 
13 defined in the easement when it was granted? 
14 MR. JONES: Well, that was the issue -- that's 
15 the issue that, I think, that the County Commissioners 
16 said they weren't going to get into tonight. 
17 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That is for the courts. 
18 MR. JONES: Yeah, I have a different opinion 
19 but 
20 MR. WOOLSEY: But I mean, I was just asking his, 
21 kind of, I guess, semi-legal opinion, that if 
22 somebody if he is suggesting that they imply that 
23 they didn't want anything else to go back there and 
24 that's why they only granted a 30-foot easement. And 
25 so what I was asking is if, by doing so, wouldn't they 




1 have explicitly said that? 
2 MR. JONES: Well, they did explicitly say that it 
3 can't be used for a public road. 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: We're getting outside. 
5 MR. JONES: I think we're still talking about 
6 hardship. But, anyway, that is something that they 
7 said that we're really not talking about tonight, and I 
8 agree with Chairman Bruce on that. I think that what 
9 you have to do is you have to follow the three things, 
10 and they're in the conjunctive: are there special 
11 conditions affecting this property. Number two, would 
12 they fail because of the special conditions, would it 
13 be an undue hardship to grant the variance. And then 
14 the third one, would strict compliance achieve the 
15 objectives of the ordinance? It's in the conjunctive. 
16 And you have to have specific findings. You have to 
17 find as a Commission what are the areas of the 
18 hardship. And that's all there is for tonight, really. 
19 I mean, we can talk all night long. Mr. Galloway was 
20 really very pleasant tonight because he really did --
21 he conducted himself. 
22 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: If you would confine your 
23 comments to the Chair, please. 
24 MR. JONES: Yeah, but in any event, I really have 
25 nothing further on this thing but you have to have a 




1 specific finding, specific, what is the hardship? And 
2 why is that hardship different than every other piece 
3 of property out there? I would submit to you there is 
4 no hardship in that respect. Questions? 
5 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Nation? 
6 MR. NATION: Stop me if I'm out of line here, but 
7 is it not true that the Shinns simply do not want him 
8 to develop at all? 
9 MR. JONES: The Shinns -- I'll answer the 
10 question. The Shinns want when you buy property in 
11 the country you want to be as private as possible. 
12 They recognize there can be five people there. They 
13 don't want 10. 
14 MR. WOOLSEY: They don't even live there, though, 
15 right? 
16 MR. JONES: Well, they have a house there. They 
17 have a considerable investment. 
18 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: (Inaudible.) 
19 MR. JONES: And who is to say what happens to 
20 that house in the future? But go ahead. There's 
21 another question. 
22 MR. KETCHUM: I've got a question for the Board. 
23 Mr. Ketchum. How long ago did this Board grant the 
24 permission for the subdivision in the first place? It 
25 was some time ago, wasn't it? 




1 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: It's never gone through the 
2 final plat stage at the Board of County Commissioners 
3 level. We've recommended it. 
4 MR. KETCHUM: The subdivision hasn't, in itself? 
5 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: No. We approved a preliminary 
6 plat, and then it went forward to the Board of County 
7 Commissioners. And we did that just in March, because 
8 we heard that hearing right after the variance. After 
9 we approved the variance, then we heard the final plat 
10 recommendation and we forwarded that to the Board of 
11 County Commissioners. 
12 MR. KETCHUM: So, the actual plat for the 
13 subdivision has not been approved? 
14 MS. KAUFMAN: No. It can't be approved until 
15 this variance. 
16 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: They put it on hold and won't 
17 consider it until these issues are resolved. 
18 MR. JONES: The whole thing revolves around 
19 whether there can be access to this property that 
20 complies with your subdivision ordinance. 
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any other questions for Mr. 
22 Jones from members of the Commission? 
23 MR. JONES: Thank you. 
24 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you, Mr. Jones. Is there 
25 other testimony from citizens opposing the motion? 




1 Ms. Administrator, do you have written correspondence? 
2 MS. KAUFMAN: Yes, I do. This is a letter 
3 submitted by the Idaho Department of Lands. They 
4 submitted it back in February when we heard this 
5 application the first time. They wanted to resubmit 
6 the same letter stating that: "Thank you for the 
7 opportunity to review and comment on the Edward and 
8 Carole Galloway's application for a variance request to 
9 vary access road specifications under Article IV of the 
10 Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance ZV2011-2. 
11 As you may know, Idaho Department of Lands' 
12 mission is to manage State Endowment Trust Lands (State 
13 Trust Lands) in a manner that will maximize long-term 
14 financial returns to the Beneficiary institutions. The 
15 IDL mission is a constitutional mandate and is overseen 
16 by the State Board of Land Commissioners. State Trust 
17 Lands are not managed for the public at large and 
18 should not be referred to as 'public lands' or 'open 
19 space,' either specifically or in a generic sense. 
20 These are working lands producing revenue for the 
21 Beneficiary Institutions. 
22 Idaho Department of Lands has reviewed the 
23 application materials received February 8th, 2011 
24 provided by Clearwater County for the Galloway Variance 
25 Request. Based on the documentation provided to IDL 




1 the development will not impact State Trust Lands at 
2 this time. Should the proposed development be modified 
3 during the review or approval process, IDL requests 
4 that updated application information be submitted to 
5 the Ponderosa Area Office for additional review. 
6 Thank you again for the opportunity to review and 
7 comment on this application." And that was signed by 
8 Sam Charles, Ponderosa Area Manager. 
9 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Ms. Kaufman, do you have other 
10 written correspondence? 
11 MS. KAUFMAN: No, I do not. 
12 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Thank you. Is there any other 
13 testimony especially neutral? This gives anybody out 
14 there an opportunity to come back and testify again. 
15 There's no additional testimony, the applicant may 
16 rebut any or all testimony that you heard opposing your 
17 application. Again, I would like to remind you to 
18 confine your comments to what we're dealing with, 
19 primarily the undue hardship factor. 
20 MR. GALLOWAY: I didn't receive a copy of these 
21 pictures. I would certainly like to see them. Thank 
22 you, Mr. Chair. 
23 
24 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: You are welcome, Mr. Galloway. 
MR. GALLOWAY: I would like to thank Mr. Jones, 
25 too. He can send me a bill. He's really helped here 




1 tonight. I'll just rebut what was brought up. 
2 Regarding our 1979 subdivision ordinance, I agree. 
3 Fully agree with Mr. Jones. The County should have 
4 updated that way, way before now, and so if there's 
5 anybody here that is kidding themselves that we can 
6 subdivide in 2011 on a low density rural subdivision 
7 using a 1979 high density urban subdivision 
8 ordinance -- so how do we get around that? Is there a 
9 difference between 1979 and 2011? You tell me anywhere 
10 in this United States that it is even remotely similar 
11 in them years. So, how do we get around to using the 
12 1979 ordinance, high density urban, that was originally 
13 set out for places like Riverside, Chases Flats, where 
14 you got streets, arterials. It talks about storm 
15 sewers, curbs, gutters. We have to, on Freeman Creek, 
16 use that ordinance to do low density rural 
17 subdivisions. 
18 So, how are you going to do that? The only way 
19 we can do that is through a variance. We have to vary 
20 the high density and see if we can get you can't 
21 just stop use of private property. Freeman Creek has 
22 numerous subdivisions, and they've all been passed. 
23 This Commission has been, you know, really fair with 
24 me. They've passed everything I've ever brought before 
25 them. And I have probably brought 10 or 12 




1 subdivisions, and every one of them have passed. Some 
2 without variances, because conditions just were not 
3 addressed. I just got Freeman Creek Bench passed. 
4 It's just like this subdivision. It has no 60-foot 
5 easement. It doesn't border a public road. It wasn't 
6 even addressed. The subdivision was passed and was 
7 recorded and operational and being sold, and none of 
8 these questions were addressed. 
9 But let's move on from that. Hardship? Is it a 
10 hardship on a developer or a landowner to tell him that 
11 30 feet is enough but you got to have 60, or 18 feet is 
12 enough for a low density subdivision but you got to 
13 build 24. Is that a hardship? We're looking a lot of 
14 money difference there. I build roads for a living. 
15 So there is a definite hardship. If the County tells 
16 me, yeah, 30 feet is okay but we're not going to let 
17 you do it unless you get 60. 18 feet will handle the 
18 traffic but we're going to make you put in 24; there's 
19 a hardship. 
20 And I apologize to Mr. Woolsey there when you 
21 asked that question, yeah, I can sell in 20s. I wasn't 
22 thinking. I can sell in 20, and that come up in past 
23 hearings. I can sell in 20s. I can sell 5 20s, and 
24 they can build 50 houses. There's no restrictions. 
25 Don't need any road. Don't need any power. No 




1 improvements whatsoever. 
2 My intent was to do a subdivision right. I have 
3 10 lots. I have CC&Rs limiting one residence per lot. 
4 There's a total of 10 residences allowed there. It has 
5 a road maintenance agreement. So, yeah, I can sell 20s 
6 and there's no restrictions. They can build houses on 
7 every acre. And if that's what the neighbors wish 
8 that's exactly the route I'll go. 
9 As far as (inaudible) I will just answer a 
10 question here that Roger Kinyon raised or one of you 
11 raised. That, if you were in town, would be called a 
12 flag lot. We have an easement going to it. That 
13 easement only pertains to that land description. It 
14 cannot go through it to another one that's 
15 non-expandable, but it also is, the word in the 
16 easement. I can pass -- I can pass it onto 200 people 
17 if I wanted to make 200 lots, and I was allowed to, 
18 which I don't. That's just to make a point. But it's 
19 non-expandable. The reason it's different from the 
20 1979 ordinance is when you do a checkerboard 
21 subdivision on Chases Flats or Riverside you set out 
22 lot, lot, lot, lot, side streets. Every acre is 
23 defined into 4 or 10 lots, sold off. Some day you 
24 expect the land just beyond it to be done the same way, 
25 and that street extended, and extended again. That's 




1 not the case here. The case here is, that road goes to 
2 that land and it's not expandable beyond in any 
3 direction. So, that would answer one question. 
4 As far as the Shinns' intent, Bobbi, do you have 
5 the letter the Shinns wrote on the original application 
6 in 2006? 
7 MS. KAUFMAN: That letter is in the subdivision 
8 application. They never submitted a letter for the 
9 variance application. So, it is in the subdivision, 
10 original subdivision request. 
11 MR. GALLOWAY: Okay, well the question was asked 
12 by somebody, their stand on my subdivision. They 
13 stated their stand ln the letter. As long as they're 
14 alive they're against it. Once they pass away they 
15 know it's going to be subdivided. There's a hardship 
16 for you. I got to wait until they pass on. I might be 
17 first. Okay. 
18 You know, I have 13 hardships, but I listed a 
19 couple of three in the letter. This hardship thing has 
20 never been defined by the Court, what is a hardship. 
21 It's never been defined. I don't think anybody here, 
22 including myself or Mr. Jones, is qualified to make 
23 that determination. That would have to be made in a 
24 court of law. What I wish to request here tonight lS, 
25 just pass it like you've done twice before. Send it 




1 back to the County Commissioners and put it in their 
2 court. They're elected officials. At least I have 
3 some recourse. I can vote against it if I don't like 
4 the decision. You gentlemen are appointed, and I don't 
5 think that decision should be made here. 
6 It should be -- another thing was brought up 
7 about the timeframe on this subdivision. There's an 
8 extreme hardship. I was 60 years old when I applied. 
9 I'm 65 now. I am no closer to using my private 
10 property than I was then. 
11 It's been approved, stating that the County would 
12 not address anything exterior of the subdivision; that 
13 it was approved. The County Commissioners approved it, 
14 the preliminary. We are talking about the preliminary 
15 here. 
16 MS. KAUFMAN: Point of order, it was sent back 
17 and it was determined that it was done incorrectly. 
18 That's why we are here today. 
19 MR. GALLOWAY: I agree. It was determined it was 
20 done incorrectly. They did have a public hearing. 
21 Testimony was offered and accepted. A motion to pass 
22 was made, and it passed unanimously. 
23 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Galloway, let's not talk 
24 about those processes. I want to hear more about the 
25 undue hardship. 




1 MR. GALLOWAY: That's undue hardship{ 
2 Mr. Chairman 1 extremely undue hardship. I don't think 
3 you're qualified to make that determination. But all I 
4 ask today is just pass it and send it on and let's get 
5 it out in the arena where at least I have some 
6 recourse. And I thank you for your time. 
7 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Are there any questions to the 
8 applicant about his rebuttal from the Commission 
9 members? Okay 1 thank you 1 Mr. Galloway. The hearing 
10 is now closed to public comment and is now open to 
11 debate and discussion by the Commission. Commission 
12 may ask additional questions of all involved parties. 
13 That means you can ask questions of any person out 
14 there. You may ask for advice from ex-officio experts 1 
15 and that would be Ms. Kaufman. We can amend the motion 
16 as necessary while developing a recent decision or we 
17 can send it for committee review. I have a question 
18 for -- Chairman Mr. Bruce -- question for Mr. Jones. 
19 MR. JONES: Can you hear me from back here or 
20 would you like me to come up? 
21 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That would be fine. You can 
22 respond from right there. And this is in regard to 
23 testimony that Mr. Ingle presented. He was talking 
24 about the road having deep cuts and so on 1 and then he 
25 presented some pictures to us that showed it to be a 




1 relatively easy sloping, rolling flat. Which is it? 
2 MR. JONES: This is what I would -- I think there 
3 would be cuts, as far as the snow is concerned. As far 
4 as construction is concerned it's pretty level. And I 
5 think most of those cuts are pretty much in place. So, 
6 I understand where you think that those are 
7 inconsistent statements, but I don't think that they 
8 necessarily are. The construction is not going to be 
9 difficult, but the end result in the wintertime that's 
10 what I believe Mr. Ingle was talking about. 
11 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Steiner, 
12 do you have any comments? Mr. Brown? Mr. Ketchum? 
13 MR. KETCHUM: I think, what I'm seeing here is 
14 that there's a 30-foot easement to a piece of property 





CHAIRMAN BRUCE: By the Commission. 
MR. KETCHUM: By this Commission. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: What we did was, as far as the 
20 process is concerned, we approved the preliminary plat. 
21 We can't approve a final plat. We can recommend it. 
22 MR. KETCHUM: Well, I realize that. 
23 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: And we've done that. We've 
24 recommended it to the Board. 
25 MR. KETCHUM: Then what I see is that it's highly 




1 unlikely that you're going to get a 60-foot easement in 
2 order to build an adequate road, so you're stuck with 
3 the 30-foot easement that you have. And the road 
4 department, Rob Simon, said that an 18-foot road would 
5 fit in that parameter, or that dimension. He also 
6 spoke about the cuts; that they would have to changed 
7 somewhat, but apparently they would fit within that 
8 30-foot easement. 
9 And then the other issue is the 15-foot access 
10 point, which is actually just a line. International 
11 Fire Code allows a restriction of 15-foot gate or 
12 entrance area for subdivisions within their code. 
13 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That's interesting to note. 
14 MR. KETCHUM: And so the hardship seems to be 
15 that there's no practical way to accomplish the things 
16 that are required by the ordinance, so I don't know --
17 I don't know of any other solution, since some of this 
18 work has already been done and approved. I don't see 
19 any other solutions. 
20 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Are there comments from other 
21 Commission members for Mr. Ketchum? Mr. Smith? 
22 MR. SMITH: The detail brought up by Mr. Ingle 
23 was the Fire Code does say 20-foot width. 
24 MR. KETCHUM: The Fire Code does say for roads, 
25 but not gates. 




1 MR. SMITH: Well, for the road width itself, and 
2 they're asking for 18-foot here. However, what I'm 
3 unsure about is if the State Fire Marshal allows that 
4 to be reduced either by a local fire official or by 
5 another mechanism. 
6 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Woolsey? 
7 MR. WOOLSEY: I don't believe that we've adopted 
8 that or are bound by that in any of our ordinances, so 






CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Ms. Kaufman, can you comment on 
MR. SMITH: If I may. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Smith? 
MR. SMITH: No, the County has not adopted the 
15 Fire Code. However, in lack of a County Fire Code we 
16 do fall to the State Fire Marshal. In Section 3, item 
17 No. 4, says that we cannot violate any state laws in 
18 our action, and that's in the handout we currently 
19 have. 
20 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That comes out of the ordinance, 
21 right? 
22 MR. SMITH: No, that's straight out of ordinance 
23 finding for a variance. One of the things that we 
24 cannot do is violate a state law in our action. 
25 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Uh-huh (affirmative.) 




1 MR. SMITH: If that state law by the State Fire 
2 Marshal says it has to be a 20 foot width, what I'm 
3 unsure of is, is there a mechanism which to narrow that 
4 down, or is the minimum width of any road, short of a 
5 gate, 20 foot? 
6 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That's not the --
7 MR. KETCHUM: Then Clearwater County 
8 (inaudible) variance. 
9 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Ketchum? I'm just 
10 identifying names. 
11 MR. WOOLSEY: Mr. Woolsey here. There are roads 
12 in Clearwater County that aren't 20 feet. They exist. 
13 
14 
UNKNOWN PERSON: And there's county roads. 
MR. WOOLSEY: And some of them are official 
15 county roads and some of them are private roads, but 
16 the county has roads of that size that do exist. 
17 MS. KAUFMAN: To Ms. Administrator. My take 
18 from the Commissioners is that the ordinance and the 
19 variance is what we are deemed under. We're not -- the 
20 Commission is not under the fire code. Therefore, I 
21 don't know how to answer your question. Mr. Ketchum, 
22 as an assist -- as fire chief for Twin Ridge do you 
23 have an answer to this? 
24 MR. KETCHUM: I just know -- I can't recite the 
25 international fire code, but it allows for 




1 restrictions. Gated communities have them. Even 
2 though interview you have a road surface that's says a 
3 specific width, you can put a gate in that surface that 
4 would restrict -- be restricted to the width. It could 
5 be 15 feet. I can't recall right at the time. But it 
6 does allow a restriction in width. 
7 MS. KAUFMAN: Mr. Smith, do you want to look at a 
8 book to see if it gives that determination under 
9 County -- or under the local fire chief. 
10 MR. SMITH: It is a question that I don't know if 
11 we can resolve here. It would be, does the State Fire 
12 Marshal have the authority to regulate the width of the 
13 road as by in our lack of having a fire code. And if 
14 that's the case are we violating a state law by saying 
15 18-foot? Does it have to be 20 foot? And I don't have 
16 that answer. 
17 UNKNOWN PERSON: I don't either. 
18 MS. KAUFMAN: I do have a copy of the 
19 International Fire Code 2006 1n my office. I don't 
20 know if it's pertinent. Mr. Riccomini? 
21 MR. RICCOMINI: According to Mr. Galloway, we've 
22 already done this on other variances on other parts of 
23 the county. 
24 
25 
MS. KAUFMAN: Yes. 
MR. RICCOMINI: There are other roads that have 




1 already been okayed to do this, so have we been in 
2 violation at that time? Where do you start changing 
3 these things? If we have an ordinance that says you 
4 have to have it so wide but yet we're varying 
5 everything down, so we don't really have a set 
6 there's nothing you can put your teeth into to start 
7 changing all this stuff, because we always go back to, 
8 okay, it was done then, let's do it now. That's the 
9 variance process. So, we've already done it so why are 
10 we arguing over whether it should be 30 feet, 15 feet, 
11 25 feet. We've done it before. I don't understand. 
12 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Well, the thing is, though, is 
13 that we have to analyze each application on its own 
14 merit. That's the thing we're confined to. And, you 
15 know, as far as this undue hardship, I'm speaking from 
16 what I have heard here as testimony. If the Shinns 
17 will not sell property to Mr. Galloway so that he can 
18 achieve our standard, the 60-foot easement, then he's 
19 confronted with an undue hardship. It's a barrier he 
20 can do nothing about. 
21 UNKNOWN PERSON: Uh-huh (affirmative.) 
22 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Is there agreement there, or if 
23 I'm wrong, somebody correct me on that. Mr. Nation? 
24 MR. NATION: That's my opinion also. I think 
25 because of the adjacent landowner -- we won't mention 




1 any names but just say landowner adjacent -- the 
2 30-foot restriction will likely remain and will not be 
3 increased. 
4 As far as the ordinance goes, strictly applying 
5 that ordinance is, indeed, a hardship in this 
6 particular case. And the solution to that would be to 
7 go to 20-acre or more lots which would increase the 
8 density, could possibly increase the identity out there 
9 making the situation even worse. So, by at least 
10 attempting to limit the growth of the subdivision 
11 which is what the ordinances, I think, were intended to 
12 do to some extent, right, for the county, is to kind of 
13 regulate the growth. 
14 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That's what your zoning 
15 districts do, they establish your density. 
16 MR. NATION: I'm convinced that Mr. Galloway is 
17 at least trying to comply with the intent of the 
18 ordinance as far as regulating the growth of 
19 development but he does, indeed, need the variance 1n 
20 order to proceed with that type of development. And if 
21 a variance is not granted, fine, we'll just go to 
22 20-acre or more lots. Throw a bunch of houses up there 
23 and we'll see what happens later on. So, because of 
24 the neighbors and the confined restriction of the 
25 easement and trying to get away from -- trying to 




1 comply with an ordinance that, perhaps, deals with an 
2 urban subdivision I think those are the hardships 
3 involved in this particular instance. And that's what 
4 we've done all along with this Commission. We've taken 
5 each application on its own and applied variances in 
6 one situation to another. 
7 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: And that's a tool that the 
8 ordinance provides. 
9 MR. NATION: Right. 
10 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That allows us to do that for 
11 those unusual circumstances. But Mr. Smith has a point 
12 that I think we have to be aware of: Are we violating 
13 a state law with the width at 18 instead of 20? 
14 UNKNOWN PERSON: Better hope not or a lot of 
15 people are going to be paying a lot of money getting 
16 their roads fixed, and I'm going to be one of them. 
17 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Ketchum, you're supposed to 
18 be our resident expert. 
19 MR. KETCHUM: I don't have the information that I 
20 need to have, but there is allowances for -- they 
21 recommend 20-foot -- the International Fire Code 
22 recommends 20 foot minimum width, but you can vary 
23 that, and we're in the process of doing that on one of 
24 our subdivisions, too, where it's impossible. And I 
25 think there's another subdivision down on Peck Grade 




1 where it's impossible to make the road wider so they 
2 have a lot of variance to make it allowed to be 
3 narrower, even though the fire code requires that it be 
4 20 feet, it's impossible to do. So, it is allowable. 
5 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Bruce, a quest ion to 
6 Mr. Ketchum. If Ms. Kaufman were to bring a copy of 
7 that fire code up here would you be able to find that 
8 information for us post haste? 
9 MR. KETCHUM: Probably. 
10 MS. KAUFMAN: I have a question, Mr. Bruce. 
11 Mr. Smith, are you referring to in the ordinance that 
12 such variance will not violate the provisions of the 
13 Idaho Code? So, if Mr. Ketchum is saying that within 
14 the fire code that it actually allows variances, 
15 therefore, if they allow variances we are not breaking 
16 state law. 
17 MR. SMITH: No, it's moot. And then also 
18 Clearwater County hasn't adopted the International Fire 
19 Code. 
20 MS. KAUFMAN: And we are judging this application 
21 based on the ordinance, therefore, so I --
22 
23 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Smith, your response? 
MR. SMITH: There's a question worth delving 
24 into. Like I said, my question was: I don't know if 
25 there's a mechanism within the State Fire Marshal 




1 statute that allows for a changing of that width/ 
2 either locally or not. So 1 it was a question to ask. 
3 Are we/ at 18-foot 1 are we too narrow? I don't have 
4 that answer. Now at this point I don't think anybody 
5 does. It was not picked up by legal counsel at the 
6 time that they drafted to remand it back to us. S0 1 
7 it's really not something that's put on before us as a 
8 correction. If it is a correction/ I'm sure it's 
9 probably going to be coming back to us again. 
10 MS. KAUFMAN: I guess I have one more question. 
11 I send the agendas to all of the public subdivisions 
12 which includes the fire chiefs. I feel if Mr. Howard 
13 Weeks is the Evergreen Fire Chief and he had concern 
14 about this and thought we were in violation/ would he 
15 have not submitted a concern? 
16 UNKNOWN PERSON: Should have. 
17 MS. KAUFMAN: Because it says that he has that 
18 full -- he has that full jurisdiction/ say/ same as 
19 Mr. Ketchum. I believe we're in the whole realm of our 
20 capacity to hear this 1 but I'm not a voting member 
21 either. It's just my ex-officio opinion. 




MR. NATION: No. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Riccomini? 




1 MR. RICCOMINI: No. 
2 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Any follow-up, Mr. Smith? 
3 MR. SMITH: No. 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Woolsey? 
5 MR. WOOLSEY: No. Just a quick -- I was trying 
6 to listen to everything in the context of the guidance 
7 that the Board sent back, and it was my impression that 
8 they were seeking to have additional facts added into 
9 the record. So -- and that was their reason for 
10 remanding it was they thought there was inadequate 
11 testimony or facts presented about those items. I 
12 think it's probably in their jurisdiction, which it 
13 will be, to do, you know, to review this and submit it. 
14 And I tend to agree with your take that things in my 
15 mind seem like there are some hardships that the 
16 property owner has no control over, and I would 
17 classify as undue hardships the same as what Mr. Nation 
18 has mentioned. So, my take is basically to -
19 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Could you verbalize that for the 
20 record, please? 
21 MR. WOOLSEY: Well, I think the ordinance -- they 
22 would be -- that there is not an opportunity for the 
23 applicant to get additional easement to meet the letter 
24 of the -- the letter of the code, you know, through his 
25 best efforts or not. Therefore, we are imposing a 




1 hardship on him to require something that our own 
2 ex-officio member, Mr. Simon, said would be an adequate 
3 road to service the homes in that area. So, we're 
4 asking him to comply with something that our own 
5 officials say it's okay to do what he's proposing. I 
6 would -- you know, I'm inclined to reapprove it with 
7 the additional facts added to the record and send it 
8 back to the Commissioners for their final judgment. 
9 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay, I want to go around the 
10 horn again here, if you will, please, each of you to 
11 make a comment based on what Mr. Woolsey just 
12 presented. Mr. Smith? 
13 MR. SMITH: A 30-foot easement would not 
14 adequately allow a 24-foot roadbed on it allowing for 
15 any tow or slope to encroach into that. It would not 
16 allow for any maintenance on that road surface beyond 
17 basically the 3 feet on either side of the 24. It's 
18 not reasonable to have a 24-foot roadbed on a 30-foot 
19 width easement. 
20 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay, but let's talk about the 
21 undue hardship factor. Mr. Galloway was dealt a hand 
22 of cards that was a 30-foot easement. If I'm 
23 interpreting what I have heard in this hearing so far 
24 is that there is no practical way for him to increase 
25 the width of that easement. If there's anybody else 




1 here that thinks I'm wrong/ off base/ jump in so we can 
2 straighten it out. 
3 UNKNOWN PERSON: That's what I heard. 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: So if he can't expand that 
5 easement to what the ordinance wants 1 which is 60 feet 1 
6 then that would be one of those circumstances that 
7 would be impracticable or unreasonable/ in my opinion. 
8 Not talking about finished road width now. All we're 
9 talking about is -- not the cost of the road. We don't 
10 care about that. What we care about/ can he expand 
11 that easement if he had a way to expand that easement? 
12 UNKNOWN PERSON: There's no opportunity to expand 
13 the easement. 
14 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: So that would be undue hardship/ 
15 do you agree? 
16 MR. SMITH: No. 
17 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Don't agree? 
18 MR. SMITH: No. Purchase a piece of property 
19 with a 30-foot easement. That was a limiting factor in 
20 what he would be able to do in the future of that piece 
21 of property. It would be different if we changed our 
22 codes in some fashion. I would agree that there's 
23 probably a need and a necessity to look at our zoning 
24 ordinances and change those to allow for low density 
25 and for some of the rural areas of our community to be 




1 able to be developed. But to say that this in itself 
2 is a standalone undue hardship; he purchased it with 
3 that knowledge. It was not forced upon him at a later 
4 date. 
5 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Galloway, I have a question 
6 for you. When did you purchase that property? 
7 MR. GALLOWAY: 1985. 
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: In '85. Okay, with that 
9 considering 1985 how many years ago was that? 25 
10 years, 26 years? Mr. Riccomini? 
11 MR. RICCOMINI: I kind of concur with 
12 Mr. Woolsey, that because he only has a 30-foot 
13 easement it would be -- and he can't obtain a greater 
14 easement than that to build a road -- then that is 
15 undue hardship. 
16 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: And, Mr. Nation, you've already 
17 stated your point of view. Mr. Ketchum? 
18 MR. KETCHUM: Yeah, that's my point of vlew. 
19 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Brown? 
20 MR. BROWN: I agree with that. Mr. Galloway is 
21 just asking to let him work with what he was dealt 
22 with. That's a 30-foot easement. He didn't know 25 
23 years ago this was going to happen, the neighbors won't 
24 let him go 60. I have no issue with it -- granting a 
25 variance. 




1 MR. STEINER: I don't either. 
2 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Steiner? 
3 MR. STEINER: I agree. 
4 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Okay. Ms. Kaufman, from the 
5 standpoint of other undue hardship factors what do we 
6 have to establish for what the Board of County 
7 Commissioners wants? 
8 MS. KAUFMAN: Well, it says: Are those special 
9 circumstances such that failure to grant variance would 
10 cause an undue hardship to the developer? Well, if he 
11 can't develop his property into those lots that could 
12 be deemed an undue hardship, and would strict 
13 compliance with the requirement of this ordinance 
14 result in inhibiting the achievement of the objectives 
15 of the ordinance or nullify the purpose of the 
16 ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan. There's points in 
17 the comp plan that state that we would like to keep the 
18 ruralness of the county. The facts that you have all 
19 discussed and in my staff report you have an 
20 ex-officio member, Rob Simon, stating that the line of 
21 site is safe. That it's not an unsafe road. So, I 
22 guess that would be a special circumstance; that if we 
23 didn't grant a variance because you can't put 24-foot 
24 road in, a road supervisor is saying an 18-foot wide 
25 road is safe, that could be an undue hardship to that 




1 developer. And I do believe that cost could come into 
2 play. 
3 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Generally costs are not 
4 considered to be a factor, though, as far as undue 
5 hardship is concerned. 
6 MS. KAUFMAN: Clayne didn't add it, but there 1s 
7 a case, Ada County vs. Blaha, and there was a deem 
8 about cost, but it's not always out there. 
9 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Our comprehensive plan, which is 
10 the foundation for our ordinances tells us that as far 
11 as general planning goes, that we have to provide for 
12 the protection of private property rights and that we 
13 need to preserve the rural nature of development that 
14 has historically occurred in Clearwater County. And 
15 from the standpoint of Mr. Galloway, I would say that 
16 he's subdividing at 5-acre minimums, that's asking that 
17 he be given more lots. So, he's maintaining that rural 
18 environment, at the same time he has to deal with the 
19 difficulty in being able to access it. 
20 The very top item under property rights planning 
21 policies -- this is from our comp plan now -- uphold 
22 property owner's rights to enjoy the use of their 
23 property in pursuit of their own best interests, both 
24 social and economic. 
25 There's other information in this comprehensive 




1 plan that also identifies where the ordinances have to 
2 have flexibility to be able to deal with situations 
3 like we're being presented this evening. And, of 
4 course, I think our subdivision ordinance meets that 
5 intent in providing a section that deals with 
6 variances: My opinion. 
7 MR. KETCHUM: I have a question for Mr. Bruce. 
8 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Mr. Ketchum? 
9 MR. KETCHUM: Did we talk about or did we throw 
10 out the public road/private road? 
11 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: That's not a factor. It tells 
12 us in here that the board --
13 MR. KETCHUM: It's not a factor, then. 
14 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: The board --
15 MR. KETCHUM: Eliminated that from, okay. 
16 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Yeah, from our consideration. 
17 Is there any other debate or discussion? If there's no 
18 further debate or discussion, the Chair puts the motion 
19 to a vote. The question is: Shall the Commission 
20 reapprove ZV2011-2, a variance request by Ed and Carole 
21 Galloway? Those in favor say aye. 
22 (Aye in unison. ) 
23 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Those opposed say no. (Nothing 
24 audible.) The ayes have it. Ms. Kaufman, do we have 
25 sufficient information now? Have we 




1 MS. KAUFMAN: I believe so. 
2 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: Before we close this hearing I 
3 want to make sure. 
4 MS. KAUFMAN: I believe that all of the 
5 stipulations as guidance that the Board requested the 
6 Commission to consider they've done, along with the 
7 testimony provided and the applicant's written 
8 correspondence. 
9 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: I want to thank each and every 
10 one of you for participating in this hearing. And from 






MR. JONES: I am aware of those rights. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: -- touch base with Ms. Kaufman 
MR. JONES: Appreciate it. 
CHAIRMAN BRUCE: And, of course, that isn't just 
17 narrowed down to Mr. Jones. Anybody out there can do 
18 an appeal. 
19 MR. JONES: Excuse me, Chairman Bruce. I think 
20 your point is well taken. Perhaps you might want to 
21 explain that for other people in the audience what the 
22 appeal rights might be. 
23 CHAIRMAN BRUCE: So that I can tell you exactly, 
24 let me check. 
25 (Audio ended.) 





























(Hearing concluded at 8:15p.m.) 
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1 BE IT REMEMBERED that the above-entitled matter 
2 came on for hearing before the Clearwater County Commissioners 
3 October 24th, 2011, in the Commissioners' Room of the Clearwater 
4 County Courthouse, City of Orofino, County of Clearwater, 
5 State of Idaho. 
6 (Thereupon the following oral proceedings 
7 were had as follows, to-wit:) 
8 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Here today it's the -- I believe 
9 it's the 24th of October about seven minutes after 
10 10:00. We're here for an appeal hearing of the Ed and 
11 Carole Galloway subdivision appeal brought forth by the 
12 Shinns represented by Garry Jones. With the appeal 
13 hearing we will take testimony from parties with 
14 standing, and the testimony will be somewhat restricted 
15 to what lS on the record previous to this meeting here 
16 today. In other words, we will not accept new 
17 evidence. They'll be an opportunity for each side. 
18 First the -- my understanding is the appellate goes 
19 first, then the applicant, and then there's chance for 
20 rebuttal for each side. Mr. Jones, you think I've 
21 missed anything? 
22 
23 
MR. JONES: No, I don't think so. 
THE COURT: Okay. So with that we'll let you 
24 have the floor. 
25 MR. JONES: Just a matter of -- is Ms. Galloway 




1 recused again? 
2 THE COURT: Ms. Galloway is a party to the 
3 application to begin with so this would be with two 
4 commlSSloners. And, Ms. Galloway, you have recused 
5 yourself, Carole? 
6 MS. GALLOWAY: (Inaudible.) 
7 THE COURT: I think this gets pretty simple today 
8 so probably won't take too long. If you recall in the 
9 end of July you ordered the P & Z to have a hearing 
10 with specific instructions to revlew and identify 
11 whether or not there was a undue hardship. What 
12 happened after that immediately prior to the hearing lS 
13 that -- I assume you're aware of this, but your staff 
14 met with Mr. Galloway, apparently, and the county 
15 attorney, and set forth certain kinds of facts that 
16 would demonstrate an undue hardship. This staff report 
17 was not something that we had received prior to the 
18 hearing. We heard somewhat afterwards. And in it one 
19 of the things that they mention the staff report that 
20 Rob Simon who did not appear at the second hearing said 
21 that the roads that Mr. Galloway was asking for were 
22 adequate. I think that's important. And then there 
23 was -- staff made a report, and the staff made that 
24 report and gave it to the P & Z. And the staff made a 
25 conclusion that there was undue hardship shown and 




1 recommended passage. And the only thing that does 
2 occur to me, and perhaps this is the way it's done all 
3 the time, is that the fact for-ending board is really 
4 the P & Z, and I think they get influenced by a staff 
5 report in a situation where there's just-- there's 
6 additional information that hasn't come up yet in the 
7 hearing and they -- and they then take the staff report 
8 as actual part of the hearing testimony. It just 
9 strikes me that it's a procedure that is not exactly ln 
10 favor of the appellant. All we've asked for in this 
11 whole thing is some sort of a -- is fairness 
12 recognizing that Mr. Galloway has certain rights in his 
13 property, and with everybody recognizing that the 
14 Shinns also have some rights. And I think that gets 
15 forgotten somewhere along the line in this. When Mr. 
16 Galloway at the hearing itself testified -- he didn't 
17 offer any testimony initially. He included his letter, 
18 which had been read into the record by Bobbi Kauffman 
19 already. And his letter, if you read the transcript, 
20 is very conclusive. It makes a bunch of conclusions. 
21 It says that we have an ordinance, but it's one that is 
22 really directed ln a certain -- not directed to this 
23 type of subdivision. It's very old, and it really has 
24 no bearing on this. None of which is anything other 
25 than his opinion. And the fact of the matter remains 




1 that we do have an ordinance, and the ordinance does 
2 have to be followed. Mr. Galloway had said that the 
3 ordinance was granted or originally passed in 1975 and 
4 directed for -- to large high density subdivisions. I 
5 think it's important to notice that it was adopted in 
6 1975, but it's also been amended five times since then, 
7 at least five. And there have been ample opportunity 
8 to change the ordinance to address what Mr. Galloway 
9 would refer to as lower density subdivisions. It 
10 hasn't been so we have this is, and this is what we 
11 need to follow. And I think it's also important to 
12 understand, and I'll get to this later, that this 
13 ordinance was in effect at the time Mr. Galloway bought 
14 the property -- his property. And apparently Mr. 
15 Galloway did not have access to his property at the 
16 time that he bought it, and so it's necessary for him 
17 to get an easement. And he got an easement and it was 
18 30 feet wide. When he got that easement at that time 
19 it did not comply with the ordinance. So starts out 
20 with no access to property, then he gets an easement 
21 and it's still not adequate for subdivision purposes. 
22 The only testimony that actually took place at that 
23 hearing had to do with -- that had to do with hardship 
24 had to do with would it be possible for him, Mr. 
25 Galloway, to go ahead and get more ground. And it kind 




1 of got turned around, I think if you get this, that all 
2 of the sudden the reason that we're here at all today, 
3 back at the hearing, was because the Shinns wouldn't 
4 expand Mr. Galloway's rights. And the Shinns all the 
5 sudden become the bad guys 1n this picture. There's 
6 nothing that requires them to expand their -- what 
7 they've already granted for -- what their predecessors 
8 in title who granted. They don't have to do that. 
9 Matter of fact, when they buy that property they have a 
10 right to rely on what the status of the property lS at 
11 the time they buy it. And they would know -- they 
12 would have constructive notice that there's a 30-foot 
13 easement, and they would know that the county 
14 subdivision ordinance at that time -- may not have 
· 15 actual notice, but they have constructive notice 
16 required 60-foot access. They have rights to rely on 
17 that. Now, asked in quite a few different ways would 
18 you expand any other way to get there, but it boiled 
19 down to that the only hardship that was testified to at 
20 that second hearing was Mr. Galloway's inability to get 
21 more than 30 feet. I want to read something to you, 
22 first of all. And this is from a State of Idaho case. 
23 And it's not exactly the same thing, but I think you'll 
24 see where I'm corning from. 
25 CHAIRMAN EBERT: What's the --




1 MR. JONES: I'm go1ng to give it to you right 
2 now. It's Dawson Enterprises vs. Blaine County. It's 
3 98 Idaho 506. And in that case the basic facts were 
4 the plaintiff, the one who brought the lawsuit against 
5 Blaine County, bought a piece of property that was 
6 zoned a certain way. And when they bought it they knew 
7 it was zoned that way. And they tried to get 
8 additional zon1ng change the zoning, and they were 
9 unable to. And they went in saying that was a 
10 hardship, and they should get it changed. And one of 
11 the things that the Idaho Court did is they adopted 
12 something from another court. This lS what I wanted to 
13 read to you. And this lS in the other case, but this 
14 is mentioned in the Idaho case. Nopro, which is an 
15 earlier plaintiff, land investment was made in full 
16 knowledge of the zoning limitations. It took the 
17 calculated risk that it could break the zoning use 
18 barrier and thereby double the profit from its 
19 investment. Having been denied the means by which this 
20 might be accomplished, it now claims hardship. If a 
21 hardship exists under the facts of this case, and we 
22 hold that it does not -- and we hold that it does not. 
23 I'm reading this. We hold that it does not. It was 
24 incurred voluntarily by the choice of Nopro and was 
25 self-inflicted. Now, that's a different set of facts. 




1 It's also dicta. It was just something that was noted. 
2 But it gives a flavor of what the Idaho Supreme Court 
3 says. When Mr. Galloway bought this property it did 
4 not comply with the zoning ordinance. So now he bought 
5 it -- he didn't have to buy this. He goes ahead and he 
6 buys it. He assumes whatever hardship -- to use that 
7 word -- comes with it, but it's not the hardship that 
8 we're talking about here. The limitations that come 
9 with it is a better way of saying it. He bought it 
10 with the limitations that it couldn't at that time be 
11 subdivided. And now he's come to the County and he 
12 said, okay, I took this risk when I bought this 
13 property, now you bail me out. Let me go from -- as 
14 it's pointed out in here what we're really talking 
15 about is his right to go ahead and have five 20-acre 
16 parcels or 10, 10-acre parcels that we're talking 
17 about, double his profit. 
18 The position that I take, and I will continue to 
19 take, is that this is not a hardship in the traditional 
20 since. This is one that Mr. Galloway took on himself. 
21 One of the commissioners, I think Mr. Smith, started to 
22 say this, and matter of fact it's in the testimony 
23 that -- page 63, starts on page 62. I would agree that 
24 there's probably a need and a necessity to look into 
25 our zoning ordinances and change those to allow for low 




1 density and for some rural areas of our community to be 
2 able to be developed. But to say that this itself is a 
3 standalone undue hardship. He purchased it with that 
4 knowledge. It was not forced upon him at a later date. 
5 And he had it, but he didn't stay with it. And that is 
6 what we're saying to you. Mr. Galloway bought this, 
7 and it's not a hardship. A hardship should be 
8 topography, some reason why you can't build on this. 
9 So it just boils down that he doesn't have enough land 
10 to do what he wants. 
11 Now, I would also point out to you that there 
12 were two variances that were applied for. One was 
13 60-feet down to 30, and that's primarily what this 
14 talks about. The other was 24-foot surface to 18-foot. 
15 There was absolutely no testimony about that at the 
16 public hearing. Mr. Galloway's letter refers to the 
17 additional cost of a 24-foot roadway versus 15-foot 
18 roadway. But there was no discussion by the 
19 cornmlSSloners. Matter of fact, the chairman of it said 
20 that cost should not be factor. That's what he said in 
21 his --when they were discussing this. So the only 
22 matter that they determined this hardship on was that 
23 Mr. Galloway is unable to get additional ground. And 
24 so if that is the hardship-- if that's the hardship, 
25 then -- and you feel that is a hardship, then you go 




1 ahead and you affirm the variances. But if you feel 
2 that that's a hardship that is not a typical one under 
3 the ordinance, then you to deny these. And when you 
4 deny the variance remember the two, and you tell me 
5 where are there any facts whatsoever for the second 
6 variance to be granted. There isn't any. There's just 
7 no facts at all. I mean, there's assumptions that they 
8 can't do it, but nobody said anything about why should 
9 it go from 24 to 18. And you might think I'm being 
10 somewhat contrary saying I don't think there should be 
11 a variance at all now I want it to be wider. But the 
12 point is if we're going to follow the law you follow 
13 the law, and your law is your ordinance and your 
14 ordinance is in effect and it should be followed. And 
15 I don't believe that this is the type of varlance that 
16 is contemplated by the ordinance. And I recognize all 
17 the other factors that they talked about, and I 
18 recognize that Mr. Galloway says this is a hardship on 
19 me. Well, the hardship on him, when he's talking about 
20 the time this has taken, that's not a hardship under 
21 the statute. If it's taken five years to get here they 
22 don't talk about time. They're talking about the 
23 topography or the land itself is what is creating the 
24 hardship. And it's our position to you that he came 
25 into this. He knew what he was getting into, or he 




1 should have known what he was getting into, and it's 
2 not the county's job to bail him out. He can still use 
3 this property. He can still sell five 20-acre parcels 
4 without a variance. He won't have a subdivision for 
5 that. That's what he should be limited to. So that lS 
6 our position, and it's an important position. And I 
7 will just say to you, and this is just a fact. It's 
8 not a threat or -- just going to tell you what's going 
9 to happen. This is an important decision. It's an 
10 important decision, I think, not only for Nez Perce 
11 or excuse me, Clearwater County, but it's also the 
12 State of Idaho. 
13 (Apparent skip in the recording.) 
14 MR. JONES: There's no case law in Idaho on a 
15 self-inflicted type hardship and whether that 
16 constitutes one. And we are going to find that out. 
17 So either way that's going to -- and I'm sure Mr. 
18 Galloway would be adamant in pushing forward his 
19 position. So what we're left with right now is that 
20 you have to make this decision on these variances, and 
21 then as I understand it if you affirm those variances 
22 then they'll be further hearing for the subdivision 
23 ordinance itself because I don't think -- excuse me, 
24 for the subdivision itself because I don't think 
25 there's anything else to hold it up. In the meantime, 




1 if you rule against us that forces us to get some real 
2 case law on this particular issue. So either way 
3 but I feel -- it's our position that clearly this is 
4 not -- this is not a hardship as contemplated by the 
5 statute; and secondly, there is just absolutely nothing 
6 for the granting of the second variance. There's no 
7 facts whatsoever. So that's all I have. 
8 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Okay. You had referred to a 
9 staff report. Do you happen to have that? Do you have 
10 a date or something to reference it? 
11 MR. JONES: Thank you for the absolutely 
12 excellent organization from Bobbi I can find it. She 
13 can probably find it faster but -- staff reports. I 
14 have it. It's --the date of it is August 11th, 
15 2011. 
16 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Which page? I think we have the 
17 same book. 
18 MR. JONES: It's under note No. 10. I might have 
19 organized -- you probably did what you were told and 
20 put it at the back. I put mine at the front because it 
21 was current. 
22 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Bobbi took care of all of ours. 
23 What was the date? 
24 MR. JONES: August 11th. It was four or five 
25 days prior to the hearing. 




1 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Okay. Start from the back. 
2 Okay. So I'm just trying to understand what I'm 
3 looking at here is a staff report for the building and 
4 planning. This went to the planning and zoning 
5 commission? 
6 MR. JONES: Yes. 
7 CHAIRMAN EBERT: All right. 
8 MR. JONES: And I think probably ln fairness to 
9 everybody it's an attempt to bring everything 
10 up-to-date because this has been going on for a long 
11 time, and to have some summary of where everything is. 
12 But your direction was to have a hearing, and at the 
13 hearing, I'm telling you that the only testimony was 
14 well, there's a little bit more, but primarily what 





CHAIRMAN EBERT: Okay. Ed is not here. Carole? 
MS. GALLOWAY: Yeah, just a few things. 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: Excuse me, Carole. Carole 
20 representing Galloways. And Carole, again, has recused 
21 herself. So your opportunity. Your floor. 
22 MS. GALLOWAY: Okay. Well, the P & Z, I thought, 
23 has went over this several different times that this 
24 has been brought back to them. And I think that they 
25 made it very, very clear that they proved that there 




1 was undue hardship. That was the whole goal of the 
2 whole thing. And the only thing -- they still went 
3 over. They passed. You talked about Mr. Smith brought 
4 up that issue. Did Mr. Smith vote for our -- to pass 
5 our subdivision? 
6 MR. JONES: You're addressing them, not me. 
7 MS. GALLOWAY: He did. He passed it. He voted 
8 for it. It was unanimous. So, you know, what he 
9 brought up is what we have probably all been talking 
10 about. Maybe we should be back in there looking at 
11 some of these old things and clarifying them for future 
12 so we do not have to go to P & Z over and over. And if 
13 not everybody has to get all these different variances. 
14 But he voted for it, you know, and I assumed that he 
15 would be willing at some point, you know, start 
16 cleaning up and bringing up all of our zonlng 
17 ordinances up to snuff what he thought so it would 
18 clarify. That was the only thing. P & Z did a great 
19 job. They are volunteers, and I think to take this 
20 back even a third time was just a ploy to stall, stall, 
21 stall, stall. And so, yeah, we were more than happy 
22 with how the P & Z, who really is the ones that look 
23 into this and know all the ordinance and laws and that 
24 they felt that we should be able to go forward, then, I 
25 don't see why the Board of Commissioners feel like, you 




1 know, you should hold it up any longer and just go with 
2 the P & z. 
3 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Would you care to rebut? Any 
4 rebuttal either side? 
5 MS. GALLOWAY: Well, I was just asking about, you 
6 know, Mr. Smith brought that up at the last minute. If 
7 he felt that why would he vote for a subdivision. It 
8 was overwhelmingly. You know, it was going to pass. 
9 So, you know, why did you think that he would have 
10 voted it down if he felt so strongly about that, 
11 Mr. Jones? 
12 MR. JONES: You're talking to me. Do you want me 






CHAIRMAN EBERT: Are you done, Carole? 
MS. GALLOWAY: Yeah. Yeah, I was just curious. 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: You have an opportunity to 
MR. JONES: Yeah. I recognlze what the board 
19 did, the P & Z. I know what they did. I think that 
20 they have been looking -- this is just my oplnlon. I 
21 think they wanted this off their desk for some period 
22 of time. But the point is they still have to follow 
23 the law in doing it, and I'm suggesting to you and 
24 urging you to say that they're still not getting it. 
25 This is not a proper hardship. I don't care if they 




1 voted for it or not. It's not a proper hardship. It's 
2 one that was created by -- not created, but he bought 
3 into it, and he can't get bailed out, and that's what 
4 we're saying. I recognize everyone is trying to go 
5 through all the rest of it. The law is what the law 
6 lS. The ordinance is what the law is, and this is not 
7 a hardship. I don't care how they voted, that's why 
8 we're here today. That's our position. 
9 CHAIRMAN EBERT: All right. Fair enough. Well, 
10 lS there anyone else to testify? For the record there 




MS. GALLOWAY: You know, maybe one more thing. 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: Is it rebuttal? 
MS. GALLOWAY: Yeah. When we bought that 





MR. JONES: This lS factual. This lS factual. 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: Let her --
MS. GALLOWAY: So that and then, you know, we 
20 realized he was elderly that we had better get it wrote 
21 down and get an easement in writing, you know. And 
22 that -- at 30-feet was what everybody was going for and 
23 that was adequate so --
24 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Okay. I'm going to end the 
25 testimony. You got a question? 







COMMISSIONER LEACH: I got a staff question. 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: Okay. 
COMMISSIONER LEACH: They bought the property 1n 
4 '85. In '85 was the ordinance requirement 60-foot 
5 right-of-way at that time? 
6 MS. KAUFFMAN: For an access road for a full 





COMMISSIONER LEACH: Okay. 
MS. KAUFFMAN: For a simple subdivision 
COMMISSIONER LEACH: I'm just trying to verify. 
MS. KAUFFMAN: Yeah. For a simple subdivision 
12 (inaudible) access road. There were no restrictions, 
13 and they could have -- they could have subdivided down 
14 to one-acre lots, simple subdivision process. 
15 COMMISSIONER LEACH: Right. Okay. I just wanted 
16 to make sure. That's the one thing I didn't know. 
17 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Would you clarify what you just 
18 said aga1n, please. Simple subdivision they could have 
19 went to one acre, how? 
20 MS. KAUFFMAN: Well, they could have done --
21 because you could use that process every 10 years. 
22 
23 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: Okay. 
MS. KAUFFMAN: So they could have done simple 
24 subdivisions, and at the time until 2006, I believe, 
25 there were no -- they just had an all-weather access 




1 road. There were no distinct set easements or 
2 (inaudible) for a simple subdivision. 
3 CHAIRMAN EBERT: I got you. Not ln one 
4 application but several, yeah. 
5 
6 
MS. KAUFFMAN: So some things could change there. 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: Any more questions? Well, 
7 again, like I said at the last appeal hearing, my goal 
8 in this is to get it right. And, quite honestly, you 
9 know, I recognize I recognize the law. I recognize 
10 our ordinances as laws, and I recognize the rights of 
11 the Galloways and the Shinns. And, you know, my goal 
12 as chairman of this board is to get this -- whatever 
13 decision we make fits within the legal framework lS 
14 with -- is within our discretion, you know, have been 
15 done properly, and it's something that --particularly 
16 in this matter it's a goal of mine and something that I 
17 try to pride myself on. Whether we'll be able to 
18 accomplish that or not possibly will remain to be seen. 
19 You know, these things are always quite a bit more 
20 complicated than, perhaps, they should be. My 
21 understanding is we're not -- we're not so much charged 
22 with reviewing what their judgment was, but we are 
23 charged with -- and I'm talking about Planning and 
24 Zoning Commission. We're reviewing whether they had 
25 adequate information to arrive at that judgment. We 




1 don't substitute our judgment for theirs. We just 
2 determine if they had enough to -- if their decision 
3 was in the mind of a normal person would be, you know, 
4 arguably justified, and to see if they have followed 
5 the legal process. That's my understanding of it. 
6 Whether or not it's a hardship I don't think it's I 
7 don't think we've trumped their judgment. I just think 
8 we need to see if they had enough to make that 





COMMISSIONER LEACH: Uh-huh (affirmative) . 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: That's how I understand this to 
COMMISSIONER LEACH: That's what I understood, 
14 too, is according to our attorney we weren't supposed 
15 to substitute our judgment for theirs. I think we're 
16 on the same page there. 
17 CHAIRMAN EBERT: The first time we did this, you 
18 know, it was pretty sketchy as to whether there was any 
19 evidence for them to base their judgment or not. So 
20 error on the side of caution because we know this lS 
21 contentious and has the potential for further 
22 litigation. You know, in order to insure that we were 
23 doing it properly we sent it back. Then we had the 
24 hearing set for the same day that the transcript 
25 arrived, so we had to continue the hearing on until 




1 today. So now I guess we decide. I don't know. I 
2 don't know that I'm ready to do that today, but what 
3 are your thoughts? I mean, I think I have some review. 
4 COMMISSIONER LEACH: You still have some 
5 questions? 
6 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Mostly as far as procedure and 
7 making sure it's done right. But I'm interested in 
8 what you have to say. 
9 COMMISSIONER LEACH: Well, I mean, we can 
10 certainly review it again. You know, I'm of the same 
11 mind that you are. I want to do this correctly, you 
12 know. I don't want to make a mistake that fouls things 
13 up down the road. If you have legitimate procedure 
14 questions, you know, maybe we need to have those 
15 answered. I don't know what the questions are but 
16 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Well, I would like to read the 
17 transcript again because, you know, in light of what 
18 Mr. Jones has said, see if there was adequate evidence 
19 to make that determination that they made. I would 
20 also like to look at this case he referenced, and then 
21 I would like to reread the staff report. And then 
22 probably make time to sit down with Clayne just to go 
23 over the procedure to make sure that we've gotten it 
24 right or as close to right as we can possibly do it. 
25 COMMISSIONER LEACH: I'm okay with that. In the 




1 name of trying to get it correct or as correct as 
2 possible. I mean, I think everybody has been patient 
3 for as long a span of time. 
4 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Well, they have been patient for 
5 a long time, and I understand the frustration and 
6 sometimes things take a painfully long time. But, you 
7 know, that's how -- sometimes that's how the process 
8 is. And hopefully when you get through to the other 
9 end of it you've done the right thing. Not everybody 
10 1s going to be on what the right thing is. 
11 
12 
COMMISSIONER LEACH: Sure. 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: So -- but I would make the 
13 motion that we set this for a decision in two weeks. 
14 
15 
COMMISSIONER LEACH: The 14th; is that right? 
CHAIRMAN EBERT: No, the 31st. It would be 
16 November 7th. 
17 COMMISSIONER LEACH: Okay. Oh, that's right. 
18 I'll second that. 
19 CHAIRMAN EBERT: That's not Veterans' Day or 
20 something, is it? We meet on the 7th? Set this 
21 decision for November 7th. Further discussion. All 
22 those 1n favor say aye. 
23 COMMISSIONER LEACH: Aye. 
24 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Aye. Opposed? Motion carries. 
25 That concludes our business here today. 
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1 BE IT REMEMBERED that the above-entitled matter 
2 came on for hearing before the Clearwater County Commissioners 
3 November 7th, 2011, in the Commissioners' Room of the Clearwater 
4 County Courthouse, City of Orofino, County of Clearwater, 
5 State of Idaho. 
6 (Thereupon the following oral proceedings 
7 were had as follows, to-wit:) 
8 CHAIRMAN EBERT: It's five minutes after 10:00. 
9 We're here on the 7th day of November, 2011. We're 
10 convening to enter our decision in the Galloway appeal. 
11 And we had a chance to review pretty much reviewed the 
12 whole thing. What do you think? 
13 COMMISSIONER LEACH: You know, I went back 
14 through it, too. I was just going back over a couple 
15 of things to refresh it in my mind. I read it a week 
16 ago. You know, my understanding is that we are not to 
17 substitute our judgment for Planning and Zoning. Ours 
18 lS like determine the facts. Did they have the facts 
19 ln evidence to make the decision that they did. And 
20 frankly, you know, after reading it and then going over 
21 it again I believe that they do have the facts in 
22 evidence to make that determination. 
23 CHAIRMAN EBERT: Again, you know, one of my goals 
24 ln this is to get the thing right or -- and I spent 
25 quite a bit of time with Clayne (inaudible) determine 




1 whether the zoning board's findings are supported by 
2 the substantial evidence, and if so whether the board's 
3 conclusion properly applied the zoning ordinance as to 
4 the facts found. And so -- and I talked to him quite a 
5 bit about what that means, substituting our judgment 
6 for theirs, and it's like if a reasonable person would 
7 conclude that they had enough to base their decision 
8 then that's what we're looking for. We're not looking 
9 for whether we think that decision was, you know, their 
10 judgment. We're not to replace their judgment with 
11 ours. So I went through this. There's some things 
12 that are kind of important. And another thing, too, is 
13 Mr. Jones brought up a case Dawson vs. Blaine County, 
14 and so Clayne reviewed that case and then discussed it 
15 with me and that case (inaudible) . Fact that the 
16 county and the Planning and Zoning Commission 
17 (inaudible) that's what hardship the (inaudible). The 
18 most pertinent thing I could find to rely on is ln Waha 
19 vs. Ada County. Said the board then determined that 
20 strict enforcement of Ada County Highway District 
21 Policies would require extensive realignment and 
22 reconstruction of the public road, which was 
23 unreasonable and would create an undue hardship on the 
24 applicants not justified by development generating only 
25 80 vehicle trips per day. And to me, again, discussing 




1 it with Clayne ad nauseam to me what that says is that 
2 if the cost of the (inaudible) not justified 
3 (inaudible). Long ago we had, you know, Rob our road 
4 department supervisor goes as kind of the neutral third 
5 party looking at it just from the aspect of roads. And 
6 he says that that -- what Ed is asking to do there 
7 would be adequate. And so Ed wrote to Planning and 
8 Zoning. This is from Ed Galloway. Due to the nature 
9 of the existing easement that has been granted the 
10 strict enforcement of a 60-foot wide easement with a 24 
11 surface road dedicated public right-of-way establish in 
12 the Clearwater subdivision (inaudible). To me that's 
13 pretty much saying the same thing. And then 
14 (inaudible) there was several things, but one I would 
15 like to point out. Mr. Woosley, in fact, said, well, I 
16 think the ordinance -- therefore, (inaudible) would be 
17 an adequate (inaudible.) So we're asking him to comply 
18 with (inaudible) proposing. In my mind that pretty 
19 well covers it. I think they have (inaudible) base 
20 their decision. I think they followed the process. In 
21 fact Bobbi did an excellent job keeping things in 
22 track. I realize that (inaudible) welcome that, but I 
23 would be curious just for our own feedback if we had 
24 done things properly, you know. I would be curious to 
25 see what the court says about (inaudible), and I hope 




1 that if it does go to court I hope (inaudible). With 
2 that (inaudible) 0 Been moved and seconded (inaudible) 
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April 8, 2011 
Garry Jones 
CLEARWATER C<9UNTY 13UILVING & PLANNING 
150 M~Ave-. PO 13o;u586. Ov~ IV 83544 
(208) 476-4815. FC0U (208) 476-8994. bp@clearwatercounty.org 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C 
PO Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Dear Mr. Jones, 
Enclosed is the response to your request to examine and a copy of the public records 
which relate to the establishment of Middle Road in Clearwater County, east of Brown 
Road. This is the entire file that the County Road and Bridge Department has on Middle 
Road. 
A statement for copies has been included. You can send a payment for these records or 
we can deduct it out of the initial $500.00 you sent for the transcriptions and keep a tab on 
what all the expenses are. Either way will suffice until we get through the appeal. 
If you have any concerns or need any additional information, please let me know. 
Sincerely, 
,~~K~---
Bobbi Kaufman, Administrator 
Clearwater County Building and Planning Department 
Enclosures 
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MIDDLE ROAD INFORMATION 
Copied from Road & Bridge file 




THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY, IDAHO 
Mr. Eerl:ian F. :Weinrnan 
Overseer of Road District No. 5 G 
By order of the Board of County Commissioners of said County, you are hereby notified that on the 26th 
day of October 191.0 at a regular meeting of said Board, an order was made declaring the 
et al., Road to be a public highway, and directing you as such Overseer 
to open up said road to public travel. The general description of said road is as follows: 
:Seginning v .. tthe quarter section corner between section 10 una 15 
Tp 37 lJR 1 EBM, u.ncl ending at the quarter section corner i)etween sections 
17 and 18 • 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, this 2nd 
















Docket _____ __,._ Page _______ 
1 
1};';;;-.i~- :;o:: ;~.'~;;; 
--
Attorney for DeteadiUit ,1' _; ~ 
I 
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ROAD PETITION 
To The Honorable Board of County Commissioners, Clearwater County, Idaho: 
We, the undersigned residents and inhabitants of Road District No. __ La ________ ; Clearwater county, 
Idaho, taxable therein for road purposes, pray that your honorable body cause to be ... aurxe.Y-~.d. .. &: .. _p_l.~_ted ;: 
.~} 
in said road district, a public road fifty feet in width, having: its\point of beginning and termination, course 
and intermediate points, as follows, to-wit: 
Begining at the int.e..r_section of the -k .sec,line with theW, se..c....,_line ..o.f 
Sec, 17, T, 37 1 ij'.ofR 1 l E, B,M 1 Thence E, along said -5- se~, line 1 mile 
Thense No.r:th Easterly to the S,W, corner of Sec...L_1QL_______________ ·.:; 
Thence E. along the S, Sec, line of Sec, .lQ.,_l.. Mile ·-------
--------.. ······------··----.. -- ·--·-···- .. ··-·-----.. ··-------
The object of this prQDQsed road_ is as follQ~s. To have the lines 
run _ought so thC!.Y --~;;_in build there_ fez:l:.9.tf?_, J~nowi_I2B_ there will bo a 
road wanted sooner __ or later, ·There :i:.§ .. sey_er~J. .. ...f_~.Jl!.~lies living _along __ 












We, the undersigned land own<:rs across whose premises the~ ,propdsed .rOO.d passes, hereby consent to 
the same and waive all damages: 
Names 
We, the undersigned land owners across whose premises the proposed road will pass, hereby object to 
the same and demand damages in the amount indic~ted opposite 0ur names: 
Names Names 
The above described road will pass over the following described lands' owned by the following named 
persons~ 
____ . _________ Owned Ly _____________ .e;f;~-- ___  
_ __________ Owned by_··---,-.:-------V6-ft:--~-----)2_~~-. I (7-, . ' .rt . . ______________ Owned by __ J""1,. __ _:_/J!~· ___ .,'£~~------- __ _ 
;,fl ' . .fl .._./ 
D .E>d b. til . ti2..:. _.· .I /.,~;1-1 ·-
- .·-.--, .. ~-.:. WJl · ·· -y ... d. ·---"'~~.<'-"_,..-" --'"'"";+-,..?:f.""'7.'7i·· _::·'-~-"'--'-'}'----------~ 
( . / . c. ,;-/ ,:.,·· ·' v. -···· __ .. ______ Owned by _ ____ c.&:__}:2~Jif·~~-'-------. m -~·L/ ~;~ . 
-------· _ -:-Gl.wned by-~~- _____ ..{/ ___ L~ ____ f:':::~---- ___________ _ 
Th·e __________ _ 
The _________ _ 
The _______ _ 
The ... ·--
The __ 
The _____ ··- __ .. 
The_________ __ __ _ _ __ _ _____ ___ _ . _____________ Owned by ____________________________________________ _ 
i' 
The___ --------------------------------~------Ov..rned by ___ -~-- ----------- .... ----------------- __ · :; 
I 
The ____________________________________________ Owned by ------------------ -------------- _________ _ 
The ___________________________ .. _____________ ~--Owned by ____ ------------- .. ---- ;<.: 
AU the owners above named consent to the ---------------- _______ _ _ _ of said road except: 
------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------------------------------------
ThE. probable cost of securing the right of wsy will be$ __ -~.:.---'--------
The necessity for and advantage of the _________________________________ of said roads are as follows: i. 
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PLAT OF ROAD SOUGHT TO BE ____________ ---------------------------~ 
3 6 : 5 : 4 3 
1 
2 1 1 I 6 5 4 : 
~ -- -~----~--~--~----~---7----~--~----~--~--~----1 
7 i 8 1 9 1 10 11 ~ 12 1 7 1 8 1 9 10 11 12 ~ 
~ 18 
1 
17 1 16 _I 15 1 14 r 13-
1
: _1_8____,_r_;,;~-~.f--.-.--f<l:,--1-6~~ ~1-5 -r--· -14---:-
1
-1-3 -I ~ 
i --~~--~ --~o---/ 21 , 22 -~--n : u 1 19 I 20 ! 21 [ 22 23 I 24 ~ 
, -·30--1-~; ~-~~-~-27 _ 26 
1 
25 l/r_:_3_o ___ _._~---_2_9 __ _.__,_1~~2-8 ___ _._..-!~~2-7_-_-~-:_2_6 __ _._.,--1~~2-5_---~_. ~ 
~ ---31 ! -32---~-~3 -~-·-;4----~-~5 36 ____ 1· 31 32 I 33 34 35 I 36 ~ 
_ _ I . ___ ! ______ I ___ -------··-.(::::; ===+..!_==~· ==iol==~=~==~~, ==I 
6 ; --5 r 4 
1
--;-r 2 _I _1_,.l!__
11 
_6__,_1 _5-'-~-4____!__3_, _2____)_1 __ 1_ 
~ ---, -- I I I i [, ! I I I 
~ ---~ --~---~---~- to ; 11 I -~~-J/ 7 __ 1 ~---.--9--+-J--lo __ _,_! __ u__ l:----12---1 
16 1 1~-~- ~4 j~ 18 i 17 ! 16 15 14 ; 13 ~ 













- et al., 
--- of a 








, --====-=---···-----· ...... 
In the matter of petition of ) 
I 
···············-·-·-·····------·-·····-· ·······-··················-···················-·····-···········-······················· .. I 
I 
....... 
·················-··-·-·-------···---·······-····-·--·-·-····--·····--···---···········---------------······----···--· ~ HOAD VIEWERS' REPORT. 
··----··--····------···-----------·-··-------------------------·----· ...... .................... ............ ......... I 
I and others for -----····----.................................... of a Public Road. J 
TO THE RON. BOARD O:F COUNTY COMMISSrONERS ................................................................................. COUNTY: 
Ending at ;:;{.. ._ ~~ ~ h::.r rftc,<:~ / / ·~"77 ~ 
We estimate thf' damage to the following named land m-vners through whose land t-~aid Road will run ua 
follows: 
NAMES Of OWNERS DAMAGED NAMES OF OWNERS 




And your Viewers would further report that the folowing named persons have consente·d in \vriting to give 
the right of way for said Road, over lands owned by them, as herein specified, which relinquishments have 
been :filed herewith on 
OWNERS' NAMES Length in Rods 
Width 
in Feet PART OF SUBDIVISION Sec. Twp Rng 
And your Viewers wonlu report that the {allowing named persons, through whose lanc1 saill road n.ms 









PART OF SUBDIVISION Sec. Twp. Rng. Damage11 Claimed 
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OATH OF OFFICE 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) .ss 
~=;7:!_~4d1)_, having been duly __ t<~-----"--11> 
lhe office of~---~ .. _,--~'""''"'--,."- it'! and /or a!£~~ __ f.:&:.~/.~_"in 
said County and State, do sotemnl!:J scp~r{or affirm) {fwt I will Stipport..tpe c!:!ns{ila.fion ofthe:UnitedStale$, 
and the -~itution and Laws of thk State: that I will faithfully diacharge all the dqties of the oifice· of 
__ -~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ according lo the besl o/my abilil:y, so help me God 
_____ d:fiL&Un~. _(]t!&-t{'!?[._~-c-·---
Suscribed and sworn to be/ore me this_ ___ j %~-:- __ -:-.:. _______ _ _,--'--day 
·- _____ ,__/90/_d 








· ,- w.t'. ; . . .... ;J;.z;ti:km.it '~( ·. ~ L: · · .. t.; .i ~ita te: ts ,e;v;:: :u.E ............. ....,... ............. ,... •. __ -· . 
ROAD PETITIQJ'T 
To the. Honorable. &31'4 of County Gommis.dontts1 Nc.z Pw;t Co.~nty, ~tat~ of {cl.iho: 
We~ the undersitned residertts W?td inhabita;nts of Road ])istriet No. IJ ~ · 
.Nez Perce Coun~ Idaho, !ff3_.a_ble the~·ein~'or roa(l pi~rp~rses,pray~hat11our }Lo:wra:ble ~o<fty· 
oau,se to be .. ~F..,-L tL..,·vvL,..e...,~.Ln S0~d rQad dtstr.u;.t a publw roruJ;fiftyfeet J;n wuilth, 
having its point of' beJ!lnning a,nd termination, ciJu/rse afid internMdiate points, a;s ji)llOiJJs, 
' I ; ~ o>j· '<t· ·~. ;._._ 
.:~ . 
..~: ... 
~\;, '\' . : '\: ... ·. •"\J '\; \. 
.. ... :h.. 'l" '\ 
" ; .. 
~~~-~'·-..,.~:-,. t: ;~- ·:· ~~.si-.;;•>7··.··-·~.Y,~ .... ·;..~ ... ...: 
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·,:··, 
T.Ye~ tke, ~ndersigned la:nd owners aoross whose promises the proposed road pa,sses, 
hereby consent to the sante and waive all damages: 
Jtlames 
We, the T.vndersig·n,e.,d land owner-s' a,C/ross whose premises the proposed road wiU pass, 
hereby object to the sante and; demahd da1na_ges in the Ciino'untsindi,cd}ed opposite our nrLnLes: 
,}/ames ~Nmnes 
The .above-described r.oa1d will pd.1ss over flie .. .foltOI{}i/it1f·.d~scrUied lru"td$:·owned by f.ht 
foit()li;ing::~a>medj persons: 
Tlie .Jl:"f ............. 7l .. [ · ·-..... . ifatA ... 1Ji2...t/f>t... ... ! .. ?Jti:iJ.· ·ownedt by l;;IJ.:trJ.._.t): W.. ..}4. · (~ ... , 
The __ (!t_;L_i:f ::ij; S'~ .. £!.(' -~ :~!:TL£g·: .. ~ .. J3 .. )J?· Owned; by ... ~._ ..... .( !t.~~~~ .. . ~=..:f.~· .. /~/-'·· .. ·:-'·.-·;~ .. ,.. 
·rnJ . . . '..r?r ~ . ·~ ~~ ·.'17' $:.7 / . F:J- ilitJ.. 'O·. .· :1 b .. , . . . .· r~/ 
..1.. M· : , .. :,1(.. ...c. 7 · ......... :'9' ... : ... :~· ¥'-..... ) ··"~: L.... ...pl~-if/.· • . w.ne.Uj y· .-, , .. ,~::'f: .. , ......... ........ ., .... ::7 
'· The ........ _, __ ...... . .. . ... O:coned by ..,. ............... ~ ........ -.,-.. .. 
Plie ..... , ...... -.... . Dw'rbt:d. by 
The ....... , ..... -...... _ ........ .. Owned by._ .......... _ 
The I 
............ ofsa.id. road !, • ;ep 
oO-OoooOo >oooOooo-ooo.,oO ,;,,.,: .... ~,;.~ ••• : _,.; ....... ,:..:.,,,,_,,_., .. ;:ooo .. OOO<•Ooooo_,;_~Oo<oj~ -_}.o_:..o~oOoloo:;,,:_,,, ·-OM __ :,;.,.-000 . -~ ........... :··7:·:. ·······:·· ··-······· • 
.... ,,.,.,. ·-::;:' ... ~ : ..... --:-:--· .. .:. ..... :.... .. ............. " ............ ,,-,·:.;::·:;'-:·~~!~~::;Jr:.:!~'1~;.;*~~~f~:y'fi~:::·?;·"""'"'~~--·-· .,.-, ... ;.,._" -··"''-• .... ..,.... ... ,. ................ . 
rnt. A ....;..;;o.1; r.'td// I'.i.:i:!t nf'.rMc/drinii tlt~ 'Yi~Jif/ij/'Lp.ay..-Will}!/:&;::,'= ........ ,...... ' 
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a.:i::z;:a.\ti;41; .·i. ;a P.J · .. ls .. .:...ju.s.4;, :· 4!4 
PLAT OF RO .. J SOUGHT TO. BE 
6 4 2 I 6 5 4 2 I 
7 8 9 IO .II Ii 7 8· 9 ro II 12 
<:>.:> r8 17. 16 IS I4 I3 18 I] J:6 IS 14 I3 ~ll ..... 
1$ 
~ 




30 28 29 27 z6 25 30 29 .28 .2'] z6 25 
, .. ,. 
-t~~:; ~ 
·~ S-; 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 3:4 35 36 
~ 
6 ~ s 4 3 2 
::.:i 
I 6 5 4 3 2 - I 
¢t, 
7 H 9 1Q II I2 7 ~-- 9 10 I :I iz 
-... tfl..,.~·#l.· ,/ - . 
~i~ <~ltv. ~.,AlJ.~ 
-~ 18 r6 <en .'" ri6 IS 14 13 I7 r.s 14 13 
"" ..... ~ -- ...... 
-~- l~ 




~-;:.... ·o ·[ ~ 
~ 30 29 
.I 28 27 26 25 i;~ 30 ;19 28· iT ;-•.:-:-:z<?- 25. 
\ ::,. I > ·\\")· . - -
;._~· 31 32 33 34,, 3.5. ,.!;; ••. ~36. . ; __ "'_3J.. ___ ,, ,,.32, ,. 33 . 34.- ,, .3~ 6 ~ ~ 3 -
_..'..;-
PETJTlONERS 




. 1\iiO\\hUI men bY fMst 'Pr¢s¢nts, ThrJ;t ~~"'l:<(/ .~27ft:. )/l ~.f:::t'Yi:. -~ .... , 
;I'· .t/ 'f..<: .~/~.... .. a:re held rtn~_ftrtril!j bmut-d unto the Oountl.J of 
.Nez Perce, in the ~C..,'t(ite of Idu.ho, iri the sunt of .... , ...... /.J. £.'~~...... _.... Dobla.rs, to be paid 
u:nto the ,..;aid County of ..iVez Pe'rce,fo7· vlihit;h paynvent weU and truly -to be 1nade, 'u;e, joint&y 
nnd severally. bind ourselves r.l!nd ecwh; of' or:trr heirs~ execu.tors a.nd (;lJd.n&inistrator.;; jtrrn}y by 
these presents, ~-/· . 
(r. tf!· d d d t d tl . . 0 95, 1 '!" t' :.,r, lJ p 1 (J fA' ~ 1)'-'s.ne r&n a -e . &M _.cJ<->V· Cua,y o .... '///. .... ·.: "-............ , v r .. 41-.· . / . . . . . 
']'1 d'ti'9;/'tl. b'l' ., ..... . . h.Ll t h . th b'' ·. . 'd i1i-:r"JtcU/J"7"'[.//}"\_.. &v/;r 4J1.0"~ t on o_ ):z·s; v&$.G~z,~~ suet· ,l,, 'ba ud' ... eret~~.~: e. a, .hove lHJ.7n~. d>Mt·:,.v-t .. ~-~ .. .. B.:... .. y r.~, ,.;: 
· YtrCL:?Y:~.n. . . ... t..:pZ-:'~t.:p2/P . _ .... ,. ~ a .1 roa pe 71t)vvJ~ens ewe appvue · o. :rt,:e uar o1 
C'Ol.(;nty .Gommis8ioners tor the: ~~ft... of' r::tpubli.o ·:road ns f'uUy set f'orth in the 
lwvompa/riying petition and nwd? a part lie.reof J(ow, if tlt·e said. bondsmen- will pay a.U 
f.he casts of viewing· and .'nvrveyi;ng sa.id roctrd· in.ca:;e .. the prayer of sa.id peti-tioners is not 
1,. jfr'tvntecl/a.nd the road ji.iui.Uy not opened, then this obligcvtiQn to ;be. void; otherwise to remciin 
v 
r ·~ in fo.~llf'o1'ce a,nd effect. 
. In testimony 1,ohereof' we.hnve herei.onto set our· ha[bds this J..1:. ............ day of 
)tt.:.~ .... , ....... , ZBrj l . 
.. -,,·~~-.J~~w:~~ l ~- Iii£ ~~~ , 
... ~: .J;dd.;;~d< .. J Y ........ :.... .L., ..... @;. __ ... " ....... J;t ... ~~~v 
- ... ' ... · .. ..,----- ·-- ----·-· . ~.,.--"""'=--- . : t='-- .. ·=~-~ ~ . ....:.:;::_· 
s.ratt of Tdabo, 
Cou?zty of Jl ez P eroe 
~ 
:;.· 
:·-...... ,... ......... :•-r:.:.! .. "!-.···~···· .. ··::-= ;: .. ~·=··-····· ...... -~· .... ·~f~ :"'=C ~~. ·:.~.~t··· :· ~ .......... '7~~·; .. ,\ .... , ..... ~:'-·~·-~- ... :, .. ,;:~.~f· ~;>i-7~~ ............ _._ ••••• -=:-..,;.···""":' .. '7}~.-r: • ..;~·~; .• 
beiritg~a;y,W swbr.n, .. says e«Jdli fQ.'i',"~71ifJJ::~~ '.!-~:.tJod/lli~ ii. Oi-tr&.:fj!J." 6~e.;$¢fet,t~$·1i·Ci,nu{d,~ tha:t4ie is a 
.• ' ' ... .... '*~'-d:J.,.t~ :. .. .~ •. 'i,'r· • .• ..~ 
resii$$n#'rt'ftd;.fr.eekDtder df the dowrtfi;??if> , ,, i:·:P~t.:~;,B#x/te,:r;f.:fd/¢hx;, rkn/1; WorNtN/h(J(linwuitt of 
... _ ............. ; -....... ,,., .. , .. ,, ... ; .... , -............... .., ..... '.~··!:'~'~i;:~;It'd{f4~~: $~d&f]t~;j; in tfv.e 'f~'teioini ~ond1 above his. 
tkbts. and .liabili.tws1, and exol~si.'Qf} o'f~1tJ'iPtJ~#ty/~'ro~P.~/!rom exe~u/tiJon. . 
r:~ ,.. + -:;~·f f" • 
I /;· r. ,' ....;.~~~-·~t )!~:l''"':··!-.' .... , .. ~··• •!,:::..!,.::.:~ .••• - • ~. •··'--·-·-:•• .. :•-;-1;;··~.·::•••• -\•.;•:: .. ..::__ . ...:. .......... ~.:.,..:..... 
t;t .. ;f 1:. ' ~ fl • ';~ ·if~-t 
:\ .t-:1, 
.·! .. , .,::.~·::~.:~:.;_:t:.·.... ~·:::tt· .... ·:: 
$'Ub.sofik.eif; ar.~.d. .~roorn to pefi/r~i?.tfl3tt!lii"8:·,~ ~-;:~--~--.. (~ .. :.-.,_:.. ....... ii<l!i;(i;ft:fjcf.:~~~~r;.,.,._ ... , .............. ~;~ ..... ;.; 
;· .·J 
1 Jie4~elfli·apr?.,TOu'e the above bo1td;a1f'i£ :·li. ne::sur.e1;"t-e~:'U'ri61'fe: 
I 
di of 
.... _L:i.;,c: . .;,: .. ,. .... ... .. ... _ .. ,, .; .11. D~ jJJ.(l__._:.~.· .. ::,:_.~ .. ~.-
.. ~:~ .. ~ . ~· ... ~ . ., ··~ ·- . 
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ROAD PETITION 
ro the Honorable Board of County Commissioners, Clearwater County, State of Idaho: 
vVe) the undersigned residents and inhabitants of Hoad District :t\o . ..... .if? ................. Clearwater County, 
Idaho, taxable th.erein frtr road purposes, pray that your honorable body cause toLe ..... {6..~ 
in said road distric1i a public road fifty feet in width, hadug its point of beginning and termination, course 
and intermediate points, as follows, to-wit: 
_J_;~___al- ... it,_ ___ ~~~ _de_ ___ . 
. ~~~~== 
·' ' -~~;:~--~---y_ __ ,_~-=:0~ .. . ... -=-::.. ... - -----
; .. ~;~~-~~--~ ............ ?.L ....... ~ ... -~ ...... LL ..... Y4, ...... ~ ........ Pt ... c;.t ... ~¥. ... . 
.. : 
'•;c 
':~cz.---Lf'-;:!~~----·~-a_ __ ~--a:-./f.~---ff-·-?J'J£;.{:.~ ......  
~:::~~·:~~-:f:'~;z:f:;i~;:.~:-~:-~·: 
------~-::. ....... /.t!_-::.. .. ~ ......... M= ......... tr.r.: ...... R.:Le.~ .... E.t:t. ............ ~ ..................  
,~ ____ l:de ___ 2z ... u._f'r--:t:_~--Lt.!.:f.:.::± ...... ~-- _____ :·- .. 
-~u:.!~ .....M:..-~/f:-f.....lf..H.. .. Z~t------·---·4--~--tL-&f~~ . 
:~J:t_~--~~--!J, .... ~~!i:.ede. ... ~'$. .... "1.?1-Z.~ .. 
. _ag. ____ £_L_f, __ ifl~~-=-tf ... ~ -~---··· 
::_.ffi_ ..:!z.~~--:~------·-- ---···-- ............: ........... -:-
r 
................................... 4 ................... _ .......................................................................... d ................................ ~ ................................ ·~···· .... •••• ........................................................ ··--····· ..................................... . 
ooou•:~••• ... oo••••oo•••••o ''''"~•••••.-ooooiUO'OO•uoooo,,_,, .. ._.,, ·-•••ooo.oooooo••-•"o•-ooo••••••••••O•-.o•••.-••oouooooo;., .. ,, •*'"'ho••••o••••••••'"""''"''' .. ''''"'''"'"''"'''"'""'"",..."""'"''"''""'''''"'OOOOOO'oU•••••u•o••••oooooo• ''"'''>"'""''"""''''''" • 
·······-·········--··--·-.. ······-······-- .................................... - ... h ............................................................................................ ·······--······~-------- ...................................... ··---·-- .................... . 
-'"'""''''•o•u'"'' HOOOOooooo'""''"'"''"'''''""n•O-.Ooooooooo•oooooo"o•o•o••••"'"'"'''"'~''' """'""'"""'''; '"""""''' o•H•ooo.oo• •••••••••·•• """'•ooo•-•oo•• ooooo-oOoo,,._,,_"'''""•-••••o>••o••oooo,.ooooooo-•Oooooo•--•• "'""''''''"-"""'' 
·····~ ............. ................... ................... .................................... ........... ...................... .............. ... .. .. ....................................... . ................................................................................ 
OOOOO_J'"'O••OOOo ......... H'000.·0-0 ....................... 0000 ... 0'0·0·0•0oo0o .. o'O"OOo-Oo-OOO'OO .. O -~·.0hH. OOOOOOO•ooo•o•ooooo·o----····U- Oo-OOOooo•o•OOOOO'O.OOO-.ooooooo•o••••--·-··--••oo•o>oo-.ooOoO"'OO'O"''>•oOOOo.OOOooo•OOOMOOOOOO"'"O'OOOo•O .. O.o .. ooo~OOOOOOoooooo 
•••ou '"'•••h••oo ''""'OOooo-ooooO "''""'"""'*"'"''" '""'""'"'""""""""'' .. 60000oOOo"' """"""''' """""'" .. "'"""' ••••••"••• u •~'"'""'""'"'"'""'""""''"""'"''"" '"'"''"" ................................................................................ 
"'"""""""'"'"''"••••••o.••••"'•"•"'noo••••"•""'""'"""""""''""""''"'"''"''"'"""hoOoo•o•--•·----····••ooouo• '"'""'"'"""'""'"•• .... ''''""""""''"''"'""""''"""'"'"'"'"'"'''""''"'""''"""""'""•"""""'""'"'''"'"'"''"'"'' • 








'iY c, the uudcrsigw·<l lmlll own era :wrosa whose prcmi}1e;, the prupos<:ll road passes, hcr~b;y cunseu t to 
the ~a me and wah·e all dawages; 
\V c, the 1Uulc~rRignL•zl lan,l own era ncruss ·whose pr<'IIlise~ the prnpo:-;e1l rnarl will pa.s.s, hereby· tl'bjcet to 
.... 
the same ancl clc~mand (lmnages m the aJllOnnt~ inclica~cd oppn~ite our names: 
~.,.l..MES 
\' 
•••••••••••oho O••••••••••••••ooooooooOoooooooooo 0 • 000000 o••••• ••••••0•0° •••• ••••••~•••••••• oo Oo O•O•o oooo OOOo•••••••• •••o•oOoouoooo •••••ooouooooo•••o•OOouoot•o••ooooo•o•••n•••• o•ouOoooooonoooo ''"••Oon .. •••--••-•o•oooo•-•••••••••••••••o00°0·0 -
,,...,, •ooooooo •••OOOuooooooonOoo•o•o•oooooooooooo•oo••o••••• Oooonoooooo•o 0 ••••••••••••ooon•o•o••••••oooo•o.o o••••••-n--••• ••••OoOOOooo•••••••••oooooo•oOOoOon•oooooooooooooo•oooooooooo• O.OO.onoooooooooo no•••••••ooOOOOOOOO,MoO••••••-n•"'OOoooo.aoooO•oOOOo 
•••-••oo••-••••••••••••••••••"o•o "'"'"""'"''"''n'>'••••"'"""'"''''""'"''' '"'""''"'""''"""''''"'"'''' ooooO.oo·•••• oooO •••• oooooooo•o••••••••"'""'""'''"'""'•••••••••••uoooooooooooooooooo•OOo••oooooooooooooo-ooo•'""'"'""•••-"'"'"'"'""'"'"'"'''"' 
The above describeLl road will pas:.; over the follo1ving· described lands o\\'ncd bJ the following named 
Pef-WUS: 7. 0 
The.. ~-t~I-?J:-4-/t---~_/_j~- Owned by _J{fj;~cbf1~-··· ..... . . 
The -';1'4:~·-}67.J;-{Jjp),-+·c_··;--} . Owned by .• l,~Jdil~. -·. ~- . ..... 11 .... t. .. , ....... ,.'/.'f .... ., ......... v. ....... ..(. ........ fj ....... ~ ........ ,...................... Owned by .... ?.f.?..¥::.%-?k!. ... ei.:c./:. ...... 
~~"""'rn-7· ~ .• ..,J;;· .. :J,...~r.=-~+--f·>- ,. ~· ..... . ..... -~·;:I-.-~· ~-· -t;-·~-J z;:e;:ct) -~~~! ••• 
II .. e .... ~ ....... ~.:! ...... ~f .. ·:----v ....... _.;·~;a·~-: ..... -1·--·;..r:z:: .... j"-':~·i""'f)'i ' Owned by ......... . . .. , .. ;,..-fJ--n··C5;·-Rf._"l~~~ .. I· 
1 The ...... '/..lr!. .. ~ ....... -*Jr-::: ...... :~.:, .... !2 .. /:. ... :~ ... .'f.~.:/:t/ .. --~f. ... C:!f .. ~ ..... 4 Ovvp.ed by ......... . .... ~~:~ ........ ,.;/.:..L ...... f:::.:~.: ... :.:L::.: · _.-··-:J· 
-~ ':rhe ................................ ( .......................... : ..................................................................... · Ow11eU. by ........................................................................................ .. 









(J,vned by ........................................................................................ .. 
01vned by ....................................................................................... .. 
0\1·ncd by .............. ! ......................................................................... .. 
All the o\\'D<:!l'S ll bo1·r: 11 mul'J cunsent to the .................................................................... of said road except: 
"'"'""'"'~ ••~••oo••- .. '"'''""" "''""'" oo•••••~•"'"'v'"'""'''' "'""~""'" OooooooOOOo••- ••••'"''' •••••••u o.••oOOoOoooooooo••- "'""""'''" "'"''"••oo ·•••'""''""''••••• ooo•••''""••-•••--••- oo-ooouo•••!••.a•"•••-•- ..,.,.,...,., ........... ••••••-•--••••,.••-
The prnlJCl ble eo st. of seeming the right of way will be $ .......................................... .. 
The neecssi ty fur G.wl achantago of the .................................................... uf suicl roncl are as fq~.low~: 
. . .. 
~-- OOOOoo O O -oOoOoOO .... Oo oOOOb .. OO ......... oooOoOO OO o•Oo, 00 OoO 000 ooOO ----·-·--- ............ ..ooooooO .......... .............. ;.:-~-... -.. ~"; •••• ..;:.,.,;;~"1-0 .....,;:;::::::~ .. ---~":"'.~ ... :.: ••• :.--;..~ ... F • ..: .... ~. ~-=· .... :h .. OO ·=------ _.,:..: ... ---·- o :--_ ...... . 
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~--···---~-··--~ ... ~;:;. -~·--- -· . -c---
~- - .. . ·- -·-- .... ··-·· --- ·-~~ ·--···.:. -~_..:: .... :·- ··-· 
PLAT OF ROAD SO'CGHT TO BE ........................................................................................................................ .. 
. , "'P:JIT_;9l)ERS PETITIONERS 
----···--····-/-~~ ......... : ... !.- .•.•.. : .......... s:-!-:::.~:::?.: ..... 2. ... <~.:<!.: .... :: ........................... ..! ................................................ : ................................................................................ .. U:1/J. ?~ I . 
:=€: ... · . f:.,=-.~~:C:::{: ~· :.·: :::.: : ...•.• ·:::::::::·· ~: --~····· ::·:·::::.::·:.::.:: : :::·· " :· .. :::. :: 
~ c 7' ,.(_ ·ii&.~ ... d~i~ .. :·d:·~:~.~~:=················· ....••.•...... :::::: .. :::::::::::::::::::·:·::::::::::::··::::·::::::::::.:::::: ...•••••••••••.•..••..•••.••••••.•.•..••••••...•.•.•.• 
2f/13_~L7j~;_ ·;=·::;:~::=':-~·: :: :·:·················· :::::::::::·...······ :::::: ::.::::··::.::· .•• :·:.:.·.· 
/· i! / ~ , "'1 ' I.- .. -...... (i:;·.f·--c_ .. ,.·;·;)""·---. .,'.................... ......... --~~ ................... ~............. ...... ........ ........... ............. .... ........ ...... .............. .............. . ......................... .. 
4:~YJ!;A>"J ·:. : ·:;. , ;,"" u~-: " ··.:. . ........... :··. ······:::··:·: ..... ···:·.: ... : .·:::::.·: .:.·::.::::····:·:· :.:.·:· .. ::·: :· :·:·:· :·: 
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BOND 
KNO\V .A.::A MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, That . ~ !!_ .... )if...l::.~ ....... '!:::r.L ... ..... .. 
-------:(~-d.-.Ji..;;&,..Q,.~-----·--------·--·--········-··;···a-;~~=~ finnly bon nd unto the Conoly of 
CleanYa.ter, in the State of Idaho, in the sum of .............. e:t.---:v.:fitj-... '!!f.d...J/f};:~t:.-:::::::::.=.:.:-;:;.::;::=.::=............ Bellars, 
to be paid unto the said County o£ Clea-rwater, for whi~h pay~nent well and truly to he matle, we jointly anc1 
severally bind ourselves and each o~lr heirs, executors and administrators -firmly by these presents. 
Signed alHl dated this .... )./:?.. .......... : ........................ day o£.. ......... )1:.:{~"-·-.......... ~Z.)j ,;...·} 
The condition of this obligatioll is such tha1t 1vhere~-1.s the abovtlna)11.6d 0" ..... '>:<: ..... ::~:: .. }:-:.~.::~::~ ..  ............. .. 
.................................................................. _ ......................................................... : ........ , et al., road petitioners have a.ppllecl to the Board of 
County Commissioners fur the .... l!. .. G .. I .. .J ... ~:D:~~~-r!..lcd ... L.~ ...... of a public roud as f11lly set forth in the accom: 
··- panying petition and made a pal't hereof. Now, i£ the said bumlsmen V~"ill pay all the costs o£ viewing m1d 
surveying said road in case the p1·ayer of said petitioners is not granted nncl tho road finally not opened, theu 
this obligaticn to be voiu, otherwise to remain in full force and effcctrr 
~)::::::o,ny wl•~eof 'we have hereunto "' our },.nda thia ./_(1_~~--d: o£,_/~f../!k.j._ :. 191 .3 
-~·--1!--~~-------1 -J' ~~Ct~(--
·······-~--d-~-.... ~.-::.,!:.: .. 2 .. ::'.1 .. .:. .. .;_....;7:1.~.:!.: .................. ) ) 0 
' I .' 
--- L-l. .... /-·'-L . ·~ 
STATE OF IDAHO l 
ts:=;. 
County of Cleal'\\'ater. J 
Oo••••~•·-·••••••"'""'""'n•• ''"""''""'''- >•oou-•••• ••••••--~·-• "''"'••••••••"•• •••••••••''"'•••• u••••••• ••••-•o•o-o •• .,._,.,_ ••••••uoooo •••••••'"'' "'''''•••••-•••- '"'"'"",...''••••·---• --•••••••• ••••••••••••••• "''••••• --•-•• •••-•••••-••••••••• li 
: ! 
000000 
OoOU•oo•••••uoooooouooOo•••o••ooo••o•.-•••ooo o•o••••••••••••••••••••••••••oooooO .. OoooooOOo -•u••o••••••••••-• ••-••Oo ... •H••••o•ooooooo oooOoOonooo••••••-•••••-•••ooOAUMoOOOooooo• ooooo•••-•••••••-••••••O•oooo¥-onow•••••••••--•••••..,.•••-'"""""'' 




'' ' q 
I' , ! 
-1j~: :+.,.-._-......4~.¥~J.JO....J,.UJ.ly. SWU'U;.-Sa.J'S e~wh.-for. himself.,..-that..,.he-<ie---<me-cr.f-i1k:--suret~med-r tl:tn 1J:el!'"'aresidennrnd''fr'ee;·-· -!~"" 
i il bolder of the county o£ Clearwater, State of Idaho, ancl wort11 the amount of ... _ .. qi:.:~,.~I:/J.z::..:i.t{ .. /J..fL ___ ::. i; 




1, ~ deut~ nml liabilities, nnd exclusive o£ his property exempt f~·.qm execution. 
:It . 'f c..h •' , l / 
'II .. : ... 7 :::.-:t ... ':::tl ..... L~.{J:::l~ .... ~Y.:,;,"t:::::Lv. ........... - ............. . 
1
1
1 _,'_U~.~:s.d ..... ~ ... :-.c.; .. 5;?,~--f.~--t~t ... ( ................................... . 
t:i y_· . ~--
:Ji:i Snbscrib<'d nnll ~\\"oJ'll In befure H!C thi~ .... ..L· ... :? .... :..~.:..:: ...................... g.a;y of ... 7,.1,..~;~ .. ,;--~ .. _;, .• (.!: ... ;'-....................... , A.D. 10.:1 . .2,. 
:!;! L t·,y· . . ~ .· / , ...... .. 
:1~ ,.-; ~ 











I'! ·:- ~ 
I l1creby npprO\'C the nuoYc bond Hllll 
. A.D. Hn6. . 
/-
.................. -................... ~ ..................... ~-:--·"··"'"j""; ....... r; ............................. , ... : .. · i 
·;'Q . ///~ e.nl'cties tltel'ct.m tl1is ....... : ....... Y:' ................. day of ........ :.(.: .. /.L.s.fJ ............. . 
............. ~1..~ .. -(;j.~~-....... .. 
,/./ Chairman o£ Boa1'(1. 
'"" 
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ROAD VIEWERS' REPORT 
............. ~ ......................................... ············ ... ············ ····· .... , ........... ······· ....................... . 
Ooou•ooooooooOOOOOO .. OO~ooo•o .. o .. o•o•ooo•oo•oo0000''0'''''" •0<•<<>00•'0'''''•00000'000000o>•ooooooooooooooo<O .. ooOooH>o<ooo•ooooo<ooo 
a1ul others for a. Public Road. 
TO THE RON. BOARD O:F' COU~TY COMMISSIONERS CLEAR\VATEH COUNTY: 
Tbe under~igned, having been appointed by you to \'iew the proposed route uf Huntl aftL'1' .~avin;.; lH.·en : 
•wo•·n '"""ding to ]~w did v··uoe:d to loy out ,iJ Ro,u"' followo, beginning at': •. ~
~-4-L£,£:••~a;f: 0 C.~-:;:t••, ' ' 0 ''• m 
..... fo-...... LJ:P..,. ..... t-.C. ... L .. C.. ................ ~ ..... ~.Z-:: ?!:..:-z.t::..l.... ... ~ ......... /.(;i..~ ............. L .. 4v·"'~ 
..... ~ ...... ~~---~ .. /... .. 2:.~_{b. .. 4?. .. !. .... c; ... _g;t._~ .. ~#:-;;·: ........ .S. .... .iJ.. .. f2. ..... 0:!..,;-... L.a ... :t. ... ; ........ . . 
. ~ .. ~t:.~ ... t£.:..L; ...... J~ .. z ...... .;. ....... d... .. 6 ... £. .. ~?.. .. <£ .... ~., .. J:z_.;,:..:. ... d .. l..2.. .. ~!.s. .. ~ .. l:..>.~-!P.A.-:,; ............ . 
~ ... £. .. l ... ~~f....~_ ... ~ ..... ~.x ... c.. ... ; ....... ,d.. ... £. .. &~ .... 6!?f.#.t:..~ .... j ...... ,d.r;e ... fA::..~.Sf ... ~ .. v-... 2 .. '7..J. ................... . 
.. 21. .. ./..E. .. ~v.::-a..~ ...... ~,.LL. ... Y.:::::.; ..... d.. .... £..G..~ ... ~ ... :&:f'.L~.£;.?.!f.~.r.~if..!2.: ... S.. .. Lz .. 7...L&{ .. 4..4!./..~~-~/?oJ 
4J...rP.. .. ': .. E.,. ... £~..:. ......... -zt. .... ~ .. ~ .. ~ ... "ER., ... tf..?..y.<-d...Z.-:t..:?.!?..~.t_.~o.6..:l~L.1.t. .... lZ..':.'T...~ .. £..Z~ .. ~ .?/f.?. .. ~~ ?. , 
1.1.. .. ~£..(e_~_E. ...... I .. \i.f.~J-... ?:f.. .. l.~.=r£'.~.= .... $. ..... /-C, ... "k:::'.::;f- .... 11 . .t.'.J.~.~ .... i:.t?../·-J.:t·:r-·~~..J:.~ .. '& ... L.~ .. ?.._:;-:7!~ '7..0.' E . i ~ 
?L.'X.C? ... ~..J.~ ... z ...... k.tL.J ... 21. ... !.f...C:. .. -!...~.!. .. iff.. ... CiY/..;_~ ... '2f .. frQ .. ~~---£;: ... D..~.Jkd:~.?a .. ~fi../...~k.)..!l. .. ~.~-<r-.r.~.$ ~'. 
~ .. f.:l...~ .. ~ .. ..JL.t. . .,;. ..... 1f...'-r.~7...-::._-;,_~ .. ~ ...... ?f. .. ~-J.-....:'H...C,L...fi::~ .. l;, ... f£<?.::J. ... td._-¥.z..~£ .5 ... 1s> .. Z..,: .. d..4..£.'::h.~.F_ I/ J · 
4...i:ti!...~4.-L.J.?.:...)..d..£, .. ~_£..£. .... f..G. .. ).--~-~.~ ~ .L£...£<1..;. ... 14..!/..~~t!'~.,4 .... <. .. ~J ... J.1.~.~..?:9.?..~~-~-"'J 
..,;(_f...7:L.t.P.. ... ,E .. .(...rk .. .l..). ... 2/.12.t,.~L£ ... ~ .... ~.}{'.J..~t!.t...i..~5f~~-·;:.12..:J-:lt. .. !:f.Sf:!_kfd.YL!£.1'.J. .. 2t.:.it.~~it.t2.W. .. ..Zf. i 
7/..t: .. q~ ... S.C2 .... '::!.. ...... z .. z..S::..J ...... 21 .. ~.Y!'!:.f:f.S:: .. ~ .. LP ... :~..) .... 7l.-l~--~-"Z-~.Y:.;. ... '2:! .. 1.1..~~-~ .. t,J.£t..) .... '11. .. 'k.8..'-:" w · ~ 
"?t.. .. $~ ... ~ .... ft .. 7. .. 'Y.-:J ....... 'lt. .... ££'!!..l.~ .. l;. ... d.6.z.... . .;..4..~.J..~-¥-~- .. "& .... 7...9:.~ .tf..t:~.~J..t>. .. f;.. ... 'f:.$.:}..2/..f...f,~ .. y,.s:..'f; .. i!.) 'lf :¢is c 
S '!). ..... l::t.. . ..:!::G":. .. ~ ...... -G. .. t . .J. ....... U .. Go.~.':f .. rL.~ ... ..L.l!f. . .; ..... ::}:{ .. C..:J .. ~ .. l; .. f..a.:J-.... -:1:L.~c.~E.. .. ~:tr.",;. ... :k ... lo1..~da .. J!; . ./.~ : / 
?t .. 9.:d..~.;1..S-:..E. ... ~.3..J ...... ?.t .. ~~-~.f~ .... ~ ..... 6.L.f. ..... ~ ... 7::f. .. f??..:O...""do. ... ~ ... ..n .. ,.J. .. :::I.t.. .. ~..r.~.1::.~ ... 'fi...#...Y.f?..,). .... d'.,.Z<f...~(.9. ... ~ .. ? 'f) i 
/ I• 
')-( .f.J.. .. ~cl::!!!. ... : q .... fp.77: .. J. ... 7.f. .. f..3:..~.&r.~ ... t, .... e7. . .J ....... e:f. .. ?:l:.~..J.. .. ~ .. ~--:Y..(j?._:, .... ?.:f:..C"Y.. .. "!:.g_.£_ .. (;. .... /.L:J" ./.. .. "k ~J. .. ~~~.~ / ~7 i 
;t 41 .. G ..~~ ...... tl.~~-~.:. .. d.b..~.~.2:. .. ~ ....... f...;t. . ..; ... "'lf..£.~:~ ..... 9:..%:-,;.:JJ. .. f.l..~!.:.r .... ~: ... Z.C2.-; .. 11...1.L..~.4P. ... 4 .... ,.7...). .. ;? ~.) ~ : c;.s 
~ d l / 
-'7(. ,:;.'-":. ... ~!?. ... ~ .... , . .7..,. .. '1.t.. .. z..~.~ ... ~ ... z.J;_/ ...... ./.rt.: .. f..c2 ..... 'Q. ....... ~-~-~ .. J. .... '!1.(.. .. a..t. .. ~~-J:. .. "J;. .. Jt$.r;?./~'I.Y..li..l. ... ~,J::; .... 1:f..1J~ .. /c..; 
E~g~'ift~.~ .. ?. ... :-§..: .. ~-~J..&..l..f~~-~ .. :~ ... /..i!.t..}. . .?J....ZZ.'!'..s:.o .. _~ __ ../..I.£.,:) .. ~ .. ~-92:.:£.L7...S?..).2 .. 7t:r,o. 7~<~-
~ t:r a~ r:f"'7'C).: -d ,..r:a- .\- ~ ;..r-r , .41 c:;"o:J.o w li!J Jo...: 4/.1 eJ z.o w I? te;;,t ~ o;o G. ! 97 
\Ve e~tinwte the f1alllag-t> to the following liamed land owners throu5h whose lanc~';ai1l Ruatl will rn11 n,:; 
follows~ 2-.. -p 0 z._C) 1 uJ 7&> <.) .4 So 'C)2-u u..J Ia> f..!./ 4 ')_(o uJ (.p"l./' ~ ;2d>..r-ow 9'7': _4~~, 
"t5 ~~ " 'w ft:P 0 e 'tEl ~ ./ AI"!C}t-V 77 ' 4J Jr :z; I' c:51· '<t ' 0 _,.' >0-~Jol e :t: ~r 53'}o w ;t. 
co Nui~es of . ~ Damaged Names of Owne1',.; 1· Damagc(l 
.-z.. s- (..L) d 0 . . . . 
.••• : .•;;;zJ2Z. ..••• z= .• _11···•:::: ...•.......• , ··:·· -~ zz::·::: _···· : :::::::11···:··········! .••••. 
................................................................................................. .-11 ............ :: ... .' ...... : .. ! ....... : ............................................................................................. ! ........................... .. 
II 'I 
.................................................................................................. J· .................. ' ..... :: .................................................................................................... 11 ................. . 
I I I I 
................................................................................................... 1 ....... :.: ....................................................................................................................... ! 1 ................. ! 
.. ........................................................... ... .. .............. 1
1
1 .................. -1 .......... , ................................................................................... [ i 
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.\tt<l \'<J\11' \.:'"j<'\\'Pl'i; \\'OH]<J ftll'tlJ!'r l'r')HII't. that. tlJC folJ(I\\'illg llllniNl }Wl'StJl\,; hnn• ('<)1\SI!llt<•tJ lll W1'I(.t1Jg- ~0 
!-!:in· tl11· r·i!!·lir (Jf wny for ;;nid I{(J;\d, IIWI' lnml,; u\\'ncd by tht.>tn, flf\ het·c:iu spP<~itiod whidt relinquis1nnent~ 
LH' <· Ln•IJ f'IJ,.<] lH•t'('With Oil 
··· _------,-=.-::= .. -=-==-""-====-=-=-=-=-7-c=:"'n==g=c?h:::::;::J ~\\;;;'l:::;:d~th:==7·======='-----=======r==r=:::...::....-=r~= 
<!1\'':\'EW:i' XA:-otE8 ' ln Rncl:< : in Feet PART OF SUBDIVI8ION i S_,.c, , 'l.'wp. Rng. 
-------- I ( I . I I . -
--·-························· -·····~--····~·-···•,:: :~:: : :·_::: : : -•:: --:=::-~:: :::~~: ._::::=~:•: ::1 :::: . :-~ I , 
····•••••• '••·· ••••••••••••••••••••·•·•••••••··•••••••[•··••••••••••'>''''••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••• •••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••·•·•••"'''''''''•'''''''' ""'"'''""'''T"'", ""''"''" "'''''"'" "'""""' 
-· . . .. .................................................... I ........................ \ .............................................................................. ,........... .......... ..... .. .. ........ . ~---... .... .. ....... ,.. .. ......... . 
! I ' 
....• - : : ~: :::: ·=: I ::-• :-:I :_~:~~~~ _:-~-~::::~~:~~ ~:=~-~::~=:=•::_: :-=:- I: _--~ ::::: 
. . l 
.................................................................. ! ........................ ! ...................................................... .,, .. ., ...................................................... ~ ............. \ ............ ) .......... .. 
I . 
k-\.w1 yuur Viewers W01l1<l report that the -£~llowing na111ed persons1 th~:oul!;.h \Yhose lan(l saicl roaU. runs, 











R .......................................................... .. 
-f-· .. -.f.-- ·-r-.J..·-1·-· ---+~- ·---1-- --1·- -j-- .. --'f- -f-· ·~----=-F 
i i I i i ! j ; · t-. . I -l 
.. -~ ..... -. .) .. __ ----1---·- ·-i--- --+······· -·-· .. 11·-· ---1--·-·i-· ---.!,. ____ ,., __ -- --~~,--. 
I ! ! i . ! 1 ! . 
'I 'I ., 1 l I : ;I ; I ! 
. ! ! ' I . ! . ! . -- .. -j ... ~ ...... - .. 1---· ... _ .. ___ ·--r-.. ---.. r-·· . - ... i ......... ---.. t· .. -· .. -____ , .. __ ---+-................ r-· __ ... ___ 
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] SHINN REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 
SHINN, EDWARD L & DONILEE E 
TRUSTEES 
~ 




~ I N112 NE, SENE SEC 17 37N 1 E 
]~84------------------~ 
l120080314 
j 208230 CD 
180966 
177524 
] 1671 CHIEF SAMPSON RD 




SHINN REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 
SHINN, EDWARD L & DONILEE E 
TRUSTEES 
0 MIDDLE RD 
LENORE 
83541 
N1/2 NE, SENE 






671 CHIEF SAMPSON RD 
lvr'PENISH, INA 98948-9690 
456
MIDDLE ROAD CAVENDISH - Google Maps 




Page 1 of 1 
To~ >all the details that are visible on the 
screen, use the "Print" link next to the map. 
Print Send Link 
4/12/2010 
457
MIDDLE ROAD CAVENDISH - Google Maps 
s Address 
Get Directions My Maps 
Lttp:/ /maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&tab=wl 
Page 1 of 1 
To, all the details that are visible on the 
screen,use the "Print" link next to the map. 
Print Send Link 
4/12/2010 
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l\AIDDLE ROAD CAVENDISH - Google Maps 
Address 
Get Directions My Maps 
tttp:/illl&Ps.google.co:rr:Vmaps?hl=en&tab=wl 
Page 1 of 1 
To~ all the details that are visible on the 
screen,use the "Print" link next to the map. 
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DH-1510 8-03 
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER 
COUNTY 
Road Surface Type 
(C) Earth - graded & 
drained 
(E) Gravel - graded & 
drained 
(F) Asphalt less than 1" or 
dust suppressant treated 
gravel 
(G-1) Road or Cold 
Plant mix Asphalt 
(G-2) Hot mix Asphalt 
pavement 
(J) Other (e.g., 
concrete) 
Total oflmprovell 




(Add Total of Improved & 
Unimproved Mileage) 
Existing Error 
Mileage at revision 
beginning 
oflheYear 











HIGHWAY DISTRICT FOR YEAR ENDED 
3 4 
Mileage Mileage Mileage 
obliterated Transferred Out of 
JVWeage fvWeage Milea12:e l\:lile~ge 
Tmnsferred inlo Added By Change 
:from your or Surfuce into your Swface Building 
Jwisdiction Abandoned Type to 
(road no out of your .!\notl1er 
Jurisdiction Type from New roads 
from . .1\.noUH.''T (Roads Add 
longer Jurisdiction Surface another Surface Previously columns 









WARNING: This Total Mileage also does not represent all mileage in the area of jurisdiction. It does not include, for example, city streets, private roads, Forest Service 
or BLM roads, or any other roads that may exist, but are not considered (by the jurisdiction) to be part of that juisdiction's road system. There are, usually. marry miles of roads in 
existence beyond those included in this report 
I certifY that the information contained herein is 
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 










LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE P~PORT 
CLEARWATER- 1999 
COUNTY FQR YEAR ENDED 
I 
{Add Tolal of Improved & 219_721 .284 .379 
WARNING 
* The Total Mileage (improved plus unimproved) on this reportdoes not include gated roads . This Total Mileage also 
does NOT represent all mileage in the area of jurisdiction. It does not include, for example, city streets, private roads, 
Forest Service or BLM roads, or any other roads that may exist, but are not considered (by the jurisdiction) to be part of 
that juisdiction's road system. There are, usually, many miles of roads in existence beyond those included in this report. 
I certify that the information contained herein is 
correct to e best of my knowledge and belief. 




P.O. !3ox 812 
Orofino. Idabo 83544 
ADDRESS 
469
DH·l510 8-74 i 
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
__ C~LEARl.JATER COUNTY For Year Ended_--'1"'--9::.....::_9..=.3 ____ _ 
COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
I 
REVISIONS MILEAGE CHANGES DURING THE YEAR Existing 
Existing To correct MILEAGE CHANGES DUE TO Net Change Mileage 
system previous TRANSFERRED CONSTRUCTION Mileage in Mileage at end of 
I Mileage errors Into out of Mileage 
Abandoned during Reporting 
; TYPE OF ROAD -or- System System or Deleted at beginning To down-grade Mileage the Year Year. ; from to Replaced from the 
i of the Year Improvement Another Another constructed by (Columns (Column 2 
Level System System Construction System 3 thru 8) plus or minu• 
(+OR-) (+OR-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (-) (+OR-) column 9) 
Column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 
) A. Primitive 
I 
I B. Unimproved 5.01 "S. o/ 
' 
\c. Graded 8 Drained Earth 1.80 I, %Q r-
E. Graded 8 Drained Gravel 143.76 2 /35; 7~ 
·Low Type Bituminous Surf. 
52.84 · (Includes Types F and G-1) CJ ~0~ ,rt_ 
i High Type Bituminous Surf. 
Fl. 3 5 :, (Type G-2) 14.35 
,J. Portland Cement Concrete -
TOTAL 217.76 
I certi :y that the information contained herein 
is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
' 
C)r/, 7rc 
Date //) / ~,;t H3 
.t£1-= 8/cQ d/7Jha Lc/ J3S'!'Y 
OFFICIAL TITLE ADDRESS 
NOTE: 
Please report ONLY those changes that occurred DURING THE REPORTING YEAR 
Refer to instructions on reverse side of this form, in addition to the following information: 
The purpose of this report is to reflect mileage changes by 
surface types on all county and highway district rural road sys-
tems in Idaho. The data reported should not include streets or 
roads within the limits of incorporated cities or villages. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS COLOR CODE 
Mark on· the maps only those roads involved in the 
following kinds of activity during the reporting 
year: construction; reconstruction; transfers in-






Unimproved . . • . . 
Graded and Drained 
. Light Green 
• . Brown 
81 U·, 
The following color code has been adopted for 
Statewide use to represent the several surface 
types, Please use this color code when marking 
your reporting maps. -
(E) Gravel or Stone .... 
(F,G,J) Bituminous or 
Other Paved Surfaces 
(K) Deleted or Abandoned 
. ReI 
• B 1 ac '·~ 
Ye 11 o•·1 
470
DH·ISIO 8-74 
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER COUNTY For Year Ended ----=1--<-9'-"9'-4!...._ __ _ 
COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
REVISIONS MILEAGE CHANGES DURING THE YEAR l Existing I 
Existing To correct MILEAGE CHANGES DUE TO Net Change Mileage 
I 
TRANSFERRED CONSTRUCTION Mileage System previous in Mileage a! end of 
Mileage errors Into out of Abandoned during Reporting -or- System System Mileage or Deleted 
I 
TYPE OF ROAD at beginning To down·grode Mileage the Year Year. I from to Replaced I 
of the Year Improvement Another Another constructed by 
from the (Columns (Column 2 I 
Level system system construction system 3 thru 8) plus or m1nus I (+OR-) 
Column 1 2 
A Primitive 
B. Unimproved 5.01 
c. Graded 8 Drained Eor1h 1. 80 
f---
E. Graded 8 Drained Grovel 135.76 
Low Type Bituminous Surf. 
60.84 (Includes Types F and G-Il· 
High Type Biluminous Surf. 
(Type G-2) 14.35 
J. Portland Cement Concrete 
TOTAL 217.76 
I certify that the information contained herein 




(-) (+) (-) (-) (+OR-) column 9) 
5 6 7 8 9 10 l 
! 
___ J 
5.01 I I 
i 
l. 80 I 
l 
I 
2.3 .64 .32 133.78 ' l 
! 
I 






Supervisor P 0 Box 812 Orofino Id. 
OFFICIAL T/TL£ ADDRESS 8354 4 
NOTE: Please report ONLY those changes that occurred DURING THE REPORTING YEAR 
Refer to instructions on reverse side of this form, in addition to the following information: 
The purpose of this report is to reflect mileage changes by 
surface types on all county and highway district rural road sys-
tems in Idaho. The data reported should not. include streets or 
roads within the limits of incorporated cities or villages. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS 
Mark on.the maps only those roads involved in the 
following kinds of activity during the reporting 
year: const'ruction; reconstruction; transfers in-
to and out of the system; and deletions and aban-
•onments. 
The following color code has been adopted for 
Statewide use to represent the several surface 
types. Please use this color code when marking 
your reporting maps. 
COLOR CODE 
(A) Primitive ..... 
(B) Unimproved ••... 
1
• 
(C) Graded and Drained 
(E) Grave 1 or Stone . . . . 
(F,G,J) Bituminous or 
Other Paved Surfaces 









JAN 12 2000 14:23 FR lTD TP&P 208 334 4432 TO 912084769553 P.02/02 
PH-1'510 8-74 
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
-'::tEAR WATER For Yeor Ended1:::...:::.,9.::::.9.::5:.......,. _____ _ COUNTY 
COUNTY 1-!IGJ-IWAY DISTRICT 
- -
REVISIONS MILEAGE CHANGES DURING THE YEAR e:xisting 
l;;l(isting To correct MILEAGE CHANGES OUE TO 
Mileage 
Net Change Mileage 
system praviou.s TRANSFERRED CONSTRUCTION in Mileage at end of 
MileQ.ge errors Into out of Mileoge 
Abandoned dufii'Q Re:pol"tln9 
TYPE OF ROAD -or- system system or Deleted at beginning To dOWI'I-grode Mileage Replaced tile Yeor Year. from to from the oi the Yeor Impfovament Another Another consttucted by (Columns (Column 2 
L.evel system system Contltruc!ion system 31htu8} plus or mirws 
(+OR-} /+OR-! [+) H (;-) H 1-l (+OR -1 column 9) 
Coh.ln;>.!' 1 2 $ Q 5 6 7 ~ 9 lO -
A Primitive ··-
B. Unimproved 5.01 
c. Graded & Drained t::or1n 1.80 
&-.~~raded S Drained Gravel 133.78 
Low Type Bituminous Surf. 
(lm;iudes Type~ ~and G-1) 62"~92 
Hi9h Type Bituminous SurC 
-· -................ 
(Type G-Z' 14.35"- .. 
..~--. 
J. Portland Cement Concrete 
TOTAl.. 217.86 . --
Date November 20, 19q5 
Chairman P. 0. Box 596. Orofino, I 
OFFICIAL 'I'ITlE ACiDRESS 
Please report !2!:.fr those changes that occurred DURING ~ REPORTING ~ 
NOTE: Refer to insr...u¢tions on reverse side of this forrn 1 in addition 1o the following information: 
The purpose of this report is to reflect mileage changes by 
surface types on all county and highw~ district rural road sys-
tems in ldaho. The data reported should not. include streets or 
roads within the limits of incorporated cities or villages~ 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS 
Mark on'the maps only those roads involved in the 
following kinds of activity du_ring the reporting 
year: construction; reconstruction; transfers in~ 
to and out of the system; and deletions·and aban~ 
COLOR CODE 
• • Light Green 
• . • • • Brown 
• • • Blue 
• • • • Red 
..-.donments • 
(A) Primitive ••••• 
(B) Unimproved •••• 
{C) Graded and Drained 
(E) Gravel or Stone •• 
(FaG,J) Bituminous or 
. ~ The following color code has been adopted for 
Statewide use to represent the several surface 
types. Please u~e this color code when marking 
rour reporting maps. 
Other Paved Surfaces 
(K) Deleted or Abandoned 
. .. . • Black 
Yellow 
**TOTAL PRGE.02 ** 
472
DH-1510 8-74 
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER 
HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
For Year Ended ~1.,_,9...,.9"-'6,__ ____ _ 
COUNTY 
REVISIONS MILEAGE CHANGES DURING THE YEAR 
Existing To correct MILEAGE CHANGES DUE TO Net Change 
System previous TRANSFERRED CONSTRUCTION Mileage in Mileage 
Mileage errors Into Out Of Abandoned during 
TYPE OF ROAD 
-or- System System Mileage or Deleted ·at beginning To down-grade Mileage the Year from to Replaced from the of the Year Improvement Another Another constructed by (Columns 
Level System System construction System 3 thruB) 
(+OR-) (+OR-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (-) (+OR-) 
Column 1 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 8 9 
A. Primitive 
B. Unimproved 5.01 
c. Graded a Drained Earth 
1--
1.80 I 
E. Graded a Drained Gravel 133.78 
Low Type Bituminous Surf. 
{Includes Types F and G-Il· 62.92 
High Type Bituminous Surf. 
{Type G-2) 14.35 
J. Portland Cement Concrete 
TOTAL 217.86 
I certify that the information contained herein 
is correct to the best of my knowledge and beliet 
/ 
,p-fGNATUR£ OF COUNTY OR HIGHWAY DISTRICT OFFICIAL cr 
5 l'f I!Jr r/, SJ r-
~FFICIAL TITL£ 
NOTE: Please report ONLY those changes that occurred DURING THE REPORTING YEAR 
Refer to instructions on reverse side of this form, in addition to the following information: 
The purpose ·of this report is to reflect mileage changes by 
surface types on all county and highway district rural road sys-
tems in Idaho. The data reported should not. include streets or 
roads within the limits of incorporated cities or villages. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS COLOR CODE 
Existing 
Mileage 













Mark on·the maps only those roads involved in the 
following kinds of activity during the reporting 
year: construction; reconstruction; transfers in-
to and out of the system; and deletions and aban-
'onments. 
(A) Primitive ..... . 
(B) Unimproved ... . 
(C) Graded and Drained 
(E) Gravel or Stone .. 
(F,G,J) Bituminous or 




The following color code has been adopted for 
Statewide use to represent the several surface 
types. Please use this color code when marking 
your reporting maps. 
Other Paved Surfaces 







.&;;/:J_ru"n~ a/! .i&e .. &c6 ~....£z_L.J~f~ .. {)19 
-~~ ~JI d: AI rh!Ev.. /;;c k _Cb.J:_oo · ----
U;.fll.di?.d &, k/ -41/f__io.__fndaf!:~~k.(J.. 24!1 
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BACK BROOMS SIGN POSTS 
GUTTER BROOMS STROBE LIGHTS 
GUTTER BROOM WIRE ROTATING LIGHTS 
5WEEPER PARTS FLASHERS 
TRAFFIC SIGNS SHOVELS 












or roads withln the limits of incorporated cities or villages. 
JNSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS 
Mark on the maps only those roads involved in the following 
kinds of actiVity during the reporting year: construction; 
reconstruction; transfers into and out of the system; and 
·deletions and abandonments. '· . 
'T'he following color code has been adopted for Statewide 
u... _ .o represent the several surface types. Please u8e this 
color code when marking your reporting maps. 
Page 30 
REPORT 
For Year Ended 1997 --------------------
CHANGES DURING THE YEAR 
CHANGES DUE TO Net Change 
CONSTRUCTION Mileage in Mileage 
Mileage Mileage Abandoned during 
mstructed Replaced. or Deleted the Year 
by from the (Columns 
Construction System 3 thru B) 
(+) (-) (-) (+or-) 
6 7 8 9 
6.985-
6. 98 5+-















eo Ba K 81:6 () 8 "' p., ·- ~·~' 
iE REPORTING YEAR 
) the followin information: 
mace types on all county and 
:ted should not include streets 
ADDRESS 
(A) Primitive ----------------------- Light Green 
(B) Unimproved---------------------- Brown 
(C) Graded and Drained------------- Blue 
(E) Gravel or Stone------------------- Red 
(F,G,J) Bituminous or 
Other Paved Surfaces------ Black 
(K) Deleted or Abandoned---------- Yellow 
474
DH-1510 8-74 
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER For Year Ended 1997 ----------------------------------- ------~-------------COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
REVISIONS MILEAGE CHANGES DURING THE YEAR Existing 
Existing To Correct MILEAGE CHANGES DUE TO Net Change Mileage 
System Previous TRANSFERRED CONSTRUCTION Mileage in Mileage at end of 
TYPE OF ROAD Mileage errors Into Out of Mileage Mileage Abandoned during Reporting 
at beginning -or- System System Constructed Replaced or Deleted the Year Year 
of the Year To down-grade from to by from the (Columns ·(Column 2 
Improvement Another Another Construction System 3 thru B) plus or 
Level System System minus 
(+or-) (+ or-) (+) (-) (+) • (-) (-) (+or-) column 9) 
Column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A. Primitive 0.000 
B. Unimproved 5.010 
C. Graded & Drained Earth 1.800 
E. Graded & Drained Gravel 133.780 6.985 6.985- 26.79 1 
Low Type Bituminous Surf. 
(includes Types F and G-1) 62.920 6.985 6. 985+ 69.90 
High Type Bituminous Surf. 
(Type G-2) 14.350 
'ortland Cement Concrete 0.000 
I TOTAL 217.860 ~17.86 
I certify that the information contained herein 
is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. Date / o/~ ()I? 7 
-~:........_,_ . 0//l J_ / 
- J/_,.-114 f/f /(i-f!~ 7.6>~.-,>- 4o 
/ " 
R f.Q O!l , ... ·6 "" ---~j 
ADDRESS tf7 -.. SIGNATURE OF COUNTY OR IDGHW A Y I OFFICIAL TITLE' 
DISTRICT OFFICIAL 
NOTE: Please report .QNLY those changes that occurred DURING THE REPORTING YEAR 
Refer to instructions on reverse side of this form, in addition to the followin information: 
The purpose of this report is to reflect mileage changes by surface types on all county and 
highway district rural road systems in Idaho. The data reported should not include streets 
or roads within the limits of incorporated cities or villages. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS 
Mark on the maps only those roads involved in the following 
kinds of activity during the reporting year: construction; 
reconstruction; transfers into and out of the system; and 
deletions and abandonments. 
fhe following color code has been adopted for Statewide 
use to represent the several surface types. Please use this 
color code when marking your reporting maps. 
Page 30 
(A) Primitive-----------.-------- Light Green 
(B) Unimproved-------------,..------ Brown 
(C) Graded and Drained------------- Blue 
(E) Gravel or Stone----------------- Red 
(F,G,J) Bituminous or 
Other Paved Surfaces------ Black 
(K) Deleted or Abandoned---------- Yellow 
475
OH- 1510 8-7 
LOL.Al ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
For Year Ended 1998 
Highway District 
REVISIONS MILEAGE CHANGES DURING THE YEAR 
Existing 
Existing To MILEAGE CHANGES DUE TO Net Change Mileage 
TYPE OF ROAD 
System correct TRANSFERRED CONSTRUCTION Mileage in Mileage at end of 
Mileage at previous Into Out of Abandoned during the Reporting 
beginning -or- System System Mileage Mileage or Deleted Year Year 
of the Year To down-grade from to Constructed Replaced from the (Columns 3 (Column 
I 
Improvement Another Another by Sytem thru 8) 2 plus or 
Level System System Construction minus 
--------------------~--~(_+_o_r_-~~--~(_+ __ o_r_---+-_(_+~-+--'--~~---r--~(_+ __ -+~~~-~~~~--~(-_l~+-~l-+~o~r---4-c-o_lu_m_n_9_l~ 
Column 2 3 4 5 6 7 a-~ 9 10 
----------------------4-------~---------+-------L- -----+~------~ 
I :.:~:/ I ! ·3· 68 1 I I I -3.~~-~; A. Primitive B. Unimproved 
High Type Bituminous 
Surf. (Type G-2) 
I certify that the information contained herein is 
correct to the bo-..st of my knowledge and belief. Date 11 /?.;Y if' 
) ,-----
SIGNATURE OF COUNTY OR HIGHWAY DISTRICT OFFICIAL OFFICIAL TITLE 
NOTE: 
Please report ONLY those changes that occurred DURING THE REPORTED YEAR 
Refer to instructions on reverse side of this form, in addition to the following information: 
' ---------------------------------~
The purpose of this report is to reflect the mileage changes 
by surface types on all county and highway district rural road 
sys-tems in Idaho. The data reported should not include streets 
or roads within the limits of incorporated cities or villages. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS 
Mark on the maps only those roads involved in 
the following kinds of activity during the reporting 
year: construction; reconstruction; transfers into 
and out of the system; and deletions and aban-
donments. 
The following color code has been adopted for 
Statewide use to represent the several surface 
types. Please use this color code when marking 
your reporting maps. 
COLOR CODE 
(A) Primitive . . . . . . . . Light Green 
(B) Unimproved .......... Brown 
(C) Graded and Drained ..... Blue 
(E) Gravel or Stone ......... Red 
(F,G,J) Bituminous or 
Other Paved Surfaces .. Black 
(K} Deleted or Abandoned .. Yellow 
476
DH-1510 8-99 
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER 
COUNTY 
219.721 .284 .379 
WARNING 
* The Total Mileage (improved plus unimproved) on this reportdoes not include gated roads . This Total Mileage also 
does NOT representall mileage in the area of jurisdiction. It does not include, for example, city streets. private roads, 
Forest Service or BLM roads, or any other roads that may exist. but are not considered (by the jurisdiction) to be part of 
that juisdiction's road system. There are, usually, many miles of roads in existence beyond those included in this report. 
I certify that the information contained herein is 
correct to e best of my kriowledge and beliet: 





P.O~ Box 812 
· Orofino, Idaho 83544 
ADDRESS 
477
DH- 1510 8-7 
~i ?~lJ b CLEARWATER -------------------
County 
TYPE OF ROAD 
LOt..AL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
For Year Ended 1998 
Highway District 
REVISIONS MILEAGE CHANGES DURING THE YEAR 
Existing j To 
System correct 
Mileage at previous 
beginning - or -
of the Year To down-grade 
MILEAGE 
TRANSFERRED 
Into Out of 
CHANGES DUE TO 
CONSTRUCTION 
System System Mileage Mileage 




Ml eage in Mileage 
Abandoned during the 
or Deleted Year 
from the (Columns 3 
Sytem thru 8) 
Existing 
Mileage 




2 plus or 
I
. Improvement Another Another by 
Level System System Construction minus 
I + or - j ( + or - ( + ( - ) ( - ) ( - ) I + or - column 9) 
Column 
C. Graded and Drained Earth 
E. Graded and Drained Gravel 
Low Type Bituminous 
Surf. (Includes Types F 
I certify that the information contained herein is 
correct to the best of my knowledge and befief. 
0. 32 3 
Date 
8 r/9 P"~ ..9, a~---,
SIGNATURE OF COUNTY OR HIGHWAY DISTRICT OFFICIAL OFFICIAL TITLE ADDRESS 
NOTE: 
Please report ONLY those changes that occurred DURING THE REPORTED YEAR 
Refer to instructions on reverse side of this form, in addition to the following information: l 
l 
J 
The purpose of this report is to reflect the mileage changes 
by surface types on all county and highway district rural road 
sys-tems in Idaho. The data reported should not include streets 
or roads within the limits of incorporated cities or villages. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS 
Mark on the maps only those roads involved in 
the following kinds of activity during the reporting 
year: construction; reconstruction; transfers into 
and out of the system; and deletions and aban-
donments. 
The following color code has been adopted for 
Statewide use to represent the several surface 
types. Please use this color code when marking 
your reporting maps. 
COLOR CODE 
(A) Primitive . . . . . . . . Light Green 
(B) Unimproved .......... Brown 
(C) Graded and Drained .... ~ Blue 
(E) Grave! or Stone ......... Red 
(F,G,J} Bituminous or 
Other Paved Surfaces .. Black 
(K) Deleted or Abandoned .. Yellow 
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CLEARWATER COUNTY ROAD DEPARTMENT 
JAMES MONTAMBO, SUPERVISOR 
To: Jim. Hill 
TELEPHONE 208-476-4813 
Box 812 • Orofino,ID 83544-0812 
State ofldaho, Dept of Transportation 
Planning Section 
3311 West State Street 
Boise, ID 83707 
From: Cassie Bansemer, Secretary 
Clearwater County Road Dept. 
P.O. Box 812 Orofino, ID 83544 




I have been going over the local mileage reports that Randy Curtis prepared and sent previously. I have 
made some minor corrections and now resubmitting them for your approval. It appears to me that all the 
corrections that Randy recorded were errors in figures only. The actual changes in road surfaces have been 
recorded in previous years. I did include one map that shows all the previous changes that Randy shows in 
his notes which I have also included for you. The notes may help explain the corrections in the figures 
(miles) that are listed in the 'to correct previous' column on the local mileage report. 
If you still find problems please let me know ASAP by calling the above listed number. 
Sincerely, 
Cassie Bansemer, Secretary 
Clearwater County Road Dept. 
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, .D H - 1 51 0 8-7 
Lv~AL ROAD MILEAGE REPOR1 
CLEARWATER For Year Ended 1998 
County Highway District 
REVISIONS MILEAGE CHANGES DURING THE YEAR 
TYPE OF ROAD 
B. Unimproved . . . . · ... 
C. Graded and Drai.ned Earth 
E. Graded and Drained Gravel 
Low Type Bitum.hio'~·~ '' ·. 
Surf. (Includes Types F 
High Type Bituminous 

























I+ ( -) 
4 5 
CHANGES DUE TO 
GONSTRUCTION Mileage 
Abandoned 





(+ ( - ) ( - ) 










I - 3.68q 1.330 
i 
i + .31~ 2.119 
•. I 






J. Portland Cement Conc~ete + • 33j • 333 
~--------------~---+----~-+--~~==~------+-~--~-------+--------~------~ __ -_--~.~.--~~"~~~y~~~~-g 
; . - ~! ~ + -5~280223-d40 
i TOTAL 
I certify that the lnfcirm'aiion ~n~liuid hereil\ is 
correct to the best ofmyknoviledge and belief. Date l/l3_,_/.c._99 __ 
Supenzjsor 
OFFICIAL TITLE 
P.O. ·Box 812 Orofino, ID 83544 
ADDRESS 
Please report ONLY those changes that occurred DURING THE REPORTED YEAR 
NOTE: Refer to instructions on reverse side of this form, in addition to the following information: 
The purpose of this report is to reflect the mileage changes 
by surface types on all county and highway district rural road 
sys-tems in Idaho. The data reported should not include streets 
. · ·or roads within the limits of incorporated cities or villages . 
.. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS 
Mark on the maps only those roads involved in 
the following kinds of activity during the reporting 
year: construction; reconstruction; transfers into 
and out of the system;. and deletions and aban-
donments. 
The following color code has been adopted for 
Statewide use to represent the several surface 
types. Please use this color code when marking 
your reporting maps. 
COLOR CODE 
(A) Primitive . . . . . . . . Light Green 
. (B) Unimproved .......... Brown 
(C) Graded and Drained ..... Blue 
(E) Gravel or Stone ......... Red 
{F,G,J) Bituminous or 
Other Paved Surfaces .. Black 




JURISDICTION CLEARWATER COUNTY . 
LOCAL ROAD t·1ILEAGE SU~IMARY FOR COUNTY DATA 
BASED ON H.P.s. ROAD lNVENTORY 
15!51 WEDNESDAYs AUGUST 5, 1987 
---------------------------------------------------·--------------------~-------------------------------------------------
I SURFACE TYPES . I 
1----------------------------------------------------------------------------t 
!PRIMITIVE IUNir~PROVEDI EARTH I GRAVEL I G-1 I G-2 f CONCRETE I TOTAL I 
l----------+----------+----------+----------+~---------+----------+----------+----------1 
I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH ·I LENGTH I LENGTH t LE~GTH 1 LENGTH I 
1----------+----------+----------+----------+--~-------+----------+----------+----------l 
I I sur·t I SUM I SUM . I SUM I SUM I SUM I SUM I SUM I 
1-------------------------------~----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I KDAIJNUr~st.R I I I . I I I I I I 
1-------------------------------1 I I I I I I I I 
:~.~~~:--~~-~!( ____ ~_~_f/J?~l----------l----------l----------1-----~:~~~l----------l----------!~---------l-----~:~:~: 
toooo3 rw...e-z.-(Jci!IL ()OZ6t81 I I I o.469l· I I I o.469l 
l-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
IOO·JU9 }t;I!U"iJI'I./ OOZt,Z€31 .·'f I I 2·6161 I I I 2.6161 
J-------------------------------+--------~-+----------~----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 




1ooo19 /itJt<t.=~4tZtJf6r: OOZ(;.ttj I I I I 2.1111 I I . J 2·7111 
l-------------------------------+-----~----+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
I ooo21 'S?DOM-IltJ 00 2652- J I I I .. o.soo I I . I . I . . ..... o.soot 
l-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
ID0023 /116!1-J/4Lt..t:'f OOZ.GS7 I I I I 1.0451 I I I 1.0451 
I ------------- ------------------+----------+----------+-----~---- -~:-~:-:--.- ---:-:-::+-:------:-::-:-:-:-t-:.-: .. -:::-~::-:-:-:':"-:+-:--::.::--.. -: --:~ .. -:i:.-:.:::.--;-_-:,;= .. -:.: .. 1.. ... 
I ~ ~ ~: ~ _t/:!<: ~'!!...~Y----~ C2_LQ3:z! ----------1----------L---------1-----~::~: L------~--l----------L~-:----:--~1.:~-:~·~ :::.~:-1, 
't:Tl"t:"'ff- -"::I""I0003A !1,4;.5·,/ ()OZ(;zS"! I I I ..... 2.6901 ... I. I .................... ~L~·-'-~'-2~.9901 
c~~~YL J------~~--~-------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
·. .. . : ~ ~~: ~-./!_~~1!!1-------~-Q-Kb.zi-l---------: -l----------L -::-.-: -:.-..- -:-:.-:!:-:~~-::-...;_;~~;!-: ~---:-: ~-:o:.-:1 .. -: ::.-:-:-.-:= :-.;.:::.-::!.==---:.:=.:..:7.::~~t-=.===.-=-~;~~;L .... 
~) · l ~ ~~: ~-~fP!~:!!:_!i_~---QQ_?§!9..L----.. -----l----------!---------~l---~~!:.::~1---------~!--- ---:z~Ei!~·;.i;~Lt'~~i)t~·~~:i;!#,:~~* .. ~,l.· · 
100041 BA-;/.Jtt<-J {)0 /{)711 I I ........... 1 ... - .... ~.1~.3961.. . .... · .. 1· .......... :::I.;,,,....: .............. ~~L£~·:' .. 'l:~.~-~61. 
l-----------------------------~-+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 l ~~~~~-~ldh/_Sl~ _ _aQ.u;_~l---------:-!-------:---:.-:!::.-:-:.--.:-~~::~~::--~.-::::.;.;~:~~~~~:::---::-::-:-::!.-:::-::.:::::::.::-.. ::.::~!..~.:-.. -:::::::~.:..::.~~;~~-::-:~;:.::_L ... _ ... 
. ,. ~. ~~;;~~--2~~£--~-~--!;~~~f------~-~~-t~--~~~.--~~f~.~~~:~~~~f.57-~~71~~.;~;~~~~.~:=~"~~~Jx==--~:zBi~f~;;~~-;;~:~?-T::~R~~i~j~rt~~~~;J. ______ . 
·: ___ .. = J~~~~~~~!~!£~~~~~-=:~~iii7!~l~~:~~~~~~I:~:~~-~::t::~~~~~r:~I~t:::~::~~%ItE~~~~~~~~~~T:~~ ~---
·~~ I';"'JC.tuc 1ooos2 Fltt:E/11AN Ctz..< OOIOBb I . I. ·· l,· : '!hJ .... ''~""~'l'i.<#;\:·.to''iH6:io63li'';,•:'U•368T!~,,;.;·:i~}ll'r/'·.t''H.~#~}~.'~2h':'.·/:''~';;;;\~t.i. \0i'49il'.· 
~L.... :~~;~;~-~--~~~~~-~---~---;~--~~;~~~!~~~~ ··~ 
,. -------------------------------------------------~~(j-----;;rs~s--:----j-=i,7.t9;;:_~----:s:o/69~---~-.-a----------~---------z;:f.i~-q 
(CONT lNUEO} ............. , .. -·-··3·l(';· .. ~.:d'0 (t-J~.'DV>,ty ·· · · ·----·· ... ---,-·:-:-::-::~~~7 ~:·:-· · --;-· .. . 
·.: .. ~::':.,;:·;·: :·.; 
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JURISDICTION CLEARWATER COUNTY 
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE SUMMARY FOR COUNTY DATA 
BASED ON H.P.s. ROAD INVENTORY 
15:51 WEONESOAY~ AUGUST 5, 1987 
I SURFACE TYPES . I 
1-------------------------------------------------------------~--------------t 
(PRIMITIVE IUNH1PROVEDI EARTH I GRAVEL I G-1 I G-2 I CONCRETE I TOTAL I 
1----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------t 
I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I · LENGTH I 
1----------+-----~----+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I . I SUM I SUI'! I SUM I SUN I SU~1 I SUM I SIJM I SUM I 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+--~-------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
:~~~~~~~~=~---------------------1 : : . : : ~ : : : 
(00056 Low~:"""'L lc)~:l.LS /PbiCI+ OOZ6S'11. I I I -~1 I I 3.2421 
r-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
IC0058StJttr4 /2071-0 00'?19/. I I · I I 7·103( 1.1131 I ! 8.2161 
r-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
tooo66SwNNV$1()~ ODZ%6v I I I 2.599J I I. I 2.5991 
I;~;~;-8:117~E~~----~o~~;~i----------i----------r----~r---~~~9~i----------i----------r----------r-----;~~~;l 
1----------------------------- --+ ----- -----+--------- -+----------+---- ---·--•;; +----------+----------+----------+---------- I 
(}tlltP/11./J...,/ IOOOb61"?/LLe72.. t90Z5i.f.J( I I I 5.2761 I I I 5.2761 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------r 
ID0068 L!fJ;Jt:")tFo!2os C'/1., ()OZ.t..7S I I I I 18.8821 2.0441 I I 20.9261 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I0007A y't:7JAII /Zd 00Z(.,l71 I I I I 1.2901 I I 1.2901 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------t 
tooo7B Met./IJI~ 06 Z.G3/I I I I 1.soo I I I I 1.soo I 
1-----1i:fi·\;'l:iT a:z-s::i::- if:,.-;._::,-::r------ ----+ ----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+---------- I 
j\Ji2'0::. \<\,oi")~- I0007C -;z//.)&.4/f/ctf- tPo u·i1JI I I I 0.1351 I I I o.135l 
1-------------------~-------~~--+---~------+----------+----------+---~-~~~~-+----------+----------+----------+----------t 
.~ (' ;· . '. . 
,,,I 
,, l 
I~~~~ ~-E:f~.;. ·.:~~: _!:f.:rt_t:.. ___ cz _C?. .?fJ:z! _________ -L __ -------!-----------!-----~~:::!----------!----------!-______ --J ____ -~:~:: I 
Joo072 T8Te::-7Yt OOZ6~f?l I I I 1.7101 I I I 1.1101 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+-------~--+----------t 
IOOllA orJM~F I I I I I o.088I I . 'I o.osat 
1 ~ ~;:~ ~- i;;;;ii-;,~-:- --~~---&-;t--;;3·:1~~~---:-:-~-r---------r-:--~ ---:--r~-~~ --:7-~---i--~ ':"-~~: ~~;r---------:i--::-----:--r-:---;:;; ~ 1 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+--------..--+----·------+----------+---------- I 
I o o 11 c 'Zt.L KJ AJ 0 o 6 'i 31 I . . I I I . I o • 2 071 . I I . o •· 2 o 71 
l-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
loouo /381'- 5"1 &OC-'1;8 I I I I I o.1111 I I o.1111 
1 ~;;;:;;-,-397A;~;J:;;---;b6-2~3~--r.:-.-7:-.~--:-r-:--~------r---------r:--:-.-=-::?~~:--r---:-::-.6-:i;~r--------~-i-~-----------r---:--;:i5~ 1 
l--------------1~-~------------+----------+----------+----------+--------~-+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I0013B O'B~ftFN' ... DD 2.'-.':N .. J ; ..... 1. _ .. I .. .L .... J.•.lt..l.l:L .... , .. - ...... l .. . .1. .. . . . I . 1.417.1 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+---,. ----+----------+----------+----------1 
I0015L J.,At..IO<.=AI. BA<k:. t>OZ.'-3'-f I I ~ I o.o77J (o,z.,-j)t I I 0.3101 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----~-----+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------J 
l~~~~~i:~~~]~~~~:~t~IE~:~~~:~~E~~~~~:!~~=:~.:~~~E:~~~~~E~::::.~~~E~~~=~~~~E:~::::f:~~~~~m 





~URISOICTION CLEARWATER COUNTY 
LOCAL ROAD MlLEAGE SUMMARY FOR COUNTY DATA 
BASED ON H.P.S. ROAD lNVENTORY 
15:51 W:ONtSDA'I", AUGUST 5, 1987 
I I SURFACE TYPES I I I 1----------------------------------------------------------------------------1 I 
I IPRUHHVE ILJNJMPROVEDI EARTH I GRAVEL I G-1 I G-2 I CONCRETE I TOTAL I 
I 1----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH 1 LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I 
I 1--~-------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I I SUM I -SUN I SUM I SUM I SlH-1 I SUH I SUM I ~liM I 
1-------------------------------+-~--------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I ROADNUr"li:'IER I I I . I I I I I I 
1-------------------------------1 I I I I I I I I 
I0017C T/Z;M/sPaL 5TA- 002.'180 I I 'I I 0·2271 I I I 0·2271 
l------------~-~~---------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
~~~=~~~~~(~~~----~~~~5C-l----------l----------l----------l-----~:=~~l----------l----------l----------l-----~::~:: 
I0019A 6-Ltll.Ek'IJ.. Loop t9Dzttz... I . I I . 1 8.4621 I I I_~ 8.4621 
l-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
~~~=~~-J£~-~-~~~-----~~f~-~1--l--------·--l----------l----------l----------l-----~:~~=l----------l----------l-----~:~~~~ 
I0019C oc..o O:..tt>~-!0 . ooz~sf,. I I I I I o.4lll I I 0.4111 
J-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------~----------+----------+----------1 
100190 f!cu-u(;, 1~~1! _ CJO !J?Z</ I I 1 I 1.8691 I 1 I 1·869! 
1----------~------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I002lA Ctz-Dc:.tt.'tTr /..3,uer .... AO ztSJ I I I · I · 1·2751 . I I I 1.2751 
~~~;~;--()£~i--------~~zs£>-~----------~----------~----------7-----~lj[1~~---;-~~--~~~~----~~:~;~l 
1-------------------------------~----------+----------+----------+----------~ ----~+-~~---- --+----------1 
I 0023A jAJ'ar tJ~j $fL t)e>tf'139 I I I I o. 5881 I I 1 o.ssat 
J--------~--~---~--------------~+~---~~----+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
100238 1-ta>.tJ~i... Add OOC./:.7( I I I I I 0.2821 I I 0·2821 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------~----------+----------+----------l 
IOOZ3C {)c=taet-riN OIR, 002£.3l.l I I I I 0.3801 I 1 0.3801 
f--------------------~----------+----------+----~-----+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
¥11$k•Y l ;~;~~-;;-~~~lC"~§~f~a----,---~+-----,--f------c---f-----;;;;;f--c------+--------+--------+--,-;:~;; l 
~1-L . 1----~-~---------------------+----------+----------+----------+-----~----+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I ~~~:: __ g_~-iJ~~cb-_____ £~~#1!---~-~-~--L----~:~:~t---------L--~------L---------L---------L--------J----~~:::~ I 
l ~~.~~~-j}_t!ffl~~I¥~----~~-9~~'~!~----~~~~~!:-~--~~:=~~!----------l-----~:~~=!----------l----------l---------~!-----=::~:: 
. I0048C. t!At/t:'NIJIS/.1-- t2t>S2tjo I I. I I I I 14.3461 I 14·3461 
.. 1-~---... -~-:- ~~-----f:-;A?-?---:----,-+ ----------+..,.---------+--. :--::::- ':"---.-.--+----------+----------+----------+----------+---------- I 
,_______ .. looszA -~··.•~·· --~tiL'::- -~--,:··A-A7-(~ctL ...... ..... _______ J ....... ~ @"tt.;:.;/_1 1 ... z•usl. . 1 1 1 .. 3·2261 
lC 
~.' . ,. d '- q . 1------ -t~------,--.t .... a.-'~--- +----------+----------+-""-·""·"'·--.;.--+-----"!"-"'..,-.~+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
ii~£;J~-~~i~~~~#fc-fci{~~KfT~7c"h;.o~;~f~cco~~,co~.cf~~i~~~=~c-c-,~r-~-------+-----c-c+c'"cf~~~-~-~ ... -······· 
.,.,,c_ · 1----:------:;--~--:----:--7-~--.-.. --:+ .. -------... -+-----:-----+----------+-:----------zz=S'S~--~ ~---Q~~+-------qlf',~ I 





JURISDICTION CLEARWATER COUNTY 
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE SUMMARY FOR COUNTY DATA 
BASED ON H.p.s, ~OAO INVENTORY 
15:51 WEDNESOA1, AUGUST s;-1987 11 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I SURFACr: TYPES I 
i---------------------------------------~------------------------------------1 
!PRIMITIVE IUN!14PROVEDI EARTH I GRAVEL I G-1 . I G-2 I CONCRF.TE I TOTAL 
J----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
I LENGTH I LENGT~ I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH I LENGTH 1 LENGTH I LENGTH I 
1----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------J 
I I sur1 I SU~4 . I SU1'1 I . SUH I SU~1 I SUM I SUI1 I SUM I 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
IROADNUMBER I I I I I I I I I 
1-------------------------------1 I I I I I l I I. 
I0058A t?4f'O>tt'6! (Jufof..P 00266!1 1 I I 1·5591 o.094l l I 1.6531 
~~~~;~--;;,i;;;;;:;~-a-o;;ff""9;~~----------~-----~~~~;;;----------7~5sz~:-;;~t----------7----------7----------r----~:~~~ I 
1---------------------------65'--+ -------- --+- -------- -+---------- +--·-·-·-·'"---~----- -----+------- ---+----------+---------- I 
: ~~~ ~ :_BtrNJJ. _)!1/ . .t-_t.:. ----_ --~-z.f£.t_l __ --------L _ --------l----------·l----_::~:~!----------!------- -~'-l-------- ~ _! _____ : :~: ~ : 
I~~~~ ~-q~~ -~ ~~~/!!-7",-.f/1-.f?f z! __________ !_ _______ --L---------1---- _:::~~! ___ -------1----------1------- ---~-----:::: ~ I 
I0058E fd~i.;~~- 1-..("~~'-0'/f-' 06'! I I I o.s64l 1 I I o.s64f 1-------~---~--~-----~---~--+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I0058F ~'brtJ~I.J T~ Oozt~')?l I I I o.067I I I I o.o671 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+-----,.,.~+..,---·'"'·'"·--. .-+----------+----------+-----------+---------- I 
I o o 60 A 6L~ fJB:-ti- Gfl.b O o zt3'-/! I ~-«1l:fi ( .. • so S) 1~.\ b'Sl•:?.~-~) I I I 2 • 6 9 o I 
l-------------------------------+----------+----------+--~---·-·---+- .. -·-------+---·--------+----------+----------+----------1 
I~~~~ ~-~~~.!:h'f1£ _______ q.P..4f~i1----------1----------!------- ---1~----=·;~;~~~ L---------L ---------1---~------L----~::~~ l 
I~~~~: -'-~'!!:#!!-i=_ -------q_Q?~~!-------- --!-----~==~~! __________ 1(!: ~~ ~:~2;1 ______ ----L---------! ----------!---~~-~:; ~~ : 
I0060DA-I+S4111<11-~flowar~4L::()O"UH( I I I I 0.1581 1-2361 I 1 lo394l 
l-------------------------------+-----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
I o o6o E {J.+fl..-roP-Ectfl.E)(J.. Loef1 !){) z (. t3 1 1 I I o. 738 I I I I o • 7 3 a 1. 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
~\-~,;~~~~ ks::~~~~:_g_~~~=~~tt~t-,t~eQftttfl----------l----------L---------L----~:~~~l----------1----------l----------L----~:~~~ ', 
. . I oo6oGA#tA-ni4- ...... o0'i8{)'{1 . I I I o.355l . I I I. . ·o~3:~s·c 
l;;~;~-/3-;;;-;;.---c43966~;{4-i-~----------r-----_;-;;~r----~----~----------~Ja5~~----------~----------r---~~:~;;~ 
1-------------------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------~ ~----------+----------+----------1 
: ~~.~~~"Jl~\-':dty-_JbYLQQJ,~~!Ll----------1-----~:~~~L-------l----------n ~----------l?:::ii .J--cc-~.:~:~J 
I ~~~~:_{?_'-~-~-ct&r~~<29..f:tP-~-!----------l-- --------!----------!----------2~.~-6-rffl-+----------!-.2 lllL----~:::~ I 
100620 !3?1Xsr. . _ e>D6lf37 I _ I I I I o.o781 1 I .. o.OJBI __ .. 
:~;~;;-o£"E-i-ci<-~c;.-o)--t>;-;~;~-r---------r----------t---------+-~~,-;~:,;;~t~if~~ ~----------r----------;-----:~;;~15 ... ~7 .. \} 
I b 66i v~·:-::;·~;~a--=--:-,~i~T ;~~-~.:::-::-:-:--: ~:-::r~::-:-:.:-:- -.-:--:-:-r:---------r-----:--:--f~ ~~,1>..:1...-~:- I ' . ~ ~~~ ;¥~6 r-:--------i ---:----:- --:-r:.::::.:ij:-ii~i-~:t ~<:-~1._(,~~~-
.f)\}:/_,c·~.~.::Y' :~;~;~--;::~~-.:-~;~r-~~~~~~~-~-~:r---------r---------~---------r---~----~)---:rs~~~:T7c:~1~-:_~=---r-~~~-- __ .. _ ... __  
' -----------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------• t/f.eJ ,, s·~ 5"' .l'~-s'r7 ;,;~ ·?zs-' ~ tDV Y 1c1 , 'U -:set,.:; '. ) ,~ ,_ 




JURISDICTION CLEARWATER COUNTY 
LOCAL ROAD ·MILEAGE SUMMARY FOR COUNTY DATA 
BASED ON H.p.s. ROAD INVENTORY 
15:51 WEONESD~Y, AUGUST 5, 1987 -1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I I SURFACE TYPES I 
: ~~;~~~;~~~-~~~~~;~;~;~~--;~~;~---~--~~~~;~--~---~:~----~---~=;----~-~~~~;;~~-~ TOTAL I 
l ~--~~~~~~--;--~E~~r~--;--l~~~r~--;--L~~~r~--;--~~~~r~--;--~~~~;~--;--~~~~r~--;--~E~;;~--1 
1 1----------+----------+----------~----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
I I SU~1 I SUt1 I SUM ... I .. SUM l SUM I SUM I SUM I SUM I 
J------------------------~------~----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 IROADNLJM13Ei). I I I. . I ~~ .... ,,, @ I I I 
l-------------------------------1 I I I S:O~&lt 3,')b I I I 
1° 06 4A //.412fltc/XIy 11/s 00/D?b I I I I 7~ I I 9·0081 
l--------7----------------------+----------+----------+----------+--------~-+------ --+----------+----------+----------1 
~~~~~~-O-~~; __ ()_t~~~~~---65_~~--l----------l-----~:::~l-:--------l----------l-----~:~~=l----------l----------l-----~:::~~ 
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LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER For Year Ended 1999 INVENTORY --------------------------------COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
REVISIONS MILEAGE CHANGES DURING THE YEAR 
Existing To Correct 
System Previous 
TYPE OF ROAD Mileage errors 
at beginning -or-
of the Year To down-grade 
Improvement 
level 
(+ or-) (+ or-) 
Column 1 2 3 
A. Primitive 0.000 
B. Unimproved 1.330 0.496 
C. Graded & Drained Earth 2.119 -1.579 
E. Graded & Drained Gravel 134.554 -3.599 
Low Type Bituminous Surf. 
(includes Types F and G-1) 42.847 -3.496 
High Type Bituminous Surf. 
, ... ,,oe G-2) 38.344 8.380 
J. Portland Cement Concrete 0.333 -0.008 
TOTAL 219.527 0.194 
I certify that the information contained herein 
is correct to the::{ ::?.e. d e and belief. 
dz;f~. . eA~IJ7-
SIGNATURE OF COUNTY OR HIGHWAY 
DISTRICT OFFICIAL 
MILEAGE CHANGES DUE TO 
TRANSFERRED CONSTRUCTION. Mileage 
Into Out of Mileage Mileage Abandoned 
System System Constructed Replaced or Deleted 
from to by from the 
Another Another Construction System 
System System 
(+} (-} (+) (-} (-} 
4 5 6 7 8 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
NOTE: Please report .ill:lLY. those changes that occurre~ DURING THE REPORTING YEAR 

















The purpose of this report is to reflect mileage changes by surface types on all county and 
highway district rural road systems in Idaho. The data reported should not include streets 
or roads within the limits of incorporated cities or villages. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING MAPS 
Existing 
Mileage 
















Mark on the maps only those roads involved in the following 
kinds of activity during the reporting year: construction; 
'Jnstruction; transfers into and out of the system; and 
u-..1etions and abandonments. 
(A) Primitive -------------- Light Green 
The following color code has been adopted for Statewide 
use to represent the several surface types. Please use this 
color code when marking your reporting maps. 
(B) Unimproved ---------------- Brown 
(C) Graded and Drained------------ Blue 
(E) Gravel or Stone---------------- Red 
(F,G,J) Bituminous or 
Other Paved Surfaces------· Black 
(K.) Deleted or Abandoned-------- Yellow 
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LOCAL Rf>AD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER 2000 
COUNTY IDGHWAY DISTRICT FOR YEAR ENDED 
·.• 
I I 2 3 I 4 7 lt 8 9 I 
Existing Error Mileage Mueage Xmeaee Mileage Mileage Mileage Mileage Mileage at 
Mileage at revision obliterated Transfimed OUt of Transferred into Added By Chimge end of 
beginning from y·our cir Surface into your Surface Building Reporting 
Road Surface Type 
of the Year JUriSdictiOn Abandoned Type to Jurisdiction Type from New roads Year-add 
(road no out of your Another from Another (Roads Add columas I 
longer Jurisdiction Surface another Surface Previously columas &9 
ci<iSts) (rmid.sriil Type Jurisdiction Type did not exist) 2,3,4,5,6, 7, 
eids~sJ &B 
[ + 1 [+or-] r • t- ! - ~~ i - j [+] [ +] [+] [+or-] [ +] 
~-' . 
(C) Earth "' graded & 
drained 0.540 
2.30L . 2.84 
. -.. 
' (E) Gravel - graded 
& drained 131.334 0.139 
+.6 ,.;..852 131.22 .. - -~ -
• (F) Asphalt treated 
. 1 gravel less than 1" 0.000 - 1.4 +1.4 1.4 
(G-1) Road or Cold 
Plant mix Asphalt 39.351 0.246 
~.352 39.24t 
' (G-2) Hot mix 
-Asphalt pavement 47.008 
.3~2 ±.352 47.36 
.~·--- ·~~- -- __ -_,_ ·-~ .. 




road mileage (add 
218.55E C,E,F G-l,G-2,&J) 22.392 .- --- .. -- --




(Add Total of Improved & 220.384 ~24. 218 Unimproved Mileage) 
WARNlNG 
*This Total Mileage also does not represent all mileage in the area of jurisdiction. It does not include,. for example, city 
streets, private roads, Forest Service or BLM roads, or any other roads that may exist, but are not considered (by the 
jurisdiction) to be part ofthatjuisdiction's road system. 
included in this report . 
. · 
1 certify that the information contained herein is 
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
~:a In q;n-7-a._._b>. . 
• SIGNATURE OF COUNTY ORIDGHW AYDISTRICT OFFICIAL 
There are, usually, many miles of roads in existence beyond those 
DATE 0/.7&o 
Aa· Ba:? Br:2 
ADDRESS 
488
LOCAL J{OAD 1VliLI£AGJ£ KEPOl{'l' 
CLEARWATER 
COUNTY 
Roatl Surface Type 




(G-1) Road or Cold 
Plant mix Asphalt 
(G-2) Hot mix 
l\sphaiL pavcmcnl 
(J) Other (e.g.., 
concrete) 
Total of Improved 


























[ ~ t)( -j 
F)l!Jf 



















































Juri!rlu.:fi .. yl 
2000 



































;;._:;., .. , ~ ~~.1. 
hM 









































~e:; 7 t 
}~Mi· 
:);I.J.'i'~ 
""""' ., , ·"' . 
"This Total \-1ileage also does not represent all mileage in the area ol"jurisdiction. It does not include, for example, city 
strecl'i, privme roads, Forest Service or BLM roads, or any other roads 1hat may exist, but arc not considered (by the 
jurisdiction) to he part of that juistlil:tion's road system. !here are, usually. many miles of roads in existence beyond those 
included in rhis report. 
1 certify thatlhc information contained herein is 
correct to the best of my knowledge and bdicf. 
l<:>;;;,o . IY? a_, ;:t;;, ~, r?-9 







LOCAL ROAD'MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER 
COUNTY 
Road Surface Type 
l (F) Asphalt Jess than 1" or 
: · Dust S1llpJin:sasDt treated 
'pwJ 
~~-
~·2) Hot mix Asphalt 
iavcmcnt 
~. ~- --- - -- -- -·---· c .., 
i 
l Q) Olhc:s- (e.g.. conen:tc) 
. l ·' 
:t:-:~~-;"~~-'\-: ___ -_-,::-_.~~:·:~ 
Total oflmproved 






I u 2 3 ft s 6 
Exislio!! E'mlr ~ Milsaga Mibgc Milco..oe 
~at l'lMsion oblicmted TlaiiS:ferred Out of Trnnsli:m:d 
beginn'ng fillm)'lor or Surll= inlo}'DUI: 
ofthcYear Juri;diotion Allandonsd ll'P"l<> Jurisdiclion 
(rouloo cut of your floolhcr liom 
lan;cr Jlllis<lidion Surli!= 3DOibor 
exbl<) (roadsl!ll •we Jttrisdiction 
exis!s) 
['*:) [i· or -1 [-] [-J.; [+} 
r ·: 




~ ~ ~. 








. - .. 
'. . ~ .. 
2001 
[ +] 















~ This Total Mifr:age also does not tepn:SCDt all mileage in the area of jurisdiclion. It does not include, for example, city stn:ets, private roads, Forest Servia: 
!JrBLMroads, «aayotbct roads that may exist, butareoot coasidcred (by the jurisdiction) to be part oftbatjuisdiction's road system. lberoan:. usually, 
tnanY miles of mads in~ beyond ibosc included in this report. 
PLEASE SEND ONLY THE CHECKED UPDATED COMPUNENTARY MAPS AND DATA TO THE ADDRE$S BELOW 
~ ROAD SURFACE MAP ~ JURISDICTION MAP 181 DATA AND MAPS ON A CD 
D PLEASE DO NOT SEND ANY OF THE ABOVE 
Icertifytbat1heinformationeontainedherein is DATE ///1 /200/ 
29 
490
LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER 2002 
COUNTY IDGHW AY DISTRICT FOR YEAR ENDED 
"-"-~ ·-~ - "'"" -- --- ··- ~ .- J .... --8 ~. -- --,.---I 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 
---- ---- :-_. ,------- -'""7·<~--"- -:--- -·. --.o·-- •"'"~ - - .. ---o.·- ... .,_ ____ , __ ,. ·--"'--" 
Existing Error Mileage Mileage Mileage Mileage M"deage MUeage Mileage Mileage at 
r.m....,at revision obliterated Transferred Out of Transfemd into Added By Change end of 
begim'iingof ftomyour or Surface into your sumo. Building Reponing 
Road Surface Type 
the Year Jurisdiction Abandoned Type to Jurisdiction Type from New roads Year- add 
(road no out of your Another from Another (Roads Add columns l 
longer Jurisdiction Surface another sumo. Pn:viously columns &9 
.. ,ists) (road still Type Jurisdiction Type did not exist) 2.3.~.5.6,7, 
exists) &8 




D D (C) Earth - graded & 
,. 
' drained 2.592 i i 0 Z S'i"Z ' 
"'"'-=--~~-~..,.~-
; 
~..:-""; ~~----....... - -,. c (E) Gravel - graded & t-ALl1 ' --;fo.t>3'\ ' ... ssB1 l23.01'{ drained i :l128.601 ,, J i~ - ..__,.~ 
(F) Asphalt less than I" or i 
r : -~ D r-=1 dust surjJpressant treated i fl. 'IS~ L +(.'lSI 3. \Sl gravel 1.400 \::...,, .. ~= =""<r-·- ~ ""-=-
': i 
\" . - -~ 
D (G-l)Road or Cold ~ ~-.... L{&.\'1 ..;.g \S"~ ~ ~l. 2t,2. se.oz.e Plant mix Asphalt 39.290 i ,_ j .. ,' ' ,, ~'~~?: 
(G-2) Hot mix Asphalt 
.: ' ' D pavement i ' fi-S.O'l8 S*l.~8S" 49.387 ; \ !, ; 
(J) Other (e.g., -~ ~- i 
-;, 
D concrete) 0.325 0 , 3ZS'" . . .,j .• ,.,,,.,..=o.--· 
Total of Improved 
road mileage (add 0 221.sctf 
C,E,F,G-I,G-2,&J) 221.595 
(B) Unimproved 
0 i.B"l I 0.871 
,,. . ... .. - _,_, --- ·-.. ---------·-····-" 
• TOTAL MILEAGE 
j22t.1U (Add Tol:ll or Improved & 222.466 Unimproved Mileage) 
WARNING: This Total Mileage also does not represent all mileage in the area of jurisdiction. It does not include, for example, city streets, private roads, Forest Service 
or BLM roads, or any other roadS that may exist, but are not considered {by the jurisdiction) to be part of th~ juisdiction's road system. There are, usually, many nu1es of roads in 
existence beyond those included in this report. 
~ 1 SET OF COMPUMENTARY DATA AND MAPS ON A CD ·~ l ; 1 SET OF COMPLIMENTARY ROAD SURFACE MAPS 
! i i . I SET(S) OF LARGE ROAD SURFACE MAPS AT $15.00 PER SHEET 421N. x 481N. I MAPS AND DATA WILL BE I 
D l ! SET(S) OF LARGE ROAD SURFACE MAPS AT $15.00 PER SHEET 42 IN. X 60 IN. SENT TO ADDFU;SS BELOW. 
DATE //- ~& - tJ 2. 
· . /!?~. oPe ?/e:? 





LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER 2003 
COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRICT FOR YEAR ENDED 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Exls!iDg EtNr Mi!<llge Mileage Mileoge Mileage Mileage Mileage ll!!l~· Mileage at 
Mil<ageat m.ision oblitemred Transferred Ott of Trnnsfemd into Adde<!By Ciwlee end of 
be~ trom }\lllr or surface info your Snrfuce Bmlding RepJrting 
oftbeYear Jurisdictio Abandooed Tjpelo Jmisdictio Type trom Newn..,.ros Ytor-add 
Road Surface Type n (road no out of your Another ntrom Anc<her (Roods Add oo1umns l 
l-onger Jwisdldion surta<:e anctbor -· Pmioll$ly 1.'"0lW1UIS &9 e.'ti...<U) (road still Typo Juri....~ctio 'f}1JC did not e.xi~t) 2,3.4,5.6,7, exists) n &8 
(+) [+or-] 1-i [ -1 [-J [+} [+) [+J [+or-] [+] 
·-- -
B D D D D 
(C) Earth- graded & 
0 ~SCf2. drained 2.592 -- ·-,_, __ 
D D D D D 
-
(E) Gravel- graded & 
-. 
drained 
c .· i'",l{lto \ZZ.S'l'B 
123.014 
----
(F} Asphalt less than I" or D D D D D D ft-. tillc dust suppressant treated ].S(o1 gravel 3.151 
- -
D D D D D D (G-1) Road or Cold 0 3?,DZB Plant mi" Asphalt 38.028 1•----~ -.. ~'"--
. '.·~~ ------·-,;:,-,· 
D D D D D D 
---
(G-2) Hot mi'\: Asphalt I 
pavement 54.485 0 S't.'{B5" ' 
. ,, __ .' -----"'-
• To, _ _,_,, 
D D D D D (J) Other (e.g., 0 ' • :325:" concrete) 0.325 ' _.:r- • --~ tc:· _c:·::C': 
Total of Improved 





• TOTAL MILEAGE 
(Add Talalarlmpt'O"cd & 
UDimpnMd Ml\ooge) 222.466 
;;_,<z .tie:," 
WARNING: This Tolal Mileage also does not represent all mileage in !he area of jurisdiction_ It does not im:lude, for example, city slr«:Js, pri\'llle roads, Forest 
ServiceorBLMioads, or any olhc:rroads that may exist, but are not""""idered(byrhe jurisdiction) to be part oftbatjuisdiction's road system. Th<reare, usually, many miles of roads 
inexistence beyood those im:l'uded in this report. 
181 PLEASE SEND A FREE CO AND PAPER MAPS OF MY ROAD SYST~ 0 PLEASE SEND A FREE PAPER MAP OF MY ROAD SYSTEM 
0 DO NOT SEND MAPS OR A CO, THESE When smaller or larger maps are needed, there are pnvate firms that can I MAPS AND OAT A WILL BE I 
ARE NOT NEEDED AT THIS TIME produce maps from the CO. If that does not work please contact Jim SENT TO ADDRESS BELOW. 
Hill for assistance.Phone # (208) 334-8227E-mail:jhill@itd.state.id.us 
I certifY that the infonnation contained herein is DATE //-?1/- 03' 
#,&?;< ,.£/Z best of . knowledge and belief. 
}3,pP .SvPd!//SPA? 






-LOCAL ROAD-MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER 
COUN'fY 
(C) Earth- graded & 
drained 





















• - j 
--· '-'-.-- L ...• "~- --~ 




































. -FOR YEARENDED 
-7 
"'~ Mileage into Added By 
Surlio:o: ~-
Typcfioo!: New .--Is 
Anolher (Roods 
Surlio:o: ......._ly 
























... - ·' : 
(G-1) Road or Cold 
Plant mix Asphalt 
. (G-2) Hot mix Asphalt 
pavement 
Total of Improved 











~"'"~ J t 
on 




· WARNING: ThisTOIIil~docsuot:a:pa:$CrllalJmik&Fialllemeaofjurisdiclion. hdocs11GtiDdurJe.farCXIIIIIJilc,citysiieets,Priva=JOa!k.F<>rest Service or 
llLMJOads.orrmydhcs'roeds~ maycmt, butmelllll ~(bytbcjmisdicliQn)tobe pllltofthal ~l111111S)'51Cm. 1'1!1n-,usually. tlllllly'milcsof~U!ds in cdslenee 
l>e}mil1hese iJJclulbl in this n:pon. . 
~ PlEASEsa&D A FREE CD AND PAPER MAPS OF MV ROAD SYSTEM. 0 PLEASE SEND A FREE PAPER MAP OFJM ROAD SYSTEM 
D DONOTSENDNAPSORACD, THESE ARE NOT NEEDED AT THIS TIME 
yvhen smaller or larger maps are needed,lhere are private firms that can 
pfoduce maps from 1he CD. If. that does not work please contact . Jim 
~II for assistancePhone # {208) ~¥-8227E-mail:jhill@itd.stateJd.us 
~-.MAPS AND DATAWJLLBE -
i·SENTTO ADDRESS BELOW. 
ij ' 
DATE _,1'£;2- ;;r;j?- CJJ!/ 
,...., " ' 
;i/e1:-&4z ~~~?/!l)(#f £;~;;0 j ~:~:rr~f' 
SlGNA11JitEOF<::OtJN'JYOKHIGHWAYDIS1RICTOI'FICIAL ~ ~~nn£~' ~'~A~~~--;+-~~-=,QR~-=~~~-~--~·~-~---
29 
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LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
Cl.EAR\11/ATER 2005 




5 If - 1 ~-- "----- I - -- --· I 2 3 : 6 6 i! 9 10 
~ 
Exi:.-ting Enor Mileage Mileage Mileage Mileage Milc:age Milc:age i\lil~ge Mileage at 
Mileage at revision ob!ileratcd Transferred Out of Transferred iniO Added By Change end of 
beginning from your or Surface into your Surfilce Building Reporting 
oftheYc:ar Jurisdiction Abandoned TypeiO Juri.-.diction Typefiom New roads Ycar-.add 
Rood Surface Type (road no out of your Another from Another (Roads Add columns J 
1onger Jurisdiction Surface another Surlice P=iously - columns &9 
exists) (road still Type Jurisdiction Type did not exist) 2.3,4,5,6. 7, 
exists) &8 
-- _. 
£+T {+orA --r~ r f-J ; -1 [+] [+] ·-·· J+J _,_ =·· -] (+] 
-·- - ---
[J [] D 0, D (C) Earth -graded & 
,' 
drained 2.162 I .. -.,:::_ .-: (2,/?2. . ' -- ' 
: : D 
-- ' 
(E) Gravel- graded & /,17 -)!'7 drained 117-468 1 J/t.2rB '= 
; 
~ 
D D (;.17 1 
: 
(F) Asphalt less than 1" or 
-dust suppressant treated -f/J7 !tJ. 997 gravel 9.827 
< -~ 








I _JB,oZB Plant mix Asphalt 38.028 i : 
•: 
)l D D D 
- ,•, 
(G-2) Hot mix Asphalt 
l ) 
; -,- ·- .· :. 





(J) Other (e.g., ' _; I ! _j D D 
0 
concrete) l -G- ,32s-0.325 
Total of Improved 
road mileage (add 
--- 222.2'15 
C,E,F,G-1,G-2,&J) 222.295 .;,--_- __ ' 
--' ~ . - -·-- ,~.:,; - .- -
(B) Unimproved . ' n7' 







COL\Tf DISTRICT FOR YEAR ENDED 
l 
-
- : " 3 6 7 a 9 10 -- - - --"-
2;ci,..-i:-~ =:E:.--: ~.J~:~;s 
I i\{ilea;e ],.Eka.ge l.llioge 1fii~ ~me::rge Mileatteal .::"'-~ 
J..:~~=:. { ~...!"'..:::: xz,...,._-,.;- -:::--s-a:..~·d Out of Tzzrufeffi!d into Added By Ch.:tnge end~f 
-:.,._,.,.......,-- I zz·~ ,_ Snri3-.:e into your snrr.."" &:ilding Reporting 
Road Surface Type 
~-ft::;Y.;:::z: -~-""-mcred Type to Jnrisdiction Typeficm Ne11o+ road..~ Year-add 
(.r~n-~l. o-.utOf]'OUr .-\."iother ficm Another CI<>:<>ds Add rolnmn~ 1 
l."10.;e! Jt.JJisOtcti:m Surfuce another Smface ~"ious:h" -cofumn~ &9 
--
e-J..~) (road sWl Type Juri..~iction Type ilidn~Jt~~) u.~.5.6,7, 
el<isls} &5 
[+J -- - - : [+] [+] [+] E_, -- - [+] 
(C) Earth - graded & 




0 2. i~Z.. 2.162 
I '- j -
_. --
r 
: i ~ (E) Gravel - graded & ~ drained 116.298 _:, D /16,27 '? --- -
(F) Asphalt less than I" or c ~ dust suppressant treated 0 jt:>, 9?7 gravel 10.997 a 
(G-1) Road or Cold I! ~ 0 3r?.tJZB Plant mix Asphalt 38.028 
-- ---- -- - n (G-2) Hot mix Asphalt ~ pavement tJ s</.o/tf'S 54.485 j ----
--
(J) Other (e.g., 1. 
:; 
concrete) 0.325 j 0 .3es -- --
Total oflmproved 
road mileage (add 
Tl 22.?.~ -C,E,F,G-l,G-2,&J) 222.295 r • ...,.:"' 
(B) Unimproved 
0 .?71 0.871 
.. 
"TOTAL MILEAGE l 
(Add Tohllallmproved& 223.166 [.;:o~;.?JM_;, Unimproved Mllnge) 
WARNING: This Total Mileage also doesnotrqresent all mileage in the area of jurisdiction. It does not include, for example, city stieets, pri'Yalll :roads. Forest Setvice I or BLM :roads. or my other roads that may exist. but are not coosidered (by the jurisdiction) to be part of that juisdidion's road system. There arc, usually, many miles r:f mads in existence beyond those included in this report. 
I certifY that the information contained herein is 
correct to ~t of~owledge and ~lief. 
~~ 
SIGNA1URE OF COUN'IYORIDGHWAYDISTRJCI'OFl'lC!AL 
PRINT NAME 





LOCAL ROAD MILEAGE REPORT 
CLEARWATER 2007 
COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRICT FOR YEAR ENDED 
,-----"''' -· 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 
- - --- - -· 
Existing Error Mileage Mileage Mileage ~fi1eage Mileage '-lilemte Mileage Mileage at 
Mileage at revision obliteratOO Transferred Ou!of TraJtSferred into Added By Change end of 
beginning from your or Snrfuce into your Surface Building Reporting 
ofthe Year Jurisdiction Abandoned Trpeto Juri..<:tliction Tj.-pe from New roads Year-add 
Road Surface Type (mad no out of your Another fu.,m Another (Roads Add columns: 1 
]l.)nger Jurisdjction Surface another Surface Pre\iouslv columns.- &9 
exists) (road still Type JuriSdiction Tspe did not ~st) :2,3,4,5,6~7. 
exists) &8 
[ +] r.:...,-.- - - - [+] (+] [+] :-:. er ~; (+] .. J 
····---~~~- ·--··· - ------~ 
0 (C) Earth - graded & drained 0 2. !t.Z 2.162 > ..•..••..••. .,.;,- .. - -"-~-=- .·e···=Qoo 
···--~---~- '"" --" ~'""- . ''""~'-"'' 
(E) Gravel - graded & ' ' lt!o.lOe drained 116.298 ' ~ t 
! . ~·~---~-~··· .·--······· ·········= 
··-~=~·-··· =""""' - .. ·····~----··· 
(F) Asphalt less than 1" or 
dust suppressant treated ~ ~ H. lJ31 
gravel 10.997 
'I<';. t 
,.· ... ... --·~ _ ............. -~ -~ ,_ :::. "0::: --- -::.."-...:_;_,_ ... . .............. ~, "' .. ~ ...... ~~~-------~--
D (G-1) Road or Cold 0 "78 (X';;] Plant mix Asphalt 38.028 .,:;~ 05 ..... ......... ................ , .... ~ ... ~=·--=· 
" ;:::. '·-"'~ -.,__ -· .~ , -"'"--"""',...-
(G-2) Hot mix Asphalt 
0 ·-<{ <J)i'("' pavement 54.485 p .. ,._ ~t;.,;..,r; 
···' c~~----------~~~ ~-------~~= .... ~~ .. ~ '""'""""'·-
(J) Other (e.g., 
concrete) 0 s 0.325 I· . ,. '-""'--··' ""~--.=· 1--=- -~""'· ........... ""'"" 
Total of Improved 
road mileage (add 7ZZ..z?s 
C,E,F,G-l,G-2,&J) 222.295 
(B) Unimproved .:¥'? I 
0.871 ' 
*TOTAL MILEAGE 
(Add Toto! oflmproved & ??P.' ~~<i .. ,. 
Unimproved Mileage) 223.166 r'-""· ~ 
WARNING: This Total Mileage also does not represent all mileage in the area ofjurisdiction. It does not include. for example. city streets. private roads. Forest Service 
or BLM roads, or any other roads that may exist. bu1 are not considered (by the jurisdiction) to be part of that juisdiction's road system. There are. usually, many miles of roads in 
existence beyond those included in this report 
I certif.y that the information contained herein is DATE 
correct to the f my , owl edge and belief. 
7 OffiCL4.L 1TILE . )' 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNY .OF CLEARWATER 
) 
In the Matter of the Approval of ) 
Variance ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE E. ) 
SHINN, husband and wifer ) 
) 




BOARD OF COUNlY COMMISSIONERS ) 
OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondents. ) 
CASE NO. CV 2011-500 
ORDER FOR BRIEFING 
Whereas the Petitioners have filed th is action for judicial review, it is 
therefore Ordered, ·pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5275, that the respondents 
transmit to this court the original or a certified copy of the record of· proceedings 
which are the subject matter of the petitioner's request for judicial review. Said 
record shall be delivered to the clerk of court no later than June 15 1 2012. The 
record shall comply wlth Idaho Code § 67-5275(1). 
After the record is delivered to the clerk the petitioner shall have 30 days to 
file any briefs or memorandums in support of their petition. The respondents shall 
· have 21· days after receiving the petitioner's briefs/memorandums in which to tile 
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their responsive briefs or memorandums. The petitioners shall then have 10 days 
· to file any reply briefs or memorandums .. 
After receiving the parties' briefs and memorandums the court will schedule a 
hearing on the petition for judicial review. 
So Ordered this ~ay of April, 2012. . . . . ' 
ORDER FOR BRIEFING-2 
Michael J. Griffin 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR BRIEFING was 
mailed, faxed or hand delivered by the undersigned at Orofino, Idaho this 2ih day of 
April, 2012, to: 
Garry W. Jones 
Jones, Brower & Callery 
P.O. Box 854 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
E. Clayne Tyler 
Courthouse Mail 
Orofino, Idaho 83544 
ORDER FOR BRIEFING-3 
Carrie Bird 







/1 1 I :s:a._ Q vr.JJIJJJ/-5tJO ~ -
E. CLA YNE TYLER, ISBN 5277 
Clearwater County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 2627 
_,.- I 
Orofino, ID 83544 
Telephone: 208-476-5611 
Fax: 208-476-4642 
Deputy: LORI GILMORE, ISBN 5877 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
In the Matter of the Approval of Variance ) 
ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 




BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS) 




CASE NO: CV2011-500 
NOTICE OF FILING OF RECORD 
OF PROCEEDINGS 
This notice is to provide a record that the Respondent, Clearwater County, Idaho, filed the 
record of proceedings in accordance with Idaho Code Section 67-5275 on February 17, 2012, as 
reflected in the Court fi le. 
DATED: April30, 2012 
I 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
The undersigned I]!:W cert~'t a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed 
to the following on this ~day of I , 2012: 
Garry W. Jones 
Jones, Brower & Callery, PLLC 
P.O. Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 83 501 
NOTICE OF FILING OF RECORD 2 
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Garry W. Jones (ISB No. 1254) 
Karin Seubert (ISB No. 7813) 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
1304 Idaho Street 
P. 0 . Box 854 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
(208) 743-3591 
~·· FiLED D BD l' -s oJil~Zt / 
[ MAY 2 2 2D12~ \'tt:l. ' 
(;!.~· !c IJ:s· :. ··' ,·1 
Clear·w:.l·?r Cn:~ ·~~~- G _ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
In the Matter of the Approval of Variance ) 
ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 




BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS) 
OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
CASE NO. CV 2011-00500 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN 
SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
COMES NOW EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE SHINN, husband and wife, 
petitioners, by and through GARRY W. JONES, their attorney of record, and, in compliance 
with this Court's Order for Briefing dated April 27, 2012, submits this Memorandum of Law in 
support of their Petition for Judicial Review filed on December 19, 2011. 
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PROCEDURALANDFACTUALBACKGROUND 
On May 23, 2006, Ed and Carole Galloway filed an application with the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission requesting approval to subdivide a parcel of property 
of approximately 99.82 acres into 10 parcels ranging between 6 plus acres and 12 plus acres in 
size. Tr., Tab 16 at 1. Said subdivision is proposed to be served by an access road from Middle 
Road to the subdivision that crosses real property owned by Petitioners Edward L. Shinn and 
Donilee Shinn and Don Ingle. Tr., Tab 20 at 49. During the course of the subdivision review 
process, it was determined that the proposed subdivision could not conform with the 
requirements of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance without Mr. and Mrs. Galloway 
first securing the subject variances from the access road minimum requirements. Id. at 9-18. 
On January 11, 2011, Mr. and Mrs. Galloway filed an application for three variances 
from the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Tr., Tab 4; Tab 16 at 1. Said application 
was (1) to vary the requirement that access roads be built within a minimum 60 foot right of way 
to allow instead for a 30 foot right of way, (2) to vary the requirement that access roads have a 
minimum twenty four foot road surface or finished width to allow instead for a 18 foot width 
with a 15 foot "bottleneck" at one point, and (3) to vary the requirement that all arterial, 
collector, and other streets in a proposed subdivision be dedicated to the public to allow instead 
for a private road. Id. 
The Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on said 
application on March 21, 2011. Tr., Tab 16 at 1; Tab 20. At said public hearing, Mr. Galloway 
testified in support of his application. Tr., Tab 20 at 9-35, 73-83. Attorney Garry Jones testified 
on behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Shinn in opposition to the application, Tr., Tab 20 at 35-49, 94-95. 
Neighbors Don Ingle (owing land directly adjacent to the subject property), Roger Kinyon 
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(owning land in the general vicinity), and Chris Martin (owning land in the general vicinity) also 
spoke in opposition to the application. Id. at 49-58. The Idaho Department of Lands submitted 
written comment in advance of the hearing indicating their neutral position on the application. 
Id. at 59. Surveyor Terry Golding provided neutral testimony concerning the history of the roads 
in the area. Id. at 59-72. Real estate agent Jerry Strahan provided neutral testimony as to his 
opinion interpretation of the easement. Id. at 72-73. At the conclusion of said hearing, the 
Planning and Zoning Commission granted each of the requested variances. Tr., Tab 15 
(Findings of Fact and Written Decision dated April4, 2011); Tab 20 at 108-09. 
On March 25, 2011, Mr. and Mrs. Shinn, through counsel, filed an Application for 
Appeal seeking review of the Planning and Zoning Commission's approval of the subject 
variances. Tr., Tab 1. The Notice of Appeal was heard by the Clearwater County Board of 
County Commissioners on May 23, 2011. Tr., Tab 3. At the conclusion of said hearing, the 
Clearwater County Board of County Commissioners overturned the variance approval and 
remanded the Galloway request to the Planning and Zoning Commission for further public 
hearing on the issue of whether an undue hardship exists to support the granting of the variances 
as requested. Tr., Tab 16 (Decision dated July 29, 2011). 
On August 15, 2011, the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission held 
further public hearing on the subject variances. Tr., Tab 21. At said second public hearing, a 
letter from Mr. Galloway to county staff was read into the record in support of his application. 
I d. at 10-13. Mr. Galloway again personally testified in support of his application. I d. at 16-20, 
43-49, 63. Attorney Garry Jones on behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Shinn, and neighbors Mr. Ingle and 
Mr. Kinyon again testified in opposition to the application. Id. at 21-41, 49-50. The Idaho 
Department of Lands again submitted written comment in advance of the hearing indicating their 
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neutral position on the application. Id. at 42-43. At the conclusion of this second public hearing, 
the Planning and Zoning Commission again granted each of the requested variances. Tr., Tab 15 
(Findings ofFact and Written Decision dated September 6, 2011); Tab 21 at 66. 
On August 31, 2011, Mr. and Mrs. Shinn, through counsel, filed a second Application for 
Appeal seeking review of the Planning and Zoning Commission' approval of the subject 
variances. Tr., Tab 1. The second Notice of Appeal was heard by the Clearwater County Board 
of County Commissioners on October 24, 2011, at which time the Board heard oral argument 
and took the matter under advisement until a decision was announced at its November 7, 2011 
meeting upholding the subject variances' approval. Tr., Tab 16 (Decision dated November 21, 
2011); Tab 22. 
On December 19, 2011, Mr. and Mrs. Shinn, through counsel,_ filed their Petition for 
Judicial Review, which initiated this proceeding. 
LAW 
I. Standard of Review 
The judicial review of an agency decision is governed by Idaho Code Section 67-5279, 
which requires that the reviewing court shall affirm the agency action unless the court finds that 
the action was: 
(a) In violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) In excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) Made upon unlawful procedure; or 
(d) Arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
In addition to demonstrating that the agency erred in a manner specified by Idaho Code Section 
67-5279(3), the party challenging the decision of the Board must demonstrate that its substantial 
rights have been prejudiced. Hawkins v. Bonneville Co. Bd. of Comm 'rs, 151 Idaho 228, 254 
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P.3d 1224 (2011) (citing Kirk-Hughes Dev., LLC v. Kootenai Co. Bd of Co. Comm 'rs, 149 Idaho 
555, 237 P.3d 652 (2010)). 
II. The Board of County Commissioners' denial ofPetitioners' appeal ofthe subject 
variances prejudiced their substantial rights. 
The party challenging an agency decision must demonstrate that its substantial rights 
have been prejudiced in addition to demonstrating error pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5279. 
Hawkins v. Bonneville Co. Bd. ofComm'rs, 151 Idaho 228,254 P.3d 1224 (2011) (citing Kirk-
Hughes Dev., LLC v. Kootenai Co. Ed of Co. Comm 'rs, 149 Idaho 555,237 P.3d 652 (2010)). 
Petitioners will address the prejudice to Mr. and Mrs. Shinn's substantial rights first as it 
is not in dispute and can be addressed concisely. 
Here, the Board of County Commissioners appropriately concluded that the Shinns have 
a substantial right implicated by the approval or denial of the subject variance by virtue of their 
ownership of the land encumbered by the easement proposed to serve as an access road. Tr., Tab 
16 at 6. Because the approval ofthe variances was not supported by applicable law, as discussed 
below, said wrongful approval prejudices Mr. and Mrs. Shinn's substantial right as land owners. 
See Hawkins, 151 Idaho at 233, 254 P.3d at 1229 (citing Terrazas v. Blaine Co. ex rel. Bd. Of 
Comm 'rs, 147 Idaho 193, 207 P.3d 169 (2009). 
III. The Board of County Commissioners' denial of Petitioners' appeal in error requires 
reversal pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3). 
The judicial review of an agency decision requires that the reviewing court shall affirm 
the agency action unless the court finds that the action was: 
a. In violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
b. In excess ofthe statutory authority ofthe agency; 
c. Made upon unlawful procedure; or 
d. Arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
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Idaho Code §67-5279(3). 
As discussed below, the Board of County Commissioners' denial of Petitioners' appeal of 
the subject variances violated both state and local statutory provisions warranting reversal 
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3)(a), exceeded its statutory authority warranting 
reversal pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3)(b), and was arbitrary, capricious and an 
abuse of its discretion warranting reversal pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3)(d). This 
Memorandum will address each in turn. 
a. The Board of County Commissioners' denial of Petitioners' appeal justifies reversal 
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67 -5279(3 )(a) due to violations of applicable statutory 
prOVISIOnS. 
The Idaho Constitution grants counties some self-governing powers and states in relevant 
part as follows: 
[A ]ny county or incorporated city or town may make and enforce, within its limits, all 
such local police, sanitary and other regulations are not in conflict with its charter or 
with the general laws. 
Idaho Const., Art. XII, § 2 (emphasis added). The power of counties and municipalities to zone 
is a police power authorized by this constitutional section. Gumprecht v. City of Coeur d'Alene, 
104 Idaho 615, 661 P.2d 1214 (1983). 
The application of this constitutional provision requires that a local zoning ordinance 
cannot conflict the general laws of the State of Idaho, including the Idaho Code. Instead, the 
granting of a variance must comply both with the local zoning ordinance and all relevant 
statutory provisions under the Idaho Code. 
Here, the record reflects that the Board of County Commissioners' denial ofMr. and Mrs. 
Shinn's appeal violated Idaho Code Section 67-6516, which governs variance permits, and also 
violated the requirements of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. This Memorandum 
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will, first, discuss the Idaho Code violation and then the Clearwater County Subdivision 
Ordinance violation. 
(1) Insufficient evidence was presented to support a finding of"an undue hardship 
because of characteristics of the site" as required under Idaho Code Section 67-
6516. 
The clear language of Idaho Code Section 67-6516 requires that a variance "may be 
granted to an applicant only upon a showing of undue hardship because of the characteristics of 
the site and that the variance is not in conflict with the public interest." (emphasis added.) 
Here, the record reflects that insufficient evidence was presented or findings made that 
there are special circumstances or conditions affecting "the characteristics of the site." See Tr., 
Tabs 20 and 21. Instead, as discussed below, all evidence presented, findings of fact made, and 
conclusions drawn as to the existence of an undue hardship demonstrate that, at best, there are 
special circumstances or conditions affecting applicants Mr. and Mrs. Galloway, namely the 
scope of their rights under the subject easement, not the site itself. 
The Board of County Commissioners' analysis and the underlying arguments made by 
Mr. Galloway can be appropriately summarized as follows: 
1. The existing land use regulations are outdated and the Applicant should not be held to the 
standards contained therein because the requested variance is adequate. 
2. Building a wider road is more expensive. 
3. An undue hardship exists because the Applicant is constrained by the scope of the 
easement that he owns. 
Tr., Tab 21 at 10-13; Tab 16 (Decision dated November 21,2011 at 3-5). 
None of these points demonstrate "an undue hardship because of the characteristics of the 
site" as required under Idaho Code Section 67-6516. 
First, as discussed further below, the Planning and Zoning Commission and Board of 
County Commissioners are constrained to follow the law in its current form when considering 
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variance requests. City of Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 906, 693 P.2d 1108 (Ct. 
App. 1984). Whether the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance is outdated and in need of 
amendment is a public policy question to be resolved through the appropriate legislative process. 
It is not grounds for an undue hardship. See infra. 
Further, whether or not a requested variance is "adequate" does not support a finding of 
"undue hardship because of characteristics of the site." Adequacy is certainly an appropriate 
factor to consider when evaluating whether "the variance is not in conflict with the public 
interest," which is also required under Idaho Code Section 67-6516. However, adequacy is not 
the appropriate standard in evaluating the existence of an "undue hardship." Just because 
something lesser than is otherwise required is "adequate" does not mean that an "undue hardship 
because of characteristics of the site" exists. 
Despite this lack of correlation, the Board of County Commissions cited to the 
"adequacy" of the access road as varied to conclude that sufficient evidence was presented to 
justify the Commission's findings, and stated as follows: 
In this case, evidence to the Commission found the road as varied provided 
proper, safe access, that the easement necessary to support the road as varied was 
adequate . . . and unnecessary in that there would likely be no further 
developments or subdivisions using the same road for access... The road as varied 
(easement, road width, public dedication) was deemed adequate by reviewing 
professionals including the Clearwater County Road Department and the 
Evergreen Fire District. 
In prior proceedings, testimony was submitted from the Clearwater County Road 
and Bridge Department Supervisor, Rob Simon, indicating that the proposed 
private road access (the subject of the three variance requests) would be adequate 
for safe, year round travel, especially given the low density rural nature of the 
development. That information was provided again in the remand hearing of 
August 15t11 • 
Tr., Tab 16 at 4-5 (citations omitted, emphasis added). Just because the access road as varied 
may be adequate, said adequacy fails to support the conclusion that "undue hardship because of 
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the characteristics of the site," Idaho Code §67-6516, nor did the Clearwater County Planning 
and Zoning Commission make such a factual finding. Tr., Tab 15 (Findings of Fact and Written 
Decision dated September 6, 2011). 
Second, the Board of Commissioners misinterpreted Idaho law when stating "[a]n undue 
hardship can be created due to exorbitant expense of a requirement not justified by the 
development, such as with respect to excessive road construction requirements to support a 
relatively few number of daily vehicle trips caused by the development for a Board of County 
Commissioners finding of undue hardship due to an expense vs. benefit analysis. I d. at 4 (citing 
Blaha v. Board of Ada County Comm 'rs, 134 Idaho 770, 773, 9 P.3d 1236, 1239 (2000)). 
The Blaha Court did not discuss the validity of an expense versus benefit analysis in 
consideration of a variance as the Board of County Commissioners' Decision contends. I d. 
Instead, the Court in Blaha concluded that the Ada County Board of County Commissioners' 
decision was in error because the Petitioners had waived any objections by failing to appeal the 
underlying decision of the relevant highway district. 134 Idaho at 775, 9 P.3d at 1241. There is 
no such procedural error alleged here and the Board of County Commissioners' reliance on the 
Blaha decision is misplaced. 
Instead, the principles established in City of Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 
906, 693 P.2d 1108 (Ct. App. 1984), govern the application of economic feasibility in variance 
requests. In City of Burley, the Court found that the economic feasibility of converting a rental 
property to three rather than two units was not "peculiar to the circumstances of the site" and was 
instead of general applicability. 107 Idaho at 909-10,693 P.2d at 1111-12.1 Likewise, here, the 
1 In City of Burley, the Idaho Court of Appeals ruled as follows: "The variance was granted because increasing the 
density of the land use, from a duplex to a triplex, would make the remodeling economically feasible. However, the 
same could be said of any investment in rental property. When the density of land use is increased, the potential 
income flow also increases. An otherwise unprofitable investment, such as remodeling, may become feasible. This 
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improved economic feasibility of constructing the requested 18 foot road as opposed to a 30 foot 
road as the Subdivision Ordinance requires is of general applicability caused by economic 
feasibility, not due to the "characteristics of the site," as required under Idaho Code Section 67-
6516. It fails to support a finding of "undue hardship due to characteristics of the site." 
Last, when the findings that the requested variances are "adequate" and compliance 
would be "too expensive" are disregarded for the reasons discussed above, then the remaining 
records reflects what this dispute boils down to entirely: that Mr. and Mrs. Galloway's 
"impossibility" was of their own making through the easement that they themselves secured. 
This also fails to support a finding of "undue influence due to characteristics of the site." 
There is no dispute that Mr. and Mrs. Galloway purchased the property in 1985. Tr., Tab 
21 at 63. Nor is there any dispute that the Applicant himself secured the easement in 1998. Tr., 
Tab 13 (Grant of Easement dated September 21, 1998). Nor is it disputed that the applicable 
Subdivision Ordinance has remained unchanged since the purchase ofthe property. Tr., Tab 21 
at 62-64. 
The Idaho Supreme Court was faced with similar facts in Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. 
Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 567 P.2d 1257 (1977), which involved the review of a denial tore-
zone a parcel of land near Sun Valley from residential/agricultural to commercial. There, the 
Court stated: 
[W]e cannot overlook the fact that Dawson's hardship in this case is self-inflicted 
since the option to purchase was exercised in full knowledge that the land was 
zoned residential and that a variance for commercial use had not been granted. 
As the Supreme Court of Colorado said, under similar circumstances: 
Nopro's land investment was made in full knowledge of the zoning limitations. It 
took the calculated risk that it could break the zoning use barrier and thereby 
double the profit from its investment. Having been denied the means by which 
correlation between density ofland use and the scope offeasible investments is not "peculiar" to the property at 
issue in this case. It could apply to rental properties anywhere." 
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this might be accomplished, it claims hardship. If hardship exists under the facts 
of this case and we hold that it does not it was incurred voluntarily by the choice 
ofNopro and was self-inflicted. 
Id. at 516, 567 P.2d 1267 (quoting Nopro Co. v. Town of Cherry Hills Village, 180 Colo. 217, 
504 P.ed 344, 349 (1973)) (emphasis added). 
Here, as in Dawson and Nopro, no hardship exists. But, if the Court finds that sufficient 
evidence exists to support the Commission's finding of undue hardship, said hardship was 
incurred voluntarily by the choice of Mr. and Mrs. Galloway when they secured the subject 
easement. Tr., Tab 13 (Grant ofEasement dated September 21, 1998). 
But, most importantly, any such hardship that may be found has no relationship to the 
"characteristics of the site" as required under Idaho Code Section 67-6516. The record reflects 
that the characteristics of "the site" - that being either the proposed access road to Mr. and Mrs. 
Galloway's proposed subdivision or the site of the proposed subdivision itself- did not define 
the terms of the grant of easement based on "extraordinary topography" or other such physical 
landmark or condition that could be interpreted to create an "undue hardship because of 
characteristics of the site." Tr., Tabs 20 and 21. Instead, the undisputed evidence was that the 
site is "gently rolling and very capable of putting a road at virtually any place. It's very, I mean, 
it's pretty dam level ground." Tr., Tab 21 at 31. See also Tr., Tab 14 (Exhibits 1-9). 
For these reasons, there was insufficient evidence presented to support a finding of 
"undue hardship because of characteristics of the site" as required under Idaho Code Section 67-
6516. The Board of County Commissioner's denial of Petitioner's appeal absent such a finding 
violates Idaho Code 67-6516 and must be reversed pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-
5279(3)(a). 
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(2) Insufficient evidence was presented, and no relevant findings of fact made, as to 
whether the requested variances would be "injurious to other property in the area 
in which the property is situated" as required under Article VIII, Section B(iii) of 
the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 
In addition to failing to correctly apply Idaho Code Section 67-6516, as discussed above, 
the Board of County Commissioners failed to correctly apply the Clearwater County Subdivision 
Ordinance, which establishes that: 
No variance, as herein defined, shall be favorably acted by upon by the 
Commission unless there is a finding, as a result of public hearing that ALL of the 
following exist: 
a. That there are such special circumstances or conditions affecting the 
property that the strict application of the provisions of this Ordinance would 
clearly be impracticable or unreasonable and cause an undue hardship. 
b. That strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance would 
result in extraordinary topography, or such other conditions would result in 
inhibiting the achievement of the objectives ofthe Ordinance. 
c. That the granting of the specified variance will not be detrimental to the 
public welfare or injurious to other property in the area in which the property is 
situated. 
d. That such variance will not violate the provisions of the Idaho Code. 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordiance (hereinafter "CCSO", Art. VIII(B). 
The Planning and Zoning Commission failed to include findings that the granting of the 
subject variances will not be "injurious to other property in the area in which the property is 
situated" in either of the two Findings of Fact and Written Decisions regarding the subject 
variances. C.C.S.O., Art. VIII(B)(c); Tr., Tab 15 (Findings of Fact and Written Decisions dated 
April 4, 2011 and Sept. 6, 2011). Despite this shortcoming, the Planning and Zoning 
Commission concluded that variance requirements had been met and approved the variance 
request. Tr., Tab 15 (Findings of Fact and Written Decision dated Sept. 6, 2011 at 7). The 
Clearwater County Board of County Commissioners similarly concluded that "sufficient 
evidence was presented to justify the Commission's findings" but its Decision contained no 
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discussion of its analysis of or conclusions regarding whether the subject variances will be 
"injurious to other property in the area in which the property is situated" as required under the 
Ordinance. C.C.S.O., Art. VIII(B)(c); Tr., Tab 16 
Further, a review of the record in its entirety finds that the only relevant comments 
contained in said Findings of Fact and Written Decisions that could arguably be construed as 
findings that the subject variances will not be "injurious to other property in the area in which the 
property is situated" was not properly before the Planning and Zoning Commission. Such 
comments are limited to language quoted from an email sent by Mr. Galloway's email to 
Planning Administrator Bobbi Kaufman on January 20, 2012, which stated as follows: 
The public welfare is not impacted at all since the changes will not have an 
impact on emergency vehicles. Nor will it impact other owners in the area as the 
design and implementation is entirely within parameters of the deeded RIW and 
the original (approved) plat. Carole and I are doing this low density sub with 
applicable CC&Rs to limit impact on the neighbors both visually and physically. 
These variances are in sync with precedent ordnances (sic) over the last 30-40 
years in Clearwater County. 
Tr., Tab 15 (Findings of Fact and Written Decision dated April 4, 2011 at 2-3, ,-r4(a) and 4(e)) 
(emphasis added). 
Said email could not be the basis of any of the Commission's findings because said email 
was not read into the record at either public hearing on the subject variances nor addressed in any 
of the testimony presented. 2 Tr., Tabs 20 and 21. Instead, said email was contained in two staff 
reports, which were presumably provided to the members of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission prior to the March 21, 2011 hearing. Tr., Tab 10 (Staff Report dated Feb. 4, 2011 at 
3, ,-r4(c), and Staff Report dated March 14, 2011 at 3, ,-r4(c)). Said staff reports were not 
2 In contrast, Mr. Galloway's email to the Clearwater County planning administrator of August 10, 2011 was read 
into the record at the August 15, 2011 public hearing, so is properly included in the record of said public hearing. 
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presented or accepted as evidence at either of the public hearings on the subject variances. Tr., 
Tabs 20 and 21. Since said email and the relevant staff reports were not part of the record before 
the Planning and Zoning Commission, it cannot form the basis of any factual findings or decision 
of the Commission. 
For these reasons, the Board of County Commissioners' denial of Petitioners' appeal in 
the absence of any factual basis to support the required finding that the variances will not be 
"injurious to other property in the area in which the property is situated" constitutes a violation 
of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. As such, reversal is warranted pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3)(a). 
b. The Board of County Commissioners' denial ofPetitioners' appeal justifies reversal 
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3)(b) because it exceeded its statutory authority. 
The Board of County Commissioners' denial of Petitioners' appeal exceeded its statutory 
authority because, first, it acted in a legislative capacity as opposed to a quasi-judicial capacity 
by failing to properly apply relevant law, and, second, it impermissibly attempted to adjudicate 
the rights of the respective parties with regard to the easement. This Memorandum of Law will 
address each in tum. 
( 1) The Board of County Commissioners acted in excess of its authority by 
implicitly attempting to legislate while sitting in a quasi-judicial capacity. 
The· Idaho Supreme Court addressed the scope of authority granted to administrative 
entities in considering variance requests in City of Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 
906, 693 P.2d 1108 (Ct. App. 1984), which is particularly instructive in this case.3 The City of 
Burley case involved a variance request to allow the conversion of a rental property into a triplex 
3 In City of Burley, the municipal ordinance adopted the language of "special circumstances" and "peculiar" as 
prerequisites for variance approval, whereas the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance includes the similar 
terms of"special circumstances or conditions affecting the property," "extraordinary topography, or such other 
conditions". 
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as opposed to a duplex as allowed by right because said variance was necessary to justifY the 
expense of remodeling. Id. The Court rejected the variance approval as follows: 
A variance request, like a rezoning request, focuses upon a specific parcel of 
property. It invokes a quasi-judicial power. Moreover, a variance request 
contemplates no modification of the zoning ordinance. It is governed strictly by 
existing ordinance requirements. Therefore, in reviewing a variance decision, our 
function is to determine whether the zoning board's findings are supported by 
substantial evidence and, if so, whether the board's conclusions properly apply 
the zoning ordinance to the facts as found. 
The district court held that the zoning board's findings - as far as they went -
were supported by substantial evidence. We agree. Gregerson's testimony, 
which was largely undisputed tended to show that converting the rental structure 
into a triplex was necessary to justify the expense of remodeling. However, the 
court also upheld the board's conclusion of law, that the requirements for a 
variance had been met. On this point we believe the court erred. As noted above, 
the ordinance explicitly requires that "any special circumstances ... or conditions" 
creating the need for a variance must be "peculiar" to the property and not 
applicable "generally to land or buildings in the neighborhood." The board found 
no facts satisfYing this requirement. 
The variance was granted because increasing the density of the land use, from a 
duplex to a triplex, would make the remodeling economically feasible. However, 
the same could be said of any investment in rental property. When the density of 
land use is increased, the potential income flow also increases. An otherwise 
unprofitable investment, such as remodeling, may become feasible. This 
correlation between density of land use and the scope of feasible investments is 
not "peculiar" to the property at issue in this case. It could apply to rental 
properties anywhere. 
This case illustrates a tension in public policy between the goal of upgrading a 
community's physical housing stock and the goal of maintaining stability in the 
nature and density of land uses in residential neighborhoods. Balancing these 
goals is a legislative task. The Idaho Legislature and the Burley City Council 
have struck a balance by allowing variances from zoning regulations but limiting 
those variances to peculiar circumstances of each site. The legislative line having 
been drawn, the courts and administrative entities exercising quasi-judicial 
powers are constrained to follow it. 
Id. at 909-10; 693 P.2d at 1111-12. 
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Here, as in City of Burley, the legislative line has been drawn: all variance requests in 
Clearwater County involving subdivisions must comply with the requirements of Idaho Code 
Section 67-6516 and the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. See supra. 
The record reflects that Mr. Galloway testified at length at the public hearing with 
regards to his opinion that the requirements of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance 
themselves constitute an undue hardship. See infra. Said testimony specifically included Mr. 
Galloway's opinions about the outdated nature of the existing Clearwater County Subdivision 
Ordinance and how its application is more appropriate for an urban setting than the low density 
rural setting at issue. See Tr., Tab 21 at 10-13. The Planning and Zoning Commission 
subsequently found that "[t]he requirements of the ordinance are intended for developments 
which tend to be a higher density checkerboard effect, using and expanding existing streets." 
Tr., Tab 15 (Findings ofFact and Written Decision dated September 6, 2011 at 5, ,-r6(c)). 
The Board of Commissioners, in tum, relied upon the lack of controlling ordinances over 
the subdivision of the subject property into 5 20-acre parcels as allowed by right if the subject 
variances were denied as opposed to the 10 smaller parcels sought through the subject variances. 
See Tr., Tab 16 at 4.4 
If the Board of Commissioners concludes that it is in the public interest to control the 
development of 20-acre or larger parcels of land, then it can enact such legislation or amend 
existing ordinances to address the public health, safety and welfare as it deems appropriate. To 
do so performs its legislative function. However, when sitting in the quasi-judicial role of 
4 The Decision of the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners stated as follows: "Failure to grant the requested 
variances would have the result in the inability to subdivide the real property into less than 20 acre parcels, without 
any control or jurisdiction over the road at all by Clearwater County, and with the possibility of more residences 
being in place and a higher traffic load than as currently proposed, due to the lack of controlling ordinances being in 
place for 20 acre or larger parcels. Thus, the public interest may actually be hurt by failure to grant the variances." 
Tr., Tab 16 at 4-5. 
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review of the Planning and Zoning Commission as it did here, its legislative function is not an 
available resource. To blend the two as the Board of Commissioners has done here 
impermissibly exceeds its authority and constitutes reversible error pursuant to Idaho Code 
Section 67-5279(3)(b). 
(2) The Board of County Commissioners exceeded its statutory authority by 
attempting to adjudicate the rights of the respective parties with regards to the 
easement. 
Additionally, although it took great pains to make clear that it did not wish to do so, the 
Board's Decision has the practical effect of adjudicating the rights of the respective parties with 
regard to the easement, which exceeds its authority. See Tr., Tab 16 (Decision at 7).5 It is well 
settled under Idaho law that a local zoning authority lacks jurisdiction to determine an 
easement's nature and scope as questions of property ownership must be resolved by a district 
court. Jasso v. Camas County, 151 Idaho 790, 264 P.3d 897 (2011) (citing Rural Kootenai Org., 
Inc. v. Bd. ofComm 'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 993 P.2d 596 (1999)). 
Because a local zoning authority lacks authority to determine an easement's nature and 
scope, the Planning and Zoning Commission impermissibly granted the subject variance 
allowing for a non-public road because it is impossible to separate the public or non-public 
nature of the access road from the nature and scope of the easement. Said determination cannot 
be made without resolving inherent questions of property ownership. Through its approval of 
the relevant variance, the Planning and Zoning Commission impermissibly answered this 
question for the parties in favor of Mr. and Mrs. Galloway, which exceeds its jurisdiction. The 
5 Stating "The easement in question provides a bare, unequivocal grant of non-exclusive easements to Galloway, and 
Galloway's heirs, successors and assigns, with the only limitation being as follows: 'This Grant ofEasements is 
binding upon and enures to the benefit of the heirs, assigns, and successors of the patiies hereto, and the easement 
for ingress and egress shall not be deemed a public right-of-way.' ... With the grant of a variance to Galloway 
allowing the access road to remain a private, rather than a public road, then the easement appears on its face for 
planning and zoning purposes, to allow for development." 
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Board of County Commissioners' denial of Mr. and Mrs. Shinn's appeal ratified the 
Commission's improper act, which in doing so exceeded the Board's authority. Said act 
constitutes reversible error pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3)(b). 
While Petitioners acknowledge that this judicial review proceeding is not the proper 
venue to adjudicate such questions of property ownership, it is important to note that even if the 
Board's inquiry into the scope of the easement had been authorized, its conclusions were 
incorrect. 
The subject easement is a "non-exclusive" easement. See Grant of Easement dated Sept. 
21, 1998, at Tab 13 (granting the Applicants "a perpetual non-exclusive easement"). Under 
Idaho law, a "non-exclusive" easement creates a general grant of easement, the use of which 
"may be enlarged beyond the purposes originally required at the time the easement was created, 
so long as that use is reasonable and necessary and is consistent with the normal development of 
the land." McFadden v. Sein, 139 Idaho 921, 88 P.3d 740 (2004) (emphasis added). 
Here, there is no dispute that the subject property and surrounding area is "very low 
density rural" and that the subject variances will enlarge the easement's use. Tr., Tab 21 at 14. 
The record reflects that no testimony was presented as to why the proposed subdivision into ten 
rather than five parcels (as allowed by right) is reasonable and necessary and consistent with the 
nonnal development of the land, other than Mr. Galloway's assertions that the Freeman Creek 
area was under development and would continue to be. Id. at 19. Said bald assertions are 
insufficient to support a finding that the increased development allowed under the subject 
variances is permissible under the terms of the subject easement. McFadden, 139 Idaho at 921, 
88 P.3d at 740. However, as discussed above, said determination would be within the 
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jurisdiction of the District Court in a separate action to determine the relevant questions of 
property ownership, not the local planning authorities as part of a variance request. 
c. The Board of County Commissioners' denial ofPetitioners' appeal justifies reversal 
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3)(d) because it was arbitrary, capricious and an 
abuse of its discretion. 
Last, the Board of County Commissioners' denial of Petitioners' appeal and 
characterization of Mr. and Mrs. Galloway's ability to comply with the ordinance as 
"impossible" is an arbitrary and capricious gloss over the undisputed facts of this dispute: that 
this "impossibility" was of Mr. and Mrs. Galloway's own making through the easement that they 
themselves secured. See Tr., Tab 13 (Grant ofEasement dated September 21, 1998). 
The undisputed record reflects that Mr. and Mrs. Galloway purchased the property in 
1985. Tr., Tab 21 at 63. It further reflects that Mr. and Mrs. Galloway themselves secured the 
easement in 1998. See Tr., Tab 13 (Grant of Easement dated September 21, 1998). It further 
reflects that Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance has remained unchanged, in relevant part, 
at all times since the purchase of the property in 1985. Tr., Tab 21 at 62-64. 
The Idaho Supreme Court was faced with similar facts in Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. 
Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 567 P.2d 1257 (1977), which involved the review of a denial tore-
zone a parcel of land near Sun Valley from residential/agricultural to commercial. There, the 
Court stated: 
[W]e cannot overlook the fact that Dawson's hardship in this case is self-inflicted 
since the option to purchase was exercised in full knowledge that the land was 
zoned residential and that a variance for commercial use had not been granted. 
As the Supreme Court of Colorado said, under similar circumstances: 
Nopro's land investment was made in full knowledge of the zoning limitations. It 
took the calculated risk that it could break the zoning use barrier and thereby 
double the profit from its investment. Having been denied the means by which 
this might be accomplished, it claims hardship. If hardship exists under the facts 
of this case and we hold that it does not it was incurred voluntarily by the choice 
ofNopro and was self-inflicted. 
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Id. at 516, 567 P.2d 1267 (quoting Nopro Co. v. Town of Cherry Hills Village, 180 Colo. 217, 
504 P.ed 344, 349 (1973)) (emphasis added). 
Here, the Board of Commissions correctly recognized that a "self inflicted hardship, if it 
exists, is a factor to be considered in whether or not to grant or deny a variance, but it is not 
controlling." Tr., Tab 16 (Decision dated November 21, 2011 at 6). However, the Board 
abused its discretion and acted arbitrarily and capriciously where it stated "this Board of 
Commissioners cannot say that the Planning and Zoning Commission abused its discretion when 
deciding to grant the variances in spite of the argument of self inflicted hardship and finds in 
favor of Galloway on this issue." Id. 
The Board of Commissioners came to this conclusion despite the Planning and Zoning 
Commission's failure to acknowledge and include the self-inflicted nature of the Applicant's 
alleged hardship in its findings of fact or written decision. Tr., Tab 15 (Findings of Fact and 
Written Decision dated September 6, 2011 ). Said failure deprived the Board of Commissioners' 
-and this Court's- ability to review the Planning and Zoning's Commissions decision-making 
process for an abuse of discretion. 
Where findings of fact under review are clearly inadequate, the reviewing court or quasi-
judicial body should at least initially remand the case to the agency. See Workman Family 
Partnership v. City of Twin Falls, 104 Idaho 32, 655 P.2d 926 (1982). To hold otherwise 
authorizes the reviewing court or appellate board to substitute its judgment for that of the agency 
in violation ofldaho law. See I. C. §67-5279(1); Woodfield v. Bd. of Professional Discipline, 127 
Idaho 738, 905 P.2d 1047 (Ct. Appp. 1995). 
Here, the Board of Commissioners had express authority to remand the matter to the 
Planning and Zoning Commission as it had done prior. See I.C. §67-5279. Its failure to do so 
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despite its express finding that it could not conclude that the Commission had even considered 
the self-inflicted nature of the alleged hardship was arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of 
discretion and is sufficient grounds for reversal and remand. 
For these reasons, the decision of the Board of Commissioners' denial of Petitioners' 
appeal should be reversed pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5279(3)(d). 
CONCLUSION 
For these reasons, Petitioners EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE SHINN respectfully 
request that this Court reverse the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners' denial of their 
appeal of the approval of variances requested by Edward E. Galloway and Carole Galloway as 
ZV2011-2. At that time, Mr. and Mrs. Galloway's request in Subdivision Request SUB060096 
cannot be sustained and must also be denied. ,, 
l/~ 
DATED this_l_day ofMay, 2012. 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
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In the Matter of the Approval of Variance ) 
ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 
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CASE NO: CV2011-500 
MOTION TO AUGMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD 
COMES NOW, the Respondent in the above entitled matter, and moves the Court to 
augment the record in this matter with the minutes from the Clearwater County Board of 
Commissioners and moves the Court to augment the administrative record in the above matter 
pursuant to I.C. 67-5275. 
The record does not contain minutes of the Clearwater Cotmty Board of Commissioners 
meetings dated June 6, 2011 and June 27, 2011. These minutes include minutes from appeal 
hearings before the Board of County Commissioners, at issue in this case. A true and accurate 
copy of the same are attached. 
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The Respondent requests these minutes be included in the record for purposes of judicial 
review. 
DATED this ktef. day of July, 2012. 
TYLER 
UTING ATTORNEY 
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COMMISSIONERS PROCEEDINGS 
June 6, 2011 
The Board of County Commissioners met in special session pursuant to recess of May 31, 
2011. Chairman Don Ebert called the meeting to order at 8:05A.M. Roll Call. Also present 
was Commissioner Stan Leach and Commissioner Carole Galloway. 
Minutes and reports received, reviewed and placed on file: Statement of Treasurer's Cash 
report. 
Agenda Changes: Chair made the motion to add to the agenda in good faith effort the 
purchase of a used trailer for hauling solid waste, Commissioner Galloway seconded motion, 
all voted yes, motion passed unanimously. 
New/Ongoing/Other Business: BOCC approved and signed expense claims. 
At 8:15A.M., a motion was made by Commissioner Leach to hold an executive session to 
discuss personnel with Ambulance Director Les Eaves, Ken Rea and Dawn Lipke; seconded 
by Commissioner Galloway. Chair Ebert declared the Board to be in executive session as 
authorized by Idaho Code 67-2345(1) (b), to consider records that are exempt from 
disclosure as provided in chapter 3, title ·9, Idaho Code. Chair, Aye; Commissioner Leach, 
Aye; Commissioner Galloway, Aye; motion carried unanimous. The Board directed Mr. 
Eaves to contact ICRMP and follow their guidance. 
Les Eaves has been appointed to the Idaho State EMS Board. He will sit on the 
committees for education, licensing and air transport. 
At 9:05A.M., a motion was made by Commissioner Leach to hold an executive session to 
discuss medical indigents with Social Services Director Lauri Stifanick, seconded by 
Commissioner Galloway. Chair Ebert declared the Board to be in executive session as 
authorized by Idaho Code 67-2345(1) (d), to consider records that are exempt from 
disclosure as provided in chapter 3, title 9, Idaho Code. Chair, Aye; Commissioner Leach, 
Aye; Commissioner Galloway, Aye; motion carried unanimous. 
The Board came out executive session and approved Additional coverage on case 
#020311-24 and #060111-50; denied case #050111-45. Approved and signed Assignment of 
Liens on case #'s 101608-03, 040208-27, 012109-13, 081409-51, 100509-05, 020110-22, 
102209-09,100509-04, 111209-15,092909-59,040110-32,021710-24, 101909-08,042210-
40,091010-58,042810-41,040210-34,042910-43,092010-60, and 111910-15. Chair Ebert 
made the motion; Commissioner Galloway seconded motion. All ayes, motion carried 
unanimous. 
At 9:25A.M., a motion was made by Commissioner Leach to hold an executive session to 
discuss real estate acquisition, seconded by Commissioner Galloway. Chair Ebert declared 
the Board to be in executive session as authorized by Idaho Code 67-2345(1) (c), to 
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Chair asked for the official Agency Record of the appeal of the variance granted by the 
P&Z Commission. Again this hearing is only for a review of that decision of the Planning and 
Zoning Commission and not to substitute the decision with a BOCC decision and to ensure 
that they applied the law properly. Chair asked if Galloway was aware of anything that 
should be here. Ed Galloway disputed the record , said there are items not contained in the 
book; look behind tab 11. He disputes the statement that there aren't any signed find ings of 
facts on the preliminary plat. Chair asserts that there weren't any findings issued in writing, 
(Galloway referring to a draft copy). Ed Galloway read the draft form of findings on a hearing 
of the preliminary plat that took place in 2006. Ed Galloway read from an excerpt from a 
previous meeting in the Commissioner's office. Chair noted that what he read doesn't have a 
bearing on today's proceedings, if he read it at the P&Z hearing then it should be part of the 
transcript. 
Tyler reviewed the question, should the item questioned by Ed Galloway, be added as a 
supplement to the agency record . This is an unsigned document. Tyler advised that the 
record of the agency is placed in a binder form and Mr. Jones has received all those 
documents just not in a binder. Jones said we are here today on appeal of the recent 
decision on the variance and that is what he is prepared to testify on. Clayne Tyler asked to 
get the record straight; did Garry Jones receive everything that is contained in the binder? 
That is everything submitted; only thing not there is the notice of the change of dates for 
hearing on appeal. 
Galloway states that he can't differentiate between the subdivision and variance. Chair 
stated that today's hearing is only on the variance decision. Tyler asked if Mr. Jones 
disputes adding the letter to the record? Jones stated he would have to view the documents 
before allowing the documents into the official record . (These are only a draft copy of 
findings and excerpt of Commissioners' Minutes) 
Ed Galloway wants to submit two letters that had been part of the past preliminary 
hearing. One letter from Shinns and one letter from Sonny Kinzer. Chair asked if this part of 
the evidence submitted at P&Z hearing. Galloway stated it was part of the preliminary plat 
that was passed by P&Z and BOCC. Now this was overturned because it wasn't heard 
properly and has to be redone. Galloway's opinion is that it's double jeopardy. 
Chair advised that the letters if not part of the P&Z hearing on the variance cannot be 
submitted as new testimony. Today is a hearing on the appeal of the variance. Clayne Tyler 
advised that the Agency Record is the basis of the appeal of the P&Z decision on the 
variance. 
Garry Jones presented his argument for the Shinns. There are 2 appeals today. One 
appeal on the variance decision; 2nd on the preliminary approval of the SSB. The 2nd one is 
dependent on the appeal decision. 
The appeal of the variance is based on the following: The argument by Galloway talking 
about findings on an approval on the preliminary already made has no bearing on today's 
appeal since it is on the internal roads. Today's appeal is of the decision on the three 
Variances for the External road width for access to the subdivision, changing the width and 
finished surface width and dedication to the public. These three variances are on the 
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consider records that are exempt from disclosure as provided in chapter 3, title 9, Idaho 
Code. Chair, Aye; Commissioner Leach, Aye; Commissioner Galloway, Aye; motion carried 
unanimous. 
At 10:05 A.M., the BOCC held an open hearing to consider the Appeal of the Planning and 
Zoning Commission approval of the following zoning applications of Ed and Carole Galloway. 
Prosecutor Clayne Tyler and P&Z Administrator Bobbi Kaufman was present along with 
Attorney Garry Jones, Edward and Donalee Shinn and Chris Marvin. No other members of 
the public were present. This session was tape-recorded. 
Chair opened the hearing with a brief explanation of how the hearing will run. Chairman 
Ebert explained that the Board of Commissioners will only be hearing testimony on material 
given at the P&Z hearings and review the P&Z Commission's action. 
Commissioner Galloway disqualified herself from the hearing since she is party to the 
application. Ms. Kaufman submitted a copy of an appeal of the following application from 
Attorney Garry Jones representing adjacent landowner Ed Shinn. The appeal is on the 
following: 
(ZV2011-2) A Variance request by Edward & Carole Galloway to vary access-road 
specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply 
to the Galloway's platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary 
approval. The variance request applies to an approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing 
access between Middle Road and the proposed subdivision. The details of the variance 
request follow: 
o Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; 
o Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by§ D.4.d to 18 feet 
and down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
o Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required 
by§ B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low 
Density Rural District F-1. 
(SUB060096) Final plat stage of the full platting procedure for Hidden Valley Subdivision re-
named Southfork Estates, a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & Carole Galloway to 
divide 99.82 acres into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres. Lot 2) 9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 acres, Lot 4) 
10.09 acres, Lot 5) 10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acres, Lot 
9) 8.98 acres, Lot 1 0) 13.08 acres. This is a continuation of the 17 November 2008 public 
hearing. This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the 
Freeman Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned 
Low Density Rural District F-1. This application was stayed until the appeal is heard on the 
variance. 
On March 21, 2011 P&Z Commission approved the variance application with conditions. 
On March 25, 2011the P&Z Commission and Ms. Kaufman received Notice of Appeal by 
Garry W. Jones from Jones, Brower & Callery, PPLC on behalf of Edward L. and Donilee E. 
Shinn on the decision of the ZV2011-2 and SUB060096. 
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external part of the plat. The Middle Road right of way would reduce down from 60 feet and 
the finished surface down from 24 feet to 15 feet and the dedication to the public from the 
County right of way to the access road to the subdivision. The Ordinance requires certain 
conditions have to be met. There are special circumstances that make it impractical or 
create a hardship on the applicant in order to meet the ordinance requirements. There are 
several other requirements, but the first one is the most important. The ordinance further 
states that the Commission needs to make a findings that these conditions do exist. They 
find that there is an undue hardship or there are unique circumstances that exist and based 
on that they grant the variance. Jones states that he recognizes that apparently there is a 
written statement signed by the chairman of the P&Z Commission that says that they made 
those findings, but I don't know if the BOCC reviewed the entire transcript but there is 
absolutely no discussion on the findings of fact on the transcript. There had to be discussion 
by various members of the Commission that said that these conditions exist or this variance 
can't be granted. I can't find any discussion by the Commission that said that the conditions 
exist or that they bear any undue hardship on the Galloways. That wasn't said by anyone on 
P&Z Commission. It was interesting reading about some of the comments. Jones 
paraphrased comments made by the Chairman said "our subdivision ordinance has an old 
rule that primarily relates to a city setting and not to the rural setting and we have to think out 
of the box." Think outside of the box is a direct quote that is taken from page 105 of the 
transcript. That is something the chairman should not say. The County ordinance says what 
it says, if you think it needs to be changed then change it, but until it is changed you base 
your decisions on what the law says to follow. You don't think out of the box to determine if 
there is a hardship. At the very most the hardship presented by the Galloways is that it's too 
expensive to build a road. Jones submits if the cost of building a road is a hardship then you 
might as well allow everything because spending more money is a hardship. Then anyone 
can make that claim as being a hardship. Any developer can use that excuse to get around 
the ordinance. 
Jones described the access from Middle Road; it's a paved road from Cavendish to Brown 
Road then it breaks to Middle Road, which narrows down to two tracks and this is the access 
road turns into. A map is reviewed and during testimony Simon explained Middle Road from 
this point is a dirt road, not maintained; ungraded and non drained. The purpose of the 
ordinance is for people who buy property will have all weather access from the County Road 
to their property. If you don't meet the conditions of the subdivision ordinance you don't 
subdivide. There have to be facts presented in order for P&Z to make a determination. 
Those facts simply aren't there; the decision they made is legally not a proper decision. 
Jones asserts that P&Z in making this decision is in fact amending the County Ordinance. 
They are saying the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance says you only have to have 
30 feet access from County right of way and only 18 feet of surface road to the subdivision. 
Anytime you add any types of exceptions without a unique situation existing you have 
accentually changed your ordinance. If the Board wants to change the subdivision 
ordinance that's your jurisdiction, not P&Z's province by granting a variance. Those special 
circumstances have to be there and they have to be facts and testified at the hearing in order 
to make that decision. It's not there in the transcript. There is not hardship. 
No facts or testimony were presented which would authorize the issuances of a variance 
under the terms and condition of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Also, Jones 
states that they appealed on the easement in which the Galloways propose to use for access 
to the subdivision property. The easement does not allow that road to be utilized for the 
public for ingress and egress for parties other than Mr. and Mrs. Galloway. The easement 
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document has the statement in it that it is not be used as a public road. If you going to have 
ten lots and each lot has two cars tell me how that isn't a public road. That easement has 
been used in the past for hauling logs by Galloway and nothing has stopped his private use 
of the road, but the easement specifically states it's not to be used as a public right of way. 
It is not appropriate for a variance to be granted from the requirement that access to the 
subdivision be dedicated for public use. Finally, the statements made in the hearing itself 
that the Board needs to consider because they improperly granted the variances. Should 
you choose to grant the variance know that the road standards have to be considered? 
The type of road being built is another concern. At the hearing statements made by Rob 
Simon that the roads have to be built to LHTAC standards were discussed and Galloway 
states the road in his subdivision predates the time that LHTAC standards were adopted. 
Jones can't establish whether that is factual. Any road has to be built to LHTAC standards as 
an all weather road. Galloway states his roads will have bull rock plus 3-4 inches in depth 
with% inch gravel and that is an all weather road. Jones disputes claim since the area gets 
heavy snow and access has not been maintained in the winter. There is a road maintenance 
agreement that should be imposed. The people buying in the subdivision will not have 
public access it will be over a private access and will not be able to maintain an all weather 
road. 
The appeal of the P&Z Commission recommendation for approval of the subdivision prior 
to the Shinn's appeal of the issuance of variance being determined by the Board of County 
Commissioners. The attorney recognized that the appeal of the subdivision is a pending 
decision based on the variance being granted. 
The actual condition of the road was reviewed. An all weather access is to be provided for 
the people buying the properties. Garry Jones shows that the variance is amending the 
ordinance which isn't the province of P&Z and their basis for approval. 
There was no hardship proven at the P&Z hearing. Jones states that the easement 
specifically states it is not for use as a public road. The statements at the hearing should 
be taken into consideration. The comments are important to what standard is the road going 
to be built. The LHTAC standards are applied to the roads. The Galloway's explained that 
his road building precludes the LHTAC standard as adopted in the County Ordinance. 
The easement itself prohibits the use as the access for the subdivision. It's going across a 
private easement. The easement has language which is for discussion in civil court action, 
but there is good decision law at this time. Jones' position is that the type of easement the 
Galloways have doesn't grant the public access use. The type of easement was never 
granted in contemplation of public access. Jones said Tyler can read the easement 
document and see that when the easement was created it was for private use. The 
Galloways do not have the type of easement to grant use for access to a subdivision. 
Garry Jones states that findings of facts don't support the finding of a hardship in order to 
grant the variance. There were not sufficient grounds for anyone to make that determination 
and no discussion at the hearing contemplating hardships. No findings were found and 
without findings there is no legal basis for granting the variance. Since there was not any 
public testimony supporting the finding of a hardship a variance shouldn't be granted. Jones 
concluded his testimony. 
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Clayne Tyler asked for clarification and looks at the variance provision in the County 
Ordinance. The language of the findings which has 5 specific reasons for granting a variance 
was reviewed. The hearing transcript was reviewed. Jones was reading from the ordinance 
itself and that supports the appellant's position today. Finding No. 1 is there is no specific 
reason identified to grant the variance. 
Chair asked for questions, there being none; Ed Galloway has a chance to respond. Ed 
Galloway explained that the variance is in three parts. The external access road was part of 
the appeal. Ed Galloway explained that the evidence was not part of the record was not 
included. He states that the P&Z granted a variance on the internal roads, there was nothing 
done on the external road access. Galloway states that the acting P&Z Administrator in 2006 
told him the County had no jurisdiction on external roads. There were two subdivision 
applications approved by the BOCC that have access over easements to them from the 
County road to Galloway property. He states that he was told the County doesn't have 
jurisdiction on the external road. Mr. Jones wasn't there during those hearings but the Shinns 
were. Mr. Jones is new to the County, but Galloway states he has lived here for 65 years. 
Galloway states that the County ordinance is old and doesn't pertain to rural low density 
subdivision. Galloway states he begged the County to rewrite the ordinance to change it to 
allow for a rural setting. Each time he has to get a variance on each subdivision in order to 
get them passed. Galloway expanded on the past subdivision he has made they required 
variances to fit the rural setting. It's been done for many years this way. Chair asked if the 
other subdivision that was approved came into the same 15 foot bottle neck as this one does. 
No, I will get to that later. 
Galloway wants to submit letters that wasn't presented at the P&Z hearing. Clayne Tyler 
asked if was presented at the hearing then if it wasn't then the evidence can't be submitted 
as new testimony. The portions of the letter if read at the hearing would be of record. The 
transcript would contain anything that was read at the P&Z hearing. Chair explained what 
the BOCC is hearing today only the legal proceeding of P&Z's decision. Chair explained if it's 
not in the record then it can't be added today. 
Galloway's rebuttal on the variance on the roads has been made many times over and 
over. The County has issued variances where reasonable roads can be built. The land in 
question is level and the road supervisor did submit that there is room for an 18 foot road. He 
again states that there isn't a rural subdivision ordinance for the rural settings and stated that 
the variance has been approved on other subdivisions. There wasn't any evidence of 
concern on external roads. 
The public right of way is being questioned. The easement states that is not to be used as 
a public right of way. The right of way is being questioned now when it wasn't brought up on 
another subdivision. Galloway states again another of his subdivisions was approved and no 
question given on external access. The road standard expanded. The LHTAC standards 
were reviewed. Ed Galloway talked about building an 18 foot wide all weather roads with bull 
rock and% minus rock on top. It will be up to the County standards of road construction. 
Galloway expanded on the lack of County roads being actually built as well as his. Galloway 
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told P&Z that it will be an all weather road. The County roads don't have bull rocked base. 
The easement was discussed. 
The easement of fifteen foot width was not from the Shinns but from the grantors of the 
original easement, Don and Harold Johnsons to the Galloways. The easement was for the 
Galloways and their heirs or assigns. The easement is the Galloway's access to their land. 
Galloway explained that he can give legal easement to assigns according to his legal 
easement. The fifteen feet was reviewed for the width being a total of 30 feet. Don Johnson 
gave 15 foot easement along section line and Harold Johnson gave 15 feet along the west 
side of the section line. The survey didn't agree with the intent of the easement. Galloway 
states that this road was reviewed by fire chiefs, road supervisor prior to the hearing. The 
easement is strictly access to Gallow~y land. The access for the subdivision stalled the final 
approval to the subdivision in 2006. 
Garry Jones states that the record speaks for what people said in the testimony of the 
P&Z hearing and today is not the time for new testimony or evidence to be submitted. 
Galloway states that the variance was granted based on what was presented. Galloway did 
not read the transcript. Jones did not bring up the 15 foot bottleneck; it's not a problem 
because the road goes from 30 foot wide to a fifteen foot gate before entering into the 60 foot 
wide road in the subdivision. The use of the easement as public right of way is the problem. 
Chair and Galloway discussed the decision today the Board makes. The Board decides 
whether P&Z followed the process properly. Right or wrong decision is supposition being 
made by Galloway. BOCC makes a decision on whether the P&Z Commission made a legal 
decision on the variance. 
Galloway asked for the Board to ask Galloway questions so he can present facts. The 
hearing proceedings were reviewed. Galloway asked for the same courtesy to answer 
questions from the Board. Ed Galloway states that he assumes Carol Galloway can speak if 
she has comments. 
The question was discussed if Carole Galloway should sit on the other side of the desk. 
Jones has no objection of Mrs. Galloway speaking on the application only as one of the 
applicants. Carole Galloway said it is being made more complicated than what is it before 
the Commissioners. The P&Z findings of facts were correct in her opinion. The hearing was 
very long and she was happy with the P&Z decision. Carole Galloway stated that she 
thought everyone is making a bigger problem out of the process than what there is. The 
findings of facts are in dispute. The meeting went on for a long time and any questions 
should have been covered during that time. 
Garry Jones offered rebuttal to the comments from the Galloways. He does also have 
history in Clearwater County. The points brought up should only be pertinent to today's 
action. Whether the ordinance is outdated is not being heard today. The subdivision 
ordinance today as its written is what has to be followed. Galloway's question of why this 
variance is being questioned when other variances have been granted; why is this one 
different. The variance is part of the ordinance to protect the applicants' rights and other 
land owner rights. Where is protection of the Shinn's rights? Is it not placing a hardship on 
them? There may be situations when the variance has been approved just because there 
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wasn't anyone that objects. The Shinns object to the use of the easement and asks the 
County to apply the ordinance accordingly. If the County applies the LHTAC standards then 
it should apply to the road standards in an application. 
Galloway rebutted to Jones comments on the access to other approved subdivisions. 
There are others that have objected to subdivisions that were passed. The LHTAC 
standards came into ordinance were added after his application. (Mr. Galloway's opinion) As 
to the actual roads in the County well he can only think of one where the LHTAC standards 
were required. 
Chair asked if any one objects to how this hearing is being ran. Mr. Jones has no 
objections and Galloway has no objections. Mr. Tyler has no objections. Chair closed the 
floor to testimony. Commissioner Leach needs to ask a question. 
Commissioner Leach asked if the Johnson's owned the land that the neighbor Ingle 
currently owns. The answer is No. 
Commissioner Leach asked Tyler about Galloway's assertion that the County does not 
have jurisdiction over the connecting road outside of the subdivision; do we or don't we. 
Tyler advised that the County does but it would better explained by the findings. Galloway 
said he can explain, Chair told him floor was closed to testimony. Tyler had a question on 
the landowner of the adjacent property. It is Ingle. The County road standards, how does 
that apply to today, the LHTAC standards were adopted many years ago? 
Chair asked for explanation of the easement since it 15 feet on each side of the section 
line until it comes down to Galloway's property does it provide access to Ingles' property. 
Galloway states that Ingle's access is from the top of his own adjoining land. The Ingles don't 
have access through that easement. 
Chair stated that concludes the hearing. What's appropriate now, we take the 
information under advisement and make a decision later. Tyler explained that the decision 
will be submitted in writing. Tyler asked for submittal to written rebuttal from petitioner or 
respondent. Jones doesn't desire to submit written rebuttal but desires the decision be 
made in a public setting. Mr. Jones asked for written notice of when the decision is being 
made and then asks for written findings. Tyler asked for enough time for him to read the 
official record. There isn't time for a meaningful discussion. Chair stated that it will be time 
for a decision not for hearing any testimony. Clayne Tyler said Chair was right. Two weeks 
was suggested by Tyler. Chair made statement that Galloway's have waited a long time for 
a decision. The Board wants to get the decision done correctly. There will be a decision set 
for June 2ih at an open meeting at 9:30AM. Jones agreed to a Monday meeting and would 
like to be here for the deliberation. Galloway asked what the Board will do that day; it will 
just be the Board's deliberation no other input. Deliberation and decision has to be made 
public. Chair explained he will ponder the testimony and record. No discussion will be held 
between the Commissioners. The deliberation and decision will take place in public. 
Commissioner Leach made the motion to take this information under advisement and set 
the decision for 9:30AM on June 2ih. Chair seconded motion; both voted yes, motion 
passed unanimously. Galloway asked what if it's a split decision. No response. 
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P&Z update with Bobbi Kaufman is the notice of flood meeting in Lewiston. The numbers 
of building permits have increased. 
At 11:20 A.M., a motion was made by Commissioner Leach to hold an executive session to 
discuss pending litigation with Sheriff Chris Goetz, seconded by Commissioner Galloway. 
Chair Ebert declared the Board to be in executive session as authorized by Idaho Code 67-
2345(1) (f), to consider records that are exempt from disclosure as provided in chapter 3, title 
9, Idaho Code. Chair, Aye; Commissioner Leach, Aye; Commissioner Galloway, Aye; motion 
carried unanimous. No decision was necessary. 
Sheriff Goetz provided a report from the department. They are still soliciting applications 
for hiring three patrol positions, jailer and dispatcher for the six openings in the office. The 
salary and benefits are in line with neighboring agencies. There was only one application to 
date and no one is passing the back ground check. 
The department is looking into purchasing a motorcycle for the Backcountry Deputy. They 
found a 650 cc motorcycle for $5700. Commissioner Leach said it would be too heavy for 
trail riding or off road. The price for the 650 is considerably lower than the price of a 250 cc in 
a dual sport model. Suzuki only makes a 450 in dual sport. The KMC brand is considerably 
more expensive. The 250 model is $6400. Hanson's Garage has the 650 cc in stock for the 
$5700 price. The Backcountry Deputy demoed the 650 and felt it would work. The 
motorcycle is 30 lbs more than a 450, but sits 4 inches lower. The department could 
purchase it and if it doesn't work then resell it. The money would come from A TV funds 
available. They have the money available. The consensus is to look at it and if the 
mechanic agrees purchase it. There is enough money in fund for the $5700. 
The vehicle purchase budget is for replacement patrol vehicles for the Weippe and Pierce 
Deputies were reviewed. They only purchased one replacement vehicle. Now they are 
looking to replace another high mileage vehicle. They want to replace it this year with the 
remaining budget with the% budgeted vehicles. There is $12,000 in unanticipated revenue 
brought in by Title Ill funds; but in order to spend it this requires the budget to be re-opened. 
He wants to replace the high mileage vehicle. It could be used as carryover for next year 
and spend it on a vehicle next year. Hanson's are not sure when they can order a 2012 
model under bid assist. It can be spent this year on a vehicle off the or next year. No 
decision was made they will think about the vehicle purchase. 
Clerk Carrie Bird presented information on a letter from ACLU requesting information on the 
public defenders. The ruling states that the County has to have an annual report from the 
public defenders that has a contract with the County. The report should list the numbers of 
cases, time per case and types of criminal cases annually. Chair asked the Clerk to quarry 
the other clerks to see if they have received the ACLU request. BOCC asked the Clerk Bird 
to talk with Clayne Tyler about the request. 
The Delta Dental insurance premium was reviewed. The increase for the next fiscal year is 
about 15 percent. There is a request included in the notice about delta vision and/or hearing 
that can be offered to employees as a benefit. The policy can be signed up for providing that 
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there are least 10 employees willing to enroll. The BOCC has to agree to allow for the 
extended policy and ask the employees if there would be enough interest in the plan. 
IT/Networking/Re-addressing report was reviewed with Angela Vander Pas. Ms. Vander Pas 
asked for use of a vehicle for E-911 for GPSing and house number installations. The fax 
server monthly bill being paid out of Data Processing now, but it was not budgeted and may 
run out of money soon. The monthly cost is $225. The consensus is to pay for it out 
General Miscellaneous. 
Commissioner Leach explained that he met with the young man working on the cardboard 
recycling. He is a hard worker that could take on the cardboard pickup too. This could be 
addressed at budget time. 
Also the property below the A TV training course could be cleared by road and bridge for 
stock piling woody debris to hold until the chipper can come in and chip a large pile as 
needed. This would also create a place to dump slide material as the road crews are 
cleaning ditches. The County can take separated limbs or tree stumps out of the main 
stream and keep it from having to be hauled up to AITCO's landfill. The grinder can take all 
the clean limbs or even wood pallets. Commissioner Leach will inspect the site with Rob 
Simon. 
At 1:40PM Commissioner Leach left the session to attend a meeting with Rod Brevig, STC 
and Mellisa Stewart, Assessor. The session still had a quorum and they continued the 
session meetings. He returned to the session at 2:40 PM. 
Rob Simon reported on the road crew work. The applications for the operator and mechanics 
position were reviewed. There may be another person wanting to apply. The operator 
position had a deadline and is closed. The mechanics position is open until filled. 
At 2:05P.M., a motion was made by Commissioner Leach to hold an executive session to 
discuss personnel and possible litigation with Rob Simon, seconded by Commissioner 
Galloway. Chair Ebert declared the Board to be in executive session as authorized by Idaho 
Code 67-2345(1)(b)(f), to consider records that are exempt from disclosure as provided in 
chapter 3, title 9, Idaho Code. Chair, Aye; Commissioner Leach, Aye; Commissioner 
Galloway, Aye; motion carried unanimous. No decision was necessary. 
The road and bridge lot was reviewed for where a fence could be located. Discussion was 
held on fencing the property at a cost of approximately $5,000. Chair asked for a per foot 
price quote. 
Simon will attend T 2 Advisory Board meeting in Boise, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. 
Stripes A lot will quote a price for a sealcoat layer and striping in the courthouse parking 
lot. The County could do the seal coat work if the material is something they already have. 
The second Transfer Station trailer that was being repaired in Lewiston is back and is now 
DOT certified. This repair cost approximately $8,000. The trailer viewed in Ellensburgh for 
the solid waste hauling was discussed. It's the only used one found that could be 
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purchased. Could KBC trucks pull a four axle trailer? The one in Ellensburgh is selling for 
$23,000. There will be some work needed on the floor. Having a fourth trailer could save 
some money when others are being repaired because the County had to rent one trailer from 
KBC. The used four axle could be purchased for $70,000 vs. new at $100,000. The 
consensus is to not purchase a new one. There is money in the general capital line for 
purchasing a trailer. Chair made the motion for the purchase of the used trailer of $23,000 
for solid waste hauling; Commissioner Galloway seconded motion, both voted yes, motion 
passed unanimously. 
The resolution for the declaration of surplus equipment and vehicles was submitted for 
review and approval. Chair made the motion to declare the surplus equipment and vehicles 
are no longer used by the County and signed Resolution #11-06-09 to offer the items at 
public auction. Commissioner Leach seconded motion; all voted yes, motion passed 
Unanimously. RESOLUTION# 11-06-09 
BY THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO 
WHEREAS, Clearwater ·county is the owner of equipment and vehicles that are no longer in use; and 
WHEREAS, the County desires to sell this excess personal property as provided by Idaho Code 31-808, now 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, Clearwater County Commissioners declare the following vehicles have been deemed no longer 
necessary for conducting County business, and will be deleted from the inventory lists of Clearwater County: 
Blowbox Lay Machine 0514-021 
Ford Motor-Dodge Distributor 6870EE2574 
10,000 Heating Oil Storage Portable Tank 
Fifth Wheel Dolly 
275 Used Oil Tank 
Snow Plow (Old #4 Truck) 
1972 Dodge 500 Truck-Gas 
Asphalt Heater-Wylie 
Emerson Heater 
1980 Ford Boom Truck F700 
Rex Roller-Vibratory 
1993 Dodge 4X4 
1986 Chevy 4X4 
1996 Chevy 4X4 
1999 Chevy Tahoe 4X4 
1999 Chevy Tahoe 4X4 
1985 Jeep Cherokee 4X4 
1993 Chevrolet 1500 4X4 
2001 Dodge Dakota 4X4 
1994 Jeep Cherokee 4X4 
D81 GL2J562803 
TMH1 02 38097 
PT 1338-91 
F82KVGD8558 






























IT IS THEREFORE FURTHER RESOLVED, that the vehicles be offered for sale at public auction to the highest and best bidder by oral 
bids for the entire payment on the 22nd day of June, 2011, at the RF Coon Logging Auction at 9 A.M. at 2240 Michigan Avenue, Clearwater 
County Courthouse, Orofino, Idaho. 
DATED and DONE this 6th day June, 2011. 
Stan Leach, Comm1ss1oner 
Carole Galloway, Commissioner 
Attest: 
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Carrie Bird, Clerk 
Commissioner Leach will attend the auction and have on hand the titles for the vehicles 
sold in order to sign off on them the day of the sale. 
The BOCC was asked by Pat Watkins, CVH to see if someone will patch the potholes on 
the lower entrance to the hospital. The holes have grown larger and dodging them is 
dangerous for patients travelling over it. 
The bypass road at MP Dent Bridge Road was inspected and broomed some of the larger 
rocks off it. The slide doesn't appear to have moved. 
Walt Harney notified the Board that the Jeep used by the Building Inspector is losing the 
safety integrity in the body. It needs to be gotten rid of now. It's not safe to sale it, it could be 
sold for scrap. 
Don Gardner, Emergency Manager presented the All Hazard Mitigation Plan. The All 
Hazard Mitigation Plan was completed by Northwest Management. The final review was 
approved by the State and FEMA. The Board has to approve and sign 
Commissioner Leach made the motion to approve and sign Resolution #11-06-1 0 
adopting the declaring county support and adoption of the updated Clearwater County Multi-
Hazard Mitigation Plan and Community Wildlife Protection Plan. (2011 Revisions). 
Mr. Gardner advised that the offices of the Coon Annex Building have been left unlocked 
and one night all the lights left on. There are security concerns with sensitive documents. 
The building being unlocked and lights left on are a big concern. 
The paper recycling bags are not being picked up and brought to the courthouse. The 
cardboard is not getting picked up either. · 
There will be security cameras installed to look at the exit doors. The DMV will have a 
camera in the office. 
Treasurer Dawn Erlewine reported that there are 5 remaining personal properties or trailers 
with delinquent taxes. The properties have gone to Warrants of Distraint and posted for 
Sheriff's Sale. Does the County want the Treasurer to bid on the trailers Friday, June 1oth? 
There is one trailer that the person owns real property and the taxes can be attached to that. 
There is a cabin on lease property with taxes owing. It is an LR that cannot be bid on, 
since no one can purchase it. It's on Potlatch ground and if the taxes aren't paid they will 
destroy it. The cabin wants it gone since the person leasing it is now deceased. The 
Sheriff can pull this warrant. Mike Goodwin said it's just inhabited by rats. The bulk of the 
tax bill is solid waste. The cabin taxes can be cancelled. 
There is a trailer in Bev Miller name that had solid waste cancelled and only $20 in taxes. 
Ms. Erlewine is just checking to see if she is to not bid on the properties and will look at 
whether to cancel and go to warrant at later date. 
Approve/Deny/Sign: The BOE notice and Excess property notice were approved for 
publication. 
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Jeremy Gering dropped in to talk about the painting at the Prosecutor's office. They are 
working at picking out colors. Chair Ebert directed him to work that out the time with Clayne 
Tyler and proceed. 
Also the Board needed to talk with him regarding the lights being left on and the doors left 
unlocked. The complaints from DMV were reviewed. The office doors being left unlocked is 
a concern for the confidentiality in Juvenile Services, DMV and Emergency Management. 
Mr. Gering apologized for leaving them unlocked. 
If Jeremy Gering will not be cleaning on certain nights he needs to let someone know if he 
is not going to be there and when he will be there. 
At 5:05P.M. the Board adjourned until June 13, 2011. 
ATIEST: 
Carrie Bird, 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Clearwater 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true 
and correct copy of an instrument as the same 
now remains on file and of record in my office. 
WITNESS my hand an official seal hereto affixed. 
this J (,.--{.[Clay of 'v'-- jr.....\ A.D. 20 ~ 
CARRIE BIRD, CLERK OF THE DISTRICT 
COURT EX-~FICIO AUDITqR & RECORD~R 
By Deputy ~ v'V---~ I :J<:; "- ~r--Ct\ 
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June 27, 2011 
The Board of County Commissioners met in special session pursuant to recess of June 21, 
2011. Chairman Don Ebert called the meeting to order at 8:05A.M. Roll Call. Also present 
was Commissioner Stan Leach and Commissioner Carole Galloway. 
Minutes and reports received, reviewed and placed on file: District lilAC Meeting Minutes 
June 9, 2011; Clearwater Management Council Minutes April 27, 2011 and Clerk's Election 
Costs report for May 11, 2011. 
Agenda Changes: John Allen cancelled his appointment for a Public Health update and 
rescheduled for next week. 
New/Ongoing/Other Business: BOCC approved and signed expense and payroll claims. 
Assessor Melissa Stewart asked for approval to take over the office behind DMV where Don 
Gardner just vacated. They would like to move the vault and lock it with a deadbolt for 
security purposes. This would open the floor plan for air circulation. 
The Board discussed allowing use of one small office to open up the back of the DMV 
office for storage and keep the front office space for extra meeting room. The consensus is 
to allow the change of space to convert the back office for DMV. 
The security cameras are in place and have views of the entrance door and exterior of the 
building of security issues. Don Gardner installed them and will monitor the tapes. Security 
of the building was discussed. 
Ms. Stewart presented an MOU for setting up credit card payments. The company will 
provide up to three machines and the training. The users will be charged the 3 percent fee. 
The company will provide the equipment and training. The company is used most frequently 
by agencies throughout the State. 
The DMV staff is working with the State to set up online registration of the vehicles, boats, 
A TVs. The online registration uses a credit card also. 
Commissioner Leach made the motion to approve and sign the MOU for Electronic 
Transaction and Deposit with PayPort OTC in order for the DMV to process credit/debit card 
payments. Chair seconded motion; all voted in favor, motion passed unanimously. 
Dean Thompson dropped in to apologize for the application for R&B operator. The County 
had to retract a job offer for false information on the application. He didn't pay attention to the 
question. Mr. Thompson thanked the Board for the interview and chance for a job. 
At 9:05A.M., a motion was made by Commissioner Leach to hold an executive session to 
discuss medical indigents with Social Services Director Lauri Stifanick, seconded by 
Commissioner Galloway. Chair Ebert declared tho Board to be in executive session as 
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authorized by Idaho Code 67-2345(1) (d), to consider records that are exempt from 
disclosure as provided in chapter 3, title 9, Idaho Code. Chair, Aye; Commissioner Leach, 
Aye; Commissioner Galloway, Aye; motion carried unanimous. 
The Board came out executive session and approved case #020711-25 on reconsideration 
and approved case#050511-44. Approved and signed Clerk's Statements on case#051611-
46; Approved and Signed Lien on case #061311-53; Release of Liens on case #032911-33 
and #032911-34. Also approved and signed Order to Continue on case #122810-18. Chair 
Ebert made the motion; Commissioner Galloway seconded motion. All ayes, motion carried 
unanimous. 
The Medical Utilization Management Agreement for Medical Reviews was reviewed and 
signed. This is a renewal of the current agreement of review of medical cases by Dr. 
Damrose. Commissioner Leach made the motion to approve the renewal and sign the 
Utilization Agreement; Commissioner Galloway seconded motion. All ayes, motion carried 
unanimous. 
At 9:35A.M., the BOCC held an open hearing to consider a decision on the Appeal of the 
Planning and Zoning Commission approval of the following zoning applications of Ed and 
Carole Galloway. Prosecutor Clayne Tyler and P&Z Administrator Bobbi Kaufman was 
present along with Attorney Garry Jones, Edward and Donalee Shinn. No other members of 
the public were present. This session was tape-recorded. 
(ZV2011-2) A Variance request by Edward & Carole Galloway to vary access-road 
specifications under Article IV of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance as they apply 
to the Galloway's platted subdivision request SUB060096. SUB060096 has preliminary 
approval. The variance request applies to an approximate 2,000 foot roadway providing 
access between Middle Road and the proposed subdivision. The details of the variance 
request follow: 
o Change right-of-way width from 60 feet as required by § D.2 to 30 feet and 
down to 15 feet at the actual property line; 
o Change surfaced or finished width from 24 feet as required by§ D.4.d to 18 feet 
and down to 15 feet at the actual property line; and 
o Set aside the requirement to dedicate the access road to public use as required 
by§ B. 
This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the Freeman 
Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned Low 
Density Rural District F-1. 
(SUB060096) Final plat stage of the full platting procedure for Hidden Valley Subdivision re-
named Southfork Estates, a Class B Subdivision request by Edward & Carole Galloway to 
divide 99.82 acres into 10 lots: Lot 1) 13.14 acres, Lot 2) 9.23 acres, Lot 3) 9.81 acres, Lot4) 
10.09 acres, Lot 5) 10.33 acres, Lot 6) 11.28 acres, Lot 7) 9.84 acres, Lot 8) 6.67 acres, Lot 
9) 8.98 acres, Lot 1 0) 13.08 acres. This is a continuation of the 17 November 2008 public 
hearing. This property is located in Section 09, Township 37 North, Range 01 East, in the 
Freeman Creek area off of county road Middle Road, Lenore, ID-Ciearwater County; Zoned 
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Low Density Rural District F-1. This application was stayed until the appeal is heard on the 
variance. 
Chair explained that this appeal process is not done very often by the BOCC so he spent 
great amount of time on the studying the process and reviewing the evidence to make sure 
the appeal is done correctly. 
The appellant focused the appeal on the item of undue hardship has to be found. There 
are 5 criteria for a hardship to be met in order for the grant of a variance. 
Commissioner Leach asked for an explanation of the Board's function today. He said 
that the Board can uphold the P&Z decision or action. Tyler stated the process for decision 
on record. 
Clayne Tyler read the criteria for the appeal decision. The Board is reviewing the 
variance decision. Your function is to determine whether or not the P&Z Commission findings 
were supported by substantial evidence and if so whether their conclusions properly applied 
the zoning ordinance to the facts that they found. And whether or not P&Z found facts to 
support the evidence they found to apply to the zoning ordinance. That is supported by 
Idaho Case Law. He read Idaho Supreme Court case law. The focus of the appellant's 
argument is that no establishment of undue hardship was met and is the basis of the appeal 
of the variance. The undue hardship will have to be the focus of the Board's decision today. 
Tyler researched the guidance to define what constitutes an "undue hardship," through case 
law. 
The undue hardship as defined by Idaho Code 67-6516 was reviewed by Mr. Tyler, along 
with the Supreme Court case law. No clear definition is given; it has to be looked at as case 
by case analysis. Each case must stand alone. In case law definition as contained in 
Wohrle vs. Kootenai County case, an Idaho Supreme Court case; the applicant must prove 
to the Board that he suffers an undue hardship because of the characteristics of the site; 
the specific characteristics of the site or the bearings on the conflict of public interest. 
Typically the undue hardship in an ordinance requires special circumstances or conditions 
exist that are peculiar to the property and not a condition in general to the land in the 
neighborhood. That is the closest Tyler finds for a definition of "undue hardship." 
The Board has to look at the specifics of the property and not the general area and 
whether or not an undue hardship is created if the variance is not granted; and whether 
granting a variance would be against the public interest or violation of the purposes or policy 
of the County ordinance. 
Tyler reviewed case law of where the courts upheld based on the findings of an undue 
hardship because of the costs of building a road construction. (Blaha vs. Board of Ada 
County Commissioners; several appeals are on that case.) The costs of road construction 
involved extensive realignment and reconstruction of a public road in that case; (cost v 
benefit) the costs to the developer to comply with the ordinance created the undue hardship. 
(These are about the best examples for explaining "undue hardship.") To set the standard for 
review of the determination whether or not the decision met the ordinance standards; that the 
P&Z Commission made findings supported by substantial evidence and whether or not they 
properly applied the ordinance to facts. The appellant focused on the hardship element. 
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There were a couple of other issues that the appellants raised on the nature and scope of 
the easement language itself. The question of a hardship being created on the owner of the 
property that the easement crosses for access to the subdivision is an issue that is separate. 
Tyler explained these are the standards in which the Board has to review the question of 
was the ordinance applied to the evidence to grant a variance? The BOCC has to look at 
the record of evidence. 
Commissioner Leach reviews for clarification; that this Board is a review of that process 
and cannot take new testimony or evidence into consideration. Tyler suggested to look at the 
record and further explained the decision can be made on the following options. The BOCC 
can uphold the P&Z decision and which requires you to make a findings of facts that the P&Z 
Commission made a findings supported by substantial evidence; based on the 5 elements 
listed in the County Ordinance and that they properly applied the ordinance to the findings of 
facts. Or reverse the P&Z decision on the variance; if the BOCC should reverse the P&Z 
decision and you remand the decision back to P&Z for a hearing to establish whether their 
findings are based on hardship. (Tyler reviewed the case law) Or reverse the decision 
without remand for further hearing (case law to support the authority for it). Or remand it 
back to the P&Z Commission because they failed to make factual findings and acted 
arbitrarily and capriciously; then remand to P&Z for further hearings to see if there are facts 
that exist to establish that the findings for a decision and that the ordinance is being adhered 
to. 
Commissioner Leach explained that he started with the definition of the variance and the 
discussion about the undue hardship; he went back several times to look at the testimony 
from the hearing; in his opinion there isn't any place that addresses the hardship. In the 
record of P&Z discussion it may be implied but it wasn't talked about anywhere of the specific 
finding of the existence of an undue hardship. (Nowhere in the process was it specifically 
addressed as a hardship based on this evidence.) What Leach heard from Tyler's options is 
that it could be remanded back to P&Z with direction to answer a specific question or they 
(BOCC) can give instructions to the P&Z Commission to ask for a direct answer on whether a 
hardship exists rather than it being implied. (In order to clarify the vagueness of the 
testimony on establishing a hardship.) Tyler states that is the preference to is ask specific 
questions if it's remanded and to give specific instructions to the P&Z Commission. Again, 
Leach said that all through the evidence review it appears that there is a hardship but it is 
implied not spelled out. There is no statement made that this is an undue hardship because 
of a, b, c, etc. in the reasoning. 
Chair explained that he struggled with the P&Z decision too. There is not enough 
evidence to uphold the P&Z decision. There is no clear statement made throughout the 
process that said this is an undue hardship because of anything, it's vague. "I believe it is 
implied." Because it is implied and there is enough evidence to say it's implied, the Board 
can't reverse the P&Z decision without substituting our judgment for theirs. Because the 
evidence is not clear establishing a hardship it should go back to P&Z to establish specifically 
why this is a hardship. There isn't enough evidence to make it clear as to why it is a 
hardship. The process is hard to understand. In order to uphold the ordinance there has to 
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be substantial evidence and it isn't there. Chair states that to overturn the P&Z decision 
there has to be no evidence at all and I believe there is enough implied evidence that I 
wouldn't be comfortable reversing their decision without substituting our judgment with theirs. 
I don't think it's too much to ask the P&Z Commission to rehear the application to establish 
the facts. 
The testimony shows that ordinance requirements were read by the administrator to the 
P&Z Commission during their hearing. The evidence of the following discussion by the 
members implies they are thinking about it but their decision does not clarify the existence of 
a hardship. Leach agreed that having it reheard would make it clear because the variance 
requirements have to be met. 
There was discussion on the use of the easement for public right of way. 
Clayne Tyler explained that the BOCC will have to make a motion to reverse the decision 
of P&Z Commission and to remand it back to the P&Z Commission for a hearing to define the 
specific reasons for granting a variance based on undue hardship. 
Chair reviewed the process he went through to make a decision today. The review of 
evidence and the appellant's statements that the variance makes a hardship on the Shinn's is 
a concern. He reviewed the case law of Blaha v. Ada County Commissioners. 
Chair made the motion to reverse the P&Z decision on the Variance and to remand 
it back to P&Z to be reheard at a public hearing with specific instructions to review and 
identify whether or not there is undue hardship as required by the county ordinance. 
Commissioner Leach seconded the motion. Then he asked if the question needs to be 
addressed to the easement and its intent. The appeal covers the question of granting a 
variance to not dedicate the easement as public right of way. The question was raised as to 
the language of the easement and whether it is adequate as varied for access to a 
subdivision. Is this a point for the BOCC to address? It is part of the appeal. How does 
P&Z decide on the easement? What does an easement allow or disallow? Tyler explained 
that there are two things to consider in whether it allows public use or not. The bare 
language of the easement document and the intent of that language and how you define it 
has to be reviewed. 
Clayne Tyler said that it is not up to BOCC to determine what an easement does and does 
not allow. It is out of the scope of action for this Board as it sits in quasi judicial capacity in 
determining the appeal of this variance. This particular easement was a perpetual non 
exclusive easement that said it's not to be used for public right of way. Part of the variance 
application is to vary the ordinance from dedicating the access road as public right of way. 
There is an issue to the language of the easement for use of the road as a public road. 
That is a decision for the courts on interpreting the intent of the easement. Tyler advised that 
this is outside the scope of the zoning ordinance and would have to be taken for review by 
the courts. Chair stated he had questioned the public road language in the easement for a 
difference between a public road and a private road that accesses multiple home sites. 
There was discussion on the explanation of private vs. public road. Chair asked if that 
question also should be sent back to P&Z. Also, should the entire question be remanded 
back or just a portion of it? Tyler offers that the motion can remand the question of undue 
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hardship by itself and uphold the variance of the public right of way or remand both. The 
P&Z decision on the right way had adequate discussion and is pretty specific to use. Chair 
states that the motion was to remand the decision on the undue hardship and define that, lets 
vote on that part of it. 
The motion was restated by Chair Ebert, It was moved and seconded to overturn 
Planning and Zoning to remand the issue of undue hardship back to P&Z with specific 
instructions to focus and clearly define whether or not it is an undue hardship in order 
to grant a variance, Chair called for vote: Leach voted yes, Chair voted yes; motion 
carried and passed. 
Garry Jones, Attorney for Shinn's asked if he could confer with Mr. Tyler. Clayne Tyler 
explained that the motion needs to be amended on the appeal, to seek support of the 
hardship. (Recess was called by Chair Ebert to allow for Tyler and Garry Jones to leave the 
session for a discussion). 
Clayne Tyler advised that Mr. Jones issued a question about appealing beyond this 
stage; if there is a final decision on one portion and not all of it then he has varying appeal 
times. Some starts now right now and some later if he chooses to appeal. He further 
explained that Mr. Jones suggested the Board reserve ruling on the issue of the easement 
pending final decision by P&Z on the finding of undue hardship. Presuming the P&Z 
decision comes back granting the variance and defining the hardship or not granting the 
variance places the decision under the BOCC. Then the Board at that time can issue a final 
decision on all the points. Then everything is consolidated for one time frame. 
Chair asked for explanation for the matter if no appeal comes on the variance and the 
timeframe. Tyler is presuming there is an appeal coming; after forty two days from entry 
whatever that decision is from P&Z the BOCC can make a final decision on that language of 
the easement. It will be cleaner to make one decision at that time. 
Chair made the motion to reserve the judgment of every other matter contained in 
this appeal except the undue hardship question that is remanded back to the P&Z 
Commission. Commissioner Leach seconded motion; vote, aye, aye, motion carried 
and passed. This concluded the deliberation process. 
There was discussion on the rehearing on the specific establishment of what hardship 
would it be for the applicant to meet the ordinance requirements. Administrator Kaufman 
asked when this item would need to be agendaed for the P&Z hearing for the variance 
application so she can set the hearing to allow for publication for notice of hearing. Clayne 
Tyler advised that she needs to follow the normal process for P&Z applications. Chair 
advised that it would have to be heard in August. 
The subject of the written findings was reviewed and the official record has to have the 
facts for the reasoning for grant the decisions. Clayne Tyler reviewed the standards for 
establishing the finding of facts of the P&Z decisions. 
Sheriff Goetz provided a report from the department. The hauling of the trucks from Fort 
Lewis will be put off for a week. S&S will put the hauling of the cardboard off for a week and 
the backhaul will happen a week later. The hauler had an equipment breakdown and has to 
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spend this week on last week's hauls in order to get caught up. There is problem with one 
key to a truck and this will give them time to work on finding a key. 
Sheriff Goetz presented the request for Title funds from the 2009 Authorization of Secure 
Rural Schools for the purpose of reimbursement of funds spent on Search and Rescue 
activities on federally owned lands. The request broke out the costs for deputies, costs of 
labor and materials for three searches. Sheriff asked for approval for a prepay on the Back 
Country Medics helicopter expenses. 
Chair read the three Search and Rescue incidents on the Federal lands for a total of 
$14,718.80 reimbursement. There is a portion will be billed to Idaho County Title Ill funds for 
the searches that go over the county line. The Sheriff expended work that is entitled for the 
Title Ill funds. The helicopter expense will be paid now by CC Title Ill funds. T~ 
~--ountyif~ 
Chair made the motion to pay the claim on the Sheriff's request for all the searches since 
they fit the requirements of Title Ill funds under the guidelines set forth in the 2009 Secure 
Rural Schools funding; Commissioner Leach seconded motion, all voted yes, motion passed 
unanimously. 
Commissioner Galloway made the motion to prepay the Back Country Medics costs for 
$7,148.43 for the search by helicopter for a missing child, Commissioner Leach seconded 
motion, and all voted yes, motion passed unanimously. 
The Sheriff's office lost one patrol vehicle, one Dodge Durango was towed in for a lost 
radiator. The vehicle needs to be replaced. Sheriff asked to reopen the budget to spend line 
item for Y2 vehicle for the County's share on Weippe Deputy vehicle. The vehicle money was 
budgeted and not expended, Sheriff proposes to order a vehicle, purchase it this fiscal year 
with that line item plus the use of reimbursement funds. There are reimbursement funds 
already in the budget that can be used. Then he will purchase a vehicle this year and budget 
one less vehicle for the next fiscal year budget. The Durango needs to be traded off. 
The Driver's License department has upgraded equipment to issue the new State Driver's 
License. The State implemented the new license for better protection from identity theft. By 
the end of this year all 44 counties will be issuing the new license. 
The excess equipment auction was reviewed. The vehicles went for better prices, but 
the other equipment like the paver didn't go very high. The results were good the proceeds 
amount to approximately $18,000. 
A person dropped in to see what can be done for costs incurred on impounded vehicles 
because someone took it without approval by the owner. Sheriff Goetz asked the gentleman 
to go up stairs to talk with a Deputy about the issue. 
Sheriff's office purchased a 2011 Dual Sport Motorcycle for the Back Country Deputy. 
The deputy licensed the motorcycle and has the motorcycle endorsement. 
At 11:00 A.M., a motion was made by Commissioner Leach to hold an executive session to 
discuss personnel with Sheriff Goetz, seconded by Commissioner Galloway. Chair Ebert 
declared the Board to be in executive session as authorized by Idaho Code 67-2345(1) (b), 
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to consider records that are exempt from disclosure as provided in chapter 3, title 9, Idaho 
Code. Chair, Aye; Commissioner Leach, Aye; Commissioner Galloway, Aye; motion carried 
unanimous. 
Clerk Bird reviewed the line item for the Coon Annex Building Maintenance line. The balance 
of the line item has been spent down to $1,663.93 for the remainder of this fiscal year. The 
will be approximately $1200 available from the rent of the Headstart Building. The line item 
needs to be increased for the next fiscal year. A line item will be established in Building and 
Grounds Budget for Coon Annex Building Maintenance. The rent line item was discussed 
with starting at $1200 a month for 12 months. A line will have to be created in Building and 
Grounds for the rent for revenue and expenses. If they are both placed into Current 
Expense-Building and Grounds then if one runs out a transfer can be completed. 
The excess file cabinets in the court office can be moved down to the Commissioner's 
storage room. Once they are empty of the court files then the file cabinets will be utilized by 
Commissioner's records. This will create space so that John Leonard can start building the 
shelf units for the court office. 
Clerk Bird asked for a policy on part time longevity raises. The departments each do their 
own thing. A standard policy needs to be established. The idea of not paying longevity for 
temporary part time was discussed. The ·instance of giving longevity for a permanent part 
time employee can be issued. The longevity of Commissioners' employees is a question 
before the Board now. Commissioner Leach asked for clarification. The establishment of the 
temporary part time employees or permanent part time employees needs to be done so it's 
part of the County policy manual. It needs to be set so that it is established. Commissioner 
Leach asked if the permanent part time should be consistent and established that could 
qualify for a longevity raise. The Board could set the criteria that the permanent part time 
person has to work regularly for six months. The funding of longevity raises is based on the 
assumption that there is money to fund it. The idea needs to be discussed further. 
Treasurer Dawn Erlewine, Eric Peterson and Cheryl Mast POA for Ronald "Torkel" Tweite are 
in for further discussion of the delinquent property taxes. The BOCC gave a tax extension for 
taxes on 2007 taxes owing by Mr. Tweite. The total of $3100 is owed on 2007 taxes. Since 
2003 Mr. Tweite has only been paying the most delinquent taxes. The extension deadline 
was not met therefore kicking it back into pending tax deed for the past three years. 
Ms. Mast notified the County that they couldn't' meet the June 20th deadline. Mr. Tweite 
suffered a difficult medical emergency leaving him incapacitated. He has a court appointed 
POA to deal with his estate. The Tri-State Hospital has been in charge of his care and has 
filed on his behalf for Disability Social Security. Tweite is under 24/7 long term care under 
the hospital. Tri-State has an agreement and could move the patient to the Nursing Home for 
long term care. The costs to date are over $380,000 bills in medical bills incurred to Tri-
State; then the monthly costs to nursing home are approximately $10,000 a month. Social 
Security initially denied because of not enough quarters of work for Social Security was paid 
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in. The person has to be defined a disabled by Social Security standards. Medicaid 
program sets their decisions on the based Social Security Disability. 
Mr. Tweite has property from an inherited trust. Mr. Tweite is totally disabled. Mr. 
Peterson was hired by Tri-State to facilitate the handling of the establishment of the disability. 
Mr. Peterson has been providing Medicaid financial information for establishing disability. 
The tax arrangement was made with the County before the Medicaid process was started. 
The income from rental properties doesn't meet the financial obligations of the trust. The 
properties are up for sale. The taxes are part of the financial obligations. There is a for sale 
listing on both properties. Once he can get listed on Medicaid those medical costs can be 
met. 
The property can't be sold with the County taxes being a lien. The property sale may not 
meet all the debt. The delinquent taxes may not get paid from the estate. The property has 
to be sold for fair market value. The property is listed for sale at market value. The full taxes 
owing at this time are $17,818.41. plus fees, penalties and interest. The Tri-State Hospital 
attorney is David Gittins and he asked to keep the taxes current. 
The Treasurer states that she is out of compliance with Idaho Code since the taxes are 
now owed for 4 years. The County made the effort to help by offering an extension on the 
2007 taxes last December. The sale of the property is necessary. If the hospital picks up 
the taxes for 2007 and 2008 to keep it from going to tax deed sale they will probably step in 
to protect their Deed of Trust. 
Eric Peterson stated it's a complicated scenario. The Treasurer advised that the notice of 
pending tax issue will have to proceed for 2008. If the payments aren't made on the taxes 
as long is the attempt is made. Mr. Peterson asked if the Board has the authority to extend 
again on the delinquent taxes. He can't promise the payments. 
Chair Ebert, said that the extension was given and the taxes weren't paid because lack of 
funds. The County wants to protect their interests and is cognizant of the interests of Mr. 
Tweite and the hospitals. Chair asked why the County wouldn't have Tri-State pay the 2007 
and 2008. 
The 2007 and 2008 delinquent taxes have to be dealt with to stop the pending tax issues. 
The patient is almost indigent. How will that play into the indigence code? If Medicaid 
doesn't' cover then the indigence code comes into play. After all estate is gone would the 
indigence code come into play? Chair said that the County gives a cancellation of taxes for 
hardship. 
The Board has to start the process on the delinquent taxes for 2007 and 2008. 
The guidance for Board on the tax issues is almost non existence. 
Chair suggested that the pending tax deed notice for 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 starts 
the clock ticking for the statutory requirements. The code requirements to stop the notice of 
pending tax issues would have up until December 20th for 2007 and 2008 plus penalties and 
interest. Tri-State can have until December if they choose to pay the delinquent taxes. 
Chair stated that the County starts the pending tax deed process. Peterson has to show he 
is working on the tax issue for protection of Tweite's interest. 
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Chair states that the County could be facing the indigent claim eventually. This is a hard 
issue. The ID Code 56-218 for State Medicaid vendor was discussed. 
Does the County want to go to pending tax deed? The Treasurer does not have to have 
the BOCC approval to start the tax deed process because of the statutory requirements. The 
BOCC has the right to extend taxes. The process has to be started before the Board can 
give the extension again. The consensus is to start the pending tax deed process; it sets 
deadlines and allows BOCC to make decisions. 
The apartments are rented currently but not enough is coming for paying the bills. The 
two houses are rentals also, one is now vacant. Medicaid asked for verification of Torkel 
Tweite's income for the last 6 months. He is totally incapacitated. The County recognizes 
that Mr. Peterson has effectively advocated for Mr. Tweite to protect their interests. 
Commissioner Galloway left the session at 1 PM. 
IT/Networking/Re-addressing report was reviewed with Angela Vander Pas. She received 
another road name request. A road name list indicating where the road is located and starts 
is needed for the different departments and the public services. Ms. Vander Pas will put the 
information on the webpage. 
The new request is a road off the Gold Wagon Road in the Schilling subdivision. The road 
names were contingent on the roads being built. The road goes to the landowner's property 
and could connect to some of the Jackson Estates property. The request is for Cozy Creek 
Drive or Salt Lick Driver. The consensus is to approve Cozy Creek Drive. 
Ms. Vander Pas asked for an estimate for payroll in E-911 from Clerk Bird. To finish the 
E-911 audit it will cost approximately $3100 for payroll to finish the end of the year. 
Ms. Vander Pas explained that the President of U Of I will meet with the State GIS officials. 
She will attend the meeting to represent Region II on a statewide establishment of GIS 
center. 
The Title Company asked for a meeting to discuss the placement of a server with the 
County's to allow access for E-recording from a remote site. 
Paul Pippenger met with the BOCC for discussion on the lot behind the Road and Bridge 
Shop. There was previous discussion on the concept of the lot line adjustment for correcting 
the existing building location. A portion of Mr. Pippenger's storage is over onto the shop lot. 
A lot line adjustment is necessary to correct the error and provide a setback from the property 
line. There was discussion on the price of a lot. A survey map of the lot line was reviewed. 
The price per square foot needs to be negotiated. This is not a creation of new lot; it's just a 
lot line adjustment. 
A fair market appraisal is necessary to determine fair market value to estimate the value 
of the lot from an appraiser of real property. The County has an appraisal from the purchase 
of the road and bridge shop and lot. The value of bare land with no improvements is what is 
necessary. An appraisal will be completed by the bank's commercial appraiser. The Board 
has to declare an odd lot by resolution, set square footage price and publish notice of intent 
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to sale county property. Clayne Tyler suggested identifying the set back. Sell Pippenger 
property two or three feet from the setback. 
The County has large rocks stored at behind the fair barns. Paul Pippenger asked to 
purchase the rocks from the County to place as rip rap shoring up the bank in the RV Park 
where the river eroded it. The consensus is to sell the rocks. The rocks are located on the 
railroad right of way. 
The new easement for the access road for the Ambulance Building was reviewed. The 
existing easement places the road 15 feet from the lot line. The fire hydrant was inspected 
by the Public Works official and it only requires some dirt work. The existing easement will 
be abandoned and a new one created. The easement is granted to the County Ambulance 
District. This is just straightening out the easement lines. There won't be any change in the 
access point. 
Mr. Pippenger asked if the County is willing to sell the lot by the old shop building. The 
property could be declared odd lot. The odd lot could be declared to sell to adjacent land 
owner. The odd lot has to be market value. Discussion was held on the value or an 
exchange for building a replacement up near the Marine Building. Mr. Pippenger will give 
the Board a square foot price on a 5000 square foot building. 
Rob Simon reported that he was meeting with FEMA at this time. What is the status for 
heavy hauling on Upper Fords Creek Road? Simon inspected the road, it's drying out, but 
there isn't any hauling on it. The consensus is to open the road to heavy hauling and Simon 
will keep monitoring it. 
The rock crushing will start this week up at Winter's Creek. A sample will be pulled this 
week before he starts in the morning. A test sample will be sent to All Tests. 
Chair made the motion to move a part time employee to full time for the Transfer Station. 
Commissioner Leach seconded, both voted yes, motion passed unanimously. 
Hanson's Garage could not order a Dodge Dakota pickup. They cannot get one ordered 
with the bid assist. They can order another pickup for $25,500. A full size F-150 quote came 
in near the same price. There is a used pick-up on the lot for approximately $15,565 with 
31,000 miles on it. The new models will cost more and will be different which may take 
several months. 
Dave Smith offered two quotes for two comparable pickups for slightly less money than at 
Hanson's Garage. Hanson stated that they won't work on the vehicle if purchased from Dave 
Smith Motors. The consensus is to wait to order at this time. 
Simon worked with the FEMA today to tie work to mileposts on the roads for their 
estimates. The Huckleberry Bridge Road and Harmony Heights Loop Road repairs will need 
to be negotiated. 
The road to CVH has potholes that need to be repaired; they need fixed since it benefits all 
the citizens. The Board discussed who provides the road repairs. 
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A resolution was signed by the BOCC for initiated a cooperative agreement with the federal, 
state agencies on land use actions. The consensus is to have an open dialogue in the land 
use management. The Federal agencies are listed in the comp plan as having to give notice 
to the County on their management acts. 
Approve/Deny/Sign: The transfer of funds for the E-911 Budget to transfer funds to cover 
the payout of payroll that should have been charged to Data. 
Chair made the motion to sign Resolution No 11-06-13 for transfer of funds in the E-911 
Budget. The resolution is to transfer from the "B" budget to "A" budget for salaries. 
Commissioner Leach seconded motion; both voted in favor, motion passed unanimously. 
RESOLUTION No. 11-06-13 
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO 
WHEREAS, on August 30, 2010, the Clearwater County Commissioners adopted the 2010-2011 fiscal year budget for Clearwater County, and 
WHEREAS, there were funds budgeted in the 2010-2011 budget for the E911 payroll and benefits; 
WHEREAS, it was determined by the commissioners that there has been unanticipated costs for E911 payroll to and benefits lines to complete 
the E911 rural addressing as was anticipated for this fiscal year. 
WHEREAS, it has been determined that Seven Thousand Ten Dollars ($7,010.00) is needed to cover the unanticipated costs for rural 
addressing for the E911 payroll and benefits lines and should be transferred from theE 911 B Budget to theE 911 A Salary Budget and the E911 D 
Benefits Budget for additional payroll costs for unanticipated costs for rural addressing. 
WHEREAS, there are sufficient funds in the E911 B budget to cover the Seven Thousand Ten Dollar ($7,010.00) amount needed for this 
unanticipated costs. 
WHEREAS, the funds should be transferred as indicated below: 
E911 21-00-792 B- Budget -$7,010.00 
E911 21-00-406 A- Budget +$6,112.00 
E911 21-00-410 D-Budget + 344.00 
E911 21-00-411 D-Budget + 531.00 
E911 21-00-415 D-Budget + 23.00 
$ 7,010.00 
NOW, THEREFORE, on motion duly made, seconded and unanimously carried, 
IT IS RESOLVED, that the Clearwater County Auditor is hereby directed to transfer the sum of Seven Thousand Ten 001100 Dollars 
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Stan Leach, Commissioner 
__ absent. _______ _ 
Carol Galloway, Commissioner 
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Treasurer Dawn Erlewine presented information on the taxes of Ronald Torkel Tweite for 
2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 taxes; the 2007 and 2008 will be paid from David Gittens for Tri-
State Hospital. 
The Bev Miller trailer issue was reviewed and the Assessor's office placed the value at 
zero since it was declared unlivable. 
The County taxes collected are in the amount of $900,000 for a total of $2,636,061.92 
taxes collected. The funds mostly came in during the last four days. 
The County has accepted the Civil Probate with the appointment of Treasurer Dawn 
Erlewine Executor on the lrby estate. Clayne Tyler filed the papers with court and notified the 
State. 
Alana Curtis, Juvenile Services provided an update on the department. The MOU for 
CIP/REP and CHMP funds with Idaho Juvenile Justice Commission for parenting, families 
and community resources for juvenile offenders for reintegration was reviewed. Ms. Curtis is 
agreeing to supervise the juveniles to make sure they attend court ordered meetings. 
Chair made the motion to sign the MOU with Idaho Juvenile Justice Commission, 
Commissioner Leach seconded motion, and both voted in favor, motion passed unanimously. 
The State is sending only $13,000 for juvenile corrections from the ATF funds. This will 
affect the budget for the department. 
• They have items stored in the office that will need to be cleared out for a Misdemeanor 
Probation office. The items were moved out the office. There are some items that can be 
disposed of since they no longer use them. The items no longer used can be declared 
surplus. Commissioner Leach suggested that he will look at the storage areas around the 
building. 
There was discussion on the security cameras. The placement was reviewed. The 
consensus is that the cameras are not for the public viewing, it is only for service. 
The security cameras will stay in place for now. The only issue is when Change Point 
uses the meeting room for sessions. 
The Misdemeanor Probation Officer was discussed with Clerk Bird, Alana Curtis and 
Judge Randy Robinson. The position can be supervised by Alana Curtis and they will 
provide an office and computer. The computer will have to have remote access for the 
person to access the ISTARS. The job description was reviewed. The position may be 
advertized in August for start in the next fiscal year. 
Some interested parties have contacted Ms. Curtis on the part time position. This could 
be advertized at Job Service in August. The probation officer will need to have a vehicle to 
meet with clients. It will run at odd hours. The Ford Taurus is being used by the Sheriff's 
office. It may be able to share with probation. The person would have to use their personnel 
vehicle at first. The County will pay mileage. 
The POST training will be researched further. The position should be advertized at 19 
hours. The budget is set on the amount getting from the State. The budget was reviewed. 
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The case numbers fluctuate throughout the year. If the phone is added to Juvenile Services 
it will on cost approximately $1 0 a month. 
Chair suggested advertising for just 15 hours instead of the 19 hours. Ms. Curtis feels 
more time is needed at the start to allow for training. List it as part time of less than 19 
hours. When someone is placed on probation there will be conditions. Some may just have 
minor monitoring for class attendance. The misdemeanor probation will be working on the 
whole picture. 
Judge Robinson states that in the beginning the probation officer will take the most time 
learning the process. There is a part of the probation information that is entered into 
ISTARS. There is a lot of computer entry and paperwork. There is anymore Alcohol 
Treatment monies released to counties unless the county has Misdemeanor Probation. 
There wil l have to be two people able to do the assessment. This will access those funds. 
Ms. Curtis will learn the program first. Clerk Bird suggested starting the remote access on 
ISTARS. Th is should be set up with Ms. Vander Pas and the State officer to get it set up. 
There will be access on the court f loor to ISTARS if needed in the meantime. 
Julie Cottrell from the Supreme Court will be here for training. She may be able to help 
with the set up. Judge Robinson suggested ta lking with another county that only has a part 
time Misdemeanor Probation. 
At 5:15P.M. the Board adjourned until July 5, 2011. 
ATTEST: 
Carrie Bird, C~rk 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Clearwater 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true 
and correct copy of an instrument as the same 
now remains on file and of record in my office. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed. 
this 1 C,-t.t ..pay of J ~ A.D. 20 I "2-,.. 
CARRtE BIRD, CLERK OF THE DISTRICT 
COURT EX-IZ'fFICIO AUDITO & RECORDE~-
By Deputy vii tt~l.-- 1 
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E. CLA YNE TYLER, ISBN 5277 
Clearwater County Prosecuting Attomey 
P.O. Box 2627 
Orofino, ID 83544 
Telephone: 208-476-5611 
Fax: 208-476-4642 
Deputy: LORI GILMORE, ISBN 5877 
CARRIE B!P.D 
CLE RK - OIST~iCT COU::.I 
I''- I 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
In the Matter of the Approval of Variance ) 
ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 




BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS) 




CASE NO: CV2011-500 
RESPONDENT'S REPLY BRIEF 
Petitioners have appealed the variance granted by Clearwater County to Ed and Carole 
Galloway, identified as ZV2011-2. 
PRIOR PROCEEDINGS: 
On May 23 , 2006, Ed and Carole Galloway (hereinafter Galloway) filed an application 
to subdivide a parcel of property of approximately 99.82 acres (1 00 acre aliquot part parcel) into 
10 parcels ranging between 6 plus acres and 12 plus acres in size. The applicants utilized the 
Class B combined plat procedure identified in the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 
The subdivision was eventually identified as Southfork Estates . 1 
Transcript of Prior Proceedings, Tab 16, page 1. 
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Galloway, on January 11, 2011, filed an application for three variances from the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Galloway sought to vary the requirement of 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.0.2, which requires access roads to be built 
within a minimum sixty (60) foot wide right-of-way; to vary the requirements of Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance Article 4.D.4.d, which requires access roads to have a minimum 
twenty-four (24) foot road surface or finished width; and to vary the requirement of Article 4.B 
of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance, which requires all arterial, collector, and other 
streets in a proposed subdivision to be dedicated to the public.2 
The Commission, following a disputed public hearing held on March 21, 2011, at which 
Galloway and Petitioners were present and provided evidence and testimony, granted Galloway 
each of the requested variances, documented by written findings of fact and conclusions of law, 
dated April 4, 2011. 3 
By Clearwater County Ordinance, the Planning and Zoning Commission has final 
authority to determine whether or not to grant a variance, and the ordinance requires no further 
factual public hearing in front of the Board of County Commissioners. Any appeal of that grant 
of variance must be made to the Board of County Commissioners, which hears the appeal as a 
quasi-judicial board.4 
On March 25th, 2011 Petitioners filed a notice of appeal of those variance grants, 
challenging the Planning and Zoning Commissions findings and stating as grounds for appeal 
that: 
No facts or testimony were presented which would authorize the issuances of a variance 
under the terms and conditions of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 
Further, that the easement which the Galloways propose to use for access to the property 
does not allow that road to be utilized for easement for ingress and egress for parties 
other than Mr. And Mrs. Galloway. Finally, that it is not appropriate for a variance to be 
granted from the requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use. 5 
2 Transcript of Prior Proceedings, Tab 4, pages 1 - 4 
3 Transcript of Prior Proceedings, Tab 15, pages 1 - 5 
4 Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance, Article VII, Section A; Article IX, 
Section G. 
Transcript of Prior Proceedings, Tab 1, pages 5 - 6 
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However, at the appeal hearing, Petitioners specifically limited their appeal to the issues 
of whether or not an undue hardship existed; whether or not sufficient evidence of an undue 
hardship were present in the record to justify the Planning and Zoning decision; and whether the 
easement held by Galloway prohibited subdivision of the property by the terms of the easement 
itself. 6 
The Clearwater County Board of Commissioners, sitting as a quasi judicial board, heard 
the appeal and issued an order remanding the matter to the Plmming and Zoning Commission for 
further findings pursuant to a written order dated July 291'\ 2011. 7 Focusing on the sole issue as 
narrowed by the Petitioners at argument with the Board, the Board requested the Commission 
consider the following: 
1. Are there are special circumstances or conditions affecting the property that the 
strict application of the provisions ofthis Ordinance would clearly be 
impracticable or umeasonable; 
2. Are those special circumstances such that failure to grant a variance would cause 
an undue hardship to the developer; and 
3. Would strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance result in 
inhibiting the achievement ofthe objectives of the Ordinance, or nullify the 
purpose of the Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan? 
The Commission held a subsequent public hearing on August 15, 20 11, took additional 
testimony and evidence, and granted the requested variances a second time pursuant to a written 
decision setting forth the applicable law and findings of fact, dated Sept. 6, 2011.8 Appellants 
filed a second notice of appeal dated August 31, 2011, appealing the decision of the Commission 
to the Board of County Commissioners. As grounds for appeal, the appellants argue: 
6 See augmented record - minutes of proceedings as well as Board of 
Commissioners Decision dated July 29, 2011 found at Tab 16, page 4- "At argument, Counsel 
for the Shinns argued that the Commission had no facts presented to it which would justify the 
Commission's finding that item 1 above [referring to undue hardship] exists. Counsel focused 
argument on item 1 but did argue that the variance would potentially nullify the interest and 
purpose ofthe Ordinance." 
7 Transcript of Prior Proceedings, Tab 16, pages 1 - 5. 
8 Transcript of Prior Proceedings, Tab 15, pages 6- 13 
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1. The applicant, Galloway, presented insufficient evidence to authorize the issuance 
of a variance; and that 
2. Any undue hardship was of Galloway's own making, because the property was 
purchased in 1985, when the existing standards were in place, and hardship of the 
applicant's own making cannot be the grounds for the granting of a variance. 
A third issue raised in the appellant's first notice of appeal (which was held by the Board of 
County Commissioners pending remand to the Commission), that the access easement itself does 
not allow for subdivision of the Galloway property at all, is finalized herein as well. 9 
Appellants further re-assert as grounds for appeal that it is not appropriate for a variance 
to be granted from the requirement that the access road be dedicated for public use. 
The Board of County Commissioners, following a hearing, denied the second appeal and 
filed a written decision, dated November 11, 2011. 10 The Board then finally granted approval of 
the subdivision plat, by written order, dated December 19, 2011. 11 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: 
The Clearwater County Board of Commissioners, sitting as a quasi-judicial appellate 
board, has already heard the appeal of the petitioners twice, and issued written opinions thereon. 
In a judicial review of those opinions, the Court is instructed to apply the following standards: 
I.C. § 67-5279 provides the primary guidance to Courts when hearing judicial review 
petitions from County planning and zoning decisions. It provides as follows: 
( 1) The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of 
the evidence on questions of fact. 
(2) When the agency was not required by the provisions of this chapter or by other 
provisions of law to base its action exclusively on a record, the court shall affirm 
the agency action unless the court finds that the action was: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
9 Transcript of Proceedings, Tab 1. 
10 Transcript of Proceedings, Tab 16, pages 10 - 18 
II Transcript of Proceedings, Tab 16. 
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(b) in excess ofthe statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; or 
(d) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(3) When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by other provisions 
oflaw to issue an order, the court shall affirm the agency action unless the court 
finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess ofthe statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (2) and (3) ofthis section, agency 
action shall be affirmed unless substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced. 
Idaho Courts have provided further guidance [internal citations omitted]: 
"The Idaho Administrative Procedures Act (IDAPA) governs the review of local 
administrative decisions ... In an appeal from the decision of a district court acting in its 
appellate capacity under the IDAP A, this Court reviews the agency record independently 
of the district court's decision ... The Court does not substitute its judgment for that of 
the agency as to the weight of the evidence presented. I. C. § 67 -5279(1 ). The Court 
instead defers to the agency's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous ... In 
other words, the agency's factual determinations are binding on the reviewing court, 
even where there is conflicting evidence before the agency, so long as the 
determinations are supported by substantial competent evidence in the record. Here, 
the Board is treated as an administrative agency for purposes of judicial review ... The 
Court may overturn the Board's decision where the Board's findings: (a) violate statutory 
or constitutional provisions; (b) exceed the agency's statutory authority; (c) are made 
upon unlawful procedure; (d) are not supported by substantial evidence in the record; or 
(e) are arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. I.C. § 67-5279(3). The party 
attacking the Board's decision must first illustrate that the Board erred in a manner 
specified in I.C. § 67-5279(3), and then that a substantial right has been prejudiced. If 
the Board's action is not affirmed, "it shall be set aside ... and remanded for further 
proceedings as necessary."* I.C. 67-5279(3)." (emphasis added) 
Urrutia v. Blaine County, 134 Idaho 353, 357, 2 P.3d 738, 742 (2000). 
"The Court defers to the agency's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous and 
the agency's factual determinations are binding on the reviewing court, even when there 
is conflicting evidence before the agency, so long as the determinations are supported by 
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evidence in the record. Payette River Prop. Owners Ass'n v. Bd. ofComm'rs of Valley 
County, 132 Idaho 551, 554, 976 P.2d 477, 480 (1999). Planning and zoning decisions 
are entitled to a strong presumption of validity, including the agency's application 
and interpretation of its own zoning ordinances. Cowan, 143 Idaho at 508, 148 P.3d at 
1254." (emphasis added) 
Neighbors for a Healthy Gold Fork v. Valley County, 145 Idaho 121, 126, 176 
P.3d 126, 131 (2007) 
ISSUES PRESENTED: 
Petitioners now seek judicial review of the Clearwater County Plmming and Zoning grant 
of the requested variances to Galloway, arguing the following issues: 12 
1. That no facts were presented which would justify the issuance of a variance under 
the regulations and conditions of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance; 
2. That the easement that Galloway proposes to use for access to the property does 
not allow that the road be utilized for easement for ingress and egress by parties 
other than the Galloway; 
3. That it is not proper for a variance to be granted from the requirement that access 
to the subdivision be dedicated to the public; and 
4. That there is no justification for a variance to be granted from the subdivision 
requirement that access to the subdivision be dedicated for public use. 
LAW AND ORDINANCES THAT VARY THE REQUIREMENTS OF A SUBDIVISION 
ORDINANCE: 
Title 67-6501 et. seq. (the Local Land Use Plam1ing Act, or LLUPA) is the primary 
delegation of land use planning and regulation to the Counties. The Idaho Court of Appeals, in 
Worley Hwy. Dist. vs. Kootenai County, 104 Idaho 833,663 P.2d 1135 (Ct. App. 1983), 
succinctly summarized this delegation of the police power as follows: "In enacting the Local 
Planning Act of 1975, the legislature intended to give local governing boards broad powers in the 
area of planning and zoning." 
I.C. §67-6511 provides a mandate that each county establish zoning districts, setting 
12 Petition for Judicial Review, page 6. 
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regulations for construction standards or use of buildings, lot occupancy, size of lots, open 
spaces, and other uses. In addition, I.C. §67-6513 requires each county to provide by ordinance 
standards and processes for applications for subdivision permits. At issue here are applications 
for subdivision permits and variances from those requirements. 
There is a distinct difference between zoning and subdivisions. Both Idaho statutes and 
Clearwater County ordinances deal with them separately (zoning ordinances are found in 
Ordinance 35B, subdivision ordinances are found in Ordinance 34). This distinction is important 
because the Idaho Code provision (I.C. §67-6516) that the petitioner claims is in conflict with the 
Clearwater County subdivision ordinances applies to zoning only, not subdivisions. It provides: 
"Each governing board shall provide, as part of the zoning ordinance, for the processing of 
applications for variance permits ... " I.C. §67-6516. At issue here is a subdivision application, 
not a zoning issue. 
For example, a similar argument was made in Blaha v. Bd. of Ada County Com'rs, 134 
Idaho 770, 774, 9 P.3d 1236, 1240 (2000), in which the petitioners argued that Ada County had 
no authority to grant a variance to road width, placement and design issues because those were 
outside the scope ofi.C. §67-6516. The Court held: 
As defined in the Local Land Use Planning Act, a variance is a modification of the bulk 
and placement requirements of the zoning ordinance as to lot configuration or building 
size and location. I. C. § 67-6516. The variances to intersection design, road width and 
grade specifications, which are involved here but not itemized in the statute, are therefore 
not governed by the standards found in I.C. §67-6516. 
Blaha, at 774. Although this holding was ultimately not necessary for the Court finding in 
Blaha, it certainly provides direction for this Court in this case. 13 
In short, Idaho counties are required to provide ordinances establishing standards for 
subdivisions (I.C. §67-6513). Implicit in this authority to establish standards is the authority to 
establish a procedure to vary those standards. That procedure is not the procedure set out in I. C. 
§67 -6516, which applies only to zoning issues. Thus, Idaho counties have authority to establish 
their own variance procedures for subdivisions. 
13 
The Blaha court ultimately found the variance was unnecessary because Ada County Highway 
District standards already provide the same authorization as the variances, and that those standards were controlling. 
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Clearwater County has done so. The applicable Clearwater County subdivision 
ordinances (hereinafter referred to as CCSO) are as follows: 
1. CCSO Article IV § D.2 requires an access road have a sixty (60) foot right-of-way. 
2. CCSO Article IV § D.4.d requires that the minimum surfaced or finished width for a 
street or access road be twenty-four (24) feet. 
3. CCSO Article IV § B requires that all streets be dedicated to public use. 
4. CCSO Article VIII sets for the criteria for granting a variance. It provides specifically 
as follows: 
Section A. Purpose: The Commission may grant, as a result of unique circumstances such as 
topographical-physical limitations or a planned unit development, a variance, as herein 
defined, from the provisions of this Ordinance on a finding that undue hardship results from 
the strict compliance with specific provisions of requirements of this Ordinance or that the 
application of such requirements or provision is impracticable. 
Section B. Findings: No variance, as herein defined, shall be favorably acted upon by the 
Commission unless there is a finding, as a result of a public hearing, that all of the following 
exist: 
1. That there are such special circumstances or conditions affecting the 
property that the strict application of the provisions of this Ordinance 
would clearly be impracticable or unreasonable and cause and undue 
hardship. 
2. That strict compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance 
would result in extraordinary topography, or such other conditions would 
result in inhibiting the achievement of the objectives of the Ordinance. 
3. That the granting of the specified variance will not be detrimental to 
the public welfare or injurious to other property in the area in which the 
property is situated. 
4. That such variance will not violate the provisions of the Idaho 
Code. 
5. That such variance will not have the effect of nullifying the interest 
and purpose of this Ordinance and the Comprehensive Plan. 
Undue hardship, as contemplated by the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance, is not 
defined either in the Ordinance or in the Idaho Code. There exists limited guidance in State 
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law, and that guidance is provided generally within the context of variances from zoning 
decisions rather than subdivisions. Ultimately, this Court is instructed to provide planning 
and zoning decisions a strong presumption of validity, including the agency's application 
and interpretation of its own zoning ordinances (Neighbors for a Healthy Gold Fork v. 
Valley County (supra)). 
Thus, what constitutes an undue hardship depends on how the Planning and Zoning 
Commission and the Board of County Commissioners interprets that term, rather than how 
Courts interpret that term, and so long as the County's decision is reasonable and based in 
fact, it cannot be reversed on these grounds. 
However, the case law that exists was carefully considered by the Planning and Zoning 
Commission when seeking a rational basis to determine the meaning of the term. Of note, the 
Planning and Zoning Commission issued an order granting the requested variances. The 
Board of Commissioners remanded the matter back to Planning and Zoning on administrative 
appeal with guidance in the form of specific questions to the Planning and Zoning 
Commission, including the question of"undue hardship." 
The law reviewed by Planning and Zoning is found in the Order by the Clearwater County 
Board of Commissioners remanding the issue to Planning and Zoning 14, and further reviewed 
in the Decision of the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners on appeal after remand, 




"The requirement to show an "undue hardship" exists in State statute as well (I. C. 67-
5279). There exists limited guidance from state of Idaho statutes or case law as to 
what constitutes an "undue hardship". Undue hardship is some condition which is 
analyzed on a case by case basis (Wohrle v. Kootenai County, 147 Idaho 267, 207 P.3d 
998 (2009) due to characteristics of the site (Wohrle at 147 Idaho 273-274; 207 P.3d 
1 004-05), or due to special circumstances or conditions, which are peculiar to the 
property and not applicable generally to land or buildings in the neighborhood (Burley 
v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 906, 909, 693 P.2d 1108, 1111 (Idaho App., 
1984), and which is not in conflict with the public interest. I.C. § 67-5279. An 
undue hardship can be created due to exorbitant expense of a requirement not justified 
Transcript ofProceedings, Tab 16, Page 6. 
Transcript of Proceedings, Tab 16, Page 12 - 16 
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by the development, such as with respect to excessive road construction requirements 
to support a relatively few number of daily vehicle trips caused by the development 
(see Blaha v. Board of Ada County Com 'rs, 134 Idaho 770, 773, 9 P.3d 1236, 1239 
(Idaho 2000) for a Board of County Commissioners finding of undue hardshiB due to 
an expense vs. benefit analysis, cited with approval by the reviewing court)." 6 
While many of the above cases dealt with zoning issues, rather than subdivision issues, 
one case (Blaha) dealt with not only subdivision issues, but road design and specifications. In 
Blaha, the developer sought a variance from Ada County relating to road design and 
construction, arguing that it was unduly restrictive to require extensive re-alignment and 
grading of a private road providing access to a proposed subdivision when the anticipated 
traffic would be only eighty trips per day. The developer had previously obtained a waiver of 
those requirements from the Ada County Highway District, and subsequently sought a 
variance from the Ada County Planning and Zoning Commission. 
Specifically, the Ada County Board found (per Blaha): 
"The Board found that access to the parcel proposed for development was by way of an 
existing private road which intersected the public road at a vertical curve exceeding 
current ACHD policy. The Board then determined that strict enforcement of ACHD 
policies would require extensive realignment and reconstruction of the public road, which 
was unreasonable and would create an undue hardship on the applicants not justified by a 
development generating only eighty vehicle trips per day. Because the ACHD had 
certified compliance with the standards outlined in its policy manual, as evidenced by a 
letter from Dave Szplett to E. C. Palmer dated November 7, 1996, the Board granted the 
variance with respect to the intersection design requirements. 
With respect to the private road, the Board found that the proposal substantially complied 
with Eagle City Code§ 9-3-2-5:B construction and design standards. The Board found 
that a twenty-foot road width would act to keep vehicle speeds low, safely accommodate 
the expected daily trips, and be more desirable than a twenty-four-foot road width, given 
the rural setting and low density of the proposed development. The Board noted that a 
twenty-foot road width satisfied the Ada County Code and concluded, in granting the 
variance, that the public interest would not be served by requiring the road to be paved to 
a width oftwenty-four feet. Blaha v. Bd. of Ada County Com'rs, 134 Idaho 770, 773, 9 
P.3d 1236, 1239 (2000) 
The Blaha court ultimately found the petition for a variance to the County was 
unnecessary because the Ada County Highway District had primary authority to waive the road 
16 Of note, the excerpt references LC. §67-5279 in error, rather than I.C. §67-6516 
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design requirements and had done so prior to the variance being granted. Implicit in this finding 
is the conclusion that the cost and expense of road construction compared to the benefit to be 
gained from the road construction is a proper analysis. 
Regardless, whether a cost/benefit analysis is appropriate in Clearwater County for a 
variance of a Clearwater County subdivision requirement is a determination to be made by 
Clearwater County, not the Court. 
Of note, in this case Clearwater County, rather than a highway district, holds jurisdiction 
over the access road. If the Ada County Highway District can waive its road requirements, as in 
Blaha, it stands to reason that Clearwater County, as the entity with jurisdiction, can do so also. 
The Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission and the Board of County 
Commissioners recognized this and adopted this rationale as a factor to be considered in an undue 
hardship analysis. Given the County's authority to interpret its own ordinances, and the deference 
that the court must paid to that interpretation, this interpretation is binding upon the Court in 
review of the County's decision. 
ARGUMENT AND ANALYSIS: 
The Petitioners first argue that the County's grant ofthe requested variances violates I.C. 
§67-6516. As discussed above, this statute is not applicable as it is specific to zoning, rather than 
subdivisions. 17 
Petitioners do not challenge the constitutional or statutory authority of Clearwater County 
to engage in subdivision planning, nor do Petitioners challenge the procedure that was utilized. 
Petitioner's arguments can be distilled to the single issue of: 
"Were there sufficient facts presented to justify the Planning and Zoning decisions to 
grant the three requested variances" 
I. THE APPLICANT, GALLOWAY, PRESENTED SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO 
AUTHORIZE THE ISSUANCE OF THE REQUESTED VARIANCES. 
17 Of note, I.C. §67-6516 and CCSO Article VIII are in many respects similar. 
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A. Petitioners first focus on the term "site" found in I.C. §67-6516, arguing that the 
term "site" means only the property being subdivided, and not easements providing access to the 
property; therefore, a variance cannot be applied to the access road. 
As discussed above, I. C. §67 -6516 does not apply to subdivisions, including requests for 
variances in subdivision ordinances. However, even if it did, this interpretation is in error. While 
no specific definition of "site" exists in Clearwater County Ordinance, it is clear from other 
contexts that access roads are to be considered part of the "site". For example, a subdivision 
application requires a subdivision plat map identifying the property being subdivided together 
with access roads and easements, whether public or private, connecting that property to a public 
street. 18 The definition of "map" includes access roads. 19 Design standards for interior roads in a 
subdivision, as well as exterior access roads, are specified?0 It is clear that the term "site", if 
applied to a subdivision under the Clearwater County Subdivision scheme, includes access roads 
and easements. 
The Clearwater County variance ordinance specific to subdivisions discusses applying 
variances "to the provisions of this Ordinance," which means the entire subdivision ordinance, 
including those provisions specific to access roads. It also discusses the need for special 
circumstances or conditions "affecting the property" to exist prior to granting a variance. 
At no point is the subdivision variance ordinance as narrowly construed as Petitioners 
argue. 
B. Petitioners then argue that there is not a legally sufficient showing of undue 
hardship "peculiar to the site". 
The "site" clearly includes access roads, regardless of an assertion otherwise. That is the 
interpretation of Clearwater County, and that interpretation is both reasonable and is controlling 
(see Standard of Review above). 
It is important to keep in mind the context of this case. We are not talking about a 
18 Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance A1iicle III, Section I. 
19 Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article II, Definitions. 
20 Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article 4, Section D 
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landowner wanting to use his property in violation of use restrictions. This is a case where 
Galloway wants to use their property for the exact same purpose as the Petitioners, i.e., for single-
family residential purposes. At issue here is merely the access road from a public road (Middle 
Road) to the Galloway's property itself, and its width and nature (public vs. private). 
The Planning and Zoning Commission found, pursuant to the order dated April4, 2011, 
and the order dated September 6, 2011, that Galloway had presented sufficient evidence to 
authorize the issuance of the requested variances. It set forth the specific ordinances applicable to 
the requests, and found that those ordinances had been complied with. The Petitioners appealed 
the decision of April 4, 2011, specifically focusing their appeal on the issue of "undue 
hardship". 21 Upon administrative appeal to the Board of County Commissioners, the Board 
remanded the matter to the P&Z Commission with a request to consider several questions, 
relating to specific elements of "undue hardship." In its decisions, the P&Z Commission 
correctly identified the applicable standards. It then found those standards to have been met, 
reciting facts to support that finding. Those facts appear of record, and are summarized (from the 
Clearwater County Board of Commissioners following administrative appeal) as follows: 
"In this case, evidence to the Commission found the road as varied provided proper, safe 
access, that the easement necessary to supp01i the road as varied was adequate, that 
obtaining a wider easement to comply with the ordinance was impossible, that dedicating 
that easement to the public was impossible due to the nature of the easement, and 
unnecessary in that there would likely be no further developments or subdivisions using 
the same road for access, and that the cost of construction, even if it were possible, to 
build a road which complied with the ordinance was unduly exorbinate [sic], especially in 
light of the 10 to 20 vehicle trips per day which is all that is anticipated for this low 
density very rural development at maximum housing capacity. The road as varied 
(easement, road width, public dedication) was deemed adequate by reviewing 
professionals including the Clearwater County Road Department and the Evergreen Fire 
District. 
Failure to grant the requested variances would have the result in the inability to subdivide 
the real property into less than 20 acre parcels, without any control or jurisdiction over the 
road at all by Clearwater County, and with the possibility of more residences being in 
place and a higher traffic load than as currently proposed, due to the lack of controlling 
ordinances being in place for 20 acre or larger parcels. 
21 Please see Shinn vs. Board of County Commissioners, Petition for Judicial 
Review, Page 5. Please also see Augmented Record- Audio Recording of Appeal 
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Thus, the public interest may actually be hmi by failure to grant the variances. 
Galloway provided a letter which was read into the record which references each of the 
requirements for granting a variance, and provides grounds for finding in his favor on each 
of those requirements. The Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Administrator also 
prepared and submitted staff recommendations identifying the required findings, and 
addressing them, with a recommendation to grant the requested variances. 
In prior proceedings, testimony was submitted from the Clearwater County Road and 
Bridge Department Supervisor, Rob Simon, indicating that the proposed private road 
access (the subject of the three variance requests) would be adequate for safe, year round 
travel, especially given the low density rural nature of the development. That information 
was provided again in the remand hearing of August 15111 • (See Transcript pages 10 - 15). 
Mr. Galloway followed up his written testimony with an oral statement, again discussing 
the cost, public benefit, low density rural nature of the proposed development. (See 
Transcript pages 43 - 50). 
Petitioners first argue that an expense vs. benefit analysis in consideration of a request for 
a variance from subdivision requirements is inappropriate, arguing that City of Burley v. 
McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 906, 693 P.2d 1108 (Ct. App. 1984) holds as such. 
City of Burley does not apply to this situation. First, Burley considered a zoning 
variance rather than a subdivision variance. The property in Burley was zoned for only single or 
double residential use. The landowner wanted to remodel a building from a duplex to a triplex, a 
use not authorized in the particular zone in which the land was situated. 
Here, Galloway seeks to subdivide the property into multiple ten-acre lots for residential 
purposes. This is a use of the property entirely permitted by the Clearwater County zoning 
ordinances. The subdivision ordinances of Clearwater County exist to ensure orderly 
development for authorized uses, not to establish which use is proper or improper.22 
Second, as Burley involved a zoning variance (as opposed to subdivision), the Burley 
court focused as the controlling law on I.C. §67-6516, stating: 
The next question is whether the zoning board properly granted the variance for a triplex. 
Idaho Code § 67-6516 provides that a variance "may be granted ... only upon a showing of 
undue hardship because of characteristics of the site and that the variance is not in conflict 
22 Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance Article 1, Section C. Purpose. 
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with the public interest." (emphasis added) 
City of Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 906, 909, 693 P.2d 1108, 1111 (Ct. App. 
1984). As the Blaha (supra) court established, I.C. §67-6516 does not apply to subdivision 
variance requests, only to zoning variance requests. The controlling ordinances then are those 
established by Clearwater County, as interpreted by Clearwater County, which applies a cost I 
benefit analysis as part of the process (not the exclusive analysis, but certainly part of it). Other 
language from the Blaha court, quoting an Ada County Planning and Zoning finding that the 
exorbitant cost of the road construction, compared to the small anticipated benefit, leads again to 
the conclusion that a cost I benefit analysis is appropriate in the context of subdivision 
ordinances and roads. 
Regardless, the decision granting Galloway a variance for certain access road issues was 
not solely based on a cost/benefit analysis. The findings of fact of the P &Z Commission for both 
public hearings are found in the record at tab 10, and are not re-printed here. 
It is clear that the P&Z Commission's findings were not in violation of constitutional or 
statutory provisions; in excess ofthe statutory authority of the agency; made upon unlawful 
procedure; not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or arbitrary, 
capricious, or an abuse of discretion. The grant of variances should be upheld. 
II. GALLOWAY WAS NOT DISQUALIFIED FROM BEING ALLOWED A VARIANCE 
BECAUSE ANY EXISTING UNDUE HARDSHIP WAS NOT OF HIS OWN MAKING. 
The Petitioners assert that any undue hardship which may exist is of the Galloway's own 
making, and that self-created undue hardships cannot be grounds for granting a variance. 
Specifically, they argue that Galloway purchased the land in question in 1985, at a time when the 
existing ordinances were in effect; therefore, he caused his own hardship by purchasing land 
knowing development would require a variance. 
Appellants point to Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 567 P.2d 
1257 ( 1977) to support their position. Dawson does not apply to this situation, and furthermore 
Dawson does not hold that self-created undue hardships automatically mean that no variance can 
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be granted, but are a single factor to be considered. Most importantly, Dawson is a zoning 
variance case involving I.C. §67-6516 (discussed above). It is not applicable to the issue of a 
subdivision variance. 
In Dawson, the applicant owned an option to purchase land zoned for agricultural and 
residential uses only. Dawson filed a request for a land use change (zoning change), seeking to 
have his parcel zoned as commercial for use as an automobile dealership. He then gambled on 
gaining the zoning change, exercised his purchase option, bought the land, and claimed (among 
other things) that an undue financial hardship would now arise if the zoning change was not 
allowed because the property would be worth far less than he paid for it unless it was zoned for 
commercial use. Specifically, the Dawson court held as follows: 
Moreover, we cannot overlook the fact that Dawson's hardship in this case is self-inflicted 
since the option to purchase was exercised in full knowledge that the land was zoned 
residential and that a variance for commercial use had not been granted. As the Supreme 
Court of Colorado said, under similar circumstances: "Nopro's land investment was made 
in full knowledge of the zoning limitations. It took the calculated risk that it could break 
the zoning use barrier and thereby double the profit from its investment. Having been 
denied the means by which this might be accomplished, it claims hardship. If hardship 
exists under the facts of this case and we hold that it does not it was incurred voluntarily 
by the choice ofNopro and was self-inflicted." Nopro Co. v. Town of Cherry Hills 
Village, 180 Colo. 217, 504 P.2d 344, 349 (1973).In Nopro, as indicated, the developer 
was realizing a substantial profit on his investment and was complaining only that it could 
not make twice as much. Manger v. City of Chicago, 121 Ill.App.2d 358,257 N.E.2d 473 
(1970), was closer to the economic facts of this case in that plaintiff had actually put out 
cash for land that would be worth much less if the zoning variance was not granted. 
Nonetheless, the Illinois court reached the same conclusion:"Plaintiffs purchased the two 
parcels comprising the subject property with full knowledge of its zoning restrictions. 
While a party who purchases property in the face of the existing zoning classification is 
not precluded from challenging the validity of the zoning classification, his purchase in 
the face of the existing zoning classification is one factor to be considered. (Citation 
omitted.) Plaintiffs admit that they purchased the two parcels comprising the subject 
property with the intention of endeavoring to secure a change of zoning classification and 
described their plans as a 'calculated risk' in paying $1 00,000.00 for what they knew to be 
the then true value of$15,000.00." 257 N.E.2d at 479.Accordingly, the variance was 
denied. 
Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 516, 567 P.2d 1257, 1267 
(1977). Dawson presents facts very different from this case. First, Dawson is a zoning case, 
where the use being requested by the petitioner was not allowed. Unlike Dawson, the use 
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intended by Galloway has been allowed for well over thi1iy years, and was allowed at the time he 
purchased the property. Galloway requested a variance merely to change the road easement and 
width requirements incidental to an already allowed use. 
Second, Dawson involves an analysis of "spot zoning", something entirely absent from 
this case. Changing the land use for a specific parcel of land to something the entire 
neighborhood is not zoned for presents a very different question than obtaining a variance for a 
road easement and width to support an already authorized and allowed use. It raises the issue of 
spot zoning (improperly allowing a use of one parcel not allowed by the surrounding 
neighborhood and not consistent with the surrounding neighborhood's character). Spot zoning is 
something the Dawson court spent significant time discussing. Of note, all cases citing Dawson 
involve spot zoning or requests for variances to change land use entirely, rather than variances for 
roads incidental to an already authorized land use. 
Also, unlike Dawson, approximately twenty years elapsed before Galloway sought to 
subdivide their property. Dawson filed a request for a zoning change, and then purchased the 
prope1iy intentionally to create an undue hardship. 
Of note, to argue that Dawson should be applied, even in a zoning context, to prohibit 
anyone who purchases property from seeking a variance twenty years later because any undue 
hardship that may exist was of their own making, would in effect mean no one would ever be able 
to obtain a variance. It would, effectively, invalidate the entire variance procedure both in 
Clearwater County ordinance and in State statute. That is an unreasonable result, and one even 
Dawson does not support (see Dawson citation with approval of the Illinois case Manger v. City 
of Chicago, 121 Ill.App.2d 358, 257 N.E.2d 473 (1970), holding that "While a party who 
purchases property in the face of the existing zoning classification is not precluded from 
challenging the validity ofthe zoning classification, his purchase in the face of the existing zoning 
classification is one factor to be considered. (Citation omitted.)" (supra). 
Therefore, the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission did not abuse its 
discretion when deciding to grant Galloway the requested variances, in spite of an argument of 
self-inflicted hardship. 
III. SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE WAS PRESENTED REGARDING WHETHER THE 
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REQUESTED VARIANCES WOULD BE "INJURIOUS TO OTHER PROPERTY IN 
THE AREA" 
Petitioners next argue that the P&Z Commission failed to include findings that the 
granting of the requested variances would not be injurious to other property owners in the area. 
A. Petitioners failed to exhaust their administrative remedies with respect to this 
issue. Any claimed defect at this point should be dismissed. 
Pursuant to I. C. §67-5271, a person is not entitled to judicial review of an agency action 
until that person has exhausted all administrative remedies required in this chapter. A party 
must exhaust administrative remedies before resorting to the courts to challenge the validity of 
administrative acts. Landowners' failure to exhaust administrative remedies deprived the district 
court of jurisdiction over their claim for declaratory relief. Regan v. Kootenai County, 140 
Idaho 721, 100 P.3d 615 (2004). 
At oral argument in front of the Board of County Commissioners, Petitioners specifically 
limited their appeal to the issue of "undue hardship", thereby removing from consideration any 
claim that the P &Z Commission failed to consider the element of "injurious to other property in 
the area. "23 The result is that the issue was not raised on appeal to the Board of County 
Commissioners, an administrative remedy required by Clearwater County Ordinance?4 
Thus, Petitioners claims regarding this issue should be summarily dismissed. 
B. The P&Z Commission did find the ordinance was met, and that finding is 
supported by the record. 
Regardless, in both of the findings of fact and conclusions oflaw issued by the P&Z 
Commission in this case, the Board of County Commissioners found that Galloway met the 
requirements of the specific ordinance considered here, and their finding is supported by 
substantial evidence on the record. 
23 See augmented record, minutes of Board of County Commissioners meetings. 
24 Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance A1iicle IX 
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It is important to put this issue into context: whether or not a subdivision on property in 
the vicinity of the Petitioners is something the Petitioners might not like is not the issue. 
Galloway has the right, by ordinance, to subdivide his own property. Specifically at issue here is 
whether the variances (to allow the width of the easement access road to be reduced, and to waive 
the requirement that it be dedicated to the public) should be approved. It is merely an issue 
regarding an access road. Petitioners apparently argue that a smaller, private road is more 
injurious to themselves than a larger public road. This is an illogical argument, and the P&Z 
Commission implicitly recognized this in its findings. 
In both decisions (Tab 15 of the Record), the proper ordinance is identified. In both 
decisions, a specific holding is made that the ordinance conditions were met. 
In the first decision, the P&Z Commission recites evidence received from Galloway that: 
"The public welfare is not impacted at all since the changes will not have an impact on 
emergency vehicles. Nor will it impact other owners in the area as the design and 
implementation is entirely within parameters of the deeded R/W [right ofway] and the 
original (approved) plat. Carole and I are doing this low density sub with applicable 
CC&Rs to limit impact on the neighbors both visually and physically."25 
In the second decision, the P&Z Commission added the following: 
The purpose of the subdivision ordinances in general are set forth in Article I, Section C of 
the Subdivision Ordinance and is not re-printed here. The Commission finds strict 
compliance with the requirements of the ordinance do inhibit the achievement ofthe 
objectives as stated, including orderly development, given the unique circumstances of the 
subject property. Alternatively, the variances being granted do not impede or be 
detrimental to the public welfare, or injurious to the public welfare or be injurious to other 
property in the area, will not violate the provisions of Idaho Code, nor will nullify the 
interest and purpose of the Ordinance or Comprehensive Plan."26 
Both decisions were based, in part, on information contained in staff reports such as emailed 
applications and information from Galloway to the Plmming and Zoning Administrator, Bobbi 
Kaufman. Those staff reports are found at Tab 10 ofthe Administrative Record. 
The Staff Reports were specifically referenced in each hearing. See for example, 
transcript of March 21,2011 P&Z hearing, Tab 20, Page 8, and transcript of August 15, 2011 
25 Page 3 of April4, 2011 P&Z findings, Tab 15 of Administrative Record; 
26 Tab 15 of Administrative Record, P&Z Findings dated Sept. 6, 2011, Page 7. 
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P&Z hearing, tab 20, page 9. It is clear that the staff report has been provided to the commission, 
and will be considered by the commission in its decision. 
Petitioners quibble with the way the staff reports were utilized, apparently believing that 
the staff reports had to have been read into the record before they could be relied upon. This is an 
assertion contrary to the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning practice, as suggested by 
ordinance. For example, the Subdivision Ordinance 34, Section I, Paragraph 9(a), Commission 
Action, provides the procedure for public hearings on preliminary plats and specifies "On said 
hearing date the Commission shall review the application and the preliminary plat, the reports 
from the Committee members, comments from concerned persons and agencies, and the 
Administrator's report to arrive at a decision on the preliminary plat." In addition, testimony 
regarding covenants, conditions and restrictions was placed on the record, along with the fact that 
subdividing in 20 acres or more would remove the property from any County restrictions, 
including road construction restrictions. 27 
In short, this case actually presents the unique circumstance that not granting the variance 
would be more injurious to the public, to neighboring property, and to the purpose of the 
ordinances themselves, than granting the variance would. 
With respect to the element of the ordinance relating to neighboring property, it is clear 
that the P&Z Commission's findings were not in violation of constitutional or statutory 
provisions; in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; made upon unlawful procedure; not 
supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of 
discretion. 
The Petitioners' request should be denied. 
IV. THE CLEARWATER COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS ACTED IN A 
PROPER QUASI-JUDICIAL, NOT IN AN IMPROPER LEGISLATIVE, FUNCTION. 
Petitioners argue that the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners, in hearing the 
appeals from the Planning and Zoning Commission, improperly acted as a legislative body. 
First, petitioners argue that the Commissioners failed to comply with I.C. §67-6516 and 
27 Tab 20 of Administrative Record, Transcript ofHearing April15, 2011, page 15. 
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the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Those assertions have been responded to above. 
Interpretation of ordinance provisions is absolutely a proper function of the Clearwater County 
Board of Commissioners, especially when sitting as an appeals board, and is not to be equated 
with creating new ordinances. 
Planning and zoning decisions are entitled to a strong presumption of validity, including 
the agency's application and interpretation of its own zoning ordinances. Cowan, 143 Idaho at 
508, 148 P.3d at 1254. Neighbors for a Healthy Gold Fork v. Valley County, 145 Idaho 121, 
126,176 P.3d 126,131 (2007). 
Petitioners further argue that Galloway testified regarding his opinion about the outdated 
nature of the ordinances themselves which, coupled with the Planning and Zoning Commission's 
finding that the ordinance was intended to apply more to developments with a higher density 
"checkerboard" effect, rather than a low density rural subdivision such as Galloway was 
requesting, is an improper legislative modification of the County's ordinances. Galloway's 
comments regarding the outdated ordinances were not referenced in P&Z decisions, or Board 
decisions. Checkerboard effect of subdivisions was considered. 
The concept of a "checkerboard effect" of subdivisions relates to a second subdivision 
being built next to a first, and a third next to a second, and the need to create public roads which 
can extend into neighboring subdivisions as land continues to be developed. 
Galloway sought to vary the requirement that their access road be dedicated to the public. 
Thus, it was incumbent on the P&Z Commission to decide whether or not strict application of the 
ordinance would be impractical or unreasonable, and whether or not granting the variance would 
inhibit achievement of the purposes of the ordinance or be injurious to the public welfare, i.e., 
whether or not the requirements of a subdivision variance were met. 
In the Plmming and Zoning decision, dated September 6, 2011 (Tab 15 of the 
administrative record), page 6, paragraph 9 (g), the Commission explains that strict application of 
the ordinance would be impractical or unreasonable due to special circumstances or conditions 
affecting the property (something required by the ordinance to be considered by the Commission), 
due to the fact that: " ... as the access road by the terms of the easement itself, and by virtue of the 
nature of the surrounding property, will not be utilized to support further development, there is no 
need to make it a public road." The P&Z Commission did not create new legislation. It merely 
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applied the existing legislation to the development-specific facts, as it was required to do. 
Petitioners next argue that the Board of Commissioners, when sitting as an appellate 
board, by acknowledging that the existing ordinances would not apply at all to twenty-acre 
parcels of land, improperly created legislation. 
First, the Board merely reviewed the Commission's hearings. It did not hold a new public 
hearing on the variances. Further, in that appellate capacity, the Board reviewed the 
Commission's finding of whether or not the variance requirements had been met, and the record 
to determine if there was evidence to support those findings. Specifically, the Board held: 
In this case, evidence to the Commission found the road as varied provided proper, safe 
access, that the easement necessary to support the road as varied was adequate, that 
obtaining a wider easement to comply with the ordinance was impossible, that dedicating 
the easement to the public was impossible due to the nature of the easement, and 
unnecessary in that there would likely be no further developments or subdivisions using 
the same road for access, and that the cost of construction, even if it were possible, to 
build a road which complied with the ordinance was unduly exorbitant, especially in light 
of the 10 to 20 vehicle trips per day which is all that is anticipated for this low density 
very rural development at maximum housing capacity. The road as varied (easement, road 
width, public dedication) was deemed adequate by reviewing professionals including the 
Clearwater County Road Department and the Evergreen Fire District. 
Failure to grant the requested variances would have the result in the inability to subdivide 
the real property into less than 20 acre parcels, without any control or jurisdiction over the 
road at all by Clearwater County, and with the possibility of more residences being in 
place and a higher traffic load than as currently proposed, due to the lack of controlling 
ordinances being in place for 20 acre or larger parcels. Thus, the public interest may 
actually be hurt by failure to grant the variances."28 
At no point did the Board attempt to create new legislation. The Board merely applied the 
current ordinances, and commented that how, under these circumstances, not only is the public 
interest not injured by the variance grants, but that the public interest could actually be hurt by 
failure to grant the variance. The Petitioners make their assertion by taking a single paragraph out 
of context. 
Finally, the Petitioners argue that the Board of County Commissioners exceeded its 
28 Administrative Record, Tab 16, BOCC Appeal Decision dated November 21, 
2011, page 4. 
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statutory authority by attempting to adjudicate the rights ofthe respective parties regarding the 
easement. Petitioners assert that the Planning and Zoning Commission lacks authority to 
determine the nature and scope of an easement as questions of property ownership, and they must 
be decided by a Court. Clearwater County absolutely agrees with Petitioners on this point. At no 
time in any decision by the Planning and Zoning Commission or the Board of County 
Commissioners did Clearwater County ever assert that its grant of a variance is a court 
adjudication of the Galloway's and Shi1m's relative ownership rights with respect to the easement 
itself. Specifically, the Board of County Commissioners stated: 
In the context of planning and zoning, it is not the practice or policy of the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, or the Board of Commissioners, to become 
embroiled in disputes between landowners regarding the intent of easements which have 
been granted. The County looks at the bare language of the easement itself, and if that 
language appears clear and unambiguous to the County, sufficient to provide a right of 
access to the proposed subdivision, the County will not delve further into the intent of the 
parties regarding that easement. The Clearwater County planning and zoning structure 
is not intended, nor shall be utilized, as a substitute for a court of law to resolve 
easement disputes between landowners. 
Comis recognize this approach when interpreting easements in general: "In construing an 
easement in a particular case, the instrument granting the easement is to be interpreted in 
cmmection with the intention of the parties, and the circumstances in existence at the time 
the easement was granted and utilized. Dr. James Cool, D.D.S. v. Mountainview 
Landowners Co-op. Ass'n, Inc., 139 Idaho 770, 773, 86 P.3d 484,487 (2004) The 
existence of ambiguity determines the standard of review of a lower court's interpretation 
of a contract or instrument. Union Pac. R.R. Co. v. Ethington Family Trust, 137 Idaho 
435,437-38, 50 P.3d 450, 452-*53 (2002). 
In the absence of ambiguity, the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary and 
proper sense, according to the meaning derived from the plain wording of the instrument. 
See Juker v. American Livestock Ins. Co., 102 Idaho 644, 645, 637 P.2d 792 793 (1981). 
C & G, Inc. v. Rule, 135 Idaho 763, 765, 25 P.3d 76, 78 (2001). 
The easement in question (Appeal Record Section 13) provides a bare, unequivocal grant 
of non-exclusive easements to Galloway, and Galloway's heirs, successors and assigns, 
with the only limitation being as follows: "This Grant of Easements is binding upon and 
ensures to the benefit of the heirs, assigns, and successors ofthe parties hereto, and the 
easement for ingress and egress shall not be deemed a public right-of-way." 
"Public right-of-way" is a term of art, defined in Idaho Code Section 40-117 (9) as a right 
of way open to the public and under the jurisdiction of the public highway agency, where 
the agency has no obligation to construct or maintain the same. With the grant of a 
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variance to Galloway allowing the access road to remain a private, rather than a public 
road, then the easement appears on its face for plam1ing and zoning purposes, to allow for 
development. 
This is not meant nor is to be construed as a finding based upon a disputed hearing as to 
the intent of the parties to the easement itself, but is to be construed as a finding solely 
fi I . d . 29 or agency p annmg an zonmg purposes. 
It is incumbent upon the County to act on applications for subdivisions. In the event an 
easement serves as the access road for that subdivision, the County will look at the bare language 
of the easement itself, but will not delve into the intent of the parties. That is how the County can 
process subdivision requests without attempting to judicially determine landowner rights. 
If the easement language appears clear and unambiguous, Clearwater County will deem it 
sufficient for plam1ing and zoning agency purposes. That decision is not binding on any Court, 
nor considered binding on the landowners by the County, but exists merely for plam1ing and 
zoning agency purposes. In fact, it is generally never even referenced in subdivision requests. 
The reason it became an issue here is because the Petitioners filed an appeal to the Board of 
Commissioners in part on grounds that the easement language did not allow for subdivision. 
Petitioners put the matter at issue, forcing the County to consider it. 
If a landowner challenges an easement holder's right to utilize an easement for subdivision 
purposes, that landowner has remedies in District Court, regardless of any planning and zoning 
decision. At no time did Clearwater County assert otherwise; in fact, Clearwater County took 
great pains to describe that exact precept in detail. The Petitioners initially sought a decision from 
Clearwater County finding that the intent of the easement would prohibit subdivision. In other 
words, the Petitioners asked Clearwater County to do exactly what Petitioners allege the County 
improperly did here, but to find in their favor. Clearwater County refused to engage in that 
analysis, recognizing that the analysis is proper only for the Courts, while still recognizing the 
need for the County to make a subdivision determination. Petitioners retain their ability to litigate 
the nature and intent of the easement itself. The County decision does not alter that in any 
manner. 
29 Administrative Record, Decision of Board of County Commissioners dated 
November 21,2011, Tab 16, Page 7 
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Accordingly, the Board of County Commissioners, sitting as an appellate board to review 
the grant of variances by the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission, properly 
found that the road access was appropriate, and that the finding was not arbitrary, capricious, and 
was supported by substantial competent evidence, and was not made in violation of law or 
procedure. 
CONCLUSION: 
Clearwater County, through the P&Z procedures, and through the appeal to the Board of 
Commissioners, exhaustively and carefully considered the variance requests by Galloway. 
Clearwater County ' s decision to grant the variances was well-supported by facts on the record, 
was well within carefully researched and detailed law, was not an abuse of discretion, and was 
based on lawful procedure. 
Petitioner' s request for relief should be denied. 
DATED this ~4:/ day of July, 2012 . 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
In the Matter of the Approval of Variance ) 
ZV2011 -2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 




BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS) 
OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
CASE NO. CV 2011 -00500 
PETITIONERS' REPLY BRIEF 
COMES NOW EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE SHINN, husband and wife, 
petitioners, by and through GARRY W. JONES, their attorney of record, and, in compliance 
with this Court's Order for Briefing dated April 27, 2012, submits this Reply Brief in suppmi of 
their Petition for Judicial Review filed on December 19, 2011. 
Petitioners' Memorandum of Law in Support ofPetition for Judicial Review summarized 
the procedural and factual background of the case and the applicable law. This Reply Brief will 
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not restate said background and argument. Instead, this Reply Brief will be limited in scope to 
the points raised by Clearwater County in its Brief dated July 3, 2012. 
DISCUSSION 
1. The distinction drawn between zoning and subdivisions is inconsequential. 
Clearwater County draws a distinction between zoning and subdivisions to support its 
contention that Idaho Code Section 67-6516 applies only to zoning, not subdivisions. 
Respondent's Reply Brief at 6-7, 15. To that end, Clearwater County argues that the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance need not comply with the "characteristics of the site" language 
from said statutory provision because such requirements apply only, in their view, to local 
zoning ordinances, not subdivision ordinances. Id. 
However, any distinction between a local zoning ordinance and subdivision ordinance as 
applied here is merely an academic exercise because Clearwater County has explicitly adopted 
the "undue hardship" requirement of Idaho Code Section 67-6516 and interpreting case law for 
purposes of its analysis of the subject variances in this case. 1 Specifically, the Decision at issue 
defined "undue hardship" as "some condition which is analyzed on a case by case basis due to 
the characteristics of the site, or due to special circumstances or conditions, which are peculiar to 
the property and not applicable generally to land or buildings in the neighborhood. Tr., Tab 16 
(emphasis added) (Decision dated November 21, 2011) (citing to Blaha v. Board of Ada County 
Commr's, 134 Idaho 770, 9 P.3d 1236 (2000); Wohrle v. Kootenai County, 147 Idaho 267, 207 
P.3d 998 (2009); Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 906, 693 P.2d 1108 (Ct. App. 
1984)). 
1 At footnote 16 of its brief and the associated text, Clearwater County quotes from the Decision by Clearwater 
County Board of Commissioners dated November 21, 2011 at 4 (found at Tr., Tab 16), and admits that said 
excerpt's reference to I.C. §67-5279 was in error and should have been to I.C. §67-6516. 
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Because the Board of Clearwater County Commissioners explicitly relied upon Idaho 
Code Section 67-6516 and interpreting case law, it is inconsistent and illogical for Clearwater 
County to argue that the same case law, namely the decision of City of Burley v. McCaslin 
Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 906, 693 P.3d 1108 (Ct. App. 1984), is somehow inapplicable in this 
judicial review because said decision involved a zoning variance rather than a subdivision 
vanance. The City of Burley case establishes that economic feasibility and expense versus 
benefit arguments are of general applicability, not due to the "characteristics of the site," and 
thus fail to substantiate a variance request. Likewise, here, the increased cost of compliance with 
the subdivision ordinance does not warrant a variance due to "undue hardship." The requested 
variances should be reversed on this ground. 
Further, Clearwater County is correct that the self-inflicted nature of the alleged "undue 
hardship" does not automatically disqualify the applicants from a variance. Petitioners do not 
dispute that. However, the Dawson decision cited by both parties stands for the proposition that 
the self-inflicted nature of the undue hardship must be considered when evaluating a variance 
request. 98 Idaho 506, 567 P.2d 1257 (1977). The Plmming and Zoning Commission, as 
affirmed by the Board of Clearwater County Commissioners, failed to consider said factor. Said 
failure constitutes reversible error. 
2. Even if the Court deems I.C. 67-6516 inapplicable, reversal is still warranted based on 
Clearwater County's failure to properly apply its Subdivision Ordinance. 
Reversal is further warranted because the Planning and Zoning Commission, as affirmed 
by the Board of Clearwater County Commissioners, failed to properly apply the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance. 
Petitioners do not dispute that planning and zoning decisions are entitled to a strong 
presumption of validity, including the agency's application and interpretation of its own zoning 
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ordinances. Neighbors for a Healthy Gold Fork v. Valley County, 145 Idaho 121, 176 P.3d 131 
(2007) (citations omitted). However, said presumption does not allow for the arbitrary, 
capricious and unreasonable disregard of the clear and express language of the subdivision 
ordinance. The Planning and Zoning Commission does not have unfettered discretion to 
interpret the Clearwater County Subdivision in any manner it sees fit. Affected property owners, 
like Petitioners, are entitled to the reasonable application of local ordinances. 
Here, the Planning and Zoning Commission, as affirmed by the Board of Clearwater 
County Commissioners, failed to properly apply the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance 
by improperly approving the requested variances despite the lack of sufficient evidence 
presented to detem1ine whether the requested variances would be "injurious to other property" as 
is required under Article VIII(B)(3) of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. Tr., Tab 
15 (Findings of Fact and Written Decisions dated April 4, 2011 and Sept. 6, 2011). Similarly, 
and indicative of the absence of sufficient evidence, the Planning and Zoning Commission made 
no findings of fact as to whether the requested variances would be "injurious to other property" 
as is required under Article VIII(B)(3). Id. The clear language of the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance requires compliance with all of the prerequisites set forth in Atiicle 
VIII(B) of said Ordinance, including that "the granting of the specified variance will not be 
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property in the area in which the property 
is situated." 
Clearwater County points to no evidence that was presented on this point other than 
information contained in staff reports, such as emailed applications and information from the 
applicant to the Planning and Zoning Administrator. Respondent's Reply Brief at 19. 
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Clearwater County takes great umbrage at the Petitioners' argument that the staff reports 
were not properly before the Planning and Zoning Commission because they were not read into 
the record or otherwise admitted, thus could not in and of themselves constitute evidence to 
support the requisite findings of fact, specifically that the requested variances would be 
"injurious to other property." However, just because the reliance on staff reports not admitted 
into the record may reflect "Clearwater County Planning and Zoning practice" does not make 
such practice compliant with Idaho law. 
Idaho Code Section 67-6536 states as follows: 
In every case in this chapter where an appeal is provided for, a transcribable 
verbatim record of the proceeding shall be made and kept for a period of not less 
than six months after a final decision on the matter. The proceeding envisioned 
by this statute for which a transcribable verbatim record must be maintained shall 
include all public hearings at which testimony or evidence is received or at which 
an applicant or affected person addresses the commission or governing board 
regarding a pending application or during which the commission or governing 
board deliberates toward a decision after compilation of the record. 
The Comis have concluded that said transcribable record is "indispensable to meaningful judicial 
review" of land use proceedings "where the sufficiency of notice, adequacy of oppmiunity to 
present or to rebut evidence, or the existence of evidence supporting the agency's findings may 
be put at issue." Rural Kootenai Org., Inc. v. Board of Comm'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 842, 993 P.2d 
596, 607 (citing Gay v. County Comm 'rs of Bonneville County, 103 Idaho 626, 629, 651 P.2d 
560, 563 (Ct.App. 1982)). 
The only reasonable conclusion that can be drawn from this statute is that the record on 
appeal is limited to that testimony or evidence received and an applicant's or affected person's 
address to the appropriate governing board. 
Further, the clear and express language of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance 
establishes that a variance shall be approved only after the necessary factual findings are made 
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"as a result of public hearing." CCSO, Art. VIII(B). In support of its argument that the 
Clearwater County Planning and Zoning "practice" governs, Clearwater County cites to the 
procedure for public hearings for variance provisions, which references staff reports as a basis 
for consideration of a preliminary plat. Respondent's Reply Brief at 20 (citing CCSO 34, § I, ~ 
9(a)). No such reference is included in the clear language of the variance procedure. CCSO, Art. 
VIII(B). Therefore, the reasonable conclusion that should be drawn is that the absence of such a 
reference indicates a legislative intent to limit the deliberation to the public hearing only, which 
in this instance did not include staff reports. 
Excluding the staff reports outside of the public hearing, Clearwater County points to no 
other evidence presented or findings of fact made as to whether the requested variances would be 
"injurious to other property." Respondent's Reply Brief at 20. As such, the requested variances 
should be reversed. 
3. Petitioners preserved their right to appeal. 
Clearwater County's contention that Petitioners "limited their appeal to the issue of 
'undue hardship"' and effectively waived the consideration of full compliance with the 
Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance issue on appeal is without merit. The summarized 
letter dated March 25, 2011 and submitted in support of Petitioners' Application for Appeal 
clearly states, in relevant part, "Grounds for appeal. No facts or testimony were presented which 
would authorize the issuances of a variance under the terms and conditions of the Clearwater 
County Subdivision Ordinance." Tr., Tab 1. Said "summarized letter" appropriately defined the 
scope of Petitioners' appeal, which encompasses the absence of sufficient evidence and relevant 
findings of fact as to whether the requested variances would be "injurious to other property." 
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It is well settled that oral argument is a mechanism to emphasize and illuminate one's 
position. The emphasis or lack of emphasis of one or more factors or elements does not 
constitute a waiver where the applicable Notice of Appeal was inclusive of the allegedly waived 
issues. Petitioners were not required to present oral argument before the Board of County 
Commisioners. Their statements and arguments before the Board of County Commissioners, 
which may have focused on the "undue hardship" analysis, did not constitute a waiver of all 
other issues as Clearwater County contends. 
Said "summarized letter" as required by the "Clearwater County Application for Appeal" 
through the Application for Appeal it generated preserves all issues Petitioners raise on appeal. 
4. Legislative function is broader than Clearwater County contends. 
Clearwater County misinterprets Petitioners' argument that the Board of County 
Commissioners exceeded by acting in an improper legislative function. Petitioners do not 
contend that the Board of County Conunissioners attempted to enact new ordinances. Instead, 
Petitioners suggest that by relying on a perceived gap in the subdivision ordinance, that being the 
lack of controlling ordinances over the subdivision of the subject property into 5 20-acre parcels 
by right, the Board of County Commissioners exercised a policy decision. When sitting in a 
quasi-judicial role, the Board is constrained to apply and interpret the Clearwater County 
Subdivision Ordinance in its current fom1, not how it wishes it should be. In doing so, the Board 
of County Commissioners exceeded its authority, which constitutes reversible error. 
CONCLUSION 
For these reasons, Petitioners EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE SHINN respectfully 
request that this Court reverse the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners' denial of their 
appeal of the approval of variances requested by Edward E. Galloway and Carole Galloway as 
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ZV2011-2. At that time, Mr. and Mrs. Galloway's request in Subdivision Request SUB060096 
cannot be sustained and must also be denied. 
fl--
DATED this __l_Yday of July, 2012. 
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================================================================= 
FOOTAGE: 
3:43 The Honorable Michael J. Griffin, District Judge, presiding. Court gives 
introductions. Parties present: Dale 0. Cox present in Court and representing 
the plaintiffs. Thomas W. Callery present representing the defendants. 
3:43 Ms. Seubert gives argument. 
3:57 Mr. Tyler gives argument. 
4:15 Ms. Seubert gives rebuttal argument. 
4:19 Court commends counsel on the briefing they submitted and will issue a written 
decision in this matter. Due to trial settings the decision may not be out for 
three weeks. 
4:20 Court in recess. 
APPROVED: 
MICHAEL J. GRIFFI~ 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
Christy Gering - Deputy Clerk 
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SEP ·1 1 2fi12 
Petitioners, Edward L. Shinn and Donilee E. Shinn, have appealed the 
variances granted by the Clearwater County Planning and Zoning Commission to Ed 
and Carole Galloway. The granting of the variances was upheld by the Clearwater 
County Commission. The appeal argued that no facts or testimony were presented 
which would authorize the issuance of the variances under the terms and conditions 
of the Clearwater County Subdivision Ordinance. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
Edward and Carole Galloway own a 100 acre parcel of rural land (zoned 
residential) in Clearwater County. Access to that parcel of land is from a county 
road, Middle Road, via a 60-foot easement. Thirty (30) feet of the easement lies 
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over the land of Petitioners/ Edward and Donilee Shinn. That easement was 
granted to the Galloways by Shinns' predecessor-in-interest in 1998. The 
easement was not to be deemed a public right of way. 
Without any variances the Galloways could subdivide their property into five 
(5) 20 acre parcels. 
The Galloways filed an application to subdivide the property into ten (10) 10-
acre parcels. The Galloways then applied to the Planning and Zoning Commission 
for three variances from the subdivision ordinances to effectuate their planned 
subdivision. 
The subdivision ordinances in effect at the time required that access roads 
have a 60 foot right-of-way/ with a finished road surface of 25 feet. Galloways 
asked for a variance to have a 30 foot right-of-way/ with a 15 foot finished surface 
once the road leaves the petitioners/ property and enters their 100 acre parcel. 
That would comport with the existing roadway. The subdivision ordinance also 
required that access roads be dedicated to public use. Galloways asked to waive 
that requirement because of the terms of their easement. 
The variance requests were heard and approved by the Clearwater County 
Planning and Zoning Commission. Petitioners appealed that decision to the 
Clearwater County Board of Commissioners. The Commissioners remanded the 
decision to the Planning and Zoning Commission to determine if there would be an 
undue hardship on the Galloways if they were required to abide by the terms of the 
subdivision ordinance. 
Following another public hearing/ the Planning and Zoning Commission again 
approved the variances/ finding that without approval of the variances/ the 
Galloways would not be able to subdivide their property into ten (10) parcels/ which 
would impose an undue hardship on them. 
The Petitioners again appealed the decision to the County Commissioners. 
After consideration/ the Commissioners approved the action of the Planning and 
Zoning Commission/ finding that there was sufficient evidence presented to 
authorize the variances in accordance with the subdivision ordinances, and that any 
undue hardship was not of the Galloway/s own making/ and that the easement/ for 
planning and zoning purposes/ allowed development. 
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JUDICIAL REVIEW 
For purposes of judicial review, a local agency making a land use decision, 
such as the Board of Commissioners, is treated as a government agency under the 
Idaho Administrative Procedures Act. Evans v. Teton Co., 139 Idaho 71, 74 73 
P.3d 84, 87 (2003). The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the 
agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact. I.C. § 67-5279(1). 
The Commissioners' factual determinations are binding, even when there is 
conflicting evidence, as long as their determinations are supported by substantial 
and competent evidence. Wohrle v. Kootenai County 147 Idaho 267, 274, 207 P.3d 
998, 1005 (2009). There is a strong presumption in favor of the validity of the 
actions of county boards of commissioners in interpreting and applying their own 
ordinances. Id., citing Sanders Orchard v. Gem County, 137 Idaho 695, 698, 52 
P.3d 840, 843 (2002). 
"In reviewing such decisions, [under the Local Land Use Planning Act], the 
courts of the state are directed to consider the proceedings as a whole and to 
evaluate the adequacy of procedures and resultant decisions in light of practical 
considerations with an emphasis on fundamental fairness and the essentials of 
reasoned decision-making. Only those whose challenge to a decision demonstrates 
actual harm or violation of fundamental rights, not the mere possibility thereof, 
shall be entitled to a remedy or reversal of a decision", Idaho Code §67-6535(3). 
Under both the Local Land Use Planning Act, Idaho Code 67-6501 et. seq. 
and the Administrative Procedures Act, Idaho Code 67-5202 et. seq., the court's 
first consideration while reviewing these decisions is whether the Petitioners have 
demonstrated that their substantial rights have been harmed. Idaho Code § 67-
6535(3), Idaho Code § 67-5279(4), Hawkins v. Bonneville County Board of 
Commissioners 151 Idaho 228, 232, 254 P.3d 1224, 1228 (2011). Regardless of 
whether the Commissions erred by granting variances to the Galloways, the 
Petitioners must first show that the variances violate their substantial rights. 
Hawkins at 232, 254 P.3d at 1228. 
To have standing in a land-use case, the petitioner needs to allege, not 
prove, only that the development could potentially harm his or her real estate 
interests. Evans v. Teton Cnty., 139 Idaho 71, 76, 73 P.3d 84, 89 (2003). 
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The petitioners have standing to file a petition for review. They fear that 
allowing the Galloways to subdivide their property would potentially cause an 
increase in the use of the road across the petitioners' land. 
However to prevail petitioners must show, not merely allege, real or potential 
prejudice to their substantial rights. I.C. § 67-5279(4). Since a party opposing a 
landowner's request for a variance has no substantial right in seeing someone else's 
application adjudicated correctly, the petitioner must therefore show something 
more. The petitioner opposing a variance must be in jeopardy of suffering 
substantial harm if the project goes forward, such as a reduction in the opponent's 
land value or interference with their use or ownership of the land. See Price v. 
Payette Cnty. Bd. of Cnty. Comm'rs, 131 Idaho 426, 431, 958 P.2d 583, 588 
(1998). 
Regardless of whether the Board erred by granting variances to the 
Galloways, the petitioners cannot prevail on their petition for review unless they 
show that the variances prejudice their substantial rights. "The party challenging 
the decision of the Board must not only demonstrate that the Board erred in a 
manner specified by I.C. § 67-5279(3) but must also show that its substantial 
rights have been prejudiced." Kirk-Hughes Dev .. LLC v. Kootenai Cnty. Bd. of Cnty. 
Comm'rs, 149 Idaho 555, 557, 237 P.3d 652, 654 (2010) (citing I.C. § 67-
5279(4)). 
The Court may affirm a Board of Commissioners' decision solely on the 
grounds that the petitioner has not shown prejudice to a substantial right. 
DISCUSSION 
Both parties agreed during argument that without any variances the 
Galloways could subdivide their property into five (5) 20 acre parcels. With the 
variances the Galloways could subdivide their property into ten (10) 10 acre 
parcels. It is unknown whether the ten parcels would be purchased by ten separate 
persons, or whether a potential buyer would buy more than one parcel. 
If the Galloways subdivided their property into ten (10) 10 acre parcels, 
would that prejudice a substantial right of the petitioners? 
The petitioners have not shown that a subdivision consisting of 10 parcels 
versus 5 parcels would devalue their property in any way. They have also not 
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shown that any potential increase in traffic over the existing non-public easement 
would substantially interfere with their use or ownership of their property. 
CONCLUSION 
The petitioners have standing to request a judicial review of the Board of 
Commissioners' actions in approving the variances requested by the Galloways, but 
the petitioners have not shown that the variances would prejudice any substantial 
right of theirs. 
Therefore, the action of the Board of Commissioners should be upheld. 
Dated this //~day of September, 2012. 
MfJ!f:2ff 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, the undersigned Deputy Clerk of the above entitled Court, do hereby certify that a 
copy of the foregoing was mailed to, faxed to, or delivered by me on the I' I~ day of 
~Ur, 20__LZ_, to: 
E. Clayne Tyler 
Clearwater County Prosecuting Attorney 
Karin Seubert 
Attorney at Law 
1304 Idaho Street 
P.O. Box 854 
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNY OF CLEARWATER 
) 
In the Matter of the Approval of ) 
Variance ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE E. ) 






BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ) 
OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondents. ) 
CASE NO. CV 2011-500 
JUDGMENT 
For the reasons set forth in the court's Findings and Conclusions filed 
contemporaneously with this Judgment the actions of the Clearwater County Board 
of Commissioners in approving Variance ZV2011-2 are affirmed. The petitioners' 
appeal is Dismissed. 
Dated this I I k..day of September, 2012. 
rA>~~ M"ichael J. Grilfl 
District Judge 
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Attorney at Law 
1304 Idaho Street 
P.O. Box 854 
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Gany W. Jones (ISB No. 1254) 
Karin Seubert (ISB No. 7813) 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
1304 Idaho Street 
P. 0. Box 854 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
(208) 743-3591 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
In the Matter of the Approval of Variance ) 
ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 




BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS) 
OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
CASE NO. CV 2011-00500 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, the 
above-named respondent; and 
TO: E. CLA YNE TYLER, attorney for the above-named respondent, P.O. Box 2627, Orofino, 
ID 83544; and 
TO: THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellants, EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE E. SHINN, 
appeal against the above named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Findings and 
Conclusions and Judgment entered in the above-entitled action on the 11th day of September, 2012, 
Honorable Michael J. Griffin presiding. 
2. That the parties have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Comi, and the 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -1-
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judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 
Rule 11(a), I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal are: 
a. Whether the Court erred in failing to give due deference to the Board of 
County Conm1issioners determination that appellants have a substantial right implicated by 
the approval or denial of the subject variances. 
b. Whether the Court erred in failing to find that appellants alleged that the 
subject variances could potentially harm their real estate interests. 
c. Whether the Court erred in failing to find that appellants have demonstrated 
that their substantial rights will be harmed by the subject variances. 
d. Whether the Court erred in failing to determine whether the subject decision 
of the Board of County Commissioners was in error in a manner specified by Idaho Code 
Section 67-5279(3). 
e. Whether the Court erred m dismissing appellants' Petition for Judicial 
Review. 
f Such other issues which may be raised by appellants. 
4. No orders have been entered sealing any portion of the record. 
5. The appellants request the preparation of the repmier's standard transcript in both 
hard copy and electronic format. Said transcript may be in compressed format. 
6. The Appellants request the following documents to be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
a. Appellants' Memorandum of Law in Support of Petition for Judicial Review 
dated May 21, 2012; 
c. Respondent's Reply Brief dated July 3, 2012; 
d. Appellants' Reply Brief dated July 14, 2012; 
e. The entire Administrative Record of Variance ZV2011-2 and Appeals from 
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the Clearwater County Board of Commissioners as lodged on F ebmary 17, 2012, and 
augmented by stipulation on August 1, 2012, including the Decisions by the Clearwater 
County Board of Commissioners dated July 29, 2011, November 21 , 2011 , and December 
19, 2011, Findings of Fact and Written Decisions of the Plam1ing and Zoning Commission 
dated April 4, 2011 and September 6, 2011, transcript of hearings before the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission on March 21, 2011 and August 15, 2011 , the 
transc1ipt of hearings before the Clearwater County Board of County Commissioners on 
October 24, 2011 and November 7, 2011, all related variance applications, appeal 
applications, con·espondence, and related materials. 
7. No exhibits were offered or admitted as exhibits to the District Court. 
8. I certify: 
a. A copy ofthis Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter of the proceeding at 
the following address: Keith Evans, 380 Clear Creek Road, Kooskia, ID 83539. 
b. That the estimated fee for the reporter's transcript has been paid. 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R., 
Rule 20. 
DATED this /~ day of October, 2012. 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
KARIN SEUBERT 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF 
APPEAL was, this l ~ day of October, 2012, 
hand-delivered to: 
E. Clayne Tyler 
CLEARWATER COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
P.O. Box 2627 
Orofino, ID 83544 
KARIN SEUBERT 
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COMMISSIONERS OF CLEARWATER 
COUNTY, IDAHO 
Respondents/Respondents. 
~ Sunreme Court NoYa6L:4 . 
) _____________ ) 
Appeal from: Second Judicial District, Clearwater County, the Honorable Michael J. 
Griffin presiding. 
Case number from District Court: CV2011-00500. 
Order or judgment appealed from: Findings and Conclusions, filed 09/11/2012. 
Attorney for Appellant: Karin Seubert, Jones, Brower and Callery, P.L.L.C., P.O. Box 854, 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501. 
Attorney for Respondent: E. Clayne Tyler, Clearwater County Prosecuting Attorney, P.O. 
Box 2040, Orofino, idaho 83544. 
Appealed by: Edward L. Shinn and Donilee E. Shinn. 
Appealed against: Board of County Commissioners of Clearwater County, Idaho. 
Notice of Appeal Filed: October 18, 2012. 
Amended Notice of Appeal filed: None 
Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: None 
Amended Notice of cross-Appeal filed: None 
Appellate fee paid: Yes. 
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's Request for additional record filed: None 
Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested? Yes. 
if so, Name of Reporter: Keith Evans 
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EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE E. 
SHINN, husband and wife, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
v. 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 














ORDER RE: AMENDED NOTICE OF 
APPEL 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40436-2012 
Clearwater County Docket No. 2011-500 
The Notice of Appeal filed October 18, 2012 in District Court and October 25, 2012 
in this Court requests the preparation of the "standard transcript". The "standard transcripf' is for 
criminal appeals only. Idaho Appellate Rules 17(h), 17( o )(5)(a) and 25(a) requires the designation 
of hearings, to be transcribed, be listed by date(s) and title(s). Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the NOTICE OF APPEAL be, and hereby is, 
SUSPENDED for Appellant's counsel to file an AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL, in compliance 
with Idaho Appellate Rules 17(h), 17(o)(5)(a) and 25(a), with the District Court Clerk within 
fourteen (14) days from the date of this Order or this appeal will proceed on Clerk's Record only. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that this appeal is SUSPENDED until further notice. 
DATED this ~day of October, 2012. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
For the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenya Clerk 
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Gany W. Jones (ISB No. 1254) 
Karin Seubert (ISB No. 7813) 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C. 
1304 Idaho Street 
P. O.Box 854 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
(208) 743-3591 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CLEARWATER 
In the Matter of the Approval ofVariance ) 
ZV2011-2 ) 
) 
EDWARD L. SHINN and ) 




BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS) 
OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
CASE NO. CV 2011-00500 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF CLEARWATER COUNTY, IDAHO, the 
above-narned respondent; and 
TO: E. CLAYNE TYLER, attorney for the above-named respondent, P.O. Box 2627, Orofino, 
ID 83544; and 
TO: THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GNEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellants, EDWARD L. SHINN and DONILEE E. SHINN, 
appeal against the above named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Findings and 
Conclusions and Judgment entered in the above-entitled action on the 11th day of September, 2012, 
Honorable Michael J. Griffin presiding. 
2. That the parties have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
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11-08-'12 10:39 FROM-JB & C 2087469553 T-202 P0003/0005 F-604 
judgments or orders described in paragraph l above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 
Rule ll(a), I.A.R 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal are: 
a. Whether the Court erred in failing to give due deference to the Board of 
County Conunissioners determination that appe~lants have a substantial right implicated by 
the approval or denial of the subject variances. 
b. Whether the Court erred in failing to find that appellants alleged that the 
subject variances could potentially harm their real estate interests. 
c. Whether the Court erred in failing to find that appellants have demonstrated 
that their substantial rights will be hanned by the subject variances. 
d. Whether the Court erred in failing to determine whether the subject decision 
of the Board of County Conunissioners was in error in a manner specified by Idaho Code 
Section 67-5279(3). 
e. Whether the Court erred in dismissing appellants' Petition for Judicial 
Review. 
f. Such other issues which may be raised by appellants. 
4. No orders have been entered sealing any portion ofthe record. 
s. a. A reporter's transcript is requested. 
b. The appellants request the preparation of the following portion of the 
reporter's transcript in both hard copy and electronic format: Oral arguments, August 28, 
2012. 
6. The appellants request the following documents to be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
a. Appellants' Memorandum of Law in Support of Petition for Judicial Review 
dated May 21, 2012; 
c. Respondent's Reply Brief dated July 3, 2012; 
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d. Appellants' Reply Brief dated July 14, 20 12; 
e. The entire Administrative Record of Variance ZV2011-2 and Appeals from 
the Clearwater County Board of Conunissioners as lodged on February 17, 2012, and 
augmented by stipulation on August l, 2012, including the Decisions by the Clearwater 
County Board of Commissioners dated July 29,2011, November 21, 2011, and December 
19, 2011, Findings of Fact and Written Decisions of the Planning and Zoning Commission 
dated April 4, 2011 and September 6, 2011, transcript of hearings before the Clearwater 
County Planning and Zoning Commission on March 21, 2011 and August 15, 2011, the 
transcript of hearings before the Clearwater County Board of County Cormnissioners on 
October 24, 2011 and November 7, 20ll, all related variance applications, appeal 
applications, correspondence, and related materials. 
7. No exhibits were offered or admitted as exhibits to the District Court. 
8. I certify: 
a. A copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter of the 
proceeding at the following address: Keith Evans, 380 Clear Creek Roadj Kooskia, ID 83539. 
b. That the estimated fee for the reporter's transcript has been paid. 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk;s record has been paid. 
d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R., 
Rule20. 
DATED this ~ day ofNovember, 2012. 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L,L,C. 
~cY.uJxA::t 
KARIN SEUBERT 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and 
correct copy of the foregoin~ AMENDED NOTICE 
OF APPEAL was, this <(' day of November, 
2012, mailed by first-class, U.S. Mail, postage pre-
paid to: 
E. Clayne Tyler 
CLEARWATER COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
P.O. Box 2627 
Orofino, ID 83544 
~~ 
KARIN SEUBERT 
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14 NOTICE OF LODGING 
15 Notice is hereby given that the above-entitled appeal 
16 was filed electronically/hard copies with the District Court 
17 Clerk of Clearwater County on Thursday, November 29th, 2012, 
18 consisting of 32 pages. The transcript included the 
19 following hearing(s): 
20 Oral Argument on Appeal of August 28th, 2012. 
21 
22 Dated this 29th day of November, 2012. 
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I, Barbie Deyo, Dep.uty Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Clearwater, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court at Orofino, Idaho this 5~ day of December, 2012. 
' ;/ ' 
I I } 
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SUPREME COURT NO. 40436 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, Barbie Deyo, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the 
Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the 
Cieri< 
Count y of Clearwater, do hereby certify that the above foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under 
my direction as, and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under 
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested 
by Counsels . 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in 
~ 
the District Court on the 1'61!:' day of December, 2012. 
CARRIE BI ~9, Clerk 
By tott~ 
Depu y Clerk 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Barbie Deyo, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the 
Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the 
County of Clearwater, do hereby certify that copies of the 
Clerk's Record and Transcript Of An Oral Argument On August 28, 
2012 were placed in the United States mail and addressed to Karin 
Seubert, Jones, Brower and Callery, P.L.L . C., P.O. Box 854, 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 and E. Clayne Tyler, Clearwater County 
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